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JJJJoooosssseeeeffff    TTTTrrrrooooppppppppeeeerrrr. Ugaritische Grammatik. 1056 pp. Münster, Ugarit-Verlag, 2000. (Alter
Orient und Altes Testament 273).

The disadvantage of a dead language attested by a small corpus of texts is that it leaves
many lacunae in our knowledge of text-dependent aspects of the culture that are revealed by
that language; the advantage for the grammarian is that it permits an exhaustive inclusion of
the data in a grammatical description.  This T. has done in the volume under review, which
explains why one of the more poorly attested of the ancient Near-Eastern languages now
boasts one of the thickest grammars.  The disadvantageous side for the grammarian wishing
to exploit these data exhaustively is that, for many grammatical categories, they are very
few, all too often a single datum or none at all.  The danger is always lurking, therefore, that
any given datum is for one reason or another atypical or misunderstood and that a rule be
proposed that in fact has no basis.

In a relatively brief time, the author has established himself as one of the principal
authorities on the ancient Semitic languages, with forty-nine titles cited under his name in the
bibliography, dated from 1989 to 2000, including three important monographs.  Though he is
familiar with the major Semitic languages, indeed has published on several of them, he has
concentrated on the Northwest-Semitic languages and particularly on Ugaritic.  His
grammatical work has always been of the highest order and all who will in the future have
reason to investigate any aspect of Ugaritic grammar will do well to start here.  I have one
general caveat to state and that has nothing to do with the author's abilities but reflects rather
a choice and one with which I have no dispute:  in order to write so exhaustive a grammar,
the author must have taken a decision on the meaning of every text in the corpus and on
every word in every text from which data are cited, something that even someone so
obviously brilliant as T. cannot expect to have done so early in his career with equal
thoroughness everywhere.  This human limitation is exacerbated by the current state of
Ugaritic epigraphy, which I have described on various occasions:1  the simple fact that many

1See, for example, my review of the collection of Ugaritic texts by M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and J.
Sanmartín, The Cuneiform Alphabetic Texts from Ugarit, Ras Ibn Hani and Other Places (KTU:  Second,
Enlarged Edition) (Abhandlungen zur Literatur Alt-Syrien-Palästinas und Mesopotamiens 8;  Münster:
Ugarit-Verlag, 1995) in JSS 42 (1997) 132-37, and my critique of some of T.'s epigraphic observations with
regard to this collection of texts in AuOr 16 (1998) 85-102. The 1995 collection will henceforth be
abbreviated CAT; the first edition of this work, which dates to 1976 (Die keilalphabetischen Texte aus
Ugarit, Alter Orient und Altes Testament 24/1, Kevelaer: Butzon & Bercker, Neukirchen-Vluyn:
Neukirchener Verlag), will be referred to here as KTU.  T. cites Ugaritic texts only by the numbers assigned
to them in KTU and in CAT.  New-comers to Ugaritic studies should be aware that new texts were included
in CAT; for example, in section 1, texts 162-176 are new in CAT.  Moreover, texts already included in
KTU sometimes, though quite rarely, have been assigned different line numbers in CAT; the most
conspicuous case is perhaps RS 24.251+, of which the recto/verso orientation was reversed in CAT—hence a
reader checking a reference to ""1.107'' will not find the text in the same place in KTU as in CAT.  For these
reasons, I prefer to cite texts that appeared in KTU as ""KTU … ,'' those that were added in CAT as
""CAT … ,'' and to use ""KTU/CAT'' when a point is being made with regard to a feature shared by the two
editions.  T.'s convention is to cite texts by number only, with the primary reference being to CAT; if he
wishes specifically to make a point regarding one edition or the other, he cites them as ""KTU1'' and
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of the Ugaritic texts still await an authoritative publication based on autopsy makes it certain
that any study such as this one will include faulty data.  That does not mean, however, as I
said in my first description of the situation, that philological study ""must grind to a halt''2

while the time-consuming work of re-editing the texts goes on.  It only means that the author
and his readers must not expect perfection.  In all honesty, the epigraphic improvements that
remain to be made will in all likelihood not affect T.'s understanding of any major aspect of
Ugaritic grammar, but will have to do rather with moving pieces of data about and with
filling in the picture.  Thus I would have been the last to counsel T. to hold off publication of
his work until the epigraphic picture were clearer.  So thorough a status questionis was
needed by all of us who work on Ugaritic, not least the epigraphers, for even the most basic
epigraphic work must at times take into consideration both what is known epigraphically and
the interpretations that these data have received.  I would thus not disagree with T.'s
assertion that a grammar such as this one is useful as a ""Grundlage für eine fundierte
Übersetzung der inhaltlich schwierigen Texte'' (p. 6), though users must not forget that this
grammar, like any other original grammar (as opposed to those that simply feed off of their
predecessors—which is certainly not the case here!), is based on the author's own analyses
of the texts.

The counterpoint to this problem of not having been able to analyze every text with
equal thoroughness is that T. has analyzed all the texts from a strictly grammatical
perspective and has built up a reservoir of grammatical data previously unequaled.  He thus
will have grammatical insights, even on texts on which he has spent less time than the
epigraphars/philologists, that the latter may not have perceived.  This was brought home to
me when T. pointed out to me some time ago that the only prefix attested in all prose texts
and most texts in poetry for 3 m.pl. /YQTL/3 forms is t-; because both y- and t- forms are
attested in poetry, I had assumed that such should be the case in prose as well.  But, at least
with the present corpus of prose works, such is not the case.4  Thus my first interpretation of
yrdn g®rm in RS 24.256:18 (KTU 1.112) as a plural on analogy with t≤rbn g®rm in RS 1.005:9
(KTU 1.43) has had to be modified.5

T.'s work is a descriptive grammar that follows the time-honored pattern: script/writing
(""Schriftlehre''), phonetics, morphology (including morpho-syntax), and clause/sentence

""KTU2''; if he wishes to express explicitly that a reading appears in both editions, he cites them as
""KTU1/2.''
2""New Readings in the Letters of ≤zn bn byy,'' in Vorträge, gehalten auf der 28. Rencontre Assyriologique
Internationale in Wien, 6.-10. Juli,1981, AfO Beiheft 19 (1982) 39-53, esp. p. 53 note 22.
3Throughout this review, I will refer to the various verbal forms by use of the root QTL enclosed in slashes,
with the necessary specifications for more narrowly defined forms, e.g., /YQTL/ = "prefix-conjugation',
/QTLa/ = "suffix-conjugation', /YQTLØ/ = "prefix-conjugation with zero vowel at the end', /yaqtul-/ = "prefix-
conjugation with stem vowel /u/ and no specification for mood', etc.  Nominal bases will usually be
indicated in lower case with the vowel(s) indicating the pattern, e.g., /qatl/ or /qitªl/.
4T., pp. 432-38 (§73.223.3).
5See my Ritual and Cult at Ugarit (Writings from the Ancient World 10; Atlanta:  Society of Biblical
Literature, 2002) 101 n. 24.
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syntax; morphology is presented in five sections, numbered as principal sections, viz., the
pronoun, the noun, number words, verbs, and particles.  The body of the work consists of an
introduction, followed by these eight sections, for a total of nine.  Then thirteen indices
occupy over 140 pages:  general abbreviations, sigla and symbols, literary abbreviations,
bibliography, topical index, Ugaritic roots, non-Ugaritic roots, Ugaritic words in alphabetic
script, words in syllabic (Sumero-Akkadian) script, text references by KTU/CAT numbers,
text references by excavation number (""RS …''—this index is broken down into two
sections, one for alphabetic texts, the other for syllabic texts), references to texts not citable
by either of the two preceding systems, and, finally, references to texts from other sites.
This is, therefore, a reference grammar in the best tradition, with the indices provided to
make it useful (though a caveat is necessary on these—see below).

One aspect of this book that deserves special praise is the extent to which the data from
the administrative texts have been integrated into the grammar.  T. is not simply aware of the
existence of these texts, but has studied them in detail, has elsewhere already made
significant contributions to their interpretation,6 and makes them a major part of this
grammar.  Gone are the days when a Ugaritic grammar was devoted primarily to the
mythological texts.

Another source of data exploited significantly here are the syllabic writings of Ugaritic
words.  The basic work along these lines was done by J. Huehnergard7 and W. H. van
Soldt,8 but T. is at pains to include all such data and to draw conclusions from them for
Ugaritic phonology.  I have some reservations about the precision with which these data may
be used, but there is no doubting their importance.

The section that I found to be most innovative was that on the phonetic realization of the
consonants (§32.1, pp. 90-133), where he allows for more irregular correspondences with
cognates in other languages than is usually done.  Though not all of his examples are
convincing (see remarks below to pp. 109-10 and 110) and though his (necessary) reliance
on the existing editions means that some forms cited simply do not exist, in general this
escape from neo-grammarian rigidity, supported by the very detailed listing of the data for
his positions, can only be praised.9  On the other hand, one would have wished that a more
thorough classification of the aberrant data according to text and context had been made:  a
few Ugaritic texts show peculiar orthographies (as T. notes on occasion) and the data from

6I think particularly of his elucidation of the syntactic function of kbd in these texts (UF 29 [1997] 661-62)
which was of great help to P. Bordreuil and myself in interpreting some of the texts from the 1994
campaign.  T.'s treatment of complex number phrases that include kbd (pp. 349-63 [§§62.2-62.86], pp. 388-
414 [§§69.1-2]) is one of the strongest parts of the present work as well as one of the most useful for those
who work with administrative texts.
7Ugaritic Vocabulary in Syllabic Transcription (Harvard Semitic Studies 32; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1987).
8Studies in the Akkadian of Ugarit: Dating and Grammar (Alter Orient und Altes Testament 40; Kevelaer:
Butzon & Bercker, Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag; 1991).
9For a detailed presentation of the data on non-standard phonetic correspondences across the Semitic
languages, see the University of Chicago dissertation by Douglas L. Penney, Towards a Prehistory of
Biblical Hebrew Roots:  Phoneme Constraint and Polymorphism (1993).
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these texts should have been cited separately from those from other texts and an attempt
should have been made to determine the reason for the usages peculiar to a given text.

Another area that deserves particular mention here is that of vocalization.  The Ugaritic
writing system being basically consonantal in character, the phonetic system of the language
may be determined by three types of data:  those furnished by (1) the use of the three
≥alif-signs (in addition to sign #1, which corresponds to ≥alif in the other West-Semitic
alphabetic systems, the Ugaritic alphabet has two other ≥alif-signs; all three express, in
various ways, the vowel associated with the consonant ≥alif), (2) the writing of Ugaritic
words in syllabic (Sumero-Akkadian) script, and (3) comparative Semitics.  The use of
these three types of data has developed slowly over the history of the study of Ugaritic, and
some still mock attempts to present a vocalized version of a Ugaritic text, apparently
misunderstanding the nature of the exercise as heuristic, pedagogical, and as a form of
shorthand for expressing the vocalizer's understanding of the grammatical structure of a
text.10  We have come a long way just since I began proposing a vocalization for a text
under consideration, some twenty-five years ago,11 and T. has taken the process one step
further by offering proposals for virtually all of the systematic facets of the language (i.e.,
the entire verbal side of the grammar and the systematic part of the nominal side, primarily
the case system) and for most of the less-systematic facets (the stem of individual nouns,
adjectives, adverbs, and particles of non-nominal origin; the stem vowel of the G-stem
/YQTL/ for individual verbs).  Segert had already begun the process in a similar way,12 but,
because of the very succinct nature of that work, his presentation was essentially apodictic.
This is not the case with T., who often indicates the basis of each proposal, including
references to hypotheses that he does not accept.  The reader not fully versed in Ugaritic
studies must realize, as T. himself intimates, that, by the very nature of the exercise, the
degree to which any given proposal corresponds to Late-Bronze-Age-Ugaritic reality will
vary considerably. For example, it borders on absolutely certain that the Ugaritic common
noun for "king' was pronounced /malku/ because we have a syllabic attestation in a ""polyglot''
vocabulary where the word corresponding to "king' in the other columns is written {ma-al-
ku} in the column representing Ugaritic (for a criticism of T.'s treatment of this particular
example, see below, remark to pp. 253, 254 [§51.41b]).  At the other extreme, T. chooses
(pp. 543-46 [§74.41-74.412.15]) to ignore the data provided by the ≥alif in 1 c.s. /YQTL/
verbal forms of the D-stem and the fi-stem, all of which indicate that the vowel of the
preformative was /a/, in favor of those from the participle (D-stem /muqattil/) and from other
Semitic languages (Akkadian and Arabic), in favor of a vocalization /yuqattil/; he explains
the 1 c.s. form as arising from vowel harmony but only when following ≥alif (i.e., the prefix

10See Pardee, JAOS 117 (1997) 377-78.
11I remember Moshe Held, z ''b , responding to such a proposal at an American Oriental Society meeting in
the mid-seventies with the observation that ""not even the great H. L. Ginsberg dared to vocalize a Ugaritic
text.''  As G. R. Driver (among others!) was wont to observe, dies diem docet.
12A Basic Grammar of the Ugaritic Language (Berkeley:  University of California, 1984).
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vowel assimilates to the first stem vowel:  /≥uqattil/ → /≥aqattil/).13  Some would consider it
more plausible that the participle and the finite forms may have had different preformative
vowels and that the data from the 1 c.s. forms should outweigh those from other languages.
Finally, there are grammatical categories, e.g., the energic ending /-anna/ after the dual
morpheme /-ª-/, for which a vocalization is proposed without any Ugaritic data whatever
(see below, comment on p. 177 [§33.221], p. 499 [§73.611.2]); such is also the case very
often for the vocalization of individual nouns.  Whether one agree with the procedure or not,
it must be admitted that T. has valid linguistic reasons for his stance and that he usually
presents his case clearly and fairly; only time will tell—assuming that a vocalized form
appears eventually in syllabic script—whether or not he is correct in any given case.  Some
will legitimately doubt, however, that hypotheses for the vocalization of nearly every
Ugaritic form should have been presented, whether or not data from Ugarit inform the
hypothesis, in a grammar of the Ugaritic language.  It may also be doubted whether
grammatical rules should have been formulated on the basis of words of which the Ugaritic
vocalization is purely hypothetical (e.g., pp. 190-93 [§33.312]—cf. my comments below to
this section).  However that may be, those not well acquainted with the Ugaritic data
(whether philologists with a specialty in another area or comparative Semitists or linguists of
whatever persuasion) must be warned to read carefully every paragraph pertaining to
whatever topic interests them in order to ascertain the basis for any given vocalism.  (In this
respect, one would have wished that the indices were more detailed—see fourth general
remark below.)  In short, the cause of vocalizing Ugaritic might have been better served by a
more conservative approach to the exercise or by one wherein the basis for the proposed
vocalization is indicated explicitly in every instance—which would have made of an already
long work an even longer one.

Finally, T. must be praised to the high heavens for the care with which this work was
proofread.  One finds an occasional material error—nobody is perfect!—but, considering the
number of data treated here, the number is very small.  One may or may not agree with the
conclusion drawn, but the data and the secondary references are almost always correctly
cited.  Unfortunately, where a text number is cited incorrectly in the grammar, the incorrect
reference is, as is to be expected, indicated in the index (e.g., KTU/CAT 2.31:55 [RS
16.394] is cited as ""2.31:54'' on p. 171 and is so indexed on p. 1027; on the same page of the
grammar, the syllabic text RS 20.123+ i 20" is cited as ""20.123+:I:3' '' and is so indexed on p.
1051).

Having sufficiently expressed my admiration for this work, I will now pass on to some
more critical remarks, most of which will express either disagreements regarding

13T. recognizes (p. 175 [§33.215.21b]) that the explanation provided for the D-stem, viz., that the /a/ in the
1 c.s. form arose from vowel harmony with the first root vowel (/≥uqattil-/ →  /≥aqattil-/), and which is
applied also to the fi-stem (pp. 587-88 [§74.622.1]), is not borne out by the form {±ßld} /≥aßôlid-/ (RS
2.002:65 [KTU 1.23]).  He considers rather that the {±} in the 1 c.s. form represents vowel coloring in what
in Hebrew or Aramaic would correspond to a reduced vowel with /a/-coloring owing to the /≥/ belonging to
the family of guttural consonants.  That the feminine morpheme could occur as /-at-/ or as /-t-/ is clear, but
data for true vowel reduction in Ugaritic are hard to come by (see remark below to p. 146 [§33.115.44.5] on
the difficult case of {ßa-¯an˘-tu4}).
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grammatical or other interpretations or else epigraphic matters.  There are fewer remarks of
the latter kind than would have been the case if T. had not requested of P. Bordreuil and
myself the transcriptions of the texts that we have collated as well as the manuscript of the
up-coming publication of the Ugaritic texts from the excavations of 1986-1992.  (At the time
when T. was completing his work, viz., late 1999, our manuscript of the texts from the 1994
and 1996 excavations was judged too preliminary to be made available to him.)  What this
means is that I can remark on cases where T. has judged best not to adopt our reading
(primarily ritual texts and letters), on texts that I have collated since the collection of
readings was put together that was sent to him (primarily administrative texts), but cannot, of
course, say anything about the multitude of texts that I have not yet collated, but which will
surely contain as many surprises as have those that have been examined to date.  That being
the case, a certain number of data analyzed by T. will prove in the long run to be non-
existent or to belong to a section of the grammar other than the one where they are presently
located.  In this context, the reader should take particular notice of T.'s method of
representation of texts as found in KTU/CAT:  he does not consistently indicate the
epigraphic state of the text cited, e.g., on p. 189 (§33.311.3b; cf. p. 259 [§51.42f]) the word
""hrt'' is analyzed and an argument is made for its vocalization, but no indication is provided
for the reader that all three signs were indicated as damaged by the authors of KTU/CAT in
the only putative attestation of the word (RS 2.[004] ii 41' [KTU 1.17]).
— First, a general remark on T.'s manner of expressing the plausibility of a given
interpretation.  He commonly rates plausibility on three levels:  examples may be (1) simply
listed, (2) listed with a question mark, or (3) relegated to a separate section at the end of the
paragraph entitled ""Anm[erkung(en)]'' where proposals within that category are refuted.
This three-way system is occasionally expanded to four by attaching two questions marks to
an example.  Users should be aware that criteria for inclusion of examples under a given
category tend to be maximalist rather than minimalist and that question marks are not used
as frequently as they might be.  Indeed, after a long and thorough exposure to the work, I
conclude that T.'s criteria for classification vary considerably.  At one extreme is the desire—
explicit or implicit—to include most suggestions that have ever been made for the
interpretation of a given Ugaritic word.  At the other is the need to classify everything,
including poorly attested words or those of which the epigraphic basis is uncertain.  For this
reason, this grammar is both a review of what has been previously proposed and a reasoned
presentation of the data provided by the Ugaritic texts themselves—but not with equal-
handedness.  At the one extreme I have been astounded by the amount of space devoted to
a highly questionable phenomenon.  For example, the suggestion that qrwn in RS 24.277:11'
(KTU 1.127) would be phonetic variant of qrbn and mean "offering' is given its own six-line
paragraph on p. 156 (§33.137.1) in spite of the fact that T. himself considers the analysis
unlikely (see remark below on this entry).  At the other extreme, many forms are given a
single analysis with no mention of other possibilities.  Because I do not have in my head an
exhaustive catalogue of what all scholars have said about every text, most of my remarks
below criticizing these cases of tunnel vision will concern my own published interpretations,
but I have checked sufficient cases in the broader literature to be certain that it is not only my
own interpretations that have been ignored here.  Moreover, many of T.'s own classifications
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of forms are presented as sound when in fact they are in fact questionable or even
far-fetched—many of my remarks below will touch on such points.  A particularly striking
example is provided by the presentation of {y} as a mater lectionis (see my discussion
below, note to pp. 37-38 [§21.322.5], etc.):  all possible examples are cited with only the
occasional remark that a given form may in fact be an example of the post-positive particle y
(treated later in the book, pp. 833-35 [§89.3]).  Finally, space is far too often devoted to
interpretations that T. himself abjures at some other point in the grammar (a striking example
is found on p. 377 [§65.132]—see remark below) and that should, therefore, have been
entirely omitted or, at most, placed in an Anmerkung.  Though there is no doubt that T. is an
insightful grammarian, this grammar was far more maximalist than I had expected, to the
point that a few entire categories, such as the {y} mater lectionis or the double writing of a
geminated consonant (see remark below to p. 32), are given far more space than they merit.
In these two cases, an equally strong—I believe stronger—argument could be made for
reducing the former to the brief mention of some disputed instances and for including the
latter only to refute it.  Other apparent cases of over-inclusion are owing to the fact that the
decision was made to write this book without footnotes; thus refutations of positions that T.
himself does not hold must take place in the body of the text, usually in the section entitled
""Anm[erkung(en)].''  Despite the availability of this special section for the treatment of
rejected interpretations, some views that T. himself considers highly questionable are
presented in the main body of the text (e.g., §33.137.1 [p. 156], or §65.132 [p. 377], both
mentioned above and commented on below).  One nice thing about the use of footnotes is
that they allow a presentation of primary data and interpretations on one level with a
secondary level of discussion going on in footnotes; this allows the reader to follow the
principal line of argument and to move to the second level only as desired.  However that
may be, T.'s inclusiveness makes of this work in some respects more of an encyclopedia of
grammatical interpretations than an ordered descriptive grammar according to the author's
own view of things.  All the more astounding, then, as is observed in the following remark,
that reasoned views of seasoned Ugaritologists are so often left entirely out of consideration.
— A second general remark goes in the opposite direction from the preceding:  I must point
out the all-too-frequent non-encyclopedic nature of the analyses presented here.  Call me
over-sensitive, but I have been astonished at the number of times that an interpretation that I
consider to be the best currently available is not even mentioned (e.g., that of {tmtt} in RS
18.031:16, 22 [KTU 2.38]—see below, remark to p. 250 [§51.3g], etc.).  Any grammar is
based on the grammarian's analysis of the texts that are the basis of the grammar and of
course T. has a right to his; but when so many far-fetched interpretations are mentioned,
whether refuted or not, whether preferred or not, the absence of some that are not so
far-fetched must elicit surprise.
— Third, there are multitudinous cases where T. shows indecision, giving a particular
analysis or gloss in one place, another in another place.  For example, ±ny- in RS 18.031:10
is two times said to mean ""Schiff'' and it would be the singular of ±nyt (p. 286 [§52.5f], p.
703 [§76.521.3]), whereas elsewhere it is translated ""Schiff(e), Flotte,'' i.e., with possible
interpretations either as a singular or as a collective (p. 192, §33.312.32b, p. 254 [§51.41b],
p. 196 [§33.322.3b], p. 569 [§74.423]; on p. 195 [§33.322.2b], the same word from line 24 of
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the same text is translated as ""die Flotte,'' with no indication of another possible meaning).
In the case of RS 18.031, it appears unlikely that the king of Ugarit would have sent a single
ship to Egypt for grain and one may legitimately posit that Ugaritic, like Hebrew, had a
collective noun ±ny, a nomen unitatis ±nyt, and a plural ±nyt (on the form of ±ny, see below,
remark to p. 192).  Or, in a single section (p. 237, §43.2d), the term mƒr÷lm is translated
""m.- Leute'' at first citation, ""Schwertträger/Wachleute(?)'' at the second.  These presentations
of alternative interpretations—acceptable up to a point, especially in the case of a language
with a corpus that is so small and so poorly understood—are particularly frustrating to the
reader when the multiple entries are not cross-referenced and/or do not bear a question
mark.  For example, the case of YR≥ in RS 2.[009]+ vi 30 (KTU 1.6) appears in eight
entries of this grammar, seven times as {yr°}, three times as {yr±}, with the total of ten
coming from the mention of both readings at two of the entries; in the other five entries, only
one or the other of the two forms is mentioned and none of the entries is cross-referenced to
the others by page or paragraph number, not even the one where the new reading {yr±!} is
proposed (p. 66 [§21.362]).  For another example, {•dn} in RS 15.007:5 (KTU 2.15) is
confidently translated as ""Erlaubnis'' on p. 101 (§32.142.32), whereas on p. 429 (§73.142) it
is represented by "" …(?)''.14  Fortunately, these alternative interpretations usually reflect
genuine options that arise from one level or another of ambiguity in the text; one does,
however, occasionally encounter mutually exclusive interpretations presented in different
sections of the grammar (see remark below to p. 51 [§21.341.21a], etc., or to p. 500
[§73.611.2d], etc., on GL).  This style of presentation requires the reader to go to the text
index to find all mentions of the form(s).  Many of my comments below reflect this
indecisiveness which becomes the more frustrating the more one uses the grammar.  The
ideal would have been to present in the most logical place all the data for a given feature, to
reach a decision in that paragraph or section as to the most likely conclusion for Ugaritic,
then to base all references to the feature in question, whether they actually precede or follow
the point where the decision was reached, on that decision.  It must be stated forthrightly
that, because of the maximalist policy of inclusion, this grammar must be used critically and
intelligently—slapdash use could bring about a revival of uncritical interpretations that would
be nearly as harmful to future progress in Ugaritic grammar as some of the less well-
founded approaches of the past.
—A fourth general remark, on the indices:  though the text index is nearly exhaustive, the
others are not and all are time-consuming to exploit.  The first use to which I put this
grammar was in preparing a study of RS 1.012 (KTU 4.14)15 and, while following up
various references that were in the indices, I came across three that were not:  “mr in RS
1.012:6, 12, 18 is interpreted as a measure on pp. 255 and 411 (though only the occurrence
in line 18 is cited on p. 255), but this “mr is neither in the root-index nor in the word index;
the word n≤r, which I restore in RS 1.012:7 and which is attested as a foodstuff of some kind

14In the first section cited, {•dn} appears without a textual reference but, as {•dn} is to be found only in RS
15.007:5 and as several scholars have proposed the meaning "permission ' for the word in that passage, one
must assume that T. had that passage in mind when citing the word.
15Which has since appeared as ""Un "nouveau' mot ougaritique,'' AuOr 20 (2002) 163-82.
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in three other texts, is twice translated ""Rostmehl'' on p. 411 but does not appear in either of
the aforementioned indices; in the text index (i.e., at KTU/CAT 4.14), there is no reference
at all to line 6, though the analysis of “mr on pp. 255 and 411 may eventually be located by
going to the entries for lines 12 and 18.  As regards “mr, since an important subsection of the
grammar is devoted to the use of measure-words with cardinal numbers (§69.2, pp. 408-14),
one would have expected at least the word “mr in this sense to have been included in the
index of Ugaritic words (on “mr as a measure, see remarks below to p. 123 [§32.146.23a],
etc., and to p. 137 [§33.112.32], etc.).  I have found that, in general, the text indices are
relatively complete, while the index of Ugaritic words is woefully inadequate, e.g., ±”,
"brother' (see below, comment to p. 51 [§21.341.21], etc.), is not to be found at all in the
index of Ugaritic words (only ±”, "marsh'; ≥‡W, the hypothetical root of ±”, "brother', is in the
index of roots, p. 950).  In order to find most references to a given Ugaritic word in this
grammar, one must go through the text index, which is usually not an easy thing to do, for the
text index will, of course, list all citations of a given line of text and one must, therefore,
plow through all such citations to find the one or ones that deal with given word in the line of
text.  For commonly attested words, resort to the text index is impracticable,16 and there is,
therefore, no easy way of locating where the word may be discussed.  A grammar cannot, of
course, be expected to play the role of a dictionary; but one can expect all cited texts to be
included in the text indices and, since the work will be consulted by many who are not
professional Ugaritologists and who might be interested in the Ugaritic form of individual
words, the word index should have been more complete.  The problem posed by the
inadequacy of the indices is compounded by T.'s very thoroughness (a given word may be
treated in various sections of the grammar, according to whether its orthography, phonology,
morphology, or syntax is at issue) and compounded again by the indecisiveness described
above (finding one analysis of a word, phrase, or passage is no guarantee that the same
analysis has been indicated elsewhere):  it is a source of frustration for the reader to believe
that T.'s interpretation of a given word or passage has been understood, only to find that in
another section of the grammar another interpretation is assumed, often without a cross-
reference to the other interpretation.  The interpretations of passages are usually fairly easy
to ascertain by the use of the text index; those of individual words or roots are, however, as
already indicated, more difficult to discover.  Finally, it should be noted that the indices send
the user to a page, not to a numbered paragraph; thus the user has to scan a larger body of
text to find a given passage than if the indexing had been by paragraph numbers (relatively
few numbered paragraphs cover more than one page).  It would have been to the user's
benefit for the references to be to paragraphs, with page number added if the paragraph
extended beyond a single page.
— Fifth, T. is very conservative in his treatment of the syllabic data:  the sign {me}, for
example, is taken as /me/ and not /mi/, i.e., {mì};  variant syllabic writings are taken to
represent actual phonetic variants in Ugaritic.  This is not at all my field of expertise, but I

16It is also fraught with the difficulty created by T.'s inconsistent treatment of data; for an example, see
below, remark to p. 256 (§51.41f), etc., where it is pointed out that T. has himself proposed that the
primary passage cited on p. 256  for the word °m, "mother', in fact does not contain that word.
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must confess to remaining dubious about some of the reconstructions of Ugaritic that are
based on a single syllabic form as well as about supposed Ugaritic phonetic developments
based on one type of form when variants are attested.  I am not yet convinced that the
scribes used the syllabic system with the phonetic precision that T. assumes (see, for
example, remarks below to p. 88 [§31.2], p. 146 [§33.115.44.5], etc., p. 172 [§33.214.1], p.
182 [§33.242a], etc., and p. 185 [§33.243.2]).  I am also puzzled by how T. can list syllabic
writings of which the meaning, hence the etymology, hence the phonology are uncertain,
under very precise phonological headings (e.g., on p. 196 [§33.322.41a], RS 16.246:6 [PRU
3, p. 95] {”a-a-PI}, listed as a retention of /ªy/ followed by either a long or a short vowel:
though his presumption that the vowel in the first syllable is /ª/ is certainly plausible, the
syllabic writing does not in fact allow certainty as to whether that /a/ was long or short,
whether the /y/ was geminated or not, whether the word is Ugaritic or not, or even whether
there was a weak consonant between the two /a/-vowels indicated in the syllabic script).
Though T. is correct in not using proper names for deriving Ugaritic grammar, he could have
studied the syllabic writings of at least the Ugaritic proper names and tried to determine
therefrom with what consistency the various signs correspond to Ugaritic phonemes.  Had he
done so, he may have begun to wonder whether the syllabic writing of common vocabulary
is any more reliable for determining the fine points of the vocalization of Ugaritic words.
Finally under this heading, T. also assumes that variant Akkadian writings of inflectional
elements must be interpreted as expressing variants in Ugaritic inflection.  Though the
Akkadian texts from Ras Shamra do not show the same baroque plethora of variety as one
encounters in the el-Amarna texts, it nevertheless appears plausible to draw the lesson from
those texts that West-Semitic scribes did not write Akkadian without influence from the local
language.  Hence, if in a given case the data reflect what may be Akkadian phenomena
alongside Ugaritic phenomena, it appears implausible to attempt to interpret all the data as
reflecting Ugaritic grammar (for a specific example, see remark below to p. 304
[§54.112.2]).
— Sixth, a general remark on the exploitation of data when these are few in number.  The
old adage that "One swallow does not make a summer' must be kept in mind when dealing
with a language as poorly attested as Ugaritic.  In this grammar there are a lot of hot summer
days established on the basis of a single swallow, for T. has clearly wished to work every
datum from every reasonably well-understood text (and many data from poorly understood
texts) into his presentation.  This attempt at exhaustivity is laudable, in that the interested
student will find here T.'s stance on thousands upon thousands of individual points of
interpretation.  The downside of the procedure is that individual interpretations are perforce
transformed into grammatical rules and a rule will too often stand or fall with the acceptance
or rejection of a very small number of data, sometimes a single datum.  It is important,
therefore, that each user examine carefully the basis for a given rule and decide whether the
data are sufficient and properly understood before accepting the rule as a valid one for
Ugaritic.
— A seventh general remark is in order here on T.'s presentation of "hollow' roots, viz., those
of the historical type /C(W/Y)C/, e.g., {qm}, "he arose'.  In the sections on phonology and
morphology, T. reconstructs all verbal and nominal forms on a triconsonantal pattern.  For
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example, on p. 199 (§33.323.3), {qm} is vocalized as /qâma/ (the circumflex accent indicates
a contracted vowel) and that form is said to derive from /qawama/; on p. 642 (§75.521b), the
/YQTL/ forms are reconstructed as ""/yaqûm-/'' ← /yaqwum-/, ""/yi≥âr-/'' ← /yi≥war-/, and
""/yaßît-/'' ← /yaßyit-/ (in the appropriate phonology section [p. 191 (§33.312.21c)], only the
first of these was cited, with the remark that no form is attested in Ugaritic with the "weak'
consonant retained).  The reader unacquainted with the historical grammar of Semitics
should be aware that Ugaritic, like Biblical Hebrew and early Aramaic, shows virtually no
explicit trace of the triconsonantal pattern in the verbal system of hollow roots (e.g., there
are very few Piels of hollow roots in Biblical Hebrew) and very few such traces in the
nominal system.  All developments of the type /*qawama/ → /qªma/ in the verbal system
belong, therefore, to an earlier stage of the development of the Semitic languages and it is
debatable (a) that the developments leading to the (largely hypothetical!) Ugaritic forms
should be indicated in detail in a grammar of Ugaritic (i.e., all such developments could have
been indicated in an abbreviated way in introductory sections), and (b) that the vowel of
such forms should be indicated as a contracted vowel in the same sense as qayl going to qêl
involved a contraction.  Particular problems are posed by forms with /ª/, for, in verbs, the
contraction of /wa/ to /â/ is not characteristic of the Northwest-Semitic languages while, in
substantives, these languages show both /qªl/ and /qawl/ forms from hollow roots (e.g.,
/†ªb-/, "good', and /®awr-/, "bull').  This later situation requires the hypothesis that certain
contractions in proto-West-Semitic resulted in /ª/, others in /≠/, others in /¨/, while yet others
remained uncontracted until a later date (e.g., /®awr-/ and /bayt-/).  The theory would also
have to take account of the variable behavior in Hebrew, that /ª/≠/¨/ in hollow-root /YQTL/
forms are shortenable whereas /ê/ô/ are invariable.  It must also be observed that T.'s
presentation of the final syllable of hollow-root forms is not consistent:  for example, on p.
646, the imperative of B(Y)N is presented as ""/bin/ ← *bîn'' while, on p. 651, the fi-stem
jussive of T˙(W)B is listed as ""u®a®îb,'' on p. 652, the corresponding imperative is listed as
""/ta®îb/''17 (sic!—the first consonant should have been ®).  The syllable-type is historically
similar in all three forms and, since the jussive form corresponds to Hebrew /yªqºm/ ←

/yaqum/ ← /*yaq¨m/ or, in the Hiphil,  /yªq´m/ ← /yaqim/ ← /*yahaq≠m/ (imperative /hªq´m/
← /haqim/ ← /*haq≠m/),18 and to Arabic /yaqul/ ← /*yaq¨l/, it is highly likely that the Ugaritic
jussive form also had a short vowel19—at the very least a reason for any posited difference

17Cf. p. 594 (§74.622.3), where a series of fi-stem jussive forms from T˙(W)B are cited, all with the final
syllable vocalized as ""-®îb.''  I have cited fi-stem jussive forms because T. in his presentation of the G-stem
/YQTL/ forms affixes a dash to every form cited (e.g., ""yaßîr-'') thereby abstaining from indicating how the
jussive form would have been distinguished from the indicative.
18Note that in Hebrew the Hiphil imperative did not undergo the paradigm leveling that occurred in the Qal:
in the Hiphil the m.s. and the f.s. are distinguished by two features, the gender marking and the (proto-
Hebrew) length of the stem vowel:  /haq´m/ vs. /haq≠m≠/, with the original /≠/ of the stem syllable retained
only in the forms that end in a vowel.  In the Qal, on the other hand, the m.s. also shows a long vowel
(/q¨m/ and /ß≠t/), doubtless as the result of following the pattern of the expanded ("emphatic') form (/q¨ma/
and /ß≠ta/, respectively). No such alternative form was available in the f.pl., however, hence /qº`mnª/ (←
/qúmna/ ← /*q¨`mna/).
19As T. recognizes on p. 641 (§75.521):  ""Die durch Kontraktion entstandenen Langvokale werden
wahrscheinlich in geschlossenen Silben sekundär gekürzt.''  The problem in this particular aspect of the
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between Ugaritic and Hebrew/Arabic in this form should have been presented.20  Which
brings us back to the question of whether the stem vowel of such forms should be indicated
as a contracted vowel; since, as apparently in proto-Hebrew, vowels that are the result of
contraction are of two types, those that produce new phonemes (e.g., /ay/ → /ê/) and those
that produce vowels apparently identical to previously existing long vowels (e.g., /iy/ → /î/ ≈
/≠/), one may expect the latter type to have evolved identically whether /î/ or /≠/, while the
former may, as in Hebrew, have been more impervious to shortening.  It would in any case
have been useful in this essay of reconstruction to attempt to distinguish between
consonantal elision resulting in a pure long vowel and contractions that produced a long
vowel of secondary quality (of which the most prominent would have been /ê/ and /ô/).  The
former may have been expected to show a subsequent development identical to the original
pure long vowels while the second constitute true phonetic innovations in the language.
Equally hypothetical and equally without data from actual Ugaritic forms is the reconstruction
of III-weak forms of the same root as III-y when the stem vowel is reconstructed as /a/ or /i/
(e.g., {≤ly} ""/≤alaya/'' [p. 655] or  ""/≤al≠y-/'' [p. 197]), but as III-w when the stem vowel is
reconstructed as /u/ (e.g., {y≤l} ""/ya≤lû/ < *ya≤luwu/'' [p. 661]).  Again, the latter pattern is
not the one that has been retained in the other Northwest-Semitic languages.21  The place
for such detailed reconstructions is, in any case, in an historical grammar.  What T. has done,
to invoke a comparison with grammars of Biblical Hebrew, is to combine Gesenius' Hebrew
Grammar and Bauer and Leander's Historische Grammatik der hebraischen Sprache into a
single unified presentation.  He apparently felt himself driven to such a procedure by the
dearth of data for the vocalization of Ugaritic (the undertaking is closer, therefore, to doing a
grammar of the Hebrew inscriptions than to doing one of Biblical Hebrew, which is in fact
usually done as a grammar of the Hebrew Bible as vocalized by the Massoretes22).  It is
debatable whether the extensively reconstructed—and highly hypothetical—version of

presentation of hollow roots appears to be one of inconsistency of realization of the theory, rather than a
basically theoretical one.  That said, however, T. should have thought through more deeply the ordering of
the phenomena before terming the shift from ""*yaqûm'' to ""yaqum'' a secondary one.  Because
proto-Semitic appears not to have tolerated long vowels in closed syllables, the form /yaq¨m/ could not
have existed as such in proto-Ugaritic.  As for the presentation of Ugaritic, the inconsistency that one
encounters here seems to indicate that T. realized relatively late in his systematic organization of the
grammar that forms such as /yaqum/, "let him arise', and /bin/, "understand', can only have had a short
vowel in Ugaritic and that he did not systematically check all vocalized forms to make sure that the
properly Ugaritic form was indicated.
20The problem is well illustrated by the root B(W)≥.  Hebrew /yabº(≥)/ can only have come from /yabu≥/,
and the Ugaritic /YQTLØ/ form of this root must, to the extent that the two languages had similar historical
developments, have been /yabu≥/ (see the more detailed argument below, remarks to p. 37 [§21.322.5a],
etc., and to p. 196 [§33.322.3c], etc.).  Another case of inconsistency in vocalizing these forms is debated in
the first of these remarks, i.e.., ""tabû≥'' on pp. 37, 443, and 620, but ""tabu≥'' on p. 643, both for {tb•} in RIH
78/20:18 (KTU 1.169).
21The identification of the root as III-w or III-y appears at times to be completely arbitrary (see below,
remark to p. 198 [§33.323.1b], etc.).
22On the necessity of distinguishing between Massoretic and Biblical Hebrew, see Pardee JNES 56 (1997)
144-7.
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Ugaritic grammar provided by T. is what was needed at this stage of Ugaritic studies.  It
would, in any case, have been advisable to give to the present work a title that better reflects
its actual form:  traditionally, a work entitled simply a Grammar is primarily descriptive.
— This leads to an eighth general remark, on T.'s presentation of historically long vowels in
secondarily short syllables, as in the hollow-root forms cited in the preceding paragraph.  In
those cases, the comparative evidence makes it very likely that the proto-West-Semitic forms
had already shown a short vowel in a closed syllable.  There is no treatment of the question
in the phonology section, and T. vacillates not only in his treatment of these forms which
appear fairly clear, but also in his presentation of many forms throughout the grammar.  An
example chosen at random:  on p. 203 {tr“¬n} in (RS 3.346:20 [KTU 1.2 iii 20]) is vocalized
""/tar“u¬¨(n)n≠/,'' but, if, historically long vowels shorten in closed syllables, the alternative
form with doubled /n/ would have been /tar“u¬unn≠/.  In other cases, he equivocates by using
a dash, e.g., §73.611.2a (p. 499), on III-weak Energic-I forms, of which the first is vocalized
as ""/tabkî-nna/.''23  If long vowels were not tolerated in closed syllables, the penultimate
syllable would either have had a short vowel or else the existence must be posited of an
energic ending /-na/ which would, of course, be identical to the indicative ending /-na/.  By
this use of the dash, T. refuses to come to terms with the apparent necessity to conclude that
the marking of plurality by vowel length would have been lost in the energic forms
(/YQTL¨ + nna/ → /YQTLunna/ and /YQTL¨ + (a)n/ → /YQTLun/).  I know of no evidence
in later West Semitic for the existence of such forms, and one must conclude that these
patterns were avoided.
— Ninth general remark, T. defines ""n[eue] L[esung]'' as any reading differing from that to
be found in CAT (p. 11 [§19.5]) and the  siglum does not necessarily, therefore, designate a
new reading of the signs on a tablet that has never been proposed before nor necessarily a
new interpretation of a passage that has never been proposed before, the two primary
meanings of "reading' and the only primary meaning of "new' that standard usage leads one
to expect.  Rather, in the first usage, it means a reading of one or more signs on a tablet that
differs from what is indicated in CAT, no matter who proposed it or when; and, in the
second, an interpretation of a passage that differs from what T. judges to be the standard
tradition, whether proposed previously or not.  The notion of ""Lesung'' is also expanded to
include restorations, i.e., cases where the reading of the extant signs is not in doubt but a
new restoration of destroyed signs is proposed.  I have noted below a certain number of
striking cases where the reading or the interpretation so identified has previously been
proposed by others or even by T. himself, but have not commented on all such instances.  A
grammar cannot, of course, serve as a manual of epigraphy or a history of scholarship, but in
a grammar as bibliographically oriented as this one, more information on the basis for the
""new'' reading might sometimes have been expected.

23Here the question is specifically left open as to whether the vowel in question is open. Below, p. 659
(§75.532), the form is vocalized /tabkinna/.  In the case of the root BNY, on the other hand, the ambiguity
is left open on p. 659, where the reconstruction is /tabnû-nna/ (on the problem of reconstructing III-weak
forms of the same root with /i/ and /u/, see above, seventh of these general remarks).
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— Tenth, one may question the usefulness of listing verbal forms from broken passages, of
which the verbal stem is uncertain, in sections treating specific verbal forms.  For example,
y±bd in RS 3.319:3 (KTU 1.11) is mentioned in an ""Anm[erkung]'' to the N-stem /YQTL/
forms (p. 539 [§74.333]) as belonging to either that stem or the D-stem, but on p. 546
(§74.412.21) it is included in the primary listing of D-stem /YQTL/ forms though it is said, in
spite of that listing, to be amenable to classification as G-stem, N-stem, or D-stem.  In the
very next entry on p. 546, devoted to y±mr in RIH 78/01:22' (CAT 1.172), it is said to be
uncertain to which verbal stem the form belongs, though the options are not indicated.  The
fourth entry is devoted to t±srn in RS 3.361 v 9, 22 (KTU 1.1), which is said to be either
D-stem or G-stem (in this case, as in that of y±bd, the norms of Ugaritic orthography
certainly make the analysis as D-stem the more likely of the two, i.e., /ya≥CuC-/ is usually
written {y•CC}, but D. says nothing about this on p. 546).  All three forms are apparently
present on p. 546 because of the presence of the {±} (but that does not explain the omission
of y±mr on p. 539; t±srn is omitted there because the context shows the form to be
transitive).  A single listing of uncertain forms in the section devoted to verbal forms from I-≥
roots (pp. 610-16 [§75.21]) might have better served the user of this grammar.
— Eleventh general remark, building off the tenth:  Sometimes T. states clearly that the
precise analysis, meaning, or function of a given form cited in a given section is uncertain
because the context is broken, sometimes he does not.  This is unfortunate because it means
for all practical purposes that, unless a given form bears one of the qualifiers ""ohne Kontext''
or ""Kontext unklar,'' the user of the grammar must check each form cited under a given rubric
of the grammar in order to be certain whether or not its classification is certain.
— Twelfth general remark:  I know for a fact that T. in his own mind distinguishes between
prose and poetry for, in an e-mail exchange pre-dating the appearance of this grammar, he
referred to these two strata of the language.  In this grammar, however, he seldom separates
out the two strata, neither in morphology nor in syntax.  It would, however, have been a
useful thing to do, particularly in the section on the verbal system (pp. 682-718 [§76]) for he
there attempts, as he has attempted to do with Biblical Hebrew,24 to present a unified
description, one capable of accounting for both prose and poetry, something that is not, in my
estimation, yet possible—and may never be:  if the distribution of verbal forms in Ugaritic
poetry includes archaic forms inserted for their "stylistic' value, rather than according to a
strict morpho-syntactic system, then there is no verbal system to be described in poetry, that
is, one that can be reduced to a system of morpho-syntactic rules.
— Final general remark:  this is not a bibliographical grammar.  Sections of the grammar are
sometimes preceded by a few general references, but specific positions adopted by T. are
only relatively rarely ascribed to the scholar who originally proposed them and, as we have
seen in the ninth remark, more recent interpretations are also often not ascribed to their
originator.  The result is that one frequently finds oneself asking why such-and-such a
scholar is or is not cited for such-and-such a point.  In this respect, as in several others, this
work is, therefore, neither fish nor fowl.  T. should either have omitted all such references or

24""Althebräisches und semitisches Aspektsystem,'' ZAH 11 (1998) 153-90.
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else included a much fuller array of them—the latter procedure would, of course, have made
of a very thick work an even thicker one.

My remarks on individual points follow.  The reader should note that the purpose of
these notes, which by the nature of such an exercise are usually negative, is not to belittle
T.'s work, but to lay out the elements of a dialogue on points that I consider questionable or
worthy of further discussion.  Though other specialists might agree with T. over a given
position that I put forward, I firmly believe that taking these comments into consideration,
whether to accept or explicitly to reject them, would make a future re-edition of this grammar
a stronger one.  Also in the nature of the exercise is the fact that I cite my own work far
more often than proper scholarly modesty would normally allow; this is done to provide the
reader with references to the full treatment of a passage or a grammatical point that I have
given elsewhere but that cannot be repeated in even so lengthy a review as this one.
— p. 1 (§11.2).  Only for the people who work with texts can the last 150 years of the
history of Ugarit be considered the ""Blütezeit'' of the city.  The high esteem in which the city
was held by the king of Mari in the eighteenth century B.C.25, the mention of the destruction
of the palace of Ugarit by fire in a letter discovered at Tell el-Amarna (EA 151:55-57,
fourteenth century), and the archaeological data from the seventy years of excavations at
Ras Shamra leave little doubt that the city itself was important at many periods of its long
life.  The only reason that ""die meisten archäologischen Funde … stammen aus dieser
Periode'' is that, aside from the first excavator's tendency to dig below foundation levels26

and from a very limited number of deep soundings 27, virtually all archaeological effort has
been devoted to the last stratum of the site.28

— pp. 1-2 (§11.3): To the list of writing systems attested at Ugarit should be added
Hieroglyphic Hittite (distinct from the so-called Cypro-Minoan script, which T. accepts as
possibly representing Luwian, following Woudhuizen)29 and the Phoenician linear script
(represented by one of the sparse first-millennium finds).30

— p. 2 (§12.2): RS 24.245 (KTU 1.101) certainly does not belong to the hymnic genre and
RS 24.252 (KTU 1.108) may be so classified only with a rather elastic definition of hymn.31

— pp. 3-5 (§13).  I find it remarkable that the linguistic classification of Ugaritic could be
discussed virtually without mention of Amorite (the only exception is in the criticism on p. 4

25P. Villard, ""Un roi de Mari à Ugarit,'' UF 18 (1986) 387-412.
26 O. Callot,  La tranchée « Ville Sud ».  Études d'architecture domestique (Ras Shamra –Ougarit X; Paris:
Éditions Recherche sur les Civilisations, 1994).
27H. de Contenson, Préhistoire de Ras Shamra. Les sondages stratigraphiques de 1955 à 1976 (Ras
Shamra – Ougarit VIII; Paris:  Éditions Recherche sur les Civilisations, 1992).
28See M. Yon, La cité d'Ougarit sur le tell de Ras Shamra (Guides Archéologiques de l'Institut Français
d'Archéologie du Proche-Orient 2; Paris:  Éditions Recherche sur les Civilisations, 1997).
29F. C. Woudhuizen, ""Tablet RS 20.25 from Ugarit,'' UF 26 (1994) 509-38.
30See P. Bordreuil and D. Pardee, La trouvaille épigraphique de l'Ougarit. 1 Concordance (Ras Shamra –
 Ougarit V/1; Paris:  Éditions Recherche sur les Civilisations, 1989) 414.
31See D. Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques de la 24e campagne (1961) (Ras Shamra – Ougarit IV;
Paris:  Éditions Recherche sur les Civilisations, 1988), chs. 3 and 2, respectively.
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of the proposal to identify Ugaritic, Amorite, and Eblaite as a distinct group).  Because (1)
speakers of what must have been a plethora of Amorite dialects occupied most of the
northern part of the Fertile Crescent from late in the third millennium until late in the second
millennium (paucity of texts makes a more precise statement difficult); (2) there were
clearly close cultural ties in the eighteenth century between the Amorites of the middle
Euphrates and several principal cities to the west, from Aleppo to Hazor and including Ugarit
(see above, note 25); (3) at least as early as the eighteenth century there was a region north
of the Beka Vally known to the Mari Amorites as ""Amurru,''32 for these reasons it appears
necessary to include in the data for the linguistic classification of Ugaritic not only those from
the following millennia (i.e., Canaanite, Aramaic, and Arabic) and from second-millennium
Canaan (i.e., the so-called Amarna glosses) but also those from second-millennium Syria.33

— p. 10 (§18.6).  ""KTU 9.530''34 is certainly a ghost text.  Reference to it first appeared in
M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, Word-List of the Cuneiform Alphabetic Texts from Ugarit, Ras Ibn
Hani and Other Places (KTU: Second, Enlarged Edition), p. 232,35 where a preliminary
reference to the text by P. Bordreuil is mentioned.36  From the partial quotation given there
and the description of the find, there can be no doubt that the tablet in question is RS 34.356
(CAT 2.76), published in 1982 by Bordreuil.37  Fortunately, the only reference below in this
grammar to CAT 9.530 is, according to the index and my own observation, on p. 845 (in an

32J.-M. Durand, ""La façade occidentale du Proche-Orient d'après les textes de Mari,''  pp. 149-64 in
L'acrobate au taureau.  Les découvertes de Tell el-Dab≤a (Égypte) et l'archéologie de la Méditerranée
orientale (1800-1400 av. J.-C.). Actes du colloque organisé au musée du Louvre par le Service culturel le 3
décembre 1994 (ed. Annie Caubet;  Paris:  La Documentation Française, Musée du Louvre, 1999) 156.
33T.'s presentation of the problem is considerably more nuanced here than it was in his 1994 article in which
he made a strong case for the definition of Ugaritic as a ""Northern Canaanite'' dialect (""Is Ugaritic A
Canaanite Language?,'' pp. 343-53 in Ugarit and the Bible.  Proceedings of the International Symposium on
Ugarit and the Bible, Manchester, September 1992 [eds. G. J. Brooke et al.; Ugaritisch-Biblische Literatur
11, Münster: Ugarit-Verlag, 1994]).  In my review of this presentation, which is not cited in the
bibliography of the work presently under review, I stressed the possible Amorite connection (JAOS 117
[1997] 375-78).
34One may note that this form of reference constitutes a third level of removal from KTU (see above, note
1):  there was no section 9 in KTU and the last CAT number in section 9 of CAT is 529.  This reference
also provides another example of the incompleteness of the indices (see above):  ""KTU 9.530'' is
mentioned in the appropriate index (p. 1049) only with reference to p. 845.
35Abhandlungen zur Literatur Alt-Syrien-Palästinas und Mesopotamiens 12;  Münster: Ugarit-Verlag, 1996.
This "text' is also cited by W. G. E. Watson in his 1999 study of the Ugaritic word t“m, "message' (JNSL
25/2, pp. 1-16, esp. p. 7 with note 54).
36AAAS 29-30 (1979-80) 11.
37""Quatre documents en cunéiformes alphabétiques mal connus ou inédits (U.H. 138, RS 23.492, RS 34.356,
Musée d'Alep M. 3601,'' Semitica 32 (1982) 5-14, pls. I-II, esp. pp. 10-12 with pl. II.  More recent
references to this tablet may be found in P. Bordreuil, ""Les circonstances de la découverte épigraphique de
1973,'' Une bibliothèque au sud de la ville (ed. P. Bordreuil; Ras Shamra – Ougarit VII; Paris:  Éditions
Recherche sur les Civilisations, 1991) 7-9, esp. p. 7, n. 5; P. Bordreuil and D. Pardee, ""Catalogue raisonné
des textes ougaritiques de la Maison d'Ourtenou,'' Arbor scientiae. Estudios del Próximo Oriente Antiguo
dedicados a Gregorio del Olmo Lete con ocasión de su 65 aniversario, Aula Orientalis 17-18 (1999-2000)
23-38, esp. p. 33 and n. 9.
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""Anm[erkung]'' to §91.314.1); see my remark ad loc. on the confusion created by drawing
divergent data from what is in fact the same text.
— p. 10 (§19.2).  T. observes here that texts from Ras Shamra that are inscribed in the
Sumero-Akkadian syllabic script are cited by RS-number, but he does not indicate how to get
from the number to the text itself. For that the reader must go to either P. Bordreuil and D.
Pardee, La trouvaille épigraphique de l'Ougarit. 1 Concordance,38 or to van Soldt, Studies in
the Akkadian of Ugarit.39  In cases where a publication is listed in neither of these sources
for a given text (e.g., RS 25.428), T. should have told the reader where to go to check the
quoted data.
— p. 10 (§19.2).  T. further observes that CAT does not give a sequential version of RS
17.434+ but that he will cite data from that text with the fragments40 arranged sequentially,
hence with a sequential line numbering.  The convention chosen by T. for citing this text is
""2.36+,'' i.e., with reference to the lowest KTU/CAT number representing a fragment of this
text.  Since he himself does not provide the sequential text upon which the line numbers he
cites are based, it might have been useful to the reader to indicate the study where such an
arrangement was proposed, which arrangement T. in fact follows.41

— p. 13 (§2).   The situation with regard to the two infrequently attested alphabet forms is
not made clear here:  it is said to be unclear whether these two systems were used to write
Ugaritic, as was the case with the standard "long' alphabet.  "Unclear' is indeed the best term
to describe the use of the first of these systems; the situation with regard to the second is
presently clear, but future finds may change that situation.  (1) The "short' alphabet was used
to write texts; no abecedary is yet attested for this alphabet; it is uncertain whether the texts
constitute a "Phoenicianizing' representation of Ugaritic or are in the/a "Phoenician' language;
because of the latter uncertainty and because of the brevity of the texts, it is uncertain
whether in every case the alphabet is the same and consists, like the Phoenician alphabet, of
twenty-two signs—though there is, to my knowledge, no counter evidence to the hypothesis
of twenty-two signs.  (2) The twenty-seven-sign abecedary discovered in 1988 (RS
88.2215) and published preliminarily in 199542 is to date attested at Ugarit only in this one

38Ras Shamra – Ougarit V/1; Paris: Éditions Recherche sur les Civilisations, 1989.
39 Alter Orient und Altes Testament 40; Kevelaer: Butzon & Bercker, Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener
Verlag, 1991.
40What was probably originally a single tablet was discovered as a series of fragments not all of which join
physically one to another:  RS 17.434, RS 17.434[A], RS 17.435, RS 17.436, RS 17.437, RS 17.438, RS
17.438[A], RS 17.438[B].  An error in Bordreuil and Pardee, La trouvaille (1989) 148, has led the authors
of CAT to create two ghost numbers (CAT 9.176 and 9.177).  We indicated that the fragments RS
17.438[A] and RS 17.438[B] were unpublished when in fact they had been included in the editor's
transcription of RS 17.438:12-13 (Caquot, Ugaritica VII [1978] 133).  Since I first collated the tablet in
1980 and since our preparatory work for La trouvaille, the two tiny fragments have in fact been glued back
on to the larger fragment.
41D. Pardee, ""The Letter of Pudu”epa:  The Text,'' AfO 29-30 (1983-84) 321-29.
42P. Bordreuil and D. Pardee, ""Un abécédaire du type sud-sémitique découvert en 1988 dans les fouilles
archéologiques françaises de Ras Shamra-Ougarit,'' Comptes Rendus de l'Académie des Inscriptions et
Belles-Lettres, pp. 855-60.
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text (another similar abecedary was discovered in 1933 at Beth Shemesh in Palestine);43 it
represents the alphabet in the order known from South Semitic ({h, l, “, m …}); though
some of the sign forms show similarities with their equivalents in the "short' alphabet, there is
no text of which I am aware inscribed with the system of forms attested by this abecedary.
Below, p. 14 (§21.113), T. does not take a position on the origin of the two alphabetic
orders, that of the "long' alphabet for which several abecedaries are attested ({±, b, g …})
and that of the twenty-seven-sign system ({h, l, “, m …}), in contrast to his preference in
1996 for seeing both orders as of Northwest-Semitic origin.44

— p. 15 (§21.21).  The absence of texts betraying experimental stages of the standard
alphabetic cuneiform system (the so-called "long' alphabet) appears to me an insufficient
basis on which to qualify as "likely' the hypothesis that this alphabet ""in seinen Grundzügen
von außen übernommen wurde.''45  Why would the experimental tablets have been saved?
As it is, probably 99% of the extant Ugaritic tablets date from the last sixty years of the city
and well over 90% from its last decade (this is in contrast with the texts in Akkadian, a
higher percentage of which record matters that made them worth keeping).  For a tablet
representing the origins of the system to be found today, it would have to have happened to
be in a building that burned, to have been in the part of the building where the fire was hot
enough to bake it, and that accidentally baked tablet would have to have been included with
rubble used as fill in the construction of a new building, rather than being accidentally
trodden under foot and crushed.  Though such a series of events could, of course, occur, an
argument from silence in such a case is hardly convincing.
— p. 15 (§21.221).  The number of thirty signs in the standard alphabet is not ""mit der
Anzahl der Tage des Mondmonats identisch'':  roughly half of lunar months are twenty-nine
days long (or, put another way, the lunar month is roughly twenty-nine and a half days
long).  There is no evidence of which I am aware indicating that the addition of three signs
({•, °} and {¢}) to the basic consonantal inventory of twenty-seven was motivated by any
consideration other than usage in writing texts.
— pp. 15-16 (§21.222).  The long discussion of the hypothesis put forward by Dietrich and
Loretz according to which there existed in Ugaritic a separate sign that consisted of two

43I am loath to accept that the Beth Shemesh abecedary constitutes a fourth distinct alphabetic system (as
T. posits below, p. 15 [§21.12]).  Though the Palestinian version is written from right to left while the one
from Ugarit is from left to right, and though there is at least one important difference between the two ({ƒ}
is in a different position), it is hard to escape the conclusion that the two texts represent at most variants of
a single system (see the edition of RS 88.2215 by P. Bordreuil and D. Pardee, ""Seconde Partie: Une
bibliothèque au sud de la ville. Textes de la "Maison d'Ourtenou' trouvés en 1986, 1988 et 1992. Textes
alphabétiques en ougaritique'' in Études ougaritiques.  I. Travaux 1985-1995 (ed. D. Arnaud, M. Yon; Ras
Shamra-Ougarit XIV; Paris: Éditions Recherche sur les Civilisations, 2001) 341-92, 411-14, esp. pp. 341-48,
text 32.
44 ""Ägyptisches, nordwestsemitisches und altsüdarabisches Alphabet,''  UF 28, pp. 619-32.
45What is meant by ""Grundzügen'' is not specified.  Below (p. 28, §21.242) one reads:  ""Die Ugariter
setzten das lineare Alphabet in ein Keilschriftalphabet um …'' without mention of borrowing the basic
features from elsewhere.  There are as yet no data indicating that either the short alphabet or the twenty-
seven-sign {h, l, “, m} alphabet, of which a significant number of forms are different from the corresponding
signs in the standard alphabet, preceded the standard alphabet.
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overlapping oblique wedges within a circle allows for more examples of the phenomenon
than do in fact exist.  Of texts that I have collated, RS 1.003 contains one example (a note in
CAT refers to this as an encircled {≤}, but the sign within the circle in line 22 is certainly
{®}), RS 24.244 (CAT 1.100)46 shows no examples (CAT does not register the disputed
sign in this text, but T. mentions possible examples in lines 4, and 20—these are, however,
only somewhat carelessly formed {®}s), RS 24.250+ contains no examples (a note in CAT
claims that both {®}s in line 32 are encircled), RS 24.252 (CAT 1.108) one example, while in
RS 24.271 (CAT 1.123) one finds two examples (the first {®} in line 5 and the only {®} in
line 25) rather than the five examples claimed in CAT.  T. refers to some of these cases as
lightly encircled, but the distinction between a shallow partial arc produced accidentally as
the stylus was rotated to inscribe {®} and a purposeful roughly inscribed complete circle47 is
important.  Since the case of RS 24.271:5 almost certainly represents the indication of an
error in the text (the scribe wrote {®} for the first {ÿ} of the divine name that appears
elsewhere as {ÿÿ w km®}), that of RS 24.252:9 may well have the same origin (a
satisfactory explanation of {≤gl®l mßt}) has not been found), and the other certain examples
occur in unexplained words ({“®m} in RS 1.003 and an otherwise unattested divine name in
RS 24.271:25), the hypothesis that the rough circle was an indication of a faulty sign appears
valid for these cases.48  The fact that certain examples exist only for {®} is intriguing,  as is
the fact that in all cases the {®} in question is the so-called ""three-lobed'' form (the second
from the left in the table of sign forms on p. 19);49 but the hypothesis of a single sign having
this form does not explain the texts mentioned.  The case of the Hurrian text RS 5.182 (CAT
1.66) may be different, for (1) that text is Hurrian, not Ugaritic, (2) the encircled sign is {≤},
not {®},50 and (3) {®} appears elsewhere in the text while {≤} does not (as is expected in a
Hurrian text).  Something does, therefore, appear to be going on here that is different from
the Ugaritic examples cited.
— pp. 16-19 (§21.231).  The only general criticism that I would voice with regard to the
table of sign forms (for the preparation of which T. thanks J.-P. Vita) is that the listing of a
few forms of each sign might lead the reader unacquainted with Ugaritic epigraphy to
believe that the sets are exhaustive.  Such as not the case, though the number of variant
forms will vary from sign to sign and according to the degree of variation that the preparer of

46CAT is cited here because the hypothesis was formed after the publication of KTU.
47Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 79.
48T. comes down explicitly for this solution in the cases of RS 24.252:9 (KTU 1.108) and RS 24.271:5
(KTU 1.123) on p. 16 (§21.222) and p. 66 (§21.364); on p. 98 (§32.134), he cites the latter text as an
example of dissimilation of phonetic emphasis.
49The representation of the encircled {®}, fourth column of this table, is incorrect in that it shows the
encircled element as a simple triangle; the attested form in the texts discussed above is that of the second
column with a rough circle around it.
50A. Herdner, Corpus des tablettes en cunéiformes alphabétiques découvertes à Ras Shamra-Ugarit de 1929 à
1939 (Mission de Ras Shamra 10; Bibliothèque Archéologique et Historique 79; Paris: Imprimerie
Nationale; Geuthner, 1963) 267.
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the table wishes to register.51  Four remarks are necessary, however, on details of the table:
(1) Neither in this table of sign forms (pp. 18, 19) nor below in T.'s discussion of variant
forms (pp. 22-26 [§21.235]) is one of the most distinctive forms of {“}, {†}, and {q}
mentioned.  I refer to the form in which the upper tip of the right-hand wedge is extended
exaggeratedly upwards so that this tip, in the cases of {“} and {†}, is significantly higher
than the upper edge of the (upper) central wedge.  This form is best attested in
administrative documents, including letters.  (2) The third form of {l} that is listed, viz., one
consisting of three vertical wedges followed by a small horizontal wedge placed at the upper
right corner of the sign (p. 18), occurs only, to my knowledge, in a single text, RS 17.117,
where the four wedges are to be read as a ""ligatured'' form of two signs, {l} and {t}.52  This
interpretation of the wedges in question is not recognized in CAT but it constitutes what is in
my opinion the only plausible epigraphic explanation of this configuration of wedges as well
as the only set of readings that makes sense of the text.  (3) The representation of the lateral
wedges of {¢} (sign #30 in the abecedaries) as sometimes four-sided (p. 19) is incorrect.
These wedges, like virtually all of the components of the Ugaritic signs, are triangular in
form (the principal exception is the "three-lobed' {®}); it is only the placement of these small
wedges one above the other, with the bottom edge of the upper wedge not always
obliterating the upper tip of the wedge below, that gives the optical illusion of four sided
wedges.  The phenomenon can occur elsewhere, for example in {h} and {•}, and a false
impression is created by indicating the optical illusion only in this case.  As Ellison
shows,53 the degree of deformation in signs consisting of multiple horizontal wedges (or
oblique wedges in  the case of most examples of {¢}) depended on how soft the clay was
when inscribed, with the most deformation occurring when the clay was too soft.  (4) The
representation of the encircled {≤} as a valid form of {®} may be incorrect (see above,
remark to pp. 15-16 [§21.222]).
— p. 20 (§21.232).  With regard to the convention of representing Ugaritic signs as
consisting of a triangular head affixed to a line and its abandonment by P. Bordreuil and
most subsequent epigraphers of Ugaritic in favor of representing each stroke as a true
triangle, some remarks are in order.  The Ugaritic scribes habitually produced signs
consisting of groups of single triangles, i.e., they created each wedge by a simple impression
of the stylus into the clay with a minimum of rotation to produce varying angles.  To state it
most simply:  they did not impress a small triangle as the "head' of a wedge, then draw a line
to represent its tail, as the conventional representation would lead one to believe was the
case.  This is just as true of syllabic signs as of alphabetic ones; however, the fact that
syllabic signs often consist of a greater number of wedges than alphabetic ones means that
some of the wedges in a syllabic sign must be smaller than others—these smaller wedges
often have a very narrow head and thus come closer to being a simple line in the clay than

51For details, see W. Pitard, ""The Shape of the ≤Ayin in the Ugaritic Script,'' JNES 51 (1992) 261-79, and,
in great detail for each of the letters, John Lee Ellison, A Paleographic Study of the Alphabetic Cuneiform
Texts from Ras Shamra/Ugarit (dissertation, Harvard, 2002).
52Pardee, AfO Beiheft 19 (1982) 40.
53Paleographic Study (2002) 51-52.
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do the deeply impressed wedges.  That the ancients perceived of these sign elements as true
triangles is indicated by the fact that, in at least some cases, syllabic signs are carved in
stone as true triangles rather than with a large head and a fine tail. On the impressions of the
seal of ≤Amm≠yiƒtamru (a.k.a. ≤Ammi®tamru),54 the wedges are rendered as triangles with
no indication of the inner lines of a wedge impressed in clay.  (I am not the one to pronounce
on cuneiform traditions in the ancient Near East; but someone better qualified than I could do
an interesting study of the variable representations  of cuneiform signs in different media
and at different periods.)  On the other hand, it is an option, when passing from the
three-dimensional impression in the clay to a two-dimensional representation, to produce,
instead of a tracing of the outline of the triangle in the clay (i.e., what one sees at the
surface), the lines formed by the edges of the stylus as they penetrate into the clay.  This is
what the traditional representation does, but cannot limit itself to these lines:  in the case of a
long wedge, a top stroke must be added to close the head; this stroke does not represent a
stylus edge but where the head of the stylus happens to meet the clay.  The inner lines of the
small oblique wedge are even more difficult to represent and the results of copying this
wedge according to the Assyriological tradition vary from a simple triangle to a triangle set
at an angle with a short tail.  This means of representation must, therefore, be judged more
open to subjective treatment on the part of the epigrapher than the first.  A third option is also
possible:  to use perspective to represent in two dimensions the three-dimensional form of
the sign, that is, both the outer edges of the sign and the internal lines produced by the stylus
edges.55  This is certainly the truest representation but it requires a certain level of
draftsmanship and an investment of time that few are willing to make.  What is important, it
appears to me, is that the proponents of the first two methods realize that each is a
conventional representation in two dimensions of a three-dimensional form.  I prefer the
second because it represents a single category of lines in the clay, but what proponents of
the Assyriological convention produce will be just as readable to anyone educated in both
traditions.56  By attempting three-dimensionality, the third method should be the most
representational and hence in some sense the best.  Any of the three, if carefully rendered,
will provide the user of an edition with a readable record of what the editor has seen on the
tablet.
— p. 21 (§21.233).  I disagree with T.'s assertion that the lower edge of {≤} is usually
strongly concave (""In der Regel … stark (konkav) gekrümmt'').  I would call the {≤} of RS
24.252 (KTU 1.108) strongly concave,57 but in most cases the visual roundness of this lower

54P. Bordreuil and D. Pardee, ""Le sceau nominal de ≤Amm≠yiƒ˛tamrou, roi d'Ougarit,'' Syria 61 (1984) 11-
14.  In summer 2000, I recopied the seal impressions on RS 16.270 (cf. KTU 6.23) and have plans to
publish this copy along with those of the triple impression on the bulla RIH 83/21.
55J. du Four did this in his copy of RS 22.003 provided for P. Bordreuil's study of that text (Syria 58 [1981]
301-10) and my student R. Hawley is doing the same in his study of the Ugaritic epistolary texts.
56 I agree, therefore, with T. that  ""Tatsächlich besitzen die Keile des ug. LA [Langalphabet] jedoch eine
längliche Dreiecksform.''  But that is the outline of the wedge on the tablet surface; others may still prefer
to attempt to represent the inner lines of the wedge.
57See copy in Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 77 and the textual remark to line 9 on p. 79.
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edge is not nearly so strongly marked.  This is because, to produce such a form, the scribe
had to rotate the stylus with a lifting motion from left to right  while impressing the sign;
relatively rarely, in my experience, is such a strongly marked rotation visible.  Indeed, I
would have to agree with Pitard58 (whom T. is criticizing in the quoted remark) that the
lower edge of {≤} usually shows little if any more roundness than the two upper edges,
though it is true that, if one edge is to be rounded, it will be the lower edge.  Such questions
are answered with more detail, and the answers are fully illustrated, in Ellison's study of
Ugaritic palaeography.59

What I missed most in paragraph 21.233 was an explicit statement to the effect that only
one of the various forms of {≤} will usually occur on a given tablet:60  this sign is, therefore,
one of the most useful for purposes of distinguishing hands, and its form(s) must be
observed when deciding whether fragments may or may not be assigned to a single tablet.61

If one wishes to posit that fragments with different forms of {≤} belong to a single tablet, one
must further posit that the hypothetical tablet was inscribed by two scribes, a rare
phenomenon but one that does occur (RS 1.003 [KTU 1.41] is one of the clearest cases with
which I have dealt62).
— pp. 22-26 (§21.235).  There is no discussion of one of the few sign-form variants for
which a legitimate claim may be made that it is chronologically significant:  I refer to the
two-wedged {g} and what are apparent archaic representations thereof with a single wedge.
On the impressions of the seal of ≤Amm≠yiƒtamru (see above, remark to p. 20), it is clear
that the {g} was represented with two wedges, a vertical wedge and a horizontal with the
head of the wedge overlapping the right upper point of the vertical. (This is phrased with
regard to the seal itself, which was carved in the positive with the result that the impression
is seen in the negative.)  Because the seal was that of ≤Ammi®tamru II, the form may be
dated to some time between ca. 1275 and ca. 1230 (depending on the dates assigned to the
reign of ≤Ammi®tamru).  By chance, I was copying RS 16.382 (KTU 3.5) at the same time as
the seal of ≤Ammi®tamru and noticed that the {g} in that text has a vertical left edge, a long
upper edge and a strongly concave right edge.  Since this text is dated explicitly to
≤Ammi®tamru, it appears certain that the scribe was attempting to produce a one-wedged
form of the {g} while retaining the extension of the right upper edge characteristic of the
two-wedged form.  Checking a new text dated to the time of the same king, RS 94.2168, it
was observed that the {g} in that text has basically the same form but without the extreme
concavity of the right edge of the {g} in RS 16.382.  It appears difficult to avoid the
conclusion that the {g} of the seal was formed in imitation of the linear {g} consisting of two

58 JNES 51 (1992) 261-79.
59Paleographic Study (2002) 252-77, figs. 964-1050.
60This is implied in the recapitulation of W. Pitard's views, but the point should be made loud and clear
since some Ugaritologists appear to be unaware of the fact and/or its implications.
61D. Pardee, ""RS 1.009 (CTA 36, KTU 1.46): Reconstructing a Ugaritic Ritual,'' BSOAS 58 (1995) 229-42.
62See ch. 3 in my Les textes rituels (2000).
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strokes known from the first-millennium linear alphabet;63 that the {g}s in RS 16.382 and
RS 94.2168 are adaptations of that form to one that can be produced without removing the
stylus from the clay; and that the {g} produced as a triangle centered on the central vertical
axis rather than with a vertical left outer edge represents a third stage of evolution.  Truly
two-wedged forms are attested on RS 15.111 (KTU 3.3), which I copied after RS 16.382,
and on several tablets from Ras Ibn Hani.64  The data, at least those of which I am aware,
are yet too sparse to allow much to be said about the implications of these forms for the
history of the cuneiform alphabet; but the least that can be said is that there was an archaic
form of {g} in use in the time of ≤Ammi®tamru II.
— p. 22 (§21.235).  The {°} in RS 1.001:10 (KTU 1.39) has three, not two, vertical
wedges.65

— p. 23 (§21.235).  What is cited as a four-wedged {h} in RS 1.012:2 (KTU 4.14) is in fact
{•} (the right half of the lower vertical wedge is preserved); moreover, this {•} actually
contains five horizontal wedges.66

— p. 23 (§21.235).  Only the second {d} in RS 1.012:8 (KTU 4.14) shows a fourth lower
wedge, not both examples of this sign as claimed by T.67

— p. 24 (§21.235).  Both {n}s in RS 1.012:2 (KTU 4.14) have five wedges (T. claims only
the first), and there are two further examples of five-wedged {n}s in lines 8 and 10 of this
text that are not mentioned by T.68

 — p. 26 (§21.236).  Because the seal of ≤Amm≠yiƒtamru discussed above (note to pp. 22-
26) shows no signs with extra wedges ({n, r, l, •, °} are extant in that inscription, signs that
are elsewhere all attested with extra wedges), T.'s hypothesis according to which the
extra-wedged forms would be typologically the older must be rejected on present evidence.
It may be observed that the hypothesis goes against the principle of economy that may have
been observed at the time of the invention of the cuneiform alphabet:  only two wedges are
sufficient to distinguish {r} from {k}, not four,69 and so forth, mutatis mutandis, in the cases
of {t, ±, n}, {g, ¬, l}, {p, h}, {g, z, s, ”}, {ƒ, ß}, and {b, d}.  In that context, it may further be

63The {g} in RS 16.191+:11 (KTU 3.4) (my thanks to R. C. Hawley for demonstrating this example to me)
and in RS 88.2215 (RSO XIV 32) (see above and note 43 for references) are indubitable examples in clay
of the two-wedged {g}, plausibly explainable as an imitation of the linear form (Bordreuil and Pardee,
CRAI 1995, p. 857, and RSO XIV, p. 343).  The problem here is the origin of the alphabetic tradition that
it represents and the date of the inscription of the abecedary; there is, in any case, nothing about the tablet
itself or its find spot that requires an early dating.  See further, R. C. Hawley and D. Pardee, ""Le texte
juridique RS 16.382: nouvelle étude épigraphique,'' forthcoming in Semitica 52.
64See my preliminary statement on {g} in the texts from Ras Ibn Hani in ""RIH 77/27, RIH 77/12, RIH
78/26 et le principe de l'écriture cunéiforme alphabétique'' forthcoming in Syria 79.
65Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 17, 1263.
66D. Pardee, AuOr 20 (2002) 166.
67Ibid.
68Ibid.  The five-wedged examples in lines 8 and 10 were already pointed out by Herdner, CTA (1963) 231.
69Strictly speaking, only one wedge would have been necessary, but the principle of symmetry (and/or of
representation of the underlying linear form) appears to have dictated the standard form (compare the case
of {b, d}). On these matters, see my article cited above, note 64.
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observed that the liberty to produce a sign with extra wedges only exists at the outer limit of
a combination of wedges:  producing a two-wedged {t} would result in {±}, producing a
three-wedged {±} would result in {n},70 but {n} can be produced with as many wedges as
the scribe wishes because there is not a sign that consists normally of four, five, or more
horizontal wedges in a row.  It thus appears more plausible to posit that the original
cuneiform alphabet consisted of minimal numbers of distinguishing wedges and that, for
reasons difficult to define precisely today, scribes allowed themselves to add wedges to
signs in cases where no ambiguity would result.  As for the other texts from the time of
≤Ammi®tamru discussed above, RS 16.382 shows a majority of {n}s and {y}s with four
wedges per row, but no other signs with extra wedges; RS 15.111 shows very similar
characteristics and may indeed have been written by the same scribe; in RS 94.2168, seven
of nineteen {n}s have four wedges, but no other signs, including {y}, consist of extra
wedges.  It is thus certain that the option of producing signs with extra wedges already
existed in the time of ≤Ammi®tamru II; on the basis of present evidence, one can hypothesize
that the spread of the practice to the other available signs (in particular {”}, {r}, {h}, and
{•}) also occurred in the time of ≤Ammi®tamru II but in the hands of other scribes.
— p. 28 (§21.243).  An hypothesis of Dietrich and Loretz presented here, according to which
the partial abecedaries inscribed on the exercise tablet RS 16.265 (KTU 5.9) would have
been broken up into eight ""Ausspracheblöcken,'' is not confirmed by examination of the
original:  the tablet in question had been used more than once and what Dietrich and Loretz
took for meaningful dividers are in all cases remains of a previous inscription or other
imperfections in the surface of the tablet.
— p. 28 (§21.244).  T. provides excellent reasons for not using the order of the Latin
alphabet when alphabetizing Ugaritic,71 then says that he is adopting the traditional system
of using a modified Hebrew order72 (after presenting the two, he says "" … wird in der
vorliegenden Grammatik das erstere Ordnungssystem verwendet''; cf. also p. 32),73 but uses
the Latin order in the indices (see p. 950).  The use of two ordering systems, or of three if
one considers the lack of a system to be a system, must be qualified as a major source of
confusion in a work as dependent on its indices for use as this one is. Having recognized the
existence of that confusion, however, it must be observed that T. provides no good reason
for not using the Ugaritic order as the single alphabetic ordering system.  It is close enough

70For examples of scribal errors of this category, see pp. 57-58 (§21.352.2).  Errors of the opposite type,
i.e., too few wedges in a given sign, are listed in the preceding paragraph (§21.352.1).
71Cf. D. Pardee, review of G. del Olmo Lete and J. Sanmartín, Diccionario de la Lengua Ugarítica.
Volume I: ≥(a/i/u) - l (Aula Orientalis - Supplementa 7; Barcelona:  Editorial AUSA, 1996), in JNES  59
(2000) 60-62.
72The non-Hebrew consonants are placed after the consonant to which they are most closely related
phonetically, e.g., {¢} after {s}, and/or by the principle of identical base form in Arabic ({®} after {t})—
with the exception of {ß} which, in imitation of Hebrew, is moved from its place between {k} and {l} in
the Ugaritic order to just after {r}.
73  The Hebrew-influenced ordering is, however, not always used in the body of the work, as in §21.335 (pp.
44-45), a listing of words containing {¢} that follows no particular alphabetic order, or in §33.312.32b (pp.
192-93), where the order is {±}, {g}, {d}, {±}, {ÿ}, {ß}, {¬}, {p}, {®}, {p}, {r}, {l}, {≤}.
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to the Hebrew/Aramaic order that West Semitists can have no difficulty adapting to it.  But
the basic reason why I believe that it should be used is that it was the order used by the
Ugaritians themselves when writing their abecedaries.  Why should any other order be
adopted?  We have all managed to deal with arbitrary orders such as those devised by G. R.
Driver74 or F. Gröndahl;75 let the rest of the world adapt to the order used by the Ugaritians
themselves!  Probably the principal practical reason for not using the Ugaritic order—though
T. only alludes to it without presenting it as a problem—is the difficulty of dealing with the
three extra signs added at the end of the Ugaritic alphabet:  does one alphabetize ±l, for
example, under the first letter of the alphabet and •l under the twenty-eighth?  Not
necessarily:  by the principle of listing words first by roots rather than by graphemes, the
problem can largely be avoided.  For example, the Ugaritic order is maintained by listing ±l,
•l, and °l in that order, i.e., the Ugaritic order, under the root ≥L; except in rare proper names,
{¢} is attested only as a variant spelling of words with etymological {s} and the former may
be subsumed under the latter, e.g., KSM:  ksm/k¢m or SSW:  ssw, ¢sw, etc.  This method
requires treating non-Semitic proper names as roots, but that appears to be a small price to
pay for using the Ugaritic order adapted to the modern concept of root.
— p. 32 (§21.274).  T. could have struck another blow for authenticity by transcribing the
{≥}-signs with an {≥}, e.g., {±, •, °}. He chooses rather to use {a,  i, u} ""im Anschluß an die
Textausgabe KTU,'' which is, of course, no reason at all.  I admit that there is an element of
conventionality here and that the use of a single symbol rather than a digraph corresponds to
the Ugaritic use of a single symbol.  I have, however, met too many people who had
difficulty understanding that the transliteration with a vowel really means a consonant plus a
vowel to be comfortable with that convention.
— p. 32 (§21.31).  None of the examples cited here of double writing of a consonant that
appears on both sides of a ""Morphemgrenze'' is convincing:  e.g., what T. normalizes as
""/yargub-ba≤lV/'' was in all likelihood /yargubu-ba≤lu/.76  One will note that in all the cases
discussed here the morpheme boundary is in fact also a lexical boundary, i.e., all cases
represent proper nouns composed of two elements.  (The problem of hollow-root forms such
as {mtt} is discussed below under morphology, §75.521c [p. 642] and is judged here already
to be an unlikely case of double writing of a geminated consonant at a true morpheme
boundary, i.e., {mtt} does not represent, for example, /matta/ ← /mit+ta/ but /m≠t+ª+ta/.)
Historically, there would most often been a vowel at a lexical boundary (i.e., the first word
would have ended with a case or mood vowel) and such boundaries are usually indicated
graphically by the word-divider.  So one would expect by the force of this fact and the
resultant scribal tradition that even a phrase such as /yargub ba≤lu/, "may Ba≤lu be fearsome'

74Canaanite Myths and Legends (Old Testament Studies, No. 3; Edinburgh:  Clark, 1956) 133 (where the
order devised is defended by this truly remarkable statement:  ""The letters of the alphabet [in the glossary]
follow approximately the phonetic order of the sounds, not the arbitrary order adopted by the Ugaritic
scribes'').
75Die Personennamen der Texte aus Ugarit (Studia Pohl 1; Rome:  Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1967) 360
(also an order based on phonetic principles, but different from Driver's).
76See D. Pardee, ""A Brief Reply to G. del Olmo Lete's Reply,'' AuOr 16 (1998) 255-60.
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would, in spite of the fact that the two tokens of /b/ are phonetically contiguous, have been
written as two words, with two {b} signs, usually with a word-divider between them.77  But
in a list of divine names, as all admit the situation of {yrgbb≤l} in RS 24.246 (KTU 1.102) to
be, in which the elements of compound names are never separated by a word-divider, one
expects the writing with two {b}s to be an indication that there was a vowel between them.
— pp. 33-35 (§21.322.1).  By his repeated use of {m±d} as a form illustrating the problems
of syllable-final /≥/, T. leads his reader to believe that he accepts the example as valid; only
on p. 36 (§21.322.4b) does he propound his own view that {m•d} is a noun (/mu≥d-/),78

{m±d} an adjective (/ma≥ad-/),79 which is a more plausible explanation (though {m•d}
could as well be from a /qatl/ base as from /qutl/).
— pp. 33-35 (§21.322.1), p. 452 (§73.244.2), pp. 611-13 (§75.212.12).  T.'s own theory to
explain writings of the type {y°”d}—which, to his credit, he does not permit to overshadow
other theories—, viz., that /a≥/ sporadically became /ô/, with {°} used as a mater lectionis for
this vowel (cf. also below, p. 180 [§33.231.3]; on pp. 452, 612 the theory is preferred), has
never struck me as very plausible, for two reasons:  (1) there are virtually no certain cases
of the use of matres lectionis in Ugaritic—it is asking too much of this very dubious
orthographic category to explain another whole category of forms; (2) when /≥/ truly
quiesces, it is not (always) represented in the writing,80 as in {mßmn} ("seal'), attested along

77One does actually find {yrgb . b≤l} in RS 2.[009]+ vi 57 (KTU 1.6), but the meaning of the words in
context and hence their vocalization are uncertain.  On the two personal names {±dn≤m} and {±dnn≤m}, see
my article cited in the previous note:  the first elements of these two names may have been different
(/≥ad≠-/ and /≥adªn≠-/), rather than identical but for the presence of a vowel after /≥adªn-/ in {±dnn≤m}, as
T. hypothesizes.
78Below, p. 251 (§51.41a), T. indicates a /qatl/ base for a substantive meaning ""viel,'' p. 255 (§51.41e) a
/qutl/ base for another substantive meaning ""Menge,'' while on p. 748 (§81.3f) he avers that a qatl base is
as plausible as the qutl base proposed on p. 36.  Given the Akkadian forms mªdiß and mªdumma that he
cites in §81.3f, the /qatl/ base appears more likely.  The hypothesis of a /qutl/ base in Ugaritic seems to be
founded primarily on the writing {m°d} attested several times in RS 2.[022]+, col. iii (KTU 1.5), though
that passage is broken and the precise meaning of the form cannot be judged certain.  The Hebrew form
/m@≥ºd/ is cited on p. 255 as also coming from a /qutl/ base, but this also is uncertain, for /ma≥d-/ would
have been represented in Ugaritic script as {m•d}, just as /ra≥ß-/ is written /ri≥ß/ ≈ Hebrew rº(≥)ß, or as
/¬a≥n-/ is written {¬•n} ≈  Hebrew ¬º(≥)n; the Hebrew form /m@≥ºd/ could be a similar form, with
re-syllabified /≥/, i.e., /ma≥d/ → ma(≥)d/ → mª(≥)d/ → mº(≥)d/ → /m@≥ºd/ (see below, remark to p. 169
[§33.181.2], etc., on {ß•r}).
79This is another example of a word not to be found in the index of Ugaritic words (p. 967)—a frustrating
one for me because as I read pp. 33-35 I checked the index to see what T.'s own analysis of {m±d} would
be and found, of course, nothing.
80It must be stressed that there is very little explicit evidence in the Ugaritic writing system for the
quiescence of ≥alif.  §32.322.1 (p. 134) describes the phenomenon as a form of contraction but only  refers
the reader back to §21.322.2 without providing any examples.  The general regularity with which the three
≥alif-signs are used and the possibility of explaining most aberrant writings as reflecting secondary opening
of syllables originally closed by ≥alif (see continuation of remark above) make it implausible, in my
estimation, that quiescence of ≥alif had by the end of the thirteenth century become more than a sporadic
feature of the language.
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with {m•ßmn} and {m±ßmn}.81  The last form  may be interpreted as showing that
/ma≥ßamªnu/ was realized in three different ways:  [ma≥ßamªnu] (= {m•ßmn}),
[maß(a)mªnu] (= {mßmn}), and [ma≥aß(a)mªnu]82 (= {m±ßmn})—three different phonetic
realizations (or five, counting the forms with loss of the historical stem vowel) that are very
similar but that the scribes recorded.83  Thus there may be no need to develop a separate
theory to account for the {°} in {y°”d}.  The alternative theory according to which the
secondary vowel after /≥/ shows harmony with the following vowel accounts for the forms
with {•} as well as for those with {°}:  {y•”d} = [ya≥”ud-], {y°”d} = [ya≥u”ud-].84  The last
form may in turn have become [yu≥u”ud-], for this would account for the corresponding
forms in Hebrew:  /ya≤u“uz-/ → /yu≤u“uz-/ → /yu≥“uz-/ → /yº(≥)“ºz-/ → /yº(≥)“´z/ (by
dissimilation).  I would hold that most of the forms discussed in §21.322.4d (pp. 36-37) may
be amenable to this explanation  ≥BD is probably not an exception, though there Hebrew
does not provide the imperative form to show what the proto-Hebrew stem vowel was, as in
the cases of ≥MR and ≥KL; Akkadian abªtu, however, has ibut, while in Arabic all three
possibilities are attested (/yaqtul/, /yaqtal/, and /yaqtil/).  In any case, it is uncertain whether
this verb is transitive ("to destroy') or intransitive ("to fall into ruin, to perish') in Ugaritic and
in the one case of {°} with this root, viz. t°bd in RS 18.038:21 (KTU 2.39), the form may be
either G-passive (perhaps [tu≥ubadu] ← /tu≥badu/) or simply a /yaqtul/, as in Akkadian
abªtu or in Arabic ([ta≥ubudu] ← /ta≥budu/).85  ≥HB, "to love', once written {y°hb} in the
3 m.s. YQTL in a context where the analysis as a passive appears unlikely (RS 2.[022]+ v
18 [KTU 1.5]), does appear to provide a valid exception because /yiqtal-/ is expected for a
II-h root.  Moreover, Hebrew shows two cases of III-weak roots with /º/ in the preformative
syllable, ≥BH, "to be willing', and ≥PH, "to bake', and explaining all forms of this category by
vowel harmony entails the further hypothesis that the /yaqtul-/ form was maintained
relatively late in the cases of these two roots (on p. 658 [§75.532], T. reconstructs Ugaritic

81See p. 158 (§33.141.41); on p. 274 (§51.48a), this noun is classified as ""{mVqtVl-ªn}'' from the root
WfiM, with secondary /≥/.
82T. represents such a form as having a very brief secondary vowel, i.e., as ""ma≥aß(a)mªn-'' (p. 36).
Judging from the Massoretic vocalization system, at least, it is unlikely that such an ultra-short vowel could
exist in a syllable closed by the disappearance of the following vowel.  Thus, in T.'s hypothesis, one should
retain either /ma≥aßamªn-/ or /ma≥aßmªn-/.  On the elision of (at least some) short vowels in open pretonic
syllables, see J. Tropper, ""Aktuelle Probleme der ugaritischen Grammatik,'' UF 29 (1997) 669-74, and here
pp. 182-83 (§33.242).
83Below, p. 50 (§21.341.11), T. cites examples such as these to prove that {≥} could be used as a mater
lectionis.  The multiple spellings of the word meaning "seal' (cf. also {m”dy}, {m•”dy}, amd {m±”dy}, all
meaning "citizen of m±”d) seem rather to show that syllable-final ≥alif was sometimes heard and registered
by the scribes, sometimes not.  Comparisons with the Massoretic vocalization of the Hebrew Bible, where
/≥/ may quiesce, or behave like a guttural, or behave like a strong consonant, i.e., take silent shewa, are
obvious.
84This was Sivan's solution to the problem (UF 28 [1996] 558).
85One wonders to what ""sprachvergleichenden Gründen'' T. is referring when he discounts on this basis the
explanation by vowel harmony (p. 612).  The grounds would appear to be based more on theory than on
attested forms.  About Hebrew ≥emºr and ≥ekºl in any case, there can be no doubt and one may entertain
the possibility that Ugaritic also had /yaqtul-/ in the case of ≥BD.
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≥PY as /yaqtil-/ but does not give his reasons).  The explanation of all /Y°TL/ forms in both
Ugaritic and Hebrew by vowel harmony is not, therefore, without problems.
— p. 34 (§21.322.1,6), p. 57 (§21.352.1), p. 215 (§41.221.11a), p. 549 (§74.412.23), p. 748
(§81.3f), p. 762 (§82.22), p. 872 (§93.422.1).  The correction of {m±b} to {m±d} in RS
15.008:11 (KTU 2.16) may not be considered among the relatively certain scribal errors
(see remark below to pp. 56-65 [§21.35]) when m±d would function as an adverb in the text
in question and T. himself parses that form as an adjective (first reference here).  Below, in
the section devoted to m•d (p. 748 [§81.3f]), T. again asserts that {m±b} in this text should
be emended to {m±d}, but does not explain how the adjective would function here as an
adverb.  The emendation to {m±d} becomes all the less convincing in RS 15.008:11 when
one observes that {m•d} is attested in its regular adverbial function in line 10 of the same
text.
— p. 37 (§21.322.4d), p.  536 (§74.333), p. 615 (§75.215).  In the first paragraph cited,
{t±sp} in RIH 77/18:3' (KTU 1.175) is analyzed as a D-stem, in the other two as N-stem.
Though the latter analysis is described as ""sehr unsicher'' on p. 536, the analysis as a D-stem
is not repeated in the appropriate place in the treatment of the verb.
— pp. 37-38 (§21.322.5), pp. 50-55 (§21.34-21.342.2).  I would hold that Ugaritic verbal
morpho-syntax is too uncertainly defined to require acceptance of any significant number of
the cases of verb-final {≥}-signs (treated in the first section cited) or of {≥}-signs in various
other slots (treated in the second section) that T. interprets here as matres lectionis.  It is
telling that of the examples of putative uses of matres lectionis many come from difficult
passages or from a disputed use of a given sign.86  The many examples cited of {y} as a
mater lectionis (pp. 51-55 [§21.341.2]; pp. 215-20 [§41.221.1]) are even less convincing, for
four primary reasons:  (1) an afformative particle -y exists in Ugaritic, and T. provides no
criteria for distinguishing this particle from the mater (he does so no more here, pp. 833-35
[§89.3], than in his original article on the topic);87 (2) T. claims as examples cases where the
vowel before the {y} cannot have been of the /i,e/ class (for example, in all examples
claimed in §21.341.21b where the case can be determined, the noun in question is in the
nominative);88 (3) in Hebrew, such consonants were not used to note short vowels before

86In most cases, T. presents quiescence as an option, one that is often dropped in the corresponding
morphology section below.  E.g., {y¬•} in RS 2.[003]+ ii 32, 34 (KTU 1.14) is reconstructed on p. 37 as
either /ya¬i≥/ or [ya¬î], but below, p. 443 [§73.233.1], only /ya¬i≥/ is indicated.  It is a mystery to me how
he can consider quiescence followed by the use of {•} as a mater lectionis to be a serious option when the
very next form cited, {tb•} in RIH 78/20:18 (KTU 1.169) is reconstructed as /tabû≥/ (this should, of course,
be /tabu≥/—see above, seventh general remark), for, if quiescence had occurred and if matres lectionis were
used, the form should have been written {tb°}. On p. 38, T. actually considers this an option for {tb°} in
RS 2.[014]+ v 7 (KTU 1.3—the form is mis-cited as {yb°}), but below he vocalizes the form variously as
/tabû≥u/ (pp. 620, 643) and as /tabu≥/ (alternative on p. 643), i.e., without quiescence of the /≥/ in a
/YQTLØ/ form, in spite of the irregular orthography that such a vocalization assumes.  On this verb in
particular, see above, note 20 and remark to p. 37 (§21.322.5a), etc.
87J. Tropper, ""Die enklitische Partikel -y im Ugaritischen,'' UF 26 (1994) 473-82.
88The attempt below, pp. 306-7 (§51.121.1-2), to explain these examples as exhibiting the oblique ending
in the nominative case may not be accepted.  The clearest example is the phrase •ly °grt in the letter RS
15.008:4-5 (KTU 2.16), which is certainly the subject of the verb.  It boggles my mind that so many, T.
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Rabbinic Hebrew/Aramaic (in which forms of the languages vocalic length is no longer
phonemic), but in at least the case of the Ugaritic preposition b in its regular proclitic function
there is no reason to believe that the vowel was long;89 (4) in other West-Semitic languages
where matres lectionis are used (e.g., Arabic, Aramaic, and Hebrew) several consonants
are used more or less systematically, but in Ugaritic {y} would be the only sign used with
any frequency (there are no claimed cases of {w}, which is one of the principal matres in all
of the languages cited, only a few highly dubious cases of {h}, and the few plausible cases
of {≥} are closely tied in with the peculiar three-{≥} system of Ugaritic).  This should not be
taken as a denial that the particle -y was used more frequently after /i/-vowels,90 but that is
not the same grammatical phenomenon as the use of matres lectionis—as is shown by the
absence of {w} after /u/-vowels, absent because there is no post-positive w particle!91  T.'s
stance seems oddly influenced by the later usages of matres lectionis in that he takes the
Ugaritic phenomenon as a weird form of such a practice rather than as a broader usage than
he is willing to accept of an admittedly Ugaritic particle.92

— pp. 37-38 (§21.322.5), p. 134 (§32.221.2), p. 187 (§33.273).  No form cited on pp. 37-38
is of a sort to prove that the preceding vowel lengthened when /≥/ quiesced; indeed, in none
of the cases cited here is it proven that /≥/ did quiesce.  Nevertheless, in the other two
paragraphs cited, quiescence of /≥/ with the preceding vowel resulting in a long vowel is
given as a rule (albeit with T.'s characteristic indecision as to what really happened:  /a≥/ is
indicated as going either to /â/ or to /ô/).  All of the examples are from verbal forms ending in
/≥/ of which T. finds the orthography unexpected, e.g., {ymÿ±} where he expects /yim¬a≥/,
which should be written {ym¬•/.  I believe it safe to say that the presence or absence of {y}
in III-y verbal forms in poetry is not regular enough to require that the rare unexpected uses
of the{≥}-signs be interpreted as denoting quiesced /≥/.  It is also possible that in a text such
as RS 2.[012] (KTU 1.12), which shows certain orthographic peculiarities, {ymÿ±} reflects
/yimÿa≥/, i.e., that the {≥}-sign was chosen on the basis of the preceding vowel because

included, have seen this example of -y as proving various things about the Ugaritic case system (some have
even held that it proves that Ugaritic has already developed along the same lines as Hebrew so that the {y}
is noting /ê/!) which are clearly shown not to be true by myriad correct uses of the three {≥}s and from
Ugaritic words written in Akkadian.
89In §33.275 (p. 187), T. concludes from the spelling {by} that the preposition was pronounced [b≠] (cf. p.
219 [§41.221.17c], p. 755 [§82.11]), but that is nothing but circular reasoning belied by the other Northwest-
Semitic data (Arabic does, however, show /f≠/).  In his introduction to {y} as mater lectionis, T. admits the
putative existence of {y} after short vowels when he refers to ""meist eines Langvokals'' (p. 51 [§21.341.2]).
90 T. admits this as an alternative explanation on p. 217 (§41.221.15), but the implausibility of there being
a single consonant in common use as a mater lectionis in Ugaritic has not led him to give that explanation
broader currency in this grammar.
91T. himself recognizes that none of the putative examples of {w} mater lectionis cited in §21.342.1 (pp.
54-55) is at all likely.
92T. compares Samalian z≥, p≥, w≥ as examples of the use of a mater lectionis on monosyllabic particles
some of which had historically short vowels (p. 53 [§21.341.22]).  One will note, however, that the
consonant used is {≥}, historically a post-positive particle that assumed secondarily the role of the definite
article in Aramaic.  In proto-Samalian, the function of the {≥} on these forms may have been no more that
of a mater lectionis than was the {y} in Ugaritic.
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there was no following vowel.  The least plausible example cited here is {yß°}, which T.
takes as ""[yißßô] < *yinßa≥,'' in keeping with his hypothesis that /a≥/ contracts to /ô/ (pp. 33-
35 [§21.322.1], p. 180 [§33.231.3]; see remark below to p. 621 [§75.232]).  One final
example:  though T. admits that the imperative of Nfi≥ written {ß±} may be the lengthened
form (/ßa≥a/),93 indeed on p. 429 he deems that explanation ""wahrscheinlicher,'' he
nevertheless includes it here as an example of /a≥/, which here has become /â/ rather than
/ô/!  Without wishing to do Ugaritic grammar on the basis of Hebrew, one may nevertheless
point out that it is precisely this type of quiesced /≥/ that did not show ""compensatory
lengthening'' in proto-Hebrew, for "he will find' is /yim¬ª/, not /yim¬º/ (i.e., is vocalized with
qame¬ rather than with holem, showing that proto-Hebrew had /a/ here rather than /ª/, which
would have gone to /º/ by the "Canaanite shift')..
— p. 37 (§21.322.5a), p. 175 (§33.215.21b), p. 186 (§33.26), p. 443 (§75.233.1), p. 452
(§73.244.1), p. 455 (§73.262), p. 526 (§74.232.21), p. 620 (§75.232), p. 643 (§75.522), p.
729 (§77.38), p. 913 (§97.10.2b).  The form {°b±}, "I will indeed enter' (RS 24.244:72 [KTU
1.100]), is the only form of the root B≥, "to enter, arrive', that T. considers valid as an
indicator of the stem vowel of this verb.  (I would add {°b°} in RIH 78/20:18 [CAT 1.169]—
see here below and the remark to p. 196 [§33.322.3c], etc.)  The {°} is anomalous, but he
proposes (p. 175) that it shows vowel harmony with the stem vowel, which would, therefore,
have been /¨/.  This now appears more plausible to me than my vocalization ""≥ubª≥a,''94 for
which there was no good theoretical basis.  The problem is directly related to the Hebrew
data:  unlike other hollow roots, B≥ does not show different indicative and jussive/
"wªw-consecutive' forms:  /yªq¨m/ vs. /yªqºm/ and /wayyªqom/, /yª≈≠m/ vs. /ya≈´m/ and
/wayyª≈em/, but /yabº(≥)/ for all three.  The use of a single form must be owing at least in
part to the quiesence of the ≥alif, but does the /º/ come from the /ª/ of a proto-Hebrew
indicative /yaqªlu/ or from the /u/ of a proto-Hebrew jussive/perfective /yaqul/ (derived
from theoretical /*yaq¨l/)?  The fact that the preformative contains /a/ argues strongly in
favor of the latter solution (contrast /y´bºß/ ← /yibªßu/) and the Ugaritic evidence appears
more plausibly explained along the same lines, admitting T.'s explanation of the {°}.  That
said, the vocalization of {tb•}, "you must (not) enter' (RIH 78/20:18 [CAT 1.169]), as /tab¨≥/
(on pp. 37, 443, 620, T. writes ""tabû≥,'' considering that the stem vowel of hollow roots
represents a contraction) cannot be accepted:  because closed syllables did not tolerate long
vowels in proto-West Semitic (hence the Hebrew jussive/ "wªw-consecutive' forms cited
above), the Ugaritic form must be either /tVb¨(≥)/, i.e., the  /≥/ must have quiesced leaving
the syllable open, or /tVbu≥/, i.e., theoretical /*tab¨≥/ has become /tVbu≥/ (T. proposes /u/ for
this very same form on p. 643).  Because the entire Hebrew paradigm reflects the latter form
(viz., /yabu≥/ → /yªbº(≥)/), it must be accepted as the only really plausible vocalization of
the Ugaritic /YQTLØ/ form.  On the basis of the Hebrew data alone, which the Ugaritic data
appear to fit, at least not to contradict, the conclusion must be drawn, as indeed was to be
expected, that the existence of the jussive/perfective form of B≥ with /u/ as the stem vowel

93Here T. vocalizes /ßa≥ª/.  On the length of this vowel, see remark below to pp. 428-29 (§73.14), etc.
94JANES 10 (1978) 84; Textes para-mythologiques (1988) 202.  The vocalization is corrected in P.
Bordreuil and D. Pardee, Manuel d'ougaritique (Paris:  Geuthner, 2004) II 43.
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pre-dates the quiescence of /≥/. Finally, the possibility must be kept open that the vowel
harmony occurred not just in the first person but was characteristic of the entire paradigm,
i.e.,  the vowel harmony that produced the shift from /a/ to /u/ in the preformative syllable
may not have occurred only in the environment of the consonant /≥/ (see below, note 422).
— p. 38 (§21.323), p. 326 (§54.412), p. 481 (§73.513.2), p. 485 (§73.514c), p. 500
(§73.611.2g), p. 506 (§73.634d), p. 622 (§75.236), p. 638 (§75.516a), p. 732 (§77.412.1b).
T. vacillates considerably in his treatment of the admittedly difficult form yr±°n in RS
2.[022]+ ii 6 (KTU 1.5):  he proposes that it may be (1) emended to {yr± . nn}, which he
would take as a /QTLa/ form (this possibility is mentioned on pp. 38, 481, 485, 622);
(2) analyzed as a narrative infinitive (on p. 38 the form is incorrectly identified as an
""Inf.abs.''95) + energic ending (pp. 38, 481, 485, 500, 622, 732); (3) analyzed as infinitive +
energic ending + pronominal suffix (pp. 38, 500, 506, 638).  None of these solutions appears
likely, for there is no proof that energics consisted of morphemes that could be attached to
the /QTLa/ perfective or to the infinitive used narratively (on T.'s theory regarding the
energics, see below, remarks to pp. 497-506 [§73.6], etc.).  It is far more likely, therefore,
that the form consists either of the infinitive + enclitic -na (the productive enclitic morpheme,
not that morpheme as possibly at the origin of the energic verbal forms) or as the infinitive +
the secondary pronominal suffix -nnu (which arose from fusion of the energic morpheme -an
with the pronominal element -hu and was subsequently re-analyzed as pronominal in
nature96).
— pp. 40-50 (§21.33).  Whether T.'s hypothesis regarding {¢} according to which that sign
represents a new phoneme, the dental affricate /ts/, eventually wins the day or not, it
certainly is more plausible that its principal competitor, that according to which {¢} would be
a syllabic sign with the value /su/.97

— pp. 44-49 (§21.335.1-2).  The only new word in the texts from 1994-2002 for which the
writing with {¢} is attested is {≤p¢}, "boundary marker' (RS 94.2965:6 and 9, alongside
{≤ps} in lines 3 and 12).
— p. 44 (§21.335.1b), p. 103 (§32.143.24), p. 404 (§69.172a).  The text RS 1.012 (KTU
4.14) hardly allows for the interpretation of ”swn/”¢wn as ""(Kopf-)Salat'' (preceded with a
cautious ""evtl.'' or ""etwa'' or a question mark).  This provides a good example of the danger
alluded to in my opening remarks:  until one examines every text in equal detail, one cannot
write such a work as this with full awareness of the problems involved in the interpretation
of every detail of every text.  Until I began my work on RS 1.012 (see above, note 15), I

95On the impropriety of this term in Ugaritic grammar, see below, remark to p. 652 (§75.529).  If one uses
it as shorthand for a comparison with Biblical Hebrew, it should be enclosed in quotation marks or some
other indication should be provided that there was no ""infinitive absolute'' in Ugaritic that would have been
morphologically distinct from the verbal noun that functioned as a normal infinitive.
96Cf. S. B. Parker, Studies in the Grammar of Ugaritic Prose Texts (dissertation, Johns Hopkins University;
Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, 1967) 19-20; Pardee, JNES 43 (1984) 244-45, n. 14.  Cf. below, remark
to pp. 222-23 (§41.221.52c), etc.  On attaching the secondary pronominal morphemes -n and -nn to verbal
nouns and adjectives, see remarks below to p. 223 (§41.221.52c), etc., and to p. 500 (§73.611.2f), etc.
97S. Segert, ""The Last Sign of the Ugaritic Alphabet,'' UF 15 (1983) 201-18.
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had no strong opinion on whether ”swn should mean "(a head of) salad' (cf. Akk. ”assu) or
"thyme (or some closely related plant)', in the latter case the term would  designate the green
or dried leaves of the plant (cf. Akk. ”aßû).  I have come to the conclusion, however, that RS
1.012 contains a list of high-class rations for an unnamed group to be used over the space of
a month.  Because of the perishability of lettuce, the word more plausibly designates
therefore "thyme' in that text.98  Thus the etymological comparisons with words meaning
"(head of) lettuce' for the elucidation of the function of {¢} cited here are inapplicable.  A
more cautious approach would have listed the etymological connections for both
interpretations.  But, when writing a work such as this, one must make decisions.
— p. 45 (§21.335.1d).  I have given my reasons for disbelieving that ¢stm in RS 15.062:6
(KTU 4.158) means ""zwei (Wagen-)Plattformen'' and that ®l® m±t trm in the same text (line
7) means ""300 Deichseln'' (i.e., chariot shafts)99.  As in the preceding case, therefore, the
etymological connections with the meaning "chariot platform' have no relevance for the
function of {¢}.
— p. 46 (§21.335.1f), p. 249 (§51.3e).  I see no reason to consider Ugaritic ks to be a loan-
word from Akkadian when it is attested in all the major branches of the West-Semitic
languages:  if the word was borrowed, it must have entered proto-West-Semitic, not directly
into Ugaritic.  However that may be, the vocalization /kâs-/ (p. 249), viz., as though the
vowel were the result of contraction, reflects neither Akkadian  kªsu nor any of the later
Northwest-Semitic forms (Aramaic/Syriac kªs, Hebrew kºs).  Only Arabic ka≥s- breaks the
pattern, and if it represents the original form, then the West-Semitic word is certainly not an
Akkadian loan-word, for either the other West-Semitic languages should also show /≥/ or
else the /≥/ should not be present in Arabic because the word would have been borrowed
after the loss of /≥/ in Akkadian.  Because the {≥} appears only in Arabic, it appears more
likely that it is secondary there and that the original form was /kªs-/; the data do not allow a
decision as to whether the word was originally East- or West-Semitic or simply common
Semitic.
— p. 46 (§21.335.1g).  The basis for the new interpretation of krs° as ""ein Flüssigkeitsmaß
fur Öl,'' rather than as ""ein Mastfutter; alternativ: "Masttiere' ''100 is to be found in the texts
from the 1994 excavations cited here as attestations of the word but without the context
proving the interpretation.  The data are, however, somewhat garbled and incomplete,
probably because they were transmitted by e-mail: krs• is found in RS 94.2392+:9, kr¢° in
RS 94.2563:28' and RS 94.2600:14, krs•m (dual oblique) in RS 94.2395:2 and RS

98This conclusion is supported by the appearance of the phrase ”swn ”rb, "dried ”swn', in a new text (RS
94.2600), for thyme is used in either green or dried form whereas such is not the case, to my knowledge, of
lettuce (cf. Pardee, AuOr  20 [2002] 173).
99""Trois comptes ougaritiques: RS 15.062, RS 18.024, RIH 78/02,'' Syria 77 (2000) 23-67, esp. p. 32-34.
Judging by the prices indicated, ¢stm should mean "two mares' and ®l® m±t trm should mean "three hundred
doves'.  Considerations of price aside, it should be obvious that "three hundred chariot shafts' could have no
direct connection with "two chariot platforms', as T.'s citation of the former in support of the latter
interpretation would lead one to believe his view to be.
100J. Tropper, ""Die letzte Zeichen des ugaritischen Alphabets,'' UF 27 (1995) 505-28, esp. pp. 516-17.
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94.2392+:4, krs±t (plural) in RS 94.2392+:12.  The fact that two of the new occurrences of
kr¢° are in the nominative and the form is each time written with {≈} and {°}, undermines
T.'s hypothesis that the writing with {¢} in RS 16.198A+:17' (KTU 4.225) is owing to the
fact that the /s/ is there followed by /i/ which produces the pronunciation [ts].
— p. 47 (§21.335.1j), p. 180 (§33.231.22c), p. 472 (§73.411, .412).  In the first reference
cited here, {¢knt} in RS 15.012:2 (KTU 4.135) is classified tentatively as a personal name,
in the others as a G-stem participle, in fact the feminine form of sªkinu, "governor'.  Because
there is no other reference in the Ugaritic texts to a female governor and because sknt in RS
15.012 is modified by what looks for all the world like a masculine gentilic (syny, "the man
from Siyanu'), the hypothesis that the word is a proper name must be preferred.  However
that may be, the paucity of forms hardly allows for the use of the word ""Regel'' (p. 472) to
describe the feminine G-stem participle, which, according to the rule, would be /qªtilt-/ ←
/qªtilat-/:  two forms speak in favor of the rule ({qr•t} /qªri≥t-/ and {ylt} /yªlitt-/ ← /yªlidt-/},
though for the time being only this {¢knt} speaks against it and it may be irrelevant because
the base form might be different.
— pp. 48-49 (§21.335.2d).  The reading {[ym¢]¢ h[m …]} (misprinted here as {[ym¢]s
h[m …]}) in RS 5.300:3 (KTU 1.71) may not be considered epigraphically likely.101

— p. 49 (§21.335.2e).  The interpretation of {”d¢} in RIH 78/16:7 (CAT 1.171) as an
aberrant writing of “d®, "month', is made dubious by the absence of other aberrant writings in
this text.  With some exceptions, a given writing system tends to be observed throughout a
given text.
— p. 51 (§21.341.13).  T. claims that final {≥} in foreign proper names has a ""vokalische
Funktion'', but I see no reason to doubt that in a name such as tlm°/tlm• (nominative and
genitive forms), the scribes were noting a consonantal pronunciation, /talmi≥u/ and /talmi≥i/,
or /talm≠≥u/ and /talm≠≥i/.102  Nor do I see any particular reason to doubt that the {°} of
{”l°} is consonantal (the identification with Akkadian ”alû, ""ein Wollkleid,'' though not
impossible, is uncertain, for the word occurs only once, as part of the name of a feast:  {”l° .
dg} in RS 19.015:12 [KTU 1.91]).103

— p. 51 (§21.341.21a), p. 67 (§21.383), p. 176 (§33.215.31b), p. 219 (§41.221.17), p. 338
(§55.12).  In addition to the general considerations offered above with regard to the putative
use of {y} as a mater lectionis (remarks on pp. 35-37, 50-55), it must be stated here that it is
highly unlikely that the {y} of {°”y}, "my brother' (nominative case), is a mater (pp. 51,
219), i.e., that the word was pronounced /≥u”î/, for the writing of ±”, "brother', with {°} for
{±} reflects the pronunciation of the word, wherein the first syllable shows vowel harmony

101See D. Pardee, ""Trois remarques d'épigraphie ougaritique,'' Semitica 49 (1999) 191-93, esp. p. 192.
102For {nn°/nn•}, see W. H. van Soldt, ""Studies in the Topography of Ugarit (1). The Spelling of the
Ugaritic Toponyms,'' UF 28 (1996) 653-92, esp. p. 679.
103Indeed, the {°} may not belong with {”l}:  at least in theory, it could be the conjunction /≥¨/.  About all
that can be said about {”l°} is that we know neither that the three signs represent a single word nor, if they
do, what that word means (cf. Pardee, Les textes rituels [2000] 507-8; idem, Ritual and Cult [2002] 215).
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with the long case vowel /¨/ (i.e., /≥a”ûya/ → /≥u”ûya/).104  The {y} here is not, therefore,
the post-positive particle, as I would judge the examples of -y attached to other words cited
in §21.341.21a (p. 51) to be, but of the 1 c.s. pronominal suffix that has retained its
consonantal character when attached to a noun that ends in a long vowel.  This is proven by
{°”y} itself, which T. treats differently in the sections cited:  he holds explicitly on pp. 67 and
176 that the {°} is owing to vowel harmony with the nominative case vowel, ignoring in
those statements that, according to p. 219, the 1 c. s. suffixal form is claimed to have been
/≥a”≠/.  It is simply implausible that /≥u”≠/ would have arisen from /≥a”≠/.  One must conclude
that {°”y} was pronounced  /≥u”ûya/;105 the writing {•”y}, attested for the genitive case,
reflects a pronunciation /≥i”îya/; {±”y}, attested for all three cases, either reflects an older
and "more correct' pronunciation (/≥a”ûya/, /≥a”âya/, /≥a”îya/) or a different scribal tradition
(a "morpho-phonemic' one, as T. terms it, i.e. historical writing).  On p. 219, T. cites a single
case from poetry which he considers to prove that ±” bearing a 1 c. s. pronominal suffix was
written without {y} (RS 3.340 i 24 [KTU 1.18]), alongside two cases of ±b, "father', which T.
presents as similar;106 on p. 176, he explicitly vocalizes {±”y} as ""/≥a”û-ya/'', though he
abstains from fully vocalizing the forms {°”y} and {•”y} (he indicates the stems as ""/≥u”û-/''
and ""/≥i”î-/).107  Given that the writings {°”y} and {•”y} are attested only in prose, I would
hold that these writings show either that the three poetic forms were not in fact pronominal
(the explicit expression of possession is not always necessary, especially in poetry108) or
that alternative forms existed (older /≥a”îya/, which became /≥i”îya/, alongside younger
/≥a”≠/, the latter of which would have arisen by analogy with nouns with a short case vowel).
As regards the latter interpretation, Hebrew shows a similar situation with the 3 m.s. suffix,
which appears as both /≥ª“≠w/ and /≥ª“≠h¨/.  Against that interpretation of the Ugaritic data,
however, stand two facts:  (1) "my brother' is never written simply  {•”}, as one might expect
if the suffix were in the nominative pronounced /-≠/, i.e., why would /≥a”î/ not have become
/≥i”î/?;109 (2) one would expect the prose forms to be the more recent, not the older.  It

104J. Huehnergard, ""Three Notes on Akkadian Morphology,'' ""Working with No Data.'' Semitic and Egyptian
Studies Presented to Thomas O. Lambdin (ed. D. M. Golomb; Winona Lake:  Eisenbrauns, 1987) 181-93,
esp. p. 189; idem, Ugaritic Vocabulary (1987) 273.
105Van Soldt, Studies (1991) 403 n. 9.
106On ±b, see below, remark to p. 175 (§33.215.22), etc..
107On pp. 248-49 (§51.3a), p. 253 (§51.41a), and p. 338 (§55.12) T. indicates why he vocalizes the stems of
±b and ±” with a transliteration showing contraction:  the original roots would have been ≥BW and ≥‡W.
This hypothesis is borne out by the feminine forms /≥ª“ºt/, "sister', and /“ªmºt/, "mother-in-law (on
husband's side)', in Hebrew (with corresponding forms in other Semitic languages), for the /º/ from /ª/
appears before the gender marker in these words and must, therefore, have arisen from contraction of radical
elements rather than from an originally long case vowel, as is theoretically possible for the masculine form
of these words.  See further below, remark to pp. 248-49 (§51.3a).
108On the interpretation of yd≤tk bt, "I know you, daughter', see below, remark to p. 215 (§41.221.11c), etc.
109In this respect, T.'s presentation of the data is misleading:  on p. 67, he introduces the contrasting usages
of forms with {±} over against those with {°} and {i} as occurring in ""Stat. cs./pron.'' without making clear
that the latter occur only in the pronominal state; on p. 176, he explicitly describes the forms with {°} and
{•} as ""St. cs./pron.''  Though the section on p. 219 is devoted to the pronominal forms with {y}, the reader
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appears necessary to conclude, therefore, that the poetic form {±”} adduced on p. 219 is
either not pronominal or else that it stands outside the regular pattern for the noun {±”}.
These considerations require that two orthographic paradigms for prose usage of the noun ±”
with pronominal suffixes be indicated for Ugaritic:

(1) Nominative Accusative Genitive
      {°”y} = /≥u”ûya/ {±”y} = /≥a”âya/ {•”y} = /≥i”îya/

(2) Nominative/Accusative/Genitive written with a single orthography, {±”y}, that
represents either the three pronunciations of paradigm 1 in "historical writing' or three
different pronunciations:
        /≥a”ûya/ /≥a”âya/ /≥a”îya/
In any case, explaining {°”y} as arising from /≥a”≠/ has no plausible phonetic basis; thus
disappears one of T.'s major cases for the use of matres lectionis in Ugaritic.  (For further
remarks on ±” and ±b, see below on p. 175 [§33.215.22], etc., where T.'s view that the case
vowel of ±b would have been short in the absolute state is discounted, and pp. 248-49
[§51.3]).
— p. 52 (§21.341.21a), p. 554 (§74.412.27), p. 739 (§81.12c), p. 808 (§85.2c), p. 883
(§94.21), p. 902 (§97.23a).  While granting that {y≤msn} in RS 18.075:22' (KTU 2.41:21 =
PRU V 65:20) is difficult to interpret ({ w ¯. ±˘p . ±nk . mnm (21') ”s¯r˘t . w . °”y (22')
y≤msn . ®mn), T.'s various renditions are unfortunately characterized by the indecision to
which reference was made in the introduction.  In the second paragraph cited, the form is
parsed as a 3 m.s. jussive bearing a 1 c.s. object suffix (the latter element of the parsing
bears a question mark, but no other option is suggested) and is translated as though the
function of the suffix was dative:  ""das soll mir(?) mein Bruder dort (auf Lasttiere)
aufladen.''  This dative translation is also given on pp. 739 and 808, without the question
mark, and in both those paragraphs it is suggested that the loading would have been done on
ships, rather than on pack animals.  On p. 52, the suffix is not expressed in the translation
(""Mein Bruder soll (es) dort aufladen''), while on pp. 883 and 902 the suffix appears to be
expressed by ""für mich,'' with no question mark; in none of these last three translations is the
mode of transport suggested.  It appears far more likely to me that the suffix is third person
rather than first and that its antecedent is either the feminine noun ”srt110 or, less likely in
my opinion, the indefinite pronoun mnm (taking ”srt as verbal, in line with T.'s
interpretation).111  Such morpho-syntax is completely regular and leaves only the question
of why the stress was placed on loading rather than on sending.  That question is most
plausibly answered by reference to the role of the addressee's servant who, according to
lines 15'-16' is empowered to speak on behalf of the addressee to the writer of the present
letter (see below, remark to p. 425):  according to lines 20'-22', the addressee's only job is to

comparing these four paragraphs without checking all the attested forms would be led to believe that {°”}
and {•”} are attested as construct forms (i.e., for /≥u”û/ and /≥i”î/), which is not the case to date.
110Parker, Studies (1967) 13, 22, 28.
111P. 243 (§45.122a), p. 554 (§74.412.27), p. 739 (§81.12c), p. 808 (§85.2c), p. 820 (§81c), p. 883
(§94.21), p. 902 (§97.23a); Rainey, Or 56 (1987) 401; del Olmo Lete et Sanmartín, Diccionario I (1996)
81:  ""que mi hermano lo cargue'' (on p. 200 ”srt is analyzed as verbal).
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authorize the transport of the merchandise, the servant will take care of the rest.  Because
the beginning of the letter has disappeared and with it the identification of the
correspondents, there is simply no way of knowing what would have been the preferred
mode of transport.
— p. 52 (§21.341.21a), p. 220 (§41.221.2), p. 816 (§87.21), p. 872 (§93.422.1).  T.'s various
renditions of the following phrase in the text just discussed (RS 18.075:23' [KTU 2.41:22]:
{w . [°]”y . ±l . yb≤r¯n˘}) shows similar indecision regarding the function of ±l, viz., whether
that be positive or negative, and whether the {-n} on the verb be the 1 c.s. pronominal suffix:
pp. 52, 872 ""soll mich nicht im Stich lassen''; p. 816 ""soll mich(?) nicht im Stich lassen''; p. 220
""er möge mich (nicht) verlassen.''  One notes that none of these translations comes from the
section devoted to ±l as an ""Affirmationspartikel'' (p. 805-7 [§85.1]), as is to be expected,
since T. correctly holds that ±l does not appear in positive formulations in prose.112  It
appears likely to me that the {-n} is indeed the 1 c.s. pronominal suffix, for (1) this verb is
transitive and one would expect the object suffix to be expressed here and (2) the object
must be the writer, not his ""lack,'' for one would hardly expect the recipient of the letter to
"abandon' or to "destroy' there where he is what the writer is lacking.  As for the meaning of
≤BR, although the question is truly up in the air, I believe that a better case can be made for
"destroy' than for "abandon',113 as T. recognizes for the not-dissimilar case of RS 92.2010:23
(RSO XIV 50).114  Though there are texts in which ≤BR may plausibly be translated
"abandon', none requires that translation.  In the present case, the phrase "And may my
brother not destroy me' plausibly means "may he not allow me to perish (by not sending me
what I need)'—the key word is ‡SR (see preceding remark), which must express real "need'
rather than a frivolous desire.
— p. 52 (§21.341.21b), p. 181 (§33.233), p. 287 (§52.5f), pp. 444-45 (§73.233.41-42), p.
459 (§73.273.4), pp. 537-38 (§74.333), p. 624 (§75.237f).  The second paragraph of this list
is devoted to a grammatical category set up on the basis of a single form, viz., {tnß±n} in RS
24.247+:47' (KTU 1.103), which is claimed to prove the sporadic occurrence of /í/ → /á/ in
Ugaritic (what is known in Hebrew grammar as Philippi's law):  ""*tinnaßí≥na → /tinnaßá≥na/''
(understood as a 3 f.pl. imperfective form).115  In the two paragraphs on pp. 444-45 the form
is cited to prove that the 3 m.pl. and 3 f.pl. /YQTL/ forms were not identical; in §73.233.42, it
is cited as ""der Schlüssel zur Rekonstruktion'' of the form.  Indeed, it is the only form with an

112I would, nevertheless, disagree with his analysis of ±l ttn in RS 16..265:14 as negative (p. 724
[§77.325]).  In my estimation all the verbal forms in lines 9-14 of this practice letter are positively polarized
and the scribe included ±l ttn to demonstrate his erudition (see Pardee and Whiting, ""Aspects of Epistolary
Verbal Usage in Ugaritic and Akkadian,'' BSOAS 50 [1987] 1-31, esp. p. 11).  This, therefore, is one of
those exceptions that proves a rule.
113Les textes rituels (2000) 558-59.
114The text reads: {(21) w b≤ly bt (22) ≤bdh . ±l (23) yb≤r (24) b ydh}, which T. translates, following
Bordreuil and Pardee, RSO XIV (2001) 376:  ""Und mein Herr soll das Haus seines Dieners nicht mit seiner
(eigenen) Hand zerstören'' (p. 816 [§87.21]; cf. p. 874 [§93.422.3] and p. 883 [§94.21]).
115T. does not explain here why in his view the syllable /a≥/ would be written {±}; it is, of course, because
the /≥/ would have quiesced and the {±}-sign have been used as a mater lectionis. He only includes this
form, i.e., ""/tinnaßânª˜/'' on pp. 455 and 459.
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{≥} sign in the proper position and it is an unexpected sign!  I remark (1) that the subject of
this verb is mr“y, (2) that, for that word to be a plural, the {y} would have to be a mater
lectionis (the topic treated in §21.341.21b), (3) that {mr“y} appears twice in this text (lines 7
and 47') and once more in another text of similar genre (RS 24.302:10' [KTU 1.140]) and it
is unlikely that so rare a usage as that of the mater lectionis would appear twice in the same
word in one text, three times across two different texts, (4) that the equivalent in the
Mesopotamian texts, viz., {GIfi.TUKUL}, normally appears without {MEfi} (though the
associated verb is usually in the plural), (5) that mr“m is attested as a feminine plural (p.
287).  I conclude that (a) the {-y} is not a mater lectionis, (b) the Ugaritic noun is not plural
but singular, (c) the {y} is, therefore, the archaic feminine morpheme /-ay/ (on which see
remarks to p. 274 [§51.46k], etc., p. 276, [§51.5c], etc., and pp. 282-84 [§52.4]), (d) the verb
{tnß±n} is, therefore, 3 f.s. energic and to be vocalized /tinnaßi≥an(na)/, and (e) the Ugaritic
form of the omen may have come about because the first adapter into West Semitic of a
Mesopotamian omen took {GIfi.TUKUL} at face value as a singular.116 As the singular
form mr“ appears to be attested as a masculine (tß≤m mr“ ±“d kbd, "91 spears' [RS 15.083:9-
10 = KTU 4.169]),117 the feminine dual and plural, both written mr“m (the gender is
determined by the use of the feminine form of the number, ®t mr“m, "two lances'), are
perhaps to be classified, therefore, at least in the present state of the evidence, to have
functioned as the dual/plural of the feminine singular form mr“y.
— p. 52 (§21.341.21c), p. 84 (§23.51), p. 85 (§23.522a), p. 187 (§33.275), p. 755 (§82.11),
p. 758 (§82.12), p. 800 (§83.24); cf. p. 172 (§33.214.1).  Instead of lumping {by}, {ly}, and
{ky} into a single category, where all would consist of /C≠/ + {y} mater lectionis, it is more
plausible to take the {y} as the post-positive particle which could be attached to other
particles each of which had its own history.  As is shown by the syllabic transcriptions of b
and l, respectively {bi-i} and {le-e},118 these particles had different realizations, each of
which plausibly had its own historical/etymological origin119 rather than resulting from
phonetic conditioning.120  Thus {by} = /bi+ya/,121 {ly} = /lê+ya/ (/lê/ ← /lay/), and {ky} =

116On these several points, see Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 554.
117Cf. T., p. 356 (§62.431b).
118RS 20.149+ iii 5'-6', text 130 in J. Nougayrol, ""Textes suméro-accadiens des archives et bibliothèques
privées d'Ugarit,'' Ugaritica V (Mission de Ras Shamra 16; Bibliothèque Archéologique et Historique 80;
Paris:  Imprimerie Nationale, Geuthner) 1-446.
119Pardee, UF 8 (1976) 288; idem, "" "As Strong as Death' ,'' Love & Death in the Ancient Near East.
Essays in Honor of Marvin H. Pope (eds. J. H. Marks and R. M. Good; Guilford, CT: Four Quarters, 1987)
65-69, esp p. 66; idem, JNES 50 (1991) 305.
120Huehnergard, Ugaritic Vocabulary (1987) 53, 262.  Huehnergard's not implausible hypothesis according to
which {li-i} represents [le] is rendered implausible by T. (p. 187 [§33.275]) who, because of the alternative
writing with {y}, thinks that {li-i} represents [l´] (i.e., as {bi-i} must represent [b≠] so {le-e} must
represent [l´], itself a secondary lengthening of [le] which is in turn a coloring of original /li/ in proximity
with the consonant /l/—a coloring which would only occur here!).
121See above, remark on pp. 37-38 (§21.322.5), etc.
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/k≠+ya/.  It is perhaps possible, though not particularly likely that /bi/ had a long vowel;122 it
is more likely that the syllabic writings {bi-i} and {le-e} were used to disambiguate the
vowel quality of the polyvalent syllabic signs, i.e., {BI} could be read as /bi/ or /bé/ and {LI}
as /li/ or /le/.123  The argument in §33.275.2 (p. 187) that the forms of b and l with the 1 c.s.
pronominal suffix, viz., {ly} and {by}, indicate that the vowel of each preposition was long
is valueless, as T. himself recognizes (here and p. 219 [§41.221.17c]), for that is the
expected form whether the vowel be short or long (unless the vowel be /u/): the 1 c.s.
pronominal suffix on nouns is written {y} when the noun is in the genitive and accusative
cases and the singular case vowels are assumed by all to have been short in Ugaritic.  Why
then devote a section to a valueless argument?  I would observe here that, while {by}, "in
me', and {by}, "in', were doubtless vocalized identically as /biya/, the preposition l + the post-
positive particle would have been realized as /lêya/, while the same preposition + the 1 c.s.
pronominal suffix would have been /layya/,124 for paradigmatic reasons, i.e., the form would
have developed in proto-Ugaritic before the /ay/ diphthong had monophthongized (cf.
Hebrew /-ay/ [first common singular suffix on a dual or plural noun] which has developed
from /-ay/ [the proto-Hebrew dual oblique morpheme] plus /-ya/ [the proto-Hebrew 1 c.s.
pronominal suffix], i.e., /-ayya/ → /-ayy/ → /-ay/).
— p. 52 (§21.341.21c), p. 185 (§33.243.15), p. 259 (§51.42c), p. 259 (§51.42c bis), p. 438
(§73.223.41), p. 441 (§73.223.42.12), p. 840 (§91.21a).  It is telling that, in support of his
translation of RS 3.334:7 by ßnt ml•t (KTU 2.2) as ""in einem vollen Jahr,'' this is the only text
cited on pp. 185, 259, in which a feminine singular adjective shows syncope of the /a/ vowel
before the /t/ of the feminine morpheme.  In addition, on p. 185, ""gegenüber,'' with reference
to the form written {ml±t}, says more than the situation warrants:  in the sections on
phonology, that word is used to introduce one or more writings that vary from the one on
which a particular point is based and which require a phonological or phonetic analysis that
differs from that of the rule under discussion.  Here, however, T. takes {ml•t} in RS 3.334:7
as an adjective, which cannot be the case of {ml±t} in RS 1.009:11 (KTU 1.46) and RS
24.253:3 (KTU 1.109), the example cited in contrast, because in these texts the preceding
noun is ym, "day' (b ym ml±t), which is masculine in gender.  It appears quite clear,
therefore, that b ym ml±t, ""am Vollmondstag,'' means literally "on the day of fullness'.  T.
agrees with this analysis, since he translates {ml±t} by ""Fülle'';125 he nevertheless considers
both forms to be derived from a qatilat base, with {ml•t}, according to T., showing syncope
of the /a/ of the feminine morpheme, {ml±t} showing retention of the /a/.  Three  remarks are
called for with regard to these analyses:  (1) the tablet is broken immediately after {ml•t} in
RS 3.334:7 and there is no surety whatever that the three words quoted above constitute a

122Etymologically the vowel would have been short, but it is just possible that the citation form was heard
as having a long vowel (so Huehnergard, Ugaritic Vocabulary [1987] 53).  I confess that I do not find even
that particularly likely.
123Sivan, UF 18 (1986) 308-9; Pardee, JNES 50 (1991) 305.
124Not /l≠ya/, as indicated by T., p. 197 (§33.322.42b).
125One may, however, query the gloss ""Vollmondstag'' for ml±t, since the word is only attested preceded by
ym, "day'.
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single phrase:  {by} could go with what precedes, {by ßnt} could belong together but not
with {ml•t}, which need not be an adjective, or, as T. assumes, the three words could mean
"in one full year'; (2) if the last interpretation of RS 3.334 be correct, there is no particular
reason why the adjective "full' and the noun "fullness' should have had the same base (cf.
Hebrew /m@lº(≥)/, "fullness'); (3) judging from the later West-Semitic languages, syncope is
unlikely in adjectives (or, to put it more precisely, the /*-at/ form, e.g., Hebrew -ªh, is far
more regular in adjectives than in nouns).
— p. 52 (§21.341.21c), p. 229 (§42.12), p. 665 (§75.534), pp. 693-94 (§76.346b).  T.'s
""n[eue] L[esung]'' of RS 24.326:3 (KTU 1.143) as ""k ypt“ yr”/y[  ] | hnd'' is essentially
correct.  The transcription that I made available to him read:  {(3) k ypt“ . yr¯”˘ (4) hnd}
(with the word in line 4 written far to the right, under {yr¯”˘}).  The end of line 3 may only
contain {”} or {y} or that sign plus one other, and the most likely reading is, therefore {yr¯”˘
hnd}, "this month'.  As regards the division of the first five signs, T. consistently represents
this case as k ypt“ but in the case of the other liver omen containing a clause introduced by k
(RS 24.312 [KTU 1.141]) he shows more ambivalence, dividing three times as k yqny but
once, p. 665, indicating as certain both the reading ky qny and the analysis of qny as /QTLa/
3 m.s.  (That this analysis was preferred at some point in the preparation of this grammar  is
also revealed by the absence of yqny in its place on p. 662 in the listing of III-weak /YQTLu/
forms.)
— p. 53 (§21.341.22a), p. 144 (§33.115.42), p. 204 (§33.442).  Though {mn“yk} may
represent a rare mater lectionis, or, more likely, an historical writing or even a noun of the
form {mn“} + {y}, its vocalization as ""min“≠ka'' cannot be accepted without query, nor the
omission of this word from the discussion of the form of the plural of nouns of the types
/qatl/, /qitl/, and /qutl/ (pp. 295-96 [§53.322.1-3]).  Both etymology and the Hebrew forms
(sing. /min“ª/, pl. /m@nª“ot/) show the noun to be of the /qitl/ type, with an expected plural
base form /mina“-/ (i.e., with the disyllabic base characteristic of ""segholate'' nouns in
Hebrew).
— p. 53 (§21.341.22b), p. 602 (§74.626.3d).  The facts that ßly† is attested three times on
two different tablets (RS 02.[014]+ iii 42' [KTU 1.3], RS 02.[022]+ i 3, 29 [KTU 1.5]) and
that the form without {y} does not occur make of these occurrences totally unconvincing
examples of {y} as an internal mater lectionis.  Furthermore, if. T. is convinced that the
orthography represents a /qat(t)≠l/ form, why is this example not listed below, p. 261
(§51.43c) or p. 264 (§51.44i)?126  More plausible is the analysis suggested on p. 602,
according to which ßly† would be a fi-stem verbal adjective (or noun, I would think) of a root
LYT/LWT˚ of which the basic meaning would be "wrap, envelop' perhaps referring to the
serpent's ability to coil up.127

126In truth, T. has no category /qatt≠l/ per se:  §51.44i is in fact ""{qa/itt≠l}.''
127The suggestion goes back to J. Gray, The Legacy of Canaan. The Ras Shamra Texts and Their
Relevance to the Old Testament (SVT 5; 2d, revised ed., 1965) 31 n. 3 (in the first edition of this work, p.
27, Gray had adopted the traditional view that the root of ßly† was fiLT˚).  It is also possible that the term
means something like "quick, active' (cf. Arabic layyª†-, with that meaning).
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— p. 54 (§21.341.23a).  T. offers no proof in support of the assertion that the second {y} in
personal names ending in two {y}s is a mater lectionis for short /i/.  In a grammar as
discursive as this one, simple assertions of dubious categories appear out of place.  How do
we know that these are not simply by-forms of the shorter names?  Why is the graphically
similar phenomenon of place names spelled with and without {y} at the end128 not discussed
in §21.341.23?
— p. 54 (§21.342.1a), p. 63 (§21.355.1b), p. 155 (§33.135.2), p. 444 (§73.233.3).  The
interpretation of {tr÷nw} in RS 24.244:61 (KTU 1.100) as containing {w} mater lectionis
which is preferred on p. 54 becomes ""sehr wahrsch[einlich]'' on p. 444.  I can hardly accept
the latter judgment for a text as replete with scribal error as this and when an alternative
morpho-syntactic analysis of the verb has been proposed that removes the opportunity for
the mater lectionis.129  Note that T.'s analysis also requires an aberrant root derivation, RN
← RM (p. 155).  All this to avoid a textbook case of dittography—this verb is followed by
the conjunction w.
— p. 54 (§21.342.1a), p. 426 (§73.121.1b).  In the first section cited, the signs {•®rhw} in RS
15.007:6 (KTU 2.15) are given as a possible example of {w} used as a mater lectionis
({hw} would be an objective suffix attached to {•®r}, which would, perforce, be a verb); it is
admitted that {hw} could be the 3 m.s. independent pronoun.  In the second section cited, the
context in which {•®r} appears is said to be too obscure for analysis.  As there are no
convincing examples of {w} used as a mater in Ugaritic, it is hardly this passage that will
provide the ""smoking gun.''  Because of other irregular usages of the {≥}-signs in RS 15.007,
with at least one case of {•} for {±} ({•tn}, "I will give', in line 4), I propose that {•®r} here
stands for standard {±®r} and •®r hw means "wherever he may be', lit. "(in whatever) place he
(may be)' (/≥i®ra huwa/ or, if the spelling represents only an aberrant usage of the {•}-sign,
/≥a®ra huwa/).130

— p. 54 (§21.342.1b).  Instead of simply taking {kwt} in RS 20.010:6 (KTU 4.691) as the
same word as kt and the {w} as a mater lectionis, one may consider that kwt is not the same
word as Akkadian k¨tu, but an Egyptian loan-word131 or that kwt, with consonantal {w}, is
a dual form distinct from the singular kt.132  Finally, the possibility that Ugaritic had a
singular noun kw of which kwt would be a feminine variant must be considered (see remark
below to p. 390 [§§69.123, 69.124.1]).

128Van Soldt, UF 28 (1996) 653-55.
129Pardee, ""A Philological and Prosodic Analysis of the Ugaritic Serpent Incantation UT 607,'' JANES 10
(1978) 73-108, esp. pp. 88-89; idem, Textes para-mythologiques (1988) 214.  According to the analysis
proposed in these studies, the form would end with /a/ rather than with a /u/-type vowel.
130Context III (2002) 108; the full argument for this interpretation will be found in Les textes épistolaires (in
preparation).
131Watson, UF 27 (1995) 545; idem, ""Ugaritic Lexicography,'' in Handbook of Ugaritic Studies (eds. W. G.
E. Watson and Nicolas Wyatt; Handbuch der Orientalistik, Abteilung 1: Der Nahe und Mittlere Osten, Band
39; Leiden:  E. J. Brill, 1999) 122-33, esp. p. 130.
132Cf. J. P. Vita, ""Bemerkungen zum ugaritischen Dual,'' OLP 28 (1997) 33-41, esp. p. 40, n. 38.
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— p. 55 (§21.342.3), p. 57 (§21.352.1), p. 66 (§21.362), p. 503 (§73.627).  As seems clear
from the descriptions on pp. 57, 66, of the problems of the correct reading of {ßrn±} in RS
2.[003]+ iv 50 (KTU 1.14) as ßrnn, and from the grammatical analysis on p. 503, the notation
{ß!rn±!} on p. 66 is incorrect (on p. 919, the use of the exclamation mark is defined as
marking the correction of an ancient mistake, not the ancient mistake itself).  On the correct
reading of this word, see below remark to p. 66 (§21.362).
— pp. 56-65 (§21.35).  In his introduction to this section on miswritings of various kinds, T.
claims to include only ""relativ gesicherten Schreibfehlern'' (p. 56).  In the following remarks,
I point out epigraphic data that are at variance with some of thes proposals and query
proposals for emendation that I consider to be uncertain and which do not bear the question
mark.
— pp. 56-67 (§§21.35-38).  Two general remarks to these sections devoted to various types
of scribal error. (1) Too significant a portion of the examples listed are either taken over
from KTU or CAT or consist of new readings proposed by T.  Because of the nature of the
data, particularly those that relate to relatively minor differences between signs, to ancient
corrections, overwritten signs, etc., the validity of the examples may only in many cases be
determined by autopsy.  Because such was, in most cases, the method neither of CAT nor of
T. himself,133 one must be more suspicious of T.'s lists of this type of phenomena than of his
grammatical analysis of forms of which the reading is clear.  (2) Several of T.'s examples of
scribal errors belong to the category of error that would have been owing to misperceptions
of the eye, i.e., to copyist's errors in the narrow sense of the phrase.  Up to the present,
however, there is virtually no data indicating that the scribes of Ugaritic texts copied from
one cuneiform tablet to another.  The surest such evidence would be duplicate texts, of which
there are virtually none.  Indeed, not a single scribal error is cited here from the one genre
for which we have quasi-duplicates, that is, the hippiatric texts, of which four are presently
known.134  Though such negative evidence does not, of course, prove that the practice did
not exist, it does indicate that such explanations belong to the realm of speculation to a
greater degree than in cultures where multiple copies of a given text are well attested.
— p. 56 (§21.352.1 {t} für {n}).  In RS 10.090 (KTU 4.53:7) the word in question is written
{bn} not {bt} (in the other text in this list that I have collated, viz., RS 11.844:13 [KTU 4.98],
the reading {bt} is correct).  The question remains, of course, whether the true cases of {bt}
are mistakes or represent bt, "daughter'.
— p. 57 (§21.352.1 {t} für {m}).  With regard to the proposed correction of {ddt} to {ddm}
in RS 15.080 (KTU 6.19), the spelling {ddt} is attested another time, in the letter RS
17.139:31 (KTU 2.34:33).135   It cannot be considered certain that two examples of the

133See my review of CAT in JSS 42 (1997) 132-37, and my assessments of T.'s epigraphic corrections to
CAT in AuOr 16 (1998) 85-102.
134See D. Pardee, Les textes hippiatriques (Ras Shamra-Ougarit II; Paris:  Éditions Recherche sur les
Civilisations, 1985).
135{ddt} instead of {ldt}, which T. elsewhere interprets as meaning "giving birth':  cf. CAT, p. 176, n. 5, and
here below, remark to p. 257 (§51.41h).
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spelling establish the existence of a plural in -t alongside the commonly attested ddm, "jars',
but the occurrence of the two examples should be noted.
— p. 57 (§21.352.1 {t} für {m}), p. 66 (§21.363), p. 352 (§62.202.5), p. 353 (§62.25).  The
first section cited here contains the proposal to emend {≤ßrt} to {≤ßrm!} in RS 19.165:7
(KTU 4.658); the second asserts that the {l} of the full number formula in that line, viz.,
{”mßt . l . ≤ßrt}, has been crossed out by the scribe; the third asserts that the latter is the
correct analysis of the situation;136 the fourth that the emendation proposed in the first cited
paragraph is correct.137  Only the first proposal is accompanied by a question mark.  T.
knows his Ugaritic, but has garbled his presentation here:  only one or the other of the two
proposed readings represents standard Ugaritic, i.e., the phrase should be either ”mßt ≤ßrt,
"fifteen' (pp. 66, 353—i.e., it is the l that was faulty and was erased by the scribe), or ”mßt l
≤ßrm, "twenty-five' (pp. 57, 352—i.e., it is the final -t of the last word that is faulty).  What is
really disturbing is that the epigraphic solution proposed on pp. 66 and 352, which, if correct,
should decide the issue, is ignored on pp. 57 and 353; in neither section where the epigraphic
solution is put forward is it indicated as being in any way hypothetical.
— p. 57 (§21.352.1 {a} für {n}), p. 64 (§21.355.1c).  The reader has difficulty accepting
that {±p±nk} (RS 2.[019] ii 5 [KTU 1.21]) is correctly identified as a relatively certain
scribal error for {±pnnk} (p. 57) when the same form is classified as having an extraneous
{±} on p. 64 (""ap«a»nk'');138 the two entries are not cross-referenced and neither bears a
question mark.
— p. 57 (§21.352.1 {a} für {n}).  In RS 1.018:20 (KTU 2.4:19), the scribe added a tiny third
wedge to the left side of {b±ß}, apparently in order to correct the word to {bnß}; the original
error pointed out by T. was thus corrected in antiquity.
— p. 57 (§21.352.1 {a} für {n}), p. 223 (§41.221.52c), p. 502 (§73.623), p. 589
(§74.622.3).  In an ""Anm[erkung]'' to the category ""{a} für {n}'' on p. 57, T. debates whether
the fifth sign of {tß”†±nn} (RS 3.322+ iii 45 [KTU 1.19]) should be emended to {n} or
actually read as {n}; in the other sections cited, he assumes the reading {n} to be correct
with or without emendation.  The original editor's copy shows no ambiguity as to the reading
of {±},139 but I have not had the occasion to collate the tablet.  T. assumes that the form
denotes awaking from sleep (√‡T˚) without bothering to refute the idea that it may express
the act of causing harm (√‡T˚≥);140 the reason is apparently that the verb should be plural,
for which the correct writing would be {tß”†°nn}, i.e., /taßa”†i≥¨nannu/.  The writing with {±}
would only be correct if the subject were singular or dual, which does not appear to be the

136 "" … die richtige Lesung lautet ”mßt [[l]] ≤ßrt, d.h. "15 (Schekel)'.''  One will note that ""[[x]]'' is normally
the representation for an erased sign, not one that has been canceled by ""cross-strokes'' (§21.363
Durchstreichung).
137 ""”mßt l ≤ßrt … [ist] zu … ”mß l ≤ßrm! zu korrigieren.''  One notes here the previously unmentioned
correction of {”mßt} to ”mß, perhaps simply a mistake on T.'s part as the construction with ”mßt is
presented as regular in §62.41b (p. 355).
138T. indicates extraneous signs by « ».
139It also does not show a word-divider after the {±}, though the form is read as {tß”†±.nn} in KTU/CAT.
140Pardee, Context I (1997) 353.
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case (the parallel verb is t≤pn from √≤(W)P and the subject is nßrm, apparently referring to
raptors in general, not just to just two of them).
— p. 57 (§21.352.1 {h} für {i}), p. 60 (§21.354.1b).  A new syllabic text containing a list of
divinized kings that partially overlaps with RS 24.257 (KTU 1.113) shows {ma-ap-i} in the
slot where the alphabetic text appears to read {¯≤˘mph}.141  Thus, though the status of the
{≤} in the Ugaritic text remains uncertain, the generally accepted correction of the latter text
to read {¯≤˘m<r>p•} loses in credibility.  All in all, the reading of a partially preserved {≤}
appears to be faulty and the royal name is consequently {mph}, perhaps derived from the
root PHY  "to see'.142

— p. 57 (§21.352.1 {h} für {i}).  KTU 1.145 (24.328A) no longer exists:  it is (correctly)
indicated in CAT as having been joined to CAT 1.103 (RS 24.247+); there is no {hn} for
{•n} in line 2 of CAT 1.103 + 1.145.
— p. 57 (§21.352.1 {¬} für {l}).  RS 2.[004] vi 42' (KTU 1.17) does not provide an example
of this error, for the {l} of the first token of ly in fact consists of three wedges.  (Statements
regarding fine details of writing based on observation of photographs of this particular tablet
are particularly dubious, for the script was fine and lightly impressed; since the tablet was
inscribed, the surface has suffered erosion.  The correct reading can often be determined
only by examining the original under magnification and even then a number of uncertainties
remain.)
— p. 57 (§21.352.1 {¬} für {l}).  The correction of {td“¬} to {td“l} in RS 16.379:21 (KTU
2.32) cannot be considered relatively certain143 when DH˚L is not attested elsewhere in
Ugaritic and a not totally implausible Arabic etymology exists for DH̊„.144

— p. 57 (§21.352.1 {l} für {u}) and p. 58 (§21.352.2 {b} für {¬}).  The first reference
should have a cross reference to the second, for no basis for the proposed emendation is
provided at the first mention, while four reasons are outlined on p. 58.
— p. 57 (§21.352.2 {a} für {t}) and p. 58 (§21.352.2 {l} für {¬}).  There is no reason to
emend the first sign of {±ßl°} in RS 17.139:31 (KTU 2.34) to {t} (though the third sign
should indeed be emended to {¬}):  the text may be interpreted with the writer's speech
present in both lines 31 and 33.145

— p. 57 (§21.352.2 {“} für {†}).  The scribe of RS 19.016 (KTU 4.609) indeed first wrote
{““bm} in line 20 but realized his error and effaced the lower wedge of the second sign to

141D. Arnaud, ""Prolégomènes à la rédaction d'une histoire d'Ougarit II:  les bordereaux de rois divinisés,''
SMEA 41 (1999) 153-73.
142See Pardee, Ritual and Cult (2002) 209-10 nn. 37, 44; Bordreuil and Pardee, ""Un nouveau membre de la
famille royale d'Ougarit?,'' De la Tabilla a la  Inteligencia Artificiel. Homenaje al Prof. Jesús-Luis
Cunchillos en su 65 aniversario (eds.A.González Blanco et al.; Zaragoza:  Istituto de Estudios Islámicos y
del Oriente Próximo, 2003) 31-39, esp. pp. 37-38.
143Elsewhere, T. quotes the passage with (p. 52 [§21.341.21a], p. 729 [§77.392], p. 883 [§94.21]) and
without (p. 315 [§54.214d]) an exclamation mark attached to the {l} of his emended form td“l.
144Pardee, ""Ugaritic.  Further Studies in Ugaritic Epistolography,'' AfO 31 (1984) 213-30, esp. pp. 225, 226.
145Idem, ibid., pp. 227-28.  Below, pp. 623 (§75.237d) and 640 (§75.517e), T. himself parses the form
{±ß¬°}.
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correct it to {†}; however, he did a sloppy job of rubbing out the wedge and the left edge
remains visible.  I believe, nonetheless, that we may legitimately respect his wishes by
transcribing {“†bm}, instead of {“†!bm}.146

— p. 58 (§21.352.2 {h} für {p}).  Though the emendation from {h} to {p}, i.e., from three
wedges to two in the same configuration, is certainly the epigraphically easier solution in RS
17.063:8 (KTU 5.10), emending to the conjunction w is lexically more plausible for p is very
rare in lists.147

— p. 58 (§21.352.2 {y} für {”}), p. 222 (§41.221.52b), p. 627 (§75.42), p. 661 (§75.532).
The emendation from {ysynh} to {ys”nh}, ""er riß es heraus,'' can hardly be counted as
relatively certain when an interpretation of the extant text has been proposed that not only is
semantically plausible but also conforms better to the pattern of phonetic mirroring of verb
and noun visible in the other elements of this poetic unit.148  On p. 661, the extant reading of
{ysynh} is parsed, but the emendation is still mentioned as an alternative.
— p. 58 (§21.352.2 {d} für {l}).  The situation in RS 4.474:10 (KTU 1.65) is not as simple
as T.'s listing of this line as a case of emending {b≤d} to {b≤l} would lead the reader to
believe, for neither the upper nor the lower row of wedges consists of three wedges.149

— p. 58 (§21.352.2 {d} für {b}).  The first example, which reads {±lnb} in RS 24.261:21
(KTU 1.116), should have been back in §21.352.1 on p. 57, i.e., under ""{b} für {d},'' as T.'s
own corrected reading as ""alnd!'' shows.
— p. 58 (§21.352.3 {w} für {r}).  By my collation, RS 2.[014]+ iv 30 (KTU 1.3) does not
contain the only example of this scribal error indicated by T.  Rather the second set of
horizontal wedges of the {r} of ±r¬ has suffered damage with the result of giving the
superficial appearance of {w}.  A closer examination reveals traces of two wedges.
— p. 58 (§21.352.3 {r} für {w}).  The Hurrian element /iriri/ appears established150 and the
emendation of {•rr®rm} to {•wr®rm} in RS 16.402:2 (KTU 2.33) cannot, therefore, be
counted amongst the relatively certain scribal errors.
— p. 58 (§21.352.3 {°} für {d}).  Since the editio princeps,151 the proper name dn•l in RS
2.[004] ii 8' (KTU 1.17) has been read as having {°} in place of the expected {d}.  T.
follows that reading tradition here.  The surface here is, however, worn and cracked and
examination with a binocular microscope reveals traces of at least the second head of a
lower horizontal wedge.  Though ≥Il≠milku was certainly capable of error, this one may,
therefore, be removed from the list.

146On this text and this reading, see D. Pardee, ""Les hommes du roi propriétaires de champs:  les textes
ougaritiques RS 15.116 et RS 19.016,'' Semitica 49 (1999) 19-64, esp. pp. 31, 32, 35, 39.
147Pardee, AfO Beiheft (1982) 43.
148Astour, JNES (1968) 25; Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 216.
149See new copy and epigraphic discussion in Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 366, 1270.
150F. Gröndahl, Die Personennamen der Texte aus Ugarit (Studia Pohl 1; Rome Pontificium Institutum
Biblicum, 1967) 226; Laroche, RHA 34 (1976) 124; Lipiˆski, OLP 12 (1981) 103.
151Ch. Virolleaud, La légende phénicienne de Danel (BAH 21; MRS 1; Paris: Geuthner, 1936) 196 and pl.
VI.
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— p. 59 (§21.352.4).  At the end of the first paragraph of this section, T. refers to the scribal
error that consists of writing {≤nn} for {≤nt}, but without a reference.  In recent years, the
most discussed text where some have considered {≤nn} to be erroneous is RS 22.225:1
(KTU 1.96), but there seems to be a growing consensus that the writing in that text is
correct, that the reference is to the evil eye, not to the goddess Anat.152

— p. 59 (§21.352.5), p. 163 (§33.152c), p. 164 (§33.153c), p. 200 (§33.323.4b,c).  Because
{bwtm} is only attested once (RS 24.249:9' [KTU 1.105]) in place of {bhtm}, "houses', it is
difficult to accept that it represents a ""phonet. Variante'' (p. 164) of the regular form.  Though
one may accept that {btm} is a true variant of the plural {bhtm} in RS 1.019:4 (KTU 1.48),
because of other aberrant writings in that text that may reflect a non-standard dialect or at
the very least non-standard scribal usage, it is unlikely that the same categorization is valid
for RS 18.079:14 (KTU 4.370), where the form appears in the common phrase
"house-builders' (normally {“rß bhtm}) in a text not characterized by spelling peculiarities;
the latter instance appears therefore to be simple scribal error.  As for the regular plural, T.
hypothesizes that /bahat-/ is secondary for /bayat-/, but, as /h/ is a common triconsonantalizer
in Ugaritic (examples p. 163 [§33.152c]) as well as in the other Northwest-Semitic
languages (cf. /≥amªhºt/, "maids', in Hebrew, or /≥abªhªt/, "fathers', in Aramaic), there is no
particular reason to take the form with /h/ as a simple substitute for a theoretical plural form
wherein the etymological /y/ would have been retained.153

— p. 59 (§21.352.5 {btw}), p. 61 (§21.354.1c {wm}), p. 157 (§33.141.1 {wm}), p. 159
(§33.142.1 {wm}), p. 159 (§33.142.21 {btw}), p. 164 (§33.153b {lwm}), p. 226 (§41.222.4
{lwm}).  Two words in RS [Varia 14] (KTU 3.9) show {w} for expected {h}: {btw} for
{bth}, "his house', in line 4, and {lwm} for {lhm} (or {lkm}), "to them' (or "to you'), in line 6;
{wm}, "and if', for {w•m} (or {whm}) in line 6, is similar, though not identical.154  T.
explains the first two instances on similar grounds and categorizes the third as intervocalic
elision of /h/ (the three examples are explicitly compared on p. 164).  When one compares
the three cases with each other and with all other words in the text, one realizes that {btw},
"his house', and {lwm}, "to them', represent the only possible cases of /-Vhu-/, while {wm},
"and if', represents the only example of /-a≥i-/ or /-ahi-/.  The text seems, therefore, to reflect
a non-standard and quasi-phonetic spelling that must be ascribed to the particular scribe who
wrote this text:  as T. proposes, the vowel following the /h/ in the first two cases colored that

152See recently, J. Ford, "" "Ninety-Nine by the Evil Eye and One from Natural Causes':  KTU2 1.96 in its
Near Eastern Context,'' UF 30 (1998) 201-78, with due credit to the originator of the basic interpretation, G.
del Olmo Lete; I have adopted this basic interpretation in Ritual and Cult  (2002) 161-62.
153Oddly enough, T. does not adduce the highly idiosyncratic Hebrew plural /bªtt≠m/ in any of the
paragraphs cited, though he does cite it elsewhere (p. 167 [§33.171.3]) as proof of the assimilation of a
weak consonant:  the Hebrew form would be derived from ""*bay(a)tîm'' as /≥a””¨ma/, "brothers', may have
been derived from /≥a”(V)w¨ma/!
154CAT indicates {lkm} and {km} as certain readings in line 6, but the photographs of the West Semitic
Research Project that accompany Friedman's article on this text in Maarav 2 (1979-80) leave no doubt that
the sign in question is each time {w}.  Color photographs of this tablet provided by the West Semitic
Research Project have now appeared in Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004), text 40 in the Choix de
textes.
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consonant (the scribe heard, or himself pronounced, /bêtihu/ as [bêtiwu] and /lêhumu/ as
[lêwumu]).  The third case /wa≥imma/ or /wahimma/, is less clear, apparently involving
intervocalic elision of /≥/ or /h/.155  The end result was, however, in all likelihood [wimma]
not ""/wim/'' (p. 157), for there is no reason to believe that final short vowels also dropped in
this scribe's dialect (idiolect?).156  The point being made here is that these three phenomena
do not represent haphazard "errors' in this text but systematic representations of phonetic
realizations.  T. would probably accept the latter formulation, for, in each individual case, he
sees these writings as representing phonetic change, rather than simple error; he does not,
however, address the question of the orthographic "system' visible in this text nor does he
state whether he believes that they represent how Ugaritic was "really pronounced' whereas
the vast majority of texts would represent formal scholastic orthography—a debatable
proposition that nonetheless deserves airing—as opposed to one scribe's view of things.
— p. 59 (§21.353), p. 166 (§33.161c), p. 644 (§75.522), p. 789 (§83.122b). In all these
sections, T. accepts the standard reading of {ynl} in RS 2.[004] i 5' (KTU 1.17) though he
once suggested that the reading should be {y¯±˘l} or {y¯n˘l}.157  The {n} is in fact
reasonably well preserved and there is no doubt about the reading.
— p. 59 (§21.353), p. 257 (§51.42a).  Though attempts have been made to justify the
emendation from {drk} to {dkr} in RS 1.005:6 (KTU 1.43), it certainly cannot be counted
among the relatively certain emendations (p. 59) and hence as an example of the noun dkr,
"male' (p. 257).158

— p. 59 (§21.353).  As I have indicated,159 RS 24.643:10 (KTU 1.148) does not provide a
simple case of faulty writing of {≤bl} for {b≤l).
— p. 59 (§21.353).  An explanation would have been in order for why {ßtgy} is preferable
to {ßgty} in RS 18.005:1 (KTU 4.321).
— p. 60 (§21.354.1a), p. 204 (§33.441).  To my mind, it is implausible that the examples of
haplography of {t}, {m}, {r}, and {n} at the end of words listed on p. 60 would be "correct'
""Pausalformen.''  Because most such forms would have had a case or a mood vowel (the
only clear exception is /YQTLØ/ verbal forms), it is necessary to accept that this could
involve the elision of an entire syllable.  It is far more likely, to the extent that the examples
are valid, that we are dealing with simple haplographies, as in the cases of other omitted
consonants listed on p. 60.  Are we really to believe, for example, that ≤qßr was purposely

155With unfortunate though characteristic ambivalence, T. represents the proto-form three times as {w•m},
but once (p. 164) speaks of intervocalic elision of /h/.
156T. either indicates the conditional particle without /-ma/ or with the /-ma/ in parentheses:  p. 152
(§33.131.1.3:  ""hm /him/ ← /s1 im/ … im /≥im(ma)/ ← *him(ma) ← * s1 im(ma),'' p. 159 (§33.142.1 [-ma in
parentheses]), p. 162 (§33.151c [ditto]), p. 173 (§33.214.22):  ""/≥im/ … /him/.''  Because he takes the
particle as ultimately cognate with Akkadian ßumma (p. 152) and because the {m} almost certainly
represents enclitic /-ma/, there is no reason to believe that the Ugaritic particle did not end in /-ma/.
157  AfO 42-43 (1995-96) 270.
158On the problems of the passage and for an attempt to interpret the text without emendation, see Pardee,
Les textes rituels (2000) 234-36.
159Syria 69 (1992) 159, 163; see now Les textes rituels (2000) 782, 1291.
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written without the {r} in RS 24.244:33-34 (KTU 1.100) because it was pronounced /≤aqßa/,
viz., without a case vowel and without the final consonant, in ""pause,'' when the word
appears ten other times in this text, in the identical position in the sentence and in the verse
and it is always elsewhere written {≤qßr}—in a text in which there are several certain
scribal errors?  Or that words at the end of sentences in prose texts (several examples
here—see following remark) were pronounced without the final syllable because they were
in ""pause''?
— p. 60 (§21.354.1a), p. 204 (§33.441), p. 674 (§75.62a), p. 711 (§76.524.5a).  The case of
{y®b} in RS 3.322+ iii 2, 17 (KTU 1.19) is more delicate than the ones just criticized because
it occurs twice.  The context, where the act of breaking (√T˙BR) recurs several times and is
actually repeated in the fulfillment of the request made in lines 2 and 17, appears to call for
the emendation to {y®b<r>}, a notation that appears on p. 711 with no reference to either of
T.'s other two explanations.  In the first two sections cited, T. cites these examples as
reflecting pausal pronunciation, and, since the verbal form is each time plausibly /YQTLØ/,
the proposal may be said to be somewhat more reasonable than in cases where an entire
syllable would have disappeared.  T. also proposes an alternative etymology, a root T˙BB
that would mean "to cut' and that would in each verse appear in parallel with T˙BR (pp. 60,
674).  Against both of these latter explanations must count the fact that T˙BR is used in both
passages which recount the fulfillment of the command, both times in repetitive parallelism
with another token of T˙BR (ll. 8-9 {y®br} // {®br}, ll. 22-23 {®br} // {®br}) and both times in
the same prosodic slot as {y®b} in lines 2 and 17.
— p. 60 (§21.354.1a), p. 287 (§52.5g), pp. 475, 476 (§73.426), p. 841 (§91.22).  One would
have wished for more clarity in the presentation of the case for the emendation from {bq≤}
to {bq≤<t>} in RS 16.399:21 (KTU 4.247).  In essence, three interpretations are considered,
with no cross-referencing: (1) the absence of the {t} is a scribal error; (2) the writing
without {t} reflects pausal pronunciation (see p. 204 [§33.441] and previous remarks); (3)
the ""Emendation'' is not required because the feminine morpheme is unnecessary (only on p.
841 is this option considered). Moreover, the author's position is not made any clearer by
citing the form as ""bq≤t,'' i.e., without the sigla for emendation, on p. 287.
— p. 60 (§21.354.1a), p. 204 (§33.44), p. 848 (§91.321c).  The literary form of RS
24.255:16-23 (KTU 1.111) is so different from that of the other ritual texts that the latter may
be said to provide a poor basis for emending {≤®tr ßd} to {≤®tr<t> ßd}.  Though certainly not
easy, the text may be interpreted as it stands.160

— p. 60 (§21.354.1a), p. 627 (§75.42).  With regard to T.'s emendation of {t÷r} in RS
18.134:5 (KTU 2.44) to {t÷r<k>}:  a second example of the phrase {t÷r tßlmk}, "may they
(the gods) guard, may they keep you well', is now attested (RS 94.2545+:16) and one must
ask whether the emendation to obtain the more common form of the formula with the
pronominal suffix on both verbs is necessary.
— p. 60 (§21.354.1a), p. 61 (§21.354.1d), p. 238 (§43.2d).  Emending the text of RS
18.079:2 (KTU 4.370) in order to do away with the so-called "undeclinable variant' of the
relative pronoun (viz. {d t±rßn} to {d<t> . t±rßn}, is arbitrary as the form written {d} is well

160Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 623, 627.
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attested, particularly in prose (see below, remark to pp. 234-38 [§43]).  The case of {d<t>.
tb≤ln} in RS 15.022 iii 8 (KTU 4.141) is perhaps more plausible because the form {dt} is
attested in the same verbal phrase in lines 6 and 10. But, if the two forms were used in free
variation, there is no particular reason to emend even this one.
— p. 60 (§21.354.1a), p. 144 (§33.115.42).  In the first section cited, T. notes in a remark
that the word ”swn is extant in RS 11.[913]:2 (KTU 4.60) whereas, in the second, he
proposes ""”sw<n>'' in the same text as an example of final /n/ assimilated to the first
consonant of the following word (on this putative phenomenon, see below, remark to p.
144).  The text does in fact read {”sw¯n˘} (in agreement with T.'s reading indicated on p. 60,
but against the editio princeps161 and KTU/CAT), and does not, therefore, provide an
example of consonant assimilation at a word-boundary.
— p. 60 (§21.354.1b), p. 662 (§75.532). T. lists {ypn} in RS 3.322+ iii 14 (KTU 1.19) as a
simple scribal error without considering that what is plausibly an orthographic error (one
finds {yphn} in line 29) probably reflects actual pronunciation:  [yippanna] for /yiphanna/,
"he saw'.  This is indicated by what has been recently taken as a three-fold spelling of this
verb without the {h} in RS 22.225 (KTU 1.96):  tp in line 2 and tpnn in lines 5 and 6.162  See
further below on tp, remark to p. 199 (§33.323.2b), etc., and on tpnn, remark to p. 579
(§74.511b), etc.
— p. 60 (§21.354.1b), p. 62 (§21.354.11), p. 161 (§33.143.1).  After suggesting on p. 62 that
{ydb} for y≤db in RS 24.224:12 (KTU 1.100) might have represent a phonetic change and
devoting a paragraph to that possibility (p. 161), T. concludes at the end of this last
paragraph that, because the form in question is written with the {≤} everywhere else in the
text, its omission in l. 12 is probably owing to scribal error.  In favor of this explanation is the
presence of many other scribal errors in RS 24.244.  Taking this text and the Kirta text (RS
2.[003]+ [KTU 1.14]), as a laboratory for scribal error (on account of the extensive
repetitions that both texts contain), a number of the "grammatical' phenomena that appear in
this volume could have been confined to the section on scribal errors and thereby eliminated
from consideration in the properly grammatical sections.
— p. 60 (§21.354.1b), p. 62 (§21.354.11), p. 148 (§33.115.6)163.  Including in a grammar
such as this the correction without a question mark of {ygbhd} to {y<r>gbhd} in a list of
divine names that can only be qualified as mysterious (RS 24.246:15 [KTU 1.102])164

constitutes a blatant case of the maximalist approach described above.
— p. 60 (§21.354.1b), p. 197 (§33.322.42b), p. 273 (§51.46h).  In the first paragraph cited,
T. indicates the emendation {t“<t>yt} in RS 24.247+:32' (KTU 1.103); in the others, he
indicates both the emendation and the ""alt. Lesung'' {t“t!yt}.  None of my collations has

161Herdner, CTA (1963) 232 (text 143A).
162Ford, UF 30 (1998) 218-29, 255-56; Pardee, Ritual and Cult (2002) 161-66.
163Something has been garbled in this entry, where  "" … y<r>gb (1.102:15), y<r>gbhd (1.102:15)'' cites in
different ways the single entry {yrgbhd} contained in this line.
164Pardee, AuOr 16 (1998) 255-60; idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 526.
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shown any trace that could be taken as a misshapen {t} and there is simply no space for the
sign between the {“} and the {y}.165

— p. 60 (§21.354.1b), p. 311 (§54.133.2b).  In the first paragraph cited, T. accepts, by
implication, the reading of RS 24.248:21 (KTU 1.104) that was indicated in the transcription
of the text that I made available to him, for he emends {mbt} to {m<® >bt}, an emendation
that is much less plausible if one accepts that there was a word-divider after the {m} (in
CAT one finds the reading {wm . bt •lm} vs. my {wmbt•lm}, which was also the reading in
KTU). In the second, the reading of CAT is assumed, for he lists this passage as one in
which bt, "house', appears in the adverbial accusative.  Though the necessity of emending
this passage is far from certain, the presence of m®bt, "dwelling/sitting places', in conjunction
with the number "four' and multiples thereof in other passages, inspire at the very least
serious thought.166

— p. 60 (§21.354.1b), p. 266 (§51.45e), p. 301 (§53.34), p. 302 (§53.36c).  Two attestations
of {mr“qm} (RS 16.402:3 [KTU 2.33] and RS 24.277:27' [KTU 1.127:32]) render dubious
the proposal (p. 60) to emend to {mr“q<t>m} in the first instance. In addition, there is no
reason to analyze the form in the second text cited as a plural (pp. 301, 302), rather than as a
singular used adverbially,167 which is indubitably the function of {mr“qm} in RS 16.402
because it fills the slot of the standard mr“qtm in the epistolary prostration formula and
corresponds to ißtu r¨qiß in Akkadian.
— pp. 60, 61 (§21.354.1b).  Though the reading {≤bmlk} in RS 19.016:15 (KTU 4.609) is
superior to the editor's {≤b[d]mlk}168—because the lacuna after the second sign is too
narrow to restore a {d} there—the proposed emendation to {≤b<d>mlk} is unnecessary
because the second sign is to be read as {d}, rather than {b}.  The first element is not,
therefore, ≤bd, "servant', but the reasonably well-attested ≤d, "precious thing'.169  The name
≤drßp is attested in line 13 of RS 19.016 while the very name ≤db≤l is attested in RS 23.037:4
(KTU 4.723); these attestations make T.'s proposal to emend that example to {≤<b>db≤l}
implausible.  This and the following example show that, in the absence of a reliable
prosopography, emending personal names is always a risky business.
— pp. 60, 61 (§21.354.1b).  The name ≤®ty is now attested a second time (RS 94.2383+:3)
and the emendation of the previously known example in RS 17.063:1 (KTU 5.10) to
{≤®t<r>y} must be qualified as unlikely.

165See Les textes rituels (2000) 543 and the new photograph and copy in Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel
(2004), text 20 in the Choix de textes.
166Ibid., pp. 566, 567, 572-73, 1279.
167Ibid., pp. 713, 715, 726.
168Ch. Virolleaud, Le Palais Royal d'Ugarit V. Textes en cunéiformes alphabétiques des archives sud, sud-
ouest et du petit palais (MRS 11; Paris:  Imprimerie Nationale, Klincksieck, 1965) 18.
169Pardee, Semitica 49 (1999) 31, 32, 34, 39.  On the possible meanings of the element ≤d, see Gröndahl,
Personennamen (1967) 106-7.
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— p. 61 (§21.354.1b).  I agree with many of the readings proposed by T. and J. P. Vita for
RS 6.216 (KTU 4.34)170, but that of {± w ≤s[x]m} may not be sustained.  The reading {±¯r˘≤
s¯p˘m} is reasonably clear and, in its context, lends itself to the emendation ±¯r˘<b>≤ s¯p˘m}
that is here rejected by T.171

— p. 61 (§21.354.1c; form cited already above, p. 52 [§21.341.21a], below, p. 218
[§41.221.15a]).  Many, including the present reviewer,172 do not find the emendation of
{≤ly} to {<b>≤ly} in RS 16.402:26 (KTU 2.33) to be self-evident, and T.'s listing should at
the least have included a question mark.  (See further below, remark to p. 635 [§75.512]).
— p. 61 (§21.354.1c), p. 250 (§51.3g), p. 535 (§74.32), p. 702 (§76.521.1).  Neither the
emendation of {mtt} to {<t>mtt}, in a letter from the king of Tyre to the king of Ugarit (RS
18.031:13 [KTU 2.38]) that contains no other certain scribal errors,173 nor the alternative
identification of mtt as an Akkadian loan-word (muttatu) meaning "half', otherwise
unattested in Ugaritic, makes any sense.  The text says that some ships had been caught in a
squall off Tyre and to have "died' (mtt), that the "master of wreck' (rb tmtt) had rescued their
contents, and that the ships, though stripped of their sails (≤ryt), had made it to Acco (see
further below, comments to p. 110 [§32.144.12b], etc., to p. 195 [§33.322.2b], etc., and to p.
250 [§51.3f]).  That {<t>mtt} does not function as the subject of the verb nßk“ in line 15 (T.
so translates the passage on pp. 535 and 702) is clear for two reasons: (1) the verb is not
marked for feminine gender whereas {tmtt} would bear the feminine morpheme; (2) the
preceding sentence would say that the Ugaritian ships are in Tyre whereas the last part of
the letter says that they are in Acco.  Rather, nßk“ is 3 m.pl. with unnamed subject (cf. the
suffix -hm in the following text) referring to the persons who manned the ships (see
comment below to p. 534 [§74.32]).
— p. 61 (§21.354.1c), p. 635 (§75.513).  It is truly astounding that the emendation of {d≤ .
d≤} to {d≤ . <y>d≤} in RS 19.011:13 (KTU 2.61), another text without clear scribal errors, in
which the emended element is taken as a "paronomastic infinitive', should be indicated on p.
61 without a question mark and without any reference to the superficially obvious
interpretation as a repeated imperative form, "know! know!'.  This is all the more true as the
syntagm d≤ yd≤, "know indeed!', is unattested.  The far more convincing interpretation as a
reiterated imperative is indicated on p. 635.
— p. 61 (§21.354.1c).  The second emendation proposed to RS 18.031 (KTU 2.38) (see
second previous remark) is not only implausible but based on what is probably a false
reading. T. proposes to read {w <k>lklhm} in line 21 when in fact the text reads {w .

170 ""Epigraphische Bemerkungen zu ausgewählten ugaritischen Wirtschaftstexten,'' UF 29 (1997) 675-81 (not
included by T. in the present bibliography).
171See my study of this text ""Épigraphie et structure dans les textes administratifs en langue ougaritique:
les exemples de RS 6.216 et RS 19.017,'' Or n.s. 70 (2001) 235-82.
172AfO 31 (1984) 216.
173See second following remark for another implausible suggestion by T. The first word of (®®b . ±nk}, "I
have returned (transitive)', in line 23 is usually parsed as an infinitive rather than corrected to {®®b<t>}.
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¯±˘klhm}—the reading of {±} is not, as I indicate, certain, but it is far more likely than
{l}.174

— p. 61 (§21.354.1d), p. 601 (§74.626.3a).  The emendation of {®b} to {®<®>b} in RS
24.250+:23 (KTU 1.106) is far from certain; indeed, in my estimation, it is unnecessary, for
{®b} may be analyzed as a G-stem infinitive.175

— p. 61 (§21.354.1e), p. 395 (§69.133.32a).  The emendation of {”mß} to {”mß<t>} in RS
16.268:3, 8 (KTU 4.226), is placed on p. 61 under the heading ""Quasi-Haplographie.''  In
each case, however, the preceding and following signs ({ß - ß} and {ß - k}) are different
enough from {t} to make a reference even to ""quasi''-haplography difficult to accept as a
cause for the omission of that sign.
— p. 62 (§21.354.11), p. 161 (§33.144). It is hardly likely that the absence of {“} in {lqt}
RS 11.872:17 (KTU 2.13), if indeed the emendation be correct, may be accounted for on a
phonetic basis (as T. himself admits in §33.144).
— p. 62 (§21.354.2c).  RS 1.003:13 (KTU 1.41) may be explained without the emendation
{rßp <dqt>}.176

— pp. 62-63 (§21.354.2c, d).  In section c, T. correctly notes that {k®r} is missing at the end
of the line in RS 1.001:14 (KTU 1.39).  This is indicated by the parallel deity list RS 24.246
(KTU 1.102), where {k®r} is found between the two deities named here in line 14 and at the
beginning of line 15 ({yr”} and {®rmn}), and confirmed by the empty space that the scribe
left at the end of line 14—for reasons not easily explainable today, the scribe knew that a
divine name belonged here but apparently did not know which one.  Since both criteria apply
equally well to line 16 (deity missing here as compared with the list of RS 24.246, long
space left blank by the scribe), it is uncertain why T. did not include this case among his
examples of missing text.  Because it is likely that both the divine name and the term
designating the sacrifice were omitted from this line (see CAT and contrast with KTU177),
this example could have been included under section d of §21.354.2 ""Fehlen mehrerer
Wörter.''  The comparison of these two texts with the partial duplicate texts RS 1.003/RS
18.056 (KTU 1.41/1.87) also shows that T.'s emendation of RS 1.003:13, wherein he inserts
{dqt} before {ßrp} (following CAT), is unnecessary:  if one be willing to admit that the
order of mention of the deity and the sacrifice were inverted in RS 1.003/RS 18.056, a
common occurrence in the ritual texts, {dqt} may be reconstructed as occurring at the end of
RS 1.003:12.178

174Pardee, AuOr 16 (1998) 97.  My own epigraphic remarks here remain valid in spite of my—
inexcusable—mistake in taking T.'s notation {<k>lklhm} in a previous article (AuOr 13 [1995] 235) as
denoting restoration rather than emendation.  See now the photograph and copy of RS 18.031 in Bordreuil
and Pardee, Manuel (2004), text 26 in the Choix de textes.
175Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 591, 597.
176See ibid., pp. 146, 174, and the following remark here.
177More detail regarding the reconstruction at the end of line 16 and the reading of {¯ß˘rp} at the beginning
of line 17 are provided in ibid.
178Indeed, a thought that had not occurred to me when writing Les textes rituels, RS 1.001 and RS 1.003/RS
18.056 could be harmonized by filling the blank space in RS 1.001:16 with {dqt rßp} instead of with {rßp
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— p. 63 (§21.354.2d).  It appears a bit simplistic to say that zbl b≤l ±r¬ is missing ""am
Textende'' in RS 24.245:19 (KTU 1.101:18) when the corresponding text from the Baal
Cycle is much longer and the end of this tablet was left uninscribed.  It is true that in some
sense the three words indicated are missing from the end of the text, but because we have
no way of knowing what the end of the poetic composition may have been or what caused
the scribe to break off the writing so abruptly,179 that observation hardly belongs in a list of
scribal errors.
— p. 63 (§21.355.1a), p. 243 (§45.121).180  The first {h} of the form {hmhkm} in RS
29.095:14 (KTU 2.71) may not be considered a certain scribal error; indeed, it appears more
likely that this is an alternate form of the indefinite pronoun mhkm (see below, remark to p.
229 [§42.0], etc.).  The word may also be functioning as an adjective in this phrase ({dbr
hmhkm}) as it follows the noun it modifies (T. takes it as ""substantivisch gebraucht,'' but his
translation is not terribly convincing:  ""die Angelegenheit "von irgendetwas' '').
— p. 63 (§21.355.1a), p. 778 (§82.421).  Nor may {lpßpß} in RS 17.117:4 (KTU 5.11) be
considered a certain error (T. holds that the first {p} should be elided).  In a text of which
the diction is as uncertain as in this one, it is necessary to leave open the possibility that the
signs are to be divided l p ßpß and interpreted as "according to the mouth (i.e.,
pronouncements/orders) of the Sun (i.e., the Hittite king)'.181  There is no cross-reference on
p. 63 to the mention on p. 778 of this interpretation of the signs as a possible one.
— p. 63 (§21.355.1a), p. 476 (§73.426), p. 518 (§74.224.3). {”t°} in RS 2.[009]+ ii 23
(KTU 1.6) is not a ""n[eue] L[esung]'' but a rejection of the proposal in CAT to emend to
""<n>”tu.''
— p. 64 (§21.355.1b), p. 179 (§33.231.22b), p. 185 (§33.243.15), p. 284 (§52.5a), p. 297
(§53.322.4).  On p. 64, the possibility is broached that {mrdtt} is a scribal error for {mrdt} in
RS 34.124:28 (KTU 2.72), rather than an instance of the feminine plural morpheme having
been added to the singular stem plus the feminine singular morpheme (/mardatu/ >
/mardatªtu/ instead of the expected /mardªtu/).  The same two options must be left open in
the case of ®±tt in RS 24.247+:1 (CAT 1.103+).  Though T. is certainly correct in adopting this
reading and in interpreting the word as meaning "ewes' (as opposed to the various readings
proposed by the authors of KTU/CAT182), he should also have mentioned ®±tt on p. 64 as a

dqt}, i.e., with a text reflecting the same inversion of the order of mention of the deity and the sacrifice as
one attains by reconstruction in RS 1.003/RS 18.056.
179Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 119, 151-52.  Since this publication, it has become clearer
to me that, with very few exceptions, tablets from Ugarit and most other sites have been preserved because
they were baked in a fire that destroyed a house, a section of a town, or an entire city. This tablet may,
therefore, have been unfinished by the scribe simply because that was what he was doing when the time
came to abandon the house and the city of Ugarit.
180In this second citation, the form appears to be incorrectly transcribed, viz., as ""{h}mhkm'' (the sigla for
extra signs are normally «X» while {} are used for graphemes and {} for morphemes).
181Pardee, AfO Beiheft 19 (1982) 45, 47.
182See overview of the various readings proposed by Dietrich, Loretz (and Sanmartín) in Pardee, Les textes
rituels (2000) 536-37, 553.
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possible case of dittography instead of treating it uniquely as the "correct' plural of ®±t in
Ugaritic.183  Since this word does not bear the double feminine morpheme in the plural in the
other languages where it appears, it is necessary to await another attestation of the form in
Ugaritic before being sure of that analysis.  Furthermore, by his own etymological derivation
of ®±t on pp. 185 and 297 (singular ""*®a≥awat-,'' plural *®a≥watªt) and by his analysis of
{®att} as showing a double feminine morpheme (p. 297), this word should not have been
included among  ""Grammatische Feminina ohne Femininendung'' (p. 284).
— p. 64 (§21.355.1b), p. 830 (§89.24e).  On p. 64, two options are presented for dealing
with ßlmm in RS 16.268:10 (KTU 4.226):  either emend to {ßlm} or else take the final {m}
as enclitic.  On p. 830, the first option is not even mentioned while the second is formally
rejected in favor of the analysis of ßlmm as a m.du. G-passive participle.
— p. 64 (§21.355.1c).  The emendation {tr”t«t»} indicated for RS 24.255:19 (KTU
1.111:20) is taken from KTU/CAT (albeit with a question mark) but is linked directly with
the misreading of a word-divider at the end of this line.  Since the head of the word-divider
is at the bottom if read with the verso, there can be no doubt that it belongs to the end of line
6, which extended around the edge of the tablet onto the verso. With that word-divider
properly accounted for and considering that the last sign of line 19 was written up against
this word-divider from line 6, one must conclude that this word is incomplete, that it is
completed by the first sign of line 20, a {ß}.  These purely epigraphic considerations lead to
the conclusion that the words in question are to be read {tr” t±rß}, "you/she are/is to demand
the bride-price'.  (T. implicitly admits this on p. 568 [§74.422] and p. 616 [§75.217].)
— p. 64 (§21.355.1d).  As the editor saw, 184 there is no extraneous {b} in the word kd in
line 12 of RS 24.256 (KTU 1.112); T. has here accepted uncritically a false reading in KTU
that has been perpetuated in CAT.
— p. 64 (§21.355.2b), cf. p. 60 (§21.354.1a).  The emendations {tn «km» n“ßm y “r<n>},
indicated without a question mark for RS 24.244:73 (KTU 1.100), cannot be considered
relatively certain when other emendations, equally or more plausible, have been
proposed.185   For this emendation to win the day, T. would have to propose a stichometric
analysis of the passage that would be superior to those proposed to date.186

183In UF 31 (1999) 742, T. presented both forms as certain examples of the double feminine morpheme.
184Herdner, Ugaritica VII (1978) 21-26; cf. Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 632.
185Cf. Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 222.
186No satisfactory explanation of this verse has yet been proposed that does not resort to emendation. An
example which incorporates the elision of {km} and the addition of {n} to provide the divine name H˚ôrªnu
but which requires yet another in the next line, for a total of three instead of the single emendation in the
text that I adopted in Les textes para-mythologiques, is visible in S. B. Parker apud Parker, ed., Ugaritic
Narrative Poetry (SBL Writings from the Ancient World 9; Atlanta:  Scholars Press, 1997) 222-23.  As the
resulting verse is not preferable on formal structural grounds (though it is a perfectly good "staircase'), the
high rate of emendation makes it questionable at best.  For the arguments in favor of the single
emendation, viz., the insertion of {<mhr(y)>} in line 73, see Pardee, JANES 10 (1978) 100-101 (the
proposal goes back to  M.C. Astour, ""Two Ugaritic Serpent Charms,'' JNES 27 [1968] 13-36, esp. p. 26).
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— p. 64 (§21.355.2b).  The ritual texts are so uncertain of interpretation that the
identification of {ß}, i.e., ß, "a ram', in RS 24.249:11' (KTU 1.105) as extraneous may not be
accepted as certain.187

— p. 64 (§21.355.2c).  T. considers that the repetition of the same colon in RS 2.[003]+ ii 20-
21 (KTU 1.14) was erroneous on the part of the scribe, an analysis that would be accepted
by many scholars.  But then he goes on to argue that it is the first colon that is to be deleted,
because the second is preceded by w.  This may make some kind of sense for the modern
scholar working with a computer, but I do not understand what it means in scribal terms.
Does he mean that the scribe mistakenly omitted the w when he first wrote the line, then,
instead of erasing that line and re-inscribing it, simply wrote it again, this time with the w ?
If so, such a procedure surely does not represent normal scribal procedure:  if the omission
of the {w} was noted before the next line was inscribed (as would be the case in the
eventuality under consideration), the scribe would normally have erased the line and
re-inscribed it with the {w} correctly in its place.
— p. 65 (§21.361).  In the first paragraph of this section, T. states that an erased area may
either be filled in with new signs or left uninscribed, but he makes no attempt to explain why
one procedure or the other would have been followed.  In general, the principles are these:
if the scribe noticed his error immediately, the error was erased and the correction made in
its place.  But in cases where the error came to the attention of the scribe only after one or
more lines were completed, two general possibilities exist:  if the error consisted of
something that was correctable (e.g., metathesis of signs) then the correction could be placed
over the erasure, but if the error consists of extra signs, then the only possibility was to leave
the erased area blank.  Both possibilities may be illustrated by examples from RS 2.[004] i
(KTU 1.17).  (1) In lines 8' and 15', the scribe ≥Il≠milku left out the last sign of a word (the
{ß} of qdß and the {h} of m•zrth, respectively) and inserted it later either after erasing the
word-divider separating that word from the following or by simple squashing the
word-divider with the new sign (in the case of the {h}, one clearly sees traces of the
word-divider, but it is impossible to say whether it was imperfectly erased or just replaced by
the {h}).  In both cases, the correction could be and was inserted in the space available.   (2)
An example of an erasure left uninscribed in line 11' is cited by T. though without any
details. This erased area was not reinscribed because the scribe mistakenly wrote ßb≤,
"seventh', immediately after ®d®, "sixth', finished at least this line before noticing his error, then
erased the erroneous word.188  Because that word was extra, there was nothing to put in its
place and the space was for that reason left uninscribed.
— p. 65 (§21.361a).  What the authors of KTU/CAT took as an erased {“} at the end of RS
2.[004] v 30' (KTU 1.17) is in fact just an indentation in the broken edge of the tablet:  it is

187For an argument in favor of accepting the text as it stands, see Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 583.
188The editor correctly read the imperfectly erased signs but included them as part of the final text
(Virolleaud, Danel [1936] 186, 188).  The authors of KTU/CAT thought they saw here the word ym, a
reading once criticized by T. (AfO 42-32 [1995-96] 270). In fact, traces remain of the signs {ßb≤}, but the
scribe's intent was clearly to erase them.
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too far from the last letter of the line and located too low on the plane of writing to be taken
seriously as a genuine remnant of an erased sign.
— p. 65 (§21.361a).  What the authors of CAT identify as an erased {k} at the end of line
31 of RS 18.038 (KTU 2.39)189 has more wedges than a {k} and can only with great
difficulty be attached to /yiklû/, because (a) the wedges in question are aligned with the
horizontal line separating lines 30 and 31, not with line 31, (b) the end of line 16 extends just
below the end of this dividing line, leaving insufficient room for the scribe ever to have
inscribed the end of line 31 here, and (c) there are no traces of any other erased signs
between the last sign of line 31 and the erased sign in this narrow space.  The simple fact of
the alignment of these traces with the horizontal dividing line leads to the hypothesis that
they represent the last sign of an entire line of writing that the scribe would have erased
because he had forgot to place the dividing line.  These traces would not have been fully
erased because the sign was on the edge of the tablet.
— p. 65 (§21.361a).  The remaining traces of the erased sign to the right of the last {l} in RS
34.124:28 (KTU 2.72) do not correspond to the form of {m}, i.e., it never had a vertical
wedge to the right.  Rather, the {l} itself appears to have been written over two erased
signs, the first of which was {≤} while I have been unable to identify the second.  This is not,
therefore, a case of the scribe writing the first sign of a word at the end of a line, realizing
that the space is insufficient for the entire word, erasing the sign, and starting the word over
on the next line (line 29 here begins with {mlk}).  That scenario is highly unlikely in this
case, in any case, for the {l} is already on the right edge of the tablet.
— p. 65 (§21.361b).  It must be judged uncertain whether the erased sign in RS 29.095:2
(KTU 2.71) was {m}.  It is true that, of the erased sign, the head of a horizontal wedge
remains on the left side of the depression caused by the erasure.  But identifying the erased
sign as {m} on that basis begs the question of why the scribe would have made a large
erasure mark to erase the vertical of {m}, left the head of the horizontal wedge, then
impressed the {g}, made up of a single vertical wedge, over the erased vertical of the
putative {m}.  Nevertheless, however irrational such a sequence of events may appear, it
may not be ruled out by the remaining traces.
— p. 65 (§21.361c).  I found no erased {l} in RS 24.250+:27 (KTU 1.106), only a partially
damaged word-divider. Given that this is a new reading in CAT (i.e., absent from KTU),
one must look upon it with great suspicion.  What might have led to the new reading is a bit
of breakage on the left upper edge of the following {t}, which might on a photograph be
mistaken for remains of the heads of vertical wedges.
— p. 66 (§21.362).  The assertion that the third sign of the first word in RS 2.[003]+ iv 14
(KTU 1.14) is {•} placed over an original {±} is simply incorrect.  Though the sign has
suffered damage and though earlier editors, thinking that the scribe should have written the

189Again T. has accepted uncritically a reading from CAT. The facts that the erased sign was assigned to
line 30 in KTU and that the new line assignment in CAT was not based on collation should have incited
him to caution in this case.
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same form as in ii 33, actually read {¬b•} here, the authors of KTU/CAT were correct in
reading {¬b±}.190

— p. 66 (§21.362). As has been observed above (remark to p. 55 [§21.342.3], etc.), the
notation {ß!rn±!} for the word ßrnn in RS 2.[003]+ iv 50 (KTU 1.14) is incorrect even by T.'s
standards.  However that may be, the reading {ßrnn} is certain and no exclamation remarks
are required.  Collation shows that the {ß} was written over a poorly erased sign that can no
longer be identified.  Here T. claims that the scribe had originally written {s≤} at the
beginning of the line, but the traces left after erasure are scanty and do not conform to this
proposal. (The authors of KTU thought that the scribe had mistakenly written the entire word
s≤t here, but in CAT only {s} is said to have been present.  What one finds on the tablet is a
trace of a vertical wedge to the right of the {ß} and under the {r} two horizontals in the form
of the lower wedges of {b}.  Though the former could belong to {s}, the latter have nothing
to do with {s≤t}.)  The final sign was always a three-wedged {n}—it was the first {n} that
was originally written with only two wedges, but the this error was corrected  by the addition
of a wedge to this sign at some time after the final sign had been inscribed.
— p. 66 (§21.362).  The assertion that the {r} of the word ßkrn in RS 2.[004] i 30' (KTU
1.17) was written over a {n} may not be accepted.  If such were the case, the scribe would
have taken care to write a more typical {r}.  In fact, the sign is an uncharacteristically
narrow {r} of which the center is damaged.
— p. 66 (§21.362), cf. p. 70 (§21.412l). It is not quite correct to say that the {n} of {¯m˘®n}
in RS 24.247+:6 (KTU 1.103) is written over a vertical wedge.  More precisely, the head of
the {n} touches the right side of the tail of a vertical wedge of which the head is lost in the
lacuna above {¯m˘®n}.  Because we are dealing with only the tail of the wedge and because
the scribe placed the {®} and the {n} on either side of this tail, this case does not belong to
the category treated in §21.362, viz., individual signs that have been overwritten for the
purpose of correcting a mistaken writing.191

— p. 66 (§21.362).  The identification of the signs underlying {ßb} in RS 24.255:17 (KTU
1.111:18) as {bß} is uncertain.
— p. 66 (§21.362).  My collation did not reveal that the {±} of {±¯dn˘} in RS 17.117:8 (KTU
5.11) was inscribed over two vertical wedges (for T. the first two verticals of a {d}
mistakenly inscribed in anticipation of the following sign), but only that it has ""suffered slight
surface damage.''192

— p. 67 (§21.38).  Though T. avoids using proper names to derive grammatical categories,
in the matter of phonetic versus phonemic orthographies, examples such as {¬dkn} and
{¬tqn} for {¬dqn} or of {¬tqßlm} and {¬†qßlm}for {¬dqßlm} could have been cited as
illustrations.193  These and similar forms are mentioned below, p. 98 (§32.134), p. 140

190T.'s proposal here is a modification of an earlier assertion, viz., that the reading should be simply {¯¬b•˘}
(AuOr 13 [1995] 233).
191For the problems posed by this line segment, see Pardee, AfO 33 (1986) 122-23.
192AfO Beiheft 19 (1982) 48.
193See C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook (Rome:  Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1965) 472 (§19.2147).
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(§33.112.52), and elsewhere in the section on phonology, as examples of dissimilation or
assimilation of various features of articulation; their contribution here would have been to
illustrate phonetic writings.
— p. 68 {§21.412c), p. 226 (§41.222.5b).  Because of the broken contexts, hn in {¯-˘q“ . hn}
(RS 16.402:9 [KTU 2.33]) may be the presentative particle rather than a pronominal suffix
and hm in {±nyt . hm} (RS 18.113A+B:25' [KTU 2.42:24]) may be the conditional
conjunction.194  In the case of RS 18.140:20, where KTU/CAT 2.45:21 indicate {ytn . hm}, I
found no word-divider on the tablet.
— p. 68 (§21.412c), p. 210 (§41.112.7), p. 211 (§41.12), p. 226 (§41.222.5a), p. 231
(§42.4), p. 571 (§74.432).  On pp. 68 and 226 {b . hn} in  RS 18.113A+B:35' (KTU/CAT
2.42:23) is translated ""bei ihnen''; on p. 571, the same reading is translated ""hinsichtlich
dieser Dinge(?)''; on pp. 210, 211, and 231, it is proposed that the line should be restored as
{b . hn .[hmt]} and translated ""über die be[treffenden (Leute) …]'' (the complete restoration
and translation are to be found only on p. 231, where hnhmt is presented as a demonstrative
pronoun).  In my preliminary edition of this text,195 I restored the last visible trace in this line
as a word-divider, and subsequent collation confirms that this is the probable reading.  One
or the other of the explanations proposed by T. appears, therefore, to be plausible; the first,
however, is to be preferred because of the probable word-divider after {hn}.
— p. 69 (§21.412e).  The word-dividers claimed to exist between the noun/preposition and
its suffix in bnh and ly in RS 24.263:3', 4' (KTU 1.117:4, 5) were both erased on the tablet
and it is therefore improper to cite them as the (only!) examples of this particular
orthographic practice.196

— p. 69 (§21.412f).  There is no word-divider at the end of the line in RS 15.098:13 (KTU
2.17:6):  rather than the extant word-divider and two erased signs indicated in KTU/CAT,
one finds on the tablet only traces of a word-divider and {≤}, both erased. (This provides,
therefore, another example of the phenomenon treated above, p. 65 [§25.361a], viz., a word
is begun, erased, and re-inscribed in full on the following line.)197  In RS 16.078+:24 (KTU
2.23), there is also no word-divider at the end of the line:  the last sign, {y}, is only partially
preserved and the lacuna, wide enough for one or two signs, is deep and followed to the
right by an uninscribed space; {b≤l¯y˘} is, therefore, in all likelihood the last word of the line
and any word-divider that might have followed the {¯y˘} has completely disappeared in the
lacuna.  As concerns word-dividers at the end of lines in RS 16.394 (KTU 2.31), my
collation agrees with that of KTU/CAT in finding only two, not the four claimed by T.  I
found no word-divider at the end of RS 11.795:16 (KTU 4.91):  what Herdner198 and the

194Pardee, ""Epigraphic and Philological notes,'' UF 19 (1987) 199-217, esp. p. 206.
195Ibid.
196Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 256-58.
197On the interpretation of lines 13-14 of this text, see below, remark to p. 312 (§54.133.2c).
198CTA (1963) 231.
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authors of KTU/CAT identified as such is only surface damage (in agreement with the editio
princeps199).
— p. 69 (§21.412f).  Word-dividers placed at the end of lines in multi-columned tablets
constitute a special case, for some of them have a special function, that of marking the
division between a word that runs across the column dividers and the line of writing proper
to the column on which the first word has impinged.  This phenomenon is well illustrated by
RS 2.[004] i 2', 12' (KTU 1.17).  T. claims in this section that {yl“m}, the last word in each
line and which in each case impinges on the second column, is each time followed by a
word-divider.  This is correct for line 2' but not for line 12'.  The reason for the difference
appears clear.  In the first case, a line of writing on col. ii was inscribed at the same level as
line 2' in col. i and the word-divider was useful to indicate the dividing line between the
words belonging to different parts of the text.  But in the case of line 12', the line in question
on col. ii (l. 13') was not at the same height as i 12' and there was, therefore, no need for the
word-divider.  (The same is true, by the way, of col. i, lines 14' and 16':  in both cases the
last word of the line impinges on col. II and the word-divider was used in neither case
because each of these ends of lines faces a space between lines in col. ii.200)  This
explanation of the difference between the two passages seems to lead to the additional
conclusion that the word-divider in such cases was not actually inscribed until its necessity
became apparent in the course of the writing of the second column.
— p. 69 (§21.412g).  There is no word-divider between the elements of the proper name
≤bdß”r in RS 11.844:19' (KTU 4.98).
— p. 69 (§21.412g).  The use of the word-divider in {mlk . ≤®trt} in RS 86.2235:17 (RSO
XIV 39) does not belong to the same category as the other examples cited in this paragraph,
viz., the appearance of the word-divider between the elements of compound personal
names, because the phrase in question is not yet at Ugarit a compound divine name as it
came to be in the first millennium.  In the Ugaritic phrase, the divine name mlk is in construct
with his seat of reign, the town of ≤®trt.  Other texts leave no doubt on this score:  in RS
24.251:42' (KTU 1.107) the deity is for literary reasons described as mlk b ≤®trt and in RS
24.252:1-2 (KTU 1.108) mlk, designated by the title rp° mlk ≤lm, is described as •l y®b b ≤®trt,
•l ®p† b hdr≤y, "the god who dwells in ≤®trt, the god who rules in hdr≤y'.201

— p. 69 (§21.412g).  In a remark at the end of this paragraph, T. asserts that the authors of
CAT have incorrectly (""fälschlicherweise'') classified the use of the word-divider between
the elements of a compound personal name as mistakes (""Fehler'').  It might be more useful

199Ch. Virolleaud, ""Lettres et documents administratifs provenant des archives d'Ugarit,'' Syria 21 (1940)
247-76, esp. 274.
200In AuOr 16 (1998) 292, T. claimed that the last word of line 16' is followed by a word-divider, but this is
not the case.
201On these "proof-texts', see Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988), chs. II and VIII; idem, ""A New
Datum for the Meaning of the Divine Name Milkashtart,'' pp. 55-68 in Ascribe to the Lord. Biblical &
Other Studies in Memory of Peter C. Craigie (edited by L. Eslinger and G. Taylor; JSOTSS 67; 1988).  On
distinguishing this divine name /milk/ from the common noun /malk/, see below, remark to pp. 253, 254
(§51.41b).
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to describe the phenomenon statistically:  T. has come up with only twenty examples, which
must be placed against hundreds, if not thousands of examples, of the non-use of the
word-divider in names of this type.  On the other hand, it appears certain that this use of the
word-divider reveals that the scribes understood the compound nature of the names in
question.  Viewed in this way, it seems likely that {dn . •l} in RS 2.[004] ii 24' (KTU 1.17),
the only case of this writing of ≥Aqhatu's father's name with the word-divider, must at the
very least be classified as an inadvertance on the part of the scribe, ≥Il≠milku, not as a
purposeful showing off of his erudition, for his use of the word-divider is fairly regular.
— p. 69 (§21.412h).  The argument that has just been made for {dn . •l} may also be applied
to {±p . hn} in col. ii, line 28', of the same text:  because this compound particle is elsewhere
in this text written without the word-divider, the example in line 28' must be classed as an
irregularity on the part of ≥Il≠milku, probably not an intentional display of etymological
erudition on his part, though not strictly speaking an "error'.
— p. 69 (§21.412h).  One may doubt both that there is a word-divider after the second sign
of {≤r≤r} in RS 24.244:64 (KTU 1.100)202 and that, if it were there, it would mark the
""lexematischen Bildungselemente'' (§21.412g).
— p. 69 (§21.412j).  Even the user of KTU/CAT will be astounded by the assertion that RS
24.246 (KTU 1.102) was inscribed without any word-dividers when there is one in line 3.  In
fact, as I have attempted to show,203 the one word-divider present is the only one that is to
be expected to have been used in the text and it is highly meaningful.
— p. 70 (§21.412k).  For the details of what T. terms the "very unreliable' (""sehr
unzuverlässig'') use of the word-divider in RS 24.244 (KTU 1.100), see my lists and
syntactic analysis in Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 225-26.
— p. 70 (§21.412l).  It is unclear why T. does not use the notation «.» in this section dealing
with improperly placed word-dividers.  For example, why not ≤«.»®trt instead of ""≤.®trt'' in RS
24.244:20 (KTU 1.100) or ≤q«.»ßr instead of ""≤q.ßr'' (same text, line 39)?  In all examples,
the vertical wedge, if correctly read, is within a word and may only be described as
erroneously inscribed—such is certainly the case of the two examples cited (see my study
cited in the previous remark).
— p. 70 (§21.412l).  My collation of RS 2.[014]+ (KTU 1.3) did not confirm the presence of
a word-divider after the first sign of the word klbt in col. iii, line 45'.  The wedge in question
is larger than the usual word-divider in this text and it appears more likely that we are
dealing with a four-wedged {l}:  there are several four-wedged {l}s in lines 44'-46' and the
distribution of the various sized wedges varies considerably from one example to another.204

— p. 70 (§21.412l).  RS 78/04:12' (CAT 1.173) does not provide an unambiguous case of a
misplaced word-divider:  the scribe inscribed {ß}, then a word-divider, then, realizing that
the word should have been ßm, "(two) rams', he inscribed the {m} under the word-divider.

202Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 200; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 44.
203AuOr 16 (1998) 260 n. 16; idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 522.
204See the new photograph of these lines in Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004), text 2 in the Choix de
textes.
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This, therefore, is an example of a word-divider placed at the end of a line (§21.412f) and of
a secondarily corrected text, but not of a word-divider placed within a word.
— p. 70 (§21.412l).  It is unclear why T. includes {ß≤.rt} as an example of a misplaced
word-divider in RS 10.035:4 (KTU 4.46) but not {prt.wn} in the same line when he has
himself identified the latter as an incorrectly placed word-divider.205

— p. 70 (§21.412m).  Unless a case can be made for a proper use of double word-dividers,
the second of two word-dividers placed side by side (§21.412m) should also have been
indicated as «.» .  T. proposes that the usage may have been intended in only one of the texts
cited here:  in RS 2.[008]+ v 42 (KTU 1.4) the two word-dividers may be the equivalent of a
colon in modern punctuation.
— pp. 73-75 (§22.1-22.33).  That the vertical stance of the lower wedges of {b,d} cannot be
used alone as a criterion for deciding whether a text was written in the short alphabet, or
was even under the ""Einflüsse'' of that tradition, is shown by RS 16.265 (KTU 5.9), for there
the portions of alphabets written on the edges of the tablet show precisely that form of {b}
and {d} whereas the rest of the text is indubitably written in the long alphabet.
— p. 78 (§22.81).  T. proposes that in RS 5.197+ (KTU 4.31) the word kd denoting a liquid
measure has been emitted before words for oil, but the translation contains ""(Schekel).''
Unfortunately, the state of the text is such that it is not certain whether the formulae ""b +
number'' indicates a price in shekels or whether it is a quantity of oil that is introduced by b,
nor, in the latter case, whether the measure is the kd or not.  Even in regular Ugaritic (this is
a text in the short alphabet), other measures are used for oil.
— p. 85 (§23.523), p. 186 (§33.25.1), p. 196 (§33.322.41a), p. 274 (§51.46k).  Because
there is no obvious reason why a field would be named ""Ende, Schicksal,'' one may doubt
that {A.fiÀ.MEfi A‡-ra-a-PI} in RS 15.085:18 (PRU III, p. 52) should be analyzed as
providing the only example in syllabic writing of the /-ªy/ ending that is presented on p. 274
as indistinguishable from the nisbe ending (on which see below, remarks to p. 197
[§33.322.42c] and to pp. 273-74 [§51.46h-k]).  It goes without saying that the ending
/-ay/-ªy/ here fits the category of geographical names bearing that ending (see remark to pp.
273-74 [§51.46h-k]) but that fact says nothing about the etymology or the ""meaning'' of the
toponym.
— p. 88 (§31.2).  It is remarkable that T. takes the syllabic orthography of the proper name
Muna““imu which does not mark the gemination of the /“/ as an indication that this and other
""gutturale Phoneme'' may not in Ugaritic pronunciation have actually been geminated when
(1) the syllabic orthography does not consistently represent gemination (nor non-gemination
for that matter, i.e., one encounters cases of {VC-CV} sequences where the consonant was
not in fact doubled) and (2) /“/ is one of the "weak' consonants that maintained the possibility
of gemination the longest in Hebrew, as is witnessed by so-called "virtual doubling' in
Hebrew grammar.
— p. 88 (§31.3), p. 143 (§33.115.41), p. 250 (§51.3h), p. 279 (§52.212).  For the
vocalization of ±dt, "lady', T. considers only the possibility of a derivation from ±dn, i.e.,
/≥adªnt-/ → /≥adatt-/, without mentioning the possibility that it may simply be the feminine

205OLZ 92 (1997) 465.
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form of /≥adu/, "father'.  The problem—one not discussed by T.—is that ±dn means only
"father' in prose206 and frequently shows that meaning in poetry as well, while ±dt always
means "lady' in prose, indeed is often used in letters as a second title for a person also called
°m, "mother'.  So did ±dt develop directly from /≥adu/ and secondarily take on the value of
"lady', or is it the feminine form of /≥adªnu/ and has it preserved what is plausibly the original
meaning of that word, viz., "lord' → "lady'?  RIH 78/25:11' (CAT 2.83:5) furnishes the writing
{±dnty}, but that, if not a mistake, may only represent a form of the same word with the long
form of the feminine morpheme, viz., /≥adªnatu/.  Unfortunately the condition of that text is
too poor to allow a decision as to whether the word means "mother' or "lady/ladies'.207  One
may also debate whether  {±d} "father' and hence, plausibly, {±dn}208 had in the second
millennium a doubled /d/.209  Since the /d/ is not doubled in later dialects, I opt for that
solution, but the data are not unequivocal.
— p. 89 (§31.42). On the basis of data from the other languages, Arabic in particular, the
rule for accent in a word containing no long vowels is not that the accent is on the first
syllable, but that it is on the third syllable from the end of the word unless a long vowel
intervenes, in which case the syllable containing that vowel takes the accent.
— p. 93 (§32.123.22). As regards the etymology of {qbÿ} in RS 24.293:13 (KTU 1.133), I
have pointed out the similarities, not mentioned here by T., between this passage and RS
2.[022]+ ii 24-25 (KTU 1.5), where one finds {qÿb}.210 The identification with Arabic QBD˚
is thus uncertain.
— p. 94 (§32.123.31), p. 256 (§51.41e).  In the first section cited, Ugaritic ÷r, "mountain', is
compared with Semitic /ÿVrr-/, in the second, it is identified as a /qutl/-base noun from a
hollow root, said to be vocalized /÷ûr-/ ← /÷uwr-/ ← /ÿuwr-/.

206Even in RS 18.038:5-6 (KTU 2.39)!  On this new interpretation (as compared with Pardee, UF 13 [1981]
152), see Context III (2002) 95 n. 52, 103 n. 119, 114 n. 216.  In the polyglot vocabulary entry from which
we learn the vocalization of the word at Ugarit, {a-da-nu} has for equivalents words that mean "father' (RS
20.149 ii 9' [Ugaritica V, Akkadian text 130]).  T. glosses ±dn only by ""Herr'' (p. 250, cf. p. 278 [§52.1]).
/≥adªnu/ may consist of the noun /≥adu/, "father' (see following discussion and notes) plus the derivational
suffix /-ªn-/ which would early on have had the meaning "lord'.  If such was the development, the meaning
of "father' for /≥adªnu/ in Ugaritic would have been secondary.  For such a development, compare the
colloquial use of "governor', abbreviated "gov' or "guv', for "father' in the popular register of British English.
207T. assumes that the form is singular (see also UF 31 [1999] 741) without taking into consideration the
state of the text.
208T.'s only remark on etymology is that ±dn may be derived from a root ≥DN, rather than from a root ≥D +
-ªn ending (p. 250); no comparative evidence in favor of that formal possibility is adduced.
209On the vocalization of ≥addu with geminated /d/, see R. Frankena, ""Einige Bermerkungen zur den
Hauptpersonen der Lagaba-Tafeln,'' Symbolae biblicae et mesopotamicae Francisco Mario Theodoro de
Liagre Böhl dedicatae (ed. M. A. Beek et al.; Leiden:  Brill, 1973) 149-60, esp. pp. 150-51; cf. Albright,
JAOS 74 (1954) 228; Weippert, UF 6 (1974) 415-19.  T. assumes that the /d/ was not geminated (p. 248
[§51.3a]), as was apparently the case of the Eblaite word (Müller, La lingua de Ebla [1981] 212; Krebernik,
Die Personennamen der Ebla-Texte. Eine Zwischenbilanz [BBVO 7; 1988] 71; Fales, Ebla 1975-1985
[1987] 422; Mangiarotti, QdS 19 [1997] 199); cf. also Huehnergard, Ugaritic Vocabulary (1987) 48, 104;
Sanmartín, AuOr 9 (1991) 170-71; Fox, ZAH 11 (1998) 9.
210Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 161.
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— p. 95 (§32.123.33), pp. 95-96 (§32.123.34), p. 467 (§73.332.3), p. 487 (§73.523bb), p.
560 (§74.414.2).  As T. recognizes implicitly on p. 560, there is no reason to take y÷ly in RS
3.322 i 31 (KTU 1.19) as meaning "to burn', i.e., as derived from a root with initial /¬/  The
meaning "be low, droop' (etymological /LY/ fits this passage well, as recent interpreters
have seen211).  The case of RS 2.[009]+ vi 17 (KTU 1.6) is complicated by the fact that the
reading there is uncertain, but it makes thereby all the less likely a case for this irregular
phonetic correspondence.
— p. 97 (§32.132).  There is no particularly good reason to take QT˚(T˚) in RS 1.002:[14'-
15'], 22'-23', 30', 39'-40' (KTU 1.40); RS 17.100:[28'], 38', [49'], 59' (KTU 1.84) as meaning
"to lie' and to derive it from √QTT.  There are perfectly good etymological pegs with /†/ on
which to hang the Ugaritic word; these indicate that it has to do with committing a moral
turpitude.212

— p. 97 (§32.133.2).  M. Heltzer's (inherently dubious) proposal that the “rß q†n were
"makers of sickle-swords' (Akk. k/qat(t)innu),213 cited here by T. with a question mark, is
shown to be inadmissible by the equivalence {LÚ.MEfi.NAGAR.SIG} = {“rß q†n} in RS
94.2519:6, 19, where the use of {SIG} leaves no doubt that Ugaritic q†n is derived from the
root QT˚N "to be small'.214

— p. 98 (§32.134).  One may for two principal reasons consider that the original form of the
place name {tbq}/{†bq} was the former, rather than the latter215:  (1) the phenomenon of
assimilation of phonetic emphasis is more broadly attested at Ugarit than is dissimilation of
same, and (2) no attempt was made by the scribes of Ugarit to register /†/ when writing the
name in syllabic script.  T. opts for /†bq/ on the basis of its being more commonly attested in
alphabetic script.
— p. 98 (§§32.137-138), pp. 158-59 (§33.141.5), p. 486 (§73.523ba), p. 623 (§75.236), p.
667 (§75.536b).  Again entire paragraphs (pp. 98, 158-59) are devoted to a dubious
grammatical category, in this case the assimilation of the glottal stop {≥} to the preceding
consonant:  {q¬} in RS 24.258:2 (KTU 1.114) need not be derived from a root QD˚≥, nor
even from Q„Y, the alternative suggestion; just as plausible as the latter and more plausible
than the former is a derivation from the geminate root Q„„, which is a by-form of Q„Y.216

— p. 101 (§32.142.32).  Here dbb is cited without textual reference as meaning ""Fliege'' and
as being derived from a root D˙BB.  I know of no text, however, where that meaning is

211Pardee, Context I (1997) 351; Parker apud Parker, ed., Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 68; N. Wyatt,
Religious Texts from Ugarit.  The Words of Ilimilku and his Colleagues (The Biblical Seminar, vol. 53;
Sheffield:  Sheffield Academic Press, 1998) 294.
212Pardee, ""The Structure of RS 1.002,'' Semitic Studies in Honor of Wolf Leslau on the Occasion of his
Eighty-fifth Birthday November 14th, 1991 (ed. A. S. Kaye; Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1991), vol. II, pp.
1181-96; idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 122.
213UF 29 (1997) 211-14; also in Handbook of Ugaritic Studies (1999) 451-52.
214Provisionally, see Pardee, BASOR 320 (2000) 74-75; the text will be published by P. Bordreuil and
myself in the edition of the Ugaritic texts from 1994-2002 (in press).
215Bordreuil and Pardee, RSO XIV (2001) 353, commentary on RS 86.2213:14 (text 36).
216Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 20 (cf. pp. 34-35).
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certain (some give that meaning to {ƒbb}, not {dbb}, in RS 2.[014]+ iii 46' [KTU 1.3])
whereas dbb in the meaning of "(sooth-)sayer' is now well attested:  on p. 676 (§75.65), T.
correctly cites RIH 78/20:1, 9 (CAT 1.169) and RS 92.2014:9, 13 (RSO XIV 52) as having
the meaning ""Beschwörer.''217  On dbb as a proper noun, see below, remark to p. 278
(§52.12b).
— p. 101 (§32.142.32), p. 668 (§75.537d), p. 735 (§77.51b).  I fail to see why in the first
section cited, devoted to Ugaritic {d} ← /ƒ/, T. cites Arabic H˚DW (!) as etymology for y“dy
in RS 24.277:27' (KTU 1.127:32).  However that may be, this etymology really does not
help to explain the Ugaritic text:  the Arabic verb is used for driving camels on a march,
whereas in RS 24.277 y“dy is thought to mean "drive away (a goat into the wilderness like
Azael in Lev. 16)'.  The passage is better explained by the well-attested Ugaritic verb H̊DY,
"to see'.218

— p. 106 (§32.143.41).  bz in RS 15.072:4 (KTU 1.80) cannot mean ""Euter, Mutterbrust,''
for one does not "slaughter a ram from the udder'.  bz is more plausibly derived from the root
BZZ, "to take booty' (the text reads {b bz ≤zm “b”219 ß¯h˘}, "When the goats were taken as
booty did he slaughter his ram').
— p. 106 (§32.143.43), p. 288 (§53.121b), p. 356 (§62.432), p. 392 (§69.132), p. 757
(§81.11).  It cannot be judged likely that Ugaritic ”zr means ""Hilfsarbeiter'' nor that it is a
loan-word from Akkadian ”ªziru (p. 106), and the translation ""”zr-Leute'' (p. 288) is,
therefore more prudent.  The reasons for this negative assessment are:  (1) judging from the
distribution of usage in Akkadian, the word there probably represents West-Semitic ≤ḊR and
the Ugaritic word would therefore have to be seen as a back-borrowing of a word that
should have remained in the language in its native form; (2) /”/ in Akkadian loan-words
normally is represented in Ugaritic by {÷}; (3) ”zr in RS 19.016:49, 50 (KTU 4.609) is used
to describe all the personnel who have served during the month of •®tbnm, from the highest to
the lowest, both those who have served in the palace and those who have furnished the
rations for the latter,220 and "help-personnel' simply does not describe so broad a grouping.  I
have no etymology to suggest, but, in this text at least, ”zr cannot be more precisely defined
than as a classifying term for all who were furnishing a service to the palace.  This being the
case, one may doubt that  the b in the phrase b ”zr in RS 19.062:2 (KTU 4.630) is partitive in
function (p. 757), especially if the same formula is correctly reconstructed in RS 19.016:49,
50.  The difference between the two texts is that in RS 19.016 the service categories are

217See discussion and bibliographical references in Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 879.  J. N. Ford's
recent proposals to identify dbbm in RS 92.2014:13 and RIH 78/20:1, 9 as an abstract noun meaning
""accusations'' (""The New Ugaritic Incantation Against Sorcery RS 1992.2014,'' UF 34 [2002] 119-52, esp.
pp. 120, 136-39; ""The Ugaritic Incantation against Sorcery RIH 78/20 (KTU2 1.169),'' ibid., pp. 153-211,
esp. pp. 155, 157-58, 182) appears unlikely to me (see, in particular, remarks to p. 333 [§54.423d], etc.,
and to p. 612 [§75.212.12], etc.).
218For the argumentation, see Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 725-26.  For the root ""“dy/w,'' "to see', in
Ugaritic, see T., §32.142.33.
219Read {†!b”} (see T., p. 57 [§21.352.2]).
220For this interpretation of RS 19.016, see Pardee, Semitica 49 (1999) 30-58, on ”zr in particular pp. 44-45,
57.
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named whereas in RS 19.062 those who are b ”zr are not further defined and are, by the
structure of the text, contrasted with four well-known professional terms ("plowmen', "house
builders', "makers of small objects', and "arrowhead makers').  If we allow RS 19.016 to
dictate the meaning of b ”zr here, that term would designate all who were in immediate
service to the palace, whatever their function, whereas the other terms would designate
professionals not in immediate service but entitled to a ration of wool (in return for service
performed in previous months?).
— p. 106 (§32.143.43).  Nor can it be judged likely that Ugaritic kzy is a ""Fremdwort''
directly related to Akkadian kizû.  Whatever the origin of the word, the consistent writing
with {y} in Ugaritic shows that that consonant was a part of the word in Ugaritic.  Because
most loan-words do not show that consonant, the first presumption must be that it is a native
West-Semitic word.
— p. 106 (§32.143.44).  It is not quite clear why the {z} in Ugaritic grbz is said ""für akk. /s/
stehen'' when there is no proof that the word was borrowed from Akkadian.  The most that
can be said is that Ugaritic represents the word with {z} while the syllabic orthography
represents primarily /s/.
— p. 106 (§32.143.45).  Against T.'s acceptance that tz÷ may be a Semitic word, the actual
distribution of usage shows it is in all likelihood a loan-word from Hurrian and that it
designates a category of offering rather than the content of an offering that would belong to
another specific category.221

— pp. 106-7 (§32.143.45).  T. provides no reasons why the Hittite etymology for Ugaritic ztr
is ""abzulehnen'' other than that the Hittite word may not designate specifically the "sun-
disk'.222

— p. 107 (§32.143.53).  The reading of the {t} of ”ßt in RS 24.271:30' (KTU 1.123) is
uncertain (T. cites as his source for the reading ""1.123,'' but in KTU one finds {¯t˘}, in CAT
{¯m˘}—either is in fact possible).  Moreover, it is far from certain that the reading {”ß¯t˘}
would have the meaning ""Grab(bau)'' proposed by T.223

— p. 108 (§32.143.53), p. 277 (§51.7).  ßßmn, "sesame', is better classified as a Kulturwort
than as ""entlehnt.''  Moreover, there should be a cross-reference on the first page cited to the
second, for there the possibility is aired that ßßmn is a composite word (ßamn-, "oil', + ßamm-,
"plant').  The explanation that ßßmn is a loan-word from Akkadian, where the composite

221On these two points, see Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 500-2.
222The etymological explanations indicated by Watson, UF 27 (1995) 542, are certainly not preferable.
223See Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 692, 693, 705.  In the recent study of ""Der ugaritische
architektonische Begriff ”ßt ,,Totenheiligtum"" '' by O. Loretz (UF 33 [2001] 377-85, esp. p. 381), the author
cites his (and Dietrich's) opinion expressed in TUAT III (1997) 1240 n. 110 that ”ßt should be read for ”ßm
in RS 24.271:30' and on pp. 381-83 he proposes the interpretation ""Totentempel, Totenheiligtum'' for that
text.  Loretz bases this interpretation of line 30' on his interpretation of •l bt in line 29' as ""Götter des
Palastes.''  In the ritual texts, however, only what is probably the singular divinity •l bt, "(tutelary) god of
the palace/dynasty' is otherwise attested (see Ritual Texts, pp. 76-77) whereas a manifestation of ≥Ilu as •l
”ß, "solicitous ≥Ilu,' is attested in RS 4.474:9 (KTU 1.65).  For these reasons, I have proposed that •l bt in
line 29' should correspond to the singular deity and {•l ”ß¯-˘} in line 30' (perhaps restored as •l ”ßt) be
interpreted as "god of sollicitude', i.e., an abstract formulation of •l ”ß (Textes rituels, p. 705).
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word would first have seen the light, is also preferred there; this in spite of the fact that the
best-attested form of the Akkadian word is ßamaßßamm¨,224 a form significantly different
from the Ugaritic one .
— pp. 109-10 (§32.144.12b), p. 793 (§83.141.2b), p. 807 (§85.2b).  As I have argued,225

there is no reason other than the weight of interpretational tradition to take ®n in RS 3.343+ iii
19' (KTU 1.15) as meaning ""ändern'' or ""verändern'' and hence to represent a case of
Ugaritic {®} for Semitic /ß/.  Though on p. 109 T. presents the case with a question mark, he
considers the interpretation plausible and adduces other forms in its support (see following
remark); on pp. 793 and 807, the interpretation is intensified by the prefixation of ""ver-'' and
no question mark is attached to the translation.  Also on pp. 793 and 807, he restores pr, "to
break', with a question mark, at the end of the preceding line as a parallel to ®n, a completely
gratuitous restoration if ®n does not mean "to alter'.
— p. 109 (§32.144.12b), p. 298 (§53.331.2).  In the first passage cited, T. asserts
categorically that {ßl“n} in CAT 4.275:6 (RS 17.125) is a ""Flüchtigkeitsfehler'' for the
regular Ugaritic ®l“n, "table'; in the second, he lists the reading with no indication of it being
erroneous.  I have not collated this tablet, but Virolleaud copied the sign in question as a
perfectly preserved {®}, and there is no reason to doubt this witness, for Virolleaud was not
prone to this type of error, while CAT is replete with errors of all kinds.226

— p. 110 (§32.144.12b).  T. seems to be putting too much weight on the similarity of
""ändern'' and ""anderer'' in citing ®n, "another (male person)' (RS 2.[003]+ ii 48 [KTU 1.14]),
in support of the argument that /®ny/ and /ßny/ have fallen together in Ugaritic.  In that
context, in which a man hands his new bride over to another man, ®n means "a second (male
person)', not "a changed (male person)'!
— p. 110 (§32.144.12b), p. 144 (§33.115.41), p. 286 (§52.5f), p. 322 (§54.315.2e), p. 324
(§54.323a), p. 346 (§62.122b), p. 487 (§73.523c), p. 495 (§73.534a), p. 569 (§74.423), p.
786 (§83.113h), p. 910 (§97.94).  T.'s interpretation of ®th in RS 15.128:4 (KTU 3.3) and RS
18.031:24 (KTU 2.38) as meaning "other' may not be admitted.227  On pp. 144 and 346 he
takes the word ®t in this meaning as an unidentifiable form of the number "two', unidentifiable
apparently because he is not able to accept the grammatical interpretation proposed by the
originator of the hypothesis for RS 18.031, viz., that it would be ""un nombre cardinal …
employé là où on attend un ordinal .''228  This is the grammatical analysis adopted recently

224See CAD fi1, pp. 301-7, where it is argued that the Akkadian term actually denoted a type of flax rather
than sesame.
225Context I (1997) 338 n. 53.
226Tropper and Vita have elsewhere declared {ßl“n} in this text to be a typographical error (UF 30 [1998]
699).
227From T.'s presentation of a similar case for the masculine form ®n (pp. 365-66 [§63.12]), it is clear that
the distinction between the ordinal number adjective "second' and an adjective meaning "other' is artificial,
not, apparently, based on differently vocalized forms in Ugaritic (he refers to the fact that CAD makes no
distinction between ßanû, ""zweiter, nächster,'' and ßanû, ""anderer''), and ultimately useless for the
interpretation of Ugaritic texts.  An "other' entity is a "second' entity.
228Hoftijzer, UF 11 (1979) 385 n. 19.
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also by del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín.229  As T.'s belabored attempt at interpreting ≤rb … b
”b®h “wt ®th (RS 15.128) as meaning « falls er in ein anderes Land flieht » (p. 322; cf. p.
487) shows, such an interpretation of ®t simply cannot hold:  usage of the directive/locative
morpheme -h in all the languages where it appears shows that it should be attached to the
noun, not the adjective in a phrase such as this.  T.'s explanation of the placement here as
having ""veilleicht allein orthograph. Gründe'' after the real morpheme had disappeared from
“wt (""/“uwwatâ/ (← /*“uwwatah/)'' ← /“uwwataha/!) finds no basis in Ugaritic orthographic
practice, for there is no usage there of -h as mater lectionis and no reason to believe that the
/h/ of the directive/locative morpheme ever quiesced (on this, see below, remarks to pp. 151-
52 [§33.131.1], etc., p. 215 [§41.221.11b], etc., and pp. 320-25 [§54.3]).  In both texts, ®t is
better explained as derived from the doubly-weak verbal root T˙WY, "to halt, to be a guest in
a place,'' as the editor originally proposed for RS 18.031.230  New texts (RS 94.2592 and RS
96.2039) show that ‡BT˙/‡PT˙ means "to serve as ”up®u (for someone)', that it need not
involve military service, and that it does not designate flight per se.231  RS 18.031:24-25 (w
±nyk ®t by ≤ky ≤ryt) is, therefore, to be translated "your ships have found haven in Acco,
(they are) stripped (of their sails)',232 while RS 15.128 may be rendered "(such-and-such
persons) have guaranteed (so-and-so) as regards his performing his ”up®u-service
(/bi ”abª®ihu/) in the land of his residence' (the land is not identified in the text).  This latter
formulation regards the performance of service by the guaranteed person, perhaps as a
debtor, not his flight to another land.233

— p. 110 (§32.144.12b, §32.144.14).  ®p“ in RS 1.019:2, 13 may well mean "family', i.e.,
correspond to ßp“ in standard Ugaritic, and ®pß in line 7 may correspond to standard Ugaritic
ßpß, ""fiapßu, the sun'.234  T. cites the two forms in separate paragraphs and does not observe
that these are the only examples in this text of {®} before /p/.  This may explain the apparent
shift of /ß/ to /®/ in these words.  However that may be, the multiple difficulties of

229Diccionario II (2000) 499 (§1d).
230Virolleaud, GLECS 8 (18 novembre 1959) 65; idem., PRU V (1965) 83.  In PRU II (1957) 189,
Virolleaud took the {h} of “wt ®th in RS 15.128:4 as a personal pronoun, remarking that ""L'association des
mots “wt "la vie' et ßt "deux ou deuxième' pose un difficile problème.''  This difficulty, it appears to me, is
greater than the problem posed by the disappearance of both /w/ and /y/ in the Ugaritic forms (perhaps this
was what kept T. from adopting, or even commenting on, Virolleaud's explanation of RS 18.031:24).  Note,
as regards T˙WY, that one would not expect the /w/ to be present in the G-stem (it is attested in the D-stem
in RS 3.325+ iv 44 [KTU 1.16], where the meaning is "to receive someone as a guest'—see remark below to
p. 669 [§75.537d], etc.) and that third-radical /y/ often disappears; thus the vocalization of {®t} may have
been either /®at/ ← /®ât ← /®awiyat/ (3 f.s. /QTLa/) or /®âtu/ ← ®awiyatu/ (f.s. stative part.).
231See below, remark to p. 137 (§33.112.31), etc..
232Pardee, Context III (2002) 94.  On {≤ryt}, see remark below to p. 195 (§33.322.2b), etc.
233Hoftijzer and van Soldt, UF 23 (1991) 189-91, avoid this problem by taking b ”b®h “wt ®th as the
beginning of a new phrase.  That syntactic analysis, possible but somewhat awkward, becomes unnecessary
once ”b®h and ®th are correctly identified.  On the analysis of the phrase b y¬•h[m] in RS 19.066, see below,
remark to p. 226 (§41.222.4a), etc.
234Pardee, Syria 65 (1988) 187, 190.
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interpretation posed by this text may be taken as indicators that it was not written by a scribe
trained in one of the standard schools of Ugarit.235

— p. 111 (§32.144.16), p. 170 (§33.211.1), p. 203 (§33.425).  In the first section cited,
{°®ryn}, ""Kronprinz,'' is said to be plausibly a Hurrian loan-word; in the second, the
etymology of the word is said to be unclear; in the third, the word is cited among ""Fremd-
bzw. Lehnwörter.''  There is no cross reference in any of these sections to any other, and
only the first two pages are indicated in the index of Ugaritic words.
— p. 112 (§32.144.17), p. 159 (§33.141.6).  Since the element {•ßtr} of the personal name
{•ßtrmy} is Akkadian, as T. observes (p. 112), why should the second not be as well?  If so,
the name does not illustrate quiescence of /≥/ in syllable-initial position (as T. holds, p. 159),
but only represents the Akkadian pronunciation without /≥/, viz., /(≥)ißtarumm≠/.
— pp. 113-14 (§32.144.231).  The case for {mÿrn} meaning "rain' (√MT˚R) in RIH 78/14:13'
(CAT 1.163:6) being very strong and that for {thbÿn} (line 10') being a form of the root
elsewhere attested as HBT˚ being at the very least plausible (one cannot say more because
the word appears in a broken context), it appears necessary to classify this text with RS
5.194 (KTU 1.24) as texts in which {ÿ} is written in the traditional form and in which the
sign {†} does not appear.  Remove, therefore, the question mark that T. places at the head of
each of these entries.
— p. 114 (§32.144.24).  It is astounding to me that the two cases just discussed, of which
one is contextually clear while both fit into a known graphic system, are marked as
questionable, while the two alleged cases of {ÿ} for /¬/ are indicated as ""wahrsch.'' when
neither of these criteria applies:  (1) there is no constraining interpretational reason to
analyze {ÿm} in RIH 78/20:7 (CAT 1.169) and {npÿl} in line 15 of the same text as
containing etymological /¬/ and (2) the phoneme /¬/ is elsewhere represented in this text by
{¬}.236

— p. 120 (§32.145.22), p. 556 (§74.412.28), p. 894 (§96.242b)  In these three entries, T.
uses ""n[eue] L[esung]'' in the sense of "new reconstruction', for his reading of {qßt yqb
[yd]|rk} in RS 2.[004] v 35'-36' {KTU 1.17) differs from that of CAT only in the restoration
of {d} instead of {b} as the last sign in line 35 (no restoration of the end of line 35 was
proposed in KTU).  In this respect, the parenthetical remark placed after ""n[eue] L[esung]''
on p. 894 to the effect that ""am ende von Z. 35 ist nur für zwei Zeichen Platz'' is potentially
misleading, for the authors of CAT also proposed the restoration of only two signs.  In this
section, which deals with juxtaposed sentences, stating who has and who has not restored a
w before the partially restored verb would have disambiguated the juxtaposition of phrases.
— p. 122 (§32.146.221).  It is improper to list DH˚L, ""Angst haben,'' as Ugaritic when the
root is not yet attested in Ugaritic.  No reference his given at this entry, but only two
instances of the root have been claimed for Ugaritic:  RS 15.008:12 (KTU 2.16), where the
reading is in fact (tw“ln) (see remark below to p. 545 [§74.412.14], etc.), and RS 16.379:21

235Ibid, p. 186, 191.
236See Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 875, 877, 885.  Ford (crediting C. Cohen with the idea) has
recently suggested that the root of the first word is Z˚M≥, "to be thirsty' (UF 34 [2002] 176-177 ).
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(KTU 2.30), where the reading is {td“¬} (see above, remark to p. 57 [§21.352.1 {¬} für
{l}]; T.'s index contains no references to the latter passage).237

— p. 123 (§32.146.23a).  As {ßm“} in RS 24.293:16 (KTU 1.133) would be the only
instance in Ugaritic of this writing for {ßm”}, "rejoice', as this text contains no other aberrant
spellings, as one of the standard Ugaritic texts with no tendency to peculiar spellings
contains {ßm“y} (RS 2.[022]+ ii 25 = KTU 1.5], and as one may not admit that ""der Kontext
der Form [in RS 24.293] spricht eindeutig zugunsten der vorgeschlagenen Interpretation,''
one must seek another etymology for the word.238

— p. 123 (§32.146.23a), p. 255 (§51.41e), p. 267 (§51.45f), p. 268 (§51.45g), p. 371
(§64.1), p. 372 (§64.21), p. 373 (§64.24), p. 375 (§64.62), p. 410 (§69.223.11), p. 411
(§69.223.3), p. 413 (§69.233), p. 419 (§69.322.3), p. 420 (§69.52), p. 832 (§89.28).  It can
be admitted neither that the lt“-measure is ""offenbar im Volumen eines halben Homer (ug.
“mr)'' (p. 123) nor that mlt“ means ""Hälfte'' (pp. 267, 371, 372, 413, 420, 832).  The volume
of the lt“, assigned by comparison with Hebrew letek (!), may be correct, but that is far from
"obvious'.239  Indeed, to the extent that the lt“ is definable by the mlt“, at least two texts
speak against it.  (1) In RS 18.024:26-27 (KTU 4.337) "a talent and a mlt“ of asa foetida' are
said to go for 7 1/2 shekels (of silver).  As the price of seven shekels per talent is
reasonable, the half-shekel of silver seems to correspond to the mlt“, which would make the
value of the latter 1/14 of a talent, which if rounded off to 1/15, would correspond to a round
number, i.e., 200 shekels, or about two kg.,240 much less than half a homer.241  (2) T.'s
interpretation of RIH 83/12:7-8 // RIH 84/8:11-14 (CAT 4.778 and 4.782), which is identified
as a ""n[eue] L[esung]'' (pp. 372, 413), simply will not hold water.  The passage reads kd
ßmn mlt“m ”sr ≤l ±bmn bn ¢wn and T. translates ""ein kd Öl abzüglich der Hälfte davon (sc.
der Hälfte des zuvor genannten ®≤t-Masses oder eines kd) zu Lasten von PN1, Sohn des
PN2.''  Each entry of this text, however, is independent of the others and the interpretation of
mlt“m must, therefore, be comprehensible within the text as quoted; moreover mlt“m is most
plausibly taken as a dual242 (the use of enclitic-m is infrequent in economic texts;243 if the
word were plural in a text of this nature, the number of units would have been specified).

237The second passage is the only one listed for this root in del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, Diccionario I
(1996) 131, though both are indicated in the English translation (2003) 269.
238Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 162.
239As T. appears implicitly to recognize by three times (pp. 372, 373, 375) mentioning Heltzer's hypothesis
according to which the lt‘ was 1/10 of a kd (UF 21 [1989] 200-2); but T. considers this possibility as only
""denkbar'' (while at the same time expanding the meaning to include the dd-measure).
240For the argumentation, see Pardee, Syria 77 (2000) 54.  In my study of RS 1.012 (AuOr 20 [2002], chart
on p. 170), I mistakenly indicated the lt“ as having a volume of 1.5 liter instead of a weight of 1.9 kg.
241It is generally assumed that the Ugaritic homer would have been the equivalent of the Mesopotamian
one, about 100 liters (cf. del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, Diccionario I [1996] 100), though there is no
internal proof for this of which I am aware.
242Bordreuil, CRAI 1987, p. 294.  This interpretation is mentioned by T. as an alternative on pp. 372 and
413 but it is in fact the only one that makes sense in the passage.
243T. only identifies this specifically as his interpretation on p. 832.
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For these reasons, there can be no doubt that the mlt“-measure was less than a half (since
two of them are subtracted from244 a single kd-measure)245 and probably considerably less
than a half (otherwise one wonders why the debt would have been expressed in terms of a
kd-measure of which a major portion was missing).  The value of 1/15 derived inductively
from RS 18.024 fits these requirements well.246  One must, it appears, deal with the
possibility that Ugaritic lt“ and Hebrew letek are in fact "false friends'.  As for the Ugaritic
homer-measure, first mentioned in §32.146.23a, then in §51.41e, §69.223.11, §69.223.2, and
§69.322.3 (though it is absent from the index of Ugaritic words), one must judge it unlikely
that that word appears in RS 1.012 (KTU 4.14), for "fifty homer-measures' (perhaps some
5,000 liters) of an unknown commodity written {ßkm} is far too great a quantity for that text.
It is more plausible that the word “mr in that text refers to actual donkeys.247

— p. 123 (§32.146.23a), p. 223 (§41.221.52c), p. 452 (§73.243.22e), p. 502 (§73.623), p.
786 (§83.113i), p. 800 (§83.232a).  There is no good reason to take {±”nnn} in RS 15.007:9
(KTU 2.15) as a by-form of H˚NN.  There are no other consonantal confusions in this text
(though there are indications that the vocalic system was not identical to standard Ugaritic),
and {±”nnn} can be plausibly explained as from a root ‡(W)N, "to betray; accuse someone
of treachery'.248

— p. 125 (§32.145.322), p. 139 (§33.112.51).  There is as yet no proof that the noun mrz≤
that appears in one of the so-called Rephaim texts (RS 2.[019] ii 1, 5 [KTU 1.21]) is a
variant of mrz“, the name of the ancient West-Semitic drinking association.249

— p. 126 (§32.146.33a), p. 645 (§75.522), p. 699 (§76.425).  There is no need to see in y≤l
in RS 24.277:23' (KTU 1.127:30) an irregular correspondence with Arabic WL, ""packen,
angreifen, etwas Böses antun.''  As T. points out on p. 126, there is an Arabic root with /≤/
that has a similar meaning (""bedrücken''), and, as he admits on p. 645, the writing without

244On the form and meaning of ”sr, see below, remark to p. 258 (§51.42c), etc.
245T. argues that the {-m} of mlt“m must be the enclitic morpheme and not the dual morpheme because
"" "zwei Hälften' inhaltlich sinnlos ist.''  (What is known in English as being between the rock and the hard
place.)
246If mlt“ is correctly interpreted as designating 1/15th of a talent in RS 18.024, it appears likely that it took
on the general value of 1/15th and was used in that sense with other measures (the various attestations are
cited by T., p. 372).  mlt“ in the one well-preserved text that clearly indicates the surface measures of
fields RS 17.246:14 [KTU 4.282]), if it does indeed designate a fraction, may indicate the amount of land
normally sown by a mlt“-container of grain (rather than "a half' of the ßd as T. believes:  p. 267 [§51.45f], p.
372 [§64.21]).
247See Pardee, AuOr 20 (2002) 175-76.
248See Pardee, Context III (2002) 108.
249D. Pardee, ""Marzi“u, Kispu, and the Ugaritic Funerary Cult:  A Minimalist View,'' Ugarit, Religion and
Culture. Proceedings of the International Colloquium on Ugarit, Religion and Culture, Edinburgh, July
1994. Essays Presented in Honour of Professor John C. L. Gibson (UBL 12; Münster: Ugarit-Verlag, 1996)
273-87, esp. pp. 278-79.
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{y} is not sufficient to rule out the traditional interpretation by ≤LY, "to ascend',250 and a
geminate root may also be considered.
— p. 126 (§32.146.33a), p. 661 (§75.532).  There is no need to take {[y]≤nynn} in RS
2.[004] vi 32' (KTU 1.17) as showing an irregular correspondence with Arabic NY:  it may
be the widely attested root ≤NY meaning "to answer, respond'.251

— p. 137 (§33.112.31), cf. p. 255 (§51.41e).  New attestations of {”b®} vs. {”p®} confirm
T.'s identification of the basic form as /”b®/ with /”p®/ arising by devoicing by devoicing of the
/b/ in contact with the /®/.  Moreover, a new text appears to show clearly that the two forms
are not randomly distributed but that the devoicing only occurs when the /b/ is in immediate
proximity with the /®/.  RS 96.2039:8-9 reads w ht hn bnß hw b gty ”b®, "and moreover, this
servant was working in my farm'.  {”b®} must here be a verb and hence be vocalized
something like /”aba®a/.  RS 94.2592 shows that the two forms may appear in the same text,
{”b®} as a verb (ll. 4'-5' and 6'-7':  kl bnßm dt ”b® ®mn, "all the servants who have been
working there'), {”p®} as a noun (ll. 12'-14' w ”p® p mnm hw b spr ßtnn, "and [each] worker,
no matter who he is, put [his name, lit. "put him'] in a document').  This type of distinction is
clear also for all but one of the examples cited by T.252  The apparent exception is RS
18.050:8 (KTU 4.360), where one finds the phrase {±“d ”b®}, "one worker'.  Either this is an
exception to the rule of proximity or else {”b®} here is not the common noun, but the G-stem
participle reflecting the verbal usages just cited (i.e., /wa ≥a““adu ”ªbi®u/, "and one is
performing ”up®u-duty') or, perhaps, a /qattªl/ nomen professionalis.  This distribution of
forms makes it not unlikely, I would judge, that the forms {lbß} and {lpß}, meaning
"garment', reflect different bases of which only in the second would the original /b/ have been
in immediate proximity with the /ß/ (perhaps something like /lub¨ßu/ and /lipßu/ ← /*libßu/).
On this same basis, it is unlikely that {mqb} and {mqp} represent variants of the same word
if that word was a m-preformative noun from a I-n root (p. 138 [§33.112.22]).  T. states
immediate proximity as the rule in §33.112.34 (p. 138) and accounts for what he considers to
be truly variant forms as owing to some forms being written purely phonetically, others
according to a ""phonematisch-etymologisch ausgerichteten Orthographie''.  It appears clear,
however, that, in the case of certain lexemes, the number of the latter may be reduced.
Indeed, it is not impossible that {”b®}/{”p®} and {lbß}/{lpß} may actually have been
lexicalized according to their (etymologically secondary) pronunciation.  Finally, I observe
with regard to ‡BT˙ that, in both of the new texts cited, it is bnßm, i.e., "(royal) servicemen',
who are said to be ‡BṪ and the service takes place on royal farms (explicitly in RS 96.2039,

250Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 715, 723 (I would now vocalize, however, /ya≤lû/, see remark below to
p. 656 [§75.531e]).
251Pardee, Context I (1997) 347 n. 43; Wyatt, Religious Texts (1998) 273-74 n. 112.  My suggestion to
restore {[±]≤nynn} would require that the verb be parsed as D-stem, for the /≥/ appears to assimilate to the
/≤/ in the 1 c.s. of the G-stem (see T. p. 157 [§33.141.2], p. 432 [§73.223.1], p. 492 [§73.531.2], p. 661
[§75.532]).
252On RS 15.128:4, see above, remark to p. 110 (§32.144.12b), etc.  {”b®m} in RS 15.098:8 (KTU 2.17:1)
illustrates that "segholate'-type nouns (i.e., /qatl/qitl/qutl/) had a dissyllabic stem in the plural, just as in
the other Northwest-Semitic languages (on this, see T. pp. 251 [§51.41] and p. 295 [§53.322.1a]).
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by implication in RS 94.2592).  In these texts, and probably in many of the administrative
texts cited by T., ‡BT˙ has none of the three meanings that he indicates (""Entflohener;
Freigelassener; Soldat''; as a verbal noun ""Freikommen, Fliehen'');253 rather it designates
laborers on one of the royal farms or elsewhere.254   In other cases, e.g., RS 18.050:8 (KTU
4.360), ”b® appears to stand in opposition to b≤l, another type of worker (← P≤L), perhaps
"textile-worker' in particular.255  The form there is singular, plausibly a G-stem participle
(/”ªbi®u/) rather than the common noun, as proposed above.  One also encounters the plural
”b®m in RS 15.098:8 (KTU 2.17:1), where the context appears to favor the interpretation as
the plural of /”up®u/, viz., /”uba®≠ma/ (the word is in the oblique case there) with the
expected /b/ when there is a vowel between that consonant and the /®/.  Finally, it should be
noted that, at least in prose texts, there is no reason to take ”p® as a collective noun; indeed,
in one text, 3 m.s. pronouns, both independent and suffixal, are used in reference to ”p® (see
RS 94.2592:13'-14', cited above this note).  Thus the proper interpretation of lm tl•kn ”p®
hndn (RS 34.124:10 [KTU 2.72]) is not ""Warum schickst du denn diese ”p®-Truppe'' (p. 230
[§42.2]; cf. pp. 548 [§74.412.22], 701 [§76.427b], 733 [§77.413], 789 [§83.122d]) but
""Pourquoi envoies-tu ce ”up®u-soldat-ci … ?''256 — though the new data render questionable
whether this ”up®u's assignment was specifically military.
— p. 137 (§33.112.31), p. 255 (§51.41e), p. 487 (§73.523c).  The usage of ”p® in
administrative texts that has just been described may serve to elucidate an enigmatic poetic
passage.  RS 3.343+ i 5'-6' (KTU 1.015) reads ±r” tz÷ l ≤glh // bn ”p® l °nhthm, "(As) a cow
lows to its calf, sons of ”p® to their mothers …'.  When translating this passage, I have had no
idea what to do with the phrase bn ”p®257 and neither does T.258  An interpretation based on
the use of ”p® near the beginning of the Kirta epic, where that word is used to describe one
of the elements of a ¬b°, an "army', is on the right track.259 It may be inferred from the

253References in T. cited above, remark to p. 110 (§32.144.12b), etc.
254Cf. M Heltzer, The Internal Organization of the Kingdom of Ugarit (Royal Service-System, Taxes, Royal
Economy, Army and Administration) (Wiesbaden:  Reichert, 1982) 124-25 n. 116:  ""working personnel''
(translating forms spelled {”b®-); M. Astour, ""The ‡apiru in the Amarna Texts. Basic Points of
Controversy,'' UF 31 (1999) 32:  "" … the lowest and most oppressed class of the native population''
(defining ”upßu).
255Pardee, Semitica 49 (1999) 56-57.  One should note, by the way, that this b≤l cannot be explained as
owing to voicing owing to immediate contiguity of the /p/ and the /≤/:  whether the form be /bª≤ilu/ or
/ba≤≤ªlu/, the two best attested nomina agentis, there would have been a vowel between the original /p/
and the /≤/.
256Bordreuil and Pardee, Une bibliothèque (1991) 144.  On the interpretation of the verb tl•kn, see below,
remark to p. 220 (§41.221.2).  Observing the proper interpretation of ”p® shows that the nuance expressed
here by the D-stem is not that of the plurality of the object, a possibility aired on p. 548 (§74.412.22).
257Context I (1997) 337, n. 42.
258In the first two sections cited, he lists this passage among those where the substantive meaning
""Entflohener; Freigelassener; Soldat'' would appear; on p. 487, he proposes seeing in ”p® a verbal noun,
""Jungtiere, die sich verlaufen haben (w.: Jungtiere der Verirrung ?).''
259Cf. Herdner apud A. Caquot, A. Herdner and M. Sznycer, Textes ougaritiques. Tome I: Mythes et
légendes (Littératures Anciennes du Proche-Orient 7; Paris:  Cerf, 1974) 536-37 note d.
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parallel with ≤gl, "calf', that the word bn in the phrase bn ”p® is not to be taken as a category
marker leading to the translation ""soldiers.''260  The lines should be translated:  "As a cow
lows for her calf, as sons of servicemen261 (make a comparable human noise) for their
mothers, so the Udmites will mourn for her'.  The situation is well illustrated by RS 96.2039
(cf. preceding remark), which illustrates the plight of spouses separated by their masters.
The poet may be using hyperbole by referring to very young males parting for warfare and
hence separated from their mothers.
— p. 137 (§33.112.32), p. 410 (§69.223.11), p. 477 (§73.431a).  “mrm in RS 20.010:7
(KTU 4.691) is interpreted as "donkeys' in the first and third references cited, as the
“mr-measure in the second, i.e., in one of the sections dealing with numeral expressions,
weights, and measures.  The word also appears in line 5 of this text, where there is little
doubt that it expresses the homer-measure (p. 411 [§69.223.3], p. 419 [§69.322.3]).
— p. 138 (§33.112.33), p. 266 (§51.45e), p. 404 (§69.172a).  On p. 404, m•tm mqp in RS
14.129:2 (KTU 4.127) is indicated as a ""n[eue] L[esung].''  The reading of the second word
is, however, given as {mqpm} in the first reference cited and that form is there explicitly
identified as a plural.  On p. 266, the possibility of the two readings is indicated by placing
the {m} in parentheses.  The editor read {[…m]•tm . mqp . m[…]} (PRU II 145) and the
authors of KTU indicated {[…]m•tm . mqp . m[…]}; in CAT one finds {[…]mltm . mqp .
m[…]}, but the {l} for {i} is probably just one of the numerous typographical errors by
which this edition is marred, rather than a new reading, for the two signs have no physical
resemblance and the editor copied a clear {•}.  If there is a new reading from T., therefore, it
is on p. 138, where the word-divider which is read by all witnesses after mqb appears to
have been disregarded.
— p. 139 (§33.112.35).  Though I have myself vocalized nbt, "honey' as /nubtu/, following
Hebrew nºpet,262 the presence of the {b} may indicate that in the Ugaritic form there was a
vowel between that consonant and the /t/.  T. observes that the Hebrew form with /p/ may be
owing to devoicing in proximity with the /t/ and that the base form may have been /nubt-/.
He does not, however, remark that forms such as ”p® and lpß (see remark above to p. 137
[§33.112.31]) indicate that proto-Ugaritic /nubt-/ may be expected to have become /nupt-/ in
Ugaritic.  One should perhaps postulate, therefore, that the Ugaritic form was /n¨batu/, i.e.,
the "long' form of the feminine morpheme would have been retained in Ugaritic because of
the long vowel in the stem.263

260E. Greenstein apud S. B. Parker, Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 24, sees here soldiers crying for their
mothers.
261”p® is not necessarily a collective here:  the plurality of the phrase is provided by bn (masc. pl. constr.)
and the two plural elements of the last word ("mothers' and "their').
262Les textes rituels (2000) 151, 788.
263  Arabic shows a form n¨bun, "bees', which is considered by the traditional lexicographers as the plural of
nªyibun but of uncertain etymology (see Lane, p. 2863).  For Akkadian, CAD indicates the late form n¨btu,
meaning ""honeybee.''  By comparison with this hypothesis for Ugaritic, Hebrew nºpet would plausibly have
come from proto-Hebrew /n¨batu/ which became /nuptu/ through loss of the feminine /a/, shortening of /¨/
because the syllable was now closed, and devoicing of the /b/ in proximity to the /t/; this proto-Hebrew
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— p. 139 (§33.112.35).  ≤ps in RS 18.148:20 (KTU 2.47:17) is probably not a nomen rectum
governed by the preceding word,264 for two lines lower one finds ”rdk ≤ps, where the
pronominal suffix precludes that syntactic analysis.  Bordreuil and I have proposed that ≤ps
in both cases, as well as in RS 88.2159:14, is a verb265 (an analysis that T. accepts here for
the last case only).
— p. 139 (§33.112.36).  The four signs after the word-divider in RS 29.095:12 (KTU 2.71)
are {p≤pr}, not {t≤pr}.  T. proposes that {t≤pr}, taken from KTU/CAT, may be interpreted as
though from ≤BR.  On the interpretation of the passage, see below, remark to p. 270
(§51.45w), etc.
— p. 140 (§33.112.52), p. 313 (§54.133.2d), p. 351 (§62.202.4).  One may grant that T. has
thrown more light on the usage of kbd in administrative texts than anyone since Liverani266

(see above, introductory remarks with note 6) while remaining skeptical that the usage
requires an etymology separate from KBD, "to be heavy, important, etc.'—T. would have this
term derive from a root KPT, "to put together, to add'.  Indeed, the two roots show sufficient
similarity in form and meaning to be identified as having descended from the same root.
However that may be, it appears very likely that T. is correct in analyzing the morpho-syntax
of kbd in Ugaritic as that of an adverbial accusative (p. 313) the function of which is to
indicate the joining of a smaller number to a larger.
— p. 140 (§33.112.52), p. 558 (§74.413.2), p. 561 (§74.414.2), p. 757 (§81.11). T. takes
ßrd, imperative in RS 2.[003]+ ii 24 and /QTLa/ in col. iv l. 6 of the same text (KTU 1.14), as
cognate with Hebrew/Punic fiRT, "to serve'.  He claims that the analysis as fi-stem /QTLa/
forms of the root YRD, "to descend', hence "to bring down', to be less likely, but does not say
why the explanation that involves a phonetic discrepancy is more likely than the one that
does not.  The object of the verb in both cases is the divinity Ba≤lu, who appears to the hero,
Kirta, later in the text and who must, therefore, have descended from his lofty
dwelling-place.
— p. 141 (§33.112.8), p. 304 (§54.112.3), p. 519 (§74.232.1), p. 527 (§74.232.22).  Given
the contraction to /≤ammi®tar-/, there is no reason to hesitate on the original form of the name
Ammistamru as having been /≤amm≠yiƒtamVr-/ (T. will only go so far as
/≤ammV-yiƒtamVr-/), for the loss of the /y/ is most likely owing to contraction of homorganic
elements, viz., /-≠yi/.267   The name is written {≤myƒtmr} on the king's own seal but took on
the secondary form /≤ammi®tamru/, which probably arose at least in part because the first
element bore the 1 c. s. pronominal suffix:  /≤amm≠yiƒtamiru/ > /≤ammiƒtamru/, i.e., the three
homorganic elements /≠/, /y/, and /i/ coalesced to a single /i/ vowel, short because the syllable

/qult/ form would by the normal processes have become nºpet in Biblical Hebrew as we know it from the
Massoretic tradition.
264T. does not translate the phrase ”rd ≤ps but lists it among examples of the noun ≤ps and appears to be
following van Soldt, UF 27 (1995) 486 n. 5, who translated ""border troops.''
265RSO XIV (2001) 380, 383-84.
266 ""KBD nei testi amministrativi ugaritici,'' UF 2 (1970) 89-108.
267Bordreuil and Pardee, Syria 61 (1984) 13-14.
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in which it is found after the coalescence is closed.  The name does not, therefore, quite
mean ""≤Ammu hat beschützt'' (p. 527), but "my divine uncle (viz., an unnamed divinity,
plausibly Ba≤lu268) has protected (this child)'.  On the other hand, T. has gathered together
in §33.112.8 so many examples of phonetic assimilation of various kinds that our explanation
of the standard Ugaritic writing of the name with {®} as owing to influence from a long
Akkadian tradition becomes less plausible:  here it would be a simple case of assimilation of
non-voicing, /≤ammiƒtamru/ > /≤ammi®tamru/ (so T. on pp. 141 and 527)—the writing of the
name with signs representing a sibilant in Akkadian is simply the regular representation of
Ugaritic /®/.
— p. 142 (§33.114.11), pp. 348-49 (§62.182b), p. 526 (§74.232.21), p. 572 (§74.432), p.
594 (§74.622.3).  T. divides with an even hand the readings {t®tmnn} or {t®tmnm} in RS
3.343+ ii 24' (KTU 1.15), the former on pp. 348, 572, the latter on pp. 349, 594 (on p. 142,
the form is only identified as fi-stem of √ṪMNY).
— p. 142 (§33.114.11), p. 377 (§65.131b), p. 587 (§74.621), pp. 604-5 (§74.632).  Though
in the fourth section cited here T. calls his interpretation of RS 24.248:15-20 (KTU 1.104)
""sehr unsicher'' and refers to the possibility of a word-divider in the sequence of signs that he
presents as {t®“d®n} (l. 17), he apparently considers the transliteration in  CAT without the
word-divider preferable to mine with the word-divider269.  He argues on the basis of the
writing {t®“d®n} that the /ß/ of the fi-stem becomes /®/ before a root containing /®/ in third root
position.  Because the reading without the word-divider may not be retained,270 one of only
two examples of the phenomenon is thereby eliminated. Because the other example cited
(presented here on p. 588 [§74.622.3]) occurs in a broken passage of an obscure text (RIH
77/18:8' {t®•b¯-˘n}271 [CAT 1.175]), the grammatical category must for the time being be
considered highly dubious.  It should be remarked in this context that the only example of a
II-® root showing /®/ for the consonantal phoneme of the fi-stem is YṪB, "to sit', where the /y/
← /w/ is no longer present in the fi-stem {/*ßaw®ab-/ > /ßô®ab-/); it is clearly from this
secondary form that the Ugaritic form {®®b} = /®ô®ab-/ developed (so T., who takes the only
attested form as a passive of the fi-stem:  p. 604 [§74.632]).

268Cf. Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 529-30.
269The reading was {®t ¯.˘ “d®n} in the transliteration that I provided both to the authors of CAT and to T.
The word-divider was placed in half-brackets because of its damaged condition, but, considering the place of
the traces in the sequence of signs, those traces can only be those of a word-divider.  Not only did the
original editor of the text read a word-divider here (Herdner, Ugaritica VII [1978] 39-41), but T. himself
once pointed out that the reading was plausible: Der ugaritische Kausativstamm und die Kausativbildungen
des semitischen. Eine morphologisch-semantische Untersuchung zum fi-Stamm und zu den umstrittenen
nichtsibilantischen Kausativstämmen des Ugaritischen (Abhandlungen zur Literatur Alt-Syrien-Palästinas 2;
Münster:  UGARIT-Verlag, 1990) 26, n. 10.
270I indicate my interpretation of this passage below, remark to p. 211 (§41.12), etc.  In his review of my
treatment of this text in Les textes rituels, T. equivocates on this point, admitting that it appears to be there
but not changing his interpretation of {t®“d®n} (UF 33 [2001] 690).
271T. accepts the reading of CAT, {t®•b®n}, as certain, but the reading of the fifth sign is in fact unclear (on
the tablet, one sees a horizontal wedge overlying what may originally have been a {®}).
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— p. 142 (§33.115.11), p. 162 (§33.151a), p. 167 (§33.171.1), p. 257 (§51.42a), p. 258
(§51.42a), p. 279 (§52.213), p. 343 (§61.2), pp. 344-45 (§62.11).  The formulation
""/≥a“(“)att-/ ← *≥a“ad(a)t- "eine' '' (p. 142) is questionable on two grounds: (1) as T. himself
holds in §33.171.2 (pp. 166-67) and §62.111.1 (p. 344), there is no particular reason to doubt
that the /“/ was geminated in Ugaritic, as it was in Hebrew;272 if this was true for the two
languages, it may have been true for proto-Northwest Semitic (this is only a hypothesis, of
course, for  the basic Aramaic form /“ad/ has lost the first syllable, whether  that was ./≥a/ or
/≥a“/); (2) as T. himself states in the introductory paragraphs to the first section cited
(§33.115 and §33.115.1), the assimilation of the root consonant /d/ to the feminine
morpheme occurs only when the two consonantal morphemes are in immediate contiguity;
the proto-form in both languages must therefore have been /≥a““adt-/ and indicating that the
hypothetical earlier form may have been /≥a““adat-/ (p. 142) is of no relevance in this
case.273  For these reasons, listing ±“d as a /qatal/ form on pp. 257, 343 and ±“t as a /qatalat/
form on p. 258 may be questioned.  Furthermore, the explanation of the Hebrew form ≥e“ªd
(← /≥a““ad-/), cited on p. 256, as owing to ""Vortongemination'' may not be accepted for
proto-Hebrew because the construct form shows the same gemination:  ≥a“ad, with pata“ in
the first syllable, must have come from /≥a““ad-/ (the same is true of the feminine construct
form ≥a“at).  It is thus clear that the /“/ was doubled in proto-Hebrew, though that this was
also the case in Ugaritic may only be a working hypothesis.  Assuming that the accentual
systems of proto-Ugaritic and proto-Hebrew were similar, both languages may have had a
form /≥á““adu/ of which the feminine was /≥a““áttu/ ← /≥a““ádtu/;274 a hypothetical earlier
form /≥a““ádatu/ would have belonged to a proto-form of the two languages.
— p. 142 (§33.115.11), p. 143 (§33.115.12).  Three passages in two new texts, RS
94.2563:22' {[…]m . w . ®≤t . ßmn}, line 26' {[…®]≤t . ßmn}, and RS 94.2600:14 {kr¢° . w . ®≤t
. ßmn}, illustrate the connection between the ®≤t measure and oil (T.'s definition is ""ein
kleiner Behälter, zugleich ein Mass (für Öl)'').  RS 94.2600:14 shows that the ®≤t-measure is
probably smaller than the krs°-measure, for the larger normally precedes the smaller in such
a formulation.  There are no new data regarding T.'s indubitably correct identification of ®≤t
as a feminine singular form of a noun from the root T˙≤D of which the plural is ®≤dt, i.e., the

272The masculine absolute form ≥e“ªd alongside the construct form ≥a“ad and the feminine pausal form
≥e“ªt alongside the absolute and construct form ≥a“at leave no doubt that both forms showed /““/ in proto-
Hebrew, for the seghol-dissimilation in pretonic position occurs only when the following guttural was
historically doubled.
273Compare the following entry (commented upon in my following remark), where the proto-form is
correctly indicated as ""*®ª˜≤idtu.''  {±”t} in RS 88.2159:4, 23 (RSO XIV 51) is also indicated as coming from
""≥a”adta'' and {yrt} in RS 2.[022]+ i 6 from ""yaradtª'' (the long vowel here is, however, questionable—see
following remark).  On the other hand, {ylt} in RS 2.002:53, 60 (KTU 1.23) is said to derive from
""*yalad(a)tâ,'' {ylt} in RS 2.[004] i 41' (KTU 1.17) from ""*yªlidat-,'' and the noun ßt, "lady', from
""*ßVw/yd(V)t-.''
274On pp. 166-67, T. cites the feminine form as an example of ""Vortongemination,'' but one may doubt that
the accent preceded the /“/ in the feminine form (see above, remark to p. 89 [§31.42)].
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singular form shows assimilation of the third root consonant /d/ to the feminine morpheme
/t/.275

— p. 143 (§33.115.11).  The /ª/ of ""yaradtª'' should be indicated as short or, at the very
least, as anceps, i.e., /a/ or /ª/ (on p. 465 [§73.331.3], both the masculine and the feminine
forms are first given as anceps then normalized with the short vowel).  Even the latter
formulation, however, is highly questionable since there is no reason to believe (1) that the
2 m.s. pronoun had /ª/ in proto-Ugaritic nor (2) that /a/ would have become /ª/ in this
position (see more detailed remark below to p. 207 [§41.1]).
— p. 144 (§33.115.42), p. 535 (§74.331), p. 536 (§74.333), p. 615 (§75.215).  Everywhere
but p. 536 T. assumes that t±dm in RS 2.[003]+ ii 9 (KTU 1.14) and RS 3.322+ iv 42 (KTU
1.19) and y±dm in RS 2.[003]+ iii 52 are N-stem /YQTL/ forms of the root ≥DM meaning "to
redden oneself', i.e., "to apply red cosmetic to oneself'.  On p. 536, he suggests that the form
may in fact be D-stem and mean "to apply red cosmetic'.  Since the D-stem would have to be
factitive and since no object is expressed in any of these passages, this alternative analysis
may not be given serious consideration.  (The West-Semitic languages do not show a
category of ""internal D-stem'' similar to the ""internal causative'' [to use traditional
terminology], viz., cases in which the causative expresses a state of the agent, rather than
the transmission of a state to a patient, e.g., hir“≠q in Biblical Hebrew which, according to
context, means either "to be far away' or "to cause to be far away'.)
— p. 144 (§33.115.42), p. 626 (§75.42), p. 656 (§75.531e), p. 697 (§76.421a).  In the first
section cited, T. vocalizes y“ (RS 2.[012] i 35' [KTU 1.12]) as ""ya““î,'' in the third as ""ya““û''
(no vocalization is indicated on pp. 626 and 697).  In the first section, the root is indicated as
""n“w/y'' (the vocalization indicated is thus appropriate, according to T.'s standards, to the
non-preferred root form), in the third as ""n“w,'' in the fourth as ""n“y.''
— p. 144 (§33.115.43).  T. proposes here that the five cases of {n} missing at the end of a
word (of which only four are valid—see remark above to p. 60 [§21.354.1a] ”swn) may be
owing to assimilation of the /n/ to the first consonant of the following word.  The explanation
may not be taken seriously, however, for two reasons:  (1) the behavior of /n/ is not
remarkable, for other letters are omitted at the ends of words by simple scribal error (p. 60
[§21.354.1a]); (2) three syntactic relationships between the two words in question are
visible in the four valid examples and there is no reason to believe that the case vowel
would not have been present in all these cases and impeded the assimilation.  On the other
hand, the occasional writing of {b} for {bn} in Canaanite/Phoenician patronyms of which
some forms are cited here may well represent assimilation of the /n/ in pronunciation, as
many scholars have thought—if it be accepted that the case vowel was no longer present.
— p. 144 (§33.115.43), p. 823 (§89.11a).  One of T.'s examples on p. 144 of /n/ at the end of
a word assimilating to the first consonant of the following word (see preceding remark) is
b ÷lmt in RS 2.[008]+ vii 54 (KTU 1.4).  On p. 823, nothing is said about this hypothetical
assimilation and it appears to be assumed, more properly, that the alloforms of the
preposition b need not appear in the same form in a given bicolon.

275For the correlation of the new and old data, see Pardee, Syria 77 (2000) 59.
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— p. 145 (§33.115.44.3), p. 444 (§73.233.41), p. 627 (§75.42).  T. devotes a third of page
145 to trying to figure out why the /n/ is present in the writing of tn÷¬n (RS 3.367 iv 17', 26'
[KTU 1.2]), which he takes to be a G-stem /YQTL/ form of a I-n root, only mentioning at the
end that the form may be N-stem or D-stem.  The form apparently presents such a problem
to his mind because forms of this same verb with assimilated /n/ are attested elsewhere.
Given that verbs often appear in more than one stem in the various Semitic languages, that
G-stem intransitives often show N-stem variants in the various Semitic languages, surely
parsing the form as N-stem presents far less difficulty than trying to come up with a
phonological explanation for why the /n/ did not assimilate in a G-stem form (T. fixes on an
explanation by position of the accent, a variation that does not produce this result with any
frequency in any of the other West-Semitic languages).
— p. 146 (§33.115.44.4).  Given the two possible derivations of {mnd≤} suggested by T.
(""entweder aus *m≠/ªnu ≥ida≤ "was weiß ich?' oder aus *man(nu) yida≤ "wer weiß?' ''), there
is no obvious reason to believe that in Ugaritic (as opposed to the later languages in which
forms are attested in which the /n/ has been assimilated) the /n/ was in immediate contiguity
with the /d/ but nevertheless remained unassimilated.276  It would appear that, in this case,
T.'s thinking has been too much affected by the later forms.  For Ugaritic, one may surmise
that the vocalization was /mannida≤/ (← /man≥ida≤-/ or /manyida≤-/) if hypothetical T.'s
derivations be accepted.  Perhaps even more plausible would be /mannuda≤/
(←  /manyuda≤/), /mannad¨≤-/ (←  /manyad¨≤-/), or, perhaps even more plausibly,
/mahnôda≤/ (i.e., /mah/ plus the N-stem),277 all three meaning "what is known'?  For these
possibilities of derivation from passive forms, compare Hebrew madd¨a≤, plausibly from
/mahyad¨≤/.  In the various Aramaic forms cited by T., a form similar to the Ugaritic form
would have occurred, followed by eventual reduction to Ø of the vowel between the
interrogative element and the /d/ of YD≤ and the assimilation of the /n/ to the /d/.
— p. 146 (§33.115.44.4), p. 487 (§73.523bb), p. 895 (§96.311), p. 903 (§97.31).  T. glosses
the word mnd≤ discussed in the previous remark as ""veilleicht, gegebenenfalls.''  Though this
appears indeed to be the value of the word when it is used alone, as in RS 3.325+ ii 24
(KTU 1.16), in the epistolary text RS 17.139:10-11 (KTU 2.34) the word appears twice in
what is most likely a correlative construction, and the translation is, therefore, "whether… or'.
— p. 146 (§33.115.44.5), p. 185 (§33.243.2), p. 249 (§51.3a).  Though it may be granted
that it is ""fraglich'' whether the word for "year' was pronounced with or without a murmured
vowel in the early 12th c. B.C.,278 one may at least say with some confidence that ""had the

276T. puts only two words in this paragraph, mnd≤ and gngn (with the perhaps related toponym ”lb gngnt).
While one may accept the validity of the second form, which is a reduplicated form (/C1vC2vC1vC2v/),
there is no clear why the first, which is formed from two different morphemes, should be expected to have
developed like the first.  This appears even less likely when one realizes that even some /C1vC2vC1vC2v/
forms show assimilation of /C1/ to /C2, including gngn, which appear once as {ggn}.
277On the basic stem /mah(a)/ for the interrogative/indefinite pronoun with impersonal reference, see below,
remark to p. 239 (§44.12), etc.
278A statement that is at least more careful than T.'s earlier description of the /n/ as ""vokallos'' (UF 31
[1999] 741).
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form /*ßantu/ existed in proto-Ugaritic, it would, as in Samarian Hebrew and Phoenician,
where the proto-form was clearly /ßantu/, have become /ßattu/.''279  Thus the syllabic form
providing the evidence for the pronunciation of this word in Ugaritic, viz. RS 20.189A+B:11
{ßa-¯an˘-tu4},280 must be interpreted in one or the other of the following ways:  (1) the
phonetic realization of proto-Ugaritic /ßanatu/ was  [ßan@tu], not /ßantu/, or (2) the rule that
/n/ when contiguous to a following consonant must assimilate to this consonant was no longer
operative when /ßanatu/ became /ßantu/, or (3) the syllabic writings are not to be taken at full
face value (see remark below to p. 182 [§33.242a], etc.) and the actual pronunciation was
/ßanatu/.  The same must be said, of course, of {… ß]a-¯an˘-ti} in the cuneiform text from
Ashqelon published by Huehnergard and van Soldt.281  There, the very presence of an /n/
shows that the ""Canaanite'' in question is of the southern type, rather than the Phoenician
type (cf. p. 280 [§52.214]), where the /n/ of /ßantu/ would have assimilated long before.
Because the southern Canaanite form eventually became /ßªnª/, it appears necessary to
assume that the word was there pronounced either /ßanatu/ or /ßan@tu/, not /ßantu/.  These
considerations lead me to doubt seriously that the phonetic realization of the Ugaritic word
should be indicated as ""/ßantu/.''  Similar conclusions are to be drawn with regard to the
plural of "segholate'-type nouns in Ugaritic (see above, end of the remark to p. 137
(§33.112.31), etc., and below, remark to p. 251 [§51.41], etc.).
— p. 146 (§33.115.44.5).  It is not quite correct to say that in RS 19.022 (KTU 2.62) ""sind
nebeneinander die Formen mdym (Z. 4) und mndym (Z. 7) bezeugt'' for in the first case the
line reads {[-(-)]mdym}, i.e., at least one and perhaps two signs preceded the signs in
question, and the resemblance between the two forms, may therefore, be only superficial.
— p. 146 (§33.115.5).  Ten lines are devoted to dealing with the hypothesis that ”pn and
”lpn may be variant forms of the same word, meaning ""Umhand, Mantel,'' when there is no
evidence in favor of the identification.  In the end, T. proposes that the two words have
separate Semitic etymologies, but he does not propose a meaning for ”lpn.  In the few
attestations of ”lpn, one encounters nothing contrary to the hypothesis that this word would
not be the name of a specific garment but denote simply a swath of tissue.282

— p. 148 (§33.115.6), p. 276 (§51.5b).  ßßrt, said to be present in RS 24.266:21 (KTU
1.119) represents a false reading in KTU taken over uncritically here.  The text in fact  reads
{ß ßrp},283 "a ram (as) a burnt-offering'.284

279Pardee, BASOR 320 (2000) 59.
280One fragment of this text was published by Nougayrol (Ugaritica V, text 132), another by Laroche (UF
11 [1979] 477-80); the reading {ßa-¯an˘-tu4} was proposed by van Soldt, BiOr 47 (1990) 731, 733.
281IEJ 49 (1999) 184-92.
282Durand, MARI 6 (1990) 662.
283As the editor of the text had seen:  Herdner, Ugaritica VII (1978) 34 (verso, line 4).
284Pardee, in  ""Poetry in Ugaritic Ritual Texts,'' in Verse in Ancient Near Eastern Prose (eds. J. C. de Moor
and W. G. E. Watson; Kevelaer:  Alter Orient und Altes Testament Butzon & Bercker;  Neukirchen-Vluyn:
Neukirchener Verlag, 1993) 207-28, esp. p. 215; idem, BASOR 320 (2000) 72; idem, Les textes rituels
(2000) 664, 667, 1285; idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 51, 53.
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— p. 150 (§33.116.2), p. 204 (§33.445), p. 378 (§65.145), p. 379 (§65.147c).  T.
hypothesizes that the form ßb≤d, "seven times', represents the assimilation of the /≥/ of the
particle {•d} to the /≤/ of the number noun (on the form and etymology of the iterative
morpheme, see below, remark to pp. 377-78 [§65.142-43]).  In favor of this analysis is the
fact that the multiplicative afformative particle without /≥/ appears only with ßb≤:  attested
with /≥/ are ®n•d, ®l®•d, ®mn•d, 285 and ≤ßr•d.  Against this explanation of ßb≤d may be counted:
(1) the expression {ßb≤d w ßb≤•d} in RS 9.479A:8-9 (KTU 2.12), the only occurrence of
{ßb≤•d} but clearly an intentional one, roughly translatable "seven times this (way) and
seven that (way)', and one plausible intended to express two forms of prostration, perhaps
something like Amarna Akkadian kabattuma u ¬≠r¨ma, "on belly and back';286 (2) the
impossibility of taking T. seriously in his proposal that {ßb≤•d} in RS 9.479A:9 would be a
pausal form—because the precise order of the elements occurs in five other texts where the
second form is always {ßb≤d};287 (3) the existence of two forms in Amarna Akkadian
({VII-ßu VII-TA-a-an}), though only the former is used at Ugarit (usually with {ßú} instead
of {ßu}); (4) the plausible presence of a vowel between the /≤/ and the /≥/ (/ßab≤a≥ida/);288

(5) the fact that the assimilation of /≥/ to /≤/ would only occur at the end of a word in this
formula; (6) the fact that at least one scribe perceived the particle as separable from the
number noun ("three times' is written {®l® . •d} in RIH 78/14:12' [CAT 1.163:5]).  These
factors indicate that •d was certainly an afformative particle289 of which the function was to
express repetition; -d may have been a true variant thereof without the {≥}.  The short form
could be used either correlatively (ßb≤d w ßb≤d) or the long form could be used contrastively
(as in RS 9.479A) in the epistolary prostration formula to express two forms of prostration;
as the distinction between two forms of the multiplicative suffix was not observed in the
Akkadian of Ugarit, the retention in Ugaritic of a form with {≥} could represent an archaism.
T.'s argument based on distribution remains, however, a strong one in favor of the
interpretation of {-d} as a simple phonetic variant of {-•d}.  Perhaps the best solution would
be to say that T. is correct that ßb≤d represents the contraction of /ßab≤a/ + /≥ida/ and that the
scribe of RS 9.479A consciously recreated the more archaic form by analogy with the other

285In the unpublished text RS 94.2273:4.
286T. adopts this interpretation explicitly for the expression ®n•d ßb≤d, "two times seven times' (p. 379).
Whether or not ßb≤d consists of an assimilated form of {ßb≤} + {•d}, it appears likely to me that the scribe
of RS 9.479A, by going against the trend of using the form ßb≤d and writing in its place the longer form,
intended to express two forms of prostration.
287In RS 18.040:6-8 (KTU 2.40) and in RS 92.2010:7-9 (RSO XIV 50), one finds ßb≤d (w) ßb≤d mr“tm qlt;
in RS 19.102:18-20 (KTU 2.64:14-16), RS 29.093:9-10 (KTU 2.70), and RS 24.2391:5-6 (unpublished—see
provisionally Pardee, Context III [2002] 105) one finds ®n•d ßb≤d mr“tm qlt/qlny.
288T. indicates the base form of the word for "seven' as /ßab≤-/ (p. 348 [§62.171]), but vocalizes the putative
assimilated form as ""/ßaba≤≤id-/ ← *ßaba≤≥iƒ- ← *ßab≤a≥iƒa,'' with no explanation of the reconfiguration of
the stem; as an alternative, he proposes ""/ßab≤ida/ ← *ßab≤a≥iƒa, with the /≥/ dropping by dissimilation
with the /≤/ (p. 150).  I'm not sure whether the dropping of both /a/ and /≥/ belongs properly to the category
of dissimilation, but the proposal is certainly plausible, viz., it is the proximity of /≤/ and /≥/ that triggered
the dropping of the /a/ and the /≥a/.  As we shall see, this suggestion bests fits the related Amarna data.
289It is only attested once separated from the preceding word by a word-divider, in the text just cited.
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multiplicative forms that ended in /-≥ida/.  The question remains, however, of the correct
vocalization of the contracted form.  There are no data from Ras Shamra on this question, but
there are forms in Amarna Akkadian, where the corresponding morpheme ends in /-n/,
which indicate that the vowel after the nominal stem is either /i/ or /ê/ (i.e., the result of a
contraction of the sequence /a≥i/).  These are EA 215:6 {ßi-ib-e-TA-an}, EA 196:4 {ßi-BI-
T[A-a]-an}, and EA 221:6 {ßi-BI-TA-an}, which may represent either /ßib≤idan/ or
/ßib≤êdan/ 290. T.'s vocalization /ßaba≤≤ida/ is internally implausible (see note 288) and does
not match the Amarna data, but his second proposal (/ßab≤ida/) fits all the presently
available data—if one be willing to admit that the writing with {e} in the first Amarna
example cited is not definitive for determining /i/ê/ distinctions.
— pp. 151-52 (§33.131.1), p. 161 (§33.142.4), pp. 320-25 (§54.3).  It appears highly
unlikely that T.'s vocalization of the locative directive morpheme {-h} as /ah/ (p. 152) or as
/ª˜h/ (p. 320) may be considered the correct grammatical description—T. might have been
willing to explore the possibility that the morpheme might have contained a vocalic element
after the /h/.  One must,  in any case, object to the formulation according to which the
Ugaritic particle ""im Anschluß an den he. Befund … wahrscheinlich als /ª˜h/ zu vokalisieren
ist'' (p. 320).  If proto-Hebrew had had /ª/,  it would have become /º/ in Biblical Hebrew.  To
the extent, therefore, that Ugaritic and Hebrew are to be compared in this respect, the vowel
before the /h/ in Ugaritic can only have been /a/.  As for the proposal that the morpheme
consisted of vowel + consonant, it is rendered dubious by the case of {mrh}, "in Mari', in RS
24.244:78 (KTU 1.100), i.e., one where a proper noun plausibly ends in a vowel, for the
sequence /mariah/ is not permissible in West Semitic.291  Since the accusative is the most
commonly used case for the purpose of expressing the adverbial use of a substantive in
West Semitic, this means that the suffix would normally have been affixed to a common
noun in the accusative case in the singular, i.e. /STEM + a + h-/.  That the case in question
was the accusative is indicated by the fact that in Ugaritic, as in Hebrew, the morpheme is
only very rarely attached to a noun preceded by a preposition (see remark below to p. 321
[§54.315.1], etc.).292  Thus the /a/ is structurally not part of the locative-directive morpheme;
it belongs to the nominal case system.  And the same goes for the dual, of which the oblique
case ended in /-ê+ma/, and the plural, of which the oblique case ended in /-≠+ma/.293  Here

290My thanks to Robert C. Hawley for pointing out to me the relevance of these forms.
291Pardee, JANES 10 (1978) 87.
292T. makes a major place in this grammar for the locative case in Ugaritic (pp. 326-36 [§54.4]), and one
might consider the possibility that the /-h/ was attached to nouns in this case.  The fact that the Hebrew
form of the particle is /-ªh/ certainly speaks against such an hypothesis, however.
293T.'s basic view of the morpheme as a true case historically related to the archaic dative -iß in Akkadian
(a stance reiterated in UF 33 [2001], p. 626-29) is belied by Ugaritic, where the morpheme follows the -m
of the plural (see below, remark to pp. 320-25 [§54.3]), and by the Hebrew data, where the morpheme is
attached to a singular form ending in /-a/ (/≥ár¬ªh/), to a dual form ending in /-aym/ (/mi¬ráymªh/), and to a
plural form ending in /≠m/ (/ka≈d≠`mªh/). Of course he may choose to ignore these data (as he has done
explicitly in UF 33 [2001] 628-29 n. 4) in favor of his hypothesis regarding the proto-Semitic origins of the
form and specifically in terms of the Akkadian case system, but a more plausible reconstruction is possible
(see continuation of this remark).
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also, the vowel is a regular part of the /-ma/ element attached to both dual and plural nouns
(pp. 289-90 [§53.213], pp. 293-94 [§§53.31-53.312]).294  Examples are furnished by ±r¬h,
which does not consist of /≥ar¬a + ah/, but of /≥ar¬ + a + h(V)/,295 and by ßmmh, "to the
heavens', which does not consist of /ßam≠ma + ah/, but of /ßam≠ma + h(V)/.  Because of
other /ß/ – /h/ correspondences between Akkadian and West Semitic, others before T. have
been tempted to identify the Akkadian dative case marker with Northwest-Semitic -h, but it
is necessary to remain dubious about the hypothesis for, as Gelb correctly remarked, ""… the
fact still remains that Hebrew ah is an enclitic which functions as a postposition placed after
the inflectional elements, while Akkadian iß is a case …''296  T., on the other hand, has taken
the Akkadian /-ß/ morpheme as the model for West-Semitic /-h-/ without discussing the
possibility that in proto-West Semitic the morpheme may have had a simple deictic origin.
The only way that I can see to identify the morphemes in Akkadian and Northwest Semitic is
to hypothesize that the Akkadian dative case was formed historically from the same deitic
particle that came to be attached to Northwest-Semitic words after the number and case
markers.  If that is what happened, then the vowel after the consonantal element may have
been /i/, for the dative morpheme on pronouns in Akkadian is /-ßi(m)/.  This fact might
account for the fact that the vowel dropped early in proto-Hebrew (as is seen by the facts
that the /h/ has quiesced and that words bearing the morpheme are penultimately accented),
for /i/ was more prone to drop than /a/, especially in word-final position.  (I continue,
however, to vocalize the particle as /-ha/ owing to the very speculative nature of the
hypothesis and to the fact that deictic /ha/ is well attested in the Northwest-Semitic
languages.)  Finally, the fact that the accusative served as the adverbial case in West
Semitic is sufficient explanation for the many locative nouns without -h.  T. proposes on pp.
161 and 321-23 that in such cases the /h/ has quiesced.  But the many "adverbial accusatives'
in Biblical Hebrew make the argument highly unlikely, for all these forms would also have
once borne a consonantal suffix that has disappeared without leaving a trace—hardly likely,
as is shown by the behavior of quiesced /≥/ in Hebrew (viz., it is usually retained in the
orthography).  It must be noted here that the Hebrew unmarked adverbials are all in some
sense relics, since the case system had long since fallen from usage; all the more likely,
then, that Ugaritic, where the case system was fully operative, should have made use of the
device more extensively.  T. does not discuss the phonetics of the form from which the /-h/
has putatively dropped, but, if it simply dropped with no associated change in the preceding
vowel, the form would have in any case been identical with the simple accusative form

294The evidence from syllabic writings of dual nouns occasionally shows /-mi/.
295T. vocalizes this form /≥ar¬ah/, but this implies either that the /-h/ morpheme was attached to a vowelless
nominal form (for which there is very little evidence in Ugaritic—see pp. 335-38 [§§54.5-6]), or that
/≥ar¬ah/ and /ah/ have contracted to a single vowel (which may be expected to have resulted in a long
vowel, for which there is no evidence whatever—Hebrew, with the penultimate accent on these forms,
speaks directly against its proto-language having a long vowel between the nominal stem and the /-h/
morpheme).
296Sequential Reconstruction of Proto-Akkadian (Assyriological Studies 18; Chicago, University of Chicago,
1969) 91-92.
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(/≥ar¬ah(V)/ > /≥ar¬a/), the base form to which the locative form was originally added!  For
this reason it borders on the absurd to say that ""der Term[inativ] im Ug. tatsächlich wohl
häufiger belegt ist, als die Orthographie auf den ersten Blick vermuten läßt'' (p. 323).  It
appears necessary to posit that the accusative case functioned as the adverbial case in West
Semitic; that the deictic morpheme /h(V)/ affixed to such forms in Ugaritic and Hebrew
marked this function more explicitly; that it could be attached to nouns of which the
characteristic vowel was other than the accusative or to nouns in the genitive case in the very
rarely attested cases of double adverbial marking;297 and that the use or non-use of the
particle was a matter of style or emphasis.
— p. 152 (§33.132), p. 350 (§62.201).  Ugaritic, Hebrew, and Aramaic all show a particular
form of the number noun ≤ßr, "ten', that occurs only in certain of the cardinal numbers from
"eleven' through "nineteen', viz., ≤ßrh/≤≈rh.  As the vocalization with an /i/-type vowel in
Hebrew and Aramaic (≤e≈r´h) shows, there is no basis whatever for seeing in the {-h} of
Ugaritic ≤ßrh a secondary form of the feminine morpheme /-t/.  T. compares, of course, the
Hebrew form, but limits himself to the consonantal skeleton, making no attempt to explain
the ¬ere before the /h/ in Hebrew.  The origin of the form in these languages has yet to be
elucidated, but claiming an irregular form in Ugaritic that does not correspond to the Hebrew
form is hardly a viable solution.  T.'s insistence on finding the Akkadian dative morpheme
/iß/ in the Ugaritic adverbial {-h} (see preceding remark and below, remark to pp. 320-25
[§54.3]) might better have been directed to this form:  at least Hebrew/Aramaic /≤e≈r´h/ and
the Akkadian dative morpheme have an /i/-vowel in common, while the whole basis of T.'s
analysis of adverbial {-h} as a dative morpheme is to be found in the apparent cases of
West-Semitic /h/ = Akkadian /ß/ (pp. 151-52 [§33.131]).  Furthermore, the exclusive use of
≤ßrh with a number noun in the digits to express a number in the teens reminds one of the
use of the preposition l in compound numbers (e.g., ±rb≤ l ≤ßrm, lit. "four to twenty' = "twenty-
four'). ±rb≤ ≤ßrh in this hypothesis would been "four to ten', the latter relationship expressed
by a relic of the true dative case.
— p. 153 (§33.134.1), p. 285 (§52.5c), p. 295 (§53.322.1a), p. 301 (§53.34).  Whatever the
solution may be to the intriguing similarity of Ugaritic p±mt, "times (i.e., repetitions)', p≤n,
"foot', and Hebrew pá≤am, which means both "time(s)' and "foot', the solution that T.
proposes, viz., of taking Ugaritic p±mt as the plural of p≤n, is insufficiently supported.  Just
as plausible as the hypothesis that the two Ugaritic forms represent a bifurcation of an
original P≤M is the opposite view, that Hebrew represents a falling together of two distinct
forms, P≤N and P≥M.  The only argument of substance that T. adduces is that the dual of
P≥M is not attested, that the phrase meaning "twice' is ®n•d.  That is correct, but three counter-
arguments to the conclusion that T. draws therefrom may be offered: (1) p±mt is attested
only in the ritual texts, ®n•d only in letters; hence we do not know how the two-fold repetition
of a sacrifice would have been expressed in ritual idiom; (2) that two forms of expressing
repetition existed side by side is shown by the forms ßb≤•d (alongside ßb≤d —see above,
remark to p. 150 [§33.116.2], etc.) and p±mt ßb≤/ßb≤ p±mt, both meaning "seven times', the

297See Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 247-48 (on RS 1.005:13 {l ≤nt¯h˘}).
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first in epistolary texts, the second in ritual texts;298 (3) in Hebrew, p≤m in the meaning "time
(repetition)' is attested in the singular, the dual, and the plural, whereas Ugaritic p≤n means
only "foot'.  The possibility must, therefore, remain open that Ugaritic P≥M could express
both a single occurrence and a two-fold repetition.  That being the case, the question of the
ultimate relationship between P≤N and P≥M must also remain open.
— p. 153 (§33.134.1) contains a repeated datum:  {±bd . b≤l} in RS 19.096:48 (KTU 4.635)
is listed once in this form with the word-divider between the two elements of the personal
name, again below in the same paragraph without the word-divider.
— p. 154 (§33.134.2), p. 251 (§51.41a).  One of the more striking inconsistencies of this
work is to be found in these two paragraphs.  In the first {≤bs}/{≤ps} is said to come from a
root ≤PS and not to be connected with {±ps}, ""Äußeres; Rand,'' while in the second ""≤b/ps'' is
said to be a ""N[eben]f[orm]'' of {±ps}.
— p. 154 (§33.135.2), p. 251 (§51.41a).  Because Ugaritic has two words, p≤n "foot' and
p±m- "time', as compared with Hebrew pa≤am, "time, footfall' (see third preceding remark),
one must remain dubious about {p≤n} having arisen as a simple dissimilatory phenomenon
from {p≤m}.  It is in any case a bit simplistic to cite Hebrew p≤m as a cognate for the
meaning "foot' when the standard Hebrew word for "foot' is régel.  One cannot help
wondering if the Ugaritic lexical distinction is not older than the data attested in the other
Semitic languages.
— pp. 154-55 (§33.135.2), p. 294 (§53.313), p. 301 (§53.34), p. 302 (§53.36).  The only
example of the masculine plural ending {-n} in alphabetic script claimed by T. is {k¢mn} in
RS 17.106:4 (KTU 4.269), where the {n} would represent dissimilation from the preceding
/m/.  Because there are two other certain scribal errors in this text, {my¬m} for m”¬m in line
8 and {¬m¬} for “m¬ in line 35, it appears more likely that {k¢mn} is also a simple writing
error without a clear phonetic basis.299  The error in line 8 consists of a dittography of {”},
while that in line 35 has no clear basis, either graphic or phonetic, except in the sense that
the third consonant of the word is {¬}—hardly the basis for an explanation of the mistake as
owing to assimilation, except in the very broadest of terms.  It does not appear plausible,
therefore, to explain {k¢mn} by a phonetic process, especially when one considers that the
word in question is written {k¢mm} in its two other occurrences in this very text.300

— p. 155 (§33.135.2), p. 255 (§51.41c), p. 272 (§51.46c), p. 290 (§53.214), p. 292
(§53.231), p. 327 (§54.415), p. 382 (§67.11).  T.'s preferred explanation of the /n/ in kl±tnm
as the consonantal element of the dual morpheme ""âm'' which has undergone dissimilation
from the following /m/ is forced in the extreme.  T. sees here the noun kl±t + dual morpheme
+ locative suffix /¨˜/ + enclitic -m.  I see no reason to doubt that this is simply the noun /kil≥/

298Attestations listed in Pardee, ibid., p. 1197.
299The only example in syllabic script {[LÚ.M]Efi.bi-da-lu-na} (RS 15.172:14' [PRU III, pp. 204-5]) appears
in a broken context and, however plausible it may be, cannot be considered a certain of the Ugaritic
masculine plural nominative form.
300KTU/CAT erroneously indicate the writing {k¢mn} in lines 20 and 30, but the tablet reads in fact
{k¢mm} (see Tropper, AuOr 13 [1995] 237; Dietrich and Loretz, Word-List [1996] 225; Tropper and Vita,
UF 30 [1998] 699).
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+ feminine morpheme /-at/) + afformative /ªn/ + the standard dual ending, here in the
oblique case, i.e., in the adverbial accusative construction: /kil≥atªnêma/, "in the pair (of
hands)'.
— p. 155 (§33.135.3). In the sequence {gb≤m . l“md}, where {l“md} should be {m“md},
"choice', the {l} is explained as dissimilatory:  it has replaced the {m} because the two {m}s
were ""in unmittelbarer Umgebung.''  There is no reason to doubt, however, that the first word
ended in a vowel and the proximity was not, therefore, immediate.  One may also doubt that
a nonsensical word would have been created by dissimilation, for this consonantal sequence
occurs many times, and the dissimilation occurs nowhere else.
— p. 156 (§33.137.1). The explanation of {qrwn} in RS 24.277:11' (KTU 1.127) that is
mentioned here only as an afterthought, viz., that it is a personal name, is, given the structure
of this paragraph of RS 24.277, the most likely.301  That it would be a secondary form of a
noun qrbn, "present', the main burden of the paragraph in T.'s grammar, is highly unlikely.
— p. 156 (§33.137.2).  One can only ask oneself what a paragraph on ""*w > /b/ (?)'' is doing
in a grammar of Ugaritic when all examples are drawn from personal names of Hurrian
origin and all examples are of the element that may be represented as either {•wr} or {•br}.
The problem appears clearly to be one of representing a Hurrian phoneme that is embedded
in particular names.
— p. 158 (§33.141.43a), p. 450 (§73.243.22a).  As I observed in 1984,302 RS 16.402:16
(KTU 2.33) cannot contain a form of the verb ≥‡D, "to seize':  one indeed sees traces of
what could be {z} or {”}, but those traces are followed by a {b}, not a {d}.  The citation of
this passage as containing the form {±”d}, of which the {±} would in any case be entirely
restored, thus has no textual basis.303

— p. 158 (§33.141.43a), p. 451 (§73.243.22c), p. 547 (§74.412.21), p. 613 (§75.212.13), p.
614 (§75.212.2). The problems of vocalizing the /YQTL/ forms of the verb ≥Rfi, "to request',
are not easy to resolve, but one would wish at least for consistency of presentation, which
one does not find in these sections.  On p. 158, the 1 c.s. form {±rß} (RS 16.078+:18, 22
[KTU 2.23]) is confidently said to be /≥âruß-/ ← /≥a≥ruß-/, but on the other two pages more
caution is observed and the stem vowel is indicated as being /u/ or /i/ or is left unspecified.
On p. 547, the imperfective and imperative forms of this root that are written with {•} are
parsed as G-stem, whereas those that are written with {±} are parsed as {D-stem}.  The
most pertinent aspect of this question is that the imperative form {•rß} is well attested; this
writing should represent neither the D-stem nor a G-stem imperative of the /qutul/ type, but
/≥iriß/.  This in turn means that the G-stem 1 c.s. imperfective should be /≥ârißu/ ← /≥a≥rißu/.
Because, however, other /YQTL/ forms show writings appropriate for the D-stem (see pp.
451, 547, 613), this 1 c.s. form may be the same, viz., /≥arrißu/ ← /≥a≥arrißu/.  It must be

301See discussion in Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 721.
302AfO 31, p. 218.
303One finds the reading {¯zb˘} in KTU, which reflects well the traces on the tablet; that was changed to
{[±]¯”d˘} in CAT, a reading adopted uncritically by T. (on p. 158, he indicates by means of an asterisk that
the form is partially reconstructed; on p. 450, he places the {±} in square brackets but does not indicate that
the notation in CAT identified the second and third letters as uncertain).
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remarked at this juncture that the only possible occurrences of the 1 c.s. /YQTL/ forms of this
root are those cited from RS 16.078+ and that the analysis there as a finite form is far from
certain, for the independent pronoun ±nk occurs in line 15, which opens up the possibility of
parsing {±rß} as a G-stem participle.  A further philological remark:  T. treats {±rß} in RS
17.117:12 (KTU 5.11) as a certain case of an imperative form spelled with {±), but that form
may well be perfective304 (see further below on p. 425 [§73.121.1a]).  Judging from
vocalizations of the various imperfect forms offered throughout this work in which the {±} is
interpreted as a mater lectionis for quiesced /≥/ (e.g., p. 458 [§73.273.2] ""târVß≠na''), this
analysis of the use of the {±} is preferred by T., despite the fact that, in his principal
discussion of the imperfect of this verb (p. 613), the most he can say for that solution is that it
is ""denkbar.''  That he in fact prefers this solution is, however, further indicated by the fact
that the root ≥Rfi is not even mentioned in the treatment of D-stem forms of I-≥ roots (p. 615
[§75.216]).  I must say that T.'s orthographic solution barely deserves the qualification of
""denkbar'' and that the analysis of {•}-forms as G-stem and of /YQTL/ forms of which {±} is
the second sign as D-stem is far more plausible.
— p. 159 (§33.141.6).  My collation305 confirms T.'s observation that {≤nqpt} in RS 19.017 i
11 (KTU/CAT 4.610 1 12) is a false reading for {≤nqp±t).306

— p. 159 (§33.142.21), p. 226 (§41.222.4a), p. 244 (§45.122c), p. 822 (§88.24).  As I
observe below (remark to p. 533 [§74.32], etc.), n”t° in RS 4.475:10 (KTU 2.10) must be a
finite form rather than a participle and •nmm is, therefore, most plausibly the negative
particle •n with reduplicated enclitic -m.  T. explains this form in three ways:  (1) •n + -hm
(3 m.pl. pronominal suffix) + -m (this order of the morphemes is stated explicitly on p. 822:
""… das erste /m/ des PrS 3.m.pl. /-humu/ enthält''); (2) a scribal error for •nm; (3) •nm (i.e.
•n + -m) + -m.  Only the last of these explanations makes sense in context.  T. correctly
refutes the emendation, proposed in CAT, to {•n m<n>m}.
— p. 160 (§33.142.23), p. 540 (§74.35).  In the first section cited, T. analyses wn ±rk in RS
3.362+ ii 20' (KTU 1.10) as containing the conjunction w expanded with -n, in the second as
containing the N-participle of √N≥R, with an unreadable sign after the {r}.  In neither case is
there a cross-reference to the other analysis.
— p. 160 (§33.142.3b), p. 201 (§33.412), p. 451 (§73.243.22b), p. 625 (§75.33).  T.
everywhere presents the G-imperfect and imperative forms of HLK, "to go', as deriving
directly from the root HLK, which, since the {h} is never present, involves irregular elision
of that consonant.  Judging from the corresponding Hebrew forms, which behave in every
respect like /yaqtil/ forms from I-Y roots (/y´l´k/ ≈ /y´r´d/, etc.), it appears more plausible to
ascribe the differences to suppletive root forms, HLK and (Y)LK. (For a more detailed
argument and a comparison of HLK and HLM, "to strike', see below, remarks to p. 520
[§74.232.21] and to p. 625 [§75.332].)

304Pardee, AfO Beiheft 19 (1982) 45.
305Or 70 (2001) 251, 252, 260.
306See also van Soldt, UF 28 (1996) 681 with note 229; Tropper and Vita, UF 30 (1998) 701.
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— p. 161 (§33.145.1), pp. 774-75 (§82.411). In vocalizing the compound preposition bd, T.
makes no attempt to explain why Old Canaanite had /a/ while the corresponding form in
Phoenician/Punic had /º/.307  Unlike Rainey—and many other scholars—who normalize the
Old Canaanite form /bªd-/,308 T. vocalizes /bad-/.  One may presume that he is thinking of
the /a/ > /ª/ > /o/ shift that is well known for Phoenician/Punic, but the last stage of that shift
is normally attested in accented syllables.309  Does T. believe that the /bod/ element of
proper names was accented?  Whatever the case may be with the Canaanite form, one may
argue on the basis of the proper name {bi-di-≥i-lu},310 which apparently consists of the
elements /bi/ + /yadi/ + /≥il-/ and may have been pronounced something like /bîdi≥ilu/, that in
Ugaritic the compound preposition was /bîdi/.
— p. 162 (§33.151a), p. 510 (§74.222.1), p. 511 (§74.222.2), p. 612 (§75.212.12), p. 615
(§75.213).  In the first section cited, {t°¬l} (RS 1.009A:5' [KTU 7.41], RS 24.250+:25 [KTU
1.106]) is presented simply as reflecting a root ≥„L where Arabic has W„L; in the second
and fifth, the analysis of the writing as the use of {°} as a mater lectionis for /û/ is put
forward (the form would be /tû¬alu/ from /tu≥¬alu/, a G-passive /YQTL/ form); also in the
second the possibility is considered of analyzing the form as active, ""tô¬Vlu'' ← ""ta≥¬ulu,''
meaning ""sie trifft ein''; in the third and fourth sections cited the form is simply said to be
""G-PK.'' The analysis as a mater lectionis must be judged highly unlikely because it is
unrepresentative of the Ugaritic writing system and, in the hypothesis as an active form,
assumes the shift of /a≥/ to /ô/.  Either the {°}-sign may be considered occasionally to
represent syllable-final /≥/ preceded by /u/, as I assumed in my vocalized text of RS 24.250+

(i.e., it would be a G-passive and vocalized /tu≥¬alu/)311 or else this form represents another
case (see above, remark to pp. 33-35 [§21.322.1]) of a secondary vowel introduced in
harmony with the stem vowel (i.e., it would be 2 m.s. G-active and vocalized [ta≥u¬ulu]).312

T. would not, of course, accept the latter analysis as valid because he rejects the existence of
2nd person volitive forms in the ritual texts (see below, remark to p. 211 [§41.12], etc.).
— p. 163 (§33.152a), p. 164 (§33.154a), p. 249 (§51.3e), p. 250 (§51.3l).  On T.'s
hypothesis that the base form of the word for "water' in proto-Ugaritic would have been
/mª≥-/, see below, remark to p. 250 (§51.3l).
— p. 163 (§33.152b), p. 276 (§51.5c).  T.'s very complicated reconstruction of nhmmt as a
""{qataltVl}'' form appears unnecessary in light of the consideration that forms produced by
reduplication of the third radical exist alongside those showing reduplication of the second
and third radicals.  T. argues against the latter on the basis of the /h/, which one may agree is
secondary as the root was N(W)M, for, he believes, the /h/ shows that the form had two /a/

307The Old Canaanite datum is {ba-di-ú} in EA 245:35.
308Cf. Pardee, JNES 58 (1999) 316-17; M. G. Amadasi Guzzo, J. Friedrich, W. Röllig, Phönizisch-punische
Grammatik (3d ed.; Analecta Orientalia 55; Rome;  Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1999) 33 (§63a).
309Ibid., pp. 40-41 (§78a-c).
310Nougayrol, Ugaritica V 39:7.
311Les textes rituels (2000) 591.
312Sivan, UF 28 (1996) 559.
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vowels, which would not be the case of a ""qVtlVl'' form.  One may grant that /qatlal/ may
have become /qitlal/ already in Ugaritic (though there is no proof of this of which I am
aware)313 without admitting that the /h/ of the form in question arose uniquely in the word
nhmmt owing to the presence of two /a/ vowels:  NHM may be a Ugaritic by-form of the
more common N(W)M, "to slumber'.
— p. 163 (§33.152c), p. 200 (§33.323.4b), p. 252 (§51.41a).  Rather than seeing in {bhtm},
"houses', a linear development from /bayat-/ (i.e., the hypothetical dissyllabic plural base of
/bayt/) it is at least as plausible to see the function of the /h/ as effecting the
triconsonantalization of the secondary form /bêt-/, for /h/ appears in that role elsewhere in
Ugaritic and in the other Northwest-Semitic languages (Ugaritic {±mht}, "maidservants',
Aramaic /≥abªhªt/, "fathers', /r@ha†/, "to run', etc.).
— p. 164 (§33.154b), p. 643 (§75.521d), p. 649 (§75.525b).  There are no good grounds for
taking {syr} in RS 18.040:14 (KTU 2.40) as an infinitive (p. 643) or as a participle (p. 649).
The triconsonantal form of the G-stem active participle does not appear to be attested
elsewhere in Ugaritic for hollow roots314 and the syntax would be irregular for Ugaritic
prose in either case.  w ht mlk syr ns is supposed to mean ""Aber jetz ist der König
weggehend zurückgewichen'' (p. 643), but Ugaritic does not regularly use participles or
infinitives juxtaposed to a finite form of another verb (as in the so-called "infinitive-absolute'
structure, which is limited to use with a self-same verb).  The line means "The king [probably
of Hatti] has just left in haste for SYR'.315

— pp. 166-68 (§33.17).  Syllabic writings provide a notoriously precarious basis on which to
establish theories regarding consonantal gemination, especially when there are conflicting
writings, as in the case of ≤i¬-, "wood' ({i¬-¬u(-[ma]} vs. {i-¬ú}).  See above, fifth general
remark.
— p. 168 (§33.181.2), p. 176 (§33.215.31a), p. 261 (§51.43e), p. 293 (§53.312a).  In the
first two paragraphs cited, syllabic {b[i]-”i-ru} (RS 17.432:5')316 is analyzed as a /qitl/ form
which was realized as [bi“iru] because of syllabification of the /r/, in the third and fourth as a
/qit≠l/ form.  All four references are indicated in the text index (p. 1051), but the two
morphological interpretations are not cross-indexed.
— p. 169 (§33.181.2), p. 260 (§51.42j).  The first paragraph cited is expended on the outside
possibility that {pu-”ur DINGIR.MEfi} in RS 20.024:28317 might be Ugaritic.  As several
other entries in this text show (e.g., l. 4 {dIM be-el ‡UR.SAG.”a-zi} or l. 12 {dsa-sú-ra-

313T. does not appear to be particularly convinced of the dissimilation in formations of this general type, for
he vocalizes ßm±l, "left', as ""/ßa/im≥al/'' (p. 276 [§51.61b]).
314The other example cited by T., {qym} in RS 2.[024] i 5 (KTU 1.22), is no more convincing than this one,
as T. recognizes on pp. 642-43 (§75.521d).
315My colleague T. van den Hout has kindly told me of the existence of a place name spelled {se-e-ra}, a
mountain located in Kizzuwatna where three texts describe the hisuwa-festival as being carried out.
Because according to RS 18.040:15-16 the king of Hatti has gone to this place to offer sacrifices (w ®mny
ydb“), the identification of SYR with that mountain appears plausible (Pardee, Context III [2002] 104). 
316Nougayrol, PRU VI (1970) text 71.
317Nougayrol, Ugaritica V (1968) text 18.
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tu4}), the preferred strategy was not transliteration,318 but translation.  That posed no
problem here, as Ugaritic and Akkadian had an identical word for "assembly' and the
translation of Ugaritic p”r •lm into Akkadian thus involved using the Akkadian, rather than
the Ugaritic, inflection for the first word and representing the second logographically.  The
second paragraph cited then lists Ugaritic /pu”ur-/ as a secondary /qutul/ base, derived from
/qutl/.  As there are no data from Ugarit in support of the other example cited in that
paragraph (see below, remark to p. 260 [§51.42j bkr]), the /qutul/ base for this word is at
best purely hypothetical.
— p. 169 (§33.181.2), p. 254 (§51.41c).  In the first section cited, {ßi-i-ru} in RS 20.149 ii
3'319 is analyzed in two ways, as /ßi≥r˚u/ (i.e., with syllabic /r/) or simply as /ßi≥ru/; in the
second section, a third possibility is considered, that the syllabic orthography reveals a true
dissyllabification of the stem, viz., /ßi≥iru/.  The two paragraphs are not cross-referenced.
The Ugaritic orthography {ß•r} allows any of the three vocalizations.  Hebrew /ß@≥´r/ does
not speak against the analysis as a simple /qitl/, for II-≥ "segholate' nouns sometimes show
final forms with re-syllabified ≥alif:  the development may have been /ßi≥r/ → /ßi(≥)r/ →
/ß´(≥)r/ → /ß@≥´r/.
— p. 169 (§33.182), p. 258 (§51.42b), p. 303 (§54.111).  T. proposes that the Ugaritic place
name {n”l}, which is written {na-”a-li} in a syllabic text (RS 16.251:7),320 should mean
"palm grove', with cognates in Hebrew and Arabic that denote specifically the "date palm'.
The area of Ras Shamra has never been known, however, for date production and one may
doubt that a town was named after its grove of date palms.  T. does not state why he prefers
"palm grove' over "stream' (√N‡L) as an etymology (he correctly rejects n“l, "to inherit, take
possession of', as being at the origin of this name—there is no reason to doubt the West
Semitic origin of the name and Akkadian /”/ is, in any case, usually represented by
alphabetic {÷} in loan-words).  On the interpretation of tmrym as designating inhabitants of
the town of {tmr}, rather than date-palm workers, see below, remark to p. 273 (§51.46h).
— p. 169 (§33.183), p. 260 (§51.42h), p. 485 (§73.521).  The classification of (ri-gi-mu} in
RS 20.189A+B:8321 as a /qitil-/ form is open to the objections voiced above in the fifth
general remark; /qitil-/ being a rare nominal type in West Semitic, it may be judged more
likely that this combination of signs in fact represents /qitl-/ and that the word in question is in
fact a common noun ("word, speech') rather than a verbal noun ("speaking'; cf. Akkadian
rigmu). (On this word in the context of problematic syllabic writing of Ugaritic words, see
below, remark to p. 182 [§33.242a], etc.)
— p. 170 (§33.211.1).  T. does not indicate that °®”t, ""Räucherbecken,'' occurs in Ugaritic
only as a divine name.

318Even the case of {d.gißki-na-rù} (l. 31) is not without ambiguity for, though kinnªru is not the standard
East-Semitic word for "lyre', it may once have been and in any case appears in western peripheral syllabic
usage (see Archi, Eblaitica 1 [1987] 9; Conti, Quaderni di Semitistica 17 [1990] 160).
319Nougayrol, Ugaritica V (1968) text 130.
320Nougayrol, PRU III (1955) 138.
321Laroche, UF 11 (1979) 477-80.
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— p. 170 (§33.211.1).  T. fails to point out that the only certain occurrence in alphabetic
script of  the ""phonet. Variante iß”r(y)'' for the divine name ""uß”r(y)'' occurs in the Hurrian
section of a bilingual text322 and that it is in fact the Hurrian form of the name, since it here
bears the Hurrian dative suffix (RS 24.261:21 {•ß”rd} [KTU 1.116]).  For that matter, in
Ugaritic texts the variant without {y} of the divine name normally written {°ß”ry} occurs
only in the compound divine name °ß”r ”lmÿ (RS 24.260:2, 12!).  In the other text cited for
the writing with {•} (RS 24.266:14 [KTU 1.119]), only the {•} is fully extant and the
partially preserved following sign could be {l} rather than {ß} 323.  The upshot is that
/≥iß”ara/ is Hurrian (and Akkadian), but not standard Ugaritic, and that the standard Ugaritic
form of the divine name that corresponds to syllabic {DINGIR.iß-”a-ra} is {°ß”ry}.
— p. 170 (§33.211.2), p. 202 (§33.23b), pp. 426-27 (§73.122), p. 540 (§74.342).  §33.211.2
is another wasted paragraph:  two examples of prosthetic {≥} before dental and sibilant
consonants are cited here but neither is valid.  The reading {•tml} is virtually impossible in
RS 24.266:19 (KTU 1.119),324 while the analysis of {•ß”n} in RS 34.126:18 (KTU 1.161)
as an N-stem imperative325 is to be preferred, and by far, over that as a G-stem, for the
G-stem imperative does not show prosthetic {≥} in Ugaritic (neither of the other two
examples cited pp. 426-27 is any more convincing than is that of {•ß”n} and the fact that the
form would appear with different {≥}-signs does nothing to help T.'s case—on {•bky}, see
below, remark to p. 195 [§33.322.2c], etc.; on {°qrb}, remark to p. 202 [§33.423a] 326).
— p. 171 (§33.212c), p. 223 (§41.221.52c), p. 449 (§73.243.21).  Two remarks are required
with regard to T.'s reading of RS 17.434+:51' (KTU 2.37:9)327 as  ""ib≤r.nn''  (pp. 223, 449)
and to his interpretation thereof.  First, the reading is in fact {[…] . •b≤r [.] nn . […]};
therefore, however likely the reconstruction as verb + object suffix may be, it may not be
presented as certain.  Second, the meaning of B≤R is not always clear, even when the
context is well preserved, and the meaning of •b≤r is uncertain in this and the other passage,
also badly broken, where it occurs (RS 16.394:59' [KTU/CAT 2.31:55]).  One would not
guess this from the translation of RS 17.434+:51' (p. 223:  ""ich werde ihn/es vernichten''),
though more uncertainty shows through in that of RS 16.394:59' (p. 449:  ""ich werde/will

322Pardee, ""L'ougaritique et le hourrite dans les textes rituels de Ras Shamra – Ougarit,'' Mosaïque de
langues, mosaïque culturelle. Le bilinguisme dans le Proche-Orient ancien. Actes de la Table-Ronde du 18
novembre 1995 organisée par l'URA 1062 « Études Sémitiques » (ed. F. Briquel-Chatonnet; Antiquités
Sémitiques 1; Paris:  Maisonneuve, 1996) 63-80, esp. p. 74.
323  Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 662, 663, 1285; idem, BASOR 320 (2000) 72.
324Virtually the entire lower edge of a horizontal wedge is extant, with no trace of the small vertical
necessary for {•} (see Pardee, Les textes rituels [2000] 663, 1285).  Even if the reading were accepted, one
wonders what the word for "yesterday' (T.'s interpretation, cf. p. 202) would be doing in a prescriptive ritual
text.
325Bordreuil and Pardee,  RSO VII (1991) 154.
326  As we will see in the remark to {°qrb}, the argument that the {°} is owing to vowel harmony with the
stem vowel is implausible.
327On T.'s system of reference to RS 17.434+ in relation to the presentation of that text in CAT, see above,
remark to p. 10 (§19.2).
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verlassen/vernichten'').  Another case of indecision.  On B≤R, see above, remark to p. 52
(§21.341.21a), where other translations are quoted of another passage.
— p. 171 (§33.213.1a), p. 257 (§51.41g).  It is implausible to evoke ""Diphthongkontraktion''
in the case of assumed proto-Ugaritic  /“awwatu/ represented in syllabic script as {”u-wa-
tu4},328 for /ww/ does not behave like /wC/; ditto for proto-Ugaritic /“ayy¨ma/ as {”e-yu-
ma},329 for neither does /yy/ behave like /yC/ (see T. p. 134 [§32.221.1], p. 172
[§33.213.3]).  The first explanation offered here, viz., that the syllabic writing represents
vowel coloring under the influence of the following consonant, is more plausible330, as is
even one that would posit developments from non-geminate forms.331  Without more data,
however, it is impossible to determine whether the three examples of such vowel coloring
cited in this paragraph are allophonic variants of the time of the scribe of the polyglot
vocabularies or earlier and broader phonetic changes.  For the case of •y, "where?', see next
remark.  Finally, T. suggests (p. 172) that the retention of the third-weak consonant in forms
such as {≤ly} or {≤rwt} reveals similar vowel coloring.  The example of Hebrew, however,
where the possible forms /qataya/qatiya/qatuya/ were clearly leveled out on the basis of the
second form (/bªn≠yt≠/), offers the possibility that similar processes may have occurred in
Ugaritic, i.e., {≤ly} may have been /≤aliya/, not /≤aleya/, whereas {≤rwt} is probably a ghost
form.332  The end result would have been similar to that envisaged by T.,333 but the process
would have been one of retention of older forms rather than of production of new forms.
— p. 171 (§33.213.1b), p. 330 (§54.423a), p. 752 (§81.61a).  For {•y}, "where', two
explanations are again offered (see preceding remark).  Here, however, it is more likely,
since we are dealing with a particle, that the Ugaritic form was actually a composite one.
Because so many particles consist of a basic particle which has been expanded in various
ways, it is perfectly plausible to explain the Canaanite and Akkadian particles cited on p.
752 as consisting of /≥ay + ya …/, as is clearly shown by Arabic /≥ayna/, i.e., /≥ay + na/.
Thus proto-Ugaritic would have had a basic particle /≥ay/, which monophthongized to /≥ê/
and which was written {•} in Ugaritic.  This particle was then secondarily expanded by the

328Nougayrol, Ugaritica V (1968), text 137 ii 10' (not line 4', as is indicated on both pages cited).
329See also p. 255 (§51.41d) and p. 301 (§53.34).  The form is attested three times, once with {”e}, twice
with {GAN} = {”é/”í}; again one of the references is incorrect:  the line number in Nougayrol, Ugaritica V
(1968), text 137, col. 1, should be 20'', not 3'.
330It is hardly plausible, however, to classify this vowel coloring under the rubric ""{qutl} ← *qatl'' (p. 257
[§51.41g]), for ""[“owwat]'' would not have been and would never have been /“uwwat-/, i.e., if the
hypothesis according to which the syllabic writing represents the actual pronunciation of the word is correct,
[“owwat-] is a realization of /“awwat-/, not of /“uwwat-/.  The same is true of {”e-yu-ma}:  on p. 255
(§51.41d), this form is presented as /qitl/ ← /qatl/, but ""[“eyy]'' would not in fact have been /qitl/ but the
realization of /“ayy-/ as heard and represented by the scribe.
331On p. 257, T. indicates a more plausible form of the hypothesis of diphthong contraction:  /“awy-/ →
/“ôy-/ → /“ôw-/, i.e., the contraction would have been possible because not blocked by the gemination of
/w/.  A parallel development for {he-yu-ma}, viz., a proto-form /“ayw-/, is not considered on p. 255.
332On the place of {≤rwt} in T.'s system and the unlikelihood of the reading, see below, remark to pp. 653-
54 (§75.531b), esp. note 1178.
333On p. 199 (§33.323b) he mentions the possibility that the III-w forms may have been /qatula/.
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afformative particle /ya/, pronounced /≥êya/ and written {•y}.  This explanation could account
for the difference between this particle and ±y meaning "indeed' (or "whatever') more
plausibly than T.'s suggestion that the difference is owing to the two words having been
accented on different syllables.334  If {±y} represents /≥ayy-/, it would, as expected, have
retained the /a/ in the sharpened first syllable.  (For another explanation of ±y and a criticism
of T.'s explanation thereof as an indefinite pronoun/adjective, see remark below to p. 172
[§33.213.2], etc.)  At the present state of our knowledge, the long form /≥ayy-/ of the
interrogative pronoun meaning "where?' is found in Ugaritic only in the old Amorite personal
names ±y±b and ±y±”, /≥ayya≥abû/ and /≥ayya≥a”û/, "Where is the father/brother?', birth
names that are given when the father or older brother is deceased at the time of a child's
birth.  It seems plausible that •y also appears in Semitic proper names, the clearest case
being •yb≤l, "Where is Ba≤lu/the master', to be vocalized /≥êyaba≤lu/, and interpreted as a
properly Ugaritic name built from the particle discussed here above.
— p. 172 (§33.213.1b), p. 195 (§33.322.2b).  T.'s attempt to explain {±l•y(n)} as
representing a /≥aqtal/ form with /ay/ going to /≥ey/, whence the writing with {•}, is
apparently based on the rarity of the /≥aqtil/ nominal base in West Semitic.  Considering that
the standard proto-Ugaritic development is /ay/ > /ê/, it appears more likely that the form is
/≥aqtil/, perhaps a secondary development from /≥aqtal/ under the influence of the following
/y/—though this is not a necessary hypothesis, for one cannot discount the possibility of an
original /≥aqtil/ form.335  As for the form posited by T., the very existence of /e/ as a short
vocalic phoneme must be described as highly dubious.  Note in this respect that, on p. 172, T.
transcribes the form in question as ""/≥al≥eyªn/,'' as containing the phoneme, not the phone,
/e/.  The only proven form of the vowel in Ugaritic is the long /ê/ that results from the
monophthongization of /ay/.336  For that reason, when transcribing names of foreign origin
that are thought for comparative reasons to contain a vowel of the /e/ family, it is best to
represent them as /´/,337 i.e. as a vowel that is long but not the result of inner-Ugaritic
diphthong reduction.
— p. 172 (§33.213.1b), p. 199 (§33.323.3b), p. 614 (§75.212.3), pp. 653-54 (§75.531b).  It
cannot be judged likely that ±twt (RS 2.[008]+ iv 32' [KTU 1.4]) represents a pronunciation
[≥atowa(t)].  As with /e/, there is no reason to suspect the existence of /o/ in Ugaritic and no
reason to doubt that Ugaritians were capable of pronouncing the triphthong /awa/ with two
tokens of /a/.
— p. 172 (§33.213.1b), p. 200 (§33.323.4c), p. 666 (§75.535).  ≤ly in RS 2.[008]+ i 23'
(KTU 1.4) is presented in the first section cited as a case for the realization of the 3 m.s.
/QTLa/ form as [qateya]; on p. 200, the phonemic representation is /≤alaya/; on  p. 666, the

334As the /y/ would have been geminated in both words, according to T.'s hypothesis, the reason for a
difference in accentuation is not obvious.
335As is shown by Hebrew, where there is no /≥aqtil/, but /*≥aqtªl/ and /≥aqt¨l/ exist alongside /*≥aqtal/.
Brokelmann, Grundriss I (1908) 373-74, cites /≥iqtil/ forms but no /≥aqtil/.
336T., p. 135 (§32.222.1) mentions /e/ only as an allophone of /i/ (not of /ay/!), but none of the examples
cited below, p. 172 (§33.214.1) is at all convincing (see following remarks).
337See Bordreuil and Pardee, RSO XIV (2001) 374 n. 12.
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preferred analysis is as a m.s. participle /≤ªliyu/.  (Apparently because of this decision, this
reference is not included under the heading of {≤ly} 3 m.s. /QTLa/ on p. 664 [§75.534],
where the vocalization is given as /≤alaya/.)  In context, the analysis as 3 m.s. /QTLa/ is to
be preferred338 and, as observed above, there is no basis for the assumption that the
realization of the form was with /e/, a phone(me) for the existence of which in Ugaritic there
is no evidence.
— p. 172 (§33.213.2), p. 241 (§44.31), p. 244 (§45.13).  T. analyzes the two-fold ±y in RS
2.002:6 (KTU 1.23) as an indefinite pronoun derived from the same basic form as the
interrogative adverbs • and •y, "where' (on these, see remark above to p. 171 [§33.213.1b],
etc.), but provides no argument for why an indefinite pronoun (or adjective) would have
developed from an interrogative adverb having to do with location.  His description is as
follows:  ""Als adj. Int[errogativ]p[ronomen] (der Personen- und Sachklasse) ist aus
sprachvergleichenden Gründen an sich ay /≥ayy-/ zu erwarten. Diese Form ist im Ug.
tatsächlich bezeugt …, fungiert aber als Indefinitpronomen'' (p. 241).  §45.13 is entitled ""Das
adjektivische Indefinitpronomen'' and the passage is there translated as ""Eßt von jeglicher
Speise, trinkt von jeglichem gegorenen Wein!'' ({l“m . b l“m ¯. ±˘y [.] w ßty . b ”mr yn ±y}).
T. does not provide any comparative basis for his expectation that /≥ayy-/ should serve as an
interrogative adjective/pronoun referring to persons or things, though he is apparently
thinking of Arabic ≥ayy-.  The cognate in Hebrew, on the other hand, has to do with location
only.  At least until more data appear better illustrating Ugaritic usage,339 it appears
preferable to take Ugaritic ±y as an interjection cognate with later Hebrew /≥ºy/hºy/, viz.
/≥ªy(a)/.340  This same interjection may be seen in the name ±ymr, which appears as a nom
de circonstance in the text recounting Ba≤lu's battle with Yammu (RS 3.267 iv 19' [KTU
1.2]), which may be vocalized /≥ªyamiri/, "Yes! Expel', or, if the verbal form was /YQTLu/,
in an assimilated form which may have been something like /≥ayyamrû/ (← /≤ªy + yamrû/),
"Yes! It will expel!'341

— p. 172 (§33.214.1).  I believe that skepticism is required with regard to T.'s acceptance at
face value of syllabic signs with {e}, e.g., {me}, as proving allophonic pronunciation of /i/ as
[e] in the environment of a resonant, /l/, /m/, or /n/.  A total of seven examples are cited, each
attested only once; one appears in a broken context and the first sign is damaged ({¯e˘-la-yi}

338Pardee, Context I (1997) 256; Wyatt, Religious Texts (1998) 91.
339It is clear at least from poetry that the interrogative pronouns could be used adjectivally:  in RS 2.[014]+)
iii 37' (KTU 1.3), one finds mn •b yp≤ l b≤l (/m≠na ≥êbu yapa≤a lê ba≤li/) "Who is the enemy who has arisen
against Ba≤lu' (mn = the personal interrogative pronoun /m≠/ "who' + enclitic -na).  Cf. below, remark to pp.
242-44 (§45.1) on the indefinite pronominal forms.
340J. Gray, Legacy of Canaan2 (1965) 28 n. 8.  The polarity of the particle is not exclusively negative
("Woe!'), as the lexicographers have seen for Biblical Hebrew, and it appears likely that the tendency
towards negative polarity is a secondary phenomenon.
341Given the social function of the personal names ±y±b and ±y±” (see above, remark to p. 171
[§33.213.1b]) it appears unlikely that ±ymr is of the same formation (T., p. 752 [§81.61a]):  "Where is the
expeller?' as a rhetorical question is the only possible analysis that would make any sense and even that is
hardly satisfactory because the two names ygrß and ±ymr in this passage have the literary function of
expressing positively the role of the weapons in the story.
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[RS 17.147:5 = PRU VI 29]); in another case, the Akkadian word being glossed has almost
entirely disappeared (RS 16.086:4 read by the editor as {[… du-r]i(?): ”a-mì-ti} = PRU III,
p. 138); the interpretation of another is open to question ({le-e}—see above, remark to p. 52
([§21.341.21c]); only in this case and in one other would the /e/ value be affirmed by the use
of a following sign that is /e/-specific ({‡I-en-ni-¬u} in one of the polyglot vocabularies, RS
20.123 ii 20' = Nougayrol, Ugaritica V, text 137).  That the values of the syllabic signs were
not unequivocal, especially when representing non-Akkadian words for which an
orthographic tradition or local convention did not exist, is well known.
— p. 172 (§33.214.1), p. 249 (§51.3b). In view of the dubious cases just cited, it must be
judged equally dubious that the writing {me-te} for "two hundred' (RS 16.145:14 [PRU III, p.
169]) represents ""[m´(≥)t]'' instead of /mi≥t-/.  However that may be, T. decides at a later
point (p. 289 [§53.212], p. 291 [§53.221], p. 358 [§62.51], p. 418 [§69.321]) that the
Akkadian writing does not represent the Ugaritic form at all but is probably Middle Assyrian
and hence useless for deriving therefrom Ugaritic phonology, morphology, and syntax.
— pp. 172-73 (§33.214.21), p. 249 (§51.3d), p. 256-57 (§51.41f).  Given Akkadian ummu,
"mother', and Aramaic ßum, "name', it is difficult to accept that the like vocalization of these
two words in Ugaritic would represent a tendency in that language for /i/ to become /u/
before /m/.  The only other example cited is {r°m}, listed because of Hebrew r@≥´m and
Akkadian r≠mu.  Given the common variation in nominal vowel patterns from one Semitic
language to another and the Ugaritic counter-example cited in §33.214.22,342 it is difficult to
see these three words as reflecting a tendency of the Ugaritic language. The case of ßm, to
which the entirety of §51.3d is devoted, is particularly weak if Testen's hypothesis that this is
one of a few biconsonantal words that did not have a characteristic vowel in proto-Semitic is
correct,343 for the secondary realization in the various languages would be expected to show
variation from language to language.  Given the forms with /u/ in Ugaritic, Aramaic, and
Akkadian, it is Hebrew, with its forms ß´m, ≥´m, and r@≥´m, that is the odd language out and
it would, therefore, appear more plausible to posit a sound-shift in proto-Hebrew from /u/ to
/i/ than the opposite in Ugaritic.
— p. 173 (§33.214.23), p. 175 (§33.215.21b), p. 260 (§51.42g), p. 808 (§85.4).  Why should
the original form of {•mt} /≥imitta/, "of a verity', have been ""*≥amitta''?  The hatef-seghol in
Hebrew /≥emet/ indicates at least the possibility of a proto-form /≥imitt-/ in that language as
well.
— p. 173 (§33.214.3).  Evidence for the ""Lautwandel'' of /i/ to /a/ before /r/ consists of two
forms /ma≤ßar-/, "tenth', and /mam¬ar-/, "sword(?)'.  The first is supported only by Hebrew
/ma≤a≈´r/, the second is paralleled by Akkadian /nam¬ar/.

342T. actually cites two counter-examples, but the second does not qualify:  in ≤Anatu's title ybmt l•mm, the
second word is in the singular (an eventuality mentioned by T.) and consists of the divine name Li≥mu
(Pardee, Context I [1997] 251).  The word for "people' may or may not have been vocalized /lu≥mu/: as T.
points out, the only datum presently available is the word {l°mm} in RS 24.257:2, where the division of
the signs is uncertain (Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques [1988] 168).
343 ""The Significance of Aramaic r ← *n,'' JNES 44 (1985) 143-46.
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— p. 173 (§33.215.11b).  When Akkadian, Aramaic, and Hebrew all show the proto-form
/≥immir-/ for "lamb',344 it appears overbold to include Ugaritic {•mr} with the certain
examples (it is listed in the "certain' category but with a question mark!) of /qV1ttV2:l/ going
to /qV2ttV2:l/.  Not only is there no direct evidence that the second vowel was long, but the
shared form /≥immir-/ in four Semitic languages indicates that the vowel shift in the first
syllable, if indeed the proto-Semitic vowel was /a/, may not have been an inner-Ugaritic
phenomenon.  T. argues that, because the Ugaritic words for "pig' (""/hinn≠¬u/'') and "bull'
(""/≥ibb≠ru/'') were both derived from /qatt≠l/ forms, so should be the word for "lamb'.  But the
only evidence cited for the other two words is Hebrew /≥abb≠r/, that does not mean "bull', but
"powerful animal (including the bull)'.  It appears equally plausible, at least on the basis of
the data adduced, to argue that the three animal names were all originally /qittil/ in Ugaritic.
If such is the case, there is not a single certain case of the putative sound change (the other
claimed examples are the land designation /sibbir-/, of uncertain meaning and etymology,
and {°lp}, on which see second following remark).
— p. 174 (§33.215.11b).  Because of the broken state of the text, it cannot be considered
certain that {±mr} in RS 3.348 i 10 (KTU 1.20) means "lamb'.  The object of the verb
{¯td˘b“} may have preceded it, not followed it.
— p. 174 (§33.215.11b), p. 264 (§51.44j), pp. 777-78 (§82.421).  In the first two sections
cited, {°lp} in RS 1.002:19' et passim (KTU 1.40) is classified as a noun of the type /qatt¨l/
→ /qutt¨l/), in the third as a compound consisting of a conjunction, a preposition, and a noun
(/≥ô lê pî/, "or according to the declaration of').345  On p. 778, the interpretation as a common
noun is mentioned, but only as preferred by ""viele Autoren,'' not as so classified above in this
grammar.  On the meaning of ° l p in RS 1.002 (KTU 1.40), see below, remark to pp. 777-
78.
— p. 174 (§33.215.14).  T. cites no evidence for {•rby}, "grasshopper', being a
""Wanderwort.''  The presence of both {≥} and {y} in the proto-forms of the corresponding
word in Akkadian and Hebrew, as well as the plausible Semitic etymology (RBY, "be
numerous'—only the presence of a vowel between the /r/ and the /b/ in Akkadian alloforms
speaks against this derivation), lead to a first presumption that the word is Semitic.
— p. 175 (§33.215.21b), p. 451 (§73.243.22b), p. 588 (§74.622.1), p. 589 (§74.622.3), p.
640 (§75.517e).  Space in all five of these paragraphs is devoted to the form {•ßtn} attested
only in RIH 77/25:3 (CAT 2.79) and analyzed by T. as a variant form of {±ßtn}, "I will have
remitted' (the fi-stem of YTN).346  Because, however, RIH 77/25 is only a small fragment in
which the context of {•ßtn} is not extant, there is no way to be certain that the form
constitutes another orthography for the expected {±ßtn} nor, in fact, that it reflects the root
YTN, "to give'.  With regard to T.'s vocalization as /≥ißêtinu/ ← /≥Vßaytinu/, it should be noted

344T. cites the Akkadian and Hebrew forms, but omits the Aramaic.  /≥imm@r≠yn/ in Biblical Aramaic shows
that Aramaic also has a short vowel in the second syllable.
345Discussion in Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 112-15.  To the references cited there, add Watson,
Handbook of Ugaritic Studies (1999) 132; Dijkstra, ibid., p. 153.
346He cites RS 16.401:7', 10' (KTU 2.32) and RS 18.075:19' (KTU 2.41:18); only in the latter text is the
meaning/analysis of the form certain from context.
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that I-y forms seldom show a trace of the /y/ in derived forms; all the more strange that that
should occur in a root that in other Semitic languages appears as NTN/NDN.  As regards the
G-stem forms of this root, T. shows characteristic indecisiveness:  in this same paragraph on
p. 175 he vocalizes {•tn}, "I will give', in RS 15.007:4 (KTU 2.15) as ""/≥itin-/ < *≥atin-''
whereas on p. 635 (§75.512) he vocalizes {•tn} as ""/≥e(t)tin-/''347 but indicates the regular
1 c.s. form as ""/âtin-/.''
— p. 175 (§33.215.21b).  Given that the {°†b} was one of the most expensive garments in
the list in which the word has appeared (RS 18.024:11 [KTU 4.337]),348 it is unlikely that it
was only a ""Kleidersaum(?).''  This Ugaritic datum agrees with the data from Mari, where
the corresponding term designated a ""habit de luxe'' as compared with a ""habit courant.''349

— p. 175 (§33.215.22), p. 219 (§41.221.17a), pp. 248-49 (§51.3a), p. 338 (§55.12).
However one may go about explaining that in the later West-Semitic languages the word
/≥ab-/, "father', shows a short vowel (Arabic) or no vowel at all (Hebrew/Aramaic) after the
/b/ in the singular absolute but a long vowel before suffixes (e.g., Hebrew /≥ªb≠h¨/, "his
father'), accounting for the Ugaritic forms by position of accent (the noun in the absolute
state would be ""/≥ábu/'' while the pronominal form would be ""/≥abûhu/''—on p. 248, the
construct form is also said to have a long vowel)350 requires further argumentation.
Strangely enough, though on pp. 248-49 and 338 ±b and ±” are described in identical terms,
the explanation of the different vowel length in the absolute state as based on accent is made
only for ±b (p. 175).  However all this may be, neither does T. provide any evidence from
within Ugaritic for the hypothetical difference of case vowel length in the absolute state as
opposed to the construct and pronominal states nor does he state explicitly that it is the loss
of what one might expect to have been a long case vowel in the later West-Semitic
languages that is at the origin of the hypothesis.  It may further be remarked that the word ±b
is quite rare in Ugaritic prose, and the absence of examples of harmony of the first vowel
with the long case vowel, well attested for ±” but primarily in prose (see above, remark to p.
51 [§21.341.21a], etc.), may, therefore, be owing only to this paucity of attestations of ±b.
On the other hand, T. identifies the vowel harmony in the various writings of ±” as linked to
the presence of the /”/ (p. 176, §33.215.31), inapplicable for ±b.  The divine name {•l•b},
plausibly vocalized as /≥ilu≥ibî/ ← /≥ilu≥abî/ appears, however, to provide a case of vowel

347The option indicated here by the /t/ in parentheses leaves the reader perplexed, for one has difficulty
imagining a reduced vowel of the shewa type in a closed syllable, because a closed syllable is long by
definition and, from the Hebrew perspective, the Massoretes recognized shewa and hatef-vowels only in
open syllables.
348Along with the ktn, the °†b was valued at 3 1/3 shekels each, while the least expensive garment cost
only one shekel.  See Pardee, Syria 77 (2000) 41-56.
349J.-M. Durand, Textes administratifs des salles 134 et 160 du palais de Mari (Archives Royales de Mari
21; Paris:  Geuthner, 1983) 405.
350T.'s transcription of the case vowel of both ±b and ±” shows forms resulting from contraction (i.e., the
circumflex accent); this is because he considers the roots to have probably been triconsonantal (see p. 248
and my remark here below to pp. 248-49 [§51.2-3]).
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harmony involving the noun ±b351 and that name is consistently so written with two tokens of
{•}; but the origin of the divinity is unknown and the pronunciation may, therefore, represent
a linguistic stratum of "Amorite' different from that of Ugaritic.  If the name does represent
Ugaritic, it provides a bit of evidence for the noun ±b in the absolute state having a long
vowel, for the harmonization of the first vowel with the second should only have occurred if
the latter was long.  For the time being, one must conclude that the reasons for the different
orthographic conventions for ±” and ±b are uncertain, though the fact that ±dn has essentially
replaced ±b in prose (see above, remark to p. 88 [§31.3]) is an adequate explanation for the
paucity of attestations of ±b there.  (It is not impossible is that the /b/ was doubled,352 for ±”
in the plural does not show vowel harmony because the plural stem was, in accordance with
the Hebrew data, probably /≥a””-/.)  Finally, it must be observed that the difference in the
orthographic traditions for the two words extends only to the representation of vowel
harmony of the first vowel to the case vowel, for the absence of {-y} on ±b in the nominative
singular with 1 c.s. pronominal suffix, claimed on p. 219 to be ""offenbar,'' remains unproven.
Only two texts are cited there.  In one (RS 2.[014]+ iv 54 [KTU 1.3]), the form in question is
entirely restored—indeed, in CAT, one finds the form {±by} restored!  (For a discussion of
similar claims for ±”, see above, remark to p. 51 [§21.341.21a], etc.).  The ambiguity of the
Ugaritic data and the difficulty of explaining the situation in later West Semitic require us to
leave open the hypothesis that the masculine singuler nouns ±b and ±” both had long case
vowels in all cases and in all states.  (On these nouns as possibly deriving from the base
/qatal/ in proto-West Semitic, see remark to pp. 248-49 [§51.3a], etc.)
— p. 175 (§33.215.31a), p. 261 (§51.43a).  Given the double divine name ÷rm-w-thmt and
its Akkadian equivalents {d‡UR.SAG.MEfi u A m u - ú} (RS 20.024:18) and
{d‡UR.SAG.MEfi ù dA.MEfi} (RS 92.2004:29 [RSO XIV 22]), that is, "Mountains-and-
Waters',353 it is clear that thmt does not mean ""Meerestiefe,'' but "fresh-water deeps', i.e.,
these waters have nothing to do with the "(salty) sea', as the casual reader would understand
""Meerestiefe,'' but are those that underlie the earth and gush up as fresh-water springs.
— p. 177 (§33.215.42), p. 179 (§33.231.21b), p. 201 (§33.411), p. 277 (§51.7), p. 278
(§52.12a), p. 301 (§53.34), p. 399 (§69.143.21b), p. 848 (§91.321c).  The vocalization of the
Ugaritic word bnß, "member of the royal service personnel', is known from vocabulary texts
to be {bu-nu-ßu}, but its origin is obscure.  It occurs only in prose (letters, legal texts, and
administrative texts).  T.'s acceptance of the old etymology as from ""*bin "Sohn' '' and
""*≥unªß "Mensch' '' (p. 177) inspires no confidence whatsoever.  The word is unknown in
Canaanite, so the presumption must be that it is Ugaritic; but in proto-Ugaritic the first
element should have had a case vowel, which would have impeded the assimilation of the
/n/.  Moreover, there is no basis for the shift of the second vowel from /ª/ to /¨/ or /º/ in

351T., p. 177 (§33.214.41).  For a detailed bibliographical discussion, see Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000)
298.
352Cf. Aramaic ≥abbª.
353On these readings (courtesy D. Arnaud), see Pardee and Xella, Dictionary of Deities and Demons (ed. K.
van der Toorn; Brill: Leiden, 1995) 1135 (p. 604 in the 2d ed., 1999); Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000)
306-7, 804.
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Ugaritic (T. considers both vowels possible); this also would have to be a Canaanite feature
of the noun (see second following remark).  In addition, the first vowel would have become
/u/ only by harmony with this hypothetical /¨/, for there is no evidence that the Ugaritic word
for "son' was /bun-/ (on T.'s treatment of this word, see below, remark to p. 249 [§51.3b],
etc.).  Finally, the word does not have the broad meanings ""Mensch, Person, Bediensteter,''
as he glosses (p. 177 et passim), but much mores specifically designates individuals who are
in royal service (perhaps rarely to individuals who are in service to other socio-political
entities354)—there are very few texts that cannot be so interpreted.  A further negative point
is that bnß is strictly a prose administrative term while nßm is well attested in poetry with the
meaning "people'.  There is no proof of which I am aware for the assertion that bnß is in
some sense the singular of nßm, "people' (p. 301); indeed, the fact that bnß is attested as a
plural355 (and {bnß} in construct may, according to context, be a plural) goes directly against
such a categorization and against the categorization as a ""Nomen generis'' (pp. 278, 399).356

Four further remarks on the data that are cited as comparisons in these sections:  (1) The
Ugaritic form of the word cited as ""*≥unªß'' is actually attested in Ugaritic in two forms, {•nß
•lm}, a divine name that may in form be a collective referring to the deceased,357 and {•nst},
a word that appears in lists of royal personnel; the vocalization of the Ugaritic word is,
therefore, very likely /≥inªß-/; neither form appears in T.'s index of Ugaritic words. (2)
Ugaritic nßm, "people, humans', may be cognate with Akkadian naßû, "people', and Hebrew
nªß≠m, "women' (cf. ≥anªß≠m, "men'), rather than with the aphaeresized forms of /≥inªß-/ cited
by T. (i.e., Aramaic nªß and Arabic nªs).  (3) Whatever the precise etymology of Ugaritic
nßm may be, the phrase bn nßm in RS 92.2014:10 (RSO XIV 52) provides no direct
evidence for the origin of bnß, for it simply means "son of a human', i.e., "member of the
human race'; in that incantation text, it certainly does not have the meaning of "member of the
royal service corps' characteristic of bnß.358  And, of course, it does not show the
assimilation of the /n/ of bn to that of nß that is thought to have produced bnß.  (4) bnß is
never divided into two lexemes by the use of a word-divider (and one wonders where the
word-divider would have marked the division), so it is improper to refer to a phrase "X bnß'
as a possible triple construct chain (p. 848)—even if the proposed etymology were to turn
out to be correct, reference to a triple construct chain would still be out of order, for there is

354A possible example is {r•ßym . dt . ≤rb | b . bnßhm}, "Men of the town of Ra≥ßu who have guaranteed
their bnß-personnel' (RS 18.035:1-2 [KTU 4.347]).  The text provides no indication of the sense in which
these bnß-personnel "belonged to' the men of Ra≥ßu, viz., were they in the personal service of these men,
were they in service to the municipality, or were they royal functionaries in service in this town?
355Del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, Diccionario I (1996) 112.
356Here bnß is categorized as a ""Nomen generis (Gattungsnomen),'' but T. only cites one text in favor of that
interpretation, RS 15.083:6 (KTU 4.169), where bnß is contrasted with ¢¢wm, "horses'.  The "man' may, of
course, be a member of the royal service personnel.  Without further proof, one cannot accept that bnß was
used as a collective with anywhere near the frequency of npß, which is cited as a comparative term.  It is
certainly not the usage of bnß in the singular with number nouns in the teens that will prove the
categorization, for that morpho-syntax is well attested with other nouns (see p. 399, ""Sonstige Fälle'').
357See Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 88-89.
358Cf. Pardee, Context I (1997) 328, n. 8; Bordreuil and Pardee, RSO XIV (2001) 387-91.
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no evidence whatever that bnß functioned in Ugaritic as anything but a three-syllable
common noun.  In sum, no etymological explanation of bnß is at this point anything other than
purely speculative.
— p. 177 (§33.221), p. 499 (§73.611.2).  The hypothesis that the Ugaritic energic ending
/-anna/ would have become /-anni/ after the dual morpheme /-ª-/ is based on no Ugaritic
data, only on Arabic.
— pp. 178-80 (§33.231).  This section is devoted to the ""Lautwandel *ª > /º/ ? '' and as such
is one of those that could have been relegated to a footnote, were footnotes used.  T. first
cites seven syllabic forms, six alphabetic forms, and several proper names, written both
syllabically and alphabetically, that do not show the shift.  One wonders why these data
were not presented above in the section on the phonology of vowels (pp. 134-35 [§32.2]),
where the refutation of the /ª/ → /º/ shift could have been done as an Anmerkung.  Then six
data or types of data are cited in favor of the shift (traditionally known as the "Canaanite
shift' because it is attested in Hebrew/Phoenician but not in old Aramaic): (1) proper names
with {u} in syllabic script; (2) {bu-nu-ßu} (see remark above to p. 177 [§33.215.42], etc.);
(3) {yß°l} for /yiß≥al-/ in RS 17.117:2 (KTU 5.11); (4) {°nk} for /≥anªku/ in line 3 of the
same text; (5) {®°t}, "ewe' or "ewes, in RS 15.072:3 (KTU 1.80); (6) {¢kn} and {¢knt}, each
attested once (RS 8.208:3 [KTU 4.36] and RS 15.012:2 [KTU 4.135]), for {skn}, "prefect'.
Though all these forms have been cited by one author or another in favor of the hypothesis
that Ugaritic occasionally shows the /ª/ → /º/ shift, T. needlessly legitimizes such claims by
devoting so much space to them and, in the case of bnß, by devoting a section above to an
etymological explanation wherein the /ª/ → /º/ shift is considered a valid explanatory device.
Briefly:  the names in (1) are probably non-Ugaritic; bnß is not plausibly derived from /binu
≥inªßi/; {yß°l}, {°nk}, and {®°t} all occur in texts that show non-standard features and these
are plausibly aberrant writings rather than phonological features of standard Ugaritic;359

there is no basis to the hypothesis that {¢} was always followed by /u/360 (let alone /º/!).
— p. 178 (§33.231.1b), p. 230 (§42.4), p. 244 (§45.122c), p. 254 (§51.41c), p. 295
(§53.322.1a), p. 486 (§73.523), p. 687 (§76.331), p. 688 (§76.333), p. 786 (§83.113i), p.
898 (§97.111), p. 903 (§97.33).  {ß±lm} in RS 15.128:5 (KTU 3.3) may not represent the
plural of a /qutal/ or a /qitl/ base noun meaning ""Forderungen, Ansprüche.''361  Rather, as the

359As T. admits on p. 616 (§75.222):  ""Wahrsch. handelt es sich jedoch um ein rein orthographisches
Problem'' (with respect to yß°l in RS 17.117:2) and ""ebenfalls {u} statt {a}'' [he means, of course, {°} for
{±}] (with respect to °nk for ±nk in line 3 of the same text).  In the case of RS 17.117, {±} is used in other
cases which appear to be phonologically identical (see Pardee, Les textes épistolaires [in preparation], ad
loc.).
360As T. has shown elsewhere (UF 27 [1995] 505-28) as well as here (pp. 40-50 [§21.33]).
361This case provides another example of the predilection mentioned above to offer multiple hypotheses:  on
p. 178, the form is presented with no question mark and no cross-reference as a /qutal/ base, whereas in the
section on /qitl/-base nouns (p. 254) it is presented as an example with no cross-reference back to
§33.231.1b; on p. 486, it is presented as a /qitl/ base, with the possibility of a /qutl/ base, but with no cross-
references to other explanations.  Though the passage is translated eleven times in the grammar, never is
the possibility of taking {ß±lm} as referring to the "inquirers' rather than to the "inquiries' even mentioned.
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original editor thought,362 it may mean "investigators' (a nomen professionalis of the form
/qattªl/363).  This interpretation appears to be confirmed by the correct reading of RS
17.073:2 (KTU 6.25) as {ßal[…]}, rather than as {ß±b} (KTU/CAT).364  This label seems
to have been attached to a list of the names of the "investigators' operating in one of the
towns of the kingdom of Ugarit.365  In any case, it is not the phrase {ß•l ßlmy} in RS
19.029:8 (KTU 2.63) that will prove that an abstract /qitl/ form meaning "inquiry' existed in
Ugaritic, for the text is badly damaged and the word written {ß•l} may be the G-stem active
participle, "a person who inquires'.  With the preceding line, the phrase is {(7) lm [.] ¯l˘ . l•kt
(8) ß•l . ßlmy}, which is as plausibly interpreted as "Why have you not sent someone to
inquire after my health?' as "Why have you not sent (a letter) to inquire after my health?'.
The problem of two different bases functioning to express the abstract notion of the verb is
also one to elicit hesitation.  If {ß•l} in the last text discussed may plausibly be /qitl/, or /qutl/,
there is no particular reason to attempt a like explanation for {ß±l(m)}, i.e., to propose the
existence of a /qutal/ base from this root having the same meaning as the /qitl/ (or /qutl/)
base noun.
— p. 179 (§33.231.22a), p. 208 (§41.112.11b).  Though T. is certainly correct in taking °nk
in the phrase written {hn °nk bnk} in RS 17.117:3 (KTU 5.11) as a form of the 1 c.s.
independent personal pronoun (normally {±nk}), the writing itself is more likely an aberrant
use of the {≥}-signs than a reflection of phonology (see comment above to pp. 178-79).366

Moreover, the phrase does not mean ""Ich [bin] dein Sohn''; rather, since the letter clearly had
two authors, the use of the personal pronoun is, as in RS 8.315:13 (KTU 2.11), a device
used by one of the authors to preface a statement coming from him/her to the exclusion of
the other author.367  The line is thus to be translated, "As for me, your son, I …'.368  This
understanding of the structure of the text and the writing {yß°l} show that the {°} of {°nk}
is no basis for seeing in that word an uncorrected error for {bnk} (the explanation put forth
by del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín369).

362Virolleaud, PRU II (1957) 188-89, text 161.
363The {±} shows that it is not /qªtil/, as the editor thought (ibid., p. 214).  A vocalization is proposed for
the translation in the remark below to p. 230 (§42.4).
364Here again the editor's reading is to be preferred (Virolleaud, ibid., p. 193, text 172).  The reading in
KTU/CAT has been adopted, though with some hesitation, by van Soldt, UF 21 (1989) 379; without
question by T. (p. 263 [§51.44e]; p. 472 [§73.411]—see remark below).
365See D. Pardee, ""L'étiquette RS 17.073 et les « enquêteurs » du royaume d'Ougarit'' (forthcoming in
Semitica 52).
366On p. 179, T. proposes that {°nk} may represent ""[≥onºkV]'' and {yß°l} (l. 2} ""[yißôl],'' but, in other
cases of similar phonetic sequences in RS 17.117, the {±} sign is used (see Pardee, Les textes épistolaires
[in preparation]).
367One may note a similar use of ±mtk in RS 29.093:12 (KTU 2.70) and of ≤bdk in lines 26 and 29 of the
same text.
368See my English translation in Context III (2002) 109.
369Diccionario I (1996) 39.
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— p. 179 (§33.231.22), p. 426 (§73.121.1c), p. 449 (§73.243.1), p. 467 (§73.332.4), p. 616
(§75.222), p. 734 (§77.413), p. 778 (§82.421).  Apparently as a device for explaining
various aberrant phenomena in RS 17.063 (KTU 5.10) and RS 17.117 (KTU 5.11), T.
sometimes refers to them as school texts, but in an inconsistent fashion:  "" 'Schultext' '' (p.
179), "" "Schultext" '' (p. 426), ""Schultext'' (pp. 426, 449, 467), ""ein sogenannter "Schultext" ''
(p. 616 with reference to RS 17.117), ""Übungstexten'' (p. 733), and ""Übungstext'' (with
reference to RS 17.117).  As I have observed several times,370 orthographic and
grammatical irregularities are not necessarily valid criteria for classifying a text as an
exercise; in the cases of RS 17.063 and 17.117, both classified as school texts in KTU and
not removed from that category in CAT, these texts show internally coherent features that
are not known from other Ugaritic epistolary documents and the texts cannot, therefore, be
products of a known school at Ugarit.  They cannot be classified as school texts, then, unless
one be willing to consider that the ancients were sending school texts—which by their nature
as such have no inherent value— from one town to another.  When one considers that these
two texts in fact have all the characteristics of perfectly good letters, it becomes truly
astonishing that the school-text hypothesis has received any serious consideration at all. (On
T.'s analysis of several of the verb forms unattested elsewhere in Ugaritic, see remark
below to p. 467 [§73.332.4].)
— p. 179 (§33.231.22b), p. 185 (§33.243.15), p. 199 (§33.323.3a), p. 258 (§51.42a), p. 284
(§52.5a), p. 297 (§53.322.4).   The identification of  ®±t, "ewe', as from the root T˙≥W and of
the type /qatalat/ (assumed or stated in the first four paragraphs cited) is far more plausible
than taking the {t} as a root letter (rather than the feminine morpheme—only on p. 284 is
this analysis assumed).  All the comparative evidence is against the latter derivation.371  The
plural ®±tt in RS 24.247+:1 (KTU 1.103+),372 the basis provided on p. 284 for not taking the
{-t} as the feminine morpheme, is either a scribal error or an example of the feminine plural
morpheme being attached to the feminine singular stem (as, for example, in Hebrew délet,
"door-panel', d@lªtºt/, "door-panels' )—this explanation is explicitly proposed on p. 297.
— p. 181 (§33.232), p. 264 (§51.44g), p. 533 (§74.32).  The theoretical basis for taking bdl
as meaning "Vertreter, Ersatzleute'' is faulty.  The data from Ugarit, Ebla, and Arabic lead
rather to the conclusion that the term designated some kind of commercial agent, more of a
"quartermaster' than a "deputy' or "substitute'.373  Regarding the difference in vocalization
between the Ugaritic and Eblaite words ([bidal-] vs. [badal-]), T.'s primary hypothesis, that
the Ugaritic form shows a shift of /a/ to /i/ is indubitably less likely than his second, viz., that

370See most recently BASOR 320 (2000) 56 and Context III (2002) 108 n. 158.
371Biggs and Pardee, JNES 43 (1984) 256.
372For the reading {®±tt}, see Pardee, AfO 33 (1986) 118, 119-20, 126; idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 536-
37.  T. cites this plural form on pp. 179, 284, and 297; in the first two instances he rejects the reading {±tt}
found in CAT without stating his reasons while in the third he does not mention the reading in CAT but
cites a review of mine (JAOS 113 [1993] 615, 617) in which I criticize the first proposal of the reading {±tt}
by Dietrich and Loretz (which was published in 1990, in Mantik in Ugarit).
373See Pardee, Semitica 49 (1999) 51-52, n. 78.
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the word appears in the two languages in two different forms, /baddªl-/ at Ebla, /bidªl-/ at
Ugarit.
— pp. 182-85 (§§33.242-243), pp. 278-80 (§52.2).  T. presents the nominal feminine
morphemes /-at/ and /-t/ as variants of the former, with the latter arising by vowel syncope;
on p. 278, he says that the appearance of one or the other of the two forms is conditioned by
the syllabic structure of a given word (""Die Wahl der Varianten ist silbenstrukturell
bedingt.'').  Whether or not the only proto-Semitic form was /-at/, the occurrence of the /-t/
form is not fixed by rule any more precisely in Ugaritic than in Hebrew, as T. recognizes
implicitly by his inconsistent reconstruction of certain feminine noun types (see below, in
particular remarks to pp. 183-84 [§33.243.12-15] and to p. 258 [§51.42a]) and as he
recognizes explicitly on p. 280, in comparing Ugaritic, Phoenician, and Hebrew.  That
Ugaritic does not tend to follow the model known from Arabic, where /-at/ predominates, but
the Hebrew mixed model is clear from the brief list of forms in §52.213 (p. 279)—though
there are many individual divergences between the two languages.  Certain nominal base
types could only take /-at/ because of constraints on syllable-types (e.g., /qatl/qitl/qutl/qall/
qill/qull), but this cannot be said of other base types:  as proto-Hebrew had /qªtilat/ and
/qªtilt/ side-by-side so Ugaritic may have done.  It is possible, therefore, to say that {ylt}, for
example, must have been /*yªlidt/ because the absence of {d} in the orthography shows that
this consonant has assimilated to the /t/, but it is not possible to determine whether a form
like {yldt} is a participle (/yªlidat-/ or a /QTLa/ form (/yaladat/).  That being the case, there
is no probative value in remarks to the effect that the absence of assimilation of the third
radical to the feminine morpheme proves a particular nominal stem (e.g., p. 264 [§51.44e],
¬wdt, "huntress', must be /qattªl-/ else /-at/ would have become /-t/ and the /t/ would have
assimilated to the /d/; p. 272 [§51.46b], ±lmnt, "widow', must be /≥almªnat-/ because if the
second syllable had a short vowel the form would have become /≥almatt-/).
— p. 182 (§33.242a), p. 183 (§33.243.11a), p. 185 (§33.243.2), p. 253 (§51.41a), p. 294
(§53.312c), p. 295 (§53.322.1a,b).  When the same scribe in the same text, at two lines
distance (RS 19.042:11, 13 [PRU VI 79]), writes the very same form in conflicting ways,
viz., {”[a-a]m-ru-ú} and {”a-ma-ru-ú}, while other scribes write plural forms of the same
word with {AM} and {MA} (p. 182), one begins wondering about the validity of drawing
conclusions about vowel syncope on the basis of such writings (the first form is cited as
evidence for ""Posttonische Vokalsynkope in  viersilbigen Formen'' [§33.243.1]).  {ma-ás-
wa-tu} in RS 19.026:2 (PRU VI 113) and {ma-sa-wa-tu} in line 5 of the same text, parsed
as identical forms (p. 253, 294-95), provide no relief.  Then one encounters {ßa-¯an˘-tu4},
"year', where the proto-Ugaritic form cannot have been /ßantu/ (see above, note to p. 146
[§33.115.44.5], etc.), but the writing is cited as evidence for ""Posttonische Vokalsynkope in
dreisilbigen Formen'' (p. 185), followed by another case of different writings of a selfsame
word {iß-tu4} and {i-ßi-t[u4]}, "fire' (in RS 20.201G+:8' and RS 20.189:37', respectively).374

374Texts published by Nougayrol, Ugaritica V, texts 131 and 132 (the second republished with an additional
fragment by Laroche, UF 11 [1979]  477-80; the reading of {iß-tu4} is credited to van Soldt, BiOr 37 [1990]
732, 733).  T. obviously does not know what to do with  {i-ßi-t[u4]}, since he notes the proto-Ugaritic form
as ""*ißi/atu'' and proposes with a question mark that /≥ißitu/ may have developed from /≥ißatu/ through
vowel harmony (cf. p. 249 [§51.3b]); but since the vowel of the feminine morpheme usually does not
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The case of {ßa-¯an˘-tu4} shows that the result of the ""syncope'' in question cannot have
been /Ø/, that it must not have gone beyond vowel reduction of the type that produced ""vocal
shewa'' in Hebrew (i.e., one that was still vocalic enough in pre-Massoretic-Hebrew to have
maintained the aspirated quality of a following b@gadk@phat letter, e.g., /*malakay/ →

/*mal@’ê/ → /mal’ê/ in the Massoretic tradition).  Another example is provided by the plural
of /qatl/qitl/qutl/ nouns (see below, remark to p. 251 [§51.4l], pp. 295-96 [§53.322.1]).
Conflicting writings by the same scribe make one wonder, however, if, when writing
Ugaritic words, they were not capable of using {VC} and {CV} signs interchangeably, e.g.,
{MA} and {AM}, {AN} and {NA}, {Ifi} and {fiI},375 and CVC signs for CV + CV.  If so,
"apprentices', was pronounced /÷amar¨ma/ in Ugaritic, "fire' was /≥ißtu/ (or even /≥ißatu/), and
"year' was /ßanatu/.  A study needs to be undertaken of proper names in syllabic script and
conclusions drawn from orthographic variation apropos the validity of drawing narrow
conclusions regarding Ugaritic phonology from such variant forms.376

— p. 182 (§33.242a), p. 273 (§51.46h-k).  T. twice mentions the syllabic attestations of the
gentilic "Ugaritian', which is {u-ga-ar-ti-PI} (RS 19.042:15 [PRU VI 79]; the same writing
but without the final {PI} sign for  /ya/yi/yu/wa/wi/wu/ follows in line 16, apparently a
simple scribal error), and in the first paragraph he vocalizes it as ""≥ugart≠yu.''  Neither here
nor in his previous brief study of this word377 did he broach the topic of why the name of the
city of Ugarit would end in /-it/, a morpheme unknown in Northwest Semitic.  Moreover,
neither he nor van Soldt, who first observed the implications of the syllabic writing for the
pronunciation of the gentilic and of the toponym,378 go seriously into the question of
etymology.  Van Soldt does, however, qualify the writing {A.GÀR-ít} in RS 16.162:23379 as
""popular etymology.''380  Popular etymology it may well be, for it is well known that a place
name is often more archaic than a given ethnic/linguistic group that inhabits it.  But whatever
the origin of the name may have been, it is not implausible to believe that the etymology
underlying the writing in RS 16.162 reflects the truly popular etymology, i.e., that of the
people of Ugarit, and hence that the pronunciation was derived from ≥ugªru, "field'.  The
existence of the noun in Ugaritic is attested by the double divine name Gapnu-wa-≥Ugªru,
"Vine-and-Field'; the association of two agricultural entities in this name shows also that the

harmonize with a preceding vowel, this word is not included above in the sections devoted to vowel
harmony.
375Is {ri-gi-mu}, "word', in RS 20.189:8' (Laroche, UF 11 [1979] 479) another example of a CV sign used for
VC?  On p. 169 (§33.183), T. proposes this explanation of the word:  /rigmu/ →  /rigm˚u/ = [ rigim˚u],
whereas on p. 260 (§51.42h) he considers the possibility that it is /qitt≠l/ ← /qatt≠l/.
376The data base of personal names in all Ugaritic sources, including the most recent Ugaritic and Akkadian
texts, put together by C. Roche in Paris for her dissertation on Ugaritic prosopography (2001), will when
published make such a study feasible.
377UF 29 (1997) 670.
378UF 28 (1996) 657, n. 21; cf. idem, UF 31 (1999) 775.
379Nougayrol, PRU III (1955) 126; cf. S. Lackenbacher, Textes akkadiens d'Ugarit. Textes provenant des
vingt-cinq premières campagnes (Littératures Anciennes du Proche-Orient 20; Paris: Cerf, 2002) 228.
380UF 28 (1996) 657, n. 21.
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"meaning' of the second was known despite the fact that the standard word for "field' in
Ugaritic was ßadû.  The form of the gentilic leads to the conclusion that the ending of the
name was /-it-/ while the etymological consideration leads to the conclusion that it should
have been /-≠t-/.  Is there a way to harmonize the two conclusions?  Yes.  The data gathered
by van Soldt for the syllabic orthography of the name indicate that in the vast majority of
occurrences the name is registered without a case vowel; van Soldt lists only five
exceptions.381  Working from the etymology and these writings with a case vowel, I have in
the past assumed that the basic form was /≥ugªr≠tu/ and that the noun was, because of this
long vowel in the penultimate syllable, diptotic,382 hence, for example, /ba≤lu ≥ugªr≠ta/, "Baal
of Ugarit'.383  The gentilic may be taken to demonstrate, however, that it was the "absolute'
case that was standard and that the syllabic writings represent the standard pronunciation at
Ugarit, viz., the last syllable was closed and the vowel of the historic morpheme /-≠t-/ was
hence secondarily shortened.  The absolute form would, therefore, have been pronounced
/≥ugªrit/, as van Soldt proposed in footnote 21 to his list of attestations, though his main entry
is ""≥Ugarit.''384  And, as T. proposed and van Soldt accepted in principle, the /ª/ would have
shortened in the gentilic form because its syllable became closed by syncope of the /i/.385

The historic form of the name would, therefore, have been /≥ugªr≠tu/, the form actually used
in the late 14th and into the early 12th c. B.C. would have been /≥ugªrit/, whereas the gentilic
would have been /≥ugartiyyu/.  What I add here to the proposals of van Soldt and T. is an
explanation for the origin of the uncharacteristic /-it/ ending.386  As we have seen and will
often see below, T. tends to overlook the principle of vowel shortening in closed syllables;
this appears to be another instance thereof.
— p. 182 (§32.242b), p. 183 (§33.243.11b), p. 258 (§51.42a). One must query whether rbt
is simply a secondary form of rbbt; since Hebrew has the same two forms, they would
appear at least to go back to proto-West Semitic.
— p. 183 (§33.242b), p. 184 (§33.243.15), p. 189 (§33.311.3a, b), p. 204 (§33.444), p. 259
(§51.42c) . Given that Hebrew has two basic forms, qéret (← /qart//) and qiryªh, meaning
"city', and that {qrt} /qart/ is well attested in Phoenician, how likely is it that Ugaritic {qrt}

381Ibid., p. 657.
382For this rule in Ugaritic, see M. Liverani, ""Antecedenti del diptotismo arabo nei testi accadici di Ugarit,''
RSO 38 (1963) 131-60.
383E.g, Les textes rituels (2000) 150 et passim.
384UF 28 (1996) 657.
385More recently, T. has objected to the view that a given word could have a long vowel in one form and a
short vowel in another and has cut the Gordian knot by proposing that the common noun on which the place
name was based was /≥ugaru/ (UF 33 [2001] 624-26). Whether he is correct or not about the reconstruction
of the common noun is a question for Assyriologists to decide, but there is certainly no problem with forms
of a given word varying as to the length of one of the vowels, for it happens all the time in verbs, viz.,
/yaq¨mu/ "he will arise' vs. /yaqum/ "may he arise'; /qum/ "arise!', /q¨ma/ "arise!' (both m.s. impv.—for the
similar case of the proto-Hebrew Hiphil, see above, note 18).  On the case of epattu and epªdªtu in
Akkadian (singular and plural forms of a single noun), see below, remark to p. 183 (§33.242b).
386This explanation is now included in Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) I 94-95.
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and {qryt} reflect an identical base form?  T. hypothesizes the base form to be /qariyat-/, i.e.,
{qryt} would represent a form in which the original triphthong  /qariyat-/ has not undergone
syncope and monophthongization because it is in ""Pausalstellung'' (p. 184), is a ""Pausal-
Var.'' (p. 189) or is ""in der Pausa'' (p. 204).  Because there is virtually no hard evidence for
the existence of "Pausalformen,'' it appears more plausible to posit that {qryt} would
represent the base form /qaryat-/, while {qrt}, /qar≠tu/, would come from /qariyt-/.387  The
writing {qrt} could, of course, also represent a separate form /qartu/ equivalent to the
Hebrew and Phoenician forms, a direct descendant of the biconsonantal root QR.
— p. 183 (§33.242b).  Comparison of the Ugaritic, Hebrew, and Akkadian forms permits a
reconstruction of the base form of {•pd}, "(a type of garment)', as /≥ipªd-/ rather than ""{qital}
oder {qitªl}'' (with reference to Akkadian).  Hebrew /≥´pºd/ can only have come from /qitul/
or /qitªl/, while Akkadian epattu and epªdªtu can only have come from /qitªl/ (the singular
form shows proto-Akkadian shortening of a long vowel in a closed syllable, i.e., /*≥ipªdatu/
> /*≥ipªdtu/ > /≥ipattu/).  The base form may, therefore, be reconstructed as /qitªl/, and the
Ugaritic plural {•ptt} may be reconstructed as representing a secondary plural built off of a
feminine singular form like the Akkadian singular:  /*≥ipattu/ → /≥ipattªtu/ (unless, as the
plural form is attested only once, the second {t} be simply dittographic in origin).  If such be
the case, then {•ptt} does not represent devoicing of the /d/ after syncope (T. posits /≥ipadªt-/
→ /≥ipdªt-/ → /≥iptªt-/) and this example could have been included below in the section
where possible feminine plurals with double feminine morpheme are listed.
— p. 183 (§33.243.11c), p. 519 (§74.232.1), pp. 524-25 (§74.232.21), p. 619 (§75.228b).
Huehnergard's proposal to see in {yßt±l} the tD-stem of √fi≥L, with metathesis because of
the first radical being a sibilant (/yißta≥≥al-/ ← /yitßa≥≥al-/), and in {yßt•l} the Gt-stem of the
same root (yißta≥il-),388 makes more sense to me than T.'s idea that {yßt±l} would show the
Gt-stem without syncope (/yißta≥al-/), {yßt•l} the same form with syncope (/yißta≥l-/).  The
existence side by side of the Gt and tD forms in Arabic (and in Aramaic, with Gt having
become tG), each, originally at least, with its own meaning derived from the principal stem,
G or D,389 leads me to believe that the Ugaritic situation was similar.  On the other hand, it
must be observed that the interpretation of {tßt•l} in RS 15.098:6 (KTU 2.17:15), the only
occurrence of the putative form with {•}, is uncertain, for the tablet breaks off immediately
after the {l}; this, linked with the fact that the scribe of this tablet made a very parsimonious
use of the word-divider (a total of seven in sixteen lines), renders the status of the five signs
as a single word uncertain.390

387The reconstruction is based on the syllabic spelling {qa-ri-t[u4]} in the polyglot vocabulary RS 20.149 iii
18' (Nougayrol, Ugaritica V text 130).
388UF 17 (1986) 402.
389T.'s claim, p. 525, that the tD forms in the later languages are often secondary, derived from the Gt,
stands in need of proving and, in any case, may not be used to deny the existence of any given tD form in
Ugaritic.
390Cf. Pardee, UF 16 (1984) 252, n. 7, pointing out the division of the signs into two words in KTU ({tßt
•l}), a division abandoned in CAT.
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— p. 183 (§33.243.11c), p. 528-29 (§74.234.2), p. 589 (§74.622.3), p. 619 (§75.228b). The
restoration of the verb fi≥R in RS 16.401:10' (KTU 2.32) as {[•ß]t•r}391 is not possible, for
the right point of the sign preceding the {t} is preserved and is part of a horizontal wedge,
not of the right wedge of {ß} which in this text has a pronounced upwards slant (i.e., is
inscribed as an oblique wedge rather than as a horizontal wedge).  Though the restoration of
the same verb in RS 34.124:42' is certainly plausible,392 the absence of the preformative
consonant is crucial, making it impossible to know whether the word was here {•ßt•r}, as in
all other attestations.
— pp. 183-84 (§33.243.12-15).  Instead of lumping all substantives ending with /-iy/ and
followed by the feminine morpheme {-t} into a single group wherein /-iyat-/ has gone to
/-iyt-/ then to /-ît-/, it might be more prudent to observe the Hebrew example, where
proto-Hebrew /-at-/ forms often exist side by side with proto-Hebrew /-t-/ forms.  Such a
situation leads to the conclusion that, for proto-Hebrew, there was not automatic syncope of
the form /-at-/ but that the feminine morpheme could be either /-at-/ or /-t-/ (which does not
mean, of course, that there is not a tendency for the /-t-/ form to have been generated from
the longer form in the genitive construction, i.e., in construct).  With few exceptions, the III-y
forms have developed on the /-at-/ pattern in Hebrew (i.e., both /bº’ª/ and /bºkiyyª/ are
from /bªkiyat/, not from /bªkiyt/), while the opposite appears to be the case in Ugaritic (this
is indicated by forms from roots both III-y, e.g., {ydt} = /yªdîtu/ ← /yªdiytu/, and III-≥, e.g.,
qr•t} = /qªri≥tu/).  The questions regarding Ugaritic are:  (1) whether /qªri≥tu/ was, in
Ugaritic (as opposed to proto-West Semitic), a secondary form of /qªri≥atu/, (2) whether a
form like {qnyt} represents /qªniyatu/ or is from an entirely different base (see below,
remark to p. 184 [§33.243.13]), and (3) whether a noun like {®mnt}, "eight', which consists of
a base form /®amªniy/ + feminine morpheme, developed as did (most of) the participial
forms from the form /-t-/ (/®amªniyt-/ → /®amªnît-/) or along the same lines as Hebrew
(where the corresponding form fits the pattern of most III-y feminine nouns and ends with
/-ª/ — see further below, second following remark and remark to pp. 247-77 [§51], etc.).
— p. 184 (§33.243.12), p. 551 (§74.412.26), p. 618 (§75.226), p. 665 (§75.535).  Ugaritic
and comparative data indicate that {r”pt} in RS 24.252:8 should not be a participle, for that
evidence indicates the D-stem for R‡P, "to soar', of which the participle would be {mr”pt}.
On p. 551, T. suggests that {r”pt} is either a G-stem participle or to be emended to {mr”pt},
neither a particularly appealing solution.  If {r”pt} is not a participle, {d•t} earlier in the
same line should not be either (in the other paragraphs cited, T. analyzes {d•t} as a G-stem
participle).  {d•t} is easily analyzable as a noun, perhaps /da≥tu/, "the bird of prey', while
{r”pt} may also be nominal or adjectival, perhaps /ra””ªpatu/, "the (feminine) soarer'.393

— p. 184 (§33.243.13-14), pp. 195-96 (§33.322.2).  T. reconstructs III-y/w feminine
substantives with /i/ in the penultimate syllable, e.g., /qatil/ or /qªtil/ verbal adjectives or the
number noun "eight', in terms of vowel syncope, viz., the proto-Ugaritic /-at-/ morpheme

391Which was adopted from Dijkstra, UF 19 (1987) 40.
392Bordreuil and Pardee, in Une bibliothèque (1991) 144, 145, 149.
393Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 81, 104-5.
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would have lost the /a/ depending on the structure of the stem preceding this morpheme.  He
goes so far as to write a special rule for the feminine form of the number noun "eight' (p. 184:
in five-syllable words with a long vowel in the second syllable, the /a/ of /-at-/ drops).  This
obviously was not the case, however, in proto-Hebrew, for the Hebrew form is ß@mºnªh, and
one wonders how T. knows, in the absence of any explicit data, exactly what the Ugaritic
form was.  Indeed, Hebrew shows three clear patterns, one with /≠t/, apparently derived
from proto-forms with the /-t/ form of the feminine morpheme, e.g., r´(≥)ß≠yt ← /ri≥ßiyt-/,
"beginning', and two others derived from proto-forms with the /-at/ form of the feminine
morpheme:  (a) bºniyyªh, "she who builds', with secondary lengthening of the /y/ in the
Massoretic tradition, and (b)  yªpªh ← /yapiyat-/, "beautiful', or ß@mºnªh ← /®amªniyat-/,
"eight'.  What attracts attention in the last type is that these forms show no trace of
contraction, viz., /-iyat-/ has not gone to /-ât-/ in proto-Hebrew, for the result would have
been /-ºt/ in Hebrew, but to /-at-/.  T. indicates both /-iyt-/ and /-iyat-/ as becoming /-ît-/ in
Ugaritic,394 and indicates others as showing no contraction (e.g. {qryt} = /qariyat-/) but his
criteria for syncope of the /a/ of the feminine morpheme are inconsistent, as we have seen
(remark to pp. 182-85 [§§33.242-243], etc.).  Such reconstructions must be judged unlikely,
both from the theoretical perspective and from the comparative one.
— p. 184 (§33.243.13), p. 264 (§51.44i), p. 665 (§75.535).  I fail to see why bkyt, "mourning
women', should be vocalized with Akkadian bakk≠tu (the suggested base is either /qatt≠l/ or
/qitt≠l/).  Either the G-participle or the nomen professionalis form /qattªl/ appears more likely
for West Semitic.  Unfortunately, the three paragraphs cited reveal the author's indecision
which has been described above:  the analysis as a participle is rejected on p. 184,
mentioned as an alternative on p. 264, indicated as the only analysis, with no cross-reference
to the preceding analyses, on p. 665.  Just below the entry for bkyt, the suggestion is offered
that the element qnyt of ≥A®iratu's title qnyt •lm, "progenitress of the gods', may also be a
/qatt≠l/ or /qitt≠l/ noun, though the example is not cited in §51.44i alongside bkyt.  The
problem here is the retention of the /y/, normally not the case of the singular feminine active
participle of III-y roots (bkyt did not present this problem because plural).  Perhaps qnyt is
also a /qattªl/ form.  One feminine /qattªl/ is listed by T. (p. 264 [§51.44e]) and several are
known in Hebrew (e.g., /†abbª“ot/, "cooks', /raqqª“ºt/, "perfume-makers').  There is no way,
however, of proving that qnyt is not simply an archaic /qªtiyat/ form, perhaps with secondary
lengthening of the /y/ as in the Massoretic tradition of Biblical Hebrew.
— p. 185 (§33.243.2).  If {dl} /dallu/, "poor', ever existed in trisyllabic form, it was in some
previous stage of the language.  Citing this and similar /qall/ forms of ""Posttonische
Vokalsynkope in dresilbigen Formen'' does not, therefore, fall within the purview of a
grammar of Ugaritic but belongs to a study of proto-Ugaritic or, more plausibly, of
proto-West Semitic, since these forms show up as derivations from /qall/ bases in the other
West-Semitic languages (cf. Hebrew ra∫, "numerous', plural rabb≠m); that monosyllabic and
dissyllabic stems could exist side by side for millennia is proven by forms such as Hebrew
l´∫ª∫, "heart', (alongside l´∫, pl. libbºt) or Aramaic ≤am@mayyª≥, "peoples' (alongside

394Nowhere in the section on triphthongs, but at various points further on in the grammar:  e.g., p. 259,
§51.42f ""hrt /hirît/ ← *hiriyt "Schwangerschaft', p. 348, §62.181 ""®mnt /®amªnît-/, *®amªniyat-/.''
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Hebrew ≤amm≠ym).  T. recognizes that this phonetic change in geminate roots is not an
inner-Ugaritic phenomenon, for he describes it as ""schon vor-ug.''; that being the case, the
proto-Ugaritic development should have been noted, if at all, under morphology (i.e., as
/qall/ ← /qalVl/?), rather than under phonology.  As for the rest of this paragraph, the
ambiguous and conflicting data from syllabic writings (see above, remark to p. 182
[§33.242a], etc.) and the dubious nature of the two final entries ({•b} /êbu/, "enemy', would
be from /≥ayibu/ or even /≥ªyibu/ [cf. p. 189 (§33.311.2b), p. 252 (§51.41a)]); {≤ßr}, "ten', is
vocalized /≤aßr-/ on the basis of comparative data alone, with that form being considered
secondary to /≤aßar-/) mean that there is not a single certain case of post-tonic vowel
syncope in three-syllable words in Ugaritic.  If the last two cases be granted (and the
existence of /qatl/ forms in Hebrew and Arabic certainly makes the last one plausible), they
probably represent proto-Ugaritic, not inner-Ugaritic phenomena.  The only form left that
would represent an inner-Ugaritic development is {ßa-¯an˘-tu4}, but I remain dubious about
how much can be deduced from that writing (see remarks above to p. 146 [§33.115.44.5],
etc., and to p. 182 [§33.242a], etc.).
— pp. 187-200 (§33.3).  It is worth remarking that all diphthongs of the types /ay/, /aw/ had
monophthongized in proto-Ugaritic and in proto-Phoenician for their are no clear cases of
their preservation (this is not a proto-West Semitic development, as is shown by their partial
preservation in Hebrew, Arabic, and Aramaic); and that those of the types /iy/ and /uw/ had
monophthongized in proto-West Semitic, as they are rarely preserved as such anywhere in
any of the West-Semitic languages.  On the other hand, most of T.'s cases of
monophthongization of /yV/ and /wV/ in Ugaritic are very hypothetical, while there are good
cases of their retention, and the behavior of triphthongs may not be described in simple terms
on the basis of alphabetic writings.  The evolution of triphthongs had not, therefore, reached
a stable state at the time when Ugaritic was frozen in time, first by being written down on
tablets, then by the disappearance of its civilization.  As regards the diphthongs of the types
/iy/ and /uw/, T. assumes that all /q¨l/ and /q≠l/ nouns which are semantically cognate to a
verbal root of the hollow type result from monophthongization, viz., /qûl/ ← /quwl/ and /qîl/ ←
/qiyl/.  This approach overlooks the possibility of derivations from what appear to be
biconsonantal roots with a pure long vowel between the two radicals, such as is clearly the
case of /qªl-/, "voice' (see following remark), and /†ªb-/, "good' (absent from the index of
Ugaritic words—see remark below to p. 200 [§33.323.4b], etc.), in spite of the fact that both
are associated with hollow verbal roots in later West-Semitic languages.  It appears
necessary to keep an open mind on the precise derivation of at least some such forms in
Ugaritic.
— p. 188 (§33.311.1b), p. 252 {§51.41a).  It is unclear what T. means by ""Alph. Befund'' for
the contraction of /aw/ to /ô/ as compared with the ""Syll. Befund,'' where the phonology is
indicated explicitly by writings with {u}-vowel signs combined with meaning/etymology, as
well as by the meaning of the entries for other languages if the cited form is from a polyglot
vocabulary.  One of the syllabic example cited is, moreover, indecisive:  T. transcribes {PI-
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mu}395 as {yu-mu} in proof of a vocalization /yômu/, though it could be normalized as {ya-
mu} and match the base of the Hebrew plural /yªm≠m/.396  Moreover, of the five Ugaritic
examples cited,397 only two contain {°}, and one of these is uncertain:  {°ßn}, "gift', could be
/≥¨ßan-/ or /≥¨ßªn-/ rather than /≥ôßªn-/.  Of the three others, one must be judged uncertain:
{ql}, "voice', may be /qªl-/, rather than /qôl-/.  On p. 252, T. cites only Hebrew /qºl/ in favor
of deriving the word for "voice' from a /qatl/ base, but Aramaic /qªl/ shows that a base form
with /ª/ is just as plausible for both Hebrew and Ugaritic.  Indeed, the only comparative
datum in favor of T.'s vocalization of which I am aware is Arabic /qawl-/, certainly a strong
indicator, but indecisive in the absence of data from Ugarit.
— p. 188 (§33.311.2a), p. 252 (§51.41a).  Because of the potential to list exhaustively those
data that are reasonably clear in the long section where substantives are organized according
to base form (§51 ""Nominalbildung''), it is unclear why /”êbu/ ← /”aybu/, ""Schuld, Scham
(?),'' an example of Ugaritic words attested only in syllabic script, is not listed as a /qatl/ form
on p. 252.
— p. 189 (§33.311.2b), p. 252 (§51.41a).  Again because of the possibility to make the lists
in §51 exhaustive, it is unclear why two of the seven examples of nouns attested
alphabetically in which /ay/ has become /ê/ (§33.311.2b) are absent from the list of /qatl/
forms from II-y roots ({•l}, "ram', and {•n}, "non-existence').  On {•b}, "enemy', present in
both sections, see above, remark to p. 185 (§33.243.2).
— p. 189 (§33.311.3b), p. 259 (§51.42f).  The word hrt, ""Schwangerschaft,'' is a ghost word.
The reading {¯hrt˘} in RS 2.[004] ii 41' (KTU 1.17), the only purported attestation of the
word, was first proposed in KTU with a question mark after each of the three signs but was
then taken over into CAT with only the standard indication of uncertain readings, viz., it was
printed in Roman script.  T. accepts the reading with no indication of its uncertainty in either
section.  It constitutes in fact one of the more spectacular misreadings in KTU because the
proper reading is {¯yl˘d}:  the {y} resembles a {h} because the surface level of the sign has
disappeared leaving only the tops of the six wedges, which happen to be aligned nicely on
the horizontal plane, giving the illusion of three long horizontal wedges; the {l} looks nothing
like a {r} because it has retained its boxy outline in spite of being heavily damaged within
the outline; the {d}, however, is certain, because it has retained its upper boxy outline while
all three of the lower horizontals are partially visible.
— p. 189 (§33.311.3b), p. 199 (§33.323.3a), p. 258 (§51.42a), p. 259 (§51.42f), p. 667
(§75.536b). On pp. 189 and 259, {z÷t} in RS 2.[003]+ iii 18 and v 11 (KTU 1.14) is
vocalized as a /qitil(a)t/ form, on pp. 199, 258, and 667 it is identified as /qatalat/.  There is

395So written in both attestations (RS 20.123+ IVa 15' [Nougayrol, Ugaritica V, text 137] and RS 20.426B:2'
[ibid., text 138]).
396He follows Huehnergard (Ugaritic Vocabulary [1987] 67, 133) in this respect, though Huehnergard
indicated clearly the ambiguity of the syllabic entry.
397No reason is indicated for limiting the examples to five; in the case of /ay/ →  /ê/ (p. 189), eight
examples are cited, in that of /iy/ → /î/ (ibid.) nine, including one proper name.  Below, §33.312.12b (p.
190), a set of examples is explicitly termed a ""Beispielauswahl''—the word could have been used more
often.
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no cross-reference to the two identifications of the base form.  Like {z÷t}, {g≤t} in the same
passage of the Kirta text is classed with /qatalat/ nouns on p. 258 (see below, remark to
§51.42a on that page).
— pp. 190-93 (§33.312).  In the course of this section on diphthongs of the type
/w/y+vowel/, various contractions are assumed on the basis of vocalizations based on
comparative considerations alone, i.e., for which there is no evidence from Ugarit.  All such
vocalizations are, of course, purely hypothetical, for the proto-Ugaritic form need not have
been identical to that of one or more of the other Semitic languages.  Only a few of these are
mentioned in the following remarks.
— p. 190 (§33.311.5), pp. 658-63 (§75.532), pp. 667-71 (§75.537).  Without discussing the
comparative data,398 T. proposes on p. 190 that the jussive/perfective of III-weak roots of
the /yVqtal/ type had a final vowel that was long by contraction:  ""z.B. ybn /yubnâ/ ←
*yubnaw/y 'es soll gebaut werden' '' (p. 190).  In his vocalization of /yaqtiy/ forms on pp.
658-63 he assumes the analogical contraction (/yaqtî/);399 of /yaqtuw/ forms, the contraction
(/yaqtû/).  When, however, Arabic shows a short vowel in all such cases and proto-Hebrew
certainly had a short vowel in the same position (both the jussive /yí∫en/ and the
"wªw-consecutive' /wayyí∫en/ can only have descended from /yibna/, while /way(y)@kal/ can
only have descended from /yakalli/ [D-stem]),400 I see no reason to posit a different
situation in Ugaritic.401  (see the more detailed remark below to pp. 653-71 [§75.53]).

398Below, pp. 655-56 (§75.531e), it is admitted that the proto-Hebrew form ""*yigli'' (cf. the continuation of
this remark) is said to come from ""*yigliy'' but, without stating why, T. chooses to ignore this datum and
those from ""einer Reihe anderer sem. Sprachen'' without citing a single Semitic language where the forms
behave as he thinks they did in Ugaritic.
399Cf. p. 193 (§33.312.32): ""y“ /ya“î/ ← ya“yi (Kürzung des Auslautvokals) ← *ya“yî.''
400Because the imperfective forms of III-y roots have simplified along the lines of either /yiqtay/ (the
majority) or of (yaqtiy), evidence for proto-Hebrew /yaqtuy/and /yaqtuw/ have disappeared from Hebrew as
we know it.  T. assumes that all /yaqtul/ imperfectives of the III-weak types in Ugaritic followed the III-w
pattern (cf., e.g., his vocalizations of the imperfectives of ≤LY, "to ascend' [p. 661], none of which show {y}
or {w} in the imperfective, though {y} is attested in other forms).
401Also without arguing the case, T. makes the same error in his treatment of the divine name YHWH (""Der
Gottesname *Yahwa,''VT 51 [2001] 81-106, esp. pp. 91-92), claiming that a /yaqtil/ verbal form of a root
HWY should have been /yahw≠/.  Such is not at all the case in proto-Hebrew:  y@h≠y, "may it be', and y@“≠y,
"may he live', can only have come from /yVhyV/ and /yV“yV/, where the final vowel was short (e.g.,
/yihyay/ → /yihya/ → /yihy/ → /yih≠/ → /y@h≠/, exactly like /piryu/ → /piry/ → /pir≠/ → /p@r≠/, "fruit'—on the
formal identity of these types of nominal and verbal developments, see also below, remark to pp. 653-71
[§75.53]).  Thus, M. Weippert's reconstruction of the basic proto-Hebrew form as having a short final vowel
(Reallexikon der Assyriologie V [1977] 252-53), which T. criticizes on p. 92, must be preferred.  Whether
the divine name YHWH was originally nominal /qatl/ or verbal /yiqtal/ or /yaqtil/ cannot, therefore, be
decided by the orthography and presumed morphology of the name that is deduced therefrom; this is all the
more true since a proper name can be perceived as belonging to the nominal category and be ascribed
nominal inflection (e.g., Amorite {ia-wi-um}, cited by T. on p. 91, must be /ya“wiyum/ or /yahwiyum/ with
nominative case vowel and mimation; at Ugarit, West-Semitic names are usually, though not always,
correctly inflected for case when written in syllabic cuneiform).  Only the plausibility of the respective
etymologies enables one to lean in one direction or the other and, as T. recognizes, there is no good
etymology from a hypothetical root YHW.  It appears necessary, therefore, to retain the explanation of
YHWH as based on a verbal form of the root HWY.  It is perhaps not totally irrelevant to observe that if
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— p. 190 (§33.312.12b).  This paragraph is devoted to the retention of /y/ and a following
vowel at the beginning of a word irrespective of the quality or the quantity of the vowel (for
example, /yôm-/, "day', and /yad-/, hand').  T. refers to no modification of such syllables
elsewhere in the West-Semitic languages; since, as far as I can remember, such syllables
are normally retained in the West-Semitic languages, one wonders why a paragraph was
devoted to the topic.
— p. 190 (§33.312.12b).  The word {yßr} in RS 2.[003]+ i 13 (KTU 1.14) is glossed as
meaning ""Redlichkeit.''  In the passage in question, however, the quality attributed to the
wife in question is not "honesty', but "(social) propriety', i.e., her origin was the one best
suited to a wife, probably the first cousin on the father's side.402

— pp. 190-91 (§33.312.21b).  This paragraph, on /wV/ within a word, requires three
remarks: (1) The word {bnwt} in the title of ≥Ilu {bny bnwt}, lit., "builder of progeny', is not
necessarily /bunwat-/ or /bunwªt-/, as is shown by Arabic /bunuwwat-/, "sonship';403 (2) two
nouns are cited, {“ÿt}, "fate', and {kst}, "(a type of) garment', that are supposed to be derived
from /qitl/- or /qutl/-base nouns with /w/ as the third root consonant, but the Ugaritic words
need not be derived from such a base; (3) the parenthetical reference to /yaqwum-/
becoming ""/yaqûm-/'' has no place here, for the absence of the hypothetical first form in any
of the West- or East-Semitic languages shows that the development would have pre-dated
Ugaritic as we know it.
— p. 191 (§33.312.22a). What the editor read as {iß-ia-ti-mi} in RS 20.235:10404 is taken
here as a dual noun of uncertain meaning.  Van Soldt has read {Ifi} as {URU} and
interpreted it as a town name of uncertain localization.405

— pp. 191-92 (§33.312.22b-c).  Similarly to what was said with regard to §33.312.21b, there
is no proof that Ugaritic {l“t}, "cheek', and {÷lt}, "evil', were from /qatl/ or /qitl/ bases with /y/
as the third root consonant and it is inappropriate to compare the hypothetical development of
/yaßyit-/ to ""yaßît-/'' for the same reason as was indicated in that remark.
— p. 191 (§33.312.22b).  T. indicates the vocalization ""/ku/ilyªt-/,'' described as a plural, for
the word meaning "kidneys' and opines below  (p. 296 [§53.322.1]) that III-y nouns of the
/qatl/qitl/qutl/ types had a monosyllabic stem in the plural, rather than the dissyllabic stem
shown for most forms from strong roots.  Hebrew, however, has a regular "segholate' type
plural for this noun (viz., with a dissyllabic stem, /k@lªyºt/).  Given the many irregularities in
Hebrew of III-y nouns of this type, it would perhaps be best to remain agnostic on any given
Ugaritic form for which internal evidence is not extant.

this divine name preceded the Barth-Ginsberg shift from /yaqtal/ to /yiqtal/, or came from a language or
dialect where the shift did not take place, there would have been a stage of the development of the verbal
form behind the name in which that form was /yahwa/, which is precisely the proto-form posited by T.
402Pardee, Context I (1997) 333 n. 7.
403The vocalizations /bunwat-/ or /bunwªt-/ are indicated again below, p. 198 (§33.322.43) and p. 474
(§73.423), against the analysis and vocalization as a G-stem passive participle (/ban¨wat-/).  The Arabic
form shows that the possibilities go beyond the  /qutl/ and /qat¨l/ bases.
404Nougayrol, Ugaritica V (1968) text 84.
405UF 28 (1996) 674 with n. 160; UF 30 (1998) 741.
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— p. 192 (§33.312.31b), p. 265 (§51.45a).  In the first section cited, ±rw, "lion', is said to be
from a quadriliteral root ≥RWY, in the second, to be an /≥/-preformative; in the second,
Hebrew /≥ary´/ is cited as a parallel.  The precise relationship between the Ugaritic and
Hebrew forms is impossible to determine without more data, for Hebrew maintained certain
qatw forms (e.g., /≥ª“¨/, "swamp', /tºh¨/, "wasteland'), and it is not clear why /≥arwu/ or
/≥arwû/ would in proto-Hebrew have become /≥ary-/ or /≥aryî-/.  The two Hebrew forms
/≥ar≠/ and /≥ary´/ could either be by-forms, viz., /qatl/ and /qatlal/, or the first could be a
contraction of the second, viz., the proto-Hebrew form would have been /≥aryî/ (that is, the
genitive form retained from the inflection  /≥aryû/≥aryâ/≥aryî/); /≥arî/ would be a secondarily
contracted form of /≥aryî/).  Because the contraction of "regular' III-y nouns from
proto-Hebrew to Hebrew normally resulted in a final syllable with seghol, the peculiarity of
the Hebrew long form /≥ary´/, i.e., the spelling with ¬ere, favors the first solution, viz., proto-
Hebrew by-forms /≥ary-/ and /≥aryay-/.  I have, however, found no simple set of
developments that would allow the derivation of the Hebrew and Ugaritic forms from an
identical parent form.  That III-y and III-w forms could develop side by side, however, is
clear from the coexistence in Hebrew of forms such as /≤erwª/ and /≥eryª/, both meaning
"nakedness'; so the relationship of Ugaritic {±rw} and Hebrew /≥ar≠/ and /≥ary´/ may
become clearer with time.
— p. 192 (§33.312.31b), p. 486 (§73.523ba), p. 667 (§75.536b).  In the first section cited, ÷z
in RS 3.325+ vi 43 (KTU 1.16) is said to be derived from ""÷azw/yi,'' in the second from
""÷Vzw/yi,'' and in the third from ""÷Vzwi.''
— p. 192 (§33.312.32b), p. 196 (§33.322.3b), p. 254 (§51.41b).  Given the retention of the
{y} in ±ny, "(group of) ships', and comparing Hebrew /≥oniyyª/ (a different base but with
/-yy-/), it appears likely that the Ugaritic form was either /≥anayy-/ or /≥anªy-/, not ""/≥any-/
(←  *≥anay-)'' (p. 192).  The /qatl/ form is assumed on the basis of a hypothetical
proto-Ugaritic stem with two short vowels of which one would have disappeared by
syncope; no Ugaritic or comparative evidence of which I am aware supports it.
— p. 192 (§33.312.32b), p. 245 (§45.21d).  T. is certainly correct in reading gdt for gdm in
RS 24.255:7 (KTU 1.111).  I would, however, indicate the reading as {gd¯t˘} rather than as
{gdt!}, for what has been taken as a vertical wedge after the horizontal is neither clean,
deep, nor clearly vertical.  It may well be an erasure mark; if so, perhaps of an extra word-
divider.406

— p. 193 (§33.312.32b), p. 216 (§41.221.12b), p. 252 (§51.41a), p. 301 (§53.34).  On p.
193 ""ÿby-'' in RS 3.343+ iv 07' (KTU 1.15) is analyzed as a singular or plural noun in the
pronominal state; on p. 216, the form is given as ""ÿby-y'' and said to be more probably
singular than plural because modified by ®mnym, "80'; on p. 251, ""ÿby-'' is cited as a plural in
the pronominal state; and on p. 301, ""ÿby[m]'' is cited as a possible plural form.
— p. 193 (§33.312.32b), p. 255 (§51.41c), p. 325 (§54.323a).  As T. has already recognized
elsewhere,407 not only is the context of the reading {¬lyh} in RS 1.064+:6 (KTU 1.27)

406Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 620, 626.
407AfO 42-43 (1995-96) 270.
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unclear, but the reading itself is more than questionable.  Indeed, I consider the reading
{¯≤˘lyh}, "in the upper room', to be far more plausible.408  This is a prime example of T.'s
vacillation as regards his data, described above in the introduction:  in the first two sections
cited, he bases his analysis on the reading {¬lyh}; in the third, he works with ""≤(?)lyh,'' citing
my article in BSOAS 58 (reference note 408).
— p. 193 (§33.312.32b).  If {p÷y} is indeed the masculine form of p÷t, "girl', then the
Hebrew personal name p¨w≤ªh should in all probability no longer be cited as a cognate of
the Ugaritic word, for the plene spelling in Hebrew is normally the indication of a hollow
root, not of a root that is III-y (according to normal Hebrew rules, /pu≤yatu/ might have given
something like /po≤oyª/ or /pº≤ª/ in Hebrew, but not /p¨≤ª/).  Nevertheless, T. bases his
vocalization of the Ugaritic form on that of the Hebrew name:  ""/pu÷y-/.''  As there is no
particular reason why a word for "boy/girl' should have a qutl base, for this base commonly
expresses abstracts, the Ugaritic/Hebrew connection must, until new data appear, be
considered questionable.
— p. 193 (§33.312.32b), p. 256 (§51.41e), p. 303 (§54.111). {r•} in RS 2.[014]+ i 12 (KTU
1.3) is translated ""Aussehen'' and/or ""Erscheinung'' in all three paragraphs cited but is
identified as a ""n[eue] L[esung]'' only on p. 303.  One must object that the reading is far from
new, since it was proposed by de Moor in 1971.409

— p. 193 (§33.312.32b).  T. cites Hebrew /≤anª/, "furrow', in support of his vocalization
/≤Vnât-/ for the corresponding Ugaritic word.  If, however, proto-Hebrew had had a
contracted vowel in the feminine morpheme, i.e., the equivalent of /ª/, the Hebrew form
would not have had qame¬ but “olem (cf. /≥ª“ºt/, "sister').  In Hebrew, a good many nouns
which seem etymologically to have developed from III-weak roots show no sign of
proto-Hebrew contraction.
— p. 193 (§33.312.32b), p. 486 (§73.523b).  In the first section cited, it is averred that {bd}
in RS 3.325+ i 5 (KTU 1.16) does not derive from the root BDY but from BDD; in the
second, just the opposite.  However that may be, the signs in question may just as well
represent the prepositional phrase b + yd meaning "in the hand(s) of', i.e., "into the control
of'.410

— pp. 194-200 (§33.32).  T. pretty much throws in the towel on writing rules for the
behavior of triphthongs in Ugaritic, apparently because ""der betreffende Befund ist
schwierig zu interpretieren,'' something with which I would be the last to quarrel.  He
contents himself for the most part with listing all the possible combinations of vowels and
/y/w/; the forms corresponding to the principal rule, viz., with or without contraction, are
listed first, the exceptions and/or possible exceptions thereafter.  Because the examples for a
given rule are always few, usually based on comparative rather than internal data, and

408BSOAS 58 (1995) 232; Les textes rituels (2000) 360, 1270.
409The Seasonal Pattern in the Ugaritic Myth of Ba≤lu according to the Version of Ilimilku (AOAT 16;
Kevelaer:  Butzon & Bercker; Neukirchen-Vluyn:  Neukirchener Verlag, 1971) 67, 75; cf. Pardee, Ugaritic
and Hebrew Poetic Parallelism:  A Trial Cut  (≤nt I and Proverbs 2) (VTS 39; Leiden:  Brill, 1988) 2 et
passim.
410Cf. Pardee, UF 5 (1973) 230; idem, Context I (1997) 339; Wyatt, Religious Texts (1998) 220.
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usually accompanied by apparently conflicting examples, one understands T.'s reticence to
formulate overarching rules.  This being the case, one may question T.'s decision to indicate
a given form under a totally hypothetical base (e.g., {yr}, ""Frühregen,'' /yarû/ ← /warayu/,
against Hebrew /qªtil/ [p. 198]411) on the basis of rules as poorly formulatable as are these
(on pp. 195-96, four possible exceptions to the general retention of the /y/ in the sequence
/ªCiyV/ are indicated; why was this form not added to that list?).  On the other hand, I
missed even so simple a rule as:  III-y/w nouns show a triptotic case system with contracted
second vowel (e.g., /ßadû/ßadâ/ßadî/, "field') whether the historical consonant be /y/ or /w/;
the rule appears easily extractable from the various forms listed, whether attested by data
from Ugarit, from comparative Semitics, or purely hypothetical.  Because the rule is based
on monophthongization, there is, of course, never any direct data from Ugarit on whether the
proto-Ugaritic third consonant was /y/ or /w/.  T. indicates one or the other (e.g., /ßadû/,
"field', ← /ßaduwu/ but /qanû/, "reed', /qanayu/) without indicating the comparative basis for
his decision.  The reader should note that T. for the most part limits his choice of examples in
this section to nominal forms, leaving the even more problematic verbal forms for treatment
under verbal morphology (pp. 653-71 [§75.53]).
— p. 195 (§33.322.2a).  T. vocalizes the month name {”yr} as /”iyar-/, but, in spite of the
phonetic and calendric differences, the month name /≥iyyªr/ used in both Hebrew and
Aramaic shows that the Ugaritic form may have had /yy/ and /ª/.
— p. 195 (§33.322.2b), p. 569 (§74.423), p. 669 (§75.537d).  Though T. may be correct in
identifying ≤ryt in RS 18.031:25 (KTU 2.38) as a form of the D-stem, it neither means
""entleert'' nor is the interpretation as a D-active, that T. presents as an alternative (on p. 669,
it is the preferred interpretation), plausible.  The full sentence is {w . ±nyk . ®t (25) by . ≤ky .
≤ryt}, "your ships have found haven in Akko, (they are) stripped (of their sails)' (on {®t}, see
above, remark to p. 110 [§32.144.12b], etc.).  That the use of ≤RY reflects a nuance of
"nakedness', rather than one of "emptiness', appears clearly indicated by RS 18.025:16 (KTU
4.338), where LBfi, "to clothe', is used for outfitting a ship—the content of that text makes it
clear that the reference is not to filling the holds of the ships, but of equipping them.
Because the ships to which reference is made in RS 18.031 have gone through a storm, it
appears very likely that ≤RY expressed their loss of  "clothing', i.e., their sails (and
associated rigging).  It remains uncertain, however, whether {≤ryt} is a simple adjective, a
G-stem stative or passive participle (cf. the G-passive /≤uriya/ in Arabic), i.e., "have become
naked', or a D-passive finite form in an asyndetic construction, i.e., "have been made to be
naked'.
— p. 195 (§33.322.2c), p. 202 (§33.423b), p. 315 (§54.214b), p. 317 (§54.221a), p. 426
(§73.122), p. 540 (§74.342), p. 657 (§75.531e), p. 663 (§75.533), p. 668 (§75.537c).  How
can T. seriously propose as his preferred analysis of {•bky} (RS 34.126:13 [CAT 1.161]412)

411Note that another explanation of the Hebrew form may be in order, as /qªtil/ is usually used only for
animate entities (fª≤il qahwe in modern Arabic is not a "coffeemaker', but "someone who makes coffee').
412KTU here had an entirely different reading (see Bordreuil and Pardee, Syria 59 [1982] 125).
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a G-stem imperative when not a single other G-imperative listed on pp. 663-64 shows
prothetic {≥}?413

— p. 195 (§33.322.2d), p. 655 (§75.531d), p. 664 (§75.534).  Surely the historical
reconstruction in the first section cited of dw in RS 3.325+ ii 20, 23 (KTU 1.16) as /*dawiy-/
is to be preferred over that on p. 655, where /*daway-/ is presented as an option before that
of /*dawiy-/, and both presentations are preferable to that on p. 664, where only /*daway-/ is
mentioned, albeit with a question mark.  If form corresponded to meaning in Ugaritic in any
way corresponding to that of the later Northwest-Semitic patterns, then the meaning "to be
sick' dictates that the primary stative base form /qatila/ be preferred to the fientive base
/qatala/.  Also involved is the question of precise morphological analysis:  the form is simply
translated ""krank'' on p. 195—as though it were a stative adjective—but specifically parsed
as /QTLa/ in the other two sections cited.  Though a significant number of /qatal-/ stative
adjectives are attested in Hebrew,414 /qatila/ and, to a lesser extent, /qatula/ forms
predominate in the verbal paradigms; and this tendency is, of course, standardized in Arabic.
— p. 196 (§33.322.2d).  Since {r≤h} in the administrative texts is usually taken to mean "his
companion', not ""sein Hirte,'' it is surprising that only this latter interpretation is indicated.
Judging from the Hebrew forms /r´a≤/ and /r´≤e/, the Ugaritic word corresponding to the first
meaning appears to represent a contraction from /ri≤iyuhu/.  The precise socio-economic
function of the "companion' remains uncertain.
— p. 196 (§33.322.3b), p. 214 (§41.21), p. 469 (§73.333.4).  If the 1 c.pl. pronominal suffix
was indeed /-n¨/ (see below, remarks to p. 214 [§41.21], etc., and p. 467 [§73.332.5]), then
the characteristic vowel of the 1 c.pl. and the 1 c.du. was probably not identical for, as T.
points out on p. 469, it is unlikely that the consonantal glide /y/ in the 1 c.du. form {-ny}
would have occurred after /¨˜/.  One may surmise that the 1 c.pl. form arose from the
nominative pronoun (i.e., the one used on the /QTLa/ verb: (/nu + ¨/ → /n¨/) while the
1 c.du. arose from the oblique form (/nu + ª + a/ → /nªyª/ by vocalic harmony).415

— p. 196 (§33.322.3c), p. 272 (§51.46e),  p. 835 (§89.35).  An old reading of RS 18.147:11
(KTU 2.46), known since 1968 but not present in the transliterations which I sent to T. (see
above, introduction), gives a totally different understanding of the passage.  Instead of
{m•dy . w [.] ÷bny}, where ÷bny is taken to mean ""Dicke, Fülle,'' the reading should be
{m•dy . ¯r˘÷bny},416 and the passage, instead of expressing a claim that the author of the
statement is fat and full (lit. "with me is muchness and thickness'), is stating the exact
opposite.  In context, it says:  "Concerning the fact that my son has sent a tablet regarding

413It is unclear why he does not list on pp. 663-64 the other forms with an ≥alif-sign in first position that he
interprets elsewhere as G-imperatives ({•ß”n}, see remark to p. 170 [§33.211.2], etc., and {°qrb}, see
remark to p. 202 [§33.423a], etc.).
414J. Fox, Semitic Noun Patterns (Harvard Semitic  Studies 52; Winona Lake:  Eisenbrauns, 2003) 162.
415On /a/ as an oblique case vowel on pronouns, see Gelb, Sequential Reconstruction (1969) 69-72.
416The reading was first reported by Schaeffer in Ugaritica V (1968) 725 n. 1 as having been proposed by
Herdner.  Then, Herdner herself expressed her preference for the reading in Ugaritica VII (1978) 59.  I did
not become convinced of the correctness of Herdner's proposal until I was preparing my final copy of the
tablet in June of 1996.
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food (in which he [= you] said):  ""(Here) with me, plenty (has become) absence of food,'' let
my son assign this:  sea-faring boats.  Let him […] and food […]'.  In other words, the author
of the present letter cites a previous letter in which his "son', the king of Ugarit, has pleaded
that his food supplies have dwindled to the point that famine is threatening; the father-figure
(of unknown identification) is apparently suggesting that the "son' send ships to Egypt for
food, the standard procedure in the late 13th-early 12th centuries.417

— p. 196 (§33.322.3c), p. 326 (§54.412), p. 334 (§54.423g), p. 485 (§73.514b), p. 493
(§73.533), p. 622 (§75.236), p. 649 (§75.526), cf. p. 805 (§84.22).  The interpretation of the
first {°} of {°b°} in RIH 78/20:18 (CAT 1.169) as an ""Ausrufpartikel'' (p. 805) meaning
""Wehe!'' (pp. 334, 485—this text is not, however, cited in §84.22 on p. 805 where the
putative ""Ausrufpartikel'' is treated) is in my estimation out of the question, for two reasons,
one lexical the other literary.  (1) There is no particle in Ugaritic such as the one T. sees
here (in all of the examples cited in  §84.22, the particle in question is a conjunction, either
/≥ô/, "or', or else /≥¨/, "and').418  (2) Though the beginning of the line in the RIH 78/20 is lost,
{°b°} is more plausibly linked with the two preceding signs and the phrase is to be read
{¯b˘t . °b° . ±l . tb•}, "the house I enter you (or:  she) must not enter', as is shown by the
parallel in Arslan Tash I 5-8 bt ≥b≥ bl tb≥n w “¬r ≥drk bl tdrkn, "The house I enter you must
not enter, the court I tread you must not tread'.419  I fail to see why T. rejects this
interpretation of RIH 78/20:18, which appears far more plausible than one based on a
particle of dubious existence.420  On the basis of the considerations offered above (remark
to p. 37 [§21.322.5a], etc.) on {°b±} in RS 24.244:72 (KTU 1.100) and {tb•} in the phrase
under discussion in RIH 78/20, I take this occasion to correct my vocalization of {°b°} with
stem-vowel /ª/:421  it is more plausibly /¨/, that is /≥ub¨≥u/.  The final {°} reflects, therefore,
the indicative mood vowel /-u/, which is expected in a formulation such as this, while the first

417For a recent discussion, see J. Freu, ""La fin d'Ugarit et l'Empire hittite. Données nouvelles et
chronologie,'' Semitica 48 (1998) 17-39.
418Aside from the fact that no text requires the interpretation of {°} as an interjection, the etymological side
of the question makes the existence of such a particle at least questionable.  T. hesitantly suggests that the
particle would be vocalized /≥ô/ and be derived from an original /≥aw/, but that is the exact derivation of the
particle meaning "or'.  Should the existence of such an interjectional particle ever be proven for Ugaritic, it
may well have a vocalization different from the disjunctive /≥ô/ (cf. Hebrew, where the two are ≥ºw and
≥ºy—on Ugaritic ±y as the particle corresponding to Hebrew ≥ºy, see above, remark to p. 172 [§33.213.2]).
419See my translation of the Ugaritic text in Verse in Ancient Near Eastern Prose (1993) 211-13; the new
edition of this text in Les textes rituels (2000) 875-93, with previous bibliography on the interpretation of
line 18 on p. 292 n. 114; and my new edition of the Arslan Tash text in Syria 75 (1998) 15-54, esp. pp. 18
(translation), 36 (comment).  Though Ford accepts the existence of the particle in question (see note 741),
he correctly does not accept that analysis of the first {°} of °b° (UF 34 [2002] 156, 199-200).
420The editors divided the signs as does T. (Bordreuil and Caquot, Syria 57 [1980] 349:  the {°} was
identified as a conjunction), but the explanation of the Ugaritic text on the basis of the Phoenician one was
proposed soon after (Avishur, UF 13 [1981] 25) and was subsequently accepted by Caquot (Or 53 [1984]
176).  If one wishes to leave the Arslan Tash parallel aside, one should at the very least follow the editors
in taking the particle as a conjunction:  "…also you/she must not enter …'.
421Les textes rituels (2000) 878.
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/¨/ reflects vowel harmony with the long stem vowel (so T., p. 175 [§33.215.21b], and p. 186
[§33.26], on {°b±} in RS 24.244:72 [KTU 1.100]).422

— p. 196 (§33.322.41b), p. 541 (§74.36), pp. 541-42 (§74.362), p. 843 (§91.313).  On p.
196, T. translates npy in RS 1.002:18' et passim (KTU 1.40) by ""Befriedigung''; on pp. 541-
42 he makes a special point of rejecting my translation ""well-being''423 (which he renders by
""Wohlfahrt'' in German) in favor of ""Befriedigung,'' with the added comment that ""hier wird
dagegen die Nuance "(volle) Befriedigung' (bzw. "Entschädigung') favorisiert''; finally, on p.
843, he favors ""Wohlfahrt'' by placing it before ""Befriedigung'' in his listing of the two as
optional translations of npy.
— p. 196 (§33.322.41b), p. 336 (§54.52), pp. 344-45 (§62.112), p. 352 (§62.21).  In none of
these sections does T. explain why he vocalizes the word for "one' that is written {≤ßt} and
{≤ßty} with a long vowel in the second syllable (/≤aßtªy-/), in spite of the fact that on p. 344
he cites one author who has proposed /≤aßtay-/.424

— p. 197 (§33.322.42a), p. 751 (§81.4e).  T.'s glosses of the particle hlny as ""nun'' and
""siehe!'' cover only one part of its functions.  He bases those translations in part on the
interchange with {hnny} in the first part of what I have termed the "double formula of well-
being' characteristic of Ugaritic letters and of Akkadian letters from Ugarit, Emar, and Hatti
("here with me, things are fine; there with you, whatever is well, return word [of that] to
me').425  On this equivalence, I have no quarrel, and it constitutes one side of the use of
hlny—though one could argue that the parallel with ®mny in that formula indicates a meaning
"here' for both hlny and hnny.  I would not go that far, but it is clear from the fact that hlny
can appear as the first word in the body of a letter (the clearest cases are RS 15.174:7 [KTU
2.21], RS 16.379:12 [KTU 2.30], RS 29.093:11 [KTU 2.70], RS 94.2406:3, RS 94.2580:4),
whereas hnny never appears in this position, that the former has a nuance of "here' that is
absent from the latter (see further below on hn, etc., remark to pp. 737-38 [§81.11a-d]).
— p. 197 (§33.322.42a).  Until one checks the text, T.'s notation ""”e-e-ia/yu'' for RS 15.119
verso 7', 9' (PRU III, p. 87) leaves the reader uncertain as to the exact reading of the
cuneiform.  The text reads {”e-e-ia} in line 7', {”e-e-PI} in line 9'.  Nougayrol read {PI} as
{ya}.  T. does not indicate why he prefers {yu} over {ya}, but one may assume that it is
because the word is syntactically accusative in line 7', nominative in line 9'.

422The line in question is now vocalized /bêta ≥ub¨≥u ≥al tubu≥/tub¨≥≠/ in Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel
(2004) II 68 (the indication of alternatives for the vocalization of the second form are owing to the fact that
the gender of the addressee is unknown).
423He cites my preliminary presentation in Leslau (1991) where ""well-being'' is used on pp. 1183, 1185,
1187, 1192-94 (strangely, he cites only p. 1191, where the literal meaning of the term, viz., ""being made
beautiful, whole,'' is the point of the discussion). For the more detailed study on which this preliminary
presentation was based, see now Les textes rituels (2000) 92-142, and for a specific remark on the
difficulties of translating npy into English, Ritual and Cult (2002) 111 n. 112.
424M. Cecchini, ""≤ßty 1 in ugaritico,'' Or 50 (1981) 106-9; cf. Bordreuil and Pardee, Une bibliothèque (1991)
154.
425 ""Une formule épistolaire en ougaritique et accadien,'' Semitic and Assyriological Studies Presented to
Pelio Fronzaroli (Wiesbaden:  Harrassowitz, 2003) 446-75. On T.'s interpretation of the formula, see below,
remark to p. 244 (§45.122b), etc.
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— p. 197 (§33.322.42a).  Given that the vocalization ""/tºk≠yi/'' of the second element of the
place name glltky is glossed as ""inner(e[r/s]),'' the /º/ must be an error for /ô/, for below T.
correctly takes the proto-Ugaritic form as /tawk-/ and indicates the Ugaritic form as /tôk-/ (p.
772 [§83.312], p. 775 [§82.412]).
— p. 197 (§33.322.42a).  It is not clear why T. gives the alphabetic forms {m¬ry} and
{m¬rym} under ""Syll. Befund,'' rather than citing actual attestations of Ugaritic nisbe forms in
syllabic script (either such forms exist and should be cited or they do not exist and the
alphabetically written nisbe forms should have been cited under ""Alph. Befund'').426

— p. 197 (§33.322.42b), p. 261 (§51.43c).  I see no reason why {≤ly[…]} should be taken
in RS 2.002:23 (KTU 1.23) as the epithet of Ba≤lu that T. vocalizes /≤al≠y-/ (he indicates this
text as a questionable attestation of the word, but nowhere does he suggest any other
interpretation).  Ba≤lu appears nowhere else in this text, of which the main interest is how
≥Ilu's last offspring, "Dawn and Dusk', came into being.427

— p. 197 (§33.322.42b), p. 273 (§51.46i), p. 280 (§52.222).  Though the translation
""Beginn'' (pp. 197, 273) or ""Anfang'' (p. 280) is certainly not etymologically incorrect for
Ugaritic r•ßyt, in its one occurrence (RS 24.266:25' [ KTU 1.119]), the word plausibly serves
as an adverbial modifying ßmn, "oil', at the beginning of the unit and thus has the specific
meaning of "best' (i.e., the first-pressed oil is the best).428

— p. 197 (§33.322.42c), p. 274 (§51.46j).  The fact that the Hebrew word for "foreigner'
bears the nisbe ending (nokr≠y) is an insufficient basis for taking Ugaritic {nkr} as the only
example that would be attested of the Ugaritic nisbe ending on a singular noun not
represented in the writing (""/nukrî/ < *nukr≠yi'').  Instead of consisting of the /qutl/ abstract
base plus nisbe, as in Hebrew, the Ugaritic form probably showed one of the adjectival
bases, as in Akkadian (nakru, nakaru, etc.). Furthermore, the fact that there are no certain
cases of contraction of the nisbe ending, neither in the singular nor in the plural (see
following remark), is best explained by the fact that the nisbe morpheme was /-Vyy-/, rather
than /-≠y-/, as indicated by T. (pp. 273-74 [§51.46h-k]).  Though one may quibble on the
basis of the fact that /i/, /≠/, and /y/ are homorganic in nature, the tenacity of the nisbe ending,
not to mention the Massoretic vocalization with {iyy}, are indicators that the Hebrew, and
probably Ugaritic and Phoenician, forms were phonetically /-iyy-/.
— p. 197 (§33.322.42c).  Almost as unlikely is the analysis of {¬dynm} and {¬rm} in the
Kirta text (RS 2.[003]+ iv 35, 36, 38, 39 [KTU 1.14]) as gentilic substantives with /-iyy≠ma/
having gone to /-îma/.  Far more likely that the forms in question were intended to represent
the names of the towns Tyre and Sidon (the final {-m} in each case would represent the
plural or the dual morpheme, if the town name is expressed in terms of its principal quarters,
or simply the "enclitic' morpheme).429  In each case, the expression is "DN of GN', and it is

426In the section on the nisbe ending (p. 273 [§51.46h]), T. cites only {u-ga-ar-ti-yu} (RS 19.042:15, 16!

[PRU VI 79]—on this form, see above, remark to p. 182 [§33.242a], etc.).
427Pardee, Context I (1997) 274-83, in particular, p. 276 n. 7.
428Pardee, in Verse in Ancient Near Eastern Prose (1993) 216; idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 679-80.
429Pardee, Context I (1997) 336 n. 33.
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just as plausible, if not more so, to take the expression as meaning "≥A®iratu of Tyre, the
goddess of Sidon' as to see her as the goddess of the Tyrians/Sidonians.  The other two
examples of gentilic plurals claimed in this section to be written without the expected {y}
({gynm} in RS 9.453:28 [KTU 4.44] and {kpslnm} in RS 17.124:1, 6 [KTU 4.274]) have no
basis in previous Ugaritology430 or in grammatical plausibility.
— p. 198 (§33.323.1b), p. 258 (§51.42a).  In the first section cited, pn(m), ""Gesicht,'' is
identified as coming from /panay-/; in the second, the same word is glossed as ""Vorderseite''
and is identified as coming from /panaw-/.  That the same word is referenced is assured by
the fact that the same text is cited each time (though, unfortunately, the text cited, RS 3.361 ii
14 [KTU 1.1], does not contain the word in question and, since the word is common, it is not
possible to determine precisely to what text reference is intended).
— p. 198 (§33.323.1b), pp. 740-41 (§81.13a-b).  On p. 198, the adverb ≤l is vocalized /≤alû/
and derived from ""≤alaw¨̃''; on p. 740, the same vocalization is indicated but the derivation is
given as ""≤alayu.''  A similar ambivalence is encountered in the case of the adverb ≤ln:
/≤alân¨/ from ""≤alaw-ªn¨'' on p. 198, /≤alânu/ from ≤alay-ªnu'' on p. 741.  Such discrepancies
are tied in with T.'s theory about III-w roots still being productive in Ugaritic (a theory that is
fraught with difficulties:  see above, seventh general remark, and below, remark to p. 457
[§73.131], etc., and cross-references there), but the user of the grammar is entitled at least to
a unified presentation.
— p. 198 (§33.323.2b), pp. 771-72 (§82.311), p. 817 (§87.3), p. 818 (§87.4).  The
vocalizations of the various forms derived from the root BLY, "disappear, not exist', do not
consistently reflect the disappearance of the /y/:  the noun bl, ""Nichtsein,'' is vocalized /balû/
← /balayu/ (p. 198); the preposition bl is vocalized /bali/ or /balu/ with no specific derivation
indicated (p. 771); the substantive bl that has come to function as a negative particle is
vocalized /balî/, also with no specific derivation indicated; finally, the noun blt that is also
classed with the negative particles is vocalized /bal(V)ti/ and not even a root derivation is
mentioned specifically (p. 818), though one may infer from the ""(V),'' for which there is no
evidence in any of the forms cited for comparison from other languages, that T. considers the
root here also to have been BLY.  A topic that someone with T.'s expertise should treat in
more detail is that of substantives and particles apparently related to roots tertiae infirmae
that show a short vowel or Ø-vowel in the position of the weak consonant, e.g., Biblical
Hebrew b@lî, bal, and bilt≠y, all apparently from this root BLY.431  Such variety in the
comparative material makes any vocalization of the Ugaritic particles hazardous, but either
consistency or arguments in favor of non-consistency would make T.'s presentation appear
less arbitrary.

430See, for example, van Soldt's two principal studies of the Ugaritic toponyms (UF 28 [1996] 653-92; UF
30 [1998] 703-44), where neither word is considered, or del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, Diccionario I (1996)
154, 222, where, respectively, {gynm} is taken as a personal name,{kpsln} as a common noun.
431It may be remarked here that short vowels in the place of the weak consonant in roots mediae infirmae
can often be explained by shortening of an historically long vowel in a secondarily closed syllable, e.g.,
/*b¨ßatu/ → /*b¨ßtu/ → /bußtu/ → /bußt/ → /bºßet/, "shame', in Hebrew.
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— p. 199 (§33.323.2b), p. 269 (§51.45t), p. 597 (§74.624), p. 713 (§76.525), p. 810 (§85.7).
Though the formation is not completely regular, Ford's suggestion to take tp in RS 22.225:2
(KTU 1.96) as the 3 f.s. /YQTL/ form of PHY, "to see',432 certainly makes better sense of
this incantation against the Evil Eye than does taking tp as a t-preformative noun or a
/YQTL/ form of YPY, "to be beautiful', the two options presented on p. 269433—on pp. 199,
597, and 713, only the nominal option is considered; on p. 810, no translation is offered for
tp.  (On the relationship of this line to the preceding, where the verb ßnwt is found, see
remark below to pp. 596, 597 [§74.624]; on the form {ypn} in RS 3.322+ iii 14 [KTU 1.19],
which is certainly from PHY, see above, remark to p. 60 [§21.354.1b], etc.; on the
implausibility of emending tp here to tpnn, see remark below to that word in RS 22.225:5-6,
p. 579 [§74.511b], etc.).
— p. 199 (§33.323.2b).  Though T. may be correct in analyzing the form yph in three
Ugaritic rituals434 as an indicative form with contraction (""/yiphû/ < *yiphayu''), it is also
possible that the form is jussive (/yipha/ ← /yiphay/), for the form occurs only in prescriptive
rituals with mlk, "the king', as subject of the verb.  In general, however, the ritual formulation
prefers indicatives over jussives and his analysis is probably correct.
— p. 199 (§33.323.2c).  Structurally speaking, in spite of the poor condition of the top left
portion of the tablet, {ßty} in RS 2.002:6 (KTU 1.23) should be dual (T.'s alternative
analysis) rather than plural.435

— pp. 199-200 (§33.323.3-4).  T. provides no proof for his assertion that the final syllable of
stems ending in /-a/ from III-y/w roots followed by the feminine morpheme /-at/, hence
/-ayat-/ and /-awat-/, contracted to /-ât-/.  The corresponding forms in Biblical Hebrew do not
show proto-Hebrew /ª/, but these forms could, of course, have disappeared through
paradigm leveling with strong-root forms.  (See already above, remark to p. 184
[§33.243.13-14]).
— p. 200 (§33.323.4b),  p. 258 (§51.42a).  {†a-bu}, an entry in the polyglot vocabulary RS
20.189A+B436, is listed under ""Alph. Befund'' rather than under ""Syll. Befund.''  This entry
provides, by the way, a prime example of the highly hypothetical nature of the reconstructed
forms of hollow roots (see above, seventh general remark):  ""/†âbu/'' is reconstructed as
coming from /†ayabu/ with no explanation as to why a root that rather characteristically
shows /º/ in Hebrew should be II-y rather than II-w or as to why a stative adjective would

432Ford, UF 30 (1998) 218-29, 255-56; I have accepted this interpretation in my English study of the ritual
texts and proposed that the absence of the second radical would have been a result of assimilation:  /tiphay/
→ /tippay/ → /tippa/ (Ritual and Cult [2002] 161 with note 12 on p. 164).  On the quantity and the quality
of the final vowel, see remarks below to pp. 653-71 (§75.53) and to p. 656 (§75.531e).
433The verbal option is not taken up in the appropriate section, §75.532:  one finds no entry for WPY/YPY
on p. 660.
434He cites KTU 1.90:1 (RS 19.013) and 1.168:1, 8 (RIH 77/120B+), to which is to be added RIH
77/2B+:11 (CAT 1.164).
435Pardee, Context I (1997) 276 n. 4.
436Laroche, UF 11 (1979) 479 (line 25 in the editor's numbering; line 26 in Huehnergard's numbering:
Ugaritic Vocabulary [1987] 29, 131).
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have been /qatal/ rather than /qatil/ or /qatul/.  Moreover, whatever produced the form /†ªbu/
in Ugaritic, Akkadian, Aramaic, and proto-Hebrew obviously happened a long time before
Ugaritic as a language appeared, and it is hardly appropriate to list Ugaritic /†ªbu/ as a /qatal/
form (p. 258), as though the derivation from ""*†ayab'' were certain and a feature of
proto-Ugaritic.  To these implausibilities are added the proposal (put forward twice on p.
257, once for masculine forms, again for feminine forms), with a plausibility rating of
"possible' (""möglw.''), of deriving the hollow-root participles from the /qatal/-base rather than
from /qªtil/—this proposal does not re-appear below in the section on hollow-root active
participles (pp. 642-43 [§75.521d]).
— p. 200 (§33.323.6),  p. 427 (§73.132), p. 617 (§75.223), p. 663 (§75.533).  In the first two
sections cited, the f.s. imperative d• (RS 3.325+ v 48 [KTU 1.16]) is vocalized /di≥≠/, in the
other two /du≥≠/.
— p. 202 (§33.421).  T. includes in his definition of prothetic {≥} that it ""im Kontext nicht
konsonantisch artikuliert wird.''  This is true of only some such words in Arabic (e.g. /≥ibn-/)
and cannot, to my knowledge, be shown to be operative at all in any of the old Northwest-
Semitic languages.  There is, in any case, no clear evidence from the Ugaritic writing system
that the /≥/ was not pronounced.  T. claims only one such case, {dm≤t} for the expected
{°dm≤t} in RS 3.322+ ii 33 (KTU 1.19); others take {dm≤t} there as the singular, {°dm≤t}
elsewhere as the plural.437

— p. 202 (§33.423a), p. 426 (§73.122).  The chances of {°qrb} in RIH 78/20:5 (CAT 1.169)
being a G-stem imperative are, in my estimation, very close to nil.  Nevertheless, T. presents
this as the only analysis on p. 202, with a cross-reference to §73.122, where the same
analysis is presented again, 438 along with the alternative analysis of the {°} as ""Partikel u''
(but without a statement as to which particle spelled {°} he means; this text is not cited
below in either of the relevant principal paragraphs, viz., §83.141 and §84.22).  In my
estimation, none of these three analyses adequately explains the poetic unit {”† . nqh . ° qrb .
”†}, "The rod has recovered, Yea the rod has approached'.439  There is in Ugaritic no
G-imperative with prothetic /≥/, no emphatic particle {°},440 and disjunctive /≥ô/, "or', is
inappropriate here.  Hence, it must be the conjunction /≥¨/, which T. does not recognize

437E.g., del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, Diccionario I (1996) 133.
438  In this section, T. explains the {°} as showing vowel harmony with the stem vowel /≥uqrub/, but there is
no reason to expect this verb to have had /u/ as its stem vowel:  Hebrew shows unambiguous /a/, while the
evidence from Aramaic and Arabic, favored by T. for his Ugaritic vocalization, is ambiguous (Aramaic
shows the imperfect /yiqrab/ alongside imperative forms with /o/; the appearance in Arabic of more than
one imperfect/imperative form to express various nuances of activeness/stativity is well known).
Furthermore, if this criterion is valid for {°qrb}, it should apply to {•bky} and to {•ß”n} as well, which is
not the case of the latter form (see above, remark to p. 170 [§33.211.2], etc.).
439See my brief treatment in Verse in Ancient Near Eastern Prose (1993) 212, and the more detailed
treatment in Les textes rituels (2000) 876, 877,  883.
440Ford has recently analyzed the {°} of °qrb as the negative emphatic particle (UF 34 [2002] 155 and 171:
""woe'') but such an analysis is no more required here than in any of the other putative occurences of the
particle (see remarks to p. 196 [§33.322.3c], etc., and to p. 805 [§84.22]).
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(there is no entry for it in this grammar), but of which a growing number of examples
indicate the existence.441

— p. 203 (§33.432a).  To the examples of infinitives of roots beginning with /l/ before which
the expected preposition l is absent should be added RS 18.025:16 {lbß} (KTU 4.338).442

— p. 203 (§33.432b).  This is another wasted paragraph, as none of the three examples
cited in the eleven lines of text is in any way convincing (T. himself repudiates the third and
presents alternative interpretations for the other two).  All three examples are presented as
involving imperfective verbs with pronominal suffixes containing one {n} too few; but in
none of the three examples is the pronominal suffix necessary.443

— p. 204 (§33.442).  The {y} of {ßmym} in RS 3.322+ iv 24, 30 (KTU 1.19), instead of
being a mater lectionis as T. proposes, may be either an historical writing or, perhaps even
more plausibly, a nisbe ending designating "those who inhabit the heavens'.  Though I am
dubious about the validity of consonantal writing revealing pausal forms (see above,
remarks to p. 60 [§21.354.1a], etc., and to p. 183 [§33.242b], etc.), I may remark that it is not
at all clear why the {y} of this form is identified as a mater lectionis, while examples of
aberrant {w} and {y} are identified in the following two paragraphs as historical writings
preserved in pause.
— p. 206 (§40.24).  As far as I can see, T. never explains why /tiß≤-/ belongs with the other
nouns cited here that show ""inkompatible Wurzelstrukturen'' (the others listed are ®l®, "three',
®d®, "sixth', ßpß, "sun', and ßrß, "root').
— p. 207 (§41.1).  The description of the 1st and 2d person pronouns as consisting ""aus zwei
Bildungselementen, nämlich einem Grundelement *≥an und einer spezifischen Endung'' is
potentially confusing.  /≥an/ may be considered basic to the pronoun only in the sense that it
appears in the pronouns of these two persons—but not in those of the third person.  It would
have been more precise to identify the /≥an/ element as a deictic particle, as did
Loewenstamm long ago,444 that has been prefixed to the properly pronominal element.
— p. 207 (§41.1).  Though one may perhaps be generous enough to allow that it is not
possible to determine with certainty whether the 2 m.s. independent pronoun in Ugaritic had
final /a/ or /ª/, the fact that Hebrew shows qame¬ here makes it highly unlikely that
proto-Ugaritic had /ª/ (T. indicates that ""/≥attª˜/'' was derived from ""/≥antª˜/'').  That being the
case, a detailed argument should be mounted if one wishes to hold that final /a/ had become
/ª/ in this word (and in like position elsewhere) in the Ugaritic language of the 13th century.
T.'s openness to the possibility of /ª/ here, in the case of the 2 m.s. pronominal element of the
/QTLa/-conjugation and elsewhere, and to other long vowels in similar positions (on the case
of the 2 f.s. pronoun, see remark below to p. 465 [§73.331.3], etc.), would appear to reflect

441See Bordreuil and Pardee in Une bibliothèque (1991) 169; Pardee, ""Index des mots ougaritiques'' in Les
textes rituels (2000) 1103; Bordreuil and Pardee, RSO XIV (2001) 411; idem, Manuel (2004) II 141.
442Pardee, JAOS 95 (1975) 616.
443On the first example (RS 3.346:20 [KTU 1.2 iii]), see Pardee, Context I (1997) 248, with note 52; on the
third (an identical form in RS 2.[014]+ v 28 [KTU 1.3] and in RS 2.[009]+ ii 14 [KTU 1.6]), ibid., pp. 254
and 270.
444Leßonenu 23 (1958-59) 77.
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the expectation that, if the proto-Hebrew vowel had been short, it would have dropped by
the time of Biblical Hebrew.  Whatever the precise development to the Hebrew forms may
have been, however, the evidence of Akkadian and Arabic indicates that the rule for final
short vowels in passing from proto-West Semitic to Hebrew must be that such vowels were
either dropped or retained and lengthened in Biblical Hebrew; in the case of /a/, such
lengthened vowels in Biblical Hebrew, where length was still phonemic, were represented
by the Massoretes as qame¬.  (The different developments  of historical short vowels must,
of course, be amenable to rule-ordered explanation, but the data may presently be
insufficient for such an enterprise to be carried out in a fully convincing way.)  Until
evidence appears for /a/ → /ª/ or similar changes for the other vowels from proto-Ugaritic to
Ugaritic, one must, in the light of the many archaisms undeniably present in the language
(e.g., the fully functioning case system where the cases of singular nouns were expressed by
short vowels), assume that the singular pronouns had final short vowels in Ugaritic (on the
linking of short vowels and singular grammatical number, see further below, note 1146).
— p. 208 (§41.112.11).  Though ""Vokaldissimilation'' was almost certainly a factor in the
shift from /*≥anºku/ to /≥anºk≠/ in Canaanite, analogy with other 1 c.s. pronominal forms
consisting of or including /≠/ cannot have been uninvolved in the process.445

— p. 209 (§41.112.3), p. 212 (§41.131c), p. 228 (§41.32), p. 482 (§73.513.5b), p. 493
(§73.532), p. 615 (§75.212.5), p. 666 (§75.536), p. 784 (§83.112a), p. 827 (§89.231a), p.
863 (§93.33a).  Given the implausibility of T.'s other examples of independent pronouns
used dativally in Ugaritic and Hebrew (see remark below to p. 212 [§41.131c] on {lm ±nk}
in the Kirta text), his analysis of ±t in the formula ±t(m) w ±nk •b÷yh (RS 3.361 iii 16 [KTU
1.1], RS 2.[014]+ iii 28' [KTU 1.3]) as meaning ""Dir (allein) will ich es offenbaren'' fails to
convince.  Either his stance that the imperative of the verb ≥TY/W, "to proceed (to a place)',
would have been spelled {•ty}because pronounced /≥itiy≠/ (p. 482) is incorrect (and he cites
no basis for that vocalization other than by a reference to §73.122, which we have already
seen to be totally unconvincing446) and {±t} is in fact an imperative, or else his alternative
interpretation of {±t} as an infinitival form used in place of an imperative (pp. 482, 493, 615,
666) is preferable.  If {±t} in RS 18.140:19' (KTU 2.45:20), a passage that T. has not
analyzed in this grammar, is a verbal form as has been proposed,447 it is more plausibly an
imperative than an infinitive,448 for the use of the infinitive to replace a finite form is not
particularly common in prose.  The analysis of {±t} in this text as a verb, rather than as a
pronoun, appears to be required from context, for the phrase ±t n÷®  is isolated from the
preceding and following phrases by the conjunction w and, for that reason, must be

445Blau, Maarav 2 (1980) 146-48.
446See remarks to p. 170 (§33.211.2), etc., p. 195 (§33.322.2c), etc., p. 202 (§33.423a), etc.
447J. Hoftijzer, ""Quodlibet Ugariticum,'' in Zikir ßumim. Assyriological Studies Presented to F. R. Kraus…
(Leiden:  Brill, 1982) 121-27, esp. pp. 123-24.
448The corresponding verb in Arabic is of the /yaqtil/ type, plausibly the basis for T.'s assertion that the
imperative in Ugaritic should have has an /i/-vowel in the first syllable (on pp. 425-26 [§73.121], T.
reconstructs the base form as qtil which has in Ugaritic become /qitil/).
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translated "go to Nu”aßße'.449  Whether the verb ≥TY/W was of the /yiqtal/ type in Ugaritic,
or the forms cited are infinitival, or, perhaps, the G-imperative of the /i/-type was /qatil/, must
be decided by data yet to be discovered.
—  p. 210 (§§41.112.8-9), p. 214 (§41.21), p. 227 (§§41.223.2-3), p. 289 (§53.211), p. 428
(§73.135), p. 429 (§73.15), p. 443 (§73.232), p. 446 (§§73.233.7-9), p. 468 (§§73.333.1-3).
These are some of the principal sections where the dual morpheme which T. vocalizes /â/ is
presented, viz., the dual nominative on nouns/pronouns and the dual morpheme on verbs.
On pp. 289 and 468, the circumflex accent is explained as owing to the contraction from an
original /ay/.  Because in proto-Ugaritic /ay/ became /ê/, the derivation, if correct, must
belong to an earlier stage of (West) Semitic (T. makes reference to Old South Arabian and
to Egyptian).  The Ugaritic morpheme should, therefore, be transliterated as /ª/ until data are
provided that illustrate the plausibility of the proposed derivation.
— p. 211 (§41.12), p. 213 (§41.132e), p. 514 (§74.222.3).  T. avoids taking
{t}-preformative forms in the ritual texts as 2 m.s. ("you will do X'), preferring to take them
as 3 m.pl., active or passive (see also below, remarks to p. 285 [§52.5c], etc., p. 325
[§54.323a], etc., pp. 505-6 [§73.634a], p. 568 [§74.422], p. 582 [§74.515.1], p. 595
[§74.623], p. 601 [§74.623.3b], p. 602 [§74.623.3d], p. 633 [§75.512], etc., p. 735 [§77.51b],
and p. 770 [§82.38]).  The issue becomes crucial in RS 24.248:19 (KTU 1.104), for T. cites
that text as a possible example of hmt, 3 m.pl. pronoun, used in the nominative case whereas
in all other cases of hwt, "him', hyt, "her', and hmt, "them', the pronoun is clearly in an oblique
case.  If one takes the verb forms as 2 m.s., however, the example disappears.  The context
is:  {w t® ¯.˘ “d®n (18) ®nm . w “d®h (19) tdn . hmt (20) w tßtn ®nm}, which may be translated
"You will again furnish (n¬p-outfits), (18) two of each; then again (19) you will bring them
near (20) and you will place (them) twice (i.e., the two of them, each as appropriate)'.450  T.
translates ""… und dann zwemal erneurt(?); am Neumondstag(?) werden sie (sc. in Z. 16
erwähnte np¬-Gegenstände/Kleider) niedergelegt/entfernt und zweimal hingestellt'' (p.
213).451  The form t® cannot haveanything to do with the number "two' and one wonders how
“d®n could mean "be renewed'.  t® may, therefore, be identified as an example of the
imperfect of the weak root T˙WY discussed above (remark to p. 110 [§32.144.12b], etc.; cf.
below, remark to p. 595 [§74.623]) and “d®n taken as a substantive used adverbially, literal
meaning "anew'.  Against T.'s translation, “d®h in line 18 probably has a similar meaning (the
previous paragraphs of the text had dealt with the eighth, ninth, and tenth days of the
festival, and fixing the next event at the "new moon' is out of place at such a juncture).
Otherwise, our interpretations are similar, save for T.'s taking hmt as the subject of the two

449The interpretation of del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, Diccionario II (2000) 321 ""tú (estás en) LN,'' is
untenable in this prose text.
450On this interpretation, see Les textes rituels (2000) 567, 570-72; for the English rendition, Ritual and
Cult (2002) 36.
451T. maintains this interpretation in UF 33 (2001) 690, recognizing only that it is ""sehr unsicher''; he does
not address the issue of hmt as a nominative form.  On T.'s treatment of line 17, see above, remark to p.
142 (§33.114.11), etc.
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verbal forms.452  Because of the uniformity of usage of the {-t} forms elsewhere as
obliques, and because the {t-}preformative forms are just as plausibly addressed to the cultic
official in charge of the ceremony, it does not appear too strong to judge T.'s interpretation as
straining the evidence.  Whether or not the /-t/ morpheme began its life as an oblique
morpheme, and though one may grant that {-t} has other functions in Ugaritic (see remark
below to p. 230 [§42.3], etc.), its function when attached to 3d person pronominal forms in
Ugaritic and Akkadian is clearly that of an oblique marker (Akkadian examples cited by T.
on p. 211).  The Phoenician forms with {-t} in nominative forms cited on p. 213 are, of
course, irrelevant for determining the function of the Ugaritic forms.  If the Ugaritic forms
can be shown to correspond to syntactic function, and such is the case up to the present, the
Phoenician forms show either the remnants of such a system after the disappearance of case
vowels and most case distinctions or else the remnants of another system.
— pp. 211-13 (§41.13), p. 231 (§42.4), p. 535 (§74.32).  In the first section cited here, on
the syntax of the independent pronouns, two elements are missing, one from a well-known
text, the other from a new text.  (1) In RS 1.002 (KTU 1.40), the 3 m.s. pronoun is employed
as a second subject in a casus pendens (as what is sometimes incorrectly described as a
copula) in the formulae db“n ndb“ hw ®≤ n®≤y hw, which may be literally translated, "The
sacrifice, sacrificed is it; the ®≤-offering, offered is it'.453  (2) In RS 96.2039, the nominative
form of the 3 m.s. independent pronoun is attested in a demonstrative function that is parallel
to the use of the oblique form recognized by T.454  The expression hn bnß hw is attested
three times in that text (lines 8, 10, and 15); the phrase means simply "this/that servant', for in
the third case, hw cannot be taken as the second subject of a cleft sentence ({w y°”d (15)
hn bnß hw (16) w ßtnn¯h˘ (17) bd . ml±k¯ty˘}, "this servant must be seized, and deliver him
over to my messenger-party').455

452T. does not even consider the option of taking tdn and tßtn as 2 m.s., only that of taking them as 3 m.pl.,
impersonal subject (p. 213).  Nor does he consider taking tdn as from a root other than YDY (see below,
remark to p. 514 [§74.222.3], etc.).  Finally, he has also cited this form in the process of claiming a similar
usage in Phoenician for a 3 m.s. oblique form h≥t (UF 31 [1999] 737); because, however, the form hmt is
clearly attested in Phoenician as a nominative, it might be better to see h≥t simply as a by-form of hw with
no case-oriented value.  However that may be, it is illegitimate to argue from Phoenician for an
interpretation that is demonstrably aberrant in Ugaritic.
453Pardee, Leslau (1991) 1185, 1187; idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 125-27; idem, Ritual and Cult (2002)
82 with note 115 (p. 112).  On p. 231 (§42.5), p. 535 (§73.32), p. 854 (§92.234b), p. 891 (§96.22a), T.
incorrectly  takes hw in this text as a demonstrative pronoun (""Dies ist …''); for a full refutation of this
analysis, see pages cited in Les textes rituels.  There I also defend the analysis of the {-n} on {db“n} as
the enclitic particle, rather than the 1 c.s. pronominal suffix, and the {n-} of the verbal forms as that of the
N-stem rather than the marker of the 1 c.s. imperfect.  It is a shame that T. chose to give his interpretation
of this important passage in Anmerkungen rather than defending it at length.
454Best attested in the Ugaritic ßumma izbu text, in expression such as ƒr≤ mlk hwt, "the (seed-)grain of that
king' (RS 24.247+:43 [KTU 1.103]), where hwt is the oblique form (specifically genitival).  On this usage,
see Pardee, AfO 33 (1986) 139.
455See Pardee, Context III (2002) 103; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004), text 33 in the Chois de
textes;  Bordreuil, Hawley, and Pardee, publication of the Ugaritic texts discovered in 1994-2002 (in
preparation).  This text provides a clear example of deictic hn (and ht, see below, remark to p. 229 [§42.0],
etc.) preceding a noun that is in turn followed by a demonstrative adjective, a syntagm that was previously
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— p. 212 (§41.131c), p. 754 (§81.64a), p. 856 (§92.24a), p. 860 (§92.533).  Rather than
interpreting the independent pronoun ±nk in the formula lm ±nk ksp in the Kirta story as
expressing the dative ("Wozu soll mir Silber und gelbes Gold (dienen) … ?'' [p. 754]), it is
preferable to take it as what it is in the literary structure of the text, viz., as a response to the
imperative formula q“ ksp … .  Though in its first occurrence (restored in RS 2.[003]+ i 51
[KTU 1.14]) we do not know what preceded this formula because the context is damaged, in
the other extant occurrences (iii 23, vi 17), lm ±nk ksp … always follows the request to "take
silver'.  Thus Segert proposed456 that the formulation is to be understood as dependent on
the offer to which it is responding, namely, q“ ksp w yrq ”r¬, "Take silver and yellow gold'
(iii 22).  The pronoun would thus be a functioning straightforwardly as a nominative:  "Why
(should) I (take) silver and yellow gold?'  This interpretation has recently been defended in
a thorough and convincing study of verbal ellipsis (gapping) in Ugaritic poetry.457  Though
the appropriate English translation in context might be something like "What need have I of
silver … ?',458 a more literal, and not uncolloquial, English (at least American English)
translation would be "Why? me?, silver … ?'.  One may also query the validity of the Hebrew
parallels for the datival interpretation cited by T.  wa≥an≠y m@t´y mispªr in Gen. 34:30 may
express the speaker's identification with his men, viz., not " I have only a few men', but "I am
(i.e., my forces are) only a few men'; and, in the formula w@≥attªh ßªlºwm (1 Sam. 25:6), the
noun may be taken as an adverbial accusative, viz., not "(may there be to) you well-being',
but "(may) you (be in) well-being'.
— p. 212 (§41.131f), p. 857 (§92.24c).  T. is correct in denying that the independent pronoun
in a phrase such as ßmk ±t ygrß (RS 3.367 iv 11'-12' (KTU 1.2) functions as a copula.  On
the other hand, it is debatable whether this use of the pronoun may be identified as a
""Genetivfunktion.''  What such expressions do (and T. cites parallels from several other
Semitic languages in which the function is identical), is to emphasize the genitival function of
the pronominal suffix on the preceding noun; this is accomplished by setting the independent
pronoun in apposition to the suffixal pronoun, literally, "Your name, you, (is) Yagrußu'.  The
only difference between the Semitic examples cited and corresponding usage in the modern
European languages is that we tend to place the pronoun in first position.  Thus, I translated
this passage ""You, your name is Yagrußu,''459 and I would hold that that translation reflects
the Ugaritic better than T.'s ""Dein Name ist Ygrß.''  Unfortunately, no examples are attested

unattested.  The absence is remarked by T., p. 231 (§42.4), but on p. 233 (§42.73) he suggests that the
sequence hn + noun + hnd in RS 16.402 31-32 and 37-38 is its equivalent (below, in the remark to p. 229
[§42.0], I accept T.'s earlier suggestion to analyze hn in this letter as a local adverb).
456S. Segert, A Basic Grammar of the Ugaritic Language with Selected Texts and Glossary (Berkeley:
University of California, 1984) 121.
457C. L. Miller, ""Patterns of Verbal Ellipsis in Ugaritic Poetry,'' UF 31 (1999) 333-72, esp. pp. 366-70.
458Pardee, Context I (1997) 335, 337; Wyatt, Religious Texts (1998) 184 (""Why should I take … ?''), 195
and 204 (""What would I want with … ?'').
459Context I (1997) 249.  It may be remarked, however, that there is nothing aberrant in using the order
corresponding to the Semitic order in the languages I know.  Certainly, in French, "ton nom, toi, sera
Yagrußu', corresponds to the standard spoken language.
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in Ugaritic of the third-person pronoun in apposition to an object suffix to permit us to
determine whether the oblique form of the pronoun (hwt) would have been used.  Judging
from the Hebrew example w@l≠y ≥an≠y ≤abd@kª (1 Kings 1:26), "and to me, I (who am) your
servant(, he did not send an invitation)', where the independent pronoun functions as the
subject of an embedded nominal sentence, one may guess that the nominative pronoun
would have been used in Ugaritic.
— p. 212 {§41.132b).  The restoration of hyt in RS 24.247+:14 (KTU 1.103) is entirely
hypothetical because the restoration of the last word of the line as {¯y“sl˘} is out of the
question.460

— p. 213 (§41.132b).  It is not certain that {hm¯t˘} is the last word of RS 16.401:8', as is
indicated in KTU 2.32 and accepted here by T.
— p. 213 (§41.2).  Though pronouns attached to prepositions are indubitably of the same
type as those attached to nouns, on what basis may their function be said to be identical and
genitival (""haben genitivische Funktion'') in Ugaritic (as opposed to some proto-stage of the
language when all such particles may have been sensed as substantives)?
— p. 214 (§41.21), p. 221 (§41.221.51), p. 223 (§41.221.61), p. 225 (§41.222.2a).  It is
dubious that {-nk}, {-nh} (3 m.s. and 3 f.s.), and {-nkm} are pronominal variants when they
are defined as attached only to prepositions; it is rather the prepositions that show simple
forms and forms expanded with {-n}.  If these were expanded forms of the pronominal
suffixes, one would expect them to have arisen by analogy with verbal forms where the /n/
is at home; but, since the forms {-nk} and {-nkm} are not (yet) attested with verbs, that
solution must be considered dubious.  Seeing the forms in question as variants of the
preposition becomes clear from the examples cited on pp. 223 and 225:  while one might
wonder at {lpnnh}, "before her' (RS 3.362+ ii 17' [KTU 1.10]), when one considers that such
forms are rare while {≤mn} + suffix is much more common, it appears necessary to conclude
that the forms of the prepositions expanded with {-n} were common while the same
phenomenon with compound prepositions was analogical and infrequent.  Another
instructive example is {b d¯nh˘m} in RS 18.031:18 (KTU 2.38), which, as Hoftijzer once
argued,461 probably means "in/from their hands'.  T. admits this example, at least
theoretically—he appears worried only about whether the reading is correct or not (p. 226
[§41.222.4]), which it is—without noticing that it demonstrates unequivocally that the /n/ of
the forms with a singular suffix belongs with the preposition, not with the suffix, for {-nhm},
like {-nk} and {-nkm}, is never attested as a pronominal suffix.  Hence listing these forms in
the section on pronouns is organizationally incorrect.
— p. 214 (§41.21), pp. 224-25 (§41.222.1b), p. 228 (§41.31, 33), p. 823 (§89.11a), pp. 834-
35 (§89.34).  T.'s proposal that the 1 c.pl. pronominal suffix would be /-nª/, /-nê/, or
/-nay(V)/ is too strongly influenced by the five cases of that suffix written {-ny}, three in
two texts (RS 2.[014]+ v 33-34 [KTU 1.3] {klnyy}and RS 24.266:28'-29' [KTU 1.119]
{®÷rny} and {“mytny}), the fourth in a variant form of the first (RS 2.[008]+ iv 45'-46' [KTU

460  Pardee, AfO 33 (1986) 133; idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 541.
461UF 11 (1979) 387.  This analysis has been adopted by Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 86, 87,
150.
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1.4] {klnyn}), and the fifth in yet another text (RS 3.343+ v 20 [KTU 1.15] {b≤lny}).462

Though T. allows for the possibility that the {-y} may be the enclitic morpheme, that analysis
is not the one he prefers.  When one considers that the 14th-century Canaanite form was
written syllabically {-nu} (cited p. 224) and that the corresponding form may be attested
syllabically at Ras Shamra,463 the vocalization with /¨/, and the corollary that the {-y} is the
enclitic particle in the five cases cited, must be preferred (on the problem of the 1 c.du.
suffix, see above, remark to p. 196 [§33.322.3b], etc.).  In RS 2.[014]+ v 33-34 (KTU 1.3),
where the form is {klnyy} and two referents may be evoked, that form may consist either of
the noun kl + 1 c.du. pronominal suffix + enclitic {-y} or of the same noun + 1 c.pl.
pronominal suffix (referring to all the gods) + the enclitic particle repeated.464  In RS
2.[008]+ iv 45'-46', where the form is {klnyn} and the possibility of two referents appears
ruled out, it would consist of the noun kl + enclitic {-y} + enclitic {-n}.  This comparison
leads to the conclusion that in the first case the suffix is 1 c.pl. and that the enclitic {-y} is
repeated, while in the latter this particle is followed by {-n}.  T., of course, takes both forms
as representing a 1 c.pl. suffix {-ny} with enclitic {-n} or {-y}.  (On the pronominal element
of the  1 c.pl. /QTLa/, see remark below to p. 467 [§73.332.5].)
— p. 214 (§41.21), pp. 221-23 (§41.221.4), pp. 223-24 (§41.221.6).  Without discussing the
question of length, T. represents in these paragraphs the suffixal forms of the 3 m.s. and
3 f.s. personal pronouns as ""h¨˜'' and ""hª˜.''  Because Hebrew shows /-hª/ for the feminine
form and Aramaic shows variants of both the masculine and the feminine that could only
have arisen from original short vowels (e.g., Ø-vowel for the 3 m.s. form on singular nouns),
it is highly unlikely that Ugaritic would already have shown forms with a secondarily(!)
lengthened vowel.  Moreover, the neutrality shown here by the anceps-notation is
sometimes not observed in various vocalizations below (e.g., p. 750 [§81.4b], where the
3 f.s. pronoun is vocalized ""hª'').
— p. 215 (§41.221.11b), p. 217 (§41.221.14).  None of the three cases of a m.s. noun in the
accusative case with Ø-marked 1 c.s. suffix is convincing465 and, since there are clear
examples of such forms written with {-y} (p. 216 [§41.221.12b,c]; p. 218 [§§41.221.15b,
16]), T.'s attempt to prove that the suffix was properly /≠/ in such forms (as in Akkadian and
Phoenician: p. 217 [§41.221.14]) may not be accepted at face value.  That being the case,
the conclusion drawn on p. 217 that the ""Terminativending'' must have been ""/-â/ < *-ah'' is
valueless, for (1) such forms may be simple accusatives, and (2) as is shown by the
common usage of the adverbial morpheme {-h} in Ugaritic and Hebrew, the hypothesis that
it haphazardly became /-â/ in Ugaritic cannot be demonstrated by a few dubious cases of

462On p. 204 (§33.445), T. had already referred to {-ny} as ""eine "vollere' Form'' in the cases of {b≤lny},
{®÷rny}, and {“mytny}, but did not there refer to the other two forms.
463Huehnergard, Syria 74 (1997) 219.
464Pardee, Context I (1997) 255, n. 112 (on p. 822 [§88.24], T. accepts that the enclitic particle {-m} may
be repeated and there should, for that reason, be no particular objection to that analysis of {-y}).
465On RS 24.293:9 (KTU 1.133) and RS 24.244:2 et passim (KTU 1.100), see Pardee, Les textes
para-mythologiques (1988) 157, 201-2.  On the specific case of {±”}, see above, remark to p. 51
(§21.341.21a), etc.
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accusative singular substantives that are supposed to bear the 1 c.s. pronominal suffix.  His
parallel conclusion regarding the ""Lokativendung,'' viz., that it would be /¨/, is more difficult
to assess because the very existence of the morpheme is difficult to assess.  On the
""Terminativ'' as a true case, see below, remark to pp. 320-25 (§54.3).
— p. 215 (§41.221.11c), p. 317 (§54.221a), p. 715 (§76.534).  On p. 215, T. translates bt,
"daughter', in RS 3.340 i 16, 17 (KTU 1.18) as ""(o) meine(?) Tochter,'' on p. 317 as ""(o)
(meine) Tochter!,'' on p. 715 as ""(meine) Tochter'';466 on p. 215, he translates ßps °m in RS
24.244:2 et passim (KTU 1.100) as ""(o) Sonne, (o) meine Mutter!,'' on p. 317 as ""(o)
Sonne, (o) meine Mutter!''  T.'s own hesitations regarding whether bt bore the 1 c.s.
pronominal suffix are well founded and the case of °m is equally dubious.467  His argument
(p. 215) that °m should be analyzed as bearing the pronominal suffix because °mh does so
in the narrative introduction may not be accorded any probative value precisely because °m
is in direct speech while °mh is part of the narrative.
— p. 216 (§41.221.12a).  T.'s reading of ≤bdy in RS 19.181A:2 for {¯≤bdby˘} in CAT 2.67:2
is certainly correct.468

— p. 218 (§41.221.15a), p. 429 (§73.142), p. 594 (§74.622.3), p. 623 (§75.237d).  The sign
{y} of the sequence {r≤yß¬±} in RS 15.007:5 (KTU 2.15) plausibly does not belong with
{r≤}, where it would indicate either the 1 c.s. suffix or the third radical, and the noun is
probably not vocative (""(o) mein Freund'').  Rather, the division {r≤ yß¬±} is to be preferred:
"May my friend cause to go forth …'.469  (On p. 429, T. qualifies this division as
""unwahrscheinlich,'' but he does not explain why.)470

— p. 219 (§41.221.17b).  T. queries whether the {n} of °lny // ≤ÿmny in RS 3.367 iv 05'
(KTU 1.2) is part of the nominal stem or part of what he takes as a 1 c.s. pronominal
suffix.471  It is, however, highly unlikely that the {-y} is a pronominal suffix; it is rather the

466Only on p. 715 is RS 2.[014]+ v 27 (KTU 1.3—restored to read {yd≤[tk] bt}) included alongside the text
from the ≥Aqhatu epic.
467I have consistently translated °m as non-suffixal (JANES 10 [1978] 74-82; Les textes para-
mythologiques [1988] 202; Context I [1997] 295-97; Ritual and Cult [2002] 174-78); in the first two cases a
vocalized text was provided, and the vocalization did not reflect the pronominal suffix (""ßapßa ≥ummi'' in
Les textes para-mythologiques, p. 201, was a lapsus calami for ßapßa ≥umma or for ßapßi ≥ummi, depending
on whether I at that time retained the hypothesis that the vocative was expressed by the accusative [JANES
10, pp. 74-82] or had shifted to the hypothesis of the genitive [Bordreuil and Pardee, in Une bibliothèque
(1991) 158]—on this hypothesis, see below, remark to p. [§54.214b], etc.).
468In AuOr 13 (1995) 235, T. indicated more explicitly {≤¯b˘d¯y˘}.  My collation shows that only the first
sign is epigraphically certain, though the traces remaining of the other three signs leave no doubt concerning
the correctness of the reading.
469Pardee, Context III (2002) 108 n. 157.
470In Kausativstamm (1990) 29, T. chose the division {r≤ yß¬±}, and his explanation for now finding that
division implausible would have been welcome.
471  In UF 31 (1999) 737, T. presented the linking of the {n} with the 1 c.s. suffix in this text as possible.
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morpheme by which a noun is transformed into an adjective (the nisbe).  The proper
interpretation is ""the powerful one … the mighty one'' (T.'s third option).472

— p. 219 (§41.221.17c,d).  Given that the preposition ≤m shows two forms, {≤m} and
{≤mn}, and that the first with the 1 c.s. suffix appears only as {≤my} while the second
appears as {≤mn} and {≤mny}, it appears necessary to conclude (1) that {≤m} ends in a
vowel that does not allow contraction with the 1 c.s. suffix /-ya/, and (2) that the situation is
the opposite with {≤mn}, viz., that {≤mn} + 1 c.s. suffix is /≤immªnî/ while {≤mny} consists
of this same form to which the afformative particle /-ya/ has been added (/≤immªnîya/).
These conclusions lead to a third:  the base form of the simple preposition was probably
/≤imma/ (i.e., originally the accusative of the substantive whence the particle descended)
while that of the expanded form is /≤immªnu/, for the 1 c.s. suffix after /-u/ becomes {-Ø},
probably /-î/, while it does not contract with /-a/ and /-i/ (see above, remark to p. 215
[§41.221.11b]).  T.'s primary presentation of {≤mny} as plene writing of /≤immªnî/ is thus to
be rejected in favor of his alternative analysis according to which {-y} would represent the
enclitic particle (on this particle attached to the prepositions b and l, see above, remark to pp.
37-38 [§21.322.5], etc.).
— p. 220 (§41.221.2), p. 648 (§75.524).  Because {¬“n} and {qr±n} in RS 2.[022]+ i 22, 23
(KTU 1.5) are the only examples of the 1 c.s. pronominal suffix taking the form of {-n} on
3 m.s. perfect verbs, T. might have considered it worth his time to consider the possibility that
the verbal forms are in fact imperatives.473

— p. 220 (§41.221.2), p. 230 (§42.2), p. 458 (§73.273.2), p. 548 (§74.412.22), p. 619
(§75.228c), p. 701 (§76.427b), p. 733 (§77.413), p. 789 (§83.122d), p. 822 (§88.22a).  Not
even ""evtl.'' (p. 220) may the {-n} of {tl•kn} in RS 34.124:10 (CAT 2.72) be plausibly
considered a 1 c.s. pronominal suffix with dative force.  Below, p. 230, this analysis is not
preferred (it is mentioned but only as a third possibility on p. 458, as a second possibility on
p. 548, as a possible translation on pp. 789 and 822474), but the equally implausible
interpretation as a /YQTLØ/ with energic suffix is put forward on pp. 458, 701 (here among
possible cases of /YQTLØ/-perfectives in prose, none of which is convincing), and 733.  As
his first interpretation, T. offers everywhere except on p. 701 the German present tense, the
same that Bordreuil and I preferred in our edition of the text.475  (Caquot, in his preliminary
edition, translated by the past tense in French476; in my preliminary study based on this
presentation by Caquot, I translated by the present tense in English.477)  The real question,
however, is not the translation but the reason for the use of the /YQTLu/ form in the text,

472Pardee, Context I (1997) 248; Smith apud Parker, Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 102 (""the noble …
the mighty'').
473Pardee, Context I (1997) 265.
474On p. 733, this interpretation is explicitly denied plausibility on the basis of the prepositional
complement ≤m that is used often with this verb.
475Bordreuil and Pardee, Une bibliothèque (1991) 144.
476ACF 75 (1975) 430.
477BiOr 34 (1977) 3.
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which is the obvious analysis of a 2 f.s. imperfective form in a prose text, a question that T.
does not address.  One may surmise that the act in question had occurred more than once;
such may be also the explanation for the D-stem: "Why do you repeatedly send a ”up®u (and
not what I've asked you to send)?'478

— p. 220 (§41.221.2), p. 430 (§73.162b), p. 675 (§75.63).  In RS 15.007:3 (KTU 2.15), the
{y} of {“nny} is more plausibly the enclitic particle than a mater lectionis, especially when
one considers that there is no reason why the 1 c.s. objective suffix should have had a long
vowel in Ugaritic (T. vocalizes it /-n≠/, but never says why—on the question of /a/ vs/ /ª/ for
the 2 m.s. pronouns, see above, remark to p. 207 [§41.1]).  The form should, therefore, be
vocalized /“unnaniya/, i.e., /“unn + a + ni + ya/.  In addition, if one is to transliterate Biblical
Hebrew with indications of length, it should be done according to the Sephardic tradition,
where /o/ and /ª/ have not fused as in the Ashkenazic tradition.  Thus the first syllable of the
Hebrew form cited as ""“ªnnenî'' should have /o/, not /ª/.  Moreover, the second syllable
should either be closed (/“onnenniy/ or have a long vowel (/“onn´n≠y/); it is the second form
that is actually attested.  Only on p. 675 does T. propose a vocalization of the Ugaritic form
and there he follows his erroneous transcription of the Hebrew form and indicates the
Ugaritic imperative stem as /“ann-/; it must, of course, have been /“unn-/.479

— p. 221 (§41.221.3b), p. 223 (§41.221.52c), p. 503 (§73.623), p. 504 (§73.628), p. 635
(§75.512).  T. credits this reviewer with the reading {¯t˘tnn ¯.˘ nn} in RS 15.174:17 (KTU
2.21).480  He parses the form as 2 m.pl. with no sign of doubt on pp. 503 and 635, but as
2/3 m.pl. on p. 223.  I see no reason, however, why the form should not be singular,
addressed to the recipient of the letter, i.e., with the {nn} form of the pronominal suffix
attached to the energic form of the verb (/wa la tatinannannannu/, "you must indeed give it').
As we will see below (remarks to pp. 222-23 (§41.221.52c, etc., and to pp. 497-506
[§73.6]), T. does not believe in the existence of {nn} which functions as a pronominal suffix
attachable to an energic verbal form and invents his Energic II to deal with the problem.
— pp. 222-23 (§41.221.52c), pp. 501-4 (§73.62).  It is to my mind inherently implausible to
posit a third ""energic'' form alongside the two that are well attested in Arabic (and in

478On the unlikelihood that the use of the D-stem is linked with the multiplicity of the ”up®u-soldiers, see
remark above to p. 137 (§33.112.31), esp. note 256.
479This vocalization of the imperative, Hebrew or Ugaritic, is confirmed by the standard Qal imperfect in
Hebrew, formed on the stem /ya“unn-/, in conformity with the fact that the verb is transitive, in spite of the
English translation "to be gracious to'.  The only exception is found in Amos 5:15, where {y“nn} is
vocalized according to the Massoretic tradition as /ye“enan/.  Because this is the only imperfect form
written with two {n}s in the Hebrew Bible that shows a Qal vocalization pattern, one might guess that it
was in fact a Polel form, which is attested elsewhere as an intensive of the Qal ("to direct favor toward', in
contrast to the Piel, which functions as a factitive of the underlying notion of "grace", viz. "to make
favorable, gracious').  On the common contrast of Piel and Polel forms of stative geminate roots in Hebrew
and Ugaritic, see below, remarks to pp. 575-76 (§74.50), to pp. 577-78, 678-79 (§74.511a, b), and to p. 580
(§74.511c).  This root represents a similar situation with a transitive root.
480JNES 43 (1984) 244.
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Hebrew), viz., /-(a)n/ and /-(a)nna/481 on the basis only of forms bearing the 3rd person
singular pronominal suffixes ({yqtlnn}).  T. posits the existence alongside these two
energics of a form that would be parallel to the Akkadian ventive ending /-nim/ and to
Sabaic {-nn}.  Because the {YQTLnn} forms are often written {yqtl . nn}, it appears certain
that they were perceived as consisting of a verbal form followed by a quasi-lexical suffixal
morpheme.  For that reason, and because the ending {-nn} is attested only with pronominal
suffixes, i.e., never as a simple ""energic'', form, it appears more plausible to see the form as
having arisen through re-analysis of an ending that consisted historically of the energic
ending and a pronominal ending as itself pronominal, i.e., /YQTLanhu/ → /YQTLannu/ with
/-(a)nnu/ perceived as pronominal and usable after all the imperfective forms, including the
energics.482  T.'s theory simplifies this process ({nn} would consist of /-nVnhu/ → /nVnnu/),
but at the cost of creating a third energic form.  Specialists in comparative Semitics will
decide which theory is the more plausible.483  (For more reactions to T.'s view of the energic
forms in Ugaritic, see below, remarks to pp. 497-506 [§73.6].)
— p. 222 (§41.221.52c), p. 687 (§76.331).  In 1996,484 T. criticized the authors of CAT for
restoring the verb in RS 2.[014]+ v 1 (KTU 1.3) as {[±]m¬” . nn}, viz., assuming a
vocalization /≥am¬u”-/), and asserted that the proper restoration is {[•m¬” . nn}.  In the first
section cited here he cites the form as ""im¬”.nn'' but in the second as ""[a]m¬”nn.''  The former
is in keeping with his rule that III-guttural fientive verbs should be of the /yiqtal-/ type (p.
171 [§33.212b]).
— p. 223 (§41.221.52c), p. 689 (§76.341), p. 701 (§76.427c), p. 734 (§77.51), p. 821
(§88.21a), p. 903 (§97.32).  Since the form {ylmdnn} occurs in the prose colophon of RS
92.2016 (l. 42') (RSO XIV 53), it is unlikely that it is to be parsed as a /YQTLØ/ perfective
(an option considered explicitly on pp. 689 and 701, but not preferred).  ≥Il≠milku is claiming
here to have inscribed this tradition without having received it by formal schooling and the
form is, therefore, according to T.'s classification on p. 689, (negative)-iterative, "no one ever
taught him'.  T.'s own translation with ""müssen'' (""niemand mußte ihn (dabei) belehren''—see
in particular p. 734) also works in English ("no one had to teach it to him').  But the
translation must be seen as an expression of iterativity rather than of obligation or volition:

481The forms are listed in all Arabic grammars.  In Hebrew, the /-(a)n/ ending is retained after long vowels
as the so-called ""paragogic nun'' and with suffixes (/yiqt@lenn¨/ ← /YQTLanhu/); the /-(a)nna/ ending is
attested only rarely with suffixes (/yiqt@lenh¨/ ← /YQTLannahu/).
482Pardee, JNES 43 (1984) 244-45, n. 14.
483In the article cited in the preceding note (cf. also AuOr 16 [1998] 256), I posited that the two verbal forms
with three {n}s at the end (RS 1.026+:11 and RS 15.174:17) may be explained by the hypothesis of a
second re-analysis, viz. /YQTLannannu/ would have been taken as consisting of a verb followed by a
pronominal suffix, whence the "suffixal' form written {nn}, which could be used after the long energic form,
giving /YQTLannannannu/.  The existence of the suffix written {nnn} is not yet, however, attested with
certainty, for the two examples of that orthography attested to date all occur in poorly preserved passages
where the first {n} could be part of the plural morpheme rather than part of the suffix.  This is in fact how
T. analyzes such forms.  Until a certain attestation of a singular form with a suffix {nnn} occurs, the
existence of the latter is uncertain.
484AfO 42-43 (1995-96) 268.
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on p. 734, this passage is treated along with other /YQTLu/ forms that function as weak
expressions of volitivity, quite another function of the imperfective, I should think.
— p. 223 (§41.221.52c), p. 426 (§73.121.1c Anm.), p. 449 (§73.243.21).  In the first section
cited, T. quotes RS 1.037:4 (KTU 1.55) as {[…]•dm . nn} and translates ""… schminkte
ihn'';485 in the second, he gives the line as {[…]•dmnn[…]} and says that the passage is too
broken to be interpreted; in the third, the transcription is {•dmnn} and the form is listed as a
possible example of a /yiqtal/ imperfect.
— p. 223 (§41.221.52c), p. 224 (§41.221.62b), p. 502 (§73.623), p. 655 (§75.531d), p. 665
(§75.534), p. 669 (§75.537d).  At the end of a long list of /YQTL/ verbal forms bearing the
pronominal suffix form written {-nn}, T. attaches a much shorter list of what he takes as
/QTLa/ forms bearing the same suffix (p. 223).  Two of these examples may be rejected out
of hand.  Given the form {y<l>±k} in line 41, I see no plausible basis on which to analyze
yblnn in lines 38 and 40 of RS 2.[008]+ v (KTU 1.4) as a /QTLa/ form; in RS 29.093:13
(KTU 2.70), k“dnn is to be taken as an imperative.486  Other analyses of two other
examples are possible.  Because the sequence {yr±°n … ®t≤ . nn} in RS 2.[02]+ ii 6-7 (KTU
1.5) is paralleled by {yr° … ®t≤} in RS RS 2.[009]+ vi 30 (KTU 1.6), both verb forms are
perhaps best taken as infinitives with narrative function ({yr°} shows that {yr±°n} is
apparently representing either  /yarª≥una/, i.e., the infinitive + the enclitic morpheme -na, or
else /yarª≥unnu/, i.e., the infinitive + the secondary pronominal suffix -nnu).487  In RS
24.258:19 (KTU 1.114), {ngßnn} may also be taken as a participle (or, perhaps, an
infinitive).488  Such analyses imply, of course, that the suffix written {-nn} had become an
independent entity attachable to verbal nouns and verbal adjectives (see above, remark to
pp. 222-23 [§41.221.52c], etc.).  phnn (RS 19.022:6' [KTU 2.62]) appears in a broken
context and its analysis is uncertain.  A possible example of /QTLa/ + -nn occurs in a text
that may be among the oldest preserved:  {¯w˘ ytn . nn} in a contract dated to the time of
≤Ammi®tamru II (RS 16.382:11 [KTU 3.5]; cf. also RS 15.111:8 [KTU 3.2], for which T. has
proposed reading the same form489) is paralleled by {w . pdy . h[m]} in RS 16.191+:12

485He had already proposed the reading with a word-divider in AuOr 13 (1995) 234.
486Pardee, AAAS 29-30 (1979-80) 28; idem, Context III (2002) 110; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel 2004),
text 28 in the Choix de textes.  See remark below to p. 559 (§74.414.2).
487See above, remark to p. 38 (§21.323), etc.  In Context I (1997) 266, I took the bicolon in RS 2.[008]+ ii
as part of Ba≤lu's dark view of the future, but the analysis as a return to the narrative may have more going
for it (e.g. Smith apud Parker, ed., Ugaritic Narrative Poetry [1997] 143; Wyatt, Religious Texts [1998]
121).  Doing so places the only two instances of YR≥ // TT˙≤ in tight literary parallel but at a great distance
in the poem (in the other instance, it is Môtu who is depicted as fearing Ba≤lu near the end of the Baal
Cycle as preserved).
488The former was my analysis in Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 26-27; there also the form should
have been /nªgißunnannu/, rather than ""nªgaßannannu'' as I indicated on p. 21.  The evidence just discussed
is from the infinitive, but one might think that when these suffixes were attached to the participle it also
maintained the correct case.
489Originally in AuOr 13 (1995) 236:  ""[w . yt]n*.(?)nn''; here p. 223 (§41.221.52c: ""[yt]n*.? nn''), p. 637
(§75.514:  ""ytn-nn''), p. 705 (§76.523:  ""[w y]tnnn''—the last presented as a ""n[eue] L[esung],'' which it
certainly is since the {t} was not previously indicated as visible).  My collation with Robert Hawley in June
of 2004 showed that there is certainly no word-divider before the second-last sign; the third-last sign is
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(KTU 3.4), which may only be /QTLa/ or the infinitive (/YQTLØ/ is ruled out).  On p. 224,
three putative examples of the 3 f.s. pronominal suffix {-nn} attached to /QTLa/ verbs are
cited.  One of these must be rejected out of hand (see second following remark), while the
other two are more plausible—more plausible because two non-preformative forms appear
in parallel in a bicolon and the text indubitably recounts Kirta's exploits.  Nevertheless, the
preceding forms of this section are all /YQTL/ forms, and the possibility must be considered
that {grnn} and {ßrnn} in RS 2.[003]+ iv 49, 50 (KTU 1.14) are in fact infinitives.  The fact
that {h} is unattested as a pronominal suffix on /QTLa/ verbal forms must be considered as
an argument in favor of the hypothesis that the pronominal suffix alloforms -n and -nn could
be attached to /QTLa/, at least in prose.  The small number of attestations remains
frustrating.  As regards the three legal texts discussed above in this remark (RS 15.111:8,
RS 16.191+, and RS 16.382), a not unlikely scenario is that the first occurence of the verb in
question was /QTLa/ whereas the repetition of that verb was each time the infinitive
(respectively, w ytnn, w pdyhm, and w ytnnn); the purpose of the different forms would
have been to provide variation between the first and the second usages of the selfsame verb.
In this case, all three examples would be removed from the list of /QTLa/ forms with -n or
-nn suffixes.  (For another possible example of -n attached to a /QTLa/ form, see remark
below to p. 500 [§73.611.2f], etc.)
— p. 224 (§41.221.62b), p. 430 (§73.162b), p. 503 (§73.627), p. 558 (§74.413.2), p. 559
(§74.414.1,2), p. 669 (§75.537d).  It is remarkable that T. considers that grnn in RS 2.[003]+

iii 6 and iv 49 (KTU 1.14) and gr in RS 24.266:26 (KTU 1.119), everywhere meaning
"attack', may only be from either GRY or GRR without mentioning that Hebrew shows a
hollow root with a similar meaning. This is not of purely lexicographic interest for the reason
that T. mentions the orthography without {y} as a factor in remarks having to do with
phonetics and morphology.  Whatever the root may be, it is not implausible that the two
tokens in RS 2.[003]+ are to be analyzed, respectively, as imperative and "narrative'
infinitive (see preceding remark).
— p. 224 (§41.221.62b), p. 502 (§73.623), p. 635 (§75.512).  It is simply out of the question
that the form {ytnnn} in RS 16.265:9 (KTU 5.9) should represent a perfective form with
pronominal suffix, as T. takes it without even indicating the alternative analysis as an
imperfective.  Lines 7-10 read {•rßt . ±rßt (8) l ±”y . l r≤y (9) w ytnnn (10) l ±”h . l r≤h},
which may only be translated "A request I would make of my brother, my friend, and may he
grant it to his brother, his friend, his friend forever'.490  The presence of the pronominal
suffix written {-nn} after the verbal stem shows that the latter is either volitive /YQTLa/ or
indicative /YQTLu/ (expressing a weakly marked volitive).  The analysis as a jussive

broken off too close to the right end to determine whether it was originally {t} or {n}.  The space in the
break is, however, insufficient to consider the restoration of three and a half signs ({w yt]¯n˘nn}), so one
must either abandon the idea that the suffix here was written {-nn} or else be willing to reconstruct the
phrase without the conjunction at the beginning (see Hawley and Pardee ""Le texte juridique RS 16.382:
nouvelle étude épigraphique,'' forthcoming in Semitica 52.
490Pardee and Whiting, BSOAS 50 (1987) 11-12, where the analysis of {±rßt}, literally "I made' or "have
made', as an ""epistolary perfect'' is presented; Pardee, Context III (2002) 115.
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/YQTLØ/ appears unlikely because the presence of three {n}s indicates that there was a
vowel between the verbal stem and the energic/pronominal element.
— p. 225 (§41.222.3), pp. 226-27 (§41.222.5b).  Only in a remark appended to §41.222.5b
does T. indicate his reasons for vocalizing the 2 f.pl. pronominal suffix as ""/-kun(n)ª˜/'' and
the 3 f.pl. as /-hun(n)ª/.''  This is because ""in den Sem. Sprachen'' the masculine/feminine
distinction should be made either by the vowel (/u/ vs. /i/) or by the consonant (/m/ vs. /n/).
Without direct evidence, however, it is impossible to know whether Ugaritic followed this
pattern or not.
— p. 226 (§41.222.4a), p. 488 (§73.523c).  Though RS 19.066 (KTU 3.8) is poorly
preserved—and I have not yet had the occasion to collate the tablet—, as presently available
editions present the text, the partially preserved suffix {h[m]} in line 9 should be dual, not
plural as T. presents it, for lines 6-8 read {≤rb b n[…] | w . b . p¯--˘ | ±p¢[ny]}, "(PNN)
guarantee N[…] and P¯--˘ the ≥AP›N as regards their exiting …' ({±p¢ny} is more plausibly
a gentilic than a third personal name).  Moreover, the correct analysis of ”b®h “wt ®th in RS
15.128 (KTU 3.3) indicates that Y„≥ in this text may not express flight, as T. translates the
verb.  The word after “wt in RS 19.066 has disappeared, and, though usually restored as
{[®th]} on the basis of RS 15.128, there is simply no way of knowing what it was.  The
assumption is usually made that ‡BṪ and Y„≥ are synonyms in these two texts, and that “wt
®th was originally present in both texts, but these are only hypotheses based on the
supposition that both texts deal with the same legal matter, that of the flight of an indentured
servant to another land, a supposition that can no longer go unchallenged.  It is equally
possible, given the damaged state of RS 19.066, that the purpose of that text was to
guarantee that the two persons in question would indeed exit the land of Ugarit for the
purpose of serving in another land (the phrase in question is ≤RB … b y¬•hm “wt […], "X
guarantees Y and Z regarding their exiting (to) a/the land (of) […]').  That the highest
echelons of Ugaritic society had international connections and business dealings is now well
known; the requirement that a debt slave do his service in one of the extra-territorial
enterprises of such a personage or that his service in another country be exchanged for some
commodity are possibilities to be considered.
— p. 228 (§41.32).  In his examples of enclitic {-m} attached to pronouns, independent or
suffixal, T. cites none from prose.  Two clear examples are now attested in unpublished
texts:  in RS 94.2284:26 ±tm, "you' and in RS 96.2039:21 ≤mkm are both addressed to a
single person.
— pp. 229-34 (§42).  This section is entitled ""Das Demonstrativpronomen.''  Because these
particles appear as pronouns or as adjectives (i.e., either in independent usage or to modify
a noun) and some have both functions, it would have been preferable to indicate both usages
in the title and to include in the organization of the section the distinction between the two
(the organization here is strictly morphological, with usage indicated under each form).
— p. 229 (§42.0), pp. 232-34 (§42.7), pp. 749-50 (§81.4a).  The basic form of the
presentative particle {hn} should not be represented as ""*hann(V),'' but as /han/, which is
usually expanded by the enclitic particle /na/—at least the latter process of accretion is what
produced the common form written {hn} (on the expanding particle {-n-}, see below remark
to pp. 823-25 [§89.1]).  The short form of the particle is attested by the spelling {hbt}, "the
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house', in RS 29.093:16 (KTU 2.70), which consists either of /han/ + /bêta/491 or of a similar
basic particle (/ha/, /ha≥/, or /hal/) plus the noun.  I prefer to see here /han/ because that is
the deictic particle best attested in Ugaritic (/ha≥/ is popular in Aramaic, while Ugaritic /hal/
takes on a local nuance, at least in prose—see above, remark to p. 197 [§33.322.42a], etc.).
Strangely enough, T. has no trouble admitting the existence of /han/ in proto-Hebrew and
proto-Arabic (p. 229 [§42.11]),492 while denying it for Ugaritic.  A clear case of the same
particle prefixed to another (set of) particle(s) is found in RS 29.095:14 (KTU 2.71):  {(13)
ht ±t . - (14) dbr . hmh¯km˘ (15) b l<b>k ±l tßm}, "You, for your part, don't worry about a
thing', lit. "don't put any matter at all in your heart'.  As has been  remarked above (ad p. 63
[§21.355.1a]), emending out the first {h} of {hmh¯km˘ } is arbitrary.  On the other hand,
excluding {hn} from the list of demonstrative pronouns and identifying it as a
""Präsentationspartikel'' (p. 229) is correct, for not a single example of {hn} used as a
demonstrative pronoun may be substantiated.493  I would, however, demur to accept at face
value T.'s assertion that {hn} in certain passages has a ""demonstrativ-identifizierende
Funktion'' (p. 233) that stands somewhere between that of a pure deictic and a definite
article.  In the cases of RS 1.002:17', 25', 34', 43' {hn ß} and {hn ≤r}/{hn .≤r} (KTU 1.40) or
of RS 24.277:26' {bt hn bnß yq“ ≤z}, there is no difficulty in taking {hn} as the presentative
particle.494  In RS 16.402:31 (KTU 2.33), hn may be an adverb, "here', as in Arabic;495 in

491Pardee, AAAS 29-30 (1979-80) 28; cf. Dijkstra, HUS (1999) 159.  Speaking of this form as properly
articular appears to me now, however, to be improper; it represents the pre-articular deictic stage (see
continuation of this remark).  T.'s rejection of the analysis of {h-} here as deictic because no "house' has
been mentioned up to this point in the letter is frivolous, as is demonstrated by hundreds, if not thousands,
of instances of the Biblical Hebrew definite article attached to the first mention of a noun in a literary unit.
492There is no particular reason of which I am aware to see the development of the Arabic demonstrative
pronoun  /≥allaƒ≠/ as having the identical proto-forms as in Hebrew, viz., as developing from /han/ + /la/,
when the definite article in Arabic is clearly /≥al/.  It is absolutely necessary in considering the various
West-Semitic particles to admit that different forms of the various deictic elements were preferred in one
language, others in another.  Arabic preferred /≥al/, Hebrew /han/, Ugaritic used both /hal/ and /han/,
usually expanded with other particular elements.
493As T. points out (p. 232 [§42.6]), the authors of CAT have abandoned the reading {hn . kt} that they had
proposed in KTU 2.16 (RS 15.174:10) and on which Cunchillos based his analysis of hn as a demonstrative
pronoun (AuOr 1 [1983] 155-65; Syria 62 [1985] 207, n. 7).  The correct reading, already present in the
editio princeps (Virolleaud, PRU II [1956] text 16) and in my transcription of this text made available to
the authors of CAT and to T., is indicated in my Les textes rituels (2000) 126 n. 146 and will be properly
documented in my edition of the Ugaritic letters (in preparation).
494I translated {hn} in RS 1.002 by ""here is'' in Leslau (1991) 1187 and in Ritual and Cult (2002) 81-83
because of the problems with English "behold'; but French "voici' works fine in both texts (see Les textes
rituels [2000] 97-98).  Though T. does not like this interpretation, he provided no good reason for his
dislike.  The text is not a ""Beschwörung'' as T. would have it, but a prescriptive sacrificial ritual
characterized throughout by direct speech.  On the function of hw in these passages, see above, remark to
pp. 211-13 (§41.13), etc.
495This was the solution preferred by T. in UF 26 (1994) 476, abandoned here (p. 738 [§81.11a], cf. p. 233
[§42.73]) then preferred again (p. 833 [§89.31], with a question mark but without cross-reference or
indication of the preferred analysis; in JSS 46 (2001) 24, T. presents the analysis as quasi-articular without
even mentioning the possible analysis as an adverb.
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lines 37-38, hn ±lpm ¢¢wm may well begin a sentence rather than ending one, as Tropper
would have it, ignoring line 39.496  It is, in any case, certainly neither a demonstrative
pronoun nor a definite article in these texts.  But what, one may ask, is the function of a
presentative particle other than ""demonstrativ-identifizierende''?  h(n} functions in Ugaritic
either as a demonstrative pronoun/adjective (for which there is no real evidence), a
presentative particle (i.e., a demonstrative adverb), or else it has developed into a true
definite article.  The real question is whether that particle has in Ugaritic come to be used
frequently enough before nouns in any syntactic function to be termed articular.  Such is
certainly not the case in standard Ugaritic.  The thrice-repeated formula {hn bnß hw} in RS
96.2039 (see above, remarks to p. 137 [§33.112.31], etc., and to pp. 211-13 [§41.31]) makes
one wonder, however, if the queen who dictated that letter did not speak a language/dialect
where such a usage was already well developed (twice in that text the sequence w ht hn bnß
hw is attested, i.e., with two presentative particles before the noun and followed by hw
functioning as a demonstrative adjective).  It should be remarked in this respect that the use
of the deictic particle as a definite article did not develop nearly so far, in terms of regularity
of usage, in Phoenician as it did in Biblical Hebrew and Arabic (a similar development
occurred in Aramaic, with its post-positive particle, but the specific articular function
degenerated fairly rapidly there), and one could easily imagine Ugaritic developing along
the lines of Phoenician in a relatively short time with either /han/ or /hanna/, or, for that
matter, the most basic particle /ha/, at the origin of the development.  What can be said with
some degree of certainty, however, is that neither /han/ nor /hanna/ had in Ugaritic lost its
presentative function to slip towards that of a definite article—there are simply two few
cases to support such a claim.
— p. 230 (§42.3), p. 738 (§81.11d), p. 787 (§83.114d).  T. is, in my estimation, misguided in
taking hndt as a local adverb meaning "here'.  The structural parallels with hnd, the primary
demonstrative adjective, and hnk(t), which is attested, though rarely, as a demonstrative
pronoun, are too close to be ignored.  In both attestations of hndt where the context is
relatively clear, the morphology of the element dt may be compared with that of the relative
pronoun (see second following remark), while the function as a demonstrative pronoun is
neither that of d/dt nor of hnd (the latter is presently attested only as an adjective).  In RS
18.031:12 (KTU 2.38), hndt functions as a demonstrative pronoun of which the antecedent is
the feminine noun ±ny.  The passage reads {(10) ±nykn . dt (11) l•kt . m¬rm (12) hndt . b .
¬r (13) mtt}, "The group of ships that you sent to Egypt, that (group) was wrecked off Tyre'.
In RS 3.322+ iv 62 (KTU 1.19), the usage appears to be pronominal and adverbial (i.e., it is
not an adverb, but a pronoun used adverbially, "at this [place]').  It should be stressed,
nevertheless, that the -t is probably  not the feminine morpheme,497 but the enclitic particle

496Whatever the syntactic division of lines 37-39 may have been in the original text, T.'s interpretation of
the problematic word ®h in RS 16.402:37 as providing a local indicator may not be considered an adequate
basis for rejecting the analysis of hn as an adverb, for the meaning of ®h is still unknown and it is far from
certain that the {-h} is the adverbial morpheme.
497As I once identified it:  ""Ugaritic,'' in The Semitic Languages (ed. R. Hetzron; London:  Routledge,
1997) 131-44, esp. p. 136.
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that appears on alternative forms of both the feminine and the plural demonstratives.  If such
be the case, hndt will be marked for gender, case, and number in the /d-/ element only (on
d/dt, see second following remark).
— p. 230 (§42.4), p. 786 (§83.113i), p. 840 (§91.12e). Against the analysis of {hnhmt} in
RS 15.128:8 [KTU 3.3]) as a demonstrative pronoun/adjective stands the form hnmt in RS
94.2965:20 (b ßdm hnmt, "for these fields').  Given this form, it is perhaps better to take
{hnhmt} as consisting formally of the presentative particle plus the 3 m.pl. independent
pronoun, oblique form.  The passage w mnm ßalm dt tknn ≤l ≤rbnm hn hmt tknn (lines 5-9)
would thus be translated literally:  "And whatever investigators (see above, remark to p. 178
[§33.231.1b], etc.) should appear, against the guarantors, even these, they should appear'
(/wa mannama ßa≥≥ªl¨ma d¨ti tak¨n¨na ≤alê ≤urubªn≠ma hanna humati tak¨n¨na/).  Or, in
line with T.'s analysis of ß±lm as non-personal:  "And whatever claims may arise, against the
guarantors, even these, they should arise' (/wa mannama ßa≥al¨ma d¨ti tak¨n¨na ≤alê
≤urubªn≠ma hanna humati tak¨n¨na/).  If hnmt in RS 94.2965:20 is a demonstrative
pronoun/adjective in the narrow sense of the word, one will note that it is not built from the
well-known stem hnd-, but consists of hn + enclitic -m + enclitic -t.
— p. 231 (§42.5), p. 597 (§74.624), p. 703 (§76.521.2), p. 740 (§81.12e), p. 787
(§83.114a), p. 864 (§93.342).  Equally misguided is the explanation of hnk as meaning
"there'.  One of the passages cited is too damaged to permit a decision (RS 16.402:11 [KTU
2.33]), but, in the other two texts cited, taking hnk as a demonstrative pronoun makes more
sense of the text than does the analysis as an adverb.  In RS 16.402:22-24, the interpretation
of ßkn hnk as "ordered there' (p. 231) or "prepared there' (pp. 597, 740, 864) makes no
sense:  the king has ordered the recipient of the letter to supply horses and the recipient is
complaining about this treatment:  w mlk b≤ly ht lm ßkn hnk ≤l ≤bdh ±lpm ¢¢wm, "(As for) the
king, my master, now why has he assigned this (responsibility) to his servant:  (viz., that of
furnishing) 2000 horses?'498  In RS 29.095:9 (KTU 2.71), hnk tßm≤m is better interpreted as
meaning "hear this'499 than as "listen there' (where else would they listen?).500

— pp. 234-38 (§43). T. proposes a two-tiered description of the relative/determinative
pronoun:  (1) a ""Deklinable Variante,'' wherein the particle is marked for person, gender,
number, and case, and (2) an ""Indeklinable Variante,'' unmarked for any of these
grammatical features. Because this assumes the coexistence of a system and an absence of
system, one wonders if it might not be preferable to propose the existence of a single
system.  The basic data are these: (1) the syllabically written form {du-ú} (RS 20.123+ ii

498Cf. Pardee, AfO 31 (1984) 216; idem, Context III (2002) 106.  For the reading of {¯ht˘} at the end of line
22, see Les documents épistolaires (in preparation).  The interpretation as a demonstrative pronoun is
preferred by T. himself everywhere but p. 740.
499Cf. Pardee, Context III (2002) 111:  ""Now listen well.''  T. does not cite this text on p. 231 as containing
a possible example of a demonstrative pronoun, reserving his preference for the analysis as an adverb (p.
740).
500T. takes tßm≤m as a noun, which makes his interpretation of hnk plausible in the context thereby created,
but that analysis is not to be preferred (see below, remark to p. 270 [§51.45w], etc.).
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29'501) shows that the masculine singular nominative form was /du/ or /d¨/, probably the
latter (there is no reason to see here the use of {ú} as a disambiguater for the first sign, as is
the case with the prepositions {le-e} and {bi-i}502) and that the masculine singular was
probably declined according to the three principal cases, for, if only a single form was in use,
one would not expect the nominative to have been preserved;503 (2) both d and dt are
attested modifying feminine singular and masculine and feminine plural nouns; (3) dt is
never attested modifying a masculine singular noun 504.  A simple explanation, but one that
results in a rather high incidence of identical forms, would say that the original forms /dªti/
(feminine singular genitive) and /d¨ti/ (plural oblique)505 were confused with /dª/ and /d¨/ +
the enclitic particle /-ti/; the other forms in the paradigm would as a result of this re-analysis
have been dropped while perception of /-ti/ as the particle would have permitted that element
to be dropped or retained as a matter of style.  The paradigm would then be:

Masculine singular Feminine singular Plural

/d¨/, /dª/, /d≠/ /dª(ti)/ /d¨(ti)/
Another possible set of developments leading to a single paradigm, one with a lower
incidence of identical forms, would be this:  (1) in proto-Ugaritic, as in Akkadian,506 the
feminine and plural pronouns 507 (cf. Akkadian /ßªt/ and /ß¨t/) had lost their case vowels;
(2) the loss of the case vowels allowed a variant form without /-t/ to develop (these variants
might have arisen in speech through various assimilations of the /-t/ to the first consonant of
the following word); (3) the vowel of the secondary forms would have been short (in proto-
Northwest Semitic all theoretically long vowels in closed syllables become short, hence
/ƒªtu/ → /ƒªt/ → /ƒat/ and /ƒ¨tu/ → /ƒ¨t/ → /ƒut/); (4) the forms with /-t/ were homogenized by
paradigm pressure to forms with the enclitic particle /-ti/508 (this last step appears necessary

501Nougayrol, Ugaritica V (1968) text 137.
502See above, remark to p. 52 (§21.341.21c), etc.
503Loeenstamm once claimed that the relative particle was indeclinable in old Semitic (Leßonenu 23 [1958-
59] 82), but the declinable forms in Old Akkadian (GAG, §46) and the difference of vowel attested in later
Akkadian, Hebrew, and Aramaic, indicate, to the contrary, that old Semitic had a system declined at least
partially for case, gender, and number.  The different vowels in later Akkadian (ßa), Ugaritic (d¨), Hebrew
(ßeh) and Aramaic (d≠ and d@) are most plausibly to be explained as remnants of a more complete system.
As is well known, classical Arabic had a system based on /d¨/ that was marked for gender, number, and
case (Wright, Grammar3 I [1896] 272-73, §347).
504I know of no exceptions to this view espoused by T.  Loewenstamm once proposed (Tarbiz 23 [1958-59]
80; cf. Comparative Studies [1980] 69) that ßd °bdy •lßtm≤ dt … (RS 12.006:1-2 [KTU 4.110]) was a
singular formulation, but T. more plausibly sees here a triple construct chain with a plural as the head
element:  ""Lehensfelder von ON, die…'' (p. 843 [§91.312]).
505These are the forms posited by T. in his paradigm of ""Deklinable Variante''; according to the
development suggested here, the full paradigm would have been present in proto-Ugaritic but no longer in
the language as we know it.
506This and other Akkadian data evoked below are described in GAG, §46.
507Here and henceforth I use ""plural'' for ""masculine and feminine plural.''  I do not include the dual because
no such forms are as of yet certainly attested in Ugaritic (T., p. 236 [§43.133]).
508On this particle, see T., p. 836 (§89.5).
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to account for a sequence such as {dt t÷rk} in RS 16.078+:22 [KTU 2.23], where /dut/ +
/ta÷÷urr¨ka/ might easily have become one word, written with a single {t}).  These
hypotheses permit a single paradigm, according to which only the masculine singular was
declined for case, but the feminine and plural forms were distinguished both from each other
(by vowel quality) and from the masculine singular (by vowel quantity) and had stylistic
variants with /-ti/:

Masculine singular Feminine singular Plural

/d¨/, /dª/, /d≠/ /da(ti)/ /du(ti)/

Though a system where the singular is characterized by long vowels, the plural by short
vowels, appears to go against the grain of early Semitic, where length is often associated
with plurality,509 a similar development may perhaps be posited for Aramaic, where the
corresponding particle appears both as /d≠/ and as /d@/:  if the form with shewa did not arise
through mutation (analogy to the monoconsonantal prepositions?), a proto-Aramaic form
with a short vowel must be posited.  Nonetheless, because of the unexpected distribution of
short and long vowels in this second hypothetical system, the first must be preferred.

As for the usage of the forms with and without /-ti/, T. asserts (p. 238 [§43.3]) that the
expected ""deklinable Variante'' was regularly used before a verbal relative clause, the
""indeklinable Variante'' more commonly before a nominal phrase (""kann … stehen'' is the
formulation in the latter case).  One would not be able to draw so firm a conclusion from the
examples cited on the preceding pages, certainly not for prose, and one wonders if T. drew
up for himself statistics that were not included in the grammar (T. refers to the higher
incidence of {d} in prose, but provides no statistics).  This being the case, one must remain
dubious about proposals to emend {d} to {dt}, especially in prose (see above, remark to p.
60 [§21.354.1a], etc., and various remarks here below).

— p. 235 (§43.12), p. 899 (§97.112).  In the first section cited, bnßm dt l mlk (RS 18.026:17
[KTU 4.339]) is interpreted, on the pattern of line 1 where the verb ®b is present, as referring
to personnel returning to the town Mulukku, in the second as referring to personnel
belonging to the king.  Neither entry is cross-referenced to the other.

— p. 235 (§43.12), p. 262 (§51.43k), p. 637 (§75.514), p. 704 (§76.521.3).  Rather than
taking the persons qualified as ≤rk b≤l ”lb dt l ytn ßmn (RS 24.292 [KTU 4.728]) as "offering-
preparers who have not given oil', it appears more plausible to see ≤rk as designating, as in
Hebrew, a type of tax, which here would have consisted of oil.  If that be the case, ≤rk would
be a /qitl/ or /qatl/-base noun, rather than a /qªtil/-base verbal substantive and the l would be
"emphatic', rather than negative:  /(1) ≤arak¨ ba≤li (2) ”albi d¨ti la yutan¨ (3) ßamnu/ ""≤RK-
taxes for Ba≤lu of Aleppo that were properly paid in oil by…'' (+ list of PNN).510

509Gelb, Sequential Reconstruction (1969) 48-55.
510Pardee, Ritual and Cult (2002) 217; cf. idem., Les textes rituels (2000) 749-50.
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— p. 236 (§43.2a).  In the context of ≥Ilu's furnishings, the interpretation of n≤l in RS
2.[008]+ i 36' (KTU 1.4) as "bed' or "(sleeping) platform'511 is more plausible than the
translation as "sandals'.

— p. 237 (§43.2b), p. 256 (§51.41e), p. 298 (§53.331.2).  Since indubitable examples exist
of the relative pronoun in the form d modifying feminine antecedents (p. 237), the phrase l“t
spr d l•kt, "the letter-tablet that I sent', in RS [Varia 4] (KTU 2.14) provides very shaky
grounds on which to base the conclusion that the Ugaritic noun l“t was of masculine gender
(pp. 256, 298).  Hebrew l¨a“ is, of course, masculine, but then it does not in the singular
bear the morpheme {-t} that so often denotes feminine gender. T.'s proposal that Ugaritic
would have had a singular noun l“, "tablet', of which {l“t} is the plural requires that the
frequent reference in letters to {l“t}, "(letter-)tablet(s)', as a form of reference to previous
correspondence, always refers to a plurality of tablets (not even a duality!512) as bearing
epistolary documents.513  Since most epistolary texts, in Ugaritic as well as in Akkadian,
were demonstrably complete on a single tablet, the hypothesis that the singular of the noun
for "tablet' was in Ugaritic l“t must be preferred.514

— p. 237 (§43.2d).  Contrary to T.'s explicit assertion, there is a horizontal line between
lines 14 and 15 of RS 10.090 (KTU 4.53 — against previous editors, the authors of KTU
indicated the correct reading).  Moreover, the {d} indicated by T. at the beginning of line 16
was probably preceded by another sign, today destroyed, and the identification of the {d} as
the relative pronoun is, therefore, dubious.

— p. 239 (§44.12), pp. 240-41 (§44.241).  T.'s dogged determination to present every
possible explanation reaches new heights in these two paragraphs, where the interrogative
particle {mn} is explained in the first as personal ("who?') in the second as impersonal
("what').  The first is introduced by ""vielleicht,'' the second by ""wahrscheinlich''; virtually the
same texts are quoted and translated in both.  In my estimation, the evidence favors the latter
interpretation and it is possible that {mh} and {mn} exist side-by-side in Ugaritic as
impersonal interrogative pronouns because the latter is an expansion of the former (/mah/ +
/na/ → /manna/)515.  T. is obviously tempted by the analysis of mn as personal by the
comparative Semitics situation, where man(nu) is personal (p. 238 [§44.11]).  What is
important to note in this respect, is that the Ugaritic and Canaanite situation does not show
just the opposite vowel for the personal and impersonal interrogative pronouns as compared
with other Semitic languages, but fundamentally different forms:  a basic stem /m≠/ for the

511Dietrich and Loretz, Texte aus der Umwelt des Alten Testaments. Band III, Lieferung 6:  Mythen und
Epen IV (1997) 1153; idem, UF 32 (2000) 208, 212-13; Pardee, Context I (1997) 256; Wyatt, Religious
Texts (1998) 92 (""palanquin'').
512If the singular were {l“}, the dual would have been written {l“m} (Vita, OLP 28 [1997] 33-41).
513For del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, Diccionario I (1996) 243, {l“t} would be a plurale tantum, but, since
"tablets' do not form a natural collectivity, that solution does not appear likely.
514Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), commentary on RS 16.394:47'.  The proposal that l“t is a
feminine singular noun goes back at least to Virolleaud, GLECS 8 (1957-60) 91.
515T. refers to the particle in his second interpretation as ""eine erweiterte Variante von mh'' without
proposing a specific derivation.
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personals and a stem /mah(a)/ for the impersonals, i.e., with consonantal /h/.516  Whatever
the case may be for comparison with the other Semitic languages, the two possible
interpretations of Ugaritic mn(m) could have been presented without creating two largely
redundant paragraphs.

— p. 240-41 (§44.241-242), p. 313 (§54.133.2e), p. 754 (§81.65), p. 803 (§83.24f), p. 903
(§97.31).  T. creates a special paragraph (§44.242) for the ""Bedeutung "wieviel?' '' for mn
which would only be attested in mn yr” k m[r¬] // mn k dw kr[t] in RS 3.325+ ii 19-20 (KTU
1.16).  It appears more likely, however, that the meaning of the Ugaritic is not "how many
months?' but "what month', viz., "(In) what month did he become ill, (in) which one did Kirta
become ill?'.  Without creating any syntactic difficulty, this removes the problems of mn (1)
having the particular meaning of "how many?' and (2) being followed by a singular noun (a
problem that T. attempts to resolve by comparing Arabic kam).  Logically, the use of "month'
may be inferred to mean that he has been sick less than a year and naming the month in
which he became ill tells the questioner how long the illness has lasted.  There is no
objection to translating the passage with "how many' in English or with the equivalent in
German, but that translation should not be the determining factor in deciding the grammatical
analysis of the particle.  T. rarely lapses into "translation grammar' (i.e., into creating Ugaritic
categories on the basis of German translation), but this may be one.

— pp. 242-44 (§45.1).  Unless the Akkadian equivalent of Ugaritic mnm, "whatever,' be
taken as deciding the vocalization of the Ugaritic (as I and others have done in the past), no
reason appears in this section for not vocalizing the personal interrogative pronouns spelled
{mn} with a stem /m≠-/, the impersonals with /ma(h)/ (/h/ in parentheses because it would
ultimately be secondary and, in any case, it assimilates in mnm).  For the personals, T.
prefers ""/mannV/?'' apparently because that is the form expected from comparative Semitics
(cf. p. 238 [§44.11]).  The impersonal {mnm} is vocalized ""/mª/≠nummV/ od. /mª/≠nammV/''
(p. 243) in spite of the fact that the form mhk, "whatever', with {h}, leaves no doubt as to its
origins.  The Akkadian form that regularly corresponds to Ugaritic mnm in the epistolary
"return-of-news formula' is m≠nummê517 but, because the lexicon of the Akkadian of Ugarit
is not necessarily influenced by Ugaritic, nor vice versa, the Ugaritic form may reflect the
expected Ugaritic kernel /mah-/.  If such be the case, the Ugaritic indefinite pronouns would

516In UF 33 (2001) 727, T. cites two data in favor of ""mah(V)'' being the basic ""Sachklasse'' form:  Ugaritic
mh and Arabic mahmª ←""*mahmah.''  To these should be added Hebrew ma(h) + gemination of the first
consonant of the following word; the gemination can only be explained by the basic form being /mah/ with
assimilation of the /h/ producing the gemination while the archaic form was retained in the orthography.
The retention of the {h} in the othography shows that the original form may well have been /maha/ and
that the final vowel would have blocked assimilation until it disappeared when final short vowels either
dropped or lengthened in proto-Hebrew.  This in contrast with the definite article, of which the second
consonantal element has consistently assimilated in both Hebrew and Phoenician.  (Ugaritic shows rare
instances of both /han-/ and /hanna/ in proto-articular function: see above, remarks to p. 137 [§33.112.31],
etc., to pp. 211-13 [§41.31], and to p. 229 [§42.0], etc.).
517On the Akkadian form, see Huehnergard, Ugaritic Vocabulary (1987) 138-39.
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have been:  personals {mnk(m)} /m≠naka(ma)/ and, perhaps, {mnn} /m≠nana/;518

impersonals {mhk(m)} /mahaka(ma)/ and {mnm} /mannama/ ← /mahnama/.519

— p. 243 (§45.122a), p. 820 (§88.1c), p. 903 (§97.33).  As with other parts of RS 29.093
(KTU 2.70), T. is very uncertain about the interpretation of mnm •® l ≤bdk (l. 29), whether to
take it as an independent clause (""Was auch immer ist, [das teile] deinem Diener [mit]'' [pp.
820, 902]) or as dependent on what precedes (""Meinem Herrn gehört, was auch immer
deinem Deiner gehört'' [p. 903]); on p. 243 and in the first translation on p. 820, these words
are translated as a simple phrase (""was es auch immer gibt'' and ""was auch immer deinem
Diener gehört,'' respectively).  I have proposed that mnm •® may be taken as an unmarked
adverbial dependent on the previous phrase:  ""… (your servant) will be sure to have a
”ipªnu-garment made for my master,  of whatever (is required) from your servant's own
goods.''520

— p. 244 (§45.122b), p. 904 (§97.42a), p. 904 (§97.42).  T.'s interpretation of the epistolary
formula mnm ßlm, lit., "whatever well-being', as an indefinite pronoun in a subordinate clause
is correct in my estimation, but that overall interpretation has taken a long time to come to the
fore.521  On the other hand, his interpretation of the formula as "following' the corresponding
Akkadian formula must be nuanced:  because the Akkadian formula is known only in the
West, it may have been borrowed from a West-Semitic language; since it is attested only
within the Hittite sphere of influence, it may even have been borrowed ultimately from
Hittite—though that is speculation for the moment.522  The latter solution is also appealing
because the syntax of this formula (which basically goes something like mnm ßlm ≤m X rgm
T˙T˙B ≤my, "whatever well-being there may be with X, may X send back word of that to me')
is not attested in precisely this form elsewhere in Ugaritic.  In the case of a Hittite origin, the
Ugaritic formula would probably indeed have passed through an Akkadian intermediary
stage, for there is not a good deal of evidence for direct Hittite influence on the Ugaritic
language.

— p. 244 (§45.122c), p. 821 (§88.21d), p. 822 (§88.22a).  The "new reading' (identified as
such on p. 821 only) of RS 15.111:18 (KTU 3.2) as ""[w °]n® •n[n] bh'' will not hold up:  the
sign after {•n} is clearly {m} (tablet collated in June of 2004).  Moreover, as T. points out
on p. 822, the new reading is not new but old:  it rejects that of KTU/CAT in favor of the

518This form would appear only in the address of the school letter RS 16.265:2 (KTU 5.9), where {mnn}
may be a proper name.  I leave entirely out of consideration {mrmnmn} in RS 24.271:22' (KTU 1.123)
because, despite T.'s conviction that this divine name is ""offenbar'' to be analyzed as Akkadian mªru, "son',
plus ""mamman ← *man-man'' [!], "whoever' (cf. p. 275 [§51.5a]), I remain dubious towards that explanation
(see my commentary in Les textes rituels [2000] 703-4).
519See now Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) I 56, II 179.  On the vocalization of the expanding
element {-n}, see remark below to pp. 823-25 (§89.1).
520Context III (2002) 111.  On the interpretation of the preceding lines, see below, three remarks to p. 439
(§73.223.41.8), etc.
521For a study of the formula with previous bibliography, see Pardee, Fronzaroli (2003) 446-75.
522Ibid., p. 466, n. 66.
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editor's original reading.523  The KTU/CAT reading was, however, essentially correct, for
on the tablet one finds {[w °]¯n®˘ . •n . m¯nm˘ . bh}, "There is no °n®-duty at all (attached) to
it'.

— p. 244 (§45.13), cf. p. 241 (§44.31).  Because an invitation to a feast that is phrased "Eat
any food' (T.:  ""Eßt von jeglicher Speise'') does not appear particularly inviting, ±y in RS
2.002:6 (KTU 1.23) may be taken as an interjection rather than as an indefinite pronoun (the
option is not mentioned here and is not presented anywhere in the grammar).524

— pp. 244-46 (§45.2).  I judge it a mistake to have classified ""Das Substantiv kl und
Derivate'' among the indefinite pronouns (§45 ""Das Indefinitpronomen'').  I can think of no
reason to have done so other than the semantics of the noun, viz., "all' is translatable as
"every', "everyone', "everything', etc.  As regards morphology and syntax, however, there is
no reason to doubt that kl behaves differently from any other noun.  For example, I know of
no reason to doubt that when it modifies another noun that noun is in the genitive case (put
another way, kl is in the construct state), whereas pronouns and numeral nouns may be
appositional to the modified noun.  One peculiarity of kl in Biblical Hebrew illustrates the
necessity of recognizing how semantics may affect usage:  because of the semantic
definiteness expressed by kl, noun phrases beginning with kl that function as definite direct
objects may be introduced by the particle ≥t, marker of definite direct objects, whether or not
the principal noun of the phrase be otherwise marked for definiteness.  But in all other
respects Hebrew kºl/kol shows the morphological and syntactic earmarks of a noun, not
those of a pronoun.

— p. 245 (§45.21c-d), p. 845 (§91.314.1).  In the first reference cited, T. cites three phrases
in which kl, "all', + pronominal suffix is supposed to be used in ""absoluter Gebrauch.''  The
first is the formula “kpt •l klh (RS 2.[004] v 21', 31' [KTU 1.17]; RS 2.[014]+ vi 13-14525

[KTU 1.3], RS 3.361 iii 1 [entirely restored] [KTU 1.1]) which he interprets as ""das ganze
göttliche/weite Memphis''; the second is ±r¬ •l klh (RS 2.[009]+ i 65 [KTU 1.6]), translated
""die ganze göttliche/weite Erde''; the third in RS 24.255:6-7 (KTU 1.111) ≤¬rm gdt klhn,
translated ""(als Opfer) Vögel, (sie) alle zerstückelt/zerteilt.''  The usage is compared with
Arabic ≥al-yawmu kulluh¨, ""der ganze Tag.''  For the first two phrases to be so interpreted,
however, one must accept that •l is here serving as an expression of the superlative (p. 845),
which is not necessarily the case:  each time, because the formula is used with respect to the
dwelling of a particular deity, •l may be interpreted as functioning normally as the common
noun for "god'.526  As regards RS 24.255:6-7, klhn is not simply appositional to ≤¬rm in a
single clause, it is the second subject of a complex sentence made up of two nominal
sentences:  lit., "(As) burnt-offerings:  birds, cut up into small pieces (are) they all (to

523The editor (Virolleaud, PRU II [1957] 23 [text 9]) read the last part of the line as {•n[n .] bh}; in
KTU/CAT, one finds {•n ¯mn˘[m] . bh}.
524Cf. Pardee, Context I (1997) 276.
525The name for Memphis is here written {“qkpt}.
526Pardee, Context I (1997) 244 (with explanatory note 19), 255, 269 (with explanatory note 250), 346.
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be)'.527  This category of usage of kl may, therefore, not be attested in Ugaritic; moreover,
several examples of the so-called superlative use of divine names and titles may also
disappear from the list (on this question, see below, remark to pp. 844-45 [§91.314.1]).

— p. 245 (§45.22b), pp. 568-69 (§74.422).  For the interpretation of db“ kl kl ykly in RS
24.277:7'-8' (KTU 1.127), T. considers several possibilities but misses the one that appears
most likely to me, viz., linking this phrase with the previous ones, as is indicated by the
conjunction w at the end of line 6'.  The entire section of this text inscribed in discrete units
on a clay model of a lung of a caprovid reads:  (4') dt n±t (5') w ytnt (6') ®rmn w (7') db“ kl
(8') kl ykly (9') db“ k sprt, which may be translated "The ones (sc. sacrifices) of n±t (PN)
and gifts of (= for) ®rmn (DN) and a sacrifice of everyone: everyone may participate in
consuming (this) sacrifice, according to the writings'.528

— p. 246 (§45.23a), p. 856 (§92.238b).  Though T.'s analysis of kll in the epistolary formula
kll ßlm, "all is well', as an adverbial accusative is certainly plausible, I know of no syntactic
reason why it should not be taken as the subject of the verb ßlm.  In this latter respect, T.
holds that ßlm is a substantive, basing his analysis on the same of ßulmu in the corresponding
Akkadian formula.  The variety of word orders in Ugaritic indicates, however, that ßlm is a
verb (/ßalima/, not /ßulmu/ or /ßalªmu/—for an explanation of the difference between the
Akkadian and Ugaritic formulae, see below, note 1393).  It is important to note the variety of
word orders attested in the situation report of the writer as opposed to the virtually invariable
phrase mnm ßlm used in the request for return of news; the latter is substantival and
functions as the point of reference of the verb in a cleft sentence ("whatever well-being,
return word (of that) to me').

— pp. 247-77 (§51).  It is traditional in grammars of the vocalized Semitic languages to
present substantival stems in order of growing complexity from monoconsonantals through
forms with a reduplicated element on to forms with prefixes and suffixes.  T. follows this
model here but, since there is no tradition of vocalization of Ugaritic, he has had to decide
whether to indicate the breakdown according to vocalic patterns (/qal/qil/qul/, etc.) only for
the relatively few forms for which internal evidence is available or to fill out each such
category on the basis of comparative evidence.  He has chosen the latter.  Three remarks are
in order: (1) his choice of vocalic pattern when the other Semitic languages offer more than
one possibility is sometimes open to criticism (some of the following remarks express such
criticisms); (2) sometimes the decisions appear arbitrary, as in the case of nrt, "light',
vocalized /nûrat-/ with no comparative evidence cited (p. 256), whereas the form nr was
vocalized /nîr-/, following the Hebrew (p. 254); (3) it is incumbent upon well-informed
instructors of Ugaritic to make clear to their students using this grammar how arbitrary the
choices often are.  We simply do not know, for example, whether Ugaritic “lm, "dream', was

527Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 622, 626; idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 92 (in neither case was the
literal translation indicated).  That the phrase klt klhn may be taken as constituting a clause separate from
≤¬rm becomes clear if one keeps in mind the standard offering formulae in these texts, one of which is the
simple nominal sentence consisting of "type of offering + content of offering'; in this case, gdt klhn is a
supplementary syntactic unit in which a particular disposition of the offering is stipulated.
528Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 715, 719-20; idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 130.
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vocalized /“ilm-/, /“ulm-/, or /“ulum-/ (or, for that matter, on yet another pattern—see remark
below to p. 254 [§51.41c “lm]).

— pp. 247-77 (§51), pp. 278-80 (§52.2).  T. never addresses explicitly the problem of how
to vocalize the syllable bearing the feminine morpheme {-t} when derived from III-y/w roots
(see specific remarks above to the phonology section, p. 183 [§33.242b], etc., pp. 183-84
[§33.243.12-15], p. 184 [§33.243.13], etc., p. 193 [§33.312.32b], pp. 199-200 [§33.323.3-4]).
Unless the {y} is actually present in the script or unless a vocalization is attested in syllabic
script, he in most cases assumes /-iyat-/ → /-ît/; once he assumes /-awat-/ → /-ât-/ (p. 267
[§51.45f] ""ma/i††ât'' ← ""*man†awat,'' "bed').  This particular assumption does not explain why
Hebrew has mi††ªh (proto-Hebrew /mi††ât/ would have become /mi††ôt/ in Biblical Hebrew,
cf. /≥ª“ôt/, "sister') and the broader assumption that most Ugaritic forms had /-î-/ does not
explain why so many Hebrew forms show simple /ª/, even those that ended historically in
/-iyat-/, e.g., yªpªh ← /yapiyatu/, "beautiful'.  The behavior of Ugaritic III-y/w nouns and
adjectives appears to be closer to that of Hebrew than to the corresponding situations in
Aramaic and Arabic, where the weak consonant tends to be retained in the feminine forms
(contrast Hebrew /ß@mºnªh/, "eight', and Ugaritic {®mnt} with Arabic /®amªniyatun/ and
Aramaic /t@mªnyªh/).  That being the case, the reconstruction of the word for "bed' as /mi††âtu/
in Ugaritic cannot be considered likely and, in a grammar which attempts to reconstruct most
everything and to place Ugaritic in the broader Semitic context as thoroughly as does this
one, an explicit consideration of the problem was expected.

— pp. 248-49 (§51.2-3).  In §51.3, T. considers it likely that ±b, "father', and ±”, "brother',
were originally triconsonantal because they show a long case vowel (see further, next
remark).  It is unclear why he does not consider explicitly the possibility in §51.2 that p,
"mouth', and ß, "sheep', may have been originally biconsontantal since in Hebrew the stem of
peh with pronominal sufffixes resembles that of ≥ª“ and ≥ªb while ≈eh shows similar
characteristics.  In any case, a statement regarding the origin of what was almost certainly a
long case vowel in nouns that show a monoconsonantal form in Ugaritic would have been
welcome.

— pp. 248-49 (§51.3a), p. 252 (§51.41a). In these two paragraphs, T. explicitly proposes
that ±b and ±” were originally /qatl/-base nouns (on his hypothesis that these two words
behaved as simple /qal/-base nouns in the absolute state, see remarks above to p. 51
[§21.341.21a], etc., and p. 175 [§33.215.22], etc.).  Though it is indeed plausible, as was
remarked above (see note 107), that these two nouns go back to III-w roots, the
identification as /qatl/ types is less clear.  In my note just cited, I cited the feminine forms
/≥ª“ºt/, "sister', and /“ªmºt/, "mother-in-law', as proof that the elements that produced the
/º/-vowel came before the feminine morpheme and the case vowel could not, for that reason,
have been involved in the development of that vowel.  Positing a base /qatal/ for these nouns
would account reasonably well for the forms /≥abû/ and /≥a”û/, for /≥abawu/, with
homorganic /w/ and /u/, could easily have contracted to /≥abû/ already in proto-West Semitic,
with analogical alignment of the vowel in the other cases to the standard paradigm (/≥abû/,
/≥abâ/, /≥abî/).  The /º/ of the Hebrew form /≥a“ºt/ represents the Canaanite shift, since
/≥a”ªt-/ is attested in Late-Bronze proper names; the developement of the feminine form in
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proto-Northwest Semitic might, therefore, have been /≥a”awat-/ → /≥a”ât-/.  (The Arabic
form of this noun, viz., /≥a”tun/, when contrasted with Ugaritic /≥a”âtu/, Hebrew /≥ª“ºt/, and
Aramaic /≥a“ªt/, illustrates clearly that this noun has undergone severe modification in the
singular absolute in that language.  It may also be taken as a strong indication that the Arabic
masculine form /≥a”u/ may not be considered paradigmatic for the vocalization of the
corresponding Ugaritic form — see discussions of ±b and ±” cross-referenced at the
beginning of this paragraph.)  Positing the /qatal/ base for these nouns might also provide a
reasonable explanation for the difference in Ugaritic between ≥abû/≥a”û and ÿurwu, "resin',
for the latter could represent a true /qatl/ base from a III-w root (though proto-Hebrew
shows ¬or≠y, as though from a III-y root).  On the other hand, ±”, "meadow', seems to
represent a proto-form /≥a”wu/ (cf. Hebr. ≥ª“¨w) which has apparently fallen together
phonetically with the word for "brother' (the Ugaritic form of this word should also have been
/≥a”û/).  Finally, I have referred here only to West Semitic, leaving East and South Semitic
out of the discussion.  It appears, however, that at least for ±”, the triconsonantal root was
retained in Ethiopic529, which would mean that the /w/ dropped independently in West and
East Semitic and that each group of languages subsequently underwent its own
development.

— p. 248 (§51.3a), p. 310 (§54.133.1b).  dm, "blood', is correctly classified as a /qal/ base in
the first paragraph cited, but vocalized ""/dªma/'' in the second.

— p. 249 (§51.3b), p. 310 (§54.133.1b).  In the first paragraph cited, T. unambivalently
categorizes bn, "son', with /qil/-base nouns, whereas in the second he vocalizes ""/bi/una/.''
One must surmise that the ambivalence here is owing to his view that Ugaritic bnß derives
from bn + ""*≥unªß "Mensch' '' (p. 177), in spite of the fact that on p. 177, he indicates the
base form of bn as ""*bin'' (see remark to p. 177 [§33.215.42], etc.).

— p. 249 (§51.3b).  It must be judged dubious that {dm¯t˘} in RS 16.394:50' (KTU 2.31:46)
is to be equated with Akkadian dimtu, ""Turm.''  The state of preservation of this tablet is poor
and its literary classification uncertain.  That being the case, the inclusion of data derived
solely from this text in a reference grammar must be judged ill advised.

— p. 250 (§51.3g), p. 702 (§76.521.1), p. 774 (§82.411).  If {tmtt} in the title rb tmtt in RS
18.031:16, 22 (KTU 2.38) means ""Mannschaft, Besatzung'' what other etymology would it
have than mutu, "man'?  (T. presents this explanation only as ""evtl.'')  In any case, the more
probable etymology, several scholars have believed, is from M(W)T, "to die'.  This is
because in line 13 the convoy of ships is said to have "died' (mtt)530 in a bad storm; that fact
admitted, the official in charge of salvage would have plausibly borne the title of "master of
wreck, lit. of (ships) that have met ""death'' '.531

— p. 250 (§51.3g-m).  Structurally speaking, I do not see why T. has chosen to present the
word tmtt just discussed in its own paragraph after the /q¨l/ base with various dissyllabic

529D. Cohen, Dictionnaire des racines sémitiques 1 (Paris:  Mouton, 1970) 15.
530T.'s acceptance of the emendation there to {<t>mtt} has already been criticized above, remark to p. 61
(§21.354.1c), etc.
531Hoftijzer, UF 11 (1979) 386; Pardee, Context III (2002) 94.
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substantives that include afformative morphemes indicated immediately thereafter rather
than discussing these forms in the sections below devoted to nouns bearing the morphemes
in question (pp. 269-74 [§§51.45t-b' and §§51.46a-k]).
—  p. 250 (§51.3h), p. 278 (§52.11).  As pointed out above (remark to p. 88 [§31.3], etc.), T.
glosses ±dn only by ""Herr,'' in spite of the facts that (1) the polyglot vocabularies cited in
each of these sections assigns that word the meaning of "father' and (2) only the meaning
"father' is attested in prose.
— p. 250 (§51.3l).  Since {m•yt} in RIH 78/20:8 (CAT 1.169) designates a place where the
suffering one will eat and drink, it probably does not mean ""Wassertiefe,'' but a place
characterized by water; since it is in parallel with a word designating ""the heights,'' it
probably designates ""well-watered valleys.''532  On the other hand, T.'s proposal that the {y}
would be the nisbe ending is certainly plausible (i.e., the stem would have been /mª≥-/, a
by-form or a secondary form of /mªy-/, "water'), indeed more plausible with my
interpretation than his, and my vocalization should, therefore, have been /mª≥iyyªt-/ rather
than /ma≥iyªt-/.533  If T.'s analysis of this word is correct, it would be the only attestation in
Ugaritic of what he above (p. 163 [§33.152a], p. 164 [§33.154a], p. 249 [§51.3e], p. 250
[§51.3l]) posits to be the base form of the word, viz., /mª≥-/ (elsewhere only {mh} and {my}
are attested).

— p. 251 (§51.4l), pp. 294-95 (§53.322.1).  Because plural forms of /qatl/qitl/qutl/-nouns
with and without a vowel indicated in the second syllable are attested for the self-same word
in syllabic writings,534 it is unlikely that they represent forms with and without syncope of
the second vowel as T. holds (in forms where this vowel is absent, ""die Pluralbasis … mit
der Singularbasis identisch ist'').  Rather, the variant spellings represent either vowel
reduction of a type similar to so-called "vocal shewa' in Biblical Hebrew (viz., a murmured
vowel that constituted a syllable in pre-Massoretic Hebrew—see above, remark to p. 146
[§33.115.44.5], etc.) or else inconsistent use of CV, VC, and CVC signs by the scribes (see
above, remark to p. 182 [§33.242a], etc.).  An argument for the presence of a vowel in the
second syllable of /qatl/qitl/qutl/ substantives not exploited by T. is the form {”b®m} in RS
15.098:8 (KTU 2.17:1), for the /b/ is retained in this plural form, as contrasted with the
singular /”p®/, because of the vowel separating it from the /®/ (see remark above to p. 137
[§33.112.31]).  The same would be true of nbkm in alphabetic script (RS 24.249:10' [KTU
1.105]),535 though here the singular is attested both as nbk and as npk—the plural shows the
root to be NBK (in agreement with Hebrew and Arabic) while the form npk constitutes a
phonetic writing of the singular, reflecting the pronunciation with devoiced /b/ when in

532Pardee in Verse in Ancient Near Eastern Prose (1993) 212; idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 886, with
previous bibliography.
533Les textes rituels (2000) 877.  T.'s vocalization is /mª≥≠yªt-/; on the vocalization of the nisbe ending with
/yy/, see above, remark to p. 197 (§33.322.42c), and below, remark to pp. 273-74 (§§51.46h-k).
534E.g., {na-PA-ki-ma} in RS 16.150:16 (PRU III, p. 47) and {na-AB-ki-ma} in RS 16.263:5  (ibid., p. 49)
and {NAB-ki-ma} in RS 17.121 ii 5' (PRU VI 56)  — spellings of what is in all likelihood the same
geographical name meaning "springs'.
535Syllabic forms cited in preceding note.
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immediate contact with /k/—it seems unlikely that nbk/npk represent different proto-Ugaritic
bases (as I have suggested above, remark to p. 137 [§33.112.31], for lbß/lpß) because both
appear in the place name gt nbk/npk.  It may also be pointed out here that exception to the
dissyllabic rule is to be made for certain root types, e.g., II-y (e.g., {•lm}, "rams', = /≥êl¨ma/
← /≥ayl¨ma/), for, as in the later Northwest-Semitic languages, these usually do not show a
/qVtal-/ base (e.g., Hebrew /≥´l≠m/).

— p. 251 (§51.4la).  T. does not indicate his reason for stating that Hebrew /≥ºhel/, "tent',
would be derived from /≥ahl-/ rather than from /≥uhl-/.  There can be no doubt, in any case,
that proto-Hebrew had /≥uhl-/.

— p. 251 (§51.4la), p. 278 (§52.11).  The syllabic data for /ba≤lu/, "lord', are not to be found
in RS 20.123+ iv B 18 (Nougayrol, Ugaritica V, text 137), etc., as is indicated in both these
sections, but in RS 20.149 iii 14 (ibid., text 130) and in RS 20.123+ ii 30, 33 ({ba-a-lu-ma}).
In column iv B, line 17 (!), of the text cited by T., the Ugaritic entry {ba-a-lu} designates the
weather deity Ba≤lu (as is correctly indicated by T. on p. 169 [§33.182]).

— p. 251 (§51.41a).  To the gloss ""Holzkohle'' for the noun /pa“mu/ is to be added that of
"brownish-red (died wool)', for the two principal categories of so-called "(royal) purple' are
called •qn°, which designates the bluer color, and p“m, which designates the redder color.
T. regularly translates the textile product as ""roter Purpur'' (e.g., p. 361 [§62.811]), but for
some reason does not include the gloss here—in  spite of the fact that the mention of the
textile is far more common than is that of coals.

— p. 251 (§51.41a), p. 560 (§74.414.2), p. 769 (§82.36).  It cannot be judged at all likely
that {qdm} in RIH 78/3+30:24' (CAT 2.81:25) has the meaning of ""Vorseit,'' the
interpretation proposed on p. 251 with no cross reference to the other two sections cited,
where the analysis as a verbal form is indicated with no cross reference back to p. 251.

— p. 252 (§51.41a).  T. correctly glosses ®l® as ""Kupfer, Bronze'' here, but regularly uses
""Kupfer'' for that word when translating administrative texts (e.g., p. 355 [§62.41b]).  In
terms of realia, however, it would appear that copper was used primarily for alloying with tin
to form bronze and that most references to the metal would have been to that alloy rather
than to pure copper.536

— p. 252 (§51.41a).  Whether or not {±nm} in RS 2.[009]+ i 50 (KTU 1.6) be plural, the
base form is more plausibly /qªl/ than /qawl/, for the latter identification requires analyzing
the attested form as plural and as derived from /≥awan≠ma/ whereas /qawl/ and /qayl/ forms
do not show dissyllabic plural stems as frequently as do strong-root forms (/≥awn¨ma/ would
have gone to /≥ôn¨ma/ and been written {°nm}).537  On the general problem, see above,
seventh general remark and remark to p. 188 (§33.311.1b), etc.

— p. 252 (§51.41a), p. 275 (§51.5a).  T's. handling of hollow roots is well illustrated by the
words dr and drdr analyzed in these two paragraphs.  In the first, dr, ""(Familien-)Kreis,'' is

536References in Pardee, Syria 77 (2000) 48-49.
537Below in this very section, T. analyzes {ú-ra-tu} in RS 19.028:6 (PRU VI 126) as the plural of /÷ôru/,
""Haut, Tierfell.''  This plural would thus be based on the singular stem /÷ôr-/ rather than on a hypothetical
plural stem /÷awar-/.  (On this word, see also third following remark.)
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identified as /dôr-/ ← /dawr-/ while, in the second, drdr, ""Ewigkeit,'' is identified as ""/dârdâr/.''
The latter is compared with Syriac dªrdªr≠n while no etymological basis is proposed for the
derivation of the first.  Hebrew dºr could, of course, come from either /dawr/ or /dªr/ and
there dºr dºr always appears as two words.  For the single word, Arabic has dawr- and
Aramaic dªr.  There is, therefore, no way of knowing exactly what the Ugaritic forms were,
nor whether the simple noun derived from the same base or from different bases.  It can be
said that Hebrew dºr and dºr dºr and Aramaic dªr and dªrdªrin (on the morphology of drdr,
see below, remark to p. 275 [§51.5a]) can all derive from /qªl/, but I know of no criterion
whereby to determine whether the Ugaritic forms were built on the Arabic model (/qawl/),
the Aramaic model (/qªl/), or on one of these for one word the other for the other.

— p. 252 (§51.41a), p. 747 (§81.24a).  In the first reference cited, T. proposes that the noun
≤d denoting a long period of time would be /qatl/ (/≤ôd-/ ← /≤awd-/), in the second that the
corresponding adverb ("for a long time') would be /≤ªd-/; for the former he cites Hebrew ≤ºd
and Arabic ≤awd-, for the latter Canaanite adi and Hebrew ≤ºwd in Gen. 46:29  These
comparisons lack cogency, for the writing of the Canaanite form with {a} shows that the
base form of that word, if it was indeed Canaanite, was not /≤ªd-/ but /≤ad-/.  T. appears here
to be confusing two lexical entities.  Factoring in Biblical Hebrew shows that Canaanite had
one noun ≤ad- of which the meaning was "a long time' (apparently derived from /≤ady-/, i.e.,
cognate with the verb ≤DY "to pass') and another /≤awd-/ of which the meaning was
"revolution' and which appears in Hebrew primarily as an adverb meaning "yet, again'.538

There is no doubt that Ugaritic had a noun meaning "a long time' (which would have been
vocalized /≤adû/ if the derivation from ≤DY is correct), but the adverb is used rarely there,
only in poetry and only in banqueting scenes where it is followed by the verbs LH˚M, "to eat',
and fiTY, "to drink'.  T. translates ""lange'' (p. 747),539 but it cannot be ruled out that we are
dealing with the adverbial usage of the other noun which would have expressed the
repetition of the acts of eating and drinking.
— p. 252 (§51.41a), p. 298 (§53.331.2).  T. does not explain why, if {ú-ra-tu} in RS
19.028:6 (PRU VI 126) is Ugaritic and means "hides', it does not show correct Ugaritic
morphology:  the noun is preceded by the number "2' and it might be expected to be in the
dual, rather than in the plural (above, pp. 289-90 [§53.21], various syllabic writings are cited
as evidence for the vocalization of the dual forms).

— p. 252 (§51.41a).  T.'s new reading of {¬m}, "fasting', in RS 24.255:2 (KTU 1.111) may
not be admitted.540   It must also be judged highly unlikely that the same word is to be found
in the form {ÿm} in RIH 78/20:7 (CAT 1.169) — see above, remark to p. 114 (§32.144.24).

— p. 253 (§51.41a).  As regards T.'s translation of ""Rücken'' in RS 24.258:5 (KTU 1.114),
RS 92.2014:14 (RSO XIV 52), and RIH 78/20:5 (CAT 1.169), it is not certain that {gbh} in

538T.'s reconstruction of Hebrew /≤ôd/ from a hollow root is supported by the spelling {≤wd} of the adverb in
the Siloam Tunnel inscription, where the use of {w} as a mater lectionis for /º/ ← /ª/ would be nothing
short of astounding.
539The literal English equivalent would be "long did the gods eat and drink'.
540Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 619-20.
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the first text is this word541 while in the other two "back', however etymologically correct,
does not appear to be the proper translation.542  In both these cases the word is in parallel
with tmnt, "(body) members', and gb is, therefore, better translated "body' than "back'.

— pp. 253, 254 (§51.41b).  The only putative example of a noun from a strong root which
would exhibit the pattern /qatl/ ← /qatVl/ is /malk-/, "king' (with {malkat-/, "queen', cited as
the only example of a feminine noun), but the hypothesis must be considered extremely
dubious.  The only data cited in favor of the hypothesis are Arabic /malik-/ and the divine
name {DINGIR.MA.LIK.MEfi} as the Akkadian entry corresponding to mlkm in the
Ugaritic divinity lists; T. also assimilates the divinity mlk, named in three para-mythological
texts and an administrative text,543 to these mlkm. None of these associations proves the
point.  As is well known from proper names, the principal divine name written mlk was
pronounced /milk-/, not /malik-/, an observation borne out by later transcriptions of the divine
name mlk≤ßtrt with /milk-/, for the deity best known at Ugarit was the mlk of ≤®trt.544  This
leads to the conclusion that the purpose of the writing {MA.LIK.MEfi}, obviously not a
simple transcription of the Ugaritic word because of the {MEfi} sign, was to indicate that
these mlkm corresponded to the old Amorite divine group represented in Akkadian as
/malik¨/, though the Ugaritic word mlkm would plausibly have had the local pronunciation of
/malak¨ma/.545  Any direct connection between the Ugaritic common noun "king' and these
various forms derived from the root MLK appears too tenuous to merit a place in a grammar
of Ugaritic.  A positive argument for the antiquity of the /qatl/ base is that both Hebrew and
Aramaic show the /qatl/ base for the common noun "king' and the expected /qatal/ base for
the plural; the antiquity of the monosyllabic base is thus clear, and there is no reason to doubt
that Ugaritic shared it.

— pp. 253-254 (§51.41b).  As is shown by the fact that they are stative adjectives, all the
examples of /qatl/ ← /qatVl/ from geminate roots could plausibly have been classified as
originally /qatil/ or /qatul/, a pattern visible in the Hebrew verbal system, where most active
verbs are of the /qªlal/ type in the third-person forms (e.g., sªbab, "he went around') while
statives are /qall/, i.e., ← /qalila/qalula/ (e.g., ra≤, "he is/was evil').  Once {mlk} "king', and
{±ny}, "(group of) boat(s)', are removed from this section (see above, preceding remark and
remark to p. 192 [§33.312.32b], etc.), these stative adjectives from geminate roots are the
only remaining examples of the phenomenon.546  As with many other categories of this

541Idem, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 21, 22, 35-38.
542Idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 826, 876, 884; Ford, UF 34 (2002) 120, 146-47, 155.
543See my presentation and discussion of the data in Craigie (1988) 55-68 as well as my commentary of the
para-mythological texts in Les textes para-mythologiques (1988), chs. 2 (pp. 75-118 on RS 24.252) and 7-8
(pp. 193-226, 227-56, on RS 24.244 and RS 24.251, respectively).  The administrative text (RS 86.2235)
has now been edited by Bordreuil and Pardee as RSO XIV 39.
544The data behind this assertion were gathered in the article in the Craigie volume cited in the previous
note. See also above, remark to p. 69 (§21.412g).
545Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 311-14, esp. n. 140 (p. 314).
546It should be remarked that Hebrew shows some strong-root construct forms where /qatil/ has gone to
/qatl/, but the absolute form has retained the dissyllabic stem (e.g., yªr´k and yérek, kªt´p and kétep).
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grammar, the internal and comparative evidence shows that the loss of the second vowel in
these forms took place far before Ugaritic existed as a discrete entity, and one may doubt the
propriety of including a category /qatl/ ← /qatVl/ in a grammar of Ugaritic.  Or, if one wished
to do so, one could have a single category /qatl/ with sub-categories for proto-Ugaritic
derivations (but, as I have just shown, the /qatVl/ category would be sparsly populated,
inhabited by one dubious example from a strong root and a number of examples from
geminate roots).

— p. 253 (§51.41b), p. 259 (§51.42d), p. 280 (§52.222).  In these paragraphs, T. follows the
traditional interpretation of dqt and gdlt in the ritual texts as meaning "ewe' (viz., "the small
female') and "cow' (viz., "the large female'), whereas he has more recently proposed that the
terms designate small and large loaves of bread.547  Though any solution is presently
hypothetical in that, for lack of explicit comparative evidence, the basis therefore is largely
etymological, the following objections to the new hypothesis may be mentioned.  (1) The
most obvious is the absence of a West-Semitic word for "(loaf of) bread' that would be
feminine in gender.  On p. 556 of the article in UF, T. describes the use of the feminine
gender as ""unproblematisch,'' ascribing the gender to an unknown feminine noun in Ugaritic
or to the use of the feminine gender to express a nomen unitatis, but the first solution relies
on an unknown while the second is not altogether satisfying because he cites no examples of
substantivized adjectives used as nomina unitatis.  This situation is in stark contrast with that
of identifying gdlt and dqt with animals, for in Arabic daq≠qat- is used for a ""pièce de bétail,
particulièrem. brebis (par opp. à ∆al≠lat- grosse pièce, chamelle)''548 and daqqªh is used in
Hebrew, with and without b@h´mªh, to designate small cattle and alone for small animals of
various kinds.549  Such data are purely indicative of possibilities, of course; they do not
prove that similar usages existed already in Ugaritic.  But they do exist, which is more than
T. has been able to show for the hypothesis that the terms in question designate bread.550

(2) Both dqt and gdlt appear primarily in the singular and the dual (the exceptions are in two
texts, where mention is made in both of seven gdlt and fourteen dqt:  RS 24.250:19-21 [KTU
1.106] and RS 24.256:26-27 [KTU 1.112]).  While it is plausible for ewes and cows to be
offered singly and in pairs, for that is the pattern with ß, the same cannot be said of loaves of
bread.  The number of twelve loaves established for the Hebrew le“em happan≠ym is a

547 ""Brot als Opfermaterie in Ugarit. Eine neue Deutung der Lexeme dqt und gdlt,'' UF 33 (2001) 545-65.
For bibliography on the interpretation of dqt and gdlt see Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 23 n. 23; for
references specific to gdlt see p. 34 n. 105.
548A. de Biberstein Kazimirski, Dictionnaire arabe-français (Paris:  Maisonneuve, 1960) 716.
549M. Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud Babli and Yerushalmi, and the Midrashic
Literature (New York:  Title, 1903) 318.
550On p. 555, T. cites Hebrew amd Arabic evidence for √RQQ [!] used to designate types of bread, but, in
contrast with such usages of √DQQ for animals, such forms are usually masculine (the one exception being
ruqªqat- used as a nomen unitatis). It should also be borne in mind that Ugaritic had a term gdl that seems
to have designated a type of flour (see below, remark to p. 259 [§51.42c]), which may or may not be
derived from the root GDL, "be big'.  Given the comparative evidence for dqt = a type of animal and the
absence of comparative data for a feminine word for "bread', one may doubt that gdl and gdlt both
designated cereal products.
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more plausible number for a sacrificial feast involving the sacrifice of whole animals hence a
fairly large number of participants.  (3) T.'s argument (UF 33, p. 551) that we would expect
explicit terms for "cow' and "ewe' is certainly unexceptionable as an observation, but it
applies equally to "(loaf of) bread' and is hence valueless as an argument in favor of one
solution or the other.  (4) Though it is clear that various foodstuffs were a part of the feast
that accompanied many sacrifices, none of these items is mentioned in the ritual texts with
the frequency of dqt and gdlt.  This point may be demonstrated explicitly for wine (yn)
because wine is prescribed as an offering for only one feast (the full-moon festival of the
last month of the year) though we happen to have an administrative text that informs us of
shipments of wine for a minimum of nineteen sacrificial feasts for some of which we have
the prescriptive ritual wherein there is no mention of wine.551  In stark contrast, some two
hundred each of the gdlt and the dqt were prescribed in the texts as we know them.  (5) T.'s
argument that offering the large numbers of bovids and ovids (roughly 500 of the former and
1000 of the latter) ""hätten die Ökonomie des Stadtstaates Ugarit wohl überfordert'' (UF 33,
p. 551) borders on the ridiculous because we know virtually nothing about the temporal
spread covered by the texts nor of the numbers of persons who benefited from the sacrifices.
If we consider that most of the texts reflect the royal cult, that approximately one tenth of the
offerings were consumed entirely in honor of the divinities,552 and that the sacrificial cult in
all likelihood furnished the major source of calories from animal flesh for the palace
personnel and, perhaps in some cases, for example the full-moon festival of the last month
of the year, for a number of other inhabitants of the city of Ugarit, the numbers do not appear
at all out of line.  Unfortunately, the type of data provided by the texts from Ras Shamra
allows only for generalizations as regards numbers of animals offered and no data
whatsoever for the use and distribution of the animals that were not entirely consumed in
fire.  (6) T.'s argument (UF 33, p. 552) that the ratio of females to males among the bovids
(roughly 200/300) as compared with that among the ovids (roughly 200/800) is ""nicht
realistisch'' is unsupported by any comparative data.  I have observed that the percentage of
females offered as holocaust sacrifices was higher than that of males and that this was a
reflection of the value of such offerings, the desire on the part of the offerer being to present
the more highly valued animal when it is to be consumed entirely by the deity.553  If there is
anything to such an argument, one might expect a higher percentage of the more valuable of
the two types of animals to have been so offered.  (7) Most of T.'s comparative evidence for
the importance of bread offerings is from Hittite sources and, in Akkadian, from Emar.
Anyone who has studied these two bodies of evidence must have remarked the important
differences between them and the Ugaritic cultic texts:  there are very few explicit

551For the details, see Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000), commentary of RS 1.003/RS 18.056 (the two
prescriptive rituals for the last month of the year) and RS 19.015 (the administrative text).  For a correction
to the calculation of the quantities mentioned in RS 19.015 (approximately 1000 liters as opposed to the
number of 2000 proposed in Les textes rituels), see Pardee, Topoi 11 (2001) 673, and below, remark to p.
775 (§82.411).
552Idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 911.
553Ibid., p. 922.
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indications of Hittite influence on Ugaritic cultic practice and, as for the cult of Emar, though
the texts are in a Semitic language and the rites were practiced by an ethnic group of certain
Semitic origin, it also shows very important differences as compared with what we know
from the Ugaritic ritual texts.  In contrast, there are very significant similarities in
terminology and probably in practice between the Canaanite cult as known from the Hebrew
Bible and the Ugaritic cult as known from the Ugaritic ritual texts—and the ideologically
important but economically unimportant place of bread in the Hebrew cult is well known
(i.e., practically limited to the so called "showbread' in the regular cult and unleavened bread
in the Passover festival).  If bread held a similar place in Ugaritic cultic practice, there is
nothing surprising about its absence from the texts that have come down to us.  The best
analogy would be the handling of blood:  later West-Semitic practice shows that blood was
ideologically important and one may surmise that it was not totally unimportant for the
Ugaritians—but it is not mentioned even once in the ritual texts.  As I have remarked in my
conclusions to the study of these texts, the absence of mention of blood in these texts is no
doubt owing to the literary genre:  these texts prescribe offerings, not techniques for carrying
out the various sacrifices mentioned.554  The biblical texts, on the other hand, belong broadly
to the category of legislation in which offerings, offering types, techniques, and distribution
of the offerings and sacrificial body parts are all important.  It is highly likely that bread,
along with wine (see above), was part of the sacrificial feast, but that does not mean that it
should necessarily be mentioned in the ritual texts.  In sum, I must conclude that, though T.
has raised an interesting question, his data and his opinions regarding plausibility are not of
a nature to require that the former hypothesis be abandoned on the spot.  His first instincts
served him better here than has his later bright idea.

— p. 253 (§51.41b).  Many have thought that the word ql that designates a "messenger'
should be explained, not by ql, "light, swift', but by ql, "voice' (i.e., the G-participle of the
corresponding verb "to give voice', hence meaning "he who speaks').555

— p. 253 (§51.41b).  T. correctly indicates that the Hebrew cognate of Ugaritic tm- /tamm-/,
"complete', shows qame¬ (unexpectedly so, for most /qall/-base nouns show a /qal/ masculine
singular form, i.e. with pata“, in Hebrew); Arabic, however, as expected, has /tamm-/, not
""tªmm.''

— p. 254 (§51.41c), p. 288 (§53.121a), p. 301 (§53.34).  If by the glosses ""Angehörige;
Leute; Dienerschaft'' (p. 254) for •nß in the nominal phrase •nß •lm T. is subscribing to the
theory that these •nß •lm were the human devotees of the gods, that interpretation must be
rejected:  this phrase consistently occupies the slot elsewhere filled only by divine names in
the ritual texts and the idea that offerings would be made to the human servants of the
divinities appears untenable.556  Moreover, I see no reason why /≥inß-/ should be preferred
over /≥inªß-/ as the vocalization of the form, thereby preferring a rare Arabic form over the
better-attested form, i.e., in Hebrew and Aramaic as well as in Arabic.  Despite these

554Ibid., pp. 923-24.
555For bibliography, see idem, Syria 77 (2000) 51.
556Discussion and bibliography in idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 88-89.
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objections made with regard to the meaning of the divine category •nß •lm and the
vocalization of the first word, the identification of the Ugaritic word •nß as a collective noun
for "people, persons' is quite likely.  Hence the interpretation of •nß •lm as a genitive of
identification meaning "people (who are = have become) gods', i.e., the departed dead.557

As the phrase •ns •lm is the only basis cited for the assertion that •nß is semantically more
distant from nßm, "people', than one might think (p. 301), the assertion must be dismissed.
Hebrew had both ≥anªß≠m, "men', and ≥enºß, "people (i.e., a collective)'; why should Ugaritic
not have had two similar terms?

— p. 254 (§51.41c).  I know of no objective basis on which to prefer /“ilm-/ over /“ulm-/ or
/“ulum-/ for the vocalization of the word for "dream' (on this word as an illustration of the
general problem, see above, remark to pp. 247-77 [§51]).

— p. 254 (§51.41c), p. 371 (§64.12).  On p. 254, n¬p, ""Halbschekel,'' is classified with no
indication of doubt as a /qitl/ base; on p. 371 as either /qitl/ or /qutl/.

— p. 254 (§51.41c), p. 303 (§54.111).  A Ugaritic word /qidß-/ meaning ""Heiligtum'' is said
to be attested in the polyglot vocabulary RS 20.123+ iii 4', iv a 14 (Nougayrol, Ugaritica V,
text 137).  The first reference is incorrect (it should be iii 29''); it might have been observed
that in the second text (cited only on p. 254) the term corresponds to what should have been
a divine name.558

— p. 254 (§51.41c), p. 773 (§82.313), pp. 776-77 (§82.413).  On p. 254, the noun qrb,
""Inneres,'' is classified with no indication of doubt as /qitl/; on pp. 773 and 776, the
preposition qrb is vocalized /qarba/ and said to be derived from a substantive /qarb-/
meaning ""Inneres.''

— p. 254 (§51.41c).  The noun /ßît-/, translated ""Stellen, Legen,'' for which the vocalization is
provided by a polyglot vocabulary,559 is given twice on this page, once under strong roots,
again, and appropriately, under hollow roots.

— p. 254 (§51.41c).  One detects a hint of refusing to come to terms with the problems of
hollow roots in several entries for /qitl/ nouns from hollow roots.  The first two entries are
reconstructed as /qîl/ ← /qiyl/, but the third, the noun {nr} meaning "light', is indicated, with a
question mark, as ""/nîr/,'' but with no derivation indicated and with other possible bases /qutl/
or /qat≠˜l/.  As a matter of fact, the forms of this root across the Semitic languages do not
derive unambiguously from a proto-root NYR or NWR, and this example underscores the
problems associated with attempting to vocalize every Ugaritic noun and with attempting to
assign specific root designations for hollow-root forms.

— p. 255 (§51.41c), p. 716 (§76.541a).  The proper reading of the last visible word in RS
24.266:34' (KTU 1.119) is not ""¬lt[km]'' but {¯¬˘l¯tk˘[m]}.  As a matter of fact, the epigraphic
remains favor {b} over {¬} as the preferred reading of the first sign, but I have been unable

557Idem, Gibson (1996) 273-87, esp. 283-84.
558Cf. Huehnergard, Ugaritic Vocabulary (1987) 173.
559RS 20.149+ iii 10' {ßi-tu} (Nougayrol, Ugaritica V [1968], text 130).
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to come up with a reconstruction of the traces based on {b} that makes sense in context.560

If one accepts that the third sign is {t}, then the trace following that horizontal wedge can
only belong to {k}.  If someone can find an interpretation of any one of the possible readings
{blt-}, {blm-}, or {blq-}, such a reading/interpretation might be preferable to {¯¬˘l¯tk˘[m]}.
— p. 255 (§51.41c), p. 404 (§69.172a).  It is highly unlikely that n¬ in RS 1.012: 5, 11 (KTU
4.14)561 means ""Falke,'' for that text contains a list of comestibles.562

— p. 255 (§51.41c).  I do not see why T. chooses to vocalize {ßbt}, "old age', as /ßîbatu/ ←
/ßiybatu/, citing Akkadian /ß≠bu/ as the reason, in preference to basing the vocalization on
Hebrew ≈êbªh ← /≈aybatu/, for not only is Hebrew more closely related to Ugarit than is
Akkadian but the latter does not express the distinction /i/ vs. /e/ with the clarity that one
would wish.
— p. 255 (§51.41c).  The same remark applies to the following example adduced by T.:
{®nt}, "urine', is vocalized as /®înatu/ following Akkadian /ß≠n-/ rather than Hebrew /ßayn-/ →
/ßên-/.
— p. 255 (§51.41c), p. 300  (§53.332).  In the first section cited, the Ugaritic word for
"wheat' is indicated as a /qitlat/ base; in the second, {“†m} is identified as a noun with a
masculine plural ending corresponding to a feminine singular.  Neither entry is
cross-referenced to the other and the index of Ugaritic words contains only ""“†m'' and the
appropriate reference to p. 300.  One may also question the usefulness of citing {“†t} under
both II-n forms and geminate forms:  is this done throughout the grammar where gemination
results from assimilation of /n/?
— p. 255 (§51.41c), p. 640 (§75.518).  T. extracts from RS 17.117:13' (KTU 5.11) the signs
{ttnt}, treating {tnt} on p. 255 (cf. p. 557 [§74.413.2] on ll. 12'-13') as the Ugaritic word for
"fig" (it would be a secondary form of ""/ti≥n(a)t/'') and ""ttn(t)''), but taking {ttn} on p. 640 as a
possible form of the verb YTN.  Because he does not cite the context of these putative
forms, it is impossible to determine to what extend these readings and analyses are based on
the incorrect reading of the final sign of the line as {®} in CAT (""dbl ttnt y®'').  However that
may be, and one must consider the possibility that the {®} is a simple typographical error in
CAT since all previous witnesses have read {t},563 once one identifies the word tyt, "asa
foetida', at the end of the line, the beginning of the line is most plausibly read {d bl ttn tyt},
"that she should not give (me) any asa foetida' (in such a statement, tyt refers almost
certainly to the medical product of the plant, not to the plant itself).564

560Les textes rituels (2000) 665, 684-85.
561Erroneously cited as KTU 1.15 on p. 255 and in the index (p. 1033).
562Pardee, AuOr 20 (2002) 175.
563Pardee, AfO Beiheft 19 (1982) 44-45.  That typographical errors are legion in CAT has been shown by
Tropper, AuOr 13 (1995) 231-39; idem, AfO 42-43 (1995-1996) 264-74; Dietrich and Loretz, Word-List
(1996) 225-29; Tropper and Vita, UF 29 (1997) 675-81; Pardee, AuOr 16 (1998) 85-102.
564For this interpretation, see Pardee, AfO Beiheft 19 (1982) 45; idem, Context III (2002) 109; idem, Les
textes épistolaires (in preparation).  For the different uses of tyt, see Pardee, Syria 77 (2000) 55; idem,
Context III (2002) 109 n. 167.
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— p. 256 (§51.41e).  The glosses ""Lieblichkeit; Reiz'' for /nu≤mu/ are excessive.  The root is
used in Ugaritic as the general term for "good(ness)'.  The distribution is the mirror-image of
that in Hebrew where n≤m is highly marked, denoting "beauty', "pleasantness', etc., while T̊B
is the generic word for "good(ness)'.  In Ugaritic T˚B is the rare and specific word while N≤M
has the broader semantic spread of the two.
— p. 256 (§51.41e).  T. might have explained why {1 TÚG.a-ga-su-nu} in RS 19.028:2
[PRU VI 126]) is cited as {su-nu} and as providing the vocalization of Ugaritic {s•n}, "hem
(of a garment)'.565

— p. 256 (§51.41e).  It must be observed that the state of RS 19.059 (KTU 1.94) is too poor
to assure that {qdß} in line 1 and elsewhere in the text certainly means either ""Heiligkeit'' or
""Weihegabe.''
— p. 256 (§51.41e).  Why would a word like {®qd}, "almond', that designates a nut that must
have grown in the area for millennia, be considered an Akkadian loan-word?  No reason is
given, but the thinking may have been that /®uqdu/ is East Semitic, /l¨z-/lawz-/ West Semitic.
However that may be, the presence of ßaq´d in Hebrew makes it unlikely that the word was
a loan-word specifically into Ugaritic.  The basis in syllabic writing for the vocalization as a
/qutl/ base is cited as ""ßu-uq-du'' from RS 19.035B:4' (PRU VI 159). Those three signs are,
however, followed by {ma}, and Nougayrol read the word as {ßu-uq-du-ma}.  It must be
said that, if Nougayrol's sign-division not be accepted, there is no reason to see the word as
Ugaritic, for ßuqdu is Akkadian; if it be accepted, then the word provides another case of the
plural of a /qatl/qitl/qutl/ form not showing a dissyllabic stem in syllabic writing (see above,
remark to p. 251 [§51.4l]).
— p. 256 (§51.41e).  {°z}, "goose', is vocalized /≥ûz-/ ← /≥uwz-/ on the basis of Akkadian
/¨su/ and the alternative vocalization /≥ôz-/ ← /≥awz-/ is considered, but the simplest option is
ignored, viz., that this is a /q¨l/-base noun.
— p. 256 (§51.41e).  It is unclear why {°r}, ""Feuer,'' is vocalized /≥ûr-/, for the origin of the
contracted vowel is not indicated.  One would expect T. to have proposed the proto-Ugaritic
to have been /≥uwr-/.  Here, as in other such cases, the base may have been /q¨l/ or even
/qawl/ (cf. Hebrew ≥ºr, "light').
— p. 256 (§51.41e), p. 279 (§52.211), p. 303 (§54.111).  The syllabic basis for the
vocalization of pwt, "madder', as /puwwat-/ is cited as RS 23.368:14'.  This is an example of a
syllabic text that is listed as unpublished in Bordreuil and Pardee, La trouvaille (1989) 295,
for which T. should, therefore, have indicated his source for the reading.566

— p. 256 (§51.41f), p. 366 (§63.124), p. 700 (§76.426).  In the first paragraph cited, T. lists
RS 2.[003]+ i 15 (KTU 1.14) as his primary occurrence of the word °m, "mother', in Ugaritic
without noting that in the other two he cites his own re-reading of the line as containing °n,
""Totenklage,'' rather than °m (see below, remark to p. 364 [§63.112], etc.).
— p. 257 (§51.41h).  It is unclear why T. lists as possibilities for vocalizing d≤t, "knowledge'
only /da≤at-/ and /di≤at-/ when Hebrew also shows dá≤at ← /da≤t/.

565The editor took the last four signs as denoting a single word designating a particular garment (Nougayrol,
PRU VI, p. 158).
566The only reference to this text in my files is van Soldt, UF 22 (1990) 348, 350.
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— p. 257 (§51.41h), p. 638 (§75.516b).  As noted above (remark to p. 57 [§21.352.1 {t} für
{m}]), the last word of RS 17.139:31 (KTU 2.34:33) is to be read {¯d˘dtk}, "your d¨du-jars',
not {ldtk}, "your giving birth' (see also below, remark to p. 266 [§51.45e mr®]).  The verbal
substantive ldt appears, therefore, not yet to be attested in Ugaritic.
— p. 257 (§51.42a).  It cannot be judged certain the “lb in RS 17.118:2 [not 1!] and 5 (KTU
4.272), in a text otherwise dealing with metals, is the same word as “lb, "milk'.
— pp. 257-58 (§51.42a), p. 272 (§51.46e).  In the first section cited, T. identifies {[…]r÷b}
in RS 24.247+:19 (KTU 1.103) as a /qatal/ noun meaning "famine'; in the second, {r÷bn} in
line 5567 of the same text is identified as a /qatalªn/ noun with the same meaning (though,
for reasons unclear, he translates ""Hunger'' in the first case, ""Hungersnot'' in the second).
He does not mention the strong possibility that the {-n} of the latter form is the afformative
particle, which Hoftijzer identified as appearing on each singular absolute noun in first
position of the apodosis in this omen text and which, in this construction, was identified as ""-n
of apodosis.''568 If this identification be correct, there is no noun /ra÷abªnu/ in Ugaritic, only
/ra÷abu/.  On the other hand, since the text before {[…]r÷b} in line 19 has disappeared, one
cannot be certain that the noun is present there.
— p. 258 (§51.42a).  T. does not tell the reader why he identifies ßd, "field', as the only
III-weak noun derived from a III-w root, with several others listed below as III-y.
— p. 258 (§51.42a).  ""gem.  rbt,'' a feminine noun from a geminate root, should be moved to
the end of the section, after the other examples of feminine nouns from the /qatal/ base (on
the dubiety of this entry, see above, remark to p. 182 [§32.242b], etc.).
— p. 258 (§51.42a).  The problem of syncope of short vowels in words of three or more
syllables comes to the fore in the examples provided here of substantives presumed to come
from the /qatalat/ base.  T. does not state his reasons for classifying the first four as
/qatal(a)t/ and the following five as /qatalat/, though one of each category is, for him, clearly
/qattalt/, the other /qatlat/:  ±“t he believes to come from /≥a“adt/ (for the analysis of this as
from a /qattalt/ base, see above, remark to p. 142 [§33.115.11], etc.), whereas {®•gt/®•qt}, of
which the {•} shows the form to have had either /i/ or /ø/ after the /≥/, would, if the original
base were /qatalat/, show syncope of the second vowel:  /®a≥gat-/®a≥qat-/ ← /®a≥agat-/ (the
reconstruction of this particular form is based on Hebrew /ß@≥ªgªh/).  At the middle of the
stream where T. changes horses is the word {nhqt}, vocalized as /nahaqat-/.  This appears to
provide the key to T.'s organization of this paragraph for, with {®•gt/®•qt}, {g≤t} and {z÷t},569

{nhqt} appears in a repeated passage of the Kirta epic where all four terms express animal

567The word is in all likelihood not present in line 12, as indicated by T. following KTU/CAT (see Pardee,
AfO 33 [1986] 120, 123; idem, Les textes rituels [2000] 540-41).
568Kraus (1982) 121-23; cf. Pardee, AfO 33 [1986] 126, 129; idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 541, 553, 555,
556-57, 558 n. 239.
569  The last two forms are mentioned elsewhere as derived from III-w and III-y roots.  Cf. p. 200
(§33.323.4b):   /ga≤ât-/ ←  /ga≤ayat-/; p. 199 (§33.323.3a):  /za÷ât/ ← /za÷awat/ (on p. 189 [§33.311.3b] the
reconstruction /zi÷ît-/ ← /zi÷iy(a)t-/ [!] is proposed, with no cross-referencing of one reconstruction to the
other— the inconsistency has been noted above in the remark to p. 189 [§33.311.3b], etc.).
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sounds.570  There is no solid basis on which to base these reconstructions as /qatalat/ forms,
however, and, to the extent that these hypothetical vocalizations  have contributed to the
theories of syncope and monophthongization proposed above at phonology, they must be
regarded as purely heuristic.571  As may also be the last example of /qatalat/ given here,
viz., {®l®tm}, for there is no particular reason to believe that this noun, which may or may not
mean "two groups of three', was not formed on the stem of either the cardinal or the ordinal
number (cf. below, remark to p. 384 [§67.22]).
— p. 258 (§51.42a).  How do Syriac /dunb@tª/d@nub@tª/ establish that Ugaritic {ƒnbtm} was
a /qatalat/ form?
— p. 258 (§51.42c), p. 274 (§51.48a), p. 313 (§54.133.2d), p. 372 (§64.21), p. 373
(§64.24), p. 413 (§69.233), p. 832 (§89.28).  On p. 258, T. identifies ”sr as having a /qatil/
base, translates it as ""mangelhaft, von schlechter Qualität,'' and cites this word as appearing
in RIH 83/12 and RIH 84/8; rendering these passages below, he translates ""minus (w.:  als
Abzug)'' (p. 313) and ""abzüglich'' (pp. 372, 413, 832).572  If the ""wörtlich'' translation is
meant to indicate that ”sr is formally a noun, that is the only place where the identification is
made.  RIH 83/12:7-8 (// RIH 84/8:11-14), however, if correctly understood, leaves no doubt
that ”sr is a noun, for there ”sr follows and modifies a dual noun (see above, comments on
lt“/mlt“, p. 123 [§32.146.23a], etc., where T.'s interpretation of mlt“m in the RIH texts is
criticized).  ”sr is, therefore, not only functionally similar to kbd (on which see above,
remark to  p. 140 [§33.112.52], etc.), but also morphologically similar, for the much better
attested kbd is invariable in form and hence functions as an adverbial.
— p. 258 (§51.42c).  There are good reasons for believing that Ugaritic (and Hebrew) yp“,
"witness', is a /qªtil/ form,573 rather than /qatil/, as T. classifies it here.
— p. 259 (§51.42c), pp. 642-43 (§75.521d).  Because we have no idea what the precise
vocalization of the stative and active verbal adjectives of hollow roots may have been in
Ugaritic and because the corresponding Hebrew forms are not easily reconstructable, the
unqualified presentation of the forms as /gêr-/ and /qâm-/ has no place in a grammar of
Ugaritic.  One thing appears certain:  proto-Hebrew cannot have had /qâm-/, because that
form would have become /qºm/.  The irreducible /ª/ of the Hebrew form (as in /qªm´y

YHWH/, "those who arise against the Lord') must, therefore, have had another origin.  Also
dubious is the derivation of /gêr-/ from /gawir-/:  according to T.'s own §33.323.1 (p. 198),
/aw≠̃/ is supposed to go to /î/.  It is, in any case, more likely that the Hebrew stative form /q´l/
arose from a II-y root with paradigm simplification on this pattern—viz., whatever the II-w
form was, it has disappeared.  The problem of the hollow-root active participle is not even

570  RS 2.[003]+ iii 16-18, v 8-11 (KTU 1.14).  The first passage contains {®•gt}, the second {®•qt}.
571{®•gt}/{®•qt} may well be /qitl/, a base used commonly for verbal substantives in Ugaritic  (cf. here pp.
254-55 [§51.41c]), rather than /qatalat/ as in Hebrew.  The proximity of /g/ and /t/ might account for the
strange spelling with {q} (though {k} would have been expected instread of the "emphatic' {q}).
572T. first argued for the function of ”sr, ""minus,'' as the antonym of kbd, ""plus,'' in UF 29 (1997) 663-64, n.
6.  The former is not used as is the latter in number phrases, but the basic interpretation in RIH 83/12 and
RIH 84/8 appears valid.
573Pardee, VT 28 (1978) 204-13.
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mentioned at §33.322.4 (pp. 196-98), devoted to triphthongs with a long vowel in the first
syllable.  Since there are no internal data for the form of the Ugaritic verbal adjectives of
hollow roots, a reconstruction should at least take into consideration the later data and do so
explicitly.
— p. 259 (§51.42c).  The vocalization ""/birkat/'' for brkt, "pool', must be an error for /barikat-/
since the word is listed under /qatil/ bases and the classification as a /qitl/ is indicated only as
an alternative.
— p. 259 (§51.42c), pp. 473-77 (§73.42).  Because the Ugaritic verbal system,
demonstrably in prose but plausibly in poetry as well, is of the West-Semitic type, where
/qatal/qatil/qatul/ have become perfective verbal forms, the presentation of /qatil/ as a valid
alternative for the vocalization of the Ugaritic passive participle because that is one of the
Akkadian "permansive' forms does not merit the consideration that it receives in §73.42,
where /qatil/ is indicated as a valid alternative alongside /qat≠l/qat¨l/.  (On the question of
the form of the G-passive participle in Ugaritic, see remark below to p. 473 [§73.422], etc.)
This appears to be proven by the /qatila/ verbal forms that are transitive in meaning, e.g.,
{l•k}, /la≥ika/, "he sent', common in prose and well attested in poetry.  It must be admitted,
therefore, that in Ugaritic, as in the later Northwest-Semitic languages, one of the adjectives
with a long vowel in the second syllable had assumed the role of the G-stem passive
participle.  What remains uncertain is to what extent the /qatila/qatula/ forms retained the
function of statives in Ugaritic, as in the later West-Semitic languages (see remark below to
pp. 664-65 [§75.534]).
— p. 259 (§51.42c).  If n≤r in RS 1.012:7 (restored; not indicated in KTU 4.14) expresses
some form of "flour' (see above, fourth general remark), then gdl, which appears next to n≤r
in several administrative texts (RS [Varia 22] [KTU 4.786], RS 94.2479, and RS 94.2600)
must also denote a type of flour (or a cereal) and not be the simple adjective meaning "large',
identified here as a /qatul/-adjective.574

— p. 259 (§51.42c).  T. proposes that Ugaritic {≤mq}, ""tiefliegende Stelle; Tal,'' should be
vocalized /≤amuq-/, citing RS 20.024:18575 {a-mu-q[u?]} as evidence.  As has been indicated
by Pardee and Xella, however, the text in question is to be read {Amu-ú}, i.e., "water(s)'.576

This reading of the Akkadian text is confirmed by the corresponding entry in RS 24.643:41,
where thmt, "waters (of the primeval deep)', is preserved almost intact as the element
corresponding to {Amu-ú} in the deity list,577 and by the corresponding entry in other syllabic
texts.578

574For the identification of this comestible with Eblaite gadalum, see del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín,
Diccionario I (1996) 144; for a new detailed study of RS 1.012, see Pardee, AuOr 20 (2000) 163-82 (on the
reconstruction of n≤r and the meaning of n≤r and gdl, see pp. 171-72).
575Nougayrol, Ugaritica V (1968) text 18.  On the history of reading this entry in the syllabic text and the
corresponding entries in the Ugaritic texts RS 1.017 and RS 24.643, see Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000)
306-7, 804.
576The reading of the text is thanks to D. Arnaud (see above, remark to p. 175 [§33.215.31s], etc.).
577See Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 786, 804.
578Cited ibid., p. 804 (texts to be published in extenso by D. Arnaud, cf. RSO XIV 22).
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— p. 260 (§51.42j), p. 280 (§52.222).  As a point of etymological connection, virtually all
recent scholarship on sglt (≈ Hebr. /s@gullª/) 579 has preferred to compare Akkadian sikiltu,
"personal possession', over the only form cited by T., viz., Akkadian sugullu, "herd'.  Of
course, if the two Akkadian words have a common etymology, the distinction loses much of
its force:  because sglt is used in the West not only in its basic economic meaning but also in
political-theological contexts, while sikiltu and sugullu are used almost exclusively in
economic-legal contexts in Mesopotamia, sometimes with negative polarity,580 it is already
clear that the words had separate developments in East and West.  That being the case, sglt
could represent the western semantic development of the word that already in Old
Babylonian times meant "herd' in Akkadian.
— p. 260 (§51.42j).  T.'s proposal that Ugaritic bkr, "firstborn', would be a secondary /qutul/
form, derived from /qutl/ (/bukr-/ → [bukur˚-]), appears to be based solely on the fact that
Hebrew shows /b@kºr/—there is no internal Ugaritic evidence.  To the extent that this
reconstruction was influenced by the other form classified here, viz., putative /pu”ur-/, that
analogy is to be rejected (see above, remark to p. 169 [§33.181.2], etc.).
— p. 261 (§51.43c).  Instead of following his usual method of vocalizing a word for which
no direct internal evidence exists on the basis of the Hebrew or Akkadian cognate, in the
case of rp°, "shade (of the dead)', for which Hebrew shows a /qatal/ base, T. chooses /qat≠l/,
which he translates ""der "Heile'; der In-Frieden-Seiende.''  He suggests as preferred
alternatives /qªtil/, ""Heiler,'' and as other possibilities /qatil/ or /qatal/, which he does not
translate.  He does not state why in this case he prefers to ignore the Hebrew evidence; why
he prefers /qat≠l/ over /qªtil/ (which is well attested for this root in Amorite/Ugaritic proper
names, e.g. /≤ammurªpi≥/); nor why he prefers /qat≠l/ over /qatil/ (the more common stative
adjectival base).  Because this is a quasi-divine name (i.e., it denotes the shades of the dead
who have joined the realm of the nether-world divine), one might expect its basic form not to
have been lost in the Hebrew tradition, while the change from /qat≠l/ to /qatal/ does not
appear of the type to qualify as the disphemy that was applied to some divine names, e.g.,
/≤aßtºret/.
— p. 261 (§51.43d), p. 365 (§63.113), p. 369 (§63.214), pp. 382-86 (§67), p. 393
(§69.133.21a).  Several of T.'s suggestions to analyze number substantives as nouns (he
proposes that the base was /qat¨l/, which is plausible, though no direct evidence exists to
support the hypothesis), rather than as ordinal numbers, make eminent sense, either for
purely semantic or for morpho-syntactic reasons (e.g., b ßb≤ ßnt, cited here below note 584).
I cannot, however, say the same for the case where the counted entity is introduced by the
preposition b:  in RS 2.[004] v 3'-4' [KTU 1.17] one finds w hn ßb[≤] b ymm, ""Und siehe, bei
der Siebenzahl an Tagen (d.h. am siebten Tag).''  Why not "on the seventh in (the count of
the) days'?  If such an analysis of ßb≤ b ymm is possible, what about mk b ßb≤ ymm (RS
2.[008]+ vi 31-32 [KTU 1.4])?  The analysis of ßb≤ as a substantivized adjective in construct
with the following noun that I suggest for other cases is perfectly plausible here also ("in the

579For example, del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, Diccionario II (2000) 398-99.
580See CAD S  on sakªlu and sikiltu (pp. 68-69, 244-45).
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seventh of days').581  Nor is the case of RS 24.248:15 (KTU 1.104) terribly convincing.  In
that text, the interpretation of b ym ≤ßr as ""am Tag der "Zehnzahl' '' is based entirely on the
presence of the word ym in the formula, for the usual expression of days of the ritual month
omits the word ym.  There may, however, be two other cases of ym appearing in such
expressions:  {b ym ¯®mn˘} in line 7 of the same text582 and {¯b˘ y¯m˘ [.] ¯ßb≤˘} in RS
24.266:1 (KTU 1.119)583—unfortunately, both passages are damaged and the readings are
not certain.  Since, however, the point of reference of the formula b + ordinal is the day of
the lunar month, it does not appear implausible that the word for "day' may occasionally
appear in the formula.   I would also query whether the interpretation of ßb≤ as a noun in RS
24.256:10 (KTU 1.112) is the best.  There the phrase b ßb≤ ym “d® may be vocalized /bi
ßab≠≤i yam≠ “ud®i/ and interpreted literally as "on the seventh of the days of the new
moon'.584  T. admits that the phrase has an ""ordinale Funktion'' (p. 386 [§67.43]) and I fail to
see why this morpho-syntactic analysis based on the interpretation of ßb≤ as a substantivized
ordinal number should not be preferred.  Finally, I see no need for the nominal analysis of
the number words in a passage in the Kirta text, ”mß … ®d® yr”m (RS 2.[003]+ ii 30-31
[KTU 1.14].  For T., this must mean "for five … six months', and both number words are
taken to be nouns from the /qat¨l/ base.  It appears just as plausible, however, that the author
was expressing the length of Kirta's campaign by its extent in time ("for the fifth … the sixth
month'), rather than by the total.  The syntax would, of course, be that of the substantivized
adjective in construct with the plural noun ("for a fifth … a sixth of months').  T. deems it
impossible that ®d® should be an ordinal number modifying yr”m (p. 385) without considering
the possibility of genitival syntax.  The vocalization would be /ya≥pi la“ma dª ”am≠ßi //
ma÷dâ ®ad≠®i yara”≠ma/, "He must bake bread for the fifth (month), fine foods for the sixth
month' (lit. "he must bake bread of the fifth, fine foods of the sixth of months').585

— p. 261 (§51.43d), p. 349 (§62.110.2),  p. 386 (§67.51).  Though the reading of {r} at the
end of RS 2.[004] ii 45' (KTU 1.17) may well be correct, the restoration as {[≤ß]¯r˘} is highly

581On p. 386, T. accepts that ßb≤ in the formula mk/hn ßpßm b ßb≤, "At sundown on the seventh (day)' is an
ordinal number.  Why is it so much more difficult to conceive of b ßb≤ ymm having the same number
component?
582Cf. Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 566, 567, 569.  T. has no entry for "tenth' in his list of ordinal-
number forms (p. 368), only an Anmerkung to the effect that it is not attested.
583Ibid., pp. 662, 665, 670.
584Ibid., 634, 638-39.  In these comments, I also considered taking ym as a singular, but the analysis as a
plural is more plausible and supported by the passage from the ≥Aqhatu text cited on p. 639, b ßb≤ ymm, lit.
"on the seventh of days' (RS 2.[004] i 15' [KTU 1.17]). T. includes the latter text among his examples of the
common noun (p. 385; cf. p. 365 [§63.112]), but this interpretation is not required, from either the semantics
or the morpho-syntax of the passage.  This genitival syntax may also be attested in RS 3.222 iv 14-15
(KTU 1.19) ≤d ßb≤t ßnt, "until the seventh of years' (/≤adê ßab≠≤ati ßanªti/), which is followed a few lines
later by the formula b ßb≤ ßnt, ""bei der "Siebenzahl' der Jahre'' (p. 368 [§63.172]), where ßnt is certainly
plural (ßb≤ cannot, in this case, be a substantivized adjective because of the absence of gender agreement).
T. contradicts himself by later identifying ßb≤t as an ordinal number (p. 419 [§69.43]), but saying only that
it precedes the noun it modifies (on this, see more below in the remark to p. 419).
585See Pardee, Context I (1997) 334 (with note 20), 336.
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dubious because it is in the company of several incorrect readings and restorations in CAT
and is based on an over-all restoration of the meaning of the passage that is itself highly
dubious. In any case, this attestation of the word deserves no place in a serious grammar and
its removal weakens the case for the attestation in Ugaritic of a /qat¨l/ noun meaning
""Zehnzahl.''
— p. 262 (§51.43f).  T. glosses •lh as "" "Gott', auch GN [Göttername] und PN
[Personenname],'' but the usage as a common noun is, to my knowledge, not known from
Ugaritic.  There is no doubt that •lht functions as the plural of •lt, "goddess',586 but the
masculine form is attested only as the divine name ≥Ilªhu and, in the plural, to designate a
specific group of deities, plausibly those who were classified as the direct offspring of
≥Ilu.587

— p. 262 (§51.43h), p. 288 (§53.121a).  In the first paragraph cited, T. translated p”d in RS
2.[004] v 17', 23' (KTU 1.17) as ""Lamm,'' while in the second he categorizes the word in the
same passage as a collective meaning ""Lämmerherde.''  The phrase in both instances is •mr b
p”d, "a lamb in/from the p”d,' and there can be no doubt that p”d denotes a group and that the
second translation better suits the passage.
— p. 262 (§51.43h).  The proper notation for the alternative feminine singular endings on a
noun with a long vowel in the second syllable is not ""/”urªp(a)t/,'' but /”urªpat-/”urapt-/, i.e.,
the hypothetical /ª/ would have become /a/ if the syllable were closed (T. does not discuss
the date at which this proto-Semitic phenomenon ceased operating in West Semitic).  T.
seems not to be unaware of the problem, for this is the only form I noted of bases with a long
vowel in the second syllable for which he proposes the alternative feminine ending /-t/,
whereas he did so more frequently for bases with two short syllables (see above, remark to
p. 258 [§51.42a]).  For the principle in action, see discussion above (remark to p. 182
[§33.242a], etc.) of the gentilic ≥ugartiyyu.
— p. 262 (§51.43k), p. 478 (§73.431c).  With regard to T.'s translation of nqd as ""Hirte,'' the
same as for r≤ym (p. 263), I can only repeat what I once wrote apropos the English
translation of nqdm by ""shepherd'':588  ""The facts that (1) the nqdm are listed alongside
khnm, "priests', in the lists of personnel and (2) the high state official and scribe ≥Il≠milku
describes his master ≥Attªnu-purulini as rb nqdm, "chief of the nqdm'  (CTA 6 vi 55), indicate
that these persons were not the simple equivalents of r≤ym, "shepherds' (p. 426, cf. p. 494, n.
240, p. 514).  If the association with animal husbandry is accepted on the basis of apparent
attestations of the word in texts in other languages, these persons must have been major
players in the livestock business, perhaps, given the association with khnm, suppliers of the
royal sacrificial cult, which consumed large numbers of beasts (Pardee 1997a: 273, n. 283;
Pardee in press: ch. 83).589  There is, however, no specific evidence from Ugarit permitting
a precise definition of their functions there.''

586Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 37, n. 116.
587Ibid., pp. 35-39.
588BASOR 320 (2000) 73-74 (in a review of Handbook of Ugaritic Studies [1999]).
589The references are to Context I (1997) and Les textes rituels (2000).
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— p. 262 (§51.43k).  I know of no evidence proving that Ugaritic psl means ""Steinmetz'' (for
the specific cases of the psl “ÿm, "arrow makers', and the psl qßt, "bow makers' see below,
remark to p. 478 [§73.431d]).
— p. 262 (§51.43k).  As hypothesized nearly two decades ago by J. Wesselius,590 and
accepted by Huehnergard591 and van Soldt,592 RS 14.084:14' (KTU 4.126:31) probably
does not contain a professional title tknm, which is unattested elsewhere, but a gentilic
tknym, "men of the town of tkn'.593

— p. 263 (§51.44a).  With regard to T.'s hypothesis according to which ≤wr, "blind', would be
/≤awwir-/ in Ugaritic and that Hebrew /≤iww´r/ is a secondary form of the /qattil/ base, it
may be remarked that proto-Hebrew already had /qittil/, for, in the proper phonetic
environment, the actual Hebrew forms show the expected variant of proto-Hebrew /i/ in the
first syllable, e.g., /“´r´ß/ ← /“irriß/, "dumb'.
— p. 263 (§51.44e), p. 478 (§73.431c).  In the first paragraph cited, “r®, "plowman', is
identified as a /qattªl/ formation, in the second, as a substantivized participle.   T. is not
thinking of different words in different passages, for the same text is referenced in both
paragraphs (RS  3.325+ iii 12' [KTU 1.16]).  In these same two paragraphs, “rß, "artisan,
builder', also undergoes the same divergent analyses, though here different texts are cited
(“rß alone is identified as /qattªl/, “rß in construct with a second term as the participial
form)—there is no reason that I can see, however, to prefer the different forms in the
different contexts.594

— p. 263 (§51.44e), p. 450 (§73.243.22).  In the first paragraph cited, T. takes the first word
in RS 18.113A+B:39' (KTU 2.42:27) as mkr, "merchant', whereas in the second he accepts
the reading of the line that I proposed in 1987, viz., {¯±˘mrkn},595 which he translates ""ich
werde/will verkaufen.''  As regards the reading of the first sign, in preparing the hand-copy
of this text for the edition of the Ugaritic letters which I am preparing, I was unable to
confirm the trace of another wedge to the left of the one clearly visible, and the reading
{¯t˘mrkn} now appears more plausible to me than the one I formerly proposed.596  The
meaning in this case would be "they will sell (them—viz., the boats)' = /tamkur¨na/.
— p. 263 (§51.44e), p. 472 (§73.411).  As noted above (remark to p. 178 [§33.231.1b],
etc.), the word ß±b, "drawer of water', does not exist in Ugaritic.  In RS 17.073:2 (KTU 6.25)
the correct reading is {ßal[…]}, whereas ß•b, viz., /ßª≥ibu/, is clearly attested in RS

590UF 15 (1983) 315.
591Ugaritic Vocabulary (1987) 187.
592UF 28 (1996) 689.
593See my re-edition of the tablet, Semitica 49 (1999) 59-64.  The tiny trace of a sign after {n}, which the
authors of KTU/CAT took for a {m} may as well belong to {y}, which permits the reading {tkn¯y˘[m]}.
594On p. 263, {”a-ra-ßu} in RS 20.189:7 (Laroche, UF 11 [1979] 479) is cited in support of /“arrªßu/,
""Handwerker.''  Cf. p. 481 (§73.513.1), where {[”]a-ra-ß[u]} in  RS 20.123+ iii 18' (Nougayrol, Ugaritica V
[1968] text 137) is also cited for the vocalization and meaning of this word.
595UF 19, pp. 206, 209.
596See the pertinent textual remark in Les textes épistolaires (in preparation).
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19.016:15 (KTU 4.609), as is generally recognized.  (T. does not include ß•b under /qªtil/
substantivized forms on p. 262 [§51.43k], as its use in RS 19.016 would indicate to be the
correct functional analysis,597 but as a participial form on p. 472.)
— p. 264 (§51.44e).  In refuting the hypothesis that the Hebrew and Ugaritic nomen
professionalis was /qattal/, instead of the common Semitic /qattªl/, T. omits to point out that
Biblical Hebrew actually has two forms, one typified by gibbºr, "hero', the other by “a††ª(≥),
"sinner'.  The former has assumed the form expected for Hebrew/Canaanite (disimilation of
the /a/, shift of /ª/ to /º/), whereas the latter shows neither of these changes.  In the latter,
however, the /ª/ is irreducible (cf. “a††ª≥´y, "sinners of'), which shows that the qame¬ in this
category of nouns represents historical /ª/.  This leads to the conclusion that all such words
were relatively late Aramaic loan-words into Hebrew, a conclusion that historians of the
Hebrew language and of Israelite culture need to consider, either to refute or else to
examine for its implications for Hebrew antecedents.  Whatever the upshot of that may be,
the weight of the evidence, I believe, favors the hypothesis according to which the Hebrew
/qattªl/ forms had a /qattªl/ base.598

— p. 264 (§51.44l), p. 478 (§73.431c).  In the first paragraph cited lmd, ""Lehrling, Schüler,''
is identified as a /qu/itt¨l/ formation, with the alternative of /qattªl/; in the second, it is
classified as a substantivized participle, though it is not specified whether the participle was
active or passive.  The semantics of the word would lead one in the direction of a passive
form, but the /qattªl/ base normally denotes active occupations, so T.'s thinking here is not
quite clear.  As so often in such cases, the different categorizations are not cross-referenced.
— p. 265 (§51.44m), pp. 282-84 (§52.4).  Unmentioned in either the paragraph on nmrt,
""heller Glanz,'' or in the section on the feminine morpheme {-y} is the word nmry in RS
18.113A+B:9, which some scholars interpret as cognate with nmrt 599 rather than as
designating Amenophis III.600 More plausible, however, than taking nmry as a feminine

597Cf. Pardee, Semitica 49 (1999) 41.
598The retention of the qame¬ in plural construct forms appears to me to outweigh the datum that may be
taken to indicate that the proto-vowel was short, viz., the fact  that some of these forms show a m.s.
construct form with pata“.  The development of an analogical construct form (i.e. like /dªbªr/ → /d@bar/ in
construct) appears a more likely secondary phenomenon than the retention of qame¬ in an open pro-pretonic
syllable, something that occurs regularly only in this class of nouns and in the active participle of hollow
roots (e.g., qªm´y YHWH, "those who rise up against the Lord').  See now Fox, Semitic Noun Patterns
(2003) 258-59, who, like Tropper, prefers to derive the Hebrew nomen professionalis from the /qattal-/
base, and my discussion of the problem in my review of Fox's work, forthcoming in JNES.
599Rainey, JAOS 94 (1974) 188; van Soldt, BiOr 40 (1983) 693; idem, UF 22 (1990) 345, n. 164; idem,
Studies (1991) 88; Dijkstra, HUS (1999) 158; Singer, HUS (1999) 678; Pardee, Context III (2002) 104 n.
126.
600Virolleaud, CRAI 1955, p. 75; idem, PRU V (1965) 15.  In 1962, Liverani expressed his dubiety (Storia
di Ugarit nell'età degli archivi politici [StS 6; Rome:  Pontifical Biblical Instiitute, 1962] 28, n. 6) regarding
Virolleaud's Egyptian interpretation of nmry, but in his article on the history of Ugarit in the Supplément au
Dictionnaire de la Bible (vol. 9 [1979] 1298) he judged the identification probable.  Over the years,
Virolleaud's interpretation has been predominant; the prestige of van Soldt and Singer may swing the
balance in the other direction.  The problem in the identification with Amenophis III is the very existence of
a letter in Ugaritic that dates to the early fourteenth century.  Other than the phrase here under discussion,
nothing in the letter bears resemblance to other correspondence with Egypt (one group of interpreters takes
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by-form of nmrt—because nmrt is very likely an Akkadian loan-word into Ugaritic—would
be the analysis of the {-y} as the enclitic morpheme attached to a masculine by-form of
nmrt.601  The phrase is rgmt … nmry mlk ≤lm, "I (hereby) pronounce (to various deities) the
splendors of (your) eternal kingship' (perhaps something like /ragamtu … namurr≠ya mulki
≤ªlami/).602  The use of enclitic -y in a construct chain is well illustrated by •ly °grt in RS
15.008:4-5 (on which, see above, note 88).
— p. 265 (§51.45a).  In addition to the /≥/-preformative proper nouns listed here (±qht,
±rwd(n), ±ƒdd, and ≥a”napu), the Ugaritic for "Ashqelonite' is now attested:  ±®qlny in RS
94.2392+:13 (unpublished).
— pp. 266-68 (§§51.45e-i).  T. illustrates that wisdom is the better part of valor by not
attempting to classify /maqtal/ vs. /miqtal/ according to precise semantic categories.  No
amount of reconstruction allows the simple retrojection of the Arabic situation, where /miqtal/
tends to denote instruments and /maqtal/ places, into earlier West Semitic.  That said, most of
the classification of given Ugaritic words into original or secondary /maqtal/miqtal/
categories is, as we have seen to be the case with other noun types, based on comparative
evidence and, hence, essentially arbitrary.
— p. 266 (§51.45e).  One may doubt that {m•”d[…]} in RS 11.779:1 (KTU 4.81) is a
common noun meaning "port' while {m±”d} is the same word used as a proper noun:
{m•”d} may be the place name in its basic form /ma≥”ad-/, while {m±”d} may show the
variant pronunciation /ma≥a”ad -/ (see above, remark to pp. 33-35 [§21.322.1]).603  There
is, in any case, no obvious reason why {m•”d[…]} in RS 11.779:1 should not be a place
name.
— p. 266 (§51.45e).  The indication ""[he. ma¬¬ªb]'' after the definition ""eine Weinart'' for
Ugaritic m¬b is misplaced, for Hebrew /ma¬¬ªb/ is not attested for this meaning, but only for
the first meaning of Ugaritic {m¬b}, viz., ""Ständer, Gestell,'' i.e., there is no Hebrew word
/ma¬¬ªb/ that designates a type of wine.  Indeed, the etymology of m¬b as a designation for
a type of wine is uncertain604 and classing m¬b, ""eine Weinart,'' here without a question
mark is misrepresentative of the present situation in Ugaritic lexicography.605

it in that sense), and there is no reason to suspect that a Ugaritic official writing to the king of Ugarit from
Cyprus (the other principal interpretation) would bless Amenophis III or bless his king by Amenophis III.
601The most appealing candidate semantically speaking is namrirr¨, a plurale tantum meaning
""supernatural, awe-inspiring luminosity'' (CAD N1, pp. 237-38), ""schreklicher Glanz'' (AHw, pp. 728-29);
but the Ugaritic form cannot, of course, have been identical since it is written with only one {r}.
602This explanation appears more plausible also than Rainey's suggestion (reference note 599), offered
without translating the passage, to take the -y as the nisbe ending:  "I pronounce … the glorious one … '
does not appear to fit the context of an epistolary blessing.
603Van Soldt has demonstrated that {m•”d} and {m±”d} are variant forms of the same place name (UF 28
[1996] 675-76).
604Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 515-18.
605T. himself once recognized the fluidity of the situation, mentioning an explanation based on a I-w root
(Kausativstamm [1990] 176-77).
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— p. 266 (§51.45e).  The entry for m¬b†, ""Griff,'' should be moved up from the I-N root
section to the strong root section.
— p. 266 (§51.45e).  It is the verb NTK, "to pour', that is attested in RS 1.003:12 (KTU
1.41), not the noun mtk, "libation'.  In the ritual texts, the latter is attested only in RS
24.266:25' (KTU 1.119).
— p. 266 (§51.45e).  Though one may applaud the use of two question marks, T.'s
classification of {mr®} in RS 17.139:30 (KTU 2.34:32) as a m-preformative noun from WRṪ,
"to inherit', cannot be accepted.  The text reads {(30) hn . mr® . d . ßtt (31) ±ß¬° . b . ¯d˘dtk},
and the two lines clearly constitute a syntactic unit of which the first line cannot mean ""the
estate is … settled,'' as Dijkstra has proposed—the interpretation accepted here by T.606  If
the reading of the last word in line 31 be accepted (see above, remark to p. 257 [§51.41h]),
the reference is to "jars' and mr® must, as most scholars have believed, refer to some kind of
agricultural product.  The translation would be:  "Behold, the mr® which you stipulated, I will
have (it) sent out in your dd-jars'.  Below, p. 589 (§74.622.3), T.'s translation by ""Most,''
though in contradiction with the entry just discussed, better represents this consensus.  It is
highly unlikely, however, that mr® designates "must' in the narrow sense of the word.607

— p. 267 (§51.45e).  Why is a triconsonantal base not proposed for each of the hollow-root
substantives ""/maqâm/,'' "place', ""/maqâr/,'' "spring', ""/mahânat/,'' "emplacement', and
""/marâmat/,'' "height'?  The circumflex indicates contraction (see above, seventh general
remark), and T. usually does not hesitate to indicate the hypothetical earlier form.
— p. 267 (§51.45e).  It is clear from several passages in the letters that the meaning of
ml±kt is not abstract, as T.'s translation ""Sendung'' might lead the unwary to believe, but
concrete, as the m-preformative indicates.608  It denotes the party with whom a messenger
(ml±k) traveled.  This is clear from the very text that T. cites as an example of ml±kt.  RS
15.098:11-14 (KTU 2.17:4-7)  reads {w ht . l°k ≤m ml[±kty] (12) p÷sdb . ßmlßn (13) w tb≤
±nk-- (14) ≤m ml±kth ßm≤h}, "And now PSDB the fiMLfiN has been sent (to you) with
[my] messe[nger-party], and I am leaving with his messenger-party.  Listen to him.'  l°k is a
passive participle (/la≥¨ku/) used predicatively to designate a person sent along with the
message inscribed on the tablet RS 15.098 (unfortunately, the name and the title are both
obscure).609  The author of this letter plausibly designated the group with whom his
messenger traveled "my messenger party', though that cannot be certain because the end of
the word is destroyed.  But his reference to his own departure with PSDB's party has been
preserved.
— p. 267 (§51.45e).  From an epigraphic perspective, it is truly astounding to find two
readings of the same word in the same text within twelve lines on the page of each other,
with no indication of preference:  {m“r®t} and {m“rt} are both listed as occuring in RS

606UF 19 (1987) 47.
607Pardee, Topoi 11 (2001) 678-79.
608My dictionary indicates two primary meanings for Sendung, ""consignment,'' and ""mission.''  Neither of
these fits the usages of the Ugaritic word, as we shall see.
609It is equally clear from this and other passages that ml±kt does not simply mean ""message'' (Watson,
JNSL 25/2 [1999] 1-2, n. 2).
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6.028:3 (KTU/CAT 6.14).610  The reading {m“r®t} is, in my estimation, beyond doubt611 and
{m“rt}, which would be attested only in this passage, has, therefore, no place in a grammar
of Ugaritic.  Moreover, the meaning of ""Ackerland'' proposed by T. for m“r®t does not fit RS
6.028 and, for that reason, we proposed that the word means "plow' in the stele inscription, as
opposed to "plowland' in the mythological text where it is attested.612  If these interpretations
be correct, it may not be judged certain that m“r®t, "plow', and m“r®t, "plowland', were both
/maqtal(a)t/ forms, i.e., the semantic distinction may have been expressed by different vowel
patterns.
— p. 269 (§51.45l).  Because T. usually indicates in parentheses the proto-root of a Ugaritic
form that contains a secondary consonantal element, one is surprised that the root of Ugaritic
mdb is indicated simply as ""√dwb'' (cf. Hebrew ZWB).
— p. 269 (§51.45l).  One is also surprised to see T. proposing a single etymology for
Ugaritic m¬mt, "treaty', viz., √„MM, citing Arabic.  Others have thought the word to be
derived from √„MD, with assimilation of the third root consonant to the feminine morpheme,
something like  /ma¬madtu/ → /ma¬mattu/.
— p. 269 (§51.45n), p. 370-71 (§63.32), p. 477 (§73.427), p. 570 (§74.423).  T. misses one
of the key elements of the structure of RS 2.[003]+ i 12-21 in taking {m®l®t} (l. 16) as the first
D-passive participle of the passage.  The entire sequence depends on {mtr”t}, l. 13, which,
because the G-stem of TR‡ in Ugaritic means "to marry' (said of the bridegroom) and the
D-stem "to marry off' (said of the father), is plausibly analyzed as a D-passive participle, i.e.,
"she who has been married off (by her father)'.613  On p. 477, T. presents the possibility that
{mtr”t} is a G-passive participle, but prefers the analysis as a /maqtª˜l(a)t/ formation, citing
Akkadian mar”≠tu as the basis of this reconstruction.  That comparison misses the point of
the Ugaritic lexeme, however, which appears to be a denominal verb from a noun such as
Akkadian ter”atu.614  As such, it will have had its own internal usages independent of
Akkadian formations built from the root re”û.  Thus the sequence mtr”t … m®l®t through
mßb≤t, with the number "two' implied but not expressed, describing Kirta's seven brides, is
solidly built on a sequence of morphologically identical forms (/mutara””atu/ … /mu®alla®atu/
… /mußabba≤atu/).615  (On the dubious reading of ®nt °m in line 15 and its contribution to the

610In KTU, one finds {m“rt}, in CAT {m“r¯®˘t}.
611Bordreuil and Pardee, Semitica 41-42 (1991-92) 24-32; Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 396-99; see now
the new photograph and copy in Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004), text 15 in the Choix de textes.
612On the contrast between RS 6.028 and RS 2.[009]+ iv 1-3, 12-14 (KTU 1.6), see Bordreuil and Pardee,
pp. 29-32 in the Semitica article cited in the previous note.
613Pardee, Context I (1997) 333, nn. 6, 8; idem, JNES 61 (2002) 124-25 ; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel
(2004) II 20-21, 206.
614TR‡, "to marry', is clearly not a recent borrowing from Akkadian, for the {”} shows it to be an old West-
Semitic root (a recent borrowing would show {÷}).  On the other hand, its meaning makes it difficult to
separate it etymologically from Akkadian ter”atu.
615Despite citing the history of the interpretation as a passive participle (UF 31 [1999] 146, 156) and being
aware of my structural intepretation of the passage in  Context I (reference note 613), Dietrich and Loretz
adopt another structural interpretation without bothering to refute mine (ibid., pp. 133-64).  Because their
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misapprehension of the structure of this section, see remark below to p. 364 [§63.112],
etc.).616

— p. 269 (§51.45q-s).  One must ask oneself what /naqtª˜l/, the base of the N-participle,
/naqtªl/, the base of the N-infinitive, and /ßVqtVl/, the base of fi-stem deverbal nouns, are
doing under the heading ""Bildungen mit m-Präfix'' (pp. 266-69 [§51.45e-s]).  For example, T.
says here simply that ""naqtª˜l … dient zur Bildung des N-Ptz.'' and only when one checks the
appropriate paragraph (§74.35 [p. 541]) does one learn that one might expect ""auf der Basis
des sprachvergleichenden Befundes'' that the base might have been ""munqatil,'' but that
""naqtª˜l'' is ""wahrscheinlicher'' for Ugaritic.  At the very least, the statement on p. 269 should
have been qualified in terms of the preferred explanation on p. 540; however, since there is
no evidence from Ugaritic for m-preformative forms of the N-stem, paragraphs q and r might
better have been eliminated entirely.  (On the question of the vowel length in the
N-participle, see remark below to pp. 540-41.)  The problem of fi-deverbal nominal forms
without m-preformative is a very different one, for one finds nouns without the m -
(discussed in §74.626.3, pp. 600-2]) and participles with the m- (discussed in §74.625, pp.
599-600).  Strangely enough, in §51.45s, T. refers only to the former, not to the latter.
— p. 270 (§51.45u).  Given that the form in Massoretic Hebrew that corresponds to Ugaritic
{t±nt} has a strong /≥/ (the Hebrew form is ta≥aniyyªh), it must be considered highly unlikely
that {t±nt} represents /tânît-/, i.e., that the /≥/ has quiesced and the {±} is used as a mater
lectionis, as T. proposes here.  It is equally unlikely that the by-form {t°nt} represents the
/a≥/ → /ô/ shift, with the {°} here also used as a mater (on this subject, see above, remark to
pp. 33-35 [§21.322.1]).
— p. 270 (§§51.45v, w).  Though there are not a few redundancies in the sections on noun
bases, I can see no reason for listing {tmn}, ""Gestalt,'' twice, first as /taqtul/, then as /taqtVl/.
— p. 270 (§51.45w), p. 432 (§73.223.1).  In the first paragraph cited, tb¬r in RS 17.072:1
(KTU 6.24) is classified as a {t-} preformative noun meaning ""Kontrolle,'' in the second as a
proper name of which the {t-) is perhaps the 3 f.s. /YQTL/ morpheme.
— p. 270 (§51.45w), p. 722 (§77.322b), p. 740 (§81.12e), p. 830 (§89.24e).  In RS 29.095:9
(KTU 2.71) {tßm≤m} is more plausibly verbal than a t-preformative noun, as T. proposes,
once explicitly rejecting the interpretation as a verb (p. 830), twice considering the latter
analysis as an alternative (pp. 270, 722).  The passage reads:  {(9) hnk . tßm≤m (10) ≤dn .
yßt±l (11) ≤mnk . pm yq“ (12) bk . p ≤pr}, which may be interpreted:  "Now listen well:  (As)
≤DN has been continually requesting of you, so he may take a b≠ku-jar (of wine), by
permission of ≤PR'.617  In two of the paragraphs cited, T. proposes a translation of lines 9-
10, both times with a question mark and ellipsis points:  ""Er soll sich dort nach Gerüchten …
(?) erkundigen'' (p. 740) and ""dort soll er … (?) sich nach Gerüchten erkundigen'' (p. 830)—

interpretation passes over without comment what I consider to be the key to the structure of the passage
(/mutarra”atu … mu®alla®atu …/), I do not find it plausible.
616Cf. Pardee, JNES 61 (2002) 124-25 n. 4.
617Pardee, Context III (2002) 111.
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he does not attempt an interpretation of the passage as a whole.618  His interpretation of line
12 is sapped at the base by the false reading {t≤pr} (see above, remark to p. 139
[§33.112.36]).  He correctly interprets {pm} in line 11 as the conjunction p + enclitic -m,
though with a great deal of hesitation (p. 788 [§83.12], p. 790 [§83.123b], p. 832 [§89.29]—
see remark below to p. 788), but he makes no attempt to discuss how this conjunction, of
which the function is to mark a cause-and-effect relationship, links the preceding words with
the following.
— p. 270 (§51.45w), p. 444 (§73.233.4), p. 645 (§75.522).  Though the word {t•n®t} (RS
2.[004] vi 40' [KTU 1.17]) is valuable in that it shows explicitly that the Ugaritic word for
"woman' is from the root ≥NT˙, it is hardly plausible that it is the plural of {±®t}, as T.'s
translation ""Frauen'' (p. 270, with a question mark) indicates his analysis to be (in the other
two paragraphs cited, he leaves open the possibilities of {t•n®t} being a singular or a plural).
As most t-preformative nouns are abstracts, the first assumption must be that the word is
singular and that it means something on the order of "womankind'.619  T. lists the form under
/taqtVl/ but does not propose a specific vocalization.  Because of its frequency in the Semitic
languages, /taqtilat/ is the most plausible, but all that one can say with some certainty is that
the writing with {•} makes it plausible that the first syllable was closed.
— p. 270 (§51.45x).  If one is to compare Hebrew t≠yrºwß with Ugaritic {tr®}, as does T.
here, one must conclude that the base form was not /taqtªl/ but /tiqtªl/ and that the Ugaritic
word was not ""/têrª®/'' but /tîrª®-/.  The Eblaite form {ti-rí-ßu} that T. cites is, however, closer
to {DINGIR.SIRIfi} the Sumerian equivalent of Akkadian Sirªßu, with which the Ugaritic
divine name tr® is equated in RS 94.2004:25.620

— pp. 270-71 (§51.45z).  One fails to understand why, when in his introduction to this
paragraph T. proposed that t-preformative nouns from III-y roots are either /taqt≠y-/ or
/taqtiyy-/, he proposes only the vocalization ""/tôßîyat/'' for {tßyt} when the Hebrew tradition
shows t¨wßiyyªh.
— p. 271 (§51.45a').  T. gives no explanation for treating ""tagabbir-'' under the heading
/tuqattil/.
— p. 271 (§51.45e'), p. 609 (§74.645), cf. p. 671 (§75.537g), p. 868 (§93.352).  Because of
the absence of reference to cultic prostitution elsewhere in Ugaritic literature, a translation of
mßt≤ltm in RS 02.002:31 (KTU 1.23) less explicitly sexual than ""(zwei) Prostituierte/Dirnen''
is preferable.  On the other hand, recognizing the non-divine nature of these "women' is, in
my estimation, plausible, indeed to be preferred.621

— p. 271 (§51.46a).  The context of {[…]r“bn} in RS 16.394:67' (KTU 2.31:63) is too
damaged for us to know whether it is an adjective meaning ""weit, breit,'' the river name
Ra“bªnu, or, for that matter, a verbal form.  Contrary to T.'s opinion, the editors of RS

618On pp. 525 (§74.232.21) and 571 (§74.432), he proposes tentatively that {≤dn} is a proper name—it is
unclear why he does not work that interpretation into the translations cited.
619Pardee, Context I (1997) 347; Parker apud Parker, ed., Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 62; cf. del Olmo
Lete and Sanmartín, Diccionario 1 (1996) 460 (""el género femenino, las mujeres'').
620Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 796, 803 (reading of RS 94.2004 thanks to D. Arnaud).
621Cf. Pardee, Context I (1997) 280 with notes 44 and 45.
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92.2016 (RSO XIV 53) take {r“bn} in line 18' (cf. CAT 9.432:18—mistakenly cited here as
occurring in line 17) as the river name.622

— p. 271 (§51.46a), p. 823 (§89.11a), p. 853 (§92.232b).  The reading of the last word in
RS 2.[004] i 16' (KTU 1.17) has caused no end of trouble.  The editor read {±bynt}623 but
on his copy marked the end of the last sign as damaged; Herdner followed this reading but in
a footnote pointed out the difficulties associated with it.624  The authors of KTU/CAT read
{±byn ¯±t˘} while T., citing J.-P. Vita as collaborator in the collation, has read {±bynt} or
{±bynn!}.625  The latter reading appears to have won his fancy because only it is cited in this
grammar, i.e., the form would be ±byn + enclitic -n.  No certain reading is attainable today
because the middle of the horizontal form in the clay is lost where damaged has occured
between the two vertical lines of which the column divider is formed.626  Thus both {n} and
{±t} are theoretically possible readings (the head of each wedge after the first would have
been placed exactly on one of the vertical lines), while {t} appears unlikely because of the
total length of the horizontal form.  Because the 2 m.s. independent pronoun appears to be
out of place here, the reading as {±byn¯n˘} appears preferable.  The notation should,
however, be that just given, not {±bynn!}, because the final sign was not written faultily by
the scribe, it has only suffered damage since the tablet was inscribed.
— p. 272 (§51.46d).  T. classifies “®bn, "account', as /qutlªn/ on the basis of Arabic /“usbªn-/
without mentioning that Hebrew /“eßbºn/ might favor /qitlªn/ (depending on one's view of
the origin of the seghol).
— p. 272 (§51.46e).  The reader deserves an explanation for why Hebrew ßikkªrºn is cited
to establish the vocalization /ßakarªn-/ for Ugaritic.
— p. 272 (§51.46e).  Equally mysterious is why Hebrew ≤aqallªtºn is cited in favor of the
vocalization /≤aqalatªn-/ for the corresponding Ugaritic word.  If one grants that the /l/ may
have been secondarily doubled in Hebrew, why did not one of the short vowels in the
Ugaritic form disappear through syncope?
— p. 273 (§51.46g), p. 741 (§81.13a), cf. p. 148 (§33.115.52) and p. 300 (§53.331.4).  In
the first section cited, T. translates {”[lpn]} in RS 3.322+ iv 44 (KTU 1.19) as ""Mantel'' (and
does not note that the word is almost entirely reconstructed), in the second, he translates by
""D[olch]'' (noting the reconstruction in the transliteration as well as in the translation).  On p.
300, the plural of the word in other texts is translated ""Umhänge'' and on p. 148 the word is
compared with Akkadian ”ulªpu, ""Decke,'' amd na”laptu, ""Gewand, Mantel.''  An
explanation for the aberrant translation on p. 741 would have been in order.

622Caquot and Dalix, RSO XIV (2001) 397.
623Virolleaud, Danel (1936) 186.
624CTA (1963) 80 n. 3.
625AuOr 16 (1998) 292.
626What looks like a very short horizontal wedge appears just to the right of the second vertical line on the
photograph published in the editio princeps (see note 623) and reproduced in CTA; it is still visible on the
tablet today.  Its length appears, however, insufficient for it to be qualified as a full wedge and the
appearance of a head of a wedge must be owing to a grain of sand that was part of the temper of the clay.
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— p. 273 (§51.46g).  The word gpn is generally taken as denoting some part of a riding
animal's paraphernalia, not the animal itself (T. translates ""Reittier'').
— pp. 273-74 (§51.46h-k).  On the nisbe ending as /-Vyy-/, rather than /-≠y-/, see above,
remark to p. 197 (§33.322.42c).  T.'s main presentation is here, but he assumes  /-≠y-/
throughout the grammar.  As regards the assertion in the introduction to this paragraph that
Ugaritic had two suffixal morphemes, one /-≠y-/, the other /-ªy-/, it is no doubt correct.  It is
necessary, however, not to confuse the function of the two endings:  /-iyy-/ (or /≠y/, as T.
represents it) is the only form clearly attested as a gentilic morpheme, whereas /-ªy-/, if such
be the correct vocalization, is only attested as the final syllable of geographical names, not
gentilics therefrom, as van Soldt makes clear in the reference cited here by T.627  A given
geographical name may appear with and without this ending and van Soldt was not able to
determine any functional difference between the two forms of a name.  Though T. admits
that only the form with /≠y/ is attested in gentilics, he appears tempted to identify the /-ªy/
ending with the Aramaic gentilic morpheme—which is perhaps historically correct, though
the function of the ending is clearly not the same in Ugaritic and in Aramaic.  It may be noted
that T., no doubt correctly, vocalizes most non-gentilic substantives with {-y} affixed to the
stem as bearing the morpheme that corresponds to the gentilic morpheme.628  Thus, in spite
of his statements that both suffixes may function as nisbe endings and that a certain
distinction between the two is not possible, he in practice subscribes for the most part to the
distribution that the available data suggest to be correct.
— p. 273 (§51.46h).  As perceived by van Soldt,629 {tmrym} in RS 14.084:3' (KTU
4.126:20) refers to persons from the town of {tmr}, not to ""Dattelpalmenzüchter,
-bearbeiter,'' as T. translates here.630

— p. 274 (§51.46k), pp. 282-83 (§52.41).  T.'s position on the nature and vocalization of the
morpheme {-y} of n≤my, "good one (a substantive in apposition with a feminine noun)' is
obscured by inconsistent presentations:  on p. 274, the vocalization /nu≤may/ is classified
under the heading /qutlªy/, whereas, on pp. 282-83, the form is explained on the basis of the
Arabic feminine elative /fu≤lªy/ but vocalized /nu≤may/, with a cross reference to §51.46h
said to present the base ""{qutlay}.''  In addition, on p. 283, the Hebrew proper name no≤om≠y

is compared with the Ugaritic word, in spite of the fact that /-≠y/ is probably not there a
feminine morpheme (the name is more plausibly a hypocoristic for no≤om≠y + DN).  The
confusion seems to have arisen from the fact that Arabic has a feminine morpheme /-ay/ that

627UF 28 (1996) 653-55.
628On the one putative example of the /-ªy/ ending in syllabic writing, see above, remark to p. 85
(§23.523), etc.  On the basis of this example, T. classifies the feminine form of the word {°”ry} as bearing
the /-ªy/ ending(""≥u”rªyat''), a logical enough conclusion given the postulate regarding {°”ry}.  But, with
no indication in the Ugaritic data, he also classifies {n≤my} here on the basis of Arabic /nu≤mªy/ (it is,
however, uncertain why he vocalizes the Ugaritic word with a short /a/:  ""/nu≤may/'' — on this word see
further below, remarks to p. 274 [§51.46k], etc., p. 276 [§51.5c], etc., and pp. 282-84 [§52.4]).
629UF 28 (1996) 689 + n. 295; cf. UF 30 (1998) 743.
630See my re-edition of the text in Semitica 49 (1999) 59-64.
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is not limited to a single base form like /fu≤lªy/ (see below, remarks to p. 276 [§51.5c] and to
pp. 282-84 [§52.4]).
— p. 274 (§51.48a).  The absence of question mark or alternative proposal attached to the
interpretation of the word mhbn, attested only as the second element of the compound divine
name {rßp mhbn}, as derived from the root WHB (no gloss provided) may not go
unchallenged.  Not only have other plausible proposals been made, but there is presently no
clear criterion for choosing among the various possibilities.631

— p. 275 (§51.5a).  If drdr, " very long time', is a ""/qVlqVl(l)}'' form, it cannot have been
""dârdâr,'' for the vowel in the first syllable would have shortened because the syllable is
closed (see remark above to p. 252 [§51.41a], etc.).  If such a form had existed in
proto-Hebrew, it would have become /dardºr/, which is not, of course, the case.  Unless
Ugaritic went its own way on this, it is more likely, therefore, that {drdr} represents simply
two nouns in construct, either /dªru dªri/ (or /dawru dawri/ →  /dôru dôri/), as in
proto-Hebrew, or with different bases, as in Akkadian (ana dªri d¨ri).  I see no reason to
doubt that Aramaic dªrdªr≠n is a relatively late form that arose after the loss of case vowels
and at a time when long vowels had come to be tolerated in closed syllables (that would
plausibly be after vowel length had ceased being phonemic).  As regards the representation
of the vowels in the Ugaritic form as showing contraction, one would like to know what the
proto-Ugaritic elements were that contracted to /â/.  (No such forms are listed above, p. 252,
where /qatl/ nouns from II-w roots are presented; on the general problem, see above,
seventh general remark.)
— p. 275 (§51.5b), p. 301 (§53.34), p. 301 (§53.35), p. 333 (§54.423d), p. 627 (§75.42), p.
661 (§75.532).  These paragraphs contain a  glaring inconsistency in the treatment of
{≤r≤rm} and {ssnm} in RS 24.244:65, 66 (KTU 1.100).  Because these forms are paralleled
in the following lines by feminine forms bearing enclitic {-m} ({≤dtm} and {ybltm}), and
because {≤r≤r} appears in the singular in line 64, it is likely that both {≤r≤rm} and {ssnm}
are also to be analyzed as singulars with enclitic {-m}.632  In the first three paragraphs cited,
however, T. explicitly analyzes {ssnm} as a plural;633 in the fourth, he transcribes ""ssn-m''
and translates this and the three parallel terms in the passage as singulars; in the fifth and
sixth, the verb, respectively in emended and unemended forms (see above, remark to p. 58
[§21.352.2 {y} für {”}], etc.), that modifies {ssnm} is parsed as a singular (as is to be
expected in this grammar since it is {y-} preformative).  None of the four forms in question
is cited in the section on enclitic {-m} (pp. 825-32 [§89.2]).
— p. 276 (§51.5c), p. 282 (§52.4), p. 842 (§91.242a).  Comparison of these three
paragraphs reveals a muddled and ultimately incorrect presentation of the poetic pair
n≤my//ysmt/ysmsmt in RS 2.[022]+ vi 5-7 (KTU 1.5) and RS 2.[004] ii 41'-42' (KTU 1.17).
In the first paragraph ysmsm- is presented as nominal, in the second n≤my as adjectival, and

631Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 580.
632I have argued the point explicitly in JANES 10 (1978) 95; cf. Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 202,
203, 216-17.  This or a similar analysis is accepted by recent translators, e.g., Parker apud Parker, ed.,
Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 222; Wyatt, Religious Texts (1998) 385.
633In the second, {ssnm} is cited as a type example of ""Plural als Grundnumerus.''
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in the third ysmt is said not to show agreement with ßd "field' in the first text cited.  The
correct view, recently presented in some detail by Loretz,634 is that n≤my is a noun, not an
adjective (at least in all attested cases in Ugaritic the substantive in question functions as a
noun635); because the /qataltal/ formation is basically adjectival while ysm could be either
nominal or adjectival, both forms should probably be classified as adjectival and both are in
these two passages, therefore, substantivized adjectives (on this topic, see remarks to p. 261
[§51.43d], etc., and p. 419 [§69.43]).  The phrases n≤my ±r¬ dbr // ysmt ßd ß“l mmt in the first
passage are to be translated literally "the goodness of the land of pasturing // the
beautiousness of the field on the edge of death's realm'636, while in the second passage
n≤my ≤rß // ysmsmt ≤rß may mean "the goodness of the bed // the beautiousness of the
bed'.637

— p. 277 (§51.62).  The different bilabials in Ugaritic ±lgb® and Akkadian algamißu, both of
which designate a type of stone that has yet to be defined with certainty, suffice to indicate
that the Ugaritic word may not have been borrowed directly from Akkadian, as T. proposes
here.638

— p. 277 (§51.7).  The morpho-syntactic analysis of RS 02.[008]+ vii 43 (KTU 1.4) does not
require that {blmlk} be taken as a compound noun meaning ""Nicht-König; gewöhnlicher
Mensch.''639

— p. 277 (§51.7).  T. here analyses {ßm≤rgm} in RS 14.176:3 (KTU 4.128) as a compound
noun meaning ""Auditor.''  Another text shows that the phrase corresponds to a title for one of
the functions in the royal service corps:  in RS 19.016:10, 11 (KTU 4.609) a {ßm≤rgm} and a
{ßm≤} (abbreviation or mistake for {ßm≤rgm}?) are listed among other bnß mlk.  RS
92.2010:18-19 (RSO XIV 50) {ßm≤ rgmk | n≤m}, "the one (or those) who hear(s) your good
word', where the adjective modifies the second element of the preceding phrase, shows that
the two words were perceived as independent entities.  The morpho-syntactic characteristics
of this new attestation (which T. does not cite despite having it at his disposal)640 appear to
outweigh the absence of a word-divider between the two parts of the phrase in deciding
whether we are dealing with a true compound noun or two nouns that happen to occur
together because they express a particular function.641

634UF 33 (2001) 303-24.
635An important example omitted by Loretz, because he does not, like T., analyze the form as a feminine
noun, is mr“y (see remarks to p. 52 [§21.341.21b], etc., and pp. 306-7 [§51.121.2a]).
636For this interpretation of ß“l mmt, see Pardee, Context I (1997) 267 n. 231, 234.
637The uncertainty arises from the broken context.  This analysis was proposed in ibid., p. 345 n. 22.
638Pardee, Syria 77 (2000) 37-38.
639Pardee, Context I (1997) 263.
640Curiously, the phrase is cited below, for its syntax (p. 841 [§91.23], p. 846 [§91.315.1]), but not here.
641{n÷r krm}, "guards of the vineyard' (the next entry in RS 19.016), or any of the other two-word titles for
functionaries, are not included in this paragraph, apparently because T. does not consider them to be true
compound nouns.  Such should have been the classification of ßm≤ rgm.
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— p. 277 (§51.7).  In the ≥Aqhatu text (RS 02.[004] [KTU 1.17]), which T. cites as textual
reference for the term {•l•b}, that word does not appear as a divine name in the narrow
sense of the word, for at each occurrence it bears a pronominal suffix and means "his/my
father's god'.642  In the ritual texts, on the other hand, {•l•b} does appear as a true divine
name, both in deity lists and in the corresponding sacrificial texts,643 and designates the
theogonic first principle.644

— p. 278 (§52.12), p. 284 (§52.5b), p. 288 (§53.121), p. 392 (§69.132), p. 397 (§69.142.2),
p. 398 (§69.143.21b), p. 402 (§69.162.2b).  T.'s remark that ""die Abgrenzung von Nomina
generis und Kollektiva [§53.12] ist in Einzelfällen schwierig'' is certainly correct, though
perhaps as much for lack of data as for any other reason.  The distinction between the two
for T. is that the former denotes a type (""Gattung''), the latter a group of beings or things.  I
would observe that, for nouns that do not have a singular but that may be numbered, it
appears best to reserve the term ""collective.''   ¬•n (Hebr. ¬º≥n), "mixed herd of sheep and
goats', is a paradigmatic example of a collective in this sense, but  it is classified by T. as a
""Nomen generis'' rather than as a collective.  It is, in any case, attested in the
morpho-syntactic construction most typical of collectives, viz., with a number noun but
remaining in the singular (e.g., RS 1.005:6-7 [KTU 1.43] ß ±lp w ®l® ¬•n ßlmm, "a ram, a bull,
and three caprovids (as) a ßlmm-sacrifice').645  T. observes on p. 392 that ß, "male ovid', is
only attested in the singular and dual in administrative texts, while ¬•n is used with plural
number nouns.  The sequence in the text just cited, i.e.., with ß and ¬•n in the same brief
sacrificial list, may indicate that in the ritual texts at least, where ß also occurs only in the
singular and the dual646 and ¬•n is also used only with plural number nouns,647 ¬•n does not
designate male ovids in the narrow sense but any caprovid.  Doubt about whether or not ¬•n
includes caprids arises primarily from the fact that the offering of a single goat is very rarely
prescribed in these texts.  The case of ±lp, "male bovid', and gdlt, "female bovid' (on this
meaning of gdlt, see remark above to p. 253 [§51.41b], etc.), is not the same, for there is no
collective term under which they are subsumed;648 ±lp is used in the singular, the dual, and
the plural, gdlt in the singular and the plural.649  The word l“m, "(loaf) of bread', is not

642Pardee, Context I (1997) 344, 345.
643References in Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 1111.
644Ibid., pp. 296-99, 799.
645On p. 392, this noun is cited as an example of unexpected usages of the singular with number nouns from
"three' to "ten'—a surprising entry, since the noun is a paradigmatic collective in Hebrew as well as in
Ugaritic.
646Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 1161-65.
647Ibid., p. 1199—the only uncertain case is RS 24.250:12-13 (KTU 1.106), a damaged passage.
648The term that one would expect on the basis of Hebrew usage, bqr, is not attested in the ritual texts.  The
more common generic term bhmt for "cattle' in Ugaritic is also absent from the sacrificial rituals (ibid., p.
1122).
649Ibid., pp. 1112-1114, 1128-29.  There is no evidence that ±lp is used in prose as a collective like ¬•n.  In
proof of the classification of ±lp as a ""Nomen generis'' (i.e., in the same paragraph with ¬•n), T. cites one
use of ±lp in a poetic text (where KTU/CAT read a plural!:  1.4 vi 40) and ≤ßr bmt ±lp mr• from an
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included here, either as a generic noun or as a collective, but ≤ßr l“m, "ten (loaves of) bread',
in RS 6.216:3' (KTU 4.34)650 shows this word to have been a collective in Ugaritic, as it
was in Hebrew.    Under the heading of ""Kollectiva'' (p. 288), T. groups two categories of
nouns: (1) collectives in the narrow sense of nouns that do not have a plural,651 and (2)
nouns that semantically denote a group but that also have a plural form to designate a
plurality of such groups (≤m, "people', ¬b°, "army').652  In Hebrew, at least, ≤am, "people,
ethnic group', can function either as a singular or as a collective when designating a single
group (i.e., the singular form can take singular or plural modifiers) and it has a plural that is
used to designate a plurality of ethnic groups (e.g., ≤amm´y hª≥ªre¬, "the peoples of the
earth' [not "the people of the earth'!]).  Though the data are fewer in Ugaritic, there is no
reason to doubt that these two formal categories existed there, and it would have been useful
to have kept them distinct.  It would also have been useful to provide some explicit
argumentations in favor of the identifications of the various nouns cited as generic or
collective.
— p. 278 (§52.12), p. 285 (§52.5c).  Translating npß as ""Sklaven'' without nuancing the
presentation (p. 278) does not take into account texts where such is clearly not the meaning,
e.g., npß in RS 18.031:20 (KTU 2.38) means "persons (on board the rescued ships)'.653

""Leute, Personal, Sklaven'' (p. 285) better reflects the variety of usages.  In many cases of
npß meaning "individual(s)' in the administrative texts, the reference is plausibly to bnß mlk,
"royal personnel', and how many of these were slaves in the strict sense of the term remains
to be determined  (though the status of the bnß mentioned on the text cited above, in the
remark to p. 137 [§33.112.31], is clearly very low, the translation "servant' appeared
preferable to that of "slave' because more neutral).
— p. 278 (§52.12b).  It would have been appropriate to point out that in the text cited for
dbb, ""Fliege,'' which is supposed to be a noun designating a ""Tiergattung,'' the word is a
personal name (RS 19.018 i 7 [KTU 4.611]).  That being the case, it would also have been
appropriate to provide proof that the name is in fact derived from the animal name.  This
might have come from the syllabic spelling of the name, viz. {da-bu-bi} (PRU VI 70:2), for
Hebrew shows /¨/ in the second syllable of this word (z@b¨b)—Aramaic and Arabic, on the
other hand, have /ª/ in this position. (On the common noun dbb, see further above, remark to
p. 101 [§32.142.32].)

administrative text (RS 16.399:17 [KTU 4.247]).  The latter is, however, clearly a use of the word as a
classifier to a numbered noun (bmt is to be parsed as a feminine plural:  "ten bmt-cuts of fattened beef').
650See Pardee, Or 70 (2001) 237-50.
651T. categorizes ”zr, an administrative term of uncertain etymology and meaning (cf. Pardee, Semitica 49
[1999] 57), as a collective, but then below classifies it with unexpected usages of the singular with number
nouns from "three' to "ten' (p. 392 [§69.132]).
652Below, p. 294 (§53.312b), T. translates {¬b•m} as ""Soldaten.''  Does the text refer to multiple groups of
individuals or to multiple individuals?
653For the general interpretation of this text, see comment above to p. 61 (§21.354.1c), etc.; for more
detailed interpretations, Pardee, Context III (2002) 93-94; idem, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation).
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— p. 280 (§52.222).  The reading {mn“t} in RIH 78/02:9 (CAT 4.771) cannot be considered
new, as T. claims here, when the editors suggested it.654

— p. 280 (§52.222).  It cannot be considered likely that mn“t in RS 94.2392+:6 is a nomen
unitatis of mn“, meaning "a single gift' while mn“ would mean "gifts'.  More plausibly, the
feminine form reflects an abstract, because (1) in this text it does not in fact designate a gift
("ebony d mn“t' is exchanged for olive oil) and (2) it is structurally parallel with the
masculine noun mkr, "merchant'.  The terms mkr and mn“t function, therefore, to define two
sorts of ebony, either according to type (the types that are appropriate for "merchandise' or
for "tribute') or in terms of their intended use (for "resale' or for "tribute').  The appearance of
d mn“t in RS [Varia 13]:6 (KTU 4.709) without the parallel phrase d mkr leads to the
conclusion that d mn“t designates the purpose for which the article in question was acquired,
i.e., for tribute to the king of Hatti.655

— pp. 282-84 (§52.4).  Whether or not the noun n≤my, "good one', bears an /-ªy/ suffix
identical to the Arabic feminine elative /fu≤lªy/ (see remarks above to p.  274 [§51.46k], etc.,
and to p. 276 [§51.c], etc.), the more widely attested feminine morpheme {-y} should, as T.
accepts, more plausibly be vocalized /-ay/, cognate to the Arabic feminine morpheme /-ay/.
The only datum cited in favor of his reconstruction of the Ugaritic morpheme as ""/-ayV/,''
however, is the personal name {†á-la-ia}.  No reference is made to the syllabic spelling of
the divine name Pidray as {pi-id-ra-i} (RS 17.116:3 [PRU IV, p. 132])—that the spelling
with {a-i} represents /ay/ is rendered virtually certain by the fact that the name is in the
nominative case.  One may explain the discrepancy between these two forms by the
common tendency to "nominalize' personal names, i.e., to attach a case vowel to the end of
the name that may not reflect the morpho-syntactic structure of the name or the nature of the
second component.  Thus T˚allayu would reflect this tendency in personal names, while the
divine name Pidray would have retained the more archaic form without marking for case.
— p. 283 (§52.43).  T.'s preference to take the {-y} on various feminine proper names as a
hypocoristic ending rather than the feminine morpheme appears to be too broad:  while such
may well be the case with several of the personal names cited here, the syllabic writing of
the divine name Pidray cited in the previous remark, but not included as an example in this
list, indicates that that divine name at least contained the feminine morpheme.  That being
the case, the same is almost certainly true of †ly and ±r¬y, Pidray's sisters, names that are
included here.  Almost as strong a case could be made for “ry, the name of Kirta's bride.
Given the writing with {“}, the name is more plausibly Semitic than Hurrian656 (one might
expect a name with a phoneme represented in syllabic writing with {”} to show up in
Ugaritic with {÷}—see T., p. 125 [§32.146.313]).  Her archetypal role in the story renders
an archaic name form, on the pattern of the divine names just discussed, plausible (cf. flªray

654Bordreuil and Caquot, Syria 57 (1980) 362. Cf. Pardee, Syria 77 (2000) 56-57.
655In the third occurrence of the sign sequence {d mn“t}, which T. here takes as equivalent to the two just
cited (the text is RIH 78/02:9, on which see previous remark), the phrase is plausibly verbal (see Pardee,
ibid., pp. 57, 60).
656Watson, AuOr 13 (1995) 222.
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in the biblical Abraham story):  H˚urray would be "the noble lady' just as *flarray was "the
princess'.
— p. 283 (§52.43).  If the purpose of this paragraph were to provide a list of feminine
proper names bearing the feminine morpheme {-y}, one would query the inclusion of
{®l÷ƒy}, for one might doubt that this non-Semitic name would bear that morpheme.  As T.
actually prefers to take this element as a hypocoristic ending, however (see preceding
remark), the inclusion is perhaps more plausible.
— p. 283 (§52.43).  There is no explicit indication in the text of RS 92.2010 (RSO XIV 50)
for the assumption that the name nkly (l. 15) was borne by a female.
— p. 284 (§52.44).  T. prudently avoids taking a stand on whether the presence of {-y} in
the Ugaritic writing of many place names—the same toponym often occurs in two forms,
with and without {-y}—represents the feminine morpheme, but he does not say why he
remains so prudent.  One may surmise that it was because the personal names and divine
names show /y/ in the alphabetic forms (see preceding remarks), whereas the most
frequently attested syllabic orthography for what appears to be the same ending on place
names is {a-a}, which van Soldt takes as an abbreviation of /-ªyu/.657  It is more plausible,
in light of the Arabic data, that the archaic feminine ending was /-ay/ (without a case vowel),
that this ending and alternative forms were in more or less free variation among the scribes
when writing place names.  The alternative forms would have been (1) /-ay/ + case vowel
(viz., /-ay + u/a/i), (2) a form reflecting the dropping of the /-y/, which may be /-ª/ or /-a/,
with preference for the former in light of the syllabic spellings,658 or (3) forms in which the
old feminine morpheme without the case ending had been replaced by the nominal stem plus
the regular case system, which could be triptotic or diptotic according to the structure of the
place name (viz., simply /u/a/i/ or /u/a/ if diptotic).  For example:  {°br≤y} would be
/≥ubur≤ay/ or /≥ubur≤ayu/a/i/ while {°br≤} may be /≥ubur≤ª/ (or  /≥ubur≤a/) or /≥ubur≤u/a/i/
(the only syllabic spelling for this particular place name shows /-a/:  {u-bur-a}.659

— p. 284 (§52.5c), p. 885 (§95.12).  It is not at all ""offenbar'' (p. 284) that yd in RS 4.475:11
(KTU 2.10) is modified by a masculine adjective (see further below, remark to p. 330
[§54.423a], etc., where other elements of the passage are discussed).  Indeed, I have argued
that such is not the case at all.660  T. should have realized that something was wrong with his
analysis when this passage provides the only example from prose or poetry of gender
discord between a noun and a modifying adjective (p. 885—see further below, remark to
this page).  Also on p. 885, he proposes that the form may be masculine plural construct,661

without explaining why divinities would have had many hands instead of just two.

657Van Soldt, UF 28 (1996) 653-55; idem, UF 31 (1999) 773-75.
658Cf. also the place name Jericho, in Hebrew y@r≠“ºw, perhaps ← /yar≠“ª/.
659Van Soldt, UF 28 (1996) 656.
660 "" "As Strong as Death' ,'' Love & Death in the Ancient Near East.  Essays in Honor of Marvin H. Pope
(eds. J. H. Marks and R. M. Good; Guilford, CT, 1987) 65-69.  On the proper interpretation of this passage,
see further below, remark to p. 330 (§54.423a), etc.
661Already above, p. 739 (§81.11e), p. 799 (§83.231b), p. 853 (§92.232a), he had translated ""die
"Hand'/"Hände' '' without providing the basis of the translation.
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— p. 285 (§52.5c).  T. takes the variants {t®br} and {y®br} in RS 2.[014]+ iii 33' (KTU 1.3)
and RS 3.322+ ii 46 (KTU 1.19) as proof that the noun ksl, which he translates ""Lende,'' was
variable in gender.  Because, however, the personage whose organs are being described is
feminine in the first case but masculine in the second, the possibility should be considered
that, in the second verse of the sequence in RS 3.322+, the subject of the verb is not the body
part but the person and the body part is in an adverbial case (literally, "behind, he breaks in
the sinew, he rattles in the points of his sinews').662

— p. 285 (§52.5c), p. 513 (§74.222.3), p. 611 (§75.212.11).  RS 24.261:9 (KTU 1.116) is
not the text to prove that pnm, "face', is of feminine gender in Ugaritic and singular in
number, since that noun is plausibly the object, not the subject, of the verb t•zr in that
passage ("you will veil [her] face').663  One may also quibble about citing the corresponding
Biblical Hebrew form as ""pªnœh,'' when, as in Ugaritic, only the plural form of the noun
meaning "face' is attested.  On p. 611, he analyzes t•zr as a 3 f.s. active form, but does not
translate the passage, providing only a general gloss (""Gesicht verschleiern'').  The only
feminine noun that could serve as subject is the divine name T˙a≥u®ka.  As this is a prose
ritual text, however, in which the deities never play active roles, it cannot be considered
plausible that this noun is the subject of the verb ("T˙a≥u®ka veils the [viz., her own] face').
This, then, is another example of T. straining the evidence to avoid taking a t-preformative
form as 2 m.s. (see above, remark to p. 211 [§41.12], etc.).664

— p. 286 (§52.5d).  One would think that the use of single quotation marks around the word
for "sun' as a translation of ßpß should signal to the reader that T. believes the word is being
used metaphorically.  That is certainly the case of RS 18.038:21 (KTU 2.39), where the
reference is without doubt to the Hittite overlord—indeed, in this letter from the king of Hatti,
it is a self-reference as "the Sun'.  It appears equally certain, however, that such is not the
reference in RS 15:125:2'-3' (KTU 2.19), where the "purity, brightness, innocence, freedom'
(√BRR) of the beneficiary of the contract is likened to that of the sun (km ßpß d brt kmt br
¬†qßlm b °n® ≤d ≤lm, "like the sun, which is ""pure,'' so is „i†qißalimu ""pure'' of ≥unu®®u-duty in
perpetuity').  Surely the point of the comparison is the brightness of the celestial orb, not that
of the Hittite sovereign.  T.'s translation of the second text, ""wie die "Sonne,' die frei ist,''
correctly represents the force of the metaphor as expressing socio-economic freedom, but it
is hardly likely that the Hittite king is being cited as a paragon of such freedom rather than
the brightness of the celestial orb.  Far more likely that the explicit simile was meant to
underscore the use of the root BRR signifying "bright, pure' (cf. Akk. zaqû) as a metaphor for
socio-economic freedom.  Hence the translation, it appears to me, should have been  ""wie
die Sonne, die "frei' ist.''

662Cf. KTU/CAT, where the verb parallel to {y®br} in text 1.19 is reconstructed as {y÷¬}, instead of {t÷¬},
the form attested in RS 2.[014]+.
663Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 655; idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 95.
664One might consider an analysis of t•zr that T. does not:  it would be a G-passive and pnm an accusative
of respect, "T˙a≥u®ka is to be veiled as to the [viz., her own] face'.  If, however, one admits the existence of
2 m.s. forms addressed to the officiant in these text, such acrobatics are not required.
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— p. 286 (§52.5e), p. 394 (§69.133.22b), p. 402 (§69.161.2), p. 402 (§69.162.2a).  Because
the plural of ®q, a textile product of uncertain identification, is attested as ®qt, T. assumes that
it is feminine in gender.  But tß≤m ®q ®n kbd, "ninety-two ®q-textiles' (RS 18.[539]:1 [KTU
4.595]), shows that the gender is masculine, for the number noun ®n/®t, "two', shows gender
agreement665 and ®n is the masculine form of that noun.  Compare the identical
morpho-syntax of tß≤m mr“ ±“d kbd, "ninety-one spears' (RS 15.083:9-10 [KTU 4.169]),
with the masculine form of the number adjective "one'.   ®q/®qt provides, therefore, an
additional example of masculine nouns with a plural in -t (on this phenomenon, see T., pp.
297-300 [§53.331] and my remark below to that section).
— p. 286 (§52.5e), p. 674 (§75.62a), p. 880 (§93.449.1).  k t÷ƒ ±rz b ymnh in RS 2.[008]+

vii 41 (KTU 1.4), a notoriously difficult passage, cannot bear the burden of proving that ±rz,
"cedar', is of feminine gender.  Because, as T. recognizes, ±rz is masculine elsewhere in the
Semitic languages, it is far more likely either that ±rz here is feminine because it has a
special meaning ("cedar shaft', or the like), and perhaps is not a /qatl/ form like the word for
"cedar', or else that t÷ƒ  is a deverbal noun following k analyzed as a preposition (/ka ta÷iƒƒi
≥arzi/, "like the X of cedar') rather than a finite form following k analyzed as a conjunction
(/k≠ ta÷÷uƒu ≥arzu/).666

— p. 286 (§52.5f).  I know of no proof that Hebrew gºren is feminine in gender, as T.
asserts.  That noun with its plural in {-t} in both Ugaritic and Hebrew plausibly belongs,
therefore, to the category of masculine nouns with plurals in {-t} rather than to that of
feminine nouns with Ø-ending in the singular.
— p. 287 (§52.5f), p. 299 (§53.331.2).  In the first paragraph cited, k®, a type of vessel
which was used as a measure, is cited as an example of a feminine noun without the
feminine morpheme {-t} on the basis of its plural k®t; in the second, the plural k®t is cited as a
possible example of a masculine noun with a plural in {-t}.  In this case the two opposite
viewpoints are not easily ascertained through the indices, for, in the index of Ugaritic words,
k® is indicated only for p. 287 and k®t only for p. 299, while the text index, usually the most
reliable way of tracking down divergent explanations, does not come into play here because
different passages are cited for the plural k®t (on p. 287, KTU 4.60:4 [RS 11.[913]; on p. 299,
KTU 4.161:7 [RS 15.066:7]).
— p. 287 (§52.5f,g), p. 299 (§53.331.3), p. 707 (§76.524.3a).  Though T. may be correct in
asserting that ®÷r, "gateway', shows plurals in both {-m} and {-t} (on the proper terminology
for expressing this phenomenon, see note below to pp. 297-300 [§53.33]), the only text that
T. cites as showing the masculine-type ending in the plural, RS 24.266:26', 28', 35' (KTU
1.119), may be interpreted otherwise.667  In the first two passages cited, he refers to kl±t ®÷rt
bht ≤nt (RS 2.[014]+ ii 3-4 [KTU 1.3]) as possible indicators of a feminine noun meaning

665T., p. 391 (§69.127).
666Cf. Pardee, Context I (1997) 263 with note 191.
667Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 681 (the form may be singular and refer to the royal entrance located on
the west side of the city).
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"gate', in Ugaritic,668 but abandons that attempt on p. 707, where a contextually less
satisfying interpretation is presented without a cross-reference to the other analysis, viz.,
""Sie (sc. ≤Anatu) verschloß die Tore des Palastes der ≤Anatu … .''
— p. 289 (§53.14), pp. 290-91 (§53.221).  Because one tends to find singular/dual
distributives in the West-Semitic languages (e.g., as in French "les pompiers ont mis leur
chapeau sur la tête' rather than "the firemen put their hats on theirs heads' as in English), it
must be considered very unlikely that {r•shm} means ""die beiden Köpfe von ihnen beiden''
(p. 290) and that {[l•]ßnhm} means ""die beiden [Zun]gen von ihnen beiden'' (p. 291).
— p. 291 (§53.222), p. 541 (§74.35).  The reading of the sixth sign in RS 1.001:2 (KTU
1.39) is not in doubt, as T.'s citation {mtntmn/r/w kbd} (p. 291) would lead the reader to
believe.  The reading as {w} is certain..669  The reading of the word mtntm, a dual meaning
"two loins', is thus as certain here as in RS 24.253:7 (KTU 1.109).  Though the singular of
this word is unattested, the dual form mtnt- leads to the conclusion that it was probably mtnt,
for, as T. makes clear in this paragraph, the dual was usually formed on the singular stem.
The plural mtnt is visible in RS 18.056:23 (KTU 1.87) and read/restored in RS 1.003:21
(KTU 1.41).670  Because the Ugaritic word for "kidneys' is, as in Hebrew, klyt, and because
it is unlikely that "sinews' would have been an important offering material, these two possible
interpretations considered by T. must be rejected in favor of the one he prefers, viz., "loins',
that is, a cut of meat from the upper mid-section of the animal (cf. English "loin', "tenderloin',
"sirloin').671  Whether {mttm} in RS 24.284:4 (KTU 1.130:19) is a scribal error (T., p. 60
[§21.354.1b]) or a true variant (/matuttªma/ ← /matuntªma/) remains uncertain.672

— p. 292 (§53.231).  Because there is no obvious reason why a noun designating a garment
that is derived from the root ≥ZR, "to gird', would be dual, it may be preferable to analyze the
-m of m•zrtm as enclitic673 rather than as the dual morpheme.
— p. 292 (§53.232a), p. 442 (§73.223.5), p. 460 (§73.273.8), p. 568 (§74.422), p. 735
(§77.51b).  In the first section cited, T. quotes RS 12.061:5 (KTU 1.78) as containing kbdm,
"two livers', with no indication that the reading is uncertain.  On pp. 292, 442, and 735, he
indicates that the reading of {b} is questionable, but says nothing about the uncertainty of the
{k}.  In fact, both the reading of "two livers' and the interpretation of the following verb,
BQR, as meaning "inspect (livers)' are uncertain.674

668Cf. Pardee, Context I (1997) 250.
669Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 17, 30 n. 71, 1263.
670Ibid., pp. 31, 149, 177-78, 470.
671Ibid., pp. 31-32.
672Ibid., pp. 732, 734.
673Del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, Diccionario II (2000) 257.
674For a full epigraphic and philological discussion, see Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 417-18, 425-27
(with references to earlier literature, to which may be added Pardee, JAOS 113 [1993] 615; idem, AuOr 16
[1998] 89 — the latter shows that T. was aware of my epigraphic and philological reservations but chose to
ignore them; indeed this article, of which T. was well aware because I sent him a copy before publication
and because it appeared before the cut-off date for the present work, is not even listed in the bibliography).
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— p. 295 (§53.322.1).  The agreement among the Massoretic vocalization of Biblical
Hebrew and  the Jewish and Christian Aramaic traditions on the vocalization of /qatl/qitl/qutl/
plurals with aspiration of third-radical /bgdkpt/ letters shows that these forms had dissyllabic
stems not only in proto-Hebrew but in proto-Aramaic as well.  That being the case, it is
necessary to group these West-Semitic languages together with Ugaritic over against Arabic,
where a very different system of plural stems is attested.
— p. 295 (§53.322.1a), p. 444 (§73.233.41), p. 642 (§75.521b).  On p. 444, T. refers to
Pardee675 in favor of the analysis of m±dtn, and hence of the dependent verb tqln, as
feminine plural in RS 24.247+:1 (KTU 1.103+); but he does not refer to the vocalized text in
the same article (p. 145) where m±dtn is vocalized as a singuler.  This preference for the
singular would become even stronger if one were to accept the classification of the noun as a
/qutl/ base (p. 295), for true plurals of nouns from this base, of which the primary function in
the Northwest-Semitic languages is to express abstract concepts, are rare.
— pp. 297-300 (§§53.331-332).  The propriety of the formulae ""Genusmarkierung im Plural
versus Genusmarkierung im Singular,'' ""Feminine Pluralendung bei formal maskulinem
Singular,'' and ""Maskuline Pluralendung bei femininem Singlar'' is debatable, at best
imprecise and at worst misleading.  Masculine nouns with a plural ending in {-t} are not
"marked' for ""feminine gender,'' as T.'s formulation might lead a non-Semitist to believe, they
only bear the plural morpheme that is more commonly attested with feminine nouns.  Fewer
feminine nouns show a plural ending in {-m}, which is more commonly attested with
masculine nouns.  Though the grammatical gender of such plural forms is rarely
demonstratable for Ugaritic, one cannot seriously suppose, and T. does not, that the Ugaritic
situation was structurally different from Hebrew, where verbal and adjectival agreements
demonstrate the gender of such nouns (e.g., n@hªrºt g@dºl≠m, "great rivers', nªß≠m †ºbºt,
"good women').  It would thus be preferable to refer to masculine nouns with feminine-type
endings and vice versa.
— p. 298 (§53.331.2), p. 302 (§53.36d), p. 311 (§54.133.2a).  Collation of RS 16.382:15
(KTU 3.5) shows that {≤lmt}, supposed since the editio princeps to be the plural of ≤lm,
"eternity',676 but the only attestation of that form, is not in fact the correct reading.  The line is
to be read {ß“r . ®l¯®˘t} and to be translated "at dawn (or) on (day) three' and its meaning in
context is "at no time in the future'.677  It has long been recognized that the formula is the
functional equivalent of Akkadian urra ßêra,678 where the second word is etymologically
cognate to the first word of the Ugaritic formula; but it now becomes clear that the Ugaritic
formula is in fact good Ugaritic and, though perhaps an attempt to reflect the Akkadian
formula, not a slavish calque.
— p. 298 (§53.331.2).  The masculine gender of qrn cannot be proven for Ugaritic by the
texts cited:  ±dr qrnt in RS 2.[004} vi 22' (KTU 1.17) may mean not ""die mächtigsten

675AfO 33 (1986) 127.
676Virolleaud, PRU II (1957) 21.
677Hawley and Pardee, forthcoming in Semitica 52.
678Virolleaud, PRU II (1957) 22.
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Hörner,'' but "I will vow horns',679 while the restoration of {[qr]nh} in line 14 of the same
text is simply incorrect (a trace of the sign preceding {nh} is visible and it cannot possible
correspond to a {r}) and any possible link between the noun qrn and a masculine verbal
form is thus eliminated.
— p. 298 (§53.331.2), p. 598 (§74.624), pp. 708-9 (§76.524.3d), p. 828 (§89.232b), p. 839
(§91.12a).  Though one may admit that the structure of the passage shows that r“bt in RS
2.[008]+ vi 53 (KTU 1.4) is plausibly—though not certainly—masculine in gender, the
interpretation of the phrase •lm r“bt as ""Amphorengötter'' is less convincing.  An argument
can be made for analyzing the noun following •lm/ilht in each entry of the list in lines 47-54
as expressing an accusatival complement to the verb ßpq, rather than in apposition to •lm/•lht,
e.g.., "he provides the gods with jars of wine',680 rather than "he provides the jar-gods with
wine'.
— p. 299 (§53.331.2).  In the highly stylized list of substitute gifts offered by various
personages in the Kirta epic to the eponymous hero, it is unlikely that {trb¬t} in col. iii, line
37 (RS 2.[003]+, KTU 1.14), represents the plural while the singular trb¬ is used elsewhere.
Given the high number of scribal errors elsewhere in this text, T.'s alternative explanation
along those lines appears preferable.
— p. 299 (§53.331.3).  One can only agree with T.'s cautious rejection of the analysis of the
signs {lßnt} in RS 17.100A+B:40' (KTU 1.84:9) as expressing the plural of lßn, "tongue'.681

— p. 300 (§53.331.4).  If ”pnt, "a type of garment', is correctly interpreted as feminine in
gender, this is more plausible because masculine and feminine forms of the word existed
(viz., ”pn and ”pnt) than because the word was grammatically masculine in the singular and
dual, feminine in the plural.  The former phenomenon is well attested in Biblical Hebrew, the
latter not—and if the Hebrew sources were more abundant there would probably be even
fewer of the latter.  In any case, the phrase {[…]”pnt . dqt} (RS 34.180,10:4 [KTU 4.765])
appears in isolation in a badly broken text682 and cannot be cited as proof of the plural in
{-t}—it may in fact be the feminine singular.683

— p. 301 (§53.34).  Though T. may well be correct in identifying ßlmm, "sacrifice of well-
being', as an example of ""Plural als Grundnumerus,'' a case can be made for ßlm in RS
34.126:31 (KTU 1.161) providing an example of the technical term appearing, as perhaps in
Punic and certainly once in Biblical Hebrew, in the singular.684

679Pardee, Context I (1997) 346 with note 37; see also below, remark to p. 313 (§54.133.2e), etc.
680Ibid., p. 262 n. 178.
681The editor of this text, Herdner, printed the four  signs without separation (CTA [1963] 135).  In
KTU/CAT, the division {l ßnt} is indicated.  This division into two words was also present in the
transliteration of this text that I made available to the editors of CAT in 1994 and subsequently to T.  Cf.
Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 451, 454, 456.
682See editions by Bordreuil in Semitica 25 (1975) 28-29 and by Bordreuil and Pardee, RSO VII (1991) text
95 (pp. 166-67).
683Bordreuil and Pardee, ibid., p. 167, translated ""‡PNT mince.''
684Bordreuil and Pardee, Syria 59 (1982) 128; idem, RSO VII (1991) 162; Pardee, Context I (1997) 306-7,
n. 13; idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 818, 819, 824.
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— p. 301 (§53.34).  In the Anmerkungen section at the end of §53.34, T. asks the reader to
compare (""Vgl. in diesem Zusammenhang'') some other words that may qualify as examples
of ""Plural als Grundnumerus.''  Two examples of the semantic category "body-parts', viz.,
°¬bt, "fingers', and ¬l≤t, "ribs', appear to be highly unlikely examples because both words
designate parts of the body that can be numbered and a singular of the latter word is attested
in Hebrew (¬éla≤).  As a lexical/grammatical concept, plurale tantum, the Latin term cited by
T. at the head of this paragraph, does not mean that a word is only attested in the plural but
that the plural form has the semantic value of a singular, i.e., that it is the Grundnumerus.  In
languages as poorly attested as the ancient Northwest-Semitic languages, it is necessary to
apply logical, grammatical, and comparative reasoning to a word that happens to be attested
only in the plural in order to determine whether it is to be classified as an example of plurale
tantum.  If T. only wished in this paragraph to point out words of which the only attestations
in Ugaritic happen to be in the plural, he should have clearly stated so.
— p. 301 (§53.34), p. 302 (§53.36).  Another dubious category in this Anmerkungen section
at the end of §53.34 is provided by the terms ksmm/k¢mm, "emmer', and ß≤rm, "barley'.685

“†m, "wheat', is not cited here, apparently because a feminine singular form “®t is attested
(see p. 255 [§51.41c], p. 300 [§53.332]).  Given T.'s usual willingness to categorize Ugaritic
forms on the basis of comparative data, the view of the three nouns that lay behind this
presentation is difficult to comprehend, for feminine singular forms are attested for both of
the other terms in Biblical Hebrew, respectively kussémet and ≈@ºrªh; consequently it
appears likely that feminine singular forms of KSM and fi≤R existed in Ugaritic and that the
situation of the two nouns in question was, therefore, no different from that of “†t/“†m.  A
similar case may be made for ÷nbm, "grapes,' for a masculine singular form of this word is
attested in Biblical Hebrew (≤´nªb).  On p. 302, ksmm, ß≤rm, ÷nbm, and ¬mqm, "raisins', are
all cited as examples of the plural being used because the entity in question is uncountable
(""nicht zählbar'').  As regards the use of the plural form, it is to be explained not, strictly
speaking, on the basis of these items being uncountable but on the fact that they are so small
as to be normally handled, both in everyday use and as economic entities, in groups rather
than as individuals.  However that may be, the certain existence of masculine and feminine
singular forms used as collectives to designate the same entities in other languages or a
similar entity in Ugaritic (“†t/“†m) shows the unlikelihood that Ugaritic lacked such collective
terms alongside the plurals.  That must be judged all the more likely for easily countable
items, such as "ribs' or "wailing women' (see next remark).
— p. 301 (§53.34), p. 478 (§73.431c).  Yet another dubious category in this Anmerkungen
section at the end of §53.34 is that of words for professional weeping women, bkyt and
mßspdt.  Both are parsed on p. 478 as participles in substantival usage and participles are
usually fully productive as to number.  I see no reason, logical or linguistic, to doubt that a
Ugaritian could refer to a single weeping woman.
— p. 302 (§53.36f).  Because Hebrew m´≤≠m designates a part of the body, usually
translated along the lines of "entrails', one may doubt that Ugaritic mm≤m means ""(viel)
Blutgerinsel.''  The parallelism with dmm, "(shed) blood', must not be inferred to suggest

685Cf. also p. 408 (§69.212).
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strict parallelism of meaning, but similarity, viz., the entrails that run out when a body is torn
to pieces.
— p. 303 (§54.111).  There is no doubt that √RP≥ normally functions to designate an
""Ahnenbezeichnung'' in Ugaritic; nevertheless, the precise meaning of rp• in the title of
≥Aqhatu's father that runs mt rp•, "man of RP≥', must be classified as uncertain.
— p. 303 (§54.111).  Asserting without a full-scale argument that the Ugaritic triptotic case
system {/-u/-i/-a/} goes back to an earlier system that would have been {/-um/-im/-am/}
leaves unexplained why the West-Semitic languages show /-m/-n/ in the plural while
Akkadian shows /-m/ in the singular.
— p. 304 (§54.112.2). Because both /ra“bªna/ and /ra“bªni/ are attested in syllabic writing
for the genitive case of the river name Ra“bªnu (modern Nahr el-Kebir), T. concludes that
nouns ending in /V:n-/ were inflected both diptotically and triptotically.  Is it not possible,
since all such data come from syllabic texts, that the triptotic inflection reflects the language
in which the texts were written, the diptotic inflection the local language?  If the diptotism of
nouns of these types is a West-Semitic phenomenon, one would expect it to influence the use
of these words in Akkadian but not necessarily that it should totally replace the proper
Akkadian inflection.
— pp. 306-7 (§51.12).  As we will see in the following remarks, not a single case of the
plural oblique form being used in syntactically nominative slot is convincing.  Indeed, this
section must be regarded as one in which T. takes one of his more "maximalist' positions (see
above, first general remark).  Though anything may be possible, the absence of case
confusion in the singular and the dual make such a confusion in the plural prima facie
unlikely.  When one further considers that what is taken as the primary marker of the
confusion in the plural, viz., {-y} in its putative use as a mater lectionis, also functions as an
enclitic particle, the inherent implausibility of the grammatical category becomes, in my eyes
at least, obvious.
— pp. 306-7 (§51.121.2a), p. 835 (§89.35).  On the analysis of the {-y} of •ly °grt in RS
15.008:4-5 as the enclitic particle (an analysis that T. on p. 306 considers only ""theoretisch''
possible), rather than as a mater lectionis proving the degradation of the case system, see
above, note 88, and remark to p. 265 (§51.44m), etc.
— pp. 306-7 (§51.121.2a).  On the analysis of mr“y in RS 24.247+:7 and 47' (KTU 1.103+)
and in RS 24.302:10' (KTU 1.140) as a feminine singular noun, rather than as a masculine
plural noun, in the wrong case and with a mater lectionis used to designate the wrong case,
see above, remark to p. 52 (§21.341.21b), etc.  It truly boggles the mind that so rare a
combination of phenomena can seriously be proposed to have been repeated three times in
two texts.
— p. 307 (§54.121.2a).  Though the interpretation of RS 24.247+:33'-34' (KTU 1.103+) must
be deemed uncertain because of its broken state, even if one admit with T. that {ymy} is
more plausibly nominative than oblique, the {-y} remains more plausibly the enclitic
particle686 than a mater lectionis for the incorrect oblique case vowel.

686Pardee, AfO 33 (1986) 125 (with note 42), 136, 146; idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 551.
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— p. 307 (§54.121.2b).  Since the editors of RS 34.126 (KTU 1.161) have consistently
interpreted {rp•m} in line 8 of that text as accusative in function,687 it can hardly be taken at
face value that ""Aufgrund des Kontextes'' the word must be taken as a case of an oblique
form used in the nominative case.  T. prefers his argument that the form must be nominative
because the surrounding verbal forms are passive; we found it more plausible to say that the
case system is used correctly elsewhere in this passage688 so the form must be considered
as saying what it says.  The "context' as an argument corresponds, therefore, to T.'s
interpretation of the passage and nothing more.  With that in mind, the verb in this line,
written {qr°}, cannot be a passive form, as it is interpreted on p. 465 (§73.332.1), etc. (see
remark below to this page).
— p. 307 (§54.121.2b).  For a recent interpretation of {rp•m} as accusative rather than
nominative in RS 2.[009]+ vi 45 (KTU 1.6), with literary arguments, see Pardee, Context I
(1997) 273 (with note 279).  T.'s argument that √H˚TK elsewhere in Northwest Semitic
means ""(ab)schneiden, bestimmen,'' rather than "to rule', as is required here if {rp•m} be in
the accusative, cannot carry the day, for Ugaritic has two or three nouns based on this root
that express parental relationships,689 and the verbal usage in RS 2.[009]+ may well be
denominative, expressing a benevolent rule of the familial type.
— p. 310 (§54.133.1b), p. 513 (§74.222.2), p. 650 (§75.527a), p. 863 (§93.33).  Because no
statement of the application of the medication is mentioned in the text if {yßt} in RS
24.258:31' (KTU 1.114) is derived from fi(Y)T, "to put', the verb in question is more
plausibly fiTY, "to drink'.690  On the formal parallel between this text and medical texts, see
below, remarks to p. 646 (§75.522), etc.
— pp. 310-13 (§54.133.2).  For a noun in the accusative case where the accusative is
expressing an adverbial notion and which is expanded ""durch ein enklitisches -m,'' T.
proposes two analyses/vocalizations:  /-am/, which would consist of the accusative vowel
plus ""Mimation,'' and /-amma/, which would consist of the accusative vowel plus ""Mimation''
plus the ""Enklitische Partikel -m = /-ma/.''  I see no reason to resort to mimation to explain the

687Bordreuil and Pardee, Syria 59 (1982) 123, 126; idem, in Une bibliothèque (1991) 155, 156-57; Pardee,
in Verse in Ancient Near Eastern Prose (1993) 209; idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 818, 821; idem, Ritual
and Cult (2002) 87; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 63, 64.
688T.'s view expressed below (p. 316 [§54.215]) that the case system appears not to be used consistently in
this text has no foundation and is to be rejected.  It appears to be a remnant, otherwise rather thoroughly
eradicated in this grammar, of T.'s earlier view that this text is representative of ""late Ugaritic'' (cf.
""Morphologische Besonderheiten des Spätugaritischen,'' UF 25 [1993] 389-94, and my criticisms thereof in
Les textes rituels [2000] 202 n. 243; 821 nn. 26, 29).  Whether or not one accept that ≥Il≠milku's work was
late (cf. Dalix, CRAI 1997, p. 819-24; idem, Semitica 48 [1998], p. 5-15; Pardee, Context I [1997] 241 n. 3;
idem, ""Le traité d'alliance RS 11.772+,'' Semitica 51 [2001] 5-31), a very high percentage of the other
Ugaritic texts date to the last decades of the kingdom of Ugarit; if one accept that the texts inscribed by
≥Il≠milku date to the same period, then there is virtually nothing but ""late'' Ugaritic.
689Del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, Diccionario I (1996) 183.
690Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 22, 23, 72.  On parsing the form as indicative
imperfective, rather than as a jussive as I did here, see remark below to p. 662 (§75.532).
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Ugaritic forms, a very rare phenomenon in the singular in West Semitic,691 when accusative
plus the enclitic particle are all one needs, i.e., /-ama/.  In any case, such Hebrew forms as
yômªm, "by day', could have arisen from /yômama/ or from /yômam/, but probably not from
/yômamma/, for /a/ in a sharpened syllable at the end of a word in proto-Hebrew most
commonly shows up as pata“, not as qame¬, in the Massoretic tradition.  Remarkably,
though T. includes dual and plural forms in his list, he does not discuss their vocalization.
Apparently this is because mimation is part of the marking of the dual and plural absolute
forms, and none of them shows an additional {-m}—hence such adverbial accusatives (i.e.,
obliques) were not expanded with another enclitic {-m}.  I would deduce from this fact that
the vocalization of the two was probably similar, if not identical and hence that the adverbial
enclitic was /-ma/ (perhaps with a dissimilatory form /-mi/) just like the dual/plural element.
It is well known that enclitic {-m} is very rarely attached to masculine dual/plural absolute
forms.692

— p. 311 (§54.133.2a).  As has already been observed,693 the reading {ymm} is incorrect in
KTU/CAT 5.9:4 (RS 16.265):  what these authors and the original editor694 took as a second
{m} is in fact one of two {†}s inscribed on the right edge of the tablet.  This word does not,
therefore, provide an example of enclitic {-m} attached to a noun in the adverbial
accusative.
— p. 311 (§54.133.2a).  Neither does {llm} exist in RS 24.255:2 (KTU 1.111) to provide an
example of ll, "night', in the adverbial accusative with enclitic {-m}: the {m} is in fact two
signs, {÷z}.695

— p. 311 (§54.133.2a), p. 747 (§81.25). {±”rm} in RIH 78/14:12' (CAT 1.163:5), though
certainly used adverbially, may mean "thereafter', rather than ""hintereinander.''696

— p. 312 (§54.133.2c).  TB≤, "to depart', is indeed construed with the preposition ≤M in RS
15.098:13-14 (KTU 2.17:6-7), but the meaning there is "to depart with', not "to depart to', as
the listing here would lead one to believe.
— p. 312 (§54.133.2d), p. 477 (§73.431b), p. 482 (§73.513.5a), p. 666 (§75.536).  T. does
not explain why an adjective or a participle that is in apposition with a subject noun should
be an adverbial accusative ""der Art und Weise.''  It appears just as plausible, if not more so,
that bky in the phrase ytn gh bky, "He gave forth his voice, crying' (RS 3.325+ i 13-14 [KTU
1.16]), should be in the nominative.  Indeed, in this particular case, since g would be an

691The phenomenon is rare in West Semitic but even rarer in T.'s subject index, where the word does not
appear.
692Below, pp. 825-32 (§89.2), very few are listed:  a rapid scan discovered only {≤¬rmm} (RS 24.291:17 =
KTU 1.132)—the identical from twice repeated in RS 24.266:20'-21' (KTU 1.119) is not cited here, though
the passage is translated on p. 367 (§63.14, 15).  {≤¬rmm} should in all three passages have been in the
nominative case, though it is uncertain whether the noun is in the dual or the plural (Pardee, Les textes
rituels [2000] 676-77; T. translates both passages as containing the dual).
693Pardee and Whiting, BSOAS 50 (1987) 11 n. 24.
694Virolleaud, PRU II (1957) 39.
695Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 619, 620, 1282.
696Ibid., pp. 863, 869-70.
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accusative of direct object, bky, if expressed in the accusative, would appear to the listener
to be agreeing with that noun rather than saying something about the subject.  What T. has
done in this section is to present as morpho-syntactically identical (1) adjectival phrases that
provide an element of description of the subject of the sentence and (2) nouns with an
adverbial function—the reader deserves an explanation for why these two categories have
been considered to have been marked identically.  Finally, as regards bky in this phrase, on
pp. 482 and 666 T. presents as an option the analysis as an infinitive, which analysis seems
to be proven correct by the phrase ttn gh bky, "she raises her voice in weeping', in RS 3.325+

ii 36 (KTU 1.16).697  In this passage at least, the infinitive may indeed be in the accusative,
functioning as an adverbial noun ("she gives forth her voice as regards weeping').
— p. 313 (§54.133.2d).  It is equally uncertain that the terms ßrp and ßlmm, which express
the category to which a series of offered items belongs ("burnt-offering' and "peace-offering',
respectively) and which are placed in apposition to the list of offered items, were adverbial
accusatives.  It appears equally likely that they are morphologically as well as syntactically
appositional to the list of items offered.698  T.'s translation ""als Brandopfer / ßlmm-Opfer''
may be taken to indicate that he has classified them as adverbials because they require
translation by prepositional phrases.  The preposition in question, however, expresses
equality,699 and, in the absence of an argument to the contrary, one may be allowed to
surmise that the semantic equality was expressed by morpho-syntactic identity.
—  p. 313 (§54.133.2e), p. 844 (§91.314.1).  T.'s solution for the different distributions of ±dr
in RS 2.[004} vi 20-23 (KTU 1.17), viz., that the form would always be a substantival
adjective (""die mächtigsten Hörnen'' [l. 22], ""die größte der Eschen'' [l. 20]) but in line 23 not
be in the construct with the noun it modifies (instead, the noun would be in the adverbial
accusative:  ±dr b ÷l •l qnm, ""das größte an Schilfrohren (qnm) im göttlichen(?) Röhricht''), is
not altogether convincing.  When the solution of taking ±dr as the 1 c.s. /YQTL/ form of
NDR, "to vow' (see above, remark to p. 298 [§53.331.2]), does not involve this
morpho-syntactic difficulty, and when it accounts for other features of the list better than
does the analysis of ±dr as adjectival (the principal problem is that ±dr shows no variation in
form though one might expect qrnt in line 22 to be feminine [see above, remark to p. 298,
§53.331.2] while qnm in line 23 is certainly plural700), it should be given more serious
consideration.
—  p. 313 (§54.133.2e), p. 402 (§69.162.1a), p. 408 (§69.211),  p. 879 (§93.448).  I see no
reason why ksp in the sentence ksp ”mßm •s≤, "silver, fifty (shekels), I will draw forth

697The proposal to emend to {bky<t>} here (p. 60 [§21.354.1a], p. 204 [§33.441], p. 482 [§73.513.5a]) is
not even mentioned on p. 666, where only the analysis as an infinitive is registered.
698Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 19.
699I have introduced these phrases with ""(comme)'' in French (ibid., p.18 et passim—the parentheses, in this
more literal translation, are intended to express the absence of a lexical marker of equivalence in Ugaritic)
and with ""as'' in English (Ritual and Cult [2002] 28 et passim—without parentheses in this translation,
intended to be more idiomatic, see p. 99 n. 4).
700This fact requires T. here to translate the adjective as singular, while in the two other instances cited he
translates as dual/plural.
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(= pay)', should be an adverbial accusative (this analysis is proposed on p. 313, where T.
translates ""an Silber''; on p. 402, he translates ""an/in Silber'') rather than an accusative of
direct object (on pp. 408 and 879, T. translates without ""an'' or ""in'').  T. explicitly parses •s≤
as from NS≤ (p. 171 [§33.212b] p. 449 [§73.243.21], p. 598 [§74.624], p. 627 [§75.42]) and
as a transitive verb (p. 598), and there is no obvious reason why ksp should not be taken as
the direct object of that verb and ”mßm as an appositional explicative to ksp.  The
vocalization would be the same, /kaspa ”amiß≠ma/, in either analysis.
—  pp. 314-15 (§54.214a), p. 319 (§54.221c), p. 319 (§54.222), p. 771 (§82.39).  In the first
section cited, T. manages to use over half a page (twenty-six lines) to argue that {lksh},
which is to be emended to {l ks•!}, in RS 34.126:20 (KTU 1.161) is a vocative formula ("O
throne'), rather than a prepositional one ("from the throne'), without mentioning the fact that
the editors of the text have always taken the formula as prepositional and, in the official
editio princeps, have provided explicit arguments against the analysis as a vocative.701  The
most important of these arguments are: (1) the vocative of this very word appears in line 13,
without the l, and (2) this passage is indubitably imitating three passages from the Baal
Cycle (RS 2.[022]+ vi 12, 25 [KTU 1.5], RS 2.[009]+ i 7 [KTU 1.6]), where someone is said
to descend "after Ba≤lu'; in the first of these, the god ≥Ilu "descends from the throne' (YRD + l
ks•), the very same verb-preposition combination as in RS 34.126.  In §54.222, T. provides
another argument against his analysis of the particle when he remarks that RS 34.126:20
provides the only example of the vocative particle occurring at the end of a poetic
line-segment that depends syntactically on the following line.
— p. 315 (§54.214b), pp. 316-17 (§54.215), p. 317 (§54.221a), p. 336 (§54.52), p. 337
(§54.62).  T. considers {ks•} in RS 34.126:13 (see preceding remark) to represent an
""endlose Form'' /kussi≥/ but provides no argument in favor of that hypothesis.  The form °my,
"O my mother', in RS 16.379:21 (KTU 2.30), if it indeed be vocative, makes it very plausible
that the vocative not introduced by a vocative particle did in fact bear a case ending, for there
is no evidence that pronominal suffixes were attached to zero-ending forms — the evidence
for such forms in Ugaritic is limited primarily to proper nouns, which normally may not
receive pronominal suffixes.702  Bordreuil and I have argued that, if the vocative particle l
was identical with the preposition, which would always have been followed by the genitive,
the vocative expressed without a vocative particle may have been in the genitive case by
analogy with the prepositional expression thereof.703  T. accepts below (p. 804 [§84.12]) the

701Bordreuil and Pardee, Une bibliothèque (1991) 154, 155, 159-60.
702I have translated the form as vocative with pronominal suffix (AfO 31 [1984] 225; on p. 230, I vocalized
""≥ummaya,'' assuming at the time that the accusative case was used to express the vocative) as does T. (p.
52 [§21.341.21a], p. 218 [§41.221.15a], p. 319 [§54.221d], p. 729 [§77.392], p. 883 [§94.21]).  On p. 52, T.
explicitly identifies the {y} of {°my} as a mater lectionis, but he does not say why that should be the case.
The only possibility appears to be that he is taking the vocative case here as the nominative, for that is the
only case where consonantal {-y} is not expected.  {ks•} in RS 34.126:13 cannot, however, be in the
nominative case, which would be written {ks°}, so T. must be assuming that different base forms were used
in the vocative depending on whether or not a pronominal suffix was attached to the noun.  Is that
plausible?
703Une bibliothèque (1991) 158.
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hypothesis that this l is identical with the emphatic particle /la/, rather than with the
preposition, in spite of the fact that only Arabic shows a parallel usage, viz., a particle /la/ or
/li/ inserted between the vocative particle /yª/ and the noun, which is in the genitive, and the
origin of which T. accepts to have been in the preposition.  Unfortunately, if the example of
RS 34.126:20 be rejected, as it must be (see preceding remark), there is no other example
yet attested of this particle l attached to a singular noun ending in /≥/ to provide information
regarding the case with which the particle was used.  The Arabic use of /la/li/ followed by
the genitive may not be ignored, however, in identifying the Ugaritic particle and its syntactic
relationship to the following word.
— p. 317 (§54.221a), p. 505 (§73.634a), p. 634 (§75.512).  T. does not mention the
possibility of taking tqh and tqyn(h) in RS 3.367 i 18', 34' (KTU 1.2) as derived from
separate roots, the first from WQH, "to obey', the second from WQY, "to fear' or "to
protect'.704  If such were the correct analysis, the parallelism would have been based on the
similarity of the two roots, rather than on repetition of the same root.
— pp. 320-25 (§54.3).  T.'s classification of the adverbial morpheme {-h} as a case in the
narrow sense of the word appears to rest entirely on his identification of the /h/ with the /ß/ of
the Akkadian dative case (/iß/).  Thus he considers Ugaritic nouns bearing pronominal
suffixes that require an adverbial translation as examples of ""terminative ohne h-Marker''
alongside his putative examples of defective writing of the adverbial morpheme (p. 322
[§54.316]).  For the analysis of the West-Semitic forms as consisting of a deictic morpheme
attached to the accusative case, see remark above to pp. 151-52 (§33.131.1), etc.  That the
Ugaritic/Hebrew morpheme could not have been a case morpheme is shown unequivocally
by the fact that, when it is attached to (dual and) plural nouns, it appears after the mimation
(e.g., ßmmh, "to the heavens'), i.e., after the case and number markings (cf. /mi¬ráyma/ in
Hebrew).705  One must also note that the Akkadian form is /-iß/, whereas the Ugaritic-
Hebrew forms certainly had an /a/-vowel, a difference that T. makes no attempt to explain,
neither here nor in UF 33 (2001) 626-29.  For a possible remnant of proto-Semitic /-iß/ in
Northwest Semitic that is phonetically more appealing, see above, remark to p. 152
(§33.132).  If the Northwest-Semitic adverbial morpheme {-h} is in any sense related to the
Akkadian dative morpheme, it cannot be as a remnant of that same case in proto-West
Semitic because of the problems of morpheme sequencing just stated (see also above, note
293, where the Hebrew data are cited); it would have to be as some kind of a secondary
borrowing and the identification as a deictic particle appears, for that reason, more plausible.
— p. 321 (§54.315.1), p. 323 (§54.316), p. 366 (§63.123), p. 831 (§89.27a).  T. must be
congratulated for going against the trend of considering the {-h} of {l ≤nth} in RS 1.005:13

704Pardee, Context I (1997) 246.
705T. considers pnm a possible case of the terminative case without {-h} on the analogy of Hebrew
pªn≠`mªh, "on the inside' (p. 323 [§54.312.2f]) without remarking that the case and numbers markers occur
before the -mªh.  In UF 33 (2001) 628, T. avers that his putative case ending is attached ""im maskulinen
Plural sehr wahrscheinlich an das Nomen mit Endung -¨m(a)'' with no attempt to explain how such as thing
is possible. It goes against the grain of Semitic morpheme structure for a case ending to follow a
case/number marker that consisted of the case/number marker itself and enclitic /-ma/.
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(KTU 1.43) as only pronominal:706  the possibility must be considered that the {-h} is the
adverbial morpheme.707  On the other hand, his assertion that the second sign may be {®}
rather than {≤} must be rejected.708

— pp. 321-23 (§54.315.2).  T. argues that the locative morpheme {-h} may sometimes be
written ""defektiv,'' whatever that might mean for Ugaritic.  When used for the writing
systems of the later Northwest-Semitic languages, the term refers to a long vowel not
followed by a one of the consonants used as matres lectionis.  But T., to the contrary of some
earlier scholars,709 considers the {h} of the locative morpheme to be consonantal in Ugaritic,
viz., not a mater lectionis for /ª/ (pp. 151-52 [§33.131.1], p. 320 [§54.311]).  In any case,
none of T.'s arguments for the presence of the locative morpheme without a graphic indicator
is convincing.  For example, the absence of {-h} in the Baal Cycle may reflect the oral
tradition proper to that cycle—it would, in any case, be astonishing that this most archaic of
the Ugaritic poetic cycles should show an orthographic/phonetic feature that must, according
to T.'s view of the origin of the morpheme, be secondary.  For another, the occurrence of a
self-same word with and without the particle in parallel passages in the Kirta cycle may
reflect simply the interchangeability of the particle and the adverbial accusative; or, since
that text contains a great many writing errors, the omission of {-h} could be erroneous.  The
most basic counter-argument, however, is that if the /-h/ dropped from the morpheme that he
considers to be /-ah/ or /-ª/—and the latter is highly implausible—, the resultant form would
in the singular be identical with the adverbial accusative (see above, remark to pp. 151-52
[§33.131.1], etc.).  One can only conclude, as I have already done in the remark just cited,
that, just as in proto-Hebrew, with remnants visible in Biblical Hebrew, the use of the
locative morpheme {-h} and of the adverbial accusative were in something approaching free
variation.
— p. 321 (§54.315.2b).  There is nothing special about ±r¬ in RS 92.2014:12 (RSO XIV 52)
being an adverbial accusative, as one might infer from T.'s creation of an ""Anm[erkung]'' for
this passage alone in which it is asserted that this may be an example of ""defektive
Schreibung'' (or, alternatively, of the accusative of direction).710

— p. 322 (§54.315.2c), p. 325 (§54.323a).  T. presents {ß ”mnh nkl} in RS 24.250+:14
(KTU 1.106) as a possible example of the locative morpheme occurring within a construct

706  In addition to the  references cited by Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 247-48 and by T., p. 323, see,
M. Dijkstra, ""El, YHWH and their Asherah. On Continuity and Discontinuity in Canaanite and Ancient
Israelite Religion,'' pp. 43-73 in Ugarit. Ein ostmediterranes Kulturzentrum im Alten Orient. Ergebnisse und
Perspektiven der Forschung. Band I:  Ugarit und seine altorientalische Umwelt (Abhandlungen zur Literatur
Alt-Syrien-Palästinas 7; Münster: Ugarit-Verlag, 1995) 51, n. 37; P. Merlo, La dea Aßratum - A®iratu -
Aßera. Un contributo alla storia della religione semitica del Nord (Facultas S. Theologiae, Theses ad
doctoratum in S. Theologiae; Mursia: Pontificia Università Lateranense, 1998) 197 n. 204.
707Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 218, 219, 247-48.
708Ibid., pp. 216, 1266.
709J. Blau and S. Loewenstamm, ""Zur Frage der scriptio plena im Ugaritischen und Verwandtes,'' UF 2
(1970) 19-33.
710Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 830; Bordreuil and Pardee, RSO XIV (2001) 387-88; idem, Manuel
(2004) II 70.
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chain ("a ram in the ‡MN-sanctuary of Nikkal'), but rejects that syntactic analysis in favor of
seeing a syntactic break after {”mnh} (on p. 325, he cites this and the following phrase
without including nkl in either).  Though the former analysis cannot be deemed certain, the
regularity of use of {-h} in construct chains in old Hebrew (both in inscriptions and in
Biblical Hebrew) and the paucity of cases of the absence of {-h} in Ugaritic where one
might have expected it (the parallelism of≤lmh with dr dr in the ≥Aqhatu text is cited)
certainly make it plausible.711

— p. 321 (§54.315.2), p. 324 (§54.323a).  It must be deemed improbable, on the other hand,
that {®÷rh rßp} in RS 12.061:3-4 (KTU 1.78) contains the adverbial morpheme.  There the
{-h} is a pronominal suffix referring back to ßpß, viz., "her gate-keeper (being) Raßap'.712

— p. 325 (§54.323a), p. 568 (§74.422), p. 670 (§75.537e).  There is certainly nothing wrong
with T.'s proposal to analyze {tpnn} in RS 24.248:16 (KTU 1.104) as a D-passive, /YQTL/
3 m.pl. (subj. np¬m, "outfits'), but he might at least have considered the possibility of taking it
as D-active, energic, 2 m.s.713  But of course, as we have seen above (remark to p. 211
[§41.12], etc.) and shall see below, T. does not believe that any such forms are to be found
in the prescriptive ritual texts.
— p. 325 (§54.323a), p. 372 (§64.22).  Several remarks may be offered with respect to T.'s
attempt to explain ”¬t in RS 1.001:10 (KTU 1.39) as an ""Ortsangabe'' rather than a common
noun meaning "half'.  (1) As demonstrated above (remark to p. 123 [§32.146.23a]), mlt“
cannot mean "half' and thus one of T.'s apparent motivations to discredit that meaning for ”¬t
disappears.  (2) The interpretation of ”¬th as "half of it (i.e., the preceding grain offering)' is
not so ""kontextuell unwahrscheinlich'' as T. would have it:  generations of scholars have so
interpreted the passage714 and I had no difficulty accepting that meaning in my recent
commentary of the text.715  (3) T.'s attempt to find the word {”¬t} in another passage, RS
24.296A:11' (KTU 1.136:11), must be rejected:  as has been registered in CAT, the reading
of the line is {l•lz¬t[…]}716 and if one wishes to read {”} for {z}, that constitutes an

711Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 590, 591.
712Ibid., pp. 416-21, with previous bibliography.
713Les textes rituels (2000) 567, 570.  My hesitant proposal on p. 570 and in the glossary (p. 1198) to see
in {tpnn} an L-stem form is not supported by any data gathered here by T.:  all such forms are from hollow
or geminate roots.
714The situation is complicated by the  fact that the word was originally  read as {”¬≤}.  The first to have
suggested the reading with {t} was, as nearly as I can determine, Ginsberg (Kitve Ugarit [Jerusalem:
Bialik Foundation, 1936] 112), but without a supporting note.  Since that date, all the translators and
commentators whom I have consulted (see bibliography in Les textes rituels [2000] 16) have taken the word
as meaning "half'.
715Ibid., pp. 19, 64; in English, Ritual and Cult (2002) 68.
716T. remarks that this reading is new in CAT without indicating that it was also present in the transcriptions
of Ugaritic texts by Bordreuil and myself that we made available to him for the purpose of including the
data therefrom in this grammar.
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emendation.717  (4) T. offers no better etymology for the word than the obvious comparison
with Hebrew H˚„Y.
— p. 325 (§54.323c).  Perhaps {“d®h} in RS 24.248:18 (KTU 1.104) does not mean ""bei
Neumond'' but "anew, again'.718  For a more detailed remark on this passage, see above on
p. 211 (§41.12), etc.
— p. 325 (§54.323c), p. 332 (54.423c).  (“d®m} in RS 19.015:13 (KTU 1.91) probably does
not mean ""zu Neumond'' and is not linked to the next line because in lines 3-20 of this text
each line is devoted to a separate festival unless there be an epigraphic indication of the
contrary (l. 14).  Rather, the {-m} marks the plural and refers to a series of new-moon
festivals.719  The basic form of the entries in lines 3-20, where the sacrificial festivals are
cited by a name or catch-phrase, also speaks against seeing {“d®m} as the equivalent of {b
“d®} (p. 332) in the standard ritual texts:  only one festival-name is introduced by b in this
text, and there the meaning is local (l. 15); the only names that incorporate a temporal
element are two that begin k + ≤RB, "when such-and-such a deity enters' (ll. 10, 11), and
they refer to liturgies that are not defined in terms of a day of the month.  Because none of
the other temporal expressions that consist of b + day of the month occurs in this text, that is
probably not the function of “d®m.  Finally, as is clear from a statistical analysis of the ritual
texts, the offerings at the new moon, though undoubtedly ideologically important, were not
particularly numerous,720 and grouping these festivals for administrative purposes, as here,
may be considered a reasonable procedure.
— pp. 326-35 (§54.4).  T. devotes these ten pages to a presentation of examples of a
locative case for which the internal proofs are limited to two:  {¬b° ßpß}, "at the rising of the
sun' (RS 1.003:47, 53, paralleled elsewhere by {ßb± ßpß}721) and {sp°y}, "as a source of
devouring' (RS 2.[009]+ vi 11 [KTU 1.6]).  At the beginning of the proofs (p. 326 [§54.412])
are also listed the four cases of the infinitive used "absolutely' from III-≥ verbs and which
show {°}, hence an ending in a /u/-vowel.  There is no obvious reason why the latter should
be "locative',722 and even less that the narrative use of the infinitive, of which he lists three
examples with /≥/ that show {°}, should be "locative' (below, p. 335 in an ""Anm[erkung]'' to
§54.423g, T. suggests that the locative may be the regular case of the narrative infinitive).
Moreover, neither of the first two examples is ""locative'' in the strict sense of the term (the
first is temporal, the second the apparent equivalent of a purpose clause [ytn b≤l ±”ym sp°y,
"Ba≤lu has given my own brothers that I should devour (them)']).  The question must,

717Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 755.
718Ibid., pp. 567, 570-71.
719Ibid., pp. 491, 408-9.
720Ibid., pp. 925-27, 1052-66.
721Ibid., pp. 199-202.
722T. asserts below (p. 329 [§54.422]) that in the comparable Akkadian construction the parªsu(ma) forms
are locative, but provides no proof to that effect, not even to the extent of citing an Akkadian grammar.
Even admitting the correctness of the identification of the Akkadian forms, however, that analysis may be
correct for Ugaritic only if the locative case (still) existed there.
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therefore, remain open as to whether Ugaritic had an adverbial case in -/¨˜/ or whether the
infinitive used "absolutely' was in the nominative case and the first two cases cited represent
nothing but this "absolute' use of the infinitive.  T. lays out his methodology explicitly on p.
328 (§54.421):  because the locative case is difficult to distinguish from the adverbial
accusative, the most likely Ugaritic examples will be those that are similar to locative
formulae in Akkadian, where the writing system allows it to be isolated.  The methodology
would be acceptable if the existence of the case itself were more solidly established as a
productive grammatical category:  the basic problem is that all of T.'s examples except those
already discussed in this remark could be adverbial accusatives.  T. recognizes the
questionable nature of the methodology (""methodologisch fragwürdig'') but prefers setting up
a long list of questionable Ugaritic examples over simply saying that the case may exist but
that there is no way of determining whether that is in fact the case nor how widespread its
use may have been.  It must be said that, because of the linguistic separation between
Akkadian and Ugaritic and because of the dubiety regarding the very existence of the case
in Ugaritic (beyond, perhaps, a few frozen forms), the Ugaritic examples cited have nothing
but heuristic value and should not have been cited in a grammar of the Ugaritic language.  In
his conclusion to this section (p. 335 [§54.424]), T. asserts that, because the locative is not
exclusively used with prepositional forms (on the difficulties of such forms that T. claims to
exist, see below), the case must be ""zumindest bedingt produktiv.''  I would say that the two
cases of nouns with {°} are at the inner limit of being sufficient to prove the existence of the
case itself, let alone its productive nature.  As an illustration of the problematic nature of the
methodology, one may think of what could be done with the dual in Biblical Hebrew if the
language were written entirely defectively, had no tradition of vocalization, and were as
poorly attested in texts as poorly preserved as is the case of Ugaritic:  working as does T.,
one could easily come to the conclusion that the dual was a productive grammatical number
in Hebrew whereas, in spite of provable dual forms being far more numerous than are even
debatable examples of the Ugaritic locative case, the dual number is indubitably only a
grammatical relic in Hebrew.
— p. 326 (§54.412), p. 482 (§73.513.5).  As we have just seen, in §54.412 T. presents the
/-u/ ending of the infinitive in the "absolute' or paronomastic construction (e.g., {÷m° gm•t},
"are you indeed thirsty', in RS 2.[008]+ iv 33' [KTU 1.4]) as representing the locative case;
that analysis is the only one indicated there.  In §73.513.5, on the other hand, this morpheme
is identified as ""Lok[ativ] oder Nom[inativ].''
— p. 326 (§54.412).  RS 16.394 is too badly damaged to allow for a certain analysis of
{y¬°} in {[…]¯w˘ y¬° . ±n¯k˘[…]} (l. 40' = KTU 2.31:36) as an infinitive:  it could be a
participle.
— p. 327 (§54.415), p. 333 (§54.423d), p. 771 (§82.39), p. 874 (§93.422.3), p. 892
(§96.22b).  There is nothing in RS 1.005 (KTU 1.43) to lead one to believe that p≤nm, "on
foot', in lines 24 and 25 means ""barfuß'' (the interpretation preferred pp. 327, 333, over ""zu
Fuß''; on pp. 874, 892, the translation is  ""barfuß'' with no indication of an alternative).723

723One may doubt that b p≤nh (// b ”rÿ≤h) in RS 2.[012] i 40' (KTU 1.12) means simply "on foot', as T.
claims (p. 333).
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The point of the expression is that the king, who would normally, when  on outings, have
ridden or been carried, must participate in this procession on foot.724  Nor does it appear
likely to me that the form is in the locative case and that the -m is enclitic (both preferred
explanations):  the king has to walk on both feet, not on only one, so the form is more
plausibly simply the dual, and the case may be the oblique (= accusative), rather than the
poorly substantiated locative, supposedly an instrumental locative (p. 333).  Finally, we have
another case of indecision here, for on p. 771 T. translates ""zu Fuß'' with no indication of the
interpretation preferred above and below.
— p. 328 (§54.416).  It cannot be admitted that ""Eine Hilfe bei Identifikation [des Lokativs]
ist das häufig als Erweiterung des Lok. bezeugte enklitische -m.''  The enclitic -m is attached
to all parts of speech, and it provides no help whatever in distinguishing between an
adverbial accusative and a putative locative.
— p. 328 (§54.417).  Akkadian usage of ina + noun in locative case is insufficient basis for
identifying the same syntax in Ugaritic.  Not only is the very existence of the case itself as a
productive grammatical category dubious, but there is no reason to doubt that b would have
been followed by the genitive in all cases.  Claiming that such is the case because one gets
the interchange of forms with and without b in a given passage is insufficient; these may
simply represent the interchange of adverbials expressed by the preposition and by the case
system (accusative or locative).
— p. 328 (§54.417), p. 332 (§54.423c), p. 832 (§89.27b).  T.'s analysis of {b≤lm} in RS
24.643:3 and 11 (KTU 1.148) represents one of the more flagrant and regrettable errors of
the book.  Because these sacrificial sequences correspond directly to the deity lists in which
the multiple hypostases of Ba≤lu are written {b≤lm}, because that sequence corresponds
formally to {dIM 2} through {dIM 7} in the Akkadian versions of this deity list, that
sequence of signs in RS 24.643:3-4 and 11-12 can only mean "(for) another Ba≤lu', not ""am
nächsten Tag.''725  ≤lm alone means "on the next day' (see below, remark to p. 331
[§54.423a]), and it is unthinkable that the otherwise unattested formula b ≤lm would occur
multiple times, one after the other, in this text (T.'s analysis requires that the text read "in on
the next day, in on the next day, in on the next day', etc., with no intervening liturgical act of
any kind).  To the extent that T.'s analysis is based on KTU/CAT's unacceptable
reconstruction of line 3 with only two tokens of {b≤lm}, by which a discrepancy is created
between this text and the corresponding deity list, it must be observed that the epigraphic
situation was clarified in detail as early as 1992726 and had been described more briefly four

724For this interpretation and bibliography, see Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 259-60.
725Ibid., commentaries of RS 1.017, RS 24.264, and RS 24.643, where the alphabetic and syllabic data are
outlined and discussed (see in particular the handy chart on p. 292).  T. refers to the correct interpretation as
an alternative on p. 332; on p. 832, he presents it with a question mark among ""sonstige (mögliche)
Belege'' of enclitic {-m} and refers the reader back to §54.423c.
726Pardee, Syria 69 (1992) 160; cf. Les textes rituels (2000) 792; BASOR 320 (2000) 67.  In this case as in
so many others, T.'s data are not presented consistently:  on p. 332, he says that {b≤lm} occurs five times in
lines 3 and 4, six times in lines 11 and 12, whereas on p. 832 he says that the sign sequence occurs ""jeweils
sechsmal'' (which is the correct description of the situation).  Nowhere does he say that lines 3 and 4 are
largely reconstructed.
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years earlier.727  Many things are uncertain in Ugaritic, but choosing to ignore one of the
comparatively few interpretations of a passage that are established by specific textual
correlations and replacing that well-established understanding of the text with one that has
no parallels and makes no sense can only discredit the grammarian.  Furthermore, when this
is done in the interest of establishing a dubious grammatical category (the locative case) and
an even more dubious syntactic category (the use of the locative case with a preceding
preposition), one's faith in the grammarian's objectivity is shaken.
— p. 328 (§54.417), p. 332 (§54.423c).  ±”r is too well known as an adverb meaning
"thereafter' to give serious consideration to T.'s proposal to take it as a preposition followed
by the noun in the locative case in RS 2.[003]+ iv 33, 46 (KTU 1.14).
— p. 328 (§54.417), p. 333 (§54.423d).  The simple fact that the Ugaritic expression is l bl
("without') whereas the Akkadian expression cited as support for taking bl as in the locative
case has ina should give the grammarian pause.  As an example of the formula consisting of
preposition + locative case it must be judged worthless.
— p. 330 (§54.423a), p. 739 (§81.11e), p. 799 (§83.231b), p. 853 (§92.232a), p. 885
(§95.11).  T.'s treatments of p in the phrase w yd •lm p in RS 4.475:11-12 (KTU 2.10) is
more ambivalent than is required by the text itself.  In the first section cited he claims that the
adverb p, which appears only in this passage, may have had the locative case attached to it,
but the very existence of the case is in doubt, even more its unnecessary attachment to a
lexical adverb.  In the second, he identifies p as an adverb, but says that it may be a
conjunction, provides a cross-reference to the section on the conjunction p, but, when one
goes to that section, one finds no reference to this passage.  T.'s basic interpretation of lines
11-13 (w yd •lm p k mtm ≤z m•d) is : "" Une die "Hand'/"Hände' der Götter ist/sind hier(?) sehr
stark, (so stark) wie Menschen / wie der Tod'' (pp. 739, 799); his ambivalence regarding the
status of p is expressed by replacing hier by ellipsis points on pp. 853, 885.  Only once, on p.
885, does he attempt to explain why the predicate adjective ≤z does not agree with the noun
it is supposed to be modifying, viz., yd, a feminine noun.  There he proposes two
explanations:  (1) ""Genusinkongruenz''; (2) yd would be ""Pl.cs.'' and ≤z a /QTLa/ verbal form
rather than an adjective.  The first would involve a simple scribal error, while the second is
out of the question as stated:  the plural of yd is in all probability ydt,728 as in Hebrew, and,
however that may be, it is not the plural that is used to express two paired body parts when

727Pardee, ""An Evaluation of the Proper Names from Ebla from a West Semitic Perspective:  Pantheon
Distribution According to Genre,'' Eblaite Personal Names and Semitic Name-Giving.  Papers of a
Symposium Held in Rome July 15-17, 1985 (Archivi Reali di Ebla Studi, vol. 1; Rome: Missione
Archeologica Italiana in Siria, 1988) 119-51, esp. p. 138 n. 84.
728A word ydt of which the meaning is unclear appears in two economic texts (RS 18.024:9 [KTU 4.158] and
RS 94.2600:8 [preliminary presentation in Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004), text 48 in the Choix de
textes]), in the first case as the designation of a commodity going for ten shekels per unit (see Pardee,
Syria 77 [2000] 27), in the second apparently preceding the commodity in question and hence perhaps
meaning "portions'.  The latter meaning appears to be attested for ydt in poetry (RS 2.[022]+ i 21 [KTU
1.5], RS 24.293:11 [KTU 1.133]); T. analyzes this form as a plural (p. 284 [§52.5c]).  The problem with this
interpretation of the word in RS 94.2600 is that one would expect a standardized measure in an economic
text, and there is as yet no evidence that ydt would have functions as the designation of a standard
measure.
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referring to many possessors but the dual.  So stated, the proposal is morphologically
plausible (/wa yadª ≥il≠ma pª ka môtima ≤azzª ma≥da/ "the two hands of the gods are here,
like death they have proven to be very strong').  However, as a consultation of the
comparative literature shows, the word for "hand' in the idiom "hand (of a deity)' = "disease' is
normally singular in both Akkadian and Hebrew.729  All the more remarkable, then, that T.
does not even mention a syntactic analysis of the passage that goes back at least to 1934730

and which solves the apparent problem of absence of gender agreement by taking mtm,
understood as singular + enclitic -m, as the subject of the nominal phrase.  This entails taking
k as the conjunction rather than the preposition:  /wa yadu ≥ilima pª k≠ môtuma ≤azzu ma≥da/
"Moreover, the hand of the god is here, for death is very strong'.731

— p. 330 (§54.423a), p. 739 (§81.12c), p. 740 (§81.12d).  T. has garbled the data regarding
the word for "there' in RS 18.040:15 (KTU 2.40):  in the first two sections cited, the form is
given as {®mn} (the reading in KTU) and that form is said to appear in any context, while, in
the third section cited, the form cited is {®mny} (this form appeared in the transcription that I
made available both to the authors of CAT and to T.) and that form is said to appear only in
the second part of the double formula of well-being (see remark above to p. 197
[§33.322.42a], etc.).  RS 18.040:15 does indeed appear to contain {®mny}, but, as is clear
from the citation on p. 739 (w ®mny! ydb“, "and there he is sacrificing'), T. must have been
aware that the passage does not correspond to the request for news addressed to one's
correspondent.
— p. 331 {§54.423a), p. 332 (§54.423c), p. 746 (§81.22i).  Having proposed on p. 328
(§54.417—see remark ad loc.) that b ≤lm would be a doubly marked adverbial which would
mean  ""am nächsten Tag,'' T. proposes on p. 331 that ≤lm alone would mean ""obendrein,
ferner,'' then on pp. 332 and 746, that it would mean ""am folgenden/nächsten Tag'' (he is not
referring to distinct usages, for the same texts are cited for both meanings).  The latter is
indubitably the correct analysis:  ≤lm, without b, was clearly how one said "on the next day' in
Ugaritic.  The analysis of the use of the term in the ritual texts led me to that conclusion,732

which is now confirmed by an epistolary example.733  Of the two proofs cited by T. for the
meaning "on the next day', one is valid, the other is not:  (1) ≤lm does indeed precede b ®l®,
"on the third day';734 (2) the sequence {ym ≤lm} in RS 1.003:8 (KTU 1.41)//RS 18.056:9

729Pardee, Pope (1987) 67-68.
730Albright, BASOR 54, p. 26; other references are cited on p. 68 of my article cited in the previous note.
731{•lm} is vocalized and translated as singular + enclitic -m, just like mtm, because the reference in the
Akkadian and Hebrew texts is normally to a single deity. Whether that deity is identified as Mot in the
following phrase or yd •lm is generic in nature (like qªt ili in Akkadian) and mtm is a common noun cannot
be determined.  For this interpretation of the sentence in context, see Pardee, Context III (2002) 107-8;
Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 81.
732Idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 168-69.
733Cf. idem, BASOR 320 (2000) 70; JAOS 121 (2001) 136; the text in question, RS 94.2406, has now
appeared in preliminary form in Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004), text 31 in the Choix de textes.
734T. cites RS 24.291:13, 22 (KTU 1.132); the same phenomenon occurs in RS 24.255: 13, 15 (KTU
1.111:14, 16).
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(KTU 1.87), which T. translates ""am Tag, am folgenden Tag,'' is of dubious value because it
is never repeated; moreover, the context of this occurrence is broken and there is simply no
way of knowing the meaning or the syntactic function of {ym}.735 Finally, it is a bit
ungenerous to say that the meaning ""dann, ferner'' is ""traditionell'' when the meaning
accepted by T. was first proposed by de Moor in 1970736—though there is no doubt that the
majority of scholars have preferred the meaning "next'.
— p. 331 (§54.423b).  The only plausible ""alternative'' to taking the epistolary term mr“qtm,
"(from) afar', as a locative is not that of seeing the {m-} as the preposition mn (pp. 762-63
[§82.22]), the existence of which in Ugaritic has not been proven, but that of taking it as an
adverbial accusative.
— pp. 331-32 (§54.423c).  Though it is unclear why T. decided to put his comment on the
semantics of ¬b° as meaning ""Sonnenaufgang'' here rather than on p. 261 (§51.43c), where
the word is presented as a /qat≠l/ form, his reasons for adopting the meaning of "sunrise', not
"sunset', match my own737; the essence of the argument goes back to 1983.738

— p. 332 (§54.423c).  Unless the presentative particle hl be etymologically distinct from the
presentative/locative particle hlny (a distinction which T. makes no effort to draw below pp.
750-51 [§81.4b-3]), the former cannot be thought to bear the locative morpheme /u/, for the
latter is written in syllabic script with /i/ in the second syllable and, moreover, shows /u/ in
neither the second nor the third syllables.739  It must indeed be considered dubious that these
primitive particles, as opposed to primitive substantives that developed a secondary function
as particles, should be forced to fit regularly into the substantival case system.  Finally, the
comparison of this particle with Hebrew /halº≥/, which functions to introduce rhetorical
questions expecting an affirmative answer, is misguided no matter how popular (as T.
himself recognizes below, p. 750 [§81.4a]):  both the semantics of the Hebrew form, as just
described, and the morphology, viz., without geminated /l/, show it to be distinct from
Ugaritic /halli-/ and Canaanite ""allû'' (as T. normalizes the Canaanite particle, following
Rainey—the syllabic writing permits either /hall¨/ or /≥all¨/).
— p. 332 (§54.423c).  ≤lm ≤lm in RS 24.253:32 (KTU 1.109) may mean "on the day after
next'740 rather than ""am folgenden (und) am folgenden (Tag).''  The repetition of ≤lm is
unattested elsewhere and its precise meaning is for that reason uncertain.
— p. 333 (§54.423d), p. 500 (§73.611.2d), p. 680 (§75.72a).  Though the verb in the phrase
±mrmrn ≤¬ qdß (RS 92.2014:2 [RSO XIV 52]) could contextually have the first meaning in

735On this text, see Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 150, 151.  For additional arguments from the ritual
texts for the meaning "on the next day', see pp. 168-69.  As noted above, the meaning "on the next day' is
now confirmed by an epistolary document (reference and citation are to be found in the publications cited in
note 733).
736Bibliography in Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 168 n. 82.
737Les textes rituels (2000) 199-202.
738G. Garbini, ""Note sui testi rituali ugaritici,'' OrAn 22 (1983), p. 53-60, esp. p. 56.
739Nougayrol, Ugaritica V (1968), text 138 (RS 20.426B):05' {al-li-ni-ya}, normalized as /hallin≠ya/ by T.
on p. 751; for the analysis of the polyglot entry, see Huehnergard, Ugaritic Vocabulary (1987) 68, 121.
740Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 604, 612-13.
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the translation proposed on p. 500 (""ich reinige/banne (dich)''), I do not see how it could
have the second, i.e., with an implied 2 m.s. object.  Throughout this incantation, its
beneficiary and he only is addressed in the second person and he is not, one would think,
subject to banishment.  "I purify (you with) sacred wood' is, therefore possible in context, but
"I banish (you) with sacred wood' is not.  T. does not even mention the interpretation that
was proposed in the preliminary edition of the text, viz., "to move back and forth
(transitively), to shake'.741  That interpretation relies on the recognition of a verb MRR, "to
pass (by)' (it is highly unlikely that there was a geminate root in Ugaritic that meant
""vertrieben'' in the G-stem—see below, remarks to p. 600 [§74.626.2], etc., p. 605 [§74.632],
etc., and to p. 673 [§75.62a], etc.).  The ""dich'' is, in any case, misplaced because the
second-person forms in this text refer to the person in whose favor the incantation is
proclaimed, not the banished entity.742  T. never explains to what root the meaning
""reinigen'' would be attached and I know of none (the only one that appears to come even
close is MR, "to bless', on which see the remarks just cited and, more particularly, to p. 540
[§74.35], etc.).743

— p. 334 (§54.423e), p. 366 (§63.123), p. 419 (§69.43).  T. gives radically different
interpretations of w np¬ bt ®n ®l® m±t (RS 13.014:16 [KTU 4.123]): (1) ""300 rote
Madchenkleider im (Wert von) 300 (Schekeln)'' (p. 334) and (2) ""und die Ausstattung des
zweiten/eines weiteren Hauses'' (p. 366, translating only the first four words), ""ein
weiteres/zweites Haus'' (p. 419, translating only bt ®n).  The semantic field of np¬ is very
broad, from a "garment' to the collection of items necessary for a function, including
garments, vessels and tools; it thus corresponds reasonably closely to English "outfit' which
has a similar range of meaning (cf. British English "kit' which can denote a set of clothing, as
in "evening kit', whereas in American English it tends to denote a collection of tools).  This
would be the only text where np¬ is used to express the "outfitting' of a house.  The function
of ®l® m±t at the end of line 16 is certainly to number something in this line (i.e., this line is
syntactically independent of the preceding and the following lines), but that something could
be np¬, ®n or bt ®n.  In the last two cases np¬ could be a summary term for the list of following

741Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 829-31; cf. now, Ritual and Cult (2002) 159; this was the interpretation
indicated in the proofs of the edition of the texts from 1986-1992 that were made available to T. (""J'agiterai
du bois sacré'') and which has now appeared in Bordreuil and Pardee, RSO XIV (2001) text 52. Ford has
recently proposed that lines 1-5 (°zb … ≥qrb) would be the words of the evil sorcerer (UF 34 [2002] 119-
52), but that structural analysis is based in no small part on an analysis of °zb that I cannot accept (° would
be an emphatic particle:  see remarks to p. 196 [§33.322.3c], etc., and to p. 805 [§84.22]).  Furthermore,
Ford has no proposal for the meaning of zb, which constitutes a second major difficulty with this re-analysis
of the passage.  On the possible analysis of zb as a stative verbal adjective, rather than as a /QTLa/
perfective, see below, note 1220.
742See the complete text provided in the studies to which reference was made in the preceding note and add
now Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004), text 18 in the Choix de textes.
743In his study of RS 92.2014 in UF 34 (2002) 119-52, Ford proposes that ±mrmr would mean "to make
bitter', in context, "to produce venom'.  I have no particular objection to this analysis of ±mrmr, for it would
be based on the root MRR "to be bitter' that is well attested in Ugaritic (see remarks below to p. 601
[§74.626.3b], etc., and p. 673 [§75.62a], etc.).  This structural analysis is, however, part and parcel of his
overall interpretation of the passage of which the principal difficulties are described in note 741.
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items and it would be used either absolutely ("list of goods') or in construct ("the goods of the
house/daughter').  In the first of these possibilities, bt could denote a type of textile744 ("And
the inventory: bt-textile dyed scarlet, 300 units …').745  The problem here is that nothing in
the text indicates to whom this list of items belongs.  According to the second of these
possibilities, there is no indication of to whom the house or the daughter belongs whose
goods are being inventoried, unless it be the name that occurs before the horizontal line that
separates lines 16-23 from what precedes (bn grgß), but this does not appear plausible.
Moreover, the mention of "wine' in the last two lines renders dubious any hypothesis which
sees np¬ as a summary term for the items named in lines 16-23; it appears preferable,
therefore, to see line 16 as one entry among others.  Since there is no obvious identification
of bt taken as "daughter' (if the phrase is generic, as T.'s first translation supposes, why
would it not be np¬ ±®t, "women's garments'?) and since the meaning of the translation "the
np¬ of the house' would not be at all clear, it appears more plausible to take np¬ bt ®n as a
unit and to translate the line as "three hundred np¬-garments of bt-textile (dyed) scarlet'.
— p. 334 (§54.423f), p. 671 (§75.538).  T.'s decision to place ßtm in RS 2.[022]+ i 25 (KTU
1.5) among the ""Nicht sicher deutbare Formen'' on p. 671 appears to belie his confident
analysis of the form on p. 334 as an infinitive in the locative case functioning as a purpose
clause.
— p. 335 (§54.51).  {MEfi} in {DINGIR.ma-lik.MEfi} (RS 20.024:32)746 does not
designate the Ugaritic plural /¨ma/, for there is no reason to believe that /malik/ is a Ugaritic
word.  Rather, the entire entry is the Akkadian translation of Ugaritic mlkm, of which the
vocalization was plausibly /malak¨ma/, and {MEfi} thus designates the Akkadian plural
morpheme.747

— p. 347 (§62.132a), p. 374 (§64.32).  T.'s first interpretation of ®l®t w ®l®t ksph in RS
15.062:13 (KTU 4.158) as ""3 1/3 (Schekel) ist sein (Preis in) Silber'' appears not to
correspond as well to the structure of the text as his second, viz., ""je drei (Schekel).''748

— p. 347 (§62.141).  No reason is given for the reconstruction of the feminine form of the
number noun {±rb≤t}, "four', as only /≥arba≤at-/, with no indication of the possibility that it
may have been /≥arba≤t-/ (on the general problem see above, remarks to pp. 182-85
[§§33.242-243], etc.)—in this case, proto-Hebrew had both with the distribution in Biblical
Hebrew according to state, absolute and construct.
— p. 348 (§62.162a), p. 369 (§63.214), p. 385 (§67.32), p. 703 (§76.521.1).  In order to
explain the phrase {b ®® ym “d® ”yr} in RS 12.061:1-2, T. posits the existence of a noun

744J. Pasquali, ""La terminologia semitica dei tessili nei testi di Ebla,'' Quaderni di Semitistica 19 (1997)
217-270, esp. p. 257.
745  It seems highly unlikely that ®n is the ordinal number "second' because no "first house' appears earlier in
the text. Whatever division of these words is preferred, therefore, the interpretation of this word as
corresponding to the well-attested term for a scarlet dye produced from a land-based organism (cognate with
Hebrew ßªn≠)—as opposed to the murex-based dyes—appears necessary.
746Nougayrol, Ugaritica V (1968) text 18.
747Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 311-14.
748Pardee, Syria 77 (2000) 36-37.
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distinct from the number noun /®i®®u/, "six', which would mean ""Sechszahl''; it is translated in
context ""an der Sechszahl der Tage (d.h. am sechsten Tag) der Neumondphase (des
Monats) ‡iyaru'' (p. 385).  He rejects the interpretation of the passage by Pardee and
Swerdlow as ""during the six days of the (rituals of) the new moon of ‡iyyªru'' 749 on the
basis of the ""parallele Konstruktion'' in RS 24.256:10 (KTU 1.112).  That text, however,
reads {[b] ¯ß˘b¯≤˘ ym “d®}, without the following month name (which was almost certainly
indicated in line 1 of this ritual text), and the phrase in context must mean "on the seventh
day of the new-moon (festival)'.  It is the latter formulation that is anomalous in the ritual
texts, for the simple phrase {b ßb≤}, "on the seventh (day)', is expected.750  This text, then,
plausibly contains a particular construction, which may be vocalized /bi ßab≠≤i yam≠ “ud®i/
and translated "on the seventh of the days of the new-moon festival'.751  This type of
construction is well attested in the mythological texts, e.g., {b ßb≤ ymm}, "on the seventh of
days', in RS 2.[004] i 15' (KTU 1.17), which is preceded by a series of ordinal numbers (that
they are ordinals is proven graphically by {rb≤} in line 8 and {®d®} in line 11).752  {®®} in RS
12.061:1 cannot, on the other hand, be an ordinal number, nor can it be the /qat¨l/-noun of
which he posits the existence elsewhere (see preceding note), and the simplest
interpretation is, therefore, simply, "during the six days of the new-moon (festival), i.e., the
six days extending after the festival celebrated on the day of the new moon'.753  There is,
therefore, no reason to invent a new noun which would have the value of an ordinal number.
— p. 348 (§62.181).  How does T. know that the feminine form of the number noun "eight'
was /®amªnît-/, rather than /®amªnat-/ as in proto-Hebrew (/ß@mºnªh/)?  On the general
problem, see above, remark to p. 184 (§33.243.13-14), etc.
— p. 349 (§62.192a), p. 364 (§63.112), p. 368 (§63.19).  It is difficult to admit {w b tß≤ .} as
a ""N[eue] L[esung]'' (p. 368) of RS 24.248:11 (KTU 1.104) when previous editors have
read the {≤}754; the break in the tablet runs through the putative {≤}, however, and the
reading is epigraphically uncertain.755  The claim to a new reading apparently refers to the
word-divider, which would confirm T.'s interpretation of b tß≤ as meaning "on the ninth

749Nature 363 (1993) 406.
750For the rare structure b ym + ordinal number, see above remark to p. 261 (§51.43d), etc.
751Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 634, 638-39.  T. posits the existence of a noun {ßb≤} distinct from the
standard /ßab≤-/ to explain this passage (p. 261, §51.43d], p. 386 [§67.43]), but such an explanation is no
more plausible here than in the mythological texts (see continuation of this remark).
752T. explains ßb≤ in this sequence as a /qat¨l/-noun (see ibid., as well as p. 365 [§63.113]), accepting,
however, that the other number words in the sequence, including rb≤ and ®d®, are ordinal numbers.  But the
morpho-syntax just proposed works equally well for the ordinal number "seventh' and it avoids the problem
of a noun meaning "seven' functioning as an ordinal number—this is a real problem, for in most cases the
sequence appears in the literary topos that consists of detailing the seven days or months over which a
situation extends.  Only in a passage in the Kirta text, ”mß … ®d® yr”m (RS 2.[003]+ ii 30-31 [KTU 1.14] is
®d® taken to be a  /qat¨l/-noun (see above, remark to p. 261 [§51.43d], etc.).
753In addition to the brief note by Pardee and Swerdlow cited above, see now the full commentary by
Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 416-27.
754Herdner, Ugaritica VII (1979) 39; KTU/CAT, ad loc.
755Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 566, 1279.
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(day)', but, though I agree with this interpretation of b tß≤, the reading of the word-divider
cannot be admitted for the surface of the tablet has disappeared where the word-divider
would have been.
— p. 352 (§62.202.5), p. 353 (§62.25).  My collation of the tablet confirms T.'s epigraphic756

and grammatical observations that the restoration of l between the "5' element and the "10'
element in the number noun "15' in RIH 83/07+:8 (CAT 4.777)757 was incorrect:  the break is
indeed too narrow to consider restoring l and the reading {”mß [.] ≤ßrh} is required (with or
without the word-divider—I restored it here because it is used between the two elements of
the number "13' in line 5).
— p. 354 (§62.3).  Two remarks are in order apropos T.'s assertion that the number "20' in
Ugaritic is the plural of ≤ßr, "10':  (1) there is no internal proof that the form is not dual ("20'
should in theory be the dual, not the plural, of "10');758 (2) if the form is indeed plural, the
stem may be dissyllabic, not monosyllabic (e.g., /≤ißar¨ma/, rather than /≤ißr¨ma/).  In favor
of T.'s reconstruction in line with the other West-Semitic languages is the form ®®m, "sixty',
which must be based on the monosyllabic stem /®id®-/ rather than on /®ida®-/.  It is of interest
that in the other West-Semitic languages, the number "20' shows the unexpected plural
ending (e.g., Hebrew /≤e≈r≠m/) whereas the other decades, if a /qatl/qitl/ base, show the
unexpected singular/dual stem (/ßib≤≠m/, /tiß≤≠m/).  T. claims that the /-ª/ ending on "20' in
Akkadian, Old South Arabian, and Ethiopic is the feminine absolute rather than the dual, but
provides no arguments to back up the assertion.
— p. 355 (§62.42b).  Though the meaning of {”mßm . ®l® . rkb . rtn} in RS 24.643:20 (KTU
1.148) is indubitably difficult,759 T.'s interpretation of rkb as "wagon load' is implausible, for
thirty-eight wagon loads of whatever rtn is (perhaps some sort of textile760) is far out of
proportion with the other offerings in this list.761

— p. 356 (§62.431a), p. 359 (§62.612), p. 360 (§62.632), p. 403 (§69.163.13), p. 408
(§69.211), p. 413 (§69.242b).  Because the measure of the grains registered in RS 18.033
(KTU 4.345) is never stated, one can understand hesitation at indicating a hypothetical
measure when translating this text.  T. does not do so in the first three paragraphs cited but
indicates it as the dd in the last three.  The hypothesis of the dd-measure is plausible to the
point of probability, and one wonders why T. has chosen to lead his readers to believe that
the measure was uncertain in some cases while indicating it as certain in the others
(§69.242b is devoted to administrative entries characterized by ""Ellipse von dd'').  A similar

756See already Tropper, AuOr 13 (1995) 239.
757The restoration of l was indicated in the preliminary edition (Bordreuil, Syria 61 [1984] 2) and the
reading was admitted by the authors of CAT.
758T. recognizes this implicitly below, p. 414 (§69.311), by including ""20'' under both plural and dual forms,
each time with a question mark.
759Pardee, Syria 69 (1992) 164; idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 787, 794.
760References, idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 794 n. 67.
761The items are listed, ibid., pp. 787, 957. I do not believe that the unit-measure of "wool' in the following
entry was the talent; cf. ibid., pp. 24, 918 n. 5, 923 n. 20.
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situation may be observed in the case of ®® m±t rq“ in RS 11.795:4-5 (KTU 4.91), another
text where the measure is not indicated explicitly:  on p. 405 (§69.173.2) T. translates by
""600 (Mass) Duftöl,'' on p. 413 (§69.242b) by ""600 (kd) Parfümöl.''
— p. 360 (§62.633), p. 362 (§62.813), p. 407 (§69.192.2b).  T. translates ßmn n“ as
""Schweinefett,'' but does not give his reasons.762  In the commentary on the passage that he
cites on p. 360 (RS 92.2057:4 [RSO XIV 37]), the editors suggest a sort of ghee.763  The
phrase ßmn n“ was previously attested in RS 11.795:3-4 (KTU 4.91),764 there followed by
ßmn rq“, "perfumed oil'.  In RS 92.2057, the designation of the preceding commodity has
disappeared from the tablet while the following is ztm, "olives'.
— p. 364 (§63.111).  T. cites Akkadian, Arabic, and Ethiopic as a basis for reconstructing
the ordinals numbers as formed on a /qªtil/ base, then concludes ""Das Ug. unterscheidet sich
somit … vom kan. und aram. Befund …''  This positive presentation does not adequately
convey to the reader the simple fact that we have no way of knowing whether Ugaritic had
the more broadly attested form or the Northwest Semitic /qat≠l/ form, or, for that matter, yet
another.  There can be do doubt, as T. demonstrates, that the Ugaritic base was dissyllabic
(this is shown by {®d®}, "sixth', in contrast with {®®}, "six' = /®i®®u/ ← /®id®u/); and one might add
that, since none of the forms shows any assimilatory phenomena, one of the vowels may be
long, for a long vowel in either syllable would have impeded syncope and the subsequent
assimilation, whole or partial, of one of the consonants.  But that is all that one can say until
one of the forms happens to be attested in syllabic script.  As T. remarks in passing, the
Ugaritic form certainly does not bear the nisbe that was a part of the ordinal numbers in
Aramaic (/-ªy-/), Hebrew, and Phoenician (/-iyy-/),765 for this morpheme had retained the
consonantal element {y} in Ugaritic; if one believes that the /qat≠l/ base and this morpheme
went part and parcel with each other, this fact constitutes an argument in favor of another
base, and at that point the most widely attested, viz. /qªtil/, becomes the most likely
candidate.  T. does not, however, make this argument in so many words, perhaps because
there is no reason, other than the fact of attestation in the other languages, to expect a link
between the /qat≠l/ base and the nisbe morpheme.  Another datum not exploited by T. that

762In 1995, T. identified Ugaritic n“ with Akkadian nª”u, ""(Schweine-)Schmalz'' (ZA 85, p. 64).  If n“
already represented a sort of fat, however, one would not expect it to be preceded by ßmn.  The latter word,
when it designates an animal fat, is followed by the name of the animal:  ßmn °z, "goose-fat' (RS 16.399:22
[KTU 4.247]) and ßmn ±lpm, "fat of bovids' (RS 94.2405:1—the reason for the plural ±lpm is unclear though
it may reflect the usage in the text itself, viz., the heading of a list of quantities of fat brought in from
various villages).
763Bordreuil and Pardee, RSO XIV (2001) 353 n. 9.
764The reading was Herdner's in CTA 141; in the editio princeps, Syria 21 (1940) 274, Virolleaud read
{m(?)n“}, but his copy of the {n} shows only two wedges; what he took as two signs is in fact a four-
wedged {n} of which the first is somewhat damaged.
765For this reconstruction of the nisbe ending in Hebrew (and Phoenician), see above, remarks to p. 197
(§33.322.42c) and to pp. 273-74 (§51.46h-k).
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may favor his reconstruction is the ordinal "eighth', which is written {®mn} and which one
might have expected to have appeared as {®mny} if the base form were /®amªn≠yu/.766

— p. 364 (§63.112), p. 366 (§63.124), p. 380 (§65.22), p. 700 (§76.426).  T. has properly
attached a question mark to his listing on p. 364 of ®nt, the feminine form of the ordinal
number "second', as appearing in RS 2.[003]+ i 15 (KTU 1.14), and he refers on p. 366 to the
reading of the passage as ""umstritten.''  The re-reading of the line as containing ®nt °n, ""eine
zweite wurde ihm zu(m Anlaß) einer Totenklage,'' is, however, T.'s alone767 and goes
against the reading of all preceding editors of the text, some of whom have worked on the
tablet itself, as {®¯±˘r °¯m˘}.768  So shaky a basis for the attestation of a form indicates that
its mention should have been relegated, at most, to an Anmerkung.  In fact, none of T.'s
examples of {®nt} as an ordinal number or an iterative adverb stands up to examination.  The
reading {®nth} in RS 1.005:13 (KTU 1.43) must be rejected (see above, remark to p. 321
[§54.315.1], etc.), while {®nt} in RIH 77/18:18' (CAT 1.175), a medical text that prescribes
drinking on the part of the sick person (see below, remark to p. 646 [§75.522], etc.), may
mean "urine'.  The proposal to find the ordinal in lines 2 and 4 of the administrative text RS
17.370[D] (KTU 4.305) deserves no place in a serious grammar:  this word is the only one
preserved in each of these lines and the ""preferred'' interpretation as "scarlet dyed stuff' is
really the only plausible one as that word is common in these texts while this form of "second'
has yet to see its first certain attestation.
— p. 365 (§63.122), p. 689 (§76.342), p. 698 (§76.421a).  T. accepts with no sign of doubt
the reading of RS 2.[004] ii 44' (KTU 1.17) as ""yr” yr” ®n y¬•'' in spite of the fact that most of

766T. assumes p. 368 (§63.18) that the Ugaritic form, like the corresponding form in Arabic, showed no trace
of the fourth root consonant, i.e., that it was vocalized /®ªminu/, not /®ªminû/; because the root was clearly
quadriconsonantal, however, a more likely reconstruction for Ugaritic would show the contraction.  My
vocalization of the only certainly attested form, {®mn} in RS 24.250+:18 (KTU 1.106), as /®am≠nî/ was in
error:  assuming the Northwest- Semitic base as I was, the form should have been /®amªnî/ (← /®amªn≠yi/
[genitive case]).  For another possible case of ®mn functioning as an ordinal number (RS 24.248:7), see
above, remark to p. 261 (§51.43d), etc.
767First proposed in UF 27 (1995) 530-31, then again in AfO 42-43 (1995-96) 269.
768Dietrich and Loretz, after reading {®¯±˘r °¯m˘} in both KTU (p. 38) and CAT (p. 36), have more recently
(UF 31 [1999] 149) muddied the waters by reading {®t r°m} and declaring that to be Virolleaud's original
reading as recorded on his copy which would have been in contradiction with his transcription of the second
sign as {±} (the reading has recently been accepted by G. Mazzini, ""A New Suggestion to KTU 1.14 I 15,''
UF 34 [2002] 560-575).  The assertion is, however, simply false:  examination of Virolleaud's copy shows a
first clear head of a horizontal wedge, followed by a tick on the upper part of the continuation of the sign
which one must interpret, given that he read {±} (pp. 34 and 52 with a question mark; on p. 55 the reading
is described as ""peu distincte''), as his way of indicating a damaged head of a second horizontal wedge, i.e.,
{±}:  La légende de Keret roi des Sidoniens publiée d'après une tablette de Ras-Shamra (Mission de Ras
Shamra 2; Bibliothèque Archéologique et Historique 22; Paris:  Geuthner, 1936), pl. I; copy reproduced by
Herdner in her re-edition of the text (CTA [1963], fig. 36), who also followed the original editor's
transcription (p. 62, with note 1 affirming the correctness of the reading). When this basic error of
representing the editor's reading is followed by a highly dubious etymology for the word {r°m} (p. 150:
Akkadian ""ru≥≥umu D etwa "ab, wegschlagen' ''), ones loses all faith in their objectivity here.  Furthermore,
I was able to collate the tablet in June of 2003, and Virolleaud's original reading appears to me to be the
only possible one (I have even dropped the half-brackets in my transliterations of all five signs—see now
Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel [2004] II 20).
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the signs were marked in KTU as uncertain while each of the last three was followed by a
question mark (in CAT, the only sign of doubt is the use of Roman script).  The most likely
reading of the line is {yr” . yr¯-˘[-(-)]¯-˘ . ”¯lh˘}, where the sixth letter cannot be {”}, the
one to the right of the break is probably not {n}, and the last three signs can only with great
difficulty be read {y¬•}.
— p. 365 (§63.123), p. 409 (§69.222).  The ordinal adjective ®n, "second', is not present in
RS 24.266:18' (KTU 1.119) because the reading may not be admitted.769  Moreover, the
word ®n is, in my estimation, more plausibly interpreted as the cardinal number "two' in RS
1.005:14 (KTU 1.43).770  T. objects to this interpretation because the "two shekels' is usually
expressed by the dual of ®ql without the number noun "two'.  Because ®n is used with other
nouns and because ®ql is in the construct here, with the resultant loss of the {-m} of the dual,
that difficulty appears less important to me than the one that is raised by attempting to
determine who "the second Ga®aru' would be in this passage.771

— p. 366 (§63.123).  By the standard rules of West-Semitic morpho-syntax, <ß>d ®n n“lh
(RS 18.046:10 [KTU 4.356]) cannot mean ""ein zweites/weiteres <Fe>ld seines Erben'' (an
adjective cannot be placed between two nouns in a construct chain).  Because the line is not
treated under syntax in this grammar, there is no way of knowing how T. would analyze the
line in terms of Ugaritic syntax.  I see two possibilities:  the phrase in fact means either (1)
"the field of his two heirs' (/ßadû ®inê na“lêhu/), or (2) "a field, the second one of his heir'
(/ßadû ®anû na“lihu/).  The latter may indeed have essentially the same meaning as T.'s
translation, i.e., the phrase would not mean that the heir himself owns two fields, but that the
principal party has two fields, one of which is exploited by his heir.
— p. 366 (§63.123).  Because the sacrifice of  "two male bovids' is attested elsewhere, T. is
probably correct in interpreting ®n ±lpm in RS 24.255:14 (KTU 1.111:15) as having that
meaning.  There was certainly another sign before {®n}, however, and the interpretation of
these three signs cannot, therefore, be considered certain.772  T. is certainly correct, on the
other hand, in rejecting the interpretation of ®n here as the ordinal number "second' and as
expressing the "second day' of a sacrificial sequence because the latter concept is expressed
by ≤lm in line 13.
— p. 366 (§63.13).  Because the word for "donkey' as the object of a sacrifice is ≤r in the
ritual texts (RS 1.002:24', 36', 42' [KTU 1.40]; perhaps in RS 24.266:16 [KTU 1.119]) and
because the other word for "donkey', “mr, is nowhere else attested in the ritual texts, the
restoration of {“[…]} as {“[mr]} in RS 24.255:15 (KTU 1.111:16) cannot be considered at
all likely.773

769Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 663.
770Ibid., pp. 218, 248; cf. Rituel and Cult (2002) 71.
771Textes rituels, pp. 240-41, 248-49.
772Ibid., pp. 619, 621.  T. asserts that ""Vor ®n sind allerdings keine Spuren eines {b} zu erkennen,'' but does
not say explicitly that there are traces there of a sign but they are too poorly preserved to permit a reading.
773Cf. Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 626.
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— p. 367 (§63.14), p. 409 (§69.222).  T. is surely correct to resist the restoration {®n . [dd .
ßmn]} in RS 1.003:45 (KTU 1.41), which requires an emendation in the parallel text RS
18.056:50 (KTU 1.87), where {l . ßmn} is perfectly preserved.  He remarks that the
dd-measure is never used for oil.774

— pp. 368-69 (§63.211).  Because above, pp. 364-65, T. has not listed an ordinal number
"first',775 it is a bit strange to see ±“d, "one', listed here as an example of a cardinal number
used as an ordinal (""… in der Funktion von Ordinalia'').  However that may be, the
grammatical categorization is hardly a useful one as applied to the only text cited, {lbß . ±“d |
b . ≤ßrt} (RS 15.035:1-2 [KTU 4.146]), for the line translates straight-forwardly as "one
lbß-garment for ten (shekels)'.  Indeed, the whole basis for the analysis appears to be the
following entry (w . ®n . b . ”mßt} which T. interprets as meaning "and a second for five
shekels', criticizing Ribichini and Xella for the translation ""e due (vesti) per 5 (sicli
d'argento).''776  Granting that T.'s interpretation of ®n is correct,777 the English translation
offered above is still perfectly comprehensible, and one gets the feeling that this example
was provided because the word for "one' is often used in lists that otherwise consist of
ordinals (as in the Biblical-Hebrew creation story:  "day one', "the second day', etc.).
— p. 369 (§63.212), p. 396 (§69.133.32b), p. 398 (§69.143.11).  With regard to the
interpretation of ®mnt in RS 24.256:11 (KTU 1.112) as meaning "on the eighth day', not only
is the use of a cardinal number in place of an ordinal ""bemerkenswert'' (p. 369), it is
unknown elsewhere in the ritual texts in this type of formula and for that reason highly
questionable.  On pp. 395-396, T. explains the peculiarity as owing to the ellipsis of ym,
"day', and as analogical to the regular use of a feminine form of the number in economic texts
when ®ql, "shekel', is omitted.  None of this is convincing because the normal use in the ritual
texts is to use the masculine ordinal number when the word ym is omitted.  Because the
following word is damaged and of uncertain interpretation, I did not dare, in my treatment of
the text, to emend {b ®mnt . •y¯-˘m} to {b ®mn t•y¯n˘m}, "on the eighth (day), figs …', but I
was tempted to do so.778

— p. 369 (§63.213), p. 389 (§69.115).  Given the regular usage just described of ordinal
numbers to designate the days of the month in the rituals texts, T.'s diffident suggestion (p.

774For other epigraphic and philological reasons, see Pardee, ibid., p. 198 with n. 219.
775Below, p. 370 (§63.311), under the heading ""Andere Lexeme in der Funktion von Ordinalia,'' T. observes
that ""Das Ug. kennt keine spezifische Ordinalzahl für "erster','' then goes on to cite the single prose text
where b ym pr≤ is the first entry and is followed by designations of "the following day' and then by days
"three' through "five' (RS 19.156 [KTU 4.279]).
776La terminoligia dei tessili nei testi di Ugarit (Collezioni di Studi Fenici 20; Roma: Consiglio Nazionale
delle Ricerche, 1985) 76.
777Because the price of lbß-garments varies considerably, from one-and-a-half to ten shekels per garment
(Stieglitz, JAOS 99 [1979] 19; cf. Pardee, Syria 77 [2000] 52), it is impossible to say whether the price of
five shekels or two and a half shekels is the more likely.  The strongest indication is from line 8 of RS
15.035, where the word-order in the phrase w lbß ®n shows that there, at least, ®n is probably the ordinal, for
one would expect the cardinal number to have been placed before the noun it modifies (see Tropper and
Vita, UF 30 [1998] 679-80).
778Les textes rituels (2000) 639.
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369) that the seven cardinal numbers in lines 27-30 of the funerary ritual RS 34.126 (KTU
1.161) were ""Kardinalia für Tageszählung'' cannot be taken seriously.  It is far more likely
that the number nouns had an adverbial function in this text779 and that they designated the
repetition of some act associated with the offering expressed by the verb T˙≤Y, which is
repeated seven times in this passage.  In my latest commentary on this text, I have suggested
that the act in question was the performance of a sevenfold descent (the point of reference
would be the verb YRD in the preceding passage) of the deceased king into the bowels of
the earth for the purpose of enabling him to join his ancestors.780

— p. 373 (§64.23), p. 420 (§69.54b).  It is difficult to see how {[b .] ßb≤[t . w .] n¬p . ksp}
(RS 18.024:27 [KTU 4.337]) can be thought to qualify as a ""n[eue] L[esung]'' when
Márquez Rowe proposed it in 1992 and T. himself did so in 1995.781  The reading is only
""new'' with respect to CAT, the authors of which failed to pick up Márquez Rowe's correct
restoration of {ßb≤[t]} in place of {ßb≤[m]}, the restoration that was proposed in KTU.  It is
the correct reading of the total indicated in the last line of this text, also achieved by Márquez
Rowe, that permitted the correct restoration of line 27.782

— p. 374 (§§64.42, 64.51).  It would be better to avoid the word ""Schekelmünzen'' in
referring to Late Bronze weights; the uninformed reader might take the word in the narrow
meaning of "shekel coins'.
— p. 376 (§65.12), p. 383 (§67.11), p. 691 (§76.343b).  T.'s confident presentation of RS
2.002:56-57 (KTU 1.23) y®bn yspr l ”mß as containing a /YQTLØ/-form (here with energic
ending!) followed by a /YQTLu/-form expressing a purpose clause (pp. 383, 691) is based
at least in part on the reading (taken from KTU/CAT, against Herdner's reading in CTA) of
the first word as bearing a {-n} which, normally, would mean that it belongs to the
imperfective category.  The text is, however, broken immediately after {y®b}, viz., there is
no trace whatever of a {n} on the tablet, and it is equally possible to restore something along
the lines of y®b [•l] yspr l ”mß, "≥Ilu sits down, he counts … '.783

— p. 376 (§65.12).  T.'s translation of yspr l ”mß in the text cited in the previous note as
meaning ""Er (der Priester) rezitiert (dies) noch fünfmal'' could have been tempered by three
considerations:  (1) first and of most relevance in this section of the grammar, this would be
the only iterative expressed by the preposition l in Ugaritic, (2) the reading of the text after
these words is not certain and the precise function of yspr l ”mß may judged uncertain for
that reason; (3) the structure of the text as laid out on this tablet speaks against this passage

779As Bordreuil and I have consistently translated in our various presentations of this text (see bibliography
in Pardee, ibid., p. 816; more recently, Pardee, Ritual and Cult [2002] 88; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel
[2004] II 64-65).
780For the details of the proposal, see Les textes rituels, pp. 823-24; more briefly, Ritual and Cult (2002)
86-87 and note 128 (pp. 114-15).
781Márquez Rowe, UF 24, p. 260, n. 7; Tropper, AuOr 13, p. 138.
782For a discussion of these matters, see Pardee, Syria 77 (2000) 43, 55.
783Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004), text 5 in the Choix de textes.
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consisting of a ritual command.784  Therefore, the interpretation "He (≥Ilu ?) sits, he counts to
five (months)' makes more sense in context.785

— p. 377 (§65.131b), p. 514 (§74.222.3), p. 650 (§75.527a).  In all these sections, T. either
translates or else explicitly parses tßtn in RS 24.248:20 (KTU 1.104) as G-passive of fiT, "to
put':  ""sie werden … hingestellt/niedergelegt'' (p. 377).  This is another case where the
analysis as a 2 m.s. imperfective form, here expressing an indirect volitive, is just as
plausible (cf. above, remark to p. 211 [§41.12], etc.).786

— p. 377 (§§65.132-133).  Among other arguments787 against taking ml° ksm ®l®m in RS
1.003:18-19 (KTU 1.41)//RS 18.056:20-21 (KTU 1.87)788 as meaning ""die Becher(?)789

[werden] dreimal(?) [gefüllt]'' are the facts that (1) the "precative perfect' is unknown the
ritual texts as well as in Ugaritic prose in general790 and (2) the corresponding number is
”mß ≤ßrh, "fifteen', in the similar passage in RS 1.001:9-10 (KTU 1.39), where the form in
question is ml°n.  The number there is obviously half of "thirty', an indication that ®l®m should
be taken as a plural, not as singular + enclitic {-m}; interpreting RS 1.001 along the lines of
T.'s view of the other two texts would require that the former prescribe five times as many
repetitions as the latter (T. makes no attempt to compare RS 1.001 with the other two texts:
below, p. 397 [§69.142.2b] and p. 399 [§69.143.32b], he translates ""15 mlun'').
— pp. 377-78 (§§65.142-143).  In his discussion of the etymology of the Ugaritic iterative
morpheme -•d that is attached to a number noun (see above, remark to p. 150 [§33.116.2]),
T. reaches the conclusion based on comparison with South Arabian s2l®t≥d that the iterative
morpheme was historically a noun meaning ""Zeitpunkt, Moment.''  The comparison proposed
with Hebrew ≥ªz, Aramaic ≥edayin, and the Ugaritic adverb •d, all adverbs meaning "then, at
that time', and with similar forms in other languages, allows one to surmise, however, that all
these forms were historically expansions of the demonstrative element /-ƒ-/ and hence that
fundamentally they were particles, rather than substantives.  Whatever the origin of the
Ugaritic iterative morpheme may have been, its only function is as an enclitic particle, and

784I have discussed these matters in Context I (1997) 282 n. 60; BASOR 320 (2000) 59.
785Below, p. 383 (§67.11), T. indicates this interpretation; neither section contains a cross-reference to the
other.
786Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 567.
787Cf. Pardee, ibid., pp. 174-75 (cf. pp. 61-63).
788T. refers explicitly to RS 1.003:19 and to RS 18.056 as reading ksm ®l®m [ml°], but in the latter passage
the word ml° is extant at the head of the phrase whereas in the former that is the only plausible restoration
(ibid., pp. 146, 174-75).
789On p. 401 (§69.152.2) T. observes that ksm in this passage ""dürfte kaum "30 Becher' meinen'' because
the plural of ks, "cup', is elsewhere attested as kst.  The fact is equally valid as a counter-argument to the
translation proposed on p. 377.  Cf. p. 408 (§69.212), where it is simply asserted that ksm is the singular of
ksmm in RS 1.003 as well as in RS 1.001.
790Below, p. 726 (§77.34), T. remarks that the ""Suffixkonjugation … mit volitivischer Nuance'' is rare and
attested only in poetry.  No examples from prose are cited on the following page in the section devoted to
""stativische Variante'' of this usage (§77.35).
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references in the presentation of the morpho-syntax of the numbers to its supposed
substantival origin are misplaced (see below, remark to p. 390 [§§69.123, 69.124.1]).
— p. 378 (§65.147b), p. 538 (§74.333), p. 747 (§81.25).  T. has basically adopted the
interpretation proposed by Dietrich and Loretz791 of RIH 78/14:12' (CAT 1.163:5) [hm] ®l® •d
ynphy yr” b yr” ±”rm, viz., ""wenn es dreimal hintereinander Monat für Monat erscheint'' (p.
378, with variants in the other two references).  Neither this division of the line nor the
interpretation of both tokens of yr” as meaning "month' may, however, be said to be
plausible.792

— p. 379 (§65.147d), p. 470 (§73.353), p. 617 (§75.224).  T.'s confident presentation of the
last word preserved in RS 18.113A+B:12 as ""likt''and his equally confident analysis of the
resultant form as a 1 c. sing. perfective, "I have sent',793 do not take into account the
damaged state of the tablet.  Because only the upper left corner of the {¯t˘} is extant,794 that
"reading' may only be judged a plausible reconstruction; even if the reconstruction is correct,
the analysis as 1 c. sing. is plausible but not certain.795

— p. 379 (§65.21).  When T. asserts here that an iterative adverb ®nm with the nuance "do
for a second time' is only attested in RS 3.322+ iv 61 (KTU 1.19), he forgets that two pages
above (§65.132) he has proposed that meaning as an alternative to "twice' in RS 24.248:20
(KTU 1.104).
— p. 379 (§65.151).  The only thing ""new'' about the reading of p±mt ®n l ≤ßrm in RS [Varia
20]:20-21 is that it does not reflect a typographical error in CAT, where the {t} of p±mt was
omitted.796  This word was correctly read in the editio princeps.797

— p. 381 (§66).  T. gives two interpretations of the indication of the price in RS 15.062:5
(KTU 4.158) that reads ®l®t l ≤ßrm ksphm:  the total would either be twenty-three shekels or
forty-six, i.e., twenty-three for each of the two kinds of saplings named in the preceding
lines.  The structure of this text requires the former.798

— p. 384 (67.22).  Information regarding the words ®l®tm and ”mßtm, which to date have
appeared only in RS 94.2184+ and of which the meaning is unclear because the tablet is
damaged, did not come ""aus RSOu 14,'' where these forms are not mentioned, but via e-mail
from the author of these remarks.
— p. 389 (§69.114), p. 394 (§69.133.22b).  In the first paragraph cited, {±®t ±drt} in RS
11.857:09 (KTU 4.102) is translated ""eine alte Frau''; in the second, {®l® ±®t ±drt} in line 16 of
the same text becomes ""drei vornehme Damen.''  One would expect ±®t in an administrative

791References in Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 869, n. 75.
792The details of the argument may be found ibid., pp. 869-70.
793Following Dietrich and Loretz, UF 5 (1973) 77, n. 32, and their subsequent presentation of the text in
their collections of Ugaritic texts.
794Virolleaud's hand-copy represented very well what remains on the tablet (PRU V [1965], p. 14).
795Pardee, UF 19 (1987) 205.
796See the corrigendum in Dietrich and Loretz, Word-List (1996) 225.
797Bordreuil and Pardee, Semitica 41-42 (1991-92) 42-53.
798Pardee, Syria 77 (2000) 27-32.
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text such as this to have a technical meaning and T.'s inconsistent translations constitutes,
therefore, another case of the indecision to which reference was made in the introduction.
— p. 390 (§§69.123, 69.124.1).  RS 24.291:9 (KTU 1.132) does not contain an example of a
singular noun used after the number noun "two':  {®t} there is the Hurrian dative plural
morpheme attached to the preceding noun, not the Ugaritic number noun.799  Nor are three
examples of the phenomenon in question to be found in RS 16.396:26-28 (KTU 4.244):  {®n
krm} there is each time in construct with the following personal name.800  Yet another
example is to be discounted on T.'s own testimony:  on p. 69 (§21.412g) he observes that in
RS 2.[032]:1-2 (KTU 4.4) the signs {p÷n.dr(2)m} constitute a single word.  If that is the
case, the entry is ®n p÷ndrm and the final -m is the dual morpheme of a single word.801  This
leaves only ®t ®nt, "two (pieces of) scarlet (tissue)',802 as a valid example of the phenomenon
and hence perhaps a simple scribal error.  As a last example in §69.123, T. invites the reader
to compare ®n•d, which he here translates ""zwei Male'' instead of the usual ""zweimal,'' the
comparison is meaningless in terms of Ugaritic grammar:  •d is invariable when attached to a
number noun and hence clearly functions as an uninflectible enclitic particle, whether or not
its origin was nominal.803  A fifth putative example is adduced in §69.124.1:  in ®t kwt yn
(RS 20.010:6 [KTU 4.691]) kwt is said to be in the singular—but, if kwt exists as a singular
as T. believes, then it must be parsed in RS 20.010 as a dual in the construct state (*kwtm →
kwt in construct).804

— p. 392 (§69.131).  Since the top of RS 10.043 (KTU 4.47) has disappeared, there is no
way of knowing whether the numbers in this text refer to members of the corporations
named at the head of each line or to some other entity for which each corporation is
somehow responsible (reception or contribution).
— p. 395 (§69.133.32a), p. 847 (§91.321b).  T.'s ambivalence regarding the correct
translation of RIH 78/02:3-4 (KTU 4.771) on p. 395 (""Fünf (Schekel [Silber]) von/für
Färberröte'') is unexplainable given his correct explanation and translation on p. 847 (the d in
the second paragraph of this text reflects the genitival construction in the first:  ""und fünf
(Schekel [Silber für]) Krappwurzel'').

799Pardee in Le bilinguisme (1996) 78; idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 738-740, esp. p. 739 n. 5.
800See recently J.-A. Zamora, La vid y el vino en Ugarit (Banco de Datos Filológicos Semíticos
Noroccidentales, Monografías 6; Madrid; Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas; 2000) 86.
801According to various authors, including T. himself, p÷ndr would be a Hurrian word denoting some kind of
garment:  cf. Watson, UF 28 (1996) 703 + n. 12; Tropper, UF 29 (1997) 665.
802In explaining the meaning of ®nt as ""®nt-Gewänder'' in §69.124.1, T. refers to Akkadian ßinatena (Alala”)
and ßin≠tu.  Since Ugaritic is a West-Semitic language, it might not have been out of place to refer to
Hebrew ßªn≠y as well.
803Below, p. 392, the same comparison is made with the other iterative number adverbs (®l®•d, etc.), and it
is there asserted that -•d is in the singular (cf. p. 393 [§69.133.21a], where -•d is said to be of masculine
gender).  That may or not be true historically, but is in any case irrelevant for Ugaritic (see above, remark
to pp. 377-78 [§§65.142-143]).
804In dispute is the question of the relationship between this word and kw in RS 18.148:20 (KTU 2.47:17)—
which appears originally to have been written {k.w} (see provisionally RSO XIV [2001] 382-83).
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— p. 399 (§69.143.21b), p. 776 (§82.412).  On p. 399, the thirteen "openings' (pt“)
mentioned in RS 15.184:7 (KTU 4.195) are said to be doors; on p. 776, they are said to be
windows.
— p. 399 (§69.143.21c).  It cannot be considered likely that the use of {®n ≤ßr} (instead of
the more common form with ≤ßrh) in RS 17.124:1 (KTU 4.274) indicates a measure other
than kd for the wine in question because line 7 contains the entry kdm, "two kd- measures (of
wine)'.
— p. 405 (§69.181.1b).  T. here assumes the alternative readings {w [. tß]≤m} or
{w [. ßb]≤m}805 for RS 16.395:8 (KTU 4.243) though he had also earlier claimed that the
{b} of the latter reading was partially visible.806  My collation of the tablet has confirmed
that it is necessary to leave the options open:  I found no trace of a sign to the left of {≤m}.
— p. 406 (§69.191.1).  Two considerations render unlikely T.'s suggestion that spr •rgmn ®l®
in RS 15.106:1-2 (KTU 4.181) would be the title of the text {""Tributliste (in Form) von
Kupfer'): (1) there was sufficient room to write {®l®} in line 1 as part of the title of the text;
(2) every other entry in the text includes the word {®l®}, which would not be the case of the
first entry in lines 2-3 if ®l® is detached therefrom.
— p. 412 (§69.231).  The broken passage RS 17.370[C]:03-04/05 (KTU 4.304) is included
twice in this section.
— p. 416 (§69.312.23).  It is difficult to believe that ßb≤ m±t ß≤rt [kbd] •qn° (RS 15.115:19-
20 [KTU 4.182]) tells us anything about the regular syntactic relationship between the
number noun ≤ßrt and the numbered noun for here kbd is situated between the two words,
making a genitive relationship impossible.
— p. 418 (§69.321).  Since T. himself refers the reader back to §62.121 (pp. 345-46), where
one reads that the number noun "two' does not show mimation in the absolute case, one
wonders how he could allow himself to say that ®n and ®t followed by a numbered noun
""weisen somit die Form des St. cs. auf.''  Since neither the absolute nor the construct shows
mimation, the absence of mimation says nothing about the state of the noun.
— p. 419 (§69.43), pp. 841-42 (§91.24).  In the first section cited, T. admits only two cases
of ordinal numbers preceding the noun they modify, the first in the common poetic motif of "a
day, a second; a third, a fourth day' (®l® rb≤ ym), the second in a related phrase that is
attested only once, ≤d ßb≤t ßnt (RS 3.322+ iv 14-15 [KTU 1.19]).  In the second, he places
these examples from the number system in a broader context by treating them alongside
common adjectives.  Above, I have explained the number formulae and several similar ones
as consisting of a substantivized adjective in construct with a plural noun (p. 261 [§51.43d],
etc., in particular note 584).807  Such an explanation will not account for the examples
adduced in these two sections, however, for the modified noun is in the singular.  Instead of
simply saying that the ordinal precedes the noun however and functions as an attributive

805As previously proposed in AuOr 13 (1995) 237.
806AuOr 16 (1998) 293.
807This explanation was adopted in Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 116-17 to explain the phrase
w n≤mt ßnt •l, "(for) the goodly years of El' (lit. "the good ones of the years of El'), which functions as a
superlative.
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adjective, a feature of adjectival syntax that is extremely rare in the old West-Semitic
languages (to my knowledge, it first begins appearing with anything approaching regularity
in fifth-century Aramaic, where it is limited to a few expressions), I wonder if the syntax
might be that of the adverbial accusative.  The adjectives would here also be substantivized,
with the noun standing as an adverbial accusative:  "for a third, for a fourth, with respect to
(the category) day'.  The explanation would, however, probably remain largely theoretical
even if we had access to the ancient vocalization, for all three words would have been in the
adverbial accusative (/®al≠®a rab≠≤a yôma) and there would be nothing but the word-order to
tell the hearer that the adjectives were not functioning attributively.
— p. 425 (§73.121.1a), p. 720 (§77.312b). Only on p. 720 does T. translate RS 18.075:16'-
17' (KTU 2.41:15-16) where he indicates the reading ""i?rß ≤my \ mnm irßtk,'' which is
rendered ""Wünsche von mir, was immer du willst!'' (on p. 425 •rß is parsed as a G-stem
imperative but the context is not translated).  On p. 720 he also identifies {•rß} as a "new
reading'.  This treatment requires several comments: (1) it is debatable whether {•rß} is
properly termed a new reading, since Gordon presented the reading as a restoration in
1965808 and several scholars have accepted the restoration in their interpretation of the
text — it is, therefore, only new as a "reading' in the sense that the trace taken by the authors
of KTU/CAT as belonging to {y} is taken by T. as belonging to {•}; (2) the "reading' {•}, I
have concluded after collating the text,809 is difficult to accept, for the {•} would have to
have been significantly less wide than the {h} just above it in line 14';810 (3) virtually no
one, including T., has attempted to interpret lines 16'-17' as sequential to line 15' with the
reading {•rß} in line 16'—with good reason, for line 15', which begins with the deictic
particle hnm 811 and cannot, therefore, be the end of a more complete sentence, makes no
sense on its own;812 (4) none of the Akkadian parallels cited for lines 17'-19' includes a
formula similar to •rß ≤mybefore the indefinite pronoun.813  The only alternative that I have

808UT, p. 19*, 367 (§19.379)
809In my dissertation, I accepted Gordon's reconstruction:  UF 7 (1975) 341; UF 8 (1976) 215.
810See photo and copy in my Les documents épistolaires (in preparation).
811The word may be read as {¯h˘nm} or as {¯•˘nm} (the crucial lower left corner of the sign has entirely
disappeared) and the "reading' •nm preferred by some (including KTU but not CAT) is as much a
reconstruction as hnm.  I prefer the latter because, though otherwise unattested, it has a good chance of
being a Ugaritic word (the deictic particle hn + enclitic -m).  Some of those who accept the reconstruction of
•nm see in it the Akkadian word en¨ma (Astour, AJA 69 [1965] 256; Márquez-Rowe, AuOr 10 [1992] 153;
Watson, AuOr 12 [1994] 98; del Olmo Lete et Sanmartín, Diccionario I [1996] 39; idem, Diccionario II
[2000] 395), unlikely in my opinion given the general rarity of Akkadian loan-words in the Ugaritic letters.
812The only attempt of which I am aware to interpret lines 15'-17' so is that of S. Ahl (Epistolary Texts from
Ugarit: Structural and Lexical Correspondences in Epistles in Akkadian and Ugaritic [thesis, Brandeis; Ann
Arbor: University Microfilms, 1973] 445), who reads •nm ≤bdk hwt and translates ""Is it not (a fact) that I am
your servant?''  The interpretation is not acceptable because the negative particle •n would appear in a
single sentence with a finite verb and because the verb "to be' is not HW(Y/W) in Ugaritic prose but
K(W)N.  For the latter reason, reading the first word as hnm provides no solution.
813Parker, Studies in the Grammar of Ugaritic Prose Texts (1967) 59, 67-68 (n. 32), 70; Rainey, UF 3
(1971) 160.
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discovered is to read {¯y˘rß} and to take lines 15'-16' as a syntactic unit, followed by lines
17'-19', another related unit.  The entire passage may be read and translated {¯h˘nm . ≤bdk .
hwt (16') ¯y˘rß . ≤my (17') mnm . •rßtk (18') d [.] ”srt . w . ±nk (19') ±ßtn .. l . •”y}  "So now
your servant shall be empowered to speak (lit. shall possess word) to me (viz., on your
behalf):  Whatever your request (may be concerning anything) that you lack, I will send it to
my brother'.814

— p. 425 (§73.121.1a), p. 426 (§73.121.1c), p. 547 (§74.412.21), pp. 557-58 (§74.413.2), p.
614 (§75.212.2).  T. comes to RS 17.117:12 (KTU 5.11) with the idea that {±rß} must be an
imperative and, because the imperative of ≥Rfi is several times written {•rß}, the result is
some mental gymnastics to account for the {±}:  the preferred interpretation (p. 426) is that
the orthography shows anaptyxis (/wa≥rVß/ →  /wa≥arVß/ — on the reconstruction of
proto-Ugaritic as having zero vowel in the first syllable, see remark below to p. 426
[§73.121.2]), a phenomenon of which this would be the only example.  T. points out,
apparently as a basis for the irregularity in his preferred analysis, that this text shows other
irregular uses of the {≥}-signs (these are limited, however, to two cases of {°} for expected
{±}) and adds in parentheses ""Schultext''—on this classification of the text and its value as
an explanatory device, see above, remark to p. 179 (§33.231.22), etc.  Morphologically
speaking, the analysis as a D-stem imperative is far the more plausible (pp. 426, 557, 614).
Contextually speaking, however, the only analysis that makes sense to me in RS 17.117 is
as a /QTLa/ form.815

— p. 425 (§73.121.1a).  T. interprets {•sp} in the second of the serpent-banishment texts
(RS 24.251 [KTU 1.107])816 as showing ""Anaptyxe /i/ (bzw. Murmelvokal /@/),'' which he
represents as ""/≥isp≠/ (Vokalsynkope) ←  *≥(V)sup≠.''  He bases this complicated
development, for which there is no clear parallel, on the fact that the verb ≥SP in Hebrew
has a /yaqtul/ imperfect, but without considering the possibility that the Ugaritic form may
have been /yaqtil/ as in Akkadian.  (It is dangerous to extrapolate too much from Hebrew
forms that do not show a /yaqtil/ base, for that base practically disappeared already in
proto-Hebrew except in I-y roots.)

814Márquez Rowe proposed to see in hwt yrß the literal translation of an Akkadian idiom, awata(m) raßû,
""to have cause to complain'' (CAD R, p. 422),which he translated in context ""… your servant has got the
(following) cause for complaint:  (We agreed that whenever you wrote) to me any wish of yours …'' (AuOr
10 [1992] 153).  The absence in the Ugaritic, however, of the crucial words placed in parentheses, which are
intended to show that the speech refers to previous correspondence between the two principal parties, a fact
that is usually stated explicitly in Ugaritic letters, renders the interpretation dubious, as do the general
absence of Akkadisms in the Ugaritic letters and the fact that the Ugaritic verbal form is an imperfective
(the usual practice is to use the "epistolary perfect' when referring to acts from the writer's perspective).
815For this interpretation, see Pardee, AfO Beiheft 19 (1982) 45; idem, Context III (2002) 109; idem, Les
textes épistolaires (in preparation).
816For a new set of reconstructions of the passage of this text where the forms of the verb ≥SP appear, see
Pardee, Ritual and Cult (2002) 181-84, 190-91 nn. 54-57—the new reconstructions have been judged
necessary because in Les textes para-mythologiques (1988), ch. 8, I did not adequately take into account
the size of the lacunae.
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— p. 426 (§73.121.2). T. reconstructs the proto-Ugaritic G-stem imperative as having zero
vowel in the first syllable (/qtul/, etc.) and the Ugaritic form as having a murmured vowel
(he represents the forms as /rugum/, etc.).  I see no reason to deny full status to this vowel in
Ugaritic (T. mentions both Akkadian /purus/ and Canaanite /qutul/ but for some reason
considers the parallels inapplicable to Ugaritic); moreover, it is debatable at what stage, if
ever, Semitic had a true /qtul/ base, i.e., one with a consonantal cluster at the beginning of
the word.817  (Does Arabic /≥uqtul/ represent one way of resolving a proto-West-Semitic
form or is it secondary?)  In any case, to the extent that the theories of proto-zero vowel and
murmured vowel in Ugaritic have influenced T.'s thinking on matters of anaptyxis and
preformative /≥/, they would better have been left aside (see two preceding remarks and
remark to p. 170 [§33.211.2], etc.).  There is at least one /qatal/-imperative in Ugaritic of
which the first syllable was represented by {±}.  I refer to ±rk in RS 2.002:34 (KTU 1.23),
where the combination of form and context indicate the presence of a volitive form.818

Parsing that form as an infinitive (p. 484 [§73.513.6], p. 711 [§76.524.44]) or, a truly
desperate solution since the subject is feminine, as a perfective (p. 614 [§75.212.3]) may
thus be rejected and the writing may be taken as indicative of the quality of the first vowel in
a /qatal/-imperative.
— p. 426 (§73.122).  On the implausibility of T.'s proposed examples of G-stem imperatives
with prosthetic ≥alif, see remarks above to p. 170 (§33.211.2), etc., p. 195 (§33.322.2c), etc.,
p. 202 (§33.432a), etc., and below to p. 540 (§74.342).  In addition to these examples, T.
suggests below, p. 449 (§73.243.21), that {•”dl} in RS 5.195:4 (KTU 7.51) might be
another.  There the context is entirely broken, and, since the grammatical category is
questionable at best and most likely non-existent in Ugaritic, there is no reason to consider
this example even as a possibility.
— p. 427 (§73.131), p. 443 (§73.233.1), p. 451 (§73.243.22b), p. 654 (§75.531b), p. 659
(§75.532).  In the first section cited here, in the presentation of the G-imperative, one
encounters the first of the verbal forms of the root BNY/W, "to build', for which a base form
with III-w is reconstructed (""/bunû/ < *bnuw'').  Three general remarks are in order:  (1)
Because, with an extremely small number of exceptions, only nominal forms with III-w are
attested in Ugaritic while virtually all attested verbal forms with an extant third consonant
show {y}—in keeping with the general Ugaritic pattern—, one may posit with equal
plausibility that proto-Ugaritic III-w roots had, as in the other Northwest-Semitic languages,
generally become III-y (T.'s basis for not adopting this hypothesis is that, by his rules for
monophthongization of triphthongs, several forms should show consonantal {y} but do not
[see remark below to pp. 653-54, §75.531b]).  T.'s reconstructions thus are based on a root
III-w when the proto-form would have included the triphthong /uw¨˜/ or the diphthong /uw/
(though T. cannot make up his mind on such forms—see below my point no. 2), everywhere
else on a root III-y.   The reconstruction of proto-Ugaritic BNY/W as having a /yaqtul/
imperfect is, however, belied by the fact that Akkadian already shows the preterit ibni ←

817For the few possible cases of isolated nouns, see Testen, JNES 44 (1985) 143-46.
818Pardee, Context I (1997) 280; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004), text 5 in the Choix de textes.
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/*yabniy/ and the imperative bini.819 (2) T. has trouble keeping his reconstructions straight.
{±bn}, "I build', is reconstructed as both /≥abnî/ ← BNY (p. 451 [§74.243.21b]) and /≥abnû ←
BNW, i.e., /≥abnuw/ (p. 659 [§75.532])—the same text is cited as source for the form in both
paragraphs.  On p. 427 (§73.132), adjacent reconstructions of proto-forms of 2 f.s.
imperatives from putative III-w roots are different (D≥W and L≥W are shown as having
identical final forms and identical proto-forms, but the stem vowel in an intermediate state is
shown as known in one case, unknown in the other:  ""d≥Vy≠'' vs. ""l≥uy≠'').  Here and on p.
663 (§75.533), the latter form is vocalized /li≥≠/ whereas on p. 617 the vocalization is /lu≥≠/.
On p. 443 (§73.233.1), T. explicitly indicates ""/tabnû/î/'' as deriving from /tabnuw/—
whatever the merits of the reconstruction /tabnuw/ may be, /tabnî/ cannot derive therefrom
and would have to be a secondary form by paradigm pressure.  Perhaps for that reason, T.
indicates only /tabnû/ for the same form in the same text on p. 659 (§75.532).  On the other
hand, just below ""/tabnû/î/'' on p. 443 is indicated ""/≥a“dî/û/'' but here as derived from either
/≥a“ƒiy/ or /≥a“ƒuw/ (ditto p. 451 [§73.243.22c]); on p. 660 only /≥a“dî/ ← /≥a“diy/ is
indicated—again all three times for the same form in the same text. (3) T.'s triphthong theory
requires him to reconstruct other verbs as having /YQTL/ with stem-vowel /u/ (/yaqtul/) from
a III-w root when the internal and comparative evidence for both aspects of the hypothesis
are weak.  For example:  on pp. 654 (§75.531b) and 661 (§75.532), the /YQTL/ forms of the
intransitive verb ≤LY, "to ascend', are reconstructed on the base /ya≤luw/, though the verb
shows consonantal {y} in the /QTLa/, the participle, and the infinitive.  The basis for the
choice of /ya≤luw/ as the Ugaritic base form is triphthong behavior; the justifications are that
Arabic shows the root form ≤LW (note that this root in Arabic shows two forms:
/qatala/yaqtul-/ and /qatila/yiqtal-/) and that intransitive but fientive verbs may be /yaqtul/ in
Semitic (p. 453 [§73.245.1]).  In the case of ≤LY, as we have already seen to be true of
BNW/Y, Akkadian shows the /yaqtil-/ pattern.  The basic problem, as stated above in the
seventh general introductory remark, is that a grammar of Ugaritic, a language for which the
data are few and not unequivocal, is not the place to attempt to solve such complicated
problems of comparative Semitics.  What T. is essentially proposing is that Ugaritic, unlike
Hebrew and Aramaic where virtually all III-weak forms have in the G-stem collapsed into a
single paradigm, was at a transitional stage, with some forms retaining their older III-w
pattern, while others have assimilated to a younger III-y vocalism, while still other forms
have already developed a tertiary form based on the III-y secondary form (e.g., p. 427
[§73.132]:  ""/li≥î/ < *l≥uy≠ < *l≥uw≠''820).  Are the data available from the Ugaritic texts
sufficient and sufficiently unequivocal to make such a reconstruction of the system plausible?
I have my doubts, but at the very least the reconstructions should be presented in a consistent
manner, both internally to the grammar itself and as reflections of the Ugaritic data.
— p. 427 (§73.132), p. 448 (§73.243.1), p. 617 (§75.223), p. 660 (§75.532).  The
emendation of {tl°±n} in RS 02.[003]+ i 33 (KTU 1.14) to {tl°nn} was proposed above, p.
57 (§21.352.1), but the form is for the first time parsed as G-stem /yaqtulu/ in the first section

819See W. G. Lambert, NABU 2001, p. 39, on OB ibni.
820I confess that I do not see quite why the intermediate form is necessary (on p. 200 [§33.323.6], in the
relevant section on phonology, that step was put in parentheses).
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cited here and that parsing is reflected in the other sections cited; he derives it from his verb
L≥W1 ""siegen'' (p. 617).  He analyzes tl° in RS 24.244:68 also as /yaqtulu/ but from the root
L≥W2 ""schwach sein'' (p. 617).  Whatever the ultimate  solution may be to the appearance in
Ugaritic of (a) root(s) containing the elements L and ≥ from which nominal and verbal forms
are derived with the opposite meanings of WEAK and STRONG (see further below, remark
to p. 468 §73.333.1], etc.), a case can be made for the identification of tl°nn, if the
emendation from {tl°±n} be accepted, as the D-stem of the verb attested in RS 24.244 which
in this derived stem would have the meaning "make weak'821—the line is a thin one between
"overpowering' and "rendering weak'.
— p. 428 (§73.132).  Assuming T.'s view of the nature of the vowel in the first syllable of
the G-stem imperative as /Ø/ (see above, remark to p. 426 [§73.121.2]), the notation
""/kir(i)y≠/ < *kiriy≠'' hardly makes sense.  It can only be understood as some kind of
shorthand for /kiry≠//kiriy≠/ ← /kiriy≠/ ← /kriy≠/, where the possibility of the secondary
murmured vowel in the first syllable having taken on full syllabic value when syncope of the
vowel in the second syllable is registered.  Apparently, hesitation on the occurrence of
syncope has lead T. to confuse the two issues of syncope and the presence of a vowel in the
first syllable of the imperative.822  T.'s treatment of this particular form brings to mind that he
does not bring up anywhere the question of the accent on the 2 f.s. imperative:  final, as in
Hebrew, or penultimate, as in Aramaic?  He appears to assume that the middle syllable in
this form is not accented, otherwise syncope would be impossible.
— p. 428 (§73.134), p. 492 (§73.532).  T.'s claim that ""Imp.-Formen f.pl. sind bislang nicht
belegt'' is technically incorrect, since one such form is attested, {ßm≤} in RS 5.194:11 (KTU
1.24).  T. finds this form troublesome because the corresponding form in both Hebrew and
Arabic shows an ending with consonantal {n}, though he cites Akkadian, Ethiopic, and some
Aramaic dialects as having a form without the {-n}.  He comes up with three other possible
explanations: (1) a masculine imperative form in place of the feminine (as sometimes occurs
in Biblical Hebrew); (2) an infinitive functioning as an imperative; (3) re-interpret the
passage as containing a /QTLa/ form.  While keeping in mind that one swallow does not a
summer make, the comparative evidence appears sufficient to make the existence of a form
without {-n} in Ugaritic at least plausible.
— p. 428 (§73.134).  Though the comparative evidence supports T.'s confident statement
that the final vowel of the dual was identical in the two grammatical genders, only the
masculine form is proven to have /-ª/ by inner-Ugaritic evidence.
— pp. 428-29 (§73.14; §73.15), pp. 455-56 (§73.26).  In his discussion of the /YQTLa/ form
(pp. 455-56), T. opines that the final vowel may be short or long, but after this observation
he vocalizes consistently in this section as /a/ (elsewhere in the grammar, he usually
indicates /ª˜/).  In his treatment of the extended form of the imperative (i.e., the imperative
stem + /a/), he correctly identifies the /-a/ as identical to that of the /YQTLa/ form, but here

821Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 20-22 (the form is mis-identified in the glossary, p. 177, as from
the root denoting strength).
822The hesitation continues below: on p. 429 (§73.142), the expanded m.s. imperative {m“y} is vocalized
without the option of syncope (""/mi“iyª˜'').
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in his vocalization of all forms he indicates /ª˜/.  I pointed out above that in T.'s discussion of
{ß±} as perhaps showing quiesced /≥/, he vocalizes the lengthened imperative option as
/ßa≥ª/ (remark to pp. 37-38 [§21.322.5], etc.).  Two points must be made here:  (1)
consistency of notation should have been observed; (2) the reasons for his uncertainty as to
the vowel length should have been indicated.  (I hold that since the corresponding morpheme
in proto-Hebrew was short, i.e., it is represented by qame¬ in the Massoretic vocalization of
Biblical Hebrew, it was probably short in Ugaritic as well.)
— p. 429 (§73.142), p. 621 (§75.233).  Though the beginning of col. I of RS 3.322+ (KTU
1.19) is badly damaged, it is difficult to admit, judging from the preserved signs, that
{[…]ß±} in line 6 represents the m.s. impv. of Nfi≥, "to lift', for the surrounding text appears
to be couched in the 3rd person.
— p. 429 (§73.142), p. 475 (§73.426), p. 517 (§74.223.2).  In the first reference cited,
{m“y} in RS 24.272:14 (KTU 1.124) is parsed as an emphatic imperative (to use the
traditional term, i.e., the G-imperative followed by the vowel /-a/); here the optional
interpretation of the {-y} as the enclitic particle is mentioned, with a reference to §89.3,
though this text is not cited at the paragraph in question.  In the second reference cited, the
same form is cited as an example of the G-passive participle, though the interpretation as a
G-passive /QTLa/ is classed as ""Wahrscheinlicher.''  In the third reference cited, the form is
cited among the ""Weniger gesicherte Belege der Gp-SK.''  This form provides yet another
example of the multiple interpretations encountered in this grammar of a given word in a
given passage, here, as often, without adequate cross-referencing to other interpretations.
(On the preferability of choosing one interpretation and stating the reasons for that choice in
a given place, see above, third general remark.)
— p. 429 (§73.143), pp. 455-56 (§73.26).  T. considers the /YQTLa/ form to be an emphatic
form of the jussive, i.e., of /YQTLØ/, as the /QTLa/ volitive form is an expanded form of the
imperative, i.e., of /QTLØ/.  Does that mean that /YQTLu/ is an indicative form of the
jussive?  It appears more productive to consider these three forms as independent forms in
Ugaritic, whatever their origins may have been.  T. argues that this is not the case by
attempting to limit the use of the /YQTLa/ form to the first person, as in Biblical Hebrew
(where it is known as the ""cohortative''), but in order to do so he has to explain away some
forms that have {±} as the final sign 823 and III-y forms that may be /YQTLa/.  He offers as
another proof the existence of the 1 c.s. jussive, claiming that this shows that the /YQTLa/
form ""steht auch funktional nicht in Opposition zum unerweiterten Jussiv'' (p. 456), an
argument that makes no sense to me, since the two forms are morphologically distinct.  The
difficulty that we may have in translating the two forms as semantically/functionally distinct

823  Claiming that 3rd and 2nd person forms with final {±} may be plene writing for quiesced /≥/ (p. 456)
appears to me to be a rather obvious case of special pleading. For the case of yqr± in RS 2.[008]+ vii 47
(KTU 1.4), see remark below to p. 456 (§73.263); for that of t”†± in RIH 78/20:5 (CAT 1.169), see remark
to p. 456 (§73.264).  Nowhere in this grammar does T. treat {[t]ml±h}, "she FILL it' (RS 3.322+ iv 61 [KTU
1.19]), a rather surprising omission in an otherwise so comprehensive a grammar—if he considers the
reading/restoration to be incorrect, he should have stated this; if not, he should have incorporated the form
into his system.
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is not a basis for denying the distinction.824  The best proof of their independence is that the
volitive negative particle ≥al is never, to my knowledge, used with the /YQTLa/ form
(below, p. 816 [§87.22], T. claims, in keeping with his theory, that the opposite may be the
case, but he cites no orthographically distinct /YQTLa/ form in support of the assertion).825

Various uses of /YQTLa/ forms other than as simple volitives are attested in Hebrew and in
Arabic, and the various Ugaritic forms that T. has difficulty explaining as volitives make it
more plausible to allow for a broader range of meaning there also than is allowed by the
simple equation with the jussive.826  For these reasons, and to avoid confusion with the
Hebrew ""cohortative,'' which is limited to the first person, singular and plural, I propose that
it would be preferable in describing Ugaritic grammar to use another term that expresses a
form of volitivity, for example "optative', or /YQTLa/-volitive, or simply /YQTLa/.  Finally,
whatever the status and function of the /YQTLa/ form may have been in Ugaritic, the data
do not support the hypothesis that its use was limited to subordinate clauses.827

— p. 430 (§73.162).  Is it really necessary to prove to anyone likely to use this grammar that
the imperative can take an accusative complement?
— p. 430 (§73.162a).  Two examples are cited, one after the other, of asyndetic imperatives;
in both cases the second is kbd, "honor (someone)'.  In the first, T. accepts the asyndesis, in
the second he proposes that the text be emended by adding the conjunction w between the
two verbs.  Why?

824T. claims also (p. 429) that the use of the so-called emphatic imperative in Hebrew (i.e., /kotbª/ as
opposed to the simple imperative /k@tºb/) is ""rein euphonisch'' (p. 429).  I realize that ""emphatic'' is not a
popular term nowadays, but ""purely euphonic'' does not appear to solve the problem any more convincingly.
What would T. need to establish that the two forms are ""functionally'' distinct?  Is ""emphasis,'' or
""euphony,'' not a ""function''?  In English, grades of imperativity are expressed by all kinds of markers, from
stress to contraction to added lexical items (e.g., "gét out', "get oút', "get out of here', "get outta here', "get
the hell outta here', etc.) and any native speaker recognizes the function of each distinct form.  What are the
criteria for denying similar functionality to a Hebrew or Ugaritic morpheme?
825Perhaps the best possibility is in RS 2.[022]+ iii 11 (KTU 1.5), where one finds ±l ±st, "I surely will not
place,' followed in the next line, after a break, by ±hpkk, "I will overturn you'.  The latter is probably a
/YQTLa/ form because the {k} is written twice, and the former could be as well.  It is well known,
however, that the West-Semitic languages permit different volitive forms to appear in sequential utterances
and parsing ±ßt as jussive, rather than as /YQTLa/, is, therefore, perfectly plausible.
826Though he does not do so here in detail (cf. p. 457), T. has in the past explicitly rejected the hypothesis
according to which the Ugaritic /YQTLa/ form functioned regularly, as in Arabic, as a subjunctive in
subordinate clauses (UF 23 [1991] 341-52; ""Auf dem Weg zu einer ugaritischen Grammatik,''
Mesopotamica—Ugaritica—Biblica.  Festschrift für Kurt Bergerhof zur Vollendung seines 70. Lebensjahres
am 7. Mai 1992 [Alter Orient und Altes Testament 232; eds. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz; Kevelaer:
Neukirchen-Vluyn; Butzon & Bercker:  Neukirchener Verlag] 471-80, esp. p. 473-74) and I have done the
same (JNES 52 [1993] 314-17; ""Ugaritic,'' The Cambridge Encyclopedia of the World's Ancient Languages
[ed. R. Woodard; Cambridge:  University Press, 2004] 288-318, esp. 305; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel
[2004] I 64).  But the absence of an identical function in Ugaritic does not mean that we cannot take the
particular development in Arabic as a sign of a difference in function between the /YQTLØ/ and the
/YQTLa/ forms in the earlier languages.
827Pardee, JNES 52 (1993) 314-17.
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— p. 430 (§73.163).  T. devotes well over half a page to the attempt to prove that an
imperative verbal form may bear a pronominal suffix of the same person, gender, and
number which has an ""indirekt-reflexive'' function corresponding to the so-called ""ethical
dative'' in the later Northwest-Semitic languages (e.g., /lek-l@kª/ in Gen. 12:1).  The parade
examples are provided by the three-verb sequence “ßk ≤¬k ≤b¬k, "hurry, press, hasten,'
attested several times in the Baal Cycle.  But, as T. recognizes, these may be verbal nouns
functioning as imperatives, with the expression of the grammatical person provided by the
pronominal suffix attached to the verbal noun (lit. "your hurrying …').828  To nail down his
preferred interpretation, T. cites the form tbrkk, ""Knie du nieder'' (RS 2.[012] i 26' [KTU
1.12]), which would be a jussive form with the suffix performing the same function.  As T.
has already recognized above, however (p. 63 [§21.355.1b]), this form is a prime candidate
for explanation by dittography and more examples are needed to proove the existence of the
morpho-syntactic usage.
— p. 435 (§73.223.34.6), p. 621 (§75.232), p. 687 (§76.331).  On T.'s interpretation of zbl
≤rßm yß° in the context of the aspectual verbal system, see remarks below to pp. 684-701
(§§76.3-4).
— p. 436 (§73.223.34.9), p. 593 (§74.622.3), p. 605 (§74.632), p. 651 (§75.527g), p. 652
(§75.527h).  T. argues on p. 436 that because the preceding verb forms bear objective
pronominal suffixes while yßql (RS 2.002:10 [KTU 1.23]) does not, the latter must be a
passive form (this is also the analysis preferred on pp. 605 and 652; on pp. 593 and 651, the
preferred analysis is as 3 m.s. active).  The analysis as passive ignores the fact that the
explicit expression of pronominal direct objects is optional in all the old Northwest-Semitic
languages.  The verb may, therefore, be 3 m.s. fi-stem /YQTL/ of QL, meaning "he causes
(it) to fall'.829

— p. 436 (§73.223.34.11), p. 889 (§95.235).  T.'s claim that the bothersome y≤rb in RS
2.002:62 (KTU 1.23) should be read t≤rb830 is not borne out by examination of the tablet:
clearly visible are two heads of vertical wedges where T. would read {t}.  It appears
necessary to admit either that the verb is 3 m.s. because it precedes its subject and is
separated from the compound subject by the poetic structure or else that the 3 m.pl. form
could take a y-preformative in this text.  Because this would be the only demonstrable case
of the latter phenomenon in this text, the former explanation is preferable.831

828This analysis is indicated pp. 487 (§73.523c), 492 (§73.532), 649 (§75.526), and 677 (§75.66).
829Pardee, Context I (1997) 277; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004), text 5 in the Choix de textes.
According to this interpretation, the form may be either /YQTLu/ (yaßaq≠lu/) or /YQTLØ/ (/yaßaqil/ [not
""yußaqîl,'' as T. vocalizes on p. 650]); there are many /YQTLØ/-perfectives in the myth recounted in lines
30-76.  It is also possible that, in this sub-section of the long ritual introduction to the myth, the forms in
lines 9-10 are jussives (so, for example, Lewis apud Parker, Ugaritic Narrative Poetry [1997] 208).  Finally,
T.'s reading of the form as {yßql}  is indubitably correct (the claim by Dietrich and Loretz, UF 32 [2000]
187, that the tablet in fact bears {yßq¬} may not be accepted—see the photo and copy in the Manuel:
though the middle wedge is narrower than the other two, it is indubitably present).
830A claim he had already made in AuOr 16 (1998) 107.
831 w ¯y˘≤rb . b phm . /wa yi≤rabu bi pîhumª/ Into their mouth does enter

≤¬r . ßmm /≤u¬¬¨ru ßamîma/ bird of heaven
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— p. 438 (§73.223.41.2), p. 460 (§73.273.7), p. 661 (§75.532), p. 691 (§76.343b), p. 699
(§76.423), p. 887 (§95.231), p. 893 (§96.241b).  T. accepts without question the reading
{y≤n} that is proposed in KTU/CAT as the first word in RS 2.[014]+ iv 5 (KTU 1.3) in spite
of Herdner's refusal to propose a reading for the badly damaged first sign832 and in spite of
the marking of the {y} as uncertain in both KTU and CAT.  As Smith reported in 1997,833

my collation of the tablet has shown only part of the lower section of a vertical wedge.  This
wedge was placed a bit to the right of the left margin and I conclude that the best reading
here is {¯m˘≤n} and that the poetic line contains a figura etymologica: {¯m˘≤n . ÷lmm .
y≤nyn}, "With a response did the two lads respond …'.834  The parallel with RS 2.[022]+ i
11-12 (KTU 1.5) that T. sees here is incomplete, for in the latter text one finds only {y≤n},
not {y≤n … y≤nyn}, viz., the text reads {w y≤n | gpn . w °gr}, not {y≤n . ÷lmm . y≤nyn}, the
reading of RS 2.[014]+ iv 5 indicated in KTU/CAT.  In RS 2.[022]+ there is certainly,
therefore, a /YQTLØ/ form and it may be considered an open question whether it is singular
(i.e., gpn-w-°gr are expressed as a single entity, vocalization /ya≤ni/) or dual (i.e., gpn-w-
°gr are expressed as a duality, vocalization /ya≤nâ/ ← /ya≤niyª/); the latter analysis is,
however, to be preferred on the basis of the preceding phrase tb≤ w l y®b •lm (the analysis of
{•lm} as a dual is to be preferred, viz., "the two gods depart they do not remain', though it
could be singular + enclitic-{m}).  In the former text, on the other hand, the third root
consonant is retained, and the analysis as a dual /YQTLu/ form (vocalization /ya≤niyªna/)
appears to be required by the dual form of the common noun ÷lmm which is the subject of
the verb.
— p. 438 (§73.223.41.2), p. 661 (§75.532), p. 887 (§95.231).  T.'s own ambivalence
regarding his own rules for monophthongization is evident in these three sections:  in all
three, y≤n in the phrase y≤n gpn w °gr (RS 2.[022]+ i 11 [KTU 1.5]) is analyzed as a
singular verb followed by a dual subject; in the third, this passage is presented as a certain
case of number discord between verb and subject (on this topic, see remark below to this
page); whereas, in the second, it is admitted that {y≤n} may represent monophthongization
of the triphthong (""ya≤niyâ'' → ""ya≤nâ'').
— p. 438 (§73.223.41.4), p. 442 (§73.223.5), p. 446 (§73.233.8), p. 460 (§73.273.8), p. 534
(§74.32),  p. 594 (§74.622.3), p. 621 (§75.232), p. 645 (§75.522), p. 651 (§75.527g), p. 690
(§76.342), p. 749 (§81.4a), p. 801 (§83.24a), p. 872 (§93.422.1).  Though t¬dn in RS
24.258:23 (KTU 1.114) is certainly 3rd person fem. dual,835 it is possible that t®®b in line 27'

       w dg b ym . /wa dagu bi yammi/ and fish in the sea.
832CTA (1963) 17 with n. 6.
833Apud Parker, ed., Ugaritic Narrative Poetry, p. 168 n. 74.
834Cf. my translation in Context I (1997) 252:  ""The lads answer up: …''; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel
(2004) II 16:  ""Les messagers se mettent à donner leur réponse: … .''
835As is t≤dbn, repeated in lines 12 and 13 of this text where it has as subject the same goddesses as in line
23' (Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques [1988] 21, 22, 51). On T.'s treatment of these lines, see remark
below to p. 663 (§75.533), etc., on pn in line 12.
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and trp± in line 28' are not (≤Anatu and ≤A®tartu may be presented as working
separately).836

— p. 438 (§73.223.41.5), p. 441 (§73.223.42.12), p. 460 (§73.273.7), p. 646 (§75.522).
One of the more striking usages of ""n[eue] L[esung]'' (see above, ninth preliminary remark)
is encountered here:  the reading ""yyyy[[[[qqqq]]]]llll****nnnn alpm,'' "two bovids shall fall', i.e., without the
word ®n, "two', inserted between the verb and the noun (RS 1.009:11 [KTU 1.46]), is so
described in spite of the fact that in 1996837 T. declared himself in agreement with my
reading of the verb as {y¯ql˘n} and without ®n.838  As I point out in my more detailed
bibliographical treatment in Les textes rituels,839 the proposal that the word ®n, "two', was not
on the tablet goes back at least to 1970,840 but is still present in the text of CAT.  As regards
the reading of the verb, T. again indicates {y[q]l*n} on p. 441, but {y[q]ln} on p. 460, and
{yq[ln]}, the reading in CAT, on p. 646.  Finally, T.'s alternative parsing of {y¯ql˘n} as a
G-passive, indicated only on p. 460, instead of the analysis as active, can hardly be given
serious consideration, for QL is an intransitive verb expressing a form of motion.
— p. 439 (§73.223.41.6), p. 441 (§73.223.43), p. 442 (§73.223.5).  Though I have in Ritual
and Cult modified several details of the restorations of RS 24.251:32'-37' (KTU 1.107) that
were proposed in Les textes para-mythologiques,841 such  is not the case of the restoration
{[t•]sp} in line 40', a 3 f.du. form that is reconstructed as such to stand in contrast to the
masculine form {y•sp} that occurs elsewhere in this passage (the subject of the verb is ≤nt w
≤®trt, the goddesses ≤Anatu and ≤A®tartu).  On p. 439, T. argues forcefully for the restoration
{[t•]sp} but with no reference to previous work on the passage.
— p. 439 (§73.223.41.8), p. 495 (§73.534b), p. 565 (§74.416.3), p. 589 (§74.622.3), p. 790
(§83.122g).  T.'s attempt to interpret ym÷y in RS 29.093:25 (KTU 2.70) and yßb≤l in line 27
of the same text as 3 m. dual forms842 founders on the form b≤ly in line 28, which clearly
bears the 1 c.s. suffix, not the 1 c.du. suffix, which would be {-ny}. T. mentions the
possibility of emending {b≤ly} to {b≤lny} (pp. 439, 589, 790), as has been proposed in CAT,
but offers as his first translation ""Als(?) deine beiden Diener zu dir gekommen sind wegen
der Zahlung(?), liessen sie da nicht(?) einen Mantel für meinen … Herrn anfertigen'' (the

836Pardee, ibid., p. 21-23, 67.  By the logic of an alternative interpretation proposed there, I could have
preferred the interpretation of trp± as a dual:  "≤A®tartu does [X], ≤Anatu brings (something) back, the two of
them heal'. What led me to interpret trp± as singular was that t¬dn bears the "indicative' {-n} while trp±
does not.  If the only function of the /YQTLa/ form in Ugaritic is volitive, the analysis of trp± as 3 f.s.
/YQTLa/ is more difficult, for the verb is in a marked subordinate clause.  I have difficulty accepting that
view of /YQTLa/, however:  see above, remark to p. 429 (§73.143), etc., below, remark to p. 456
(§73.264), and cf. Pardee, Ritual and Cult (2001) 160 (interpretation of t”†± in RIH 78/20:5[CAT 1.169])
and 169 (interpretation of trp± and t®®b in RS 24.258 [KTU 1.114]).
837AfO 42-43 (1995-96) 271.
838BSOAS 58 (1995) 230; in AuOr 16 (1998) 88, I comment on T.'s acceptance of the reading {y¯ql˘n}.
839P. 268, n. 14.
840De Moor, UF 2, p. 324.
841Pp. 248-51.
842On p. 660 (§75.532), T. analyzes ym÷y as a 3 m.s. and only alternatively as a 3 m.du.
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text is {w . k ym÷y (26) ≤bdk . l ßlm (27) ≤mk . p l . yßb≤l (28) ”pn . l b≤ly}), which cannot
be said, as regards the use of the pronoun "my', to make any sense.843  And the emendation
can only be qualified as arbitrary, for the text makes perfectly good sense as it stands.
Though there are not many letters from two persons, in fact only two (this text and RS 8.315
[KTU 2.11]), the play of singular and dual forms in expressing portions of the message
which are expressed as addressed from both or from one or the other of the two writers is
consistently indicated in both texts.  This passage may be translated something along the
lines of:  ""And when your servant comes to tender to you his formal greetings, he will be
sure to have a ”ipªnu-garment made for my master … '' (i.e., the male of the two writers is
here speaking).844

— p. 439 (§73.223.41.8), p. 589 (§74.622.3), p. 605 (§74.632), p. 790 (§83.122g), p. 812
(§85.8b).  T. refuses not only to come to terms with the text of RS 29.093:25-28 (KTU 2.70),
as we have seen in the preceding remark, and with the aspectual value of the verbs in this
passage, as we shall see in the following remark, but he clearly has no idea what to do with
the particle l in line 27: he translates it as ""nicht'' (p. 438), as ""furwähr/nicht'' (p. 589), as
""furwähr'' (p. 790), and once refers to it as a possible example of what he calls volitive l (p.
890)—but nowhere does he translate the passage.  If the text be respected and the /YQTL/
forms be taken as imperfectives, l can only be the emphatic particle (by whatever name it
may go) and the passage must be translated along the lines of:  ""… he will be sure to have a
”ipªnu-garment made for my master … .''
— p. 439 (§73.223.41.8), p. 565 (§74.416.3), p. 589 (§74.622.3).  As there are no provable
examples of /YQTL/ forms having perfective or preterital value in prose, T.'s translations of
ym÷y in RS 29.093:25 (KTU 2.70) that reflect such a value cannot be admitted:  the
translation on p. 439 is quoted in the second previous remark; a similar translation is given
on p 589; on p. 565 one reads ""Als/Wenn deine beiden Diener kamen/kommen, um zu
bezahlen(?)''.845  Only the interpretation as 3 m.s. and as some form of imperfective is
plausible; the spelling with {y} in final position indicates an indicative, as I have translated
above.
— p. 440 (§73.223.41.12), p. 441 (§73.223.42.10), p. 888 (§95.234).  The sequence y≤db …
tßb≤n in RS 2.002:63-64 (KTU 1.23) causes T. no end of bother, but he appears to be more
concerned about the different preformatives than about the fact that one is /YQTL/ the other
/YQTLn/.  Though the first discrepancy might, as T. suggests, be stylistic variation made
permissible by the use of both preformatives in the dual, the conjugation of the two makes
one wonder if something else is not going on here.  I would suggest that both verbs in the
first two cola of this tricolon are 3 m.s. and that the purpose of the play on grammatical

843Neither does it make any sense to me to interpret the last clause as promising not to make a mantel for
their master (see following remark).
844See my translation with notes in Context III (2002) 111 ; more recently, Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel
(2004) II 89.
845On pp. 495 (§73.534b) and 790 (§83.122g) one finds only the translation ""kommen.'' Cf. below, remark
to p. 448 (§73.243.1) where the interpretation of {tß±l} in line 23 of this text as a jussive or a preterit is
criticized.
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number is to emphasize the fact that Dawn and Dusk are positioned at opposite extremities
of the horizon:
w ndd gz¯r˘ l <g>zr /wa nadªda gazara lê <ga>zari/ Each stands at one extremity,846

y≤db ° ymn ° ßm±l /ya≤dubu ≥ô yam≠na ≥ô ßam≥ala/ each consumes on right, on left;

b phm w ¯l˘ tßb≤n /bi pîhumª wa lª tißba≤ªna/ (but of what is) in their mouths

     never are they satisfied.

— p. 441 (§73.223.42.7), p. 448 (§73.243.1), p. 460 (§73.273.7), p. 511 (§74.222.1), p. 569
(§74.422), p. 619 (§75.228).  T. everywhere translates tl±kn in RS 2.[008]+ v 42 (KTU 1.4)
as a passive, usually vocalized as a G-passive (""tul≥akâni'' [pp. 460, 511, 569, 619]), once as
a D-passive (""tula≥≥akâni'' [p. 511]), but also once as a G-active (""til≥akâni'' [p. 448]).  The
last is probably to be understood as a simple error, since T. translates even there as a
passive and recognizes that L≥K is a true transitive verb.
— p. 442 (§73.223.5), p. 460 (§73.273.8), p. 627 (§75.42), p. 644 (§75.522), p. 685
(§76.321).  Granted that the phrase tn“n °dmm (RS 3.343+ i 7' [KTU 1.15]) is difficult, one
could nonetheless have asked for consistency of presentation:  the problem is presented
concisely on p. 442 (either °dmm, derived from the city name °dm, is dual and the verbal
form is 3 f.du. or else °dmm expresses [irregularly] a gentilic, "the people of °dm' [normally
such a gentilic would be {°dmym}]), on p. 460 the tn“n is presented as a possible 3 f.du.
with a back-reference to p. 442, but on p. 627 only the analysis as 3 f.du is indicated while
on pp. 644 and 685 only the analysis as 3 m.pl.  Because the city is explicitly presented as a
duality in the text on the first tablet of the Kirta cycle (RS 2.[003]+ iv 47-48 [KTU 1.14]
ym÷y l °dm rbt w °dm ®rrt, "he/they arrive at Great ≥Udmu, at Well-Watered ≥Udmu'), the
analysis as a dual appears the more likely.847  If one wishes the form to be gentilic,
emendation is required for there are no convincing case of gentilics without {-y-}.
— p. 442 (§73.223.6), p. 656 (§75.531e), p. 663 (§75.532).  T.'s decision to parse nßt (and
nl“m) in RS 2.002:71-72 (CTA 1.23) as 1 c.pl. (G-/YQTL/), rather than as 1 c.du., in a
context where there are several third-person dual forms that refer to the same actors as
those speaking in lines 71-72, is based on his view that the expected form is ""nißtayâ'' and
the triphthong /ayâ/ should not monophthongize (p. 442).  But on p. 656, he parses the form
as a 1 c. pl. /YQTLa/ ""nißtâ'' contracted from ""nißtayª˜''—leaving open the possibility that the
final vowel of the /YQTLa/ was also long.  (On the unlikelihood that this vowel was long,
however, see above, remark to pp. 428-29 [§73.142], etc.)  It appears necessary to deal with
the hypothesis that  several of the 1 c. pl. and 1 c. du. forms of III-weak roots may have been
identical or differed only by length of the final vowel.  The paradigm may have been
something like:  /nißtû/ (1 c.pl. indicative < /nißtayu/— on this vocalization of the indicative
ending, see remark below to p. 656 [§75.531e]), /nißta/ (1 c. pl. jussive/perfective < /nißtay/),
/nißtâ/ (1 c. pl. "cohortative' < /nißtaya/), /nißtâna/ (1 c.du. indicative < nißtayªna), and /nißtâ/
(1 c.du. jussive/perfective < /nißtayª/).

846Lit. "(Each) stands at an extremity with respect to (the other) extremity'.
847Cf. Del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, Diccionario I (1996) 9.
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— pp. 444-45 (§§73.233.41-42), p. 446 (§73.233.6), p. 579 (§74.511b), p. 678 (§75.673), p.
700 (§76.427a), p. 900 (§97.121).  None of the forms cited on pp. 444-45 in proof of the
assertion that the /YQTLØ/ 3 f.pl. form, i.e., the jussive/perfective, would end in {-n} is
capable of proving the point.  Three forms are cited from poetic texts, where no one,
including T., has defined the use of the /YQTLu/ and /YQTLØ/ forms as systematically
predictable, and a fourth, where the {-n} is entirely reconstructed, as well as the preceding
sign, and half of the one before it, from a prose text.  It is a complete mystery why this last
form, cited as ""t≤r[bn]'' from RS 18.113:36' (KTU 2.42:24), is included since, in addition to
the epigraphic problem of the word being largely reconstructed, including the morpheme
under discussion, it would be in a conditional clause (it is preceded by hm) and there is no
reason to expect a jussive form there and every reason not to expect a /YQTLØ/ perfective
form there whatever the type of phrase may be (/YQTLØ/ perfectives occur neither in prose
nor in conditional clauses).  As for the hypothesis that the 3 f.pl. would have identical
/YQTLu/ and /YQTLØ/ forms, it depends on whether the form is considered to have ended
in a vowel or not, i.e., whether it was /taqtulª-/, which would permit short and long forms
(/taqtulª/ vs. /taqtulªna/) or whether the feminine suffixal morpheme itself was expressed by
/na/, which would allow for only one form (for comparative reasons, the existence of a short
form /taqtul/ vs. a long form /taqtulna/ does not appear likely).  The strongest internal
indicator that the latter hypothesis is correct comes, not from 3 f.pl. forms, but from 2 f.pl.
forms.  On p. 446 (§73.233.6), T. observes that the single 2 m.pl. form in RS 1.002 (KTU
1.40), written without {-n } (l. 31' {tq††}), has its parallel in 2 f.pl. forms with {-n} 848.  The
writing with {•} of one of these forms indicates /YQTLna/ as the probable pronunciation
(t”†•n in l. 22', 23', and plausibly restored in l. 19' = /ti”ta≥na/).  Because 3 f.pl. and 2 f.pl.
/YQTL/ forms are often identical in the Northwest-Semitic languages, the 2 f.pl. form may
be used as prima faciae evidence for the vocalization of the 3 f.pl. form.  Such an argument
would have been far stronger than the one that requires contorting the data provided by
{tnß±n} (see remark above to pp. 52 [§21.341.21b], etc).  As regards the interpretation of
the 2d person plural forms in RS 1.002, T. consistently takes them as perfectives and
includes them in his paragraph on /YQTLØ/ perfectives in prose (p. 700).  None of the
forms cited in the latter paragraph is convincing, however, and it appears necessary to find
another solution to the use of /YQTLØ/ forms in RS 1.002. In fact, only one masculine form
without {-n} is extant in that text ({tq††} in line 31'), and that fact is balanced out by the
identical spelling of one feminine form, viz., without {-n}, in the parallel text RS
17.100A+B:38' (KTU 1.84:7).  If one admits, however, the evidence of {tq††}, it is not
necessary to see it functioning as a perfective.  In this text, similarly to the use of the
/YQTLa/ form t”†± in RIH 78/20:5 (CAT 1.169), the jussive forms may have been  used to
express hypothetical situations.  A similar structure is found in the Tell Fakharia Aramaic

848Unfortunately, the data are not unambiguous:  RS 1.002 consistently uses {-n} forms for 2 f.pl., but in the
parallel text RS 17.100A+B:38' (KTU 1.84:7), the only attested 2 f.pl. form is written {tq††}. T. suggests
either emending to {tq††<n>} or assuming that the {-n} was written at the beginning of the next line (p. 60
[§21.354.1a], p. 204 [§33.441], p. 579 [§74.511b], p. 678 [§75.673]); the latter solution does not appear
likely, for this line is not long enough to have required the scribe to divide it across two lines (see hand
copy in Pardee, Les textes rituels [2000] 1274).
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inscription:  there a lexically marked precative form is used in the protasis of a conditional
clause, with the clear translation value of "should X do Y, then Z will occur'.849  This use of a
volitive form to express a hypothetical situation seems a plausible way of explaining both RS
1.002 and RIH 78/20:5.850  Other options for explaining RS 1.002 are: (1) {tq††} in RS
1.002:31' is a simple error for {tq††<n>}, as may also be the case in  RS 17.100A+B:38'; (2)
though this is a prose text, there is extensive quasi-poetic repetition, and {tq††} in RS
1.002:31' may be an attempt at imitating poetic diction.  Since the entire demonstration of the
use of /YQTLØ/ in this text (p. 700) depends on the one form in RS 1.002:31', and since the
similar feminine form in RS 17.100A+B:38' is apparently written erroneously without the
{-n}, the hypothesis of a scribal error appears just as plausible as any of the others.
— pp. 444-45 (§73.233.41-42), p. 611 (§75.212.11), p. 672 (§75.61b), p. 675 (§75.62c).
My collation confirms T.'s assertion (p. 675) that {t•ggn} in RS 15.134:43 (KTU 1.82) may
not be read as {thggn}:  the lower vertical wedge, though somewhat damaged, is certain.
— p. 444 (§73.233.41), p. 579 (§74.511b).  Not only is the reading of {t} as the prefix of the
verb derived from ≤ZZ, "to be strong', impossible in RS 24.247+:20 (KTU 1.103),851 but that
verb is the only word extant in this line and the reconstruction of mr“y mlk as its subject is
only a guess—and a poor one at that, given that the preformative consonant is probably
{y-}.852  Though not epigraphically impossible as in line 20, the same reconstruction in line
48' is equally fanciful since the only remaining trace of the entire word is the tip of a
horizontal wedge of the last sign of whatever word it was.853

— p. 445 (§73.233.43).  Hebrew /tiqtºlnª/ cannot be considered as evidence for the
afformative element of the f.pl. /YQTL/ forms being /-nª/ because the Canaanite shift was
operative in proto-Hebrew and proto-Hebrew /taqtulnª/ would have become /tiqtºlnº/.  (One
could equally well argue that the 2 m.s. morpheme in the /QTLa/ form was /tª/ because
Hebrew has /tª/—see remark above to p. 207 [§41.1].)  Nor can Akkadian /iprusª/ be used
as a datum in favor of vocalizing the Ugaritic morpheme as /-nª/, for these are different
morphemes.
— p. 446 (§73.233.9), p. 460 (§73.273.9), p. 499 (§73.611.2a), p. 512 (§74.222.2), p. 623
(§75.237a), p. 733 (§77.412.3d).  T. consistently parses t”t±n in RS 2.[008]+ viii 20 (KTU
1.4) as /YQTLØ/ + energic ending, viz., since this is a dual form, as ending in /ª/ (""â'' for T.)
+ his Energic I (/-anna/).  Wherever he vocalizes, he provides his more-or-less standard
segmental vocalization, with a dash between the verb and the energic morpheme (e.g., p.
446:  ""tu”ta≥â-nna'') thus refusing to come to terms with the fact that the marking of the dual
by /ª/ would disappear (the form should become /tu”tanna/ with the Energic I morpheme—of

849See Biggs and Pardee, JNES 43 (1984) 254-55.
850On the place of the /YQTLa/ form in the Ugaritic verbal system, see above, remark to pp. p. 429
(§73.143), etc.; on t”†± in particular, see remark below to p. 456 (§73.264).
851  See the hand copy of the tablet in Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 1278, and the textual remark on p.
542.
852On the form of mr“y, "lance', see above remarks to p. 52 (§21.341.21b), etc., and pp. 306-7 (§51.121.2a).
853Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 545, 1278.
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course, to retain the vowel length, one need only invoke Energic II, which would give
/tu”ta≥ªna/).  He also presents the final vowel in three different forms:  ""tu”ta≥â-nna'' (pp.
446, 623), ""tu”ta≥â-nni/a'' (p. 499), and ""tu”ta≥â-nnV'' (p. 512).  But the real question is
whether the form is to be analyzed as /YQTLØ/ + energic, as one of the independent energic
moods, as /YQTLa/ + enclitic -na, as /YQTLØ/ + -na, or as /YQTLu/.  On the first two
alternatives, see remarks below to pp. 497-506 (§73.6), etc., where it is claimed that T.'s
view of the energics is insufficiently established; on the third, see remark above to p. 429
(§73.143), etc., where it is claimed that T.'s view that the form /YQTLa/ form was restricted
to the 1st person is insufficiently established; on the fourth, see also remarks to pp. 497-506
(§73.6), etc., where the problem of distinguishing enclitic -na from the energic morphemes is
discussed; on the last, see remark below to p. 721 (§77.322a), etc., where it is claimed that
T.'s view that purpose/result clauses were expressed by /YQTLØ/ forms does not take
sufficiently into account the data from Biblical Hebrew.  Standing in the way of the third
analysis is the fact that ±l, the negative adverb that appears earlier in this sentence and on
which the verb t”t±n must depend,854 is as yet unattested with /YQTLa/ forms in passages of
which the interpretation may be considered certain; in the way of the last the fact that one
would not expect a /YQTLu/ form to follow the negative adverb ±l (but, since this verb is in
a separate clause with a different subject, must that stricture hold?).  Given the various
limitations of the data available, it appears best to parse the form as Energic II (/tu”ta≥ªna/),
depending loosely on the preceding ±l, where that particle modified directly what was almost
certainly a jussive (±l y≤bdkm, /≥al ya≤budkumª/, "that he not set the two of you')—though it
could be /YQTLa/ if one admit the construction consisting of that form negativized by ±l.  It is
immediately apparent, however, that the analysis as Energic II is highly theoretical, for the
form as vocalized according to this parsing was most likely identical to /YQTLu/, to
/YQTLØ/ + -na, and to /YQTLa/ + -na.  At best, from T.'s perspective, this passage might be
taken as the proof text that the energic endings could be attached to /YQTLØ/ forms, for
normally ±l is followed by /YQTLØ/.
— p. 447 (§73.242.2), p. 458 (§73.273.1), p. 459 (§73.273.3), p. 500 (§73.611.2e).  In the
first two of these sections, T. cites RS 25.423:13 {i”-ra-bu}855 as evidence for the root ≤RB,
"to enter', having a /yiqtal/ form; on p. 459 t≤rbn in RS 19.015:11 (KTU 1.91) is vocalized
/ta≤rib¨na/; in the fourth section cited, the imperative is indicated as /≤Vrub-/.  Thus the
waterfront is covered.
— p. 448 (§73.243.1), p. 493 (§73.532), p. 494 (§73.533), p. 613 (§75.212.14),856 p. 615
(§75.212.5), p. 643 (§75.522), p. 649 (§75.526a).  The passage nrn ±l t°d ±d ±t lhm ®®m ksp
in RS 16.264:19-21 (KTU 2.26) has caused no end of difficulty to its interpreters.  T.
proposes two different syntactic analyses with two morphological possibilities for ±d:
""Von(?) PN sollst du (kein Geld) einfordern! Fordere du (stattdessen) von(?) ihnen(?) /

854T. correctly negativizes this clause in his translations on pp. 499, 512, and 733, but neglects to do so on
p. 446.
855An unpublished text cited by van Soldt in BiOr 46 (1989) 650, 651.
856The KTU reference is mistakenly indicated as 2.16 on this page and is so indexed on p. 1026.
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Fordere (du selbst) für sie …'' (where ±d is taken to be an infinitive functioning as an
imperative);857 or ""Von(?) PN sollst du überhaupt kein (Geld) einfordern'' (where ±d is
taken as an emphasizing infinitive); on p. 649, the alternative analysis of ±d as a participle is
indicated, but not the syntactic analysis to which that morphological analysis would belong.
Tellingly, T. includes neither syntactic analysis below in the section on syntax.  I know of no
case where the independent pronoun is expressed in a phrase in which the infinitive is used
as a paronomastic adverbial, and that solution appears ruled out.  Though the use of the
infinitive in place of an imperative is attested, it is not particularly common in prose, and if
another solution is available it may be preferred.  I have proposed that the verbal phrases
t°d and ±d may be derived from different verbs and constitute a sort of pun.858  t°d, as most
scholars have thought, is from ≥(W)D, "to burden (someone with something)',859 but ±d from
≥DY, attested in Arabic with the meaning "to pay' in the D-stem.  The translation would be:
"Do not burden N¨rªnu; pay for them yourself, (a total of ) sixty (shekels of) silver', with the
appropriate vocalization /n¨rªna ≥al ta≥ud ≥addi ≥atta lêhumu/.860

— p. 448 (§73.243.1), p. 617 (§75.222), p. 633 (§75.512).  In these three passages, T.
refers to the division of signs in RS 3.322+ iii 47 (KTU 1.19) as {grb t•l} rather than as the
commonly accepted {gr bt •l}, "alien in the house of a god (i.e., who has sought asylum in a
temple)'.  In the first, he cites the first interpretation with a question mark, in the second he
cites it but expresses his preference for {gr bt •l} (the basis being that this would be the only
attested /YQTL/ form of a root II-≥ in Ugaritic that would show /i/ as the stem vowel), in the
third he cites only {til} as an example of the root W≥L.  On pp. 448 and 633, he vocalizes the
form as /ta≥il/, on p. 617 as /tâ≥il/—the latter is, of course, the expected form according to T.'s
principles (see discussion above).  Nowhere in the grammar does he indicate what his
interpretation of {grb} would be if the word t•l is in fact present.
— p. 448 (§73.243.1), p. 618 (§75.227).  In the first paragraph cited, l±k in RS
18.113A+B:39' (KTU 2.42:27) is parsed as an imperative, in the second, with a question
mark, as an infinitive (it goes unmentioned in §75.223, the section devoted to G-stem
imperatives of II-≥ roots).  Since the letter was written by a servant of the king of Ugarit to
the latter seeking instruction regarding the purchase of boats in Cyprus, the last line of the

857This interpretation goes back to del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, AuOr 6 (1988) 261.
858Context III (2002) 101 n. 106.
859T.'s translations and analyses reflect this derivation and semantic analysis everywhere except on p. 448,
where the translation is ""du sollst zurückerstatten.''
860T.'s vocalization of the jussive form as /ta≥ûd/ (pp. 448, 613) is another example of maintaining a long
vowel in a closed syllable, where it was in all likelihood short (see above, seventh general remark); his
vocalization on p. 643 as /ta≥ud/ is correct and is another example of inconsistency (see above, third general
remark).  Curiously enough, on p. 448, T. provides what he considers to be the first two stages of
development /ta≥ûd/ ←  /ta≥uwd/ while, on p. 643, he gives the last two /ta≥ud/ ←  /ta≥ûd/.  It is likely,
however, that the form /ta≥¨d/ never existed as such, for the basic rule is that vowels that for one reason or
another would be expected to be long appear as short if the syllable is closed. So the indicative form
/ta≥¨du/ would have had the long vowel characteristic of hollow roots, but the jussive would never have
shown it.
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letter must be expected to have requested that the king send his decision:  {w . mlk . ¯l±˘k .
≤m¯-˘[…]} "So, O king, send m[e (a message) …]'.
— p. 448 (§73.243.1), p. 616 (§75.222), p. 810 (§85.7b).  tß±l in RS 29.093:23 (KTU 2.70)
is plausibly not a second-person form and is certainly not a perfective (""du sollst(?) fordern /
hast gefordert'') because this is a prose document.  The phrase is {w . k tß±l (24) bt . ≤bdk},
where k appears to be the adverb "thus' rather than the conjunction "for/when'861 and the
subject of the verb appears to be bt ≤bdk, "the house(hold) of your two servants'.  Since bt is
a masculine noun, tß±l would be a plural form referring to the members of the household:
"Moreover, thus must the (members of) the house(hold) of your two servants ask' (/wa kª
tiß≥al¨ bêtu ≤abdêka/).  The reference is to the fact that the master of the two servants has
neglected properly to provision their household and its members must request that with
which they should be provided automatically.862

— p. 449 (§73.243.21).  For •ph in RS 16.196:4' (KTU 2.25), T. proposes one vocalization
(/yiphâ/), two possible derivations (/yiphay/ and /yiphaya/), and three possible translations
(""ich sehe/sah/will sehen'').  The translation as a perfective is highly unlikely in this prose
text and I do not see the basis in the derivations for the translation as a simple present.  A
derivation as a volitive is indeed to be preferred.  As stated above (remark to p. 190
[§33.311.5], etc.), there is no reason to expect the final vowel to have been long in III-weak
jussives, and there may, therefore, have been a marked difference between the jussive of
these roots and the /YQTLa/-volitive (in the case of the verb in question, jussive /yipha/ vs.
/YQTLa/-volitive /yiphâ/).863

— p. 449 (§73.243.21), p. 660 (§75.532).  On p. 449, T. lists •”d(n) in RS 15.007:7, 10
(KTU 2.15) as possible examples of /yiqtal/ forms with the remark that the interpretation of
the two forms is controversial; on p. 660, he lists them as certain examples of the verb ‡DY,
"to rejoice', with no other possible interpretation indicated.  Because one finds other
examples of {•} for expected {±} in this text, it is legitimate to see here ≥‡D, "to seize' (cf.
Hebrew ye≥e“ºz), an interpretation that goes back to the editio princeps.864

— p. 449 (§73.243.21), p. 522 (§74.232.21), p. 628 (§75.44), p. 671 (§75.538), p. 739
(§81.12a).  Another form listed on p. 449 as a possible /yiqtal/ is •ts in RS 3.367 iv 4' (KTU
1.2), but T. himself refutes the derivation of the form from a hypothetical root NTS on p. 522,
pointing out that the sequence {ts} is ""praktisch nicht vorkommen'' in the Semitic languages.
Hence his reticence to accept the only plausible analysis, viz., as 1 c.s. Gt-/YQTL/ of NSY,

861On p. 810, T. suggests hesitatingly that k is the emphatic particle and that fi≥L here has the meaning of
"to concern oneself with':  ""Und du sollst dich fürwahr(?) kümmern(?) um das Haus deiner beiden Diener.''
The interpretation is ingenious but does not reflect standard Ugaritic prose.  The servants do not want their
master to "ask about' their welfare but to do something about it.
862Pardee, Context III (2002) 111.
863E. E. Knudsen, ""The Mari Akkadian Shift ia ←  ê and the Treatment of h "l Formations in Biblical
Hebrew,'' JNES 41 (1982) 35-43, esp. pp. 40-41, proposes that Hebrew /yiqteh/ is from /yaqtiya/, in favor of
which all other forms had disappeared in Biblical Hebrew.  All the evidence goes against the hypothesis
that such a systematization along the lines of a single form that we encounter in Hebrew would already
have existed in Ugaritic.
864Virolleaud, PRU II (1957) 41.
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"to displace, expel', appears to be owing more to ancillary considerations than to the simple
analysis of the form at hand.  These considerations are: (1) he believes that the parallel
verb, ±nßq, is from the root NfiQ, "to kiss', rather than from NfiQ (← NflQ), "to burn' (see
below, remark to p. 550 [§74.412.24]), which would require that •ts convey a positive notion
rather than a negative one; (2) he is loath to accept the existence of 1 c.s. jussives, believing
that the /YQTLa/ form is ""offenbar zumeist … gebraucht'' (p. 721 [§77.321])—this would
mean that the final triphthong of /*≥intasiya/ has monophthongized, an irregular contraction
(pp. 195-96 [§33.322.2]).  But, if T.'s views regarding the distribution of the /YQTLØ/ and
/YQTLa/ forms are too restrictive (see above, remark to p. 429 [§73.143], etc.), then all the
elements of this passage fall coherently into place:
(2') [-----]“y¯-˘[--] l ±ß¬• . hm . […]I will certainly force them out, […] la ≥aßô¬i≥humu

±p . ±mr [   ] (3') [----] yes, I will expel[…]. ≥apa ≥amri[…]

w b ym . mn” l ±bd . In Yammu I will destroy the resting place, wa bi yammi man¨”a la ≥abbid

b ym . •rtm . m[…] in Yammu, at the heart (I'll destroy) M[…], bi yammi ≥irtama M[  ]

(4') [b ®p†?] . nhr . tl≤m .  [in Ruler] Naharu, (I'll destroy) the neck. bi ®ªpi†i na”ari tala≤ama

®m “rbm . •ts . There, with the sword, I'll expel (him), ®amma “arbama ≥ittasi

±nßq (5') [b]htm . I'll burn (his) palace to the ground. ≥anaßßiq bahat≠ma

l ±r¬ . ypl . °lny . The strong one will fall to the earth, lê ≥ar¬i yappulu ≥¨lªniyyu

w l . ≤pr . ≤ÿmny to the dust the mighty one. wa lê ≤apari ≤aÿ¨mªniyyu865

— p. 450 (§73.243.22a), p. 590 (§74.622.3).  T. is loath to accept that {±ßlw} in RS 2.[003]+

iii 45 (KTU 1.14) be the correct reading (he would emend to {t!ßlw} and analyze the form
as √LWY fi-stem).  He has preferred, however, to ignore two important factors: (1) that the
root fiLW retains the third root consonant in a remarkable fashion in Biblical Hebrew as well
as in Biblical Aramaic, (2) that the meaning "to rest, find repose', i.e., that of the root fiLW,
fits the context remarkably well.
— p. 450 (§73.243.22b), p. 632 (§75.511g), pp. 633-35 (§75.512).  In the first section cited,
T. vocalizes all 1 c.s. /YQTL/ forms of I-y ← I-w roots with a short vowel (e.g., abl /≥abil-/,
""Ich will/werde trage(n)''), whereas in the second he proclaims that ""In dieser Grammatik
wird der letztere MphT [yâ2i3] vorgezogen… .''  Following the latter principle, most such
forms in §75.512, where all such attested forms are cited but not all vocalized, are indicated
as having /â/ in the first syllable.  On my disagreement with this principle (which means that
I actually prefer his vocalizations on p. 450), see remark below to pp. 630-32 (§75.511d-g).
On the particular problem of YTN, "to give', of which the 1 c.s. is here vocalized /≥atin-/, see
remark below to p. 597 (§74.624), etc.
— p. 451 (§73.243.22b), p. 645 (§75.522).  On p. 451, T. vocalizes the 1 c.s. /YQTL/ of „D,
'to hunt', as ""≥a¬îd(u),'' (with the remark that the root may be „WD (which means for him
that the /YQTL/ would be ""ya¬ûd-'') and the same form of „H̊, "to cry out', as ""≥a¬î“-''(with no
remark as to a possible alternative origin); on p. 645, each is presented with alternative
forms, ""ya¬û/îd-'' and ""ya¬î/û“-.''  The hesitation apparently comes from the fact, though he
does not say so, that the data from the other Semitic languages vary:  in the first case,
Hebrew shows /ya¬¨d/, Arabic both /ya¬≠d-/ and /ya¬ªd-/, in the second the imperfective is

865Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 9, 11.
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attested only once in Hebrew, then with a "strong' formation (yi¬wª`“¨w) while Arabic shows
/ya¬≠“-/.  In neither case can the Ugaritic form be /yiqªl-/ because the 1 c.s. form is attested
for each and the writing with {±} shows the vowel of the preformative to be /a/ (the Barth-
Ginsberg law says that /ya¬ªd-/ would have become /yi¬ªd-/ in Northwest Semitic).
Because T. has shown himself so willing to make more-or-less arbitrary decisions elsewhere
and has indeed done so in his presentation of these verbs on p. 451, I see no reason why he
should not have done the same here—there is no obvious reason why a grammar so given to
reconstruction as this one should suddenly pull up short and refuse to make a decision on p.
645.  My standard methodology is to favor the Northwest-Semitic data over the Arabic when
they conflict (because Ugaritic shows more fundamental isoglosses with Northwest Semitic
than with Arabic), unless there be an overpowering theoretical reason not to do so.  In these
cases, that means that „D should be /ya¬¨d-/ (because that is the Hebrew form) and „H˚
should be /ya¬≠“-/ (because the Hebrew form is here irrelevant:  /yi¬wa“/ is formed like a
strong root and simply follows the rule according to which III-guttural roots with an
historically short stem vowel form the /YQTL/ on the /yiqtal/ pattern).  For a similar problem
with GL, "to rejoice',  see below, remark to p. 500 (§73.611.2d).  However one may view the
problem of reconstruction, it is probably safe to say that most users of the grammar would at
least have preferred consistency of presentation.
— p. 452 (§73.243.22e), p. 633 (§75.512).  The epigraphic situation in RS 17.139:28 (KTU
2.34:30) is too uncertain866 to lend any plausibility whatever to T.'s view that the signs {±d≤}
may be found there which would constitute an anomalous 1 c.s. form of YD≤, "to know,
which is elsewhere written, as expected, {•d≤}.
— pp. 453-54 (§73.245.2), p. 868 (§93.361).  In these sections, T. asserts that in Ugaritic, as
in Arabic and Akkadian, ""Durch Veränderung der Themavokale im Grundstamm kann ein
verb in eine andere semantische Gruppe überführt und seine Valenz verändert werden'' (p.
868).  Though this may be the case, there is no proof available from II-≥ roots that such is the
case, viz. /QTLa/ forms written both {q±l} and {q•l}, nor does T. offer on pp. 453-54 any
really convincing examples from usage that make the case any solider.
— p. 456 (§73.263).  In my translation of yqr± in RS 2.[008]+ vii 47 (KTU 1.4), I expressed
the /YQTLa/ as an iterative.867  There is no real basis for such a grammatical analysis of
that form, however, and seeing in the utterance an ironic volitive would be a better reflection
of the morphology and context:  ""Let Môtu proclaim (all he wants) // Let the beloved one (of
≥Ilu) claim (to his heart's content).''  T. translates ""er soll rufen,'' but does not explain the
meaning of the form in context.  He translates ymÿ± in RS 2.[012] i 37' (KTU 1.12) first as
""er fand,'' acknowledging however by his alternate translation ""auf daß er finde'' that the
form may well express volitivity.868

— p. 456 (§73.263), p. 658 (§75.531f), p. 659 (§75.532).  T.'s proposal to analyze {ybky} in
RS 34.126:15 (KTU 1.161) as a /YQTLa/ volitive is certainly superior to Bordreuil's and my

866Pardee, AfO 31 (1984) 227; idem, Les documents épistolaires (in preparation).
867 ""Môtu is always proclaiming'' (Context I [1997] 263).
868Cf. Parker apud Parker, ed., Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 189:  ""That he might meet the Tearers.''
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/yabkiy/ (i.e., a jussive without monophthongization of the /iy/ diphthong),869 probably also
to the analysis as /YQTLu/.870  There is no real reason to believe that the /y/ of the /yaqtiy/
jussive would have remained in so late a text, and the analysis of the {y} as a mater
lectionis (T.'s third proposal on p. 456, his second on p. 659) is an even less desirable
solution.  It is unclear why, on p. 658, he refers to the final vowel according to the /YQTLa/
hypothesis as ""ein "emphatisches' /ª˜/''; the epithet would appear to reflect his dubiety about
the existence of the /YQTLa/ volitive—on the other hand, he presents no case for an
independent emphatic morpheme /-ª˜/.  This is, however, once one rejects /yabkiy/ as highly
implausible and /yabkiyu/ as on the borderline, one of the more convincing examples of the
third-person /YQTLa/ volitive.871  Finally, on p. 659, he proposes yet a fourth analysis, that
of a G-passive.
— p. 456 (§73.264), p. 620 (§75.232). One may doubt two aspects of T.'s treatment of t”†±
in RIH 78/20:5 (CAT 1.169):  (1) that the {±} represents quiesced {≥}, i.e., /ti”†â/, and (2)
that the verb is to be taken as a perfective (on p. 456, T. translates: ""Du hast dich
versündigt'').  The form is far more plausibly /YQTLa/ and the usage of this form may be
explained as expressing an eventuality in the protasis of what is formally a conditional
clause.872

— p. 463 (§73.313), p. 610 (§75.211), p. 614 (§75.212.3), p. 716 (§76.534), p. 718
(§76.55), p. 819-20 (§88.1).  T. asserts that the particle of existence •® functions as a finite
verbal form in Ugaritic and concludes therefrom that in Ugaritic, as in Akkadian,
substantives could assume a verbal conjugation.  In the last paragraph cited, his reasoning
takes another step:  since verbal forms are attested, •® itself may have to be parsed as 3 m.s.
/QTLa/ (""Tatsächling ist die Abgrenzung von i® als nominaler Part[ikel] und i® als verbaler
S[uffix] K[onjugation]-Form 3.m.sg. (bzw. 3.pl.) bei zahlreichen Belegen problematisch.'')
All of this speculation founders, however, on the fact that none of the three examples of
verbal usage cited is certain, other interpretations having been offered for each.873  No
inkling of this uncertainty is provided by T.  In particular, the presentation on p. 614 of these

869Bordreuil and Pardee in Une bibliothèque au sud de la ville (1991) 154; Pardee,  Les textes rituels
(2000) 819
870This is T.'s second preference on p. 456, his first on p. 659 (it was his first in UF 29 [1997] 672, n. 8),
and a possibility considered by myself in Ritual and Cult (2002) 114 n. 126, where the analysis as /yaqtila/
is preferred.
871This is the vocalization now proposed in Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 64.
872  For this way of looking at the text, see Pardee in Verse in Ancient Near Eastern Prose (1993) 212;
idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 877; idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 160; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel
(2004) II 67, 68; and remark above to pp. 444-45 (§73.233.41-42), etc.  In Ford's recent re-interpretation of
this text, he accepts the analysis of t”†± as /YQTLa/ (UF 34 [2002] 155, 172-74).  I am not convinced by his
arguments for taking ‡T˚≥ as meaning "to harm' (the meaning here would be different from that attested in
RS 1.002 [KTU 1.40] because the texts belong to different literary genres), but that question is tied in to
the overall interpretation of the incantation.
873The present reviewer has never accepted the interpretations of the forms written {•®t} as verbal forms,
though he realizes that further data could prove the existence of the form (cf. AfO 31 [1984] 224-25, Context
I [1997] 336).
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presumed verbal forms as constituting an exception within the family of I-≥ verbs, all the rest
of which show {±} in the /QTLa/, could at least have included an indication that not
everyone accepts the existence of this particular anomaly.  Here he holds that the root may
be III-y and the forms which he takes to be /QTLa/ ""etymologisch mit der Partikel i®
verwandt und möglicherweise von dieser abgeleitet sind.''  For a verb to show an /i/-vowel in
the first syllable, it would have to have developed directly from the particle (which would
historically have been /≥i®a/), not from the root ≥T˙, which would have given /≥a®a/ or /≥ª®a/;
√≥T˙Y would also have given /≥a®a/ or /≥a®â/.  The question turns around the comparison with
Akkadian ißû, "to have', and Arabic laysa, "not to be', the latter of which plausibly arose from
a contraction of the negative particle lª and a particle related to Ugaritic •® and Hebrew y´ß.
There being as yet, however, no proof that the Ugaritic forms were verbal, the question
must, at the very least, be left open.  Finally, though he cites the passages, T. does not deal
with the implications of the one clear case of •® modifying a feminine form and not itself
showing gender agreement:  in the double formula hm •® ßmt  hm •® ≤ÿm, "whether there be
fat, whether there be bone', in RS 3.322+ iii 4 and parallels (KTU 1.19), there can be no
doubt that •® is functioning as a quasi-verb but the form is identical before the feminine and
masculine nouns.  Reasoning from this case, one would have to refute T.'s general assertions
that we really do not know whether •® is nominal or a 3 m.s. (or pl.) verbal form by
observing that there is no correspondingly clear evidence indicating that they may be verbal.
— p. 464 (§73.331.1).  The inquiring mind would like to know how the syllabically written
forms {¬a-ma-TA} (RS 15.086:16 [PRU III, p. 51]) and {¬ú-um-mu-TA} (RS 16.174:12
[PRU III, p. 68]) could both be passives, i.e., both are translated ""wurde … übergeben'').
The first form is cited as proof of the vocalization /qatala/ for the /QTLa/ of G-stem
""fientisch-aktivisch'' forms (p. 462), the second is cited under the heading ""vgl.'' but appears
to be parsed nowhere in this grammar (RS 16.174 is totally absent from the index of syllabic
texts on p. 1050).
— p. 464 (§73.331.1), p. 516 (§74.223.2), p. 623 (§75.237a), p. 838 (§91.11c).  Though T.'s
analysis of the form written {qr±} in RS 34.126:4-7, 11-12 (KTU 1.161) as G-passive,
following the editors' analysis,874 is undoubtedly correct, his reconstruction of the subject of
the verb in lines 4 and 5 as {rp[±]} (p. 838) cannot be so readily admitted, for the subject of
a passive verb should be in the nominative case and the noun in question should have been
written {rp°}.  The reconstruction of this noun with {±} is not explained, but it would appear
to be linked to T.'s analysis of the plural oblique form rp•m in line 8 as having a nominative
function (see above, remark to p. 307 [§54.121.2b], and below, remark to p. 465 [§73.332.1],
etc.).
— p. 464 (§73.331.1), p. 888 (§95.233).  In the first section cited, {qr±} in RS 34.126:6
(KTU 1.161) is included with no hesitation among 3 m.s. forms; in the second, it is observed
that the form may be dual (the subject is a royal/divine name of the form X-w-Y .

874Bordreuil and Pardee, Syria 59 (1982) 123, 126; idem, in Une bibliothèque (1991) 154, 155, 156-57;
Pardee, in Verse in Ancient Near Eastern Prose (1993) 209; idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 818-19, 821;
idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 87; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 63, 64.
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Complements of such divine names are sometimes singular, sometimes dual [see remark
below to p. 887, §95.231]).
— p. 465 (§73.331.3), p. 670 (§75.539).  T. reconstructs the 2d person singular pronominal
elements in the /QTLa/ as /-tª̃/ (m.) and /t≠̃/ (f.).  While some ambiguity may be said to exist
with regard to the length of the vowel in the 2 f.s. form, the comparative data for the 2 m.s.
(Arabic, Akkadian, Hebrew, Aramaic …) leave no doubt that Ugaritic would have stood
alone in its area if it had /ª/ in the 2 m.s.  Leaving the question entirely open, as T. does
here, borders on the irresponsible in a grammar so dependent on comparative data for its
reconstructions of forms  (see remarks above to p. 143 [§33.115.11] and to p. 207 [§41.1]).
One must also conclude that the vowel of the 2 f.s. in proto-West-Semitic, as well as in
Akkadian,875 was short, for it disappears in both Hebrew and Aramaic and is short in
Arabic; sporadic cases of /≠/ represent secondary lengthening, therefore, not retention of an
original long vowel.  That being the case, there is no reason to expect Ugaritic to have
shown /≠/ in this form.
— p. 465 (§73.331.3,4).  In §73.331.3, under the heading of 2d person singular forms, T.
cites ÷m•t (RS 2.[008]+ iv 34' [KTU 1.4]) as indicating the absence of a vowel between the
verbal stem and the pronominal element ({÷m•t}, "you are thirsty', must be /÷ami≥ti/, not
/÷ami≥ªti/).  In §73.331.4, under the heading of the 1 c.s. /QTLa/ form, three forms are cited
to prove the absence of a vowel between the verbal stem and the pronominal element, viz.,
that the form was /qataltu/ not /qatalªtu/. One form shows only one {t} for the expected two
{{¬mt} for /¬amat + tu/ in RS 2.[014]+ iii 44' [KTU 1.3]), the second shows assimilation of
non-emphaticness ({m”ßt} for /ma”a¬ + tu/ in the same text, col. iii, lines 38, 41, 43, 45),
while the third shows assimilation of the third radical /n/ ({ytt} for /yatan + tu/ in RS
24.244:75 [KTU 1.100] and in RS 22.003:6 [KTU 4.710] a text of which the language is not
certainly Ugaritic).  Forms from the same root as the last are, however, attested in texts
awaiting final publication that show the orthography with {n}: {ytnt}, "I gave', in RS
94.2406:4,876 RS 96.2036:9, and RS 94.2284:4, and the same writing for the 2 m.s. form "you
gave' in line 31 of this last text.877  Similar writing is attested for the fi-stem of this root:
{ßtnt} in RS 94.2479:21 meaning "I have had delivered'878 (the same writing is attested in a
broken context in RS 94.2580:18). Similar data exist for hollow roots, where the endings
/-ªtu/-ªta/ are very plausible (see below, remark to p. 642 [§75.521c]). Because of the
mixed data for strong roots, one must await more examples before proposing an overall
hypothesis—though YTN is the only triconsonantal root that behaves eratically according to
presently known data, and it, of course, shows various characteristics of weak roots in
Ugaritic and the other Semitic languages.  The possibility must, in any case, remain open that
forms with and without a vowel between the verbal stem and the pronominal element

875Gelb, Sequential Reconstruction (1969) 64, 66.
876I have cited this passage in JAOS 121 (2001) 136; see now Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004), text
31 in the Choix de textes.
877The last two mentioned texts may also now be consulted in the Manuel, RS 96.2039 as text 33 and RS
94.2284 as text 34.
878Text 32 in the Manuel.
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existed side by side in Ugaritic (so T., p. 642 [§75.521c]), as is the case with hollow-root
Hiphils in Hebrew {haq≠mºtª ≈ h´qamtª).
— p. 465 (§73.332.1), p. 516 (§74.223.2), p. 623 (§75.237), p. 892 (§96.22a).  T.'s
argument in Anm. 2 to §74.223.2 that qr° in RS 34.126:8 must be a G-passive /QTLa/ form
because it agrees in person, gender, and number with its putative subject, viz., rp•m, ignores
the fact that, in order to be the subject of the verb, that noun would have to be in the
nominative case, i.e., be written {rp°m}, rather than {rp•m}.  Hence the editors' decision to
parse qr°  as active rather than passive879 (cf. above, remark to p. 307 [§54.121.2b]).
— p. 465 (§73.332.1), p. 622 (§75.234).  T. makes no attempt to explain how ml° (RS
1.003:[18], RS 18.056:20 [KTU 1.41, 1.87]) could in context be a 3 m.pl. /QTLa/ form of the
G-stem, "they are full'.  In both sections cited, T. cites RS 18.056, where {ml°} is extant; in
the first, he declares the context to be unclear, in the second, to be broken.  Though both RS
1.003 and RS 18.056 are in fact broken, comparison of the two permits a complete
reconstruction of this passage; qualifying one or the other as "broken' is, therefore, only
superficially correct.  Moreover, the context becomes considerably clearer if one does not
attempt to analyze this word as a finite verbal form.  Indeed T.'s alternative analysis, viz., as
a nominal form, is the only one that I have found to be workable in context.880

— p. 467 (§73.332.3), p. 560 (§74.414.2), p. 670 (§75.537d).  In the first section cited, T.
states that ÷ltm in RS 3.367 i 24' (KTU 1.2) may be D-stem or G-stem; in the other two
sections cited, only the analysis as D-stem is admitted.  Since the verb is clearly attested as
intransitive,881 surely this example, where the meaning must be transitive,882 is better
parsed as D-stem.
— p. 467 (§73.332.4), p. 597 (§74.624), p. 636 (§75.514), p. 664 (§75.534), p. 734
(§77.413), p. 778 (§82.421).  The two epistolary texts RS 17.063 (KTU 5.10) and RS
17.117 (KTU 5.11)883 contain a total of five /QTLa/ forms from four different roots all
showing the ending {-tn}.  On p. 467, T. proposes that all five are to be interpreted as 2 f.pl.
forms, though he does so very hesitantly (viz., in the discussion he admits that ""Alternative
Deutungen sind möglich and wohl vorzuziehen'').  On p. 597, he indicates first this analysis
of ßtntn in RS 17.063:4 but adds that the form may be 1 c.s. or 2 f.s.  On p. 636, he analyzes
y®btn in RS 17.117:5 as 1 c.s. but with the indication ""Deutung unsicher.''  On p. 664, he
considers that “ytn may be a /QTLa/ form of H˚YY, but considers the grammatical person to
be uncertain.  On p. 734, he presents as possible interpretations of these various forms that
they may be 1 c.s. /QTLa/ forms.  Finally, on p. 778, he translates y®btn in RS 17.117:4 as
""halte ich(?) mich(?).''  What I find astounding from a grammarian of T.'s expertise is that

879See references in note 874.
880Les textes rituels (2000) 174-75.  For a side-by-side presentation of the two texts and their reconstruction,
see now Ritual and Cult (2002) 59-62.
881Del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, Diccionario I (1996) 158.
882As the context requires; for recent translations, see Pardee, Context I (1997) 246; Smith apud Parker,
ed., Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 99; Wyatt, Religious Texts (1998) 60.
883On this identification, see above, remark to p. 179 (§33.231.22), etc.
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(a) he does not observe that, for epistolographic reasons, all five are most easily interpreted
in context as 1 c.s. forms and (b) he does not bother to refute this latter analysis,884 simply
assuming it to have no more validity than the others.
— p. 467 (§73.332.5).  T. comes to no conclusion regarding the vowel of the pronominal
element of the 1 c.pl. /QTLa/ form, viz., whether it be /-nª˜/ or /-n¨˜/.  He does not cite here,
any more than above when he was dealing with the accusative/genitive pronominal suffix,
Huehnergard's proposal885 that this latter form may be attested syllabically as /-n¨/ (see
remark above to p. 214 [§41.21]); if one accept that this was the form of the one suffix, it
must be judged likely that the pronominal element in the verb was identical.
— p. 468 (§73.333.1).  Here T. leaves open the question of whether MY, "to arrive', was
/qatala/ or /qatila/ in the suffix conjugation; everywhere else he indicates /qatala/ (p. 196
[§33.322.3b], p. 655 [§75.531d—here he states that the 2 m.s. form may be /ma÷îta/ ""im
Einklang mit dem he. Befund'' but does not indicate the historical derivation], p. 664
[§75.534]).
— p. 468 (§73.333.1), p. 516 (§74.223.2), p. 639 (§75.517a), p. 833 (§89.31).  Against T.'s
interpretation of yldy in RS 2.002:53 (KTU 1.23) as /QTLa/ G-stem 3 m.du. + enclitic -y
speaks line 60, where, in an identical dialogic structure, the answer to the question "What
have they (the two women) borne?' is in the form of a nominal sentence (simply •lmy
n≤my …, "the gracious gods').  On the basis of that comparison, the answer yldy ß“r w ßlm
would not mean "fia“ru-wa-fialimu are born', but "(They have borne) two offspring (namely)
fia“ru-wa-fialimu'.886

— p. 468 (§73.333.1), p. 534 (§74.32), p. 626 (§75.42), p. 672 (§75.61c), p. 674 (§75.62b),
p. 677 (§75.672).  In 1988, Tropper and Verreet published on article on the Ugaritic roots
NDY, YDY, HDY, NDD and D(W)D887 in which they argued that the forms ndd, ydd, and
tdd which show a meaning "to take a position, stand, stand up' are N-stem forms of a hollow
root rather than from a root NDD.  Here T. classifies all such forms as from a root NDD and
cites in support an article of his dating to 1997888 in which he endeavored to show that
Akkadian izuzzu/uzuzzu arose from a root ND˙D˙ and cited as cognates Ugaritic NDD and
Arabic nadda.  I would not presume to speak to the Akkadian question,889 but the Ugaritic
question is open, the Arabic root cited does little to prove his case (nadda means "to flee', not

884  Pardee, AfO Beiheft 19 (1982) 40-41, 45.
885Syria 74 (1997) 219.
886Pardee, Context I (1997) 281; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 30, 33 (though it appears to me
now that the vocalization should have been /yaldêya ßa“ra wa ßalima/, i.e., with accusative case vowels on
the names, rather than ""yaldêya ßa“ri wa ßalimi'').  Lewis apud Parker, ed., Ugaritic Narrative Poetry
(1997) 212, seems to have adopted an analysis like T.'s, for he translates ""a pair is born''; so Wyatt,
Religious Texts (1998) 332 ""have been born.''
887UF 20, pp. 339-50.
888AoF 24 (1997) 189-210, esp. 204-8.
889See the detailed arguments of J. Huehnergard, ""izuzzum and it¨lum,'' Riches Hidden in Secret Places:
Ancient Near Eastern Studies in Memory of Thorkild Jacobsen (ed. T. Abusch; Winona Lake:  Eisenbrauns,
2002) 161-86.
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"to stand up' [this root provides, therefore, an important etymological parallel for the Ugaritic
root NDD that means "to flee'], and T.'s appeal to the IIId Form, which means "to struggle', is
irrelevant for it does not mean "to stand up against' but is probably little but a reflection of
Form II meaning "to oppose someone in speech'; naƒƒa means "to urinate'—an
anthropological linguist might make something of that!), and he ignores Hebrew m@z¨zªh,
"door-post', exactly the form and meaning that one would expect from an original hollow root
D˙D˙.890

— p. 468 (§73.333.1), p. 483 (§73.513.5b), p. 617 (§75.224). p. 618 (§75.227a), p. 666
(§75.536a), p. 888 (§95.234).  In the first section cited, the word {l±} that appears three
times in the phrase {l± ßmm}, "the heavens are powerless'891 (RS 2.[014]+ v 18 [KTU 1.3],
RS 2.[008]+ viii 22 [KTU 1.4], RS 2.[009]+ ii 25 [KTU 1.6]), is analyzed as a 3 m.s. /QTLa/
G-stem form, in the second and fourth as an infinitive, while in the third, fifth, and sixth both
analyses are mentioned.  The final /m/ shows ßmm not to have been singular in Ugaritic, and
a polyglot vocabulary shows the form to have been plural (/ßamûma/, not /ßamâma/), as T.
recognizes on p. 468; one wonders, therefore, how the analysis as 3 m.s. would be explained
in context—on p. 888, the phrase is cited as a possible example of number disagreement, but
the analysis as an infinitive is preferred).  Though I also have preferred the analysis of l± as
the infinitive,892 one might consider the possibility that some cosmological distinction was
made between plural and dual "heavens', with the latter used in this idiom.  The problem with
the analysis as an infinitive is that of the final vowel:  T. vocalizes ""la≥â,'' which he says is
derived from ""la≥ªwV'' (p. 618) or from ""la≥ªyV'' (p. 666), thereby leaving aside his usual
interest in triphthong contraction.  On p. 485, examples are cited of III-≥ infinitives used
narratively and ending in /-u/; the one example claimed of the infinitive so used and ending
with /i/ or Ø is better explained otherwise (see remark below to p. 485 [§73.514d]).  Though
none of the examples of the /-u/ ending is absolutely certain,893 it nonetheless appears
necessary to consider that this is the currently most likely hypothesis and hence to consider
that the proto-form of the infinitive of L≥Y would have been /la≥ªyu/.  What reason is there
to believe that G-infinitives behaved differently from other nouns as regards maintenance of
the case vowel when a III-weak consonant elides?  (The common position today, accepted
by T., is that such nouns are triptotic, with a case vowel showing contraction, e.g.,
/ßadû/ßadâ/ßadî/.)  In his presentation of /qatªl/ nouns on p. 260 (§51.43a), T. cites no III-w/y
forms; in his presentation of III-w/y infinitives on pp. 666-67 (§75.536a), he vocalizes all

890If this etymology be correct, Jewish Aramaic m@zoztª≥ would be a loan-word from Hebrew; note the
absence of this word from Syriac.
891On pp. 468 and 666, T. identifies this root as denoting "strength', on pp. 483, 617, 618, and 888 as
denoting "weakness'.
892Context I (1997) 254 n. 107.
893On the basis of {yr° …  t®≤} in RS 2.[009]+ vi 30 (KTU 1.6), the anomalous writing of the first word in
{yr±°n … t®≤ . nn} in RS 2.[022]+ ii 6-7 (KTU 1.5) is probably best explained as a partially phonetic
writing of /yarª≥unnu/ ←  /yarª≥unhu/ or as a simple error, perhaps even for {yr° . nn}.  T. prefers the
explanation of this form as an infinitive (p. 38 [§21.323], p. 326 [§54.412], p. 481 [§73.513.2], p. 485
[§73.514c], p. 500 [§73.611.2g], p. 506 [§73.634d], p. 622 [§75.236], p. 638 [§75.516a]), but also entertains
the analysis as a /QTLa/ form (p. 622 [§75.236]).
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contracted forms with /-â/ but does not explain why that vowel should have predominated.  In
his presentation of triphthong contraction, only these infinitives are cited as examples of
/ªyV/ contraction (p. 197 [§33.322.41c]).  On p. 482, the only place where the case of the
phonology of III-w/y infinitives is discussed, he remarks only that the ending /-u/ may not
have been used exclusively.  I see two possible ways of cutting this version of the Gordian
knot, both based on the assumption that l± is not the infinitive used narratively:  (1) l± is
3 m.s. /QTLa/, used absolutely, and ßmm is in fact an adverbial accusative ("there is
weakness in the heavens [which are] under the control of ≥Ilu's son Mot'); (2) l± is nominal
and the entire phrase l± ßmm is adverbial, modifying the previous phrase ("fiapßu, luminary
of the gods, glows hot / in the weak state of the heavens [which are] under the control of
≥Ilu's son Mot').  In the first case l± would be vocalized /la≥a/ or /la≥â/, depending on whether
the 3 m.s. form showed contraction or not (see remark below to p. 655 [§75.531d], etc.), in
the second /lV≥â/, first vowel unknown because it would be unknown whether the noun in
question is the /qatªl-/ infinitive or another de-verbal noun.
— p. 469 (§73.333.3), p. 647 (§75.524).  The vocalization of {bßtm}, "tarry, go slowly' (RS
3.361 iii 18 [KTU 1.1] RS 2.[014]+ iv 33 [KTU 1.3]), as ""/bâßtumâ/'' must be criticized from
two perspectives:  (1) the unlikelihood that a long (contracted) vowel would have been
preserved in a closed syllable (see above, seventh general remark), (2) T.'s own
observation (p. 642 [§75.521c]) that not a single hollow-root form is attested that explicitly
shows the absence of a vowel between the root and the pronominal element whereas
several show the presence of such a vowel.  The form may, therefore, more plausibly be
vocalized /bªßªtumª/.
— p. 469 (§73.333.4).  I have cited above (remark to p. 214 [§41.21], etc., cf. on p. 467
[§73.332.5]) Huehnergard's suggestion that the 1 c.pl. objective pronominal suffix may have
been /-n¨˜/.  T. observes here, very correctly that the 1 c.du. pronominal suffix (subjective on
a verb, genitive on nouns and particles [the objective form is not yet attested]) probably was
not based on this form because the {y} is probably a consonantal glide (after /u/, one would
expect the glide /w/).  This observation requires one of two solutions:  (1) either the 1 c.pl.
suffix was /-nª̃/ or /n≠̃/, forms compatible with the /y/-glide, or (2) the "person' element of the
1 c.du. and the 1 c.pl. was not identical.  Above, remark to p. 196 (§33.322.3b), etc., I have
proposed that the latter explanation may be preferred.
— pp. 471-77 (§§73.4-73.427).  Though there can be no doubt that all the "participles'
(active, passive, and stative) were in some sense in Ugaritic, as in Hebrew, verbal
adjectives, one may doubt that the active participle functioned imperfectively, hence was a
""Particip Präsens,'' and the passive participle perfectively, hence was a ""Particip Perfekt'' (cf.
remark below to pp. 682-718 [§76] with regard to similar remarks regarding the active
participle and the infinitive).  Judging from Biblical Hebrew, of which the verbal system was
similar though not identical to the Ugaritic system, all three participles were unmarked for
aspect and could be used to express complete or incomplete acts.  T. appears to be confusing
aspectual marking in the verbal system and the semantic field of the voices, viz., the fact of
being the patient of a transitive act as expressed by the passive participle will more often
than not denote an act that is complete, rather than one that is incomplete.  If passivity in and
of itself denoted completeness, there could be no imperfective of the finite passive verbal
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stems. The very existence of /QTLa/ (perfective) and /YQTL/ (imperfective) passive verbal
forms shows that passivity itself is not perfective.
— pp. 471-77 (§§73.4-73.427).  In this treatment of ""Verbaladjektive,'' T. follows the Arabic
system in proposing the existence of only active and passive verbal adjectives, rather than
the Northwest-Semitic one, where one finds that stative verbs usually have neither an active
nor a passive participle but only an adjective of which the stem is usually identical to that of
the /QTLa/ (e.g., /kªb´d/, which is either perfective or participial, but /kªb@d¨/ perfective
over against /k@b´d≠m/ adjectival).  T. admits the existence of these stative adjectives, but
only as elements of the nominal system (pp. 258-259 [§§51.42c,d]) not as productive verbal
adjectives.  Given the many other similarities between the verbal system of Ugaritic and that
of the other Northwest-Semitic languages, it must be considered certain that
proto-West-Semitic had them and highly likely that the Ugaritic stative verbs had
corresponding adjectival forms that were at least as productive, if not more so, as in the later
Northwest-Semitic languages.894  T.'s adoption of the Arabic paradigm as a pattern for
Ugaritic will come particularly to the fore in his presentation of the G-participle of hollow
roots, where no attempt is made to distinguish between active and stative verbal adjectives
(see below, remarks to p. 642 [§75.521d], etc., and to p. 649 [§75.525a]), and in that of the
geminate roots, where the failure to take the category into account appears to have been
instrumental in allowing T. to categorize several /qall-/ forms as /QTLa/ when they may in
fact have been stative adjectives (see various remarks below to pp. 672-76).
— p. 473 (§73.422), p. 474 (§73.424), pp. 474-75 (§73.425).  Citing the Akkadian verbal
adjectives /qatal/, /qatil/, and /qatul/ in support of the possibility that Ugaritic may have had
more than one form that served as G-stem passive participles hardly appears apposite, for
Ugaritic is fundamentally a West-Semitic language, not East Semitic.  In the
Northwest-Semitic languages, /qatal/, /qatil/, and /qatul/ serve as stative verbal adjectives
while the explicit expression of passivity is reserved for /qat¨l/ and /qat≠l/ (see above,
remark to p. 259 [§51.42c], etc.).  The best argument for the existence in Ugaritic of the
passive verbal adjective /qat¨l-/ remains that provided by RS 15.098:11 (KTU 2.17:4),
where {l°k} can, in spite of the difficulty of the following line, be nothing but a G-stem
passive participle:  {w ht . l°k ≤m ml[…] (12) p÷sdb . ßmlßn} most probably means "And
now, PSDB fiMLfiN is hereby sent with (this) [my] mes[senger party].''895  All the forms
cited in favor of Ugaritic having a G-stem passive participle /qat≠l-/ (p. 474 [§73.424]) may,
even if correctly read and interpreted, be analyzed as /qat≠l-/ adjectives.  In Hebrew, where
the /qat¨l/ passive participle is productive, many /qat≠l/ adjectives exist, most with a passive
connotation.  When writing a grammar, it is necessary to distinguish between accidental and
productive forms.  T. makes the correct qualification when he concludes that ""Es folgt daraus
nicht zwingend, daß {qat≠l} im Ug. als gewöhnlicher MphT [Morphemtyp] des G-Ptz.pass.
diente.''  Immediately after this call for reason, however, T. falls into the all-too-familiar trap

894Pardee, in The Semitic Languages (1997) 138; idem, Encyclopedia of the World's Ancient Languages
(2004) 307; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) I 71.
895The restoration of {ml[±kty]} appears far more likely than that of {ml[k]} assumed by T.'s translation
""zum König(?).''
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(pp. 474-75) of all-inclusivism by citing {l•k} in RIH 83/07+:2 et passim (KTU 4.777) in
favor of the /qat≠l/ passive participle (or /qat≠˜l/ as he indicates it here) without even
considering other possibilities (see second following remark).  It goes without saying that
forms that do not include the information provided by  one of the three {≥}-signs, i.e. {”lq}
and {≤db} cited pp. 474-75, are useless for the purpose of determining whether the
G-passive participle in Ugaritic was /qat¨l/ or /qat≠l/.  In this respect, it appears equally
uncertain to assign to Phoenician896 the G-passive participle /qat≠l/ when all the data are
from proper names where the forms may represent frozen adjectival forms rather than the
productive passive participle.  In spite of his hesitation here, T. is apparently convinced that
the Ugaritic form was /qat¨l-/, for that is the only form indicated in reconstructions of the
G-passive participle of weak roots, e.g., III-≥ [p. 622, §75.235b], III-y [p. 666, §75.535b], or
geminate [p. 676, §75.65b]—for the example of l°k in T.'s treatment of III-≥ roots, one will
not find it in a sub-section of participles, as in the three sections just cited, but on p. 619
under ""abgeleitete Stämmen'' [§75.228a]).
— p. 474 (§73.423), p. 827 (§89.231a), p. 863 (§93.33a).  Contextual reasons have been
provided for taking °zr in RS 2.[004] i 2' et passim (KTU 1.17) as a G-passive participle
modifying the subject of the verb897 rather than as the direct object of the verb (to T., the
latter analysis appears more plausible than the former, though he provides no interpretation
along those lines—see also remark below to p. 615 [§75.212.4]).  The writing with {°} in
the first syllable would reflect vowel harmony with the following long vowel (/*≥az¨r-/ →
/≥uz¨r-/), for which good examples exist (see pp. 175-76 [§33.215.3]).
— p. 474 (§73.425), p. 617 (§75.224), p. 703 (§76.521.1). In the first section cited, T.
asserts that the six-fold repeated l•k in RIH 83/07+ (CAT 4.777) cannot be a 3 m.s. /QTLa/
form because the explicit subject is a town name which should be grammatically feminine;
he goes on to interpret the form as a G-passive participle, explaining the singular form after
a number phrase as owing to the absence of a ""durchgehende Syntax'' and translating ""ON:
soundsoviele (Personen): (bereits) geschickt.''  On p. 617, he parses the form as 3 m.s.
/QTLa/ and on p. 703 this example is included with a list of /QTLa/ forms, neither time with a
cross-reference to his earlier refutation of that analysis.  Cf. also p. 355 (§62.41b), where he
translates l. 6 ""(der Ort) Rqd hat 37 (Fronarbeiter) geschickt'' and l. 9 ""(der Ort) M≤rby hat
42 (Fronarbeiter) geschickt,'' and p. 356 (§62.431b), where he translates l. 2 ""(der Ort)
Ubr≤y hat 87 (Fronarbeiter) geschickt,'' but without an analysis of the verbal form.898  Since
there is explicit evidence for the G-passive participle being /qat¨l/ and since the explicit
subject of the verb in this text is each time a plural number referring to a number of men
(which means that a participial form should show number agreement, viz., end in {-m}), the
analysis as a passive participle must be considered out of the question.  Even more
astounding is the absence of even a mention of the following possibilities of analysis:  {l•k}

896See also T., UF 31 (1999) 738.
897Pardee, Context I (1997) 343 n. 2.
898There is fairly general agreement today that ”rd does not denote ""Fronarbeiter'' but persons in military
service (cf. J.-P. Vita, El Ejército de Ugarit [Madrid: 1995] 136-44, 153, 180, 181, 182, 184; del Olmo Lete
and Sanmartín, Diccionario I [1996] 197).
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in this text may be (a) 3 m.s./pl. indefinite-subject active ("one/they has/have sent', i.e.,
/la≥ika/ or /la≥ik¨/) or (b) 3 m.pl. G-passive /QTLa/ (/lu≥ik¨/ would be T.'s preferred
vocalization of the latter form [p. 514, §74.223.1] and it is a mystery to me why that option is
nowhere even mentioned).
— p. 474-75 (§73.425), p. 476 (§73.426), p. 552 (§74.412.27).  One wonders how ”lq in RS
19.018 ii 2 et passim (KTU 4.611) could be a G-passive participle when, as T. correctly
observes on p. 552, the G-stem of this root is intransitive.
— p. 475 (§73.426), p. 668 (§75.537a).  In the first section cited, devoted to the G-passive
participle, the first word of ¬py b ”r¬ in RIH 77/25:12' (CAT 2.79:10) is cited as a point of
comparison (""vgl. auch''); in the second, it is explicitly parsed as G-passive /QTLa/.  In point
of fact, the text is too broken for any one analysis to be certain.  (The general meaning of
"cover with gold' is well established; what is unknown is the precise form of the verb in this
passage.)
— p. 477 (§73.427).  The identifications of mtr”t in RS 2.[003]+ i 13 (KTU 1.14) as a
{m}-preformative noun or as a {m}-preformative G-stem passive participle are,
respectively, implausible and highly unlikely.  As T. shows in this section, the case for
{m}-preformative G-stem passive participles is very weak.  As regards the identification as
a common noun, in support of which the Akkadian mar”≠tu is cited, the root TR‡ in Ugaritic
had its own development independent of Akkadian r´”û.  Ugaritic mtr”t is, therefore, to be
parsed as a D-stem passive participle (see remark above to p. 269 [§51.45n]).
— p. 478 (§73.431c,d).  T. recognizes here that the G-participle is often substantivized (i.e.,
does not function as a verbal adjective but as a noun) and lists examples, most from
economic texts, where the category is often encountered, e.g., nskm, lit. "those who pour out,
viz., pour out metal, hence, founders, metal-workers'.  It might have been useful in the
listings below of G-participles from the various root types to distinguish the adjectival forms
from the nominal ones.  For example, at III-weak roots, most forms cited function as
adjectives, though there are exceptions, e.g. ±pym, "bakers' (the vocalization /≥ªpiy¨ma/
appears to be established by a syllabic spelling), or the divine titles bny bnwt ("builder of
offspring', said of ≥Ilu) and qnyt •lm ("productress of gods', said of ≥A®iratu).  On the other
hand, two of the three examples of G-stem participles from geminate roots reflect
substantivized adjectives (gzzm, 'shearers', and dbbm, "speakers [of evil words]')—to the
point that their categorization as /qªtil-/ forms is in fact uncertain:  gzz is apparently so
classified for comparative reasons (cf. Hebrew gºz´z), though that is never stated
anywhere, and T. himself recognizes that dbb may be /qattªl-/ rather than /qªtil-/ (p. 676
[§75.65a]).
— p. 478 (§73.431d).  Because of the paucity of stone tools found at Late-Bronze-Age
Ugarit, it must be judged unlikely that the psl “ÿm were ""Steinmetzen für Pfeilspitzen (aus
Stein)'' over against the nsk “∂m/“ÿm who concerned themselves with casting metal
arrowheads.  It is more likely that this latter group did indeed cast the metal arrowheads
while the former prepared the shaft and assembled the arrow.899  That the primary meaning
of PSL in Ugaritic was not "to carve stone' is proven by the occupation title psl qßt, "bow-

899Pardee, Semitica 49 (1999) 54-55.
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maker'.  While on the topic of founders, though the translation ""Silbergiesser'' for nsk ksp is
certainly correct on the superficial level, the absence of a term for "pourer of gold' means that
in all likelihood the "silversmiths' worked with both silver and gold, just as the nsk ®l®, "pourer
of copper', worked with both copper and bronze.900

— p. 479 (§73.432.1a).  T. correctly recognizes here the existence of the personal name ¬nr.
I note that, where ¬nr exists, a by-form ¬nrn is plausible and T.'s proposal to emend the latter
form to {s!nrn} in RS 11.858:8 (KTU 4.103)901 is for that reason inherently dubious.  This
theoretical stance is confirmed by a second attestation of ¬nrn in RS 94.2290:9.
— p. 480 (§73.511).  To the definition of the infinitive as a ""verbal noun'' with ""a purely
verbal character,'' it should be added that the infinitive usually appears in a given form, with
variations not only as per verbal stem but also as per root type (e.g., k@tºb, ßébet, b@nºt, and
q¨m in Hebrew); non-paradigmatic forms (e.g., ≥ahabªh in Hebrew) are comparatively rare.
That T. realizes that the form of the infinitive is productive is clear from his presentation,
where the infinitive of the G-stem is correctly identified as /qªtal/ while non-productive
verbal nouns are treated as ""andere Verbal substantive.''
— p. 480 (§73.512).  In Biblical Hebrew, the so-called infinitive construct occurs not only in
the construct and pronominal states, but also in the absolute state, as, for example, when
followed by the definite direct object marker (phrases of the type k@tºb ≥et-hass´per, "to
write the document').
— p. 482 (§73.513.5a), p. 487 (§73.523bb), p. 667 (§75.536b)  As an example of an
uncontracted /qatªl-/ G-stem infinitive of a III-weak root, T. cites {≤ly} in RS 92.2014:6
(RSO XIV 52), a text that was yet unpublished when this grammar was being prepared.902

An equally certain example from this same root is to be found in RIH 78/14 (CAT 1.163),
lines 2' {b ≤¯l˘[y]¯h˘}, 4' {b ≤lyh}, and 6' ({[b ≤]¯l˘yh}, "in its rising (said of the moon)'.903

On pp. 487 and 667, T. identifies this as a /qatl/, qitl/, or /qutl/ form, though without indicating
his reasons.  I have argued that, since the infinitive in the syntagmeme consisting of b +
infinitive is attested as /qatªl-/ ({b ß±l} in RS 2.[003]+ i 38 [KTU 1.14]), such is the
preferred vocalization of {≤ly} in RIH 78/14:2, 4.904

— p. 483 (§73.513.5b), p. 667 (§75.536a).  Because ≤n is followed by a pronoun expressing
the object of the verb (w ≤n hm, "he answered them' ) in RS 2.002:73 (KTU 1.23), rather
than by the subject pronoun in the structure infinitive + independent pronoun that is attested
several times in this section of the text, the analysis of ≤n as 3 m.s. /QTLa/ may be
considered more likely than that as the infinitive, which is T.'s preference.
— pp. 483-84 (§73.513.6), p. 614 (§75.212.3), p. 711 (§76.524.44).  As T. correctly
observes on p. 484, ±rk in RS 2.002: 34 (KTU 1.23) ""kann nicht S[uffix-]K[onjugation] sein

900For a recent discussion with citation of a new text that explicitly identifies ®l® as copper (RS 94.2519),
see Pardee, Syria 77 (2000) 48-49 (""RS 94.2194'' in note 104 is incorrect).
901Tropper, AuOr 16 (1998) 293.
902A preliminary publication of this text appeared in Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 829-33.
903A text first published by Bordreuil and Caquot, Syria 57 (1980) 352-53.
904Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 864 n. 19.
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[yd = fem.].''  But on p. 614, he explicitly parses the form as 3 m.s. /QTLa/.  His analysis on
pp. 483-84 as an infinitive used in replacement of a finite form is certainly morphologically
possible, but taking it is a f.s. imperative (/≥arak≠/) addressed to "the hand' provides a far
better literary solution (see remark above to p. 426 [§73.121.2]), for it allows the speech of
the two women whom ≥Ilu has just met on the shore of the sea to continue through line 35
after which ≥Ilu's alternative is explicitly resolved.905  If this latter analysis be correct, then it
is not ""offenbar'' (p. 711) that an infinitive can follow a jussive in the command-response
sequence, for this is the only example of that putative sequence cited by T.
— p. 485 (§73.514d), p. 622 (§75.236), p. 903 (§97.24).  In these sections, T. claims or
assumes the existence of one and only one example of an infinitive in "paronomastic' usage
that shows /i/ (or Ø) as the final vowel:  ßm≤t ”t• n”t° (RS 4.475:7-8 [KTU 2.10]).  He fails
to mention that, because of this morpho-syntactic anomaly, it has been proposed that ”t• is in
fact a common noun meaning "blow', in the plural and in construct with the following verbal
phrase.906  The sentence may be translated somewhat literally:  "I have heard of the blows
with which they have been smitten',907 less literally, "… that they have suffered defeat.'908

(On the verb n”t°, see below, comment to p. 533 [§74.32], etc.)
— pp. 485-90 (§73.52).  It is a bit of an exaggeration to say that Ugaritic shows alongside
/qªtal-/ ""eine Reihe von anders gebildeten Verbalsubstantiven zum Grundstamm'' (p. 485).
The only other stem that is clearly attested, and that by a very small number of entries in the
quadrilingual vocabularies, is /qitl/.  The dividing line between "infinitive' and "verbal noun' is
a fine one; but the "infinitive' may be defined as the productive verbal noun for a given
verbal stem, with productive variations according to root type, while "verbal noun' may have
two uses, a broad one ("all nouns expressing abstractly the action of a corresponding verb',
viz., infinitives and other verbal nouns) and a narrow ("non-productive nouns some of which
may function for certain roots as the infinitive', e.g., ≥ahabªh in Biblical Hebrew).  It is quite
clear that the Ugaritic system is different from the Hebrew and Aramaic ones, though
perhaps closer to the latter than to the former (in Hebrew the G-stem /qatªl/ form has lost
infinitival value, to be replaced by /qutul/ in the strong root; in Aramaic all the derived-stem
infinitives show /ª/ in the second syllable, though this is not the case of the G-stem, where
the most prevalent pattern is /miqtal/).  In this respect, Ugaritic is closer to Akkadian, where
the productive verbal noun in the G-stem is /qatªl/, though it is impossible to determine
whether Ugaritic may have had a larger number of verbal nouns on the model best known
from Arabic.  Of the many G-stem verbal nouns cited in this section, there are usually no
orthographic criteria by which to determine whether a given form is /qatªl-/, /qitl-/, or yet
another.  For example, in the case of {hg} in RS 2.[003]+ ii 91 (KTU 1.14 ii 38), the form is
indicated as /higî/ ← ""/higw/yi/'' (p. 486, §73.523ba), though Arabic /ha∆w-/, Tigre /higyª/,

905Idem, Context I (1997) 280.
906Pardee, Pope (1987) 67.
907Cf. ibid., p. 66.
908Context III (2002) 108; French version in Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 81:  ""… ils ont subi
des échecs.''
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and Medieval Hebrew /hagªyªh/ are all cited as cognates.  The writing without {y} shows a
final biconsonantal form, but it does not determine which original triconsonantal form has
contracted.
— p. 485 (§73.521).  Because the use of the paronomastic infinitive is rare in prose, one
may doubt that the first token of {ßr} in the phrase w ßr yßr ßr in RS 24.250:15-16 (KTU
1.106) is a verbal noun in the narrow sense of the word.  This phrase is more plausibly
interpreted as meaning "and as for the singer, he shall sing a song' (/wa ßªru yaß≠ru ß≠ra/).909

— pp. 486-88 (§73.523).  This long paragraph is devoted to putative examples of
/qatl/qitl/qutl/ verbal nouns.  It is prefaced with the statement that some or all of such forms
may in fact be /qVtVl/ (p. 486).  In other words, anything is possible.  It is here that the
question of whether the /qatªl/ base was or was not the productive G-stem verbal noun must
be considered, for many of the forms listed here occur in a most characteristic
Northwest-Semitic syntagmeme, that wherein the standard infinitive is preceded by a
preposition to form a circumstantial clause, temporal or other, e.g., b dm≤ n≤mn ÷lm •l, lit. "in
the tear-shedding of the goodly lad of ≥Ilu' (RS 2.[003]+ ii 8-9 [KTU 1.14]).  Because one of
these is indubitably /qatªl/ (b ß±l /bi ßa≥ªli/, ibid. i 38—see above, remark to p. 482
[§73.513.5a], etc.), I see no reason to doubt that this was the form most commonly used.
That other verbal substantives existed is certain, for one finds other verbal citation forms in
the polyglot vocabularies (particularly /qitl/), two verbal nouns of II-≥ roots spelled with {•}
rather than {±} (ß•b and ß•l), and various forms from weak roots.  This situation is not,
however, all that different from what one encounters in the other Northwest-Semitic
languages, where a productive G-stem infinitive exists for strong roots (e.g., /*qutul/ in
Hebrew or /miqtal/ in many dialects of Aramaic) alongside other verbal substantives, which
are more or less productive for the various root types (e.g., benºt, rédet, etc., in Hebrew,
with appropriate variations of /qutul/ for certain weak roots, in particular  q¨m and subb-).
Until contrary data appear, it is safest to assume a similar situation for Ugaritic.  Because
actual data prove that, for the verb fi≥L, /ßa≥ªlu/ existed alongside /ßa≥lu/ßi≥lu/ßu≥lu/ and that
the former was used in the b + infinitive syntagmeme,910 it appears necessary to conclude—
with present data— that such was the case for most if not all triconsonantal roots and that all
such structures should be vocalized on the pattern /bi qatªli/.  (On the specific case of III-y
roots, see following remark.)  Beyond that, however, nothing can be said with any
confidence.  A plausible distribution would be /qatªlu/ forms in the paronomastic
syntagmeme (a finite form modified adverbially by an infinitival form as in l±km •l±k
/la≥ªkuma ≥il≥aku/, " I will surely send', RS 16.379:19-20 [KTU 2.30]) and in the preposition
+ infinitive syntagmeme just discussed,911 but another verbal noun when the structure is
accusatival, e.g. hlk ±”th b≤l y≤n, "Ba≤lu saw the going of his sister' (RS 2.[014]+ iv 39 [KTU

909Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 590, 591, 595-96; cf. idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 55.
910One may doubt on this basis that the sequence {[…] . t≤rb . b ßi} in RS 3.361 v 26 (KTU 1.1) is to be
reconstructed with {l} at the beginning of the next line, as T. proposes on p. 486 (§73.523a).
911That this  usage was not universal is shown by the formula tr b lkt in RS 3.362+ ii 28', 29' (KTU 1.10),
but the import of the idiom is clouded by the fact that HLK is ambivalent, appearing both as HLK and as
though from Y/WLK (see remark below to p. 625 [§75.332]).
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1.3] and RS 2.[008]+ ii 13'-14' [KTU 1.4]).  In this particular idiom, hlk is in parallel with a
{t}-preformative verbal noun (tdrq) and one may suspect that hlk also is in a form other than
/qatªlu/.  But whether that is in fact the case and, if so, whether the example may be
extrapolated into a rule are questions awaiting new data for resolution.
— pp. 486-87 (§§73.523ba-b), pp. 666-67 (§§75.536a-b).  Because T. himself recognizes
the existence of /qatªl/ infinitives alongside /qitl/ verbal nouns, one is at a loss to understand
why he classes the verbal nouns from III-y roots in §73.523bb as /qatl/qitl/qutl/ forms when
these are written with {-y}, in contrast with a group gathered in §73.523ba which are written
without the {-y} and which are also said to belong to this general morphological category.  (I
can detect no principle governing the break-down in §75.523a and b according to /qatªl/ and
other types—see further remark below to this section.)  Because most of the examples in
§73.523bb consist of the syntagmeme consisting of preposition + infinitive, for which the
example of {b ß±l} proves that the infinitive may be of the /qatªl/ form (see preceding
remark), one can only conclude that the more likely vocalization is the latter.  T.'s
classification of these forms is all the more puzzling given that he includes here examples of
{≤ly}, from another text though orthographically identical to the form cited in §73.513.5a (p.
482), to illustrate the uncontracted /qatªl/ form.  More important than speculating whether the
forms cited in §73.523bb are or are not /qatl/qitl/qutl/ (a classification that appears to border
on the purely arbitrary) would be showing why those cited in §73.523ba may not be
historical /qatªl/ forms that have undergone contraction.
— p. 488 (§73.523c).  A specific objection must be lodged with regard to T.'s treatment of
one of the verbal-noun constructions.  He observes that {nß•} in the phrase b nß• ≤nh, lit. "in
his/her lifting of his/her eyes', is ""wohl /niß≥i/.''  He goes on to claim that the Ugaritic form
""entspricht dem he. Inf.cs. n@≈o≥.''  Though this is syntactically true, it is certainly not
morphologically so:  the Hebrew form corresponds to the standard G-stem infinitive of strong
roots, viz., it is derived from a /qutul/ base (cf. alongside /n@≈º≥/ a suffixal form such as
/no≈≥≠/).  So, if the comparison is to be made, why not identify the Ugaritic form as a /qutul/
or /qutl/ base rather than a /qitl/?  But Ugaritic morpho-syntax not being identical to Hebrew
morpho-syntax, why attempt to identify the Ugaritic and Hebrew forms at all?  Why not
simply say that the Ugaritic form may well have been the standard Ugaritic infinitive (i.e.,
/naßª≥i/), though another verbal noun cannot be ruled out?
— p. 488 (§73.524a), p. 493 (§73.532), p. 667 (§75.536b).  T. consistently analyses s≤t in
RS 2.[003]+ iii 7, iv 51, and v 1 (KTU 1.14) as a verbal substantive.  If so, this form would
provide the only example of a verbal noun of a type other than /qatªl/ functioning
narratively.  Moreover, in spite of textual problems in two of these three passages, it
appears extremely likely that the subject is each time feminine.912  It appears necessary to
conclude that the analysis as a participle, whether plural or singular (in which case the
subject would each time be singular collective), is to be preferred.  T. apparently shies away
from this analysis because the feminine plural participle of III-y roots is attested with the /y/
retained in the orthography.  Because, however, no contraction rule is without exception or

912Pardee, Context I (1997) 335 n. 26.
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because the form is singular, well attested without {y} (e.g., {bkt} "she who weeps'), this
reticence appears misplaced in this case.
— p. 489 (§73.525).  One must ask if T. has not allowed himself to be a bit too much
influenced by Hebrew morpho-syntax in classifying the nominal type /til(a)t-/ as a G-stem
verbal noun.  In only two of the passages cited are such forms used with a preposition to
form a temporal/circumstantial clause; in one, the preposition k introduces a comparison.  In
the others, the function of the form in question is that of a common noun.  For example, T.'s
translation of tr“¬nn b d≤t (RS 03.325+ vi 10 [KTU 1.16]) as ""Sie wusch ihn rein vom
Schweiß'' hardly bears out his classification of d≤t.  If the function were verbal, might one not
expect the noun to bear a pronominal suffix to mark the subject ("She washes him as he
sweats')?  Another example:  ßnt in the phrase ßnt tl°±n (RS 02.[003]+ i 33 [KTU 1.14]),
appears to function as a common noun and is so translated by T. ("Schlaf überwältigte ihn').
Even in Hebrew, where this nominal type functions as the standard G-stem infinitive for I-y
roots, there is slippage between the functions of a verbal or a common noun, so that words
such as ßébet and dá≤at require two dictionary entries, one under the verb ("to sit, sitting', "to
know, knowing'), the other as a common noun ("seat, dwelling', "knowledge').  Viewed from
another perspective, these forms provide a clear backdrop for the Hebrew system, where the
form has become far more specialized in function.  Moreover, this basic similarity must be
considered as an isogloss linking Ugaritic and Hebrew, even though the Ugaritic usage of
the forms in question appears to be far less paradigmatic.
— p. 489 (§73.526), p. 637 (§75.514), p. 703 (§76.521.1).  In the first section cited, T.
translates the particle l in RIH 83/22:4 (CAT 4.779) as an emphatic particle, in agreement
with the preliminary edition,913 but with a question mark; he also suggests emending the l to
d, viz., the relative pronoun.  On p. 703, he translates the l as the negative particle, with no
question mark and with no cross-reference.  The passage is not cited below in either of the
two sections in which the two particles are treated.  In context, it appears necessary to prefer
the editor's interpretation:  those who paid the total sum of 93.5 shekels paid it partially in
silver, partially in cloth/garments (25 shekels' worth of •qn°, 40 shekels' worth of ktn).914

— p. 494 (§73.534a).  Because of the space available, one understands T.'s desire to come
up with a longer restoration at the beginning of RS 2.[004] i 40' {KTU 1.17) than {w . hr},
often adopted on the basis of RS 2.002:51 (KTU 1.23) where this reading is extant in a
similar context.  But T.'s proposal to restore {[w hrhr(t)]?} not only supposes a form that is
previously unattested but one that is not particularly likely to have existed, for the root is
HRY, "to become pregnant' and reduplication of the first two consonants of triconsonantal
roots is not a common pattern in Semitic (T. cites no such forms in the relevant section
devoted to nominal patterns).  Either {hrt}, which is attested as a deverbal noun from this

913Bordreuil, CRAI 1984, p. 433:  ""Ils ont réellement donné leur argent'' (l ytn ksphm).
914Bordreuil, ibid., took •qn° as referring to lapis-lazuli, ktn to the stone designated in Akkadian as katinnu.
Since ktn commonly designates a garment in economic texts and •qn° commonly designates purple-dyed
wool in the same body of texts, an interpretation along the latter lines appears more plausible (see
Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel [2004], text 52 in the Choix de textes).
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root, or {hry}, unattested for this root but well known for other III-y roots, is more plausible
as a restoration here.915

— pp. 497-506 (§73.6), p. 730 (§77.411).  Several points may be made with regard to the
so-called "energic' endings:

(1) If one may judge from Arabic, the two Ugaritic /YQTL/ forms termed "energic' that
showed the forms /-an/ and /-anna/ contain distinct morphemes, not allomorphs.

(2) As far as I can tell, T.'s classification of any given absolute form (i.e., one that
contains only the energic morpheme, not that morpheme followed by a pronominal suffix)
written with a single {-n} as Energic I (/-anna/) or Energic II (his Energic III, viz.  /-an/) is
purely arbitrary.  He, in any case, provides no criteria for independent classification of these
forms in Ugaritic, where the purely consonantal script does not allow the reader to perceive
immediately whether the morpheme is /-(a)nna/ or /-(a)n/.  The conclusion that he reaches
with regard to Energic I, viz., ""Zusammenfassend ist festzuhalten, daß der Energ. I in
absoluter Position in der Poesie sehr produktiv ist'' (p. 500) rests, as far as I can tell, on no
further foundation than his subjective reconstructions.  Going along with T.'s hypothesis
regarding the nature of the energic endings (see below, remark 7) for the moment, a most
basic hypothesis would seem to say that /-(a)nna/ would have been used after verbal forms
ending in /-Ø/ or a short vowel whereas /-na/ would have appeared after verbal forms
ending in /-Ø/ or a long vowel.  Only thus may be avoided the problem, to which allusion is
made repeatedly below (see here remark 4), of attaching /-nna/ to a form of which the
grammatical number is expressed by vowel length and of the resultant shortening of that
vowel when the syllable in which it occurs is closed by /-nna/ (e.g., /tQTL¨-nna/ would have
become /tQTLunna/ and the marking of plurality would thereby have been lost).

(3) As he considers the forms to be allomorphs, there can be for him no semantic
distinction.  Herein lies one of the basic problems of these forms:  what was their function
within the verbal system?  If a definable function were discernible, one could begin to
discuss a distinction between the two.  If that function is purely one of "emphasis', i.e., the
only function of the additional morpheme is to add weight to the verbal expression by
extending it,916 then the two forms of the extension certainly have morphemic value because
one is longer, hence more emphatic, than the other.

(4)  A further comment is required in this matter of identifying {-n} with one or the other
of the two possible morphemes:  T.'s ambivalence regarding the shortening of long vowels in
syllables that have become secondarily closed must be mentioned here again (cf. above,
eighth general remark).  If {tß°n}, for example, a 3 m. pl. form, does indeed contain the
Energic I morpheme (the one with geminated /n/), then it can only be vocalized /tißßa≥unna/

915The space available at the beginning of this line indicates that the total restoration should count about
five signs (that is the number of signs that occupy the same space in the preceding line), and the restoration
of only three signs and a word-divider by Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 24 (i.e., the restoration
{w hr .]}) is thus probably too short—in the following line we restored four signs and a word-divider in
about the same space.
916T. describes this as a true modal function that may be defined as ""eine besondere Betonung der
zugrundeliegenden Verbalform'' (p. 730), but he does not distinguish between the forms of emphasis
expressed by each of the forms of which he posits the existence.
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← /*tißsa≥¨nna/, which makes it formally identical with singular indicative forms plus
Energic I, i.e.,  /tQTLu + nna/ (2 m.s. and 3 f.s.).

(5) If a pronominal suffix is attached to the verb in the form {-nh}, one can be sure that
the energic element ended in a vowel (T., p. 501).

(6) T.'s posited third energic form (his Energic II) may not be considered a likely form
(or allomorph):  he takes the morph that is written {-nn} to be related to the Akkadian
ventive morpheme -nim, but there is no reason to consider the hypothesis of a /n/ - /m/
interchange to be plausible (see above, remark to pp. 222-23 [§41.221.52c], etc.).  Because
the Ugaritic consonantal orthography records only the consonantal skeleton, one must fall
back on comparative considerations in order to reconstruct a plausible set of forms.  Given
that both Arabic (/-an/ and /-anna/) and Hebrew (/yiqt@lenn¨/ [←  YQTLanhu] and
/yiqt@lenh¨/ [← /YQTLannahu/]) show two forms only, it may be considered likely that
Ugaritic also had only two basic forms.  The form written {-nn} may more plausibly be
considered, therefore, to correspond, not to a third  energic morpheme per se, but to a
combination of energic and suffixal morphemes.917  T. recognizes the necessity of dealing
with this combination of morphemes, but prefers to posit the existence of a third energic over
envisaging possibilities of recombination of well-attested West-Semitic morphemes.  In this
respect, his remark that ""Der Sequenz /-nVn-/ des ug. Energ. II folgt mit Sicherheit kein
Vokal'' holds true, of course, only if one accepts the existence of the morpheme itself.  If one
considers, as do I, that the second {n} of the  {-nn} graphemic unit itself consists historically
of an energic morpheme and a pronominal suffix (i.e., /-n + hV/ → /-nnV/, itself reanalyzed
as a pronominal suffix and attached to the Energic I morpheme, i.e., /-nna + nnV/), T.'s view
of the phonetic make-up of {-nn} has no relevance.  The strongest argument based on the
Ugaritic data against the existence of this third energic form is that it is unattested
independently, viz., only {-n} is attested as the energic ending without associated
pronominal suffix in Ugaritic.  In order to argue for the existence of a morpheme in a
language, it is good to have at least one token of the morpheme.  The fact that {-nn} occurs
only as a pronominal morpheme must be considered an argument, along with the others cited
above, against the origin of that morpheme in a third energic morpheme unnattested
elsewhere as such in Northwest Semitic.918

(7) Two verbal forms are clearly attested with three tokens of {n} affixed to the verb
RS 1.026+:11 {tßknnnn}, "(someone) shall establish it/him/her', and RS 15.174:17 {ttnn ¯.˘
nn}, "(someone) shall give it/him/her'. One interpretation of these forms is as energics + a
suffix {-nn},919 rather than as plural indicatives (/tQTL+ ¨na/ + {nn}), as T. takes them
(see above, note 483).  If such be the correct interpretation, then it is highly unlikely that one
energic would have been attached to another.

917Pardee, JNES 43 (1984) 244-45 n. 14.
918This stance should not be taken as denying any historical relationship between the Akkadian ventive and
the West-Semitic energics, but as a caution against seeing one of the Akkadian morphemes surviving
partially intact in Ugaritic alongside two others that show very close affinities with the energic morphemes
in Hebrew and Arabic.
919Pardee, JNES 43 (1984) 244-45 n. 14.
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(8) Most fundamentally, T. takes the energic endings not as constituting modal endings
on a par with /-Ø/, /-u/, and /-a/, but as separable morphemes that may be added to either of
the first two forms.920  This is a pure reconstruction in the sense that there are no explicit
Ugaritic data to support it (of /YQTL/ forms from III-≥ roots that do not themselves end in a
vowel, no form spelled {yQT°n}, i.e., /yiqta≥un(na)/, is attested to date—granted, there are
very few forms attested921; nor are there any spelled {yQT•n}, i.e., /yiqta≥n(a)/922).
Moreover, it goes against the Arabic evidence, where /YQTLanna/ and /YQTLan/ function
as distinct moods (cf. p. 730 [§77.411]923).  On the other hand, the data from
fourteenth-century Canaanite appear clearly to favor T.'s hypothesis (cf. pp. 501, 730).924

Closer to home, also in favor of T.'s hypothesis is the fact that verbal forms ending in {-n}
appear in Ugaritic poetry in all the morpho-syntactic slots of the /YQTL/ forms without
afformative {-n(n)}, i.e., as perfectives, imperfectives, and all the volitive forms.  Because
there is yet no certain example of a spelling {yQT°n}, the frequent use of enclitic {-n} in
Ugaritic means that the Ugaritic verbal system could be identical to the Arabic one, with
forms that do not correspond to this system explained by the enclitic {-n}.925  The
corresponding Hebrew forms favor T.'s hypothesis that /-an(na)/ could be attached to
/YQTLØ/ forms, i.e. there is no difference between perfective and imperfective forms
ending with {-n}; the morpheme is, however, attested only before pronominal suffixes
(/yiqt@lenn¨/ = "he will kill him', /wayyiqt@lenn¨/ = "he killed him') and these are, therefore,
frozen forms that may only with great circumspection be exploited for determining the
proto-Hebrew distribution of the energic forms.  If T.'s reconstruction is correct, the energic
morphemes probably arose in early West Semitic from the use there of enclitic /-n/; the
longer of the two would simply represent the West-Semitic proclivity for particle accretion, in
this case the accretion of particles with an identical consonant (/n(V)/ + /nV/); cf. p. 502,
where T. hypothesizes that /-nVnV/ would have become /-nnV/.  This raises the question,
however, of the distinction between the energic morpheme and the /-na/ morpheme attached

920On T.'s view of /YQTLa/ forms, see above, remark to p. 429 (§73.143), etc.
921In T.'s listing on pp. 620-21, there is only one, a 1 c.s. form that would correspond to a "cohortative' in
Hebrew:  {•qr±n} /≥iqra≥an(n)a/.  To this form is perhaps to be added {y¬±n} in RIH 77/2+:3' as a 3d person
/YQTLa/ form, though the {±} here may represent the dual morpheme (see remark below to p. 500
[§73.611.2h], etc.).
922On p. 500 (§73.611.2h), T. cites KTU 2.54:2 for the form {y¬•n}, but the reading is uncertain and the
interpretation even more so (see remark to p. 500 [§73.611.2h], etc.).
923Here T. describes the situation in Arabic as permitting the energic endings only to be attached, formally,
to the /YQTLØ/ form, i.e., the /a/ vowel is that of the energic ending itself, not that of the /YQTLa/ form.
924See also my comparison of the Canaanite system with the Ugaritic one, JNES 58 (1999) 314-16.  In an
otherwise scathing review of A. Rainey's study of Canaanite in the Amarna Tablets:  A Linguistic Analysis
of the Mixed Dialect Used by the Scribes from Canaan (Handbuch der Orientalistik.  Erste Abteilung:  Der
Nahe und Mittlere Osten 25/1-4; Leiden:  Brill, 1996), E. Von Dassow accepts both Rainey's analysis of the
cuneiform data as representing Canaanite morphology and T.'s extrapolation of these conclusions to Ugaritic
(EI 53 [2003] 196-217, esp. pp. 213-15).
925Thus T.'s assertion that /YQTLunna/ is ""häufig belegt'' alongside /YQTLanna/ (UF 33 [2001] 729) is
based on his reconstruction of the system, not on any explicit data from Ugaritic.
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to /YQTL/ forms ending in a long vowel to express the indicative over against the
jussive/perfective (i.e., /YQTL¨na/ vs. /YQTL¨/).  T. regularly proposes that /-nna/ would
have been attached to such jussive/perfective forms but does not explicitly take into
consideration the resultant shortening of the vowel by which plurality is expressed (/tQTL¨+
nna/ → /tQTLunna/, which would thereby have become identical to a singular form beginning
with t-).  On the other hand, if one posits an energic morpheme /-na/, the plural indicative
form and the jussive form followed by this energic morpheme would have been identical
(/tQTL¨na/ = /tQTL¨ + na/).926  All in all, the one factor that leads me to believe that T.'s
basic hypothesis deserves some consideration is the fact mentioned above that it appears—
in spite of the absence of writings in Ugaritic that explicitly confirm it—to explain best the
existence of perfective, imperfective, and volitive forms all bearing the {-n}.  The alternative
is to say that, in the verbal system visible in Ugaritic poetry, the only energic forms in use
were, as in Arabic and perhaps in proto-Hebrew,927 /YQTLan/ and /YQTLanna/ and that
these no longer had the modal specificity of the /YQTLa/ form, having taken on the status of
an independent mood.928  T.'s failure to deal with the problems posed by the shortening of a
vowel when folowed by the /-nna/ ending renders, however, the present state of his
hypothesis unacceptable.

(9) All the comparative evidence goes against identifying the {-n} attached to /QTLa/
forms and to the infinitive used narratively with the productive "energic' morpheme of the
/YQTL/ and the imperative, and this aspect of T.'s presentation is thus problematic.  One
example is cited of each on p. 500 (§73.611.2f,g); these same examples with an additional
one are cited also under Energic III, p. 506 (§73.634c,d).  One of these is problematic, that
is, the {-n} may be simply the enclitic morpheme (see remark below on hlmn in RS 3.340 iv
33' [KTU 1.18]).  Examples of the ending written {-nn} and attached to these same forms
are provided on p. 223 (§41.221.52c), p. 224 (§41.221.62b), and pp. 503-4 [§§73.626, 627]),
but none is fully convincing (see remark above to p. 223 [§41.221.52c], etc.).  If such forms
exist at all, it appears considerably more plausible to see in them examples of the
combination of an energic morpheme and a pronominal suffix on /YQTL/ and imperative
forms that have been re-analyzed as pronominal suffixes and become attachable to QTL
forms.  The best analysis of most of these forms is as the infinitive used narratively, for in
the dialect of Phoenician visible in the Karatepe inscription, the infinitive (absolute) can take
pronominal suffixes.

926T. rarely alludes to this possible source of homophony (e.g., p. 663 [§75.532] on tßtyn).
927The problem in Hebrew is neither with forms of the type /yiqt@lenn¨/ (← /YQTL + an + hu/), nor with the
rare forms of the type /yiqt@lenh¨/ (← /YQTL + anna + hu/), but with those of the type /YQTL´h¨//, which
should, all other things being equal, derive from a proto-Hebrew base /YQTL + i + hu/ (cf. Aramaic
/yiqt@linn´h/).
928T. only allows for the loss of modal specificity of energic forms when these were fused with a pronominal
suffix, and then only as a possibility:  ""Es ist somit denkbar, daß die betreffenden Formen — zumindest
bisweilen — als modal-neutrale Varianten zu energikuslosen Verbalformen mit Objektsuffixen gebraucht
werden'' (p. 730 [§77.411]).
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(10) T. posits that the energic morphemes began with an /a/ vowel, for only thus can he
explain the absence of assimilation of the /n/ after forms that he analyses as /YQTLØ/.  But,
if his basic idea is correct, is it not more plausible to posit that the morpheme was not
vowel-initial,  since enclitic {-n} is usually not posited to be such?  This would account better
for the proto-West-Semitic system, where there is no evidence that the enclitic particle began
with a vowel and where it was attachable to any word in the language, a fortiori to any of
the three principal prefix-conjugation forms, /YQTLØ/, /YQTLu/, and /YQTLa/.  The Arabic
and Hebrew forms would then have arisen, not from /YQTL/ + /an(na)/ but from /YQTLa/ +
/n(na)/.  (They would, of course, be frozen forms and their semantics would not necessarily
correspond to the semantics of the historic /YQTLa/.)  Such an hypothesis might contain the
germ of an explanation of the alternate Hebrew forms, that is /yiqt@l´hu/ and /wayyiqt@l´hu/,
forms with a vowel between the verbal stem and the pronominal suffix that should, all other
things being equal, have come from /i/ (an /i/-class vowel is also characteristic of the
Aramaic paradigm, there before /-nn-/).  I have never had an explanation for these forms
since there is no /YQTLi/ form posited for early West Semitic.  But if the {-n} of the energic
forms was not historically part of the verbal morpheme, one could posit that proto-Hebrew
somehow developed an energic form with a secondary /i/, e.g., if there was a by-form
/ni/,929 one might call on vowel harmony to account for the otherwise unexplainable vowel
(/YQTLuni/ → /YQTLini/  → /YQTLi + suffix/).  Whatever this hypothesis says about
proto-Hebrew, it certainly says that volitive forms followed by the energic ending were
historically /YQTLa/, not /YQTLØ/, because of the absence of assimilation of the /n/.

(11) In summary, the simplest solution to the problem of the energics in West Semitic
would be to posit that they began as enclitic-n attached to one of the primary /YQTL/ forms;
these extended forms would have become grammaticalized in various ways in the
West-Semitic languages.  If such be the case, the origin of the form with geminated /n/ would
have to be identified as secondary (e.g., /-Vna/ → /-Vn/ to which /-na/ has again been
attached).  One of the common features of grammaticalization would have been that the
energic morphemes came to be limited to /-n/ and /-nna/ so as to reduce confusion with the
/-na/ by which jussive froms were distinguished from indicative plural forms (jussive
/YQTL¨/, indicative /YQTL¨na), for that morpheme may well have had an identical origin.
For the present, the Ugaritic data favor the hypothesis that the system in that language
developed along the lines best known from Arabic and, to a lesser extent, from Hebrew. A
strong argument along those lines is the absence of an accusative 3 m./f. pronominal suffix
{-h} attached to the imperfectives forms in Ugaritic:  because the only attested form of these
suffixes is that in which the suffix has assimilated to what was historically the energic
morpheme, a situation more like the Aramaic one than the Hebrew one, it appears plausible
to conclude that the energic part of these morphemes no longer had an independent function
and that the distribution of the energic forms elsewhere may have been reduced along the
lines of Arabic.  On the other hand, one may argue from {tl°±n} in (RS 02.[003]+ i 33 [KTU
1.14]) that the pronominal suffix form, at least, could be attached to the /YQTLu/ form (see

929Cf. {al-li-ni-ya}, the syllabic spelling of the demonstrative particle which provides the vocalization
/halliniya/; here the /i/ appears to be conditioned by the following /y/.
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above remark to p. 427 [§73.132]).  Nevertheless, the internal data are very few and the
picture could change at any time to reveal a situation closer to that apparently revealed by
the Amarna texts.  With that in mind, three conclusions must be drawn with regard to T.'s
presentation:  (a) his hypothesis regarding the nature of the Ugaritic energic system must be
held in abeyance until data appear to confirm or disprove the retention of the assumed
archaic system in Ugaritic, (b) his hypothesis regarding the existence of a third energic form
/(v)nVn/ must be considered dubious, (c) one must admit that, unless afformative {-n} has
incorporated a pronominal suffix, it is difficult to distinguish between an energic verbal form
and a non-energic form with the enclitic morpheme -na that was still productive in Ugaritic.
— p. 498 (§73.611.1b), p. 633 (§75.512).  In the first section cited, the /YQTL/ form of YBL
is cited as /yâbVl-/ while in the second the theme vowel of this verb is indicated as being /i/.
The comparative data speak in favor of this hypothetical reconstruction, e.g., Hebrew
/y´b´l/, Akkadian /ibil/.930

— pp. 499-500 (§73.611.2).  T. suggests that the final vowel of the Energic I /-(a)nna/ may
be dissimilated to /i/ when following the dual ending, i.e., he vocalizes {tm÷yn} ""/tam÷iyâ-
nni/a/.''  But he does not do the same when the form ends with what he reconstructs as /â/,
e.g., {yphn} is vocalized ""/yiphâ-nna/.''  Is that logical?  He cannot, of course, consider that
the same vowel might dissimilate following /a/, as I would reconstruct forms of this type,931

for the morpheme itself, according to T., consists of /-anna/.
— p. 500 (§73.611.2c), p. 732 (§77.412.3c).  In the first section cited, T. analyses both
occurrences of tm†rn in RS 2.[009]+ iii, lines 6 and 12 (KTU 1.6), as /YQTLØ/ ""indicative,''
whereas in the second, the first token is said to be volitive, only the second indicative.  This
latter distinction is preferable, but the point is, of course, moot if the energic forms constitute
independent moods, rather than expansions of the other moods (see remarks to pp. 497-506
[§73.6], etc.).
— p. 500 (§73.611.2c), p. 551 (§74.412.26), p. 690 (§76.342).  In the first section cited, T.
identifies tr”pn, translated ""flatterten,'' in RS 3.340 iv 20', 31' (KTU 1.18) and RS 3.322+ i 32
(KTU 1.19) as /YQTLØ/ + energic and indicates as an alternative the analysis as /YQTLu/.
On p. 690, the form is identified ""orthographisch'' as /YQTLu/ with no mention of the
analysis as an energic, which would, of course, have been written identically—hence the
two parsings on p. 500.  The imperfective aspect is on p. 690 explained as owing to the
plurality inherent in the notion of "fluttering'.  What if the verb means "to soar' rather than "to
flutter'?
— p. 500 (§73.611.2d), p. 644 (§75.522), p. 732 (§77.412.1b).  On p. 500, T. identifies the
root of ngln in RS 3.325+ i 15, ii 37 (KTU 1.16), as GYL and he vocalizes the form
/nagîlunna/ or /nagîlanna/; on p. 644, he identifies the root of the same forms as GWL and
vocalizes the stem as /nagûl-/.  In the first case, he translates the root by ""jubeln'' (the same
translation is offered on p. 732, there without vocalization or root analysis), in the second by
""jauchzen, kreischen.''  Surely the first vocalization is preferable, for the verb is cognate with

930On the problem of the reconstruction of the first syllable with /â/, see below, remark to p. 632 (§75.511g).
931See above, remark to p. 190 (§33.311.5), etc.
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Hebrew GL, "rejoice', there the stem vowel is /≠/.  In the apparent Arabic cognate, GWL, the
stem vowel is /¨/, but that verb does not mean "to rejoice' but "to ramble about'.  This appears
to be a poor basis for the vocalization of Ugaritic GL, "to rejoice'.  If one were to attempt to
correlate these data, it would appear more plausible to propose that there was a verb of
movement GWL /yag¨l-/ and a verb of sound production GYL /yag≠l-/.  However that may
be, following the Hebrew vocalization for the verb with the same meaning in Ugaritic
appears safer than following the Arabic vocalization of a verb with another meaning.  The
variety of treatment seems to have arisen from T.'s attempt on p. 644 to correlate the forms
in RS 3.325+ with the far more difficult form tgwln in RS 15.134:4 (KTU 1.82), a text with
ygl in line 1.  The very fact of the different orthographies just four lines apart appears,
however, to discredit T.'s analysis of tgwln as plene spelling for /tag¨lªna/ or, even less
plausible, as the archaic form /tagwulªna/.932  Seeing the form as an extremely rare
example of a D-stem form of a hollow root appears to be a more acceptable solution
because, after all, such forms do appear in the other Northwest-Semitic languages.933  (On
the D-stem vs. the L-stem of hollow and geminate roots, see below, remark to pp. 575-76
[§74.50]).
— p. 500 (§73.611.2d), p. 644 (§75.522).  The arbitrary nature of T.'s classification of
/YQTLn/ forms is well illustrated by his analyses of tmtn in RS 3.325+ i 22, ii 43 (KTU
1.16):  on p. 500, the form is given as 3 m.pl. jussive + Energic I and vocalized ""tamût¨-nna''
(the notation does not take account of the fact that the vowel of the penultimate syllable
should have become short because the syllable is closed—this, however, would entail loss of
the principal marker of plurality, viz., the length of the /u/-vowel, something which T.
recognizes, but irregularly); the analysis as a 3 m.pl. indicative is presented as an alternative
{""tamût¨na'').  On p. 644, only the latter is indicated.
— p. 500 (§73.611.2f), p. 506 (§73.634c), p. 625 (§75.331a), p. 731 (§77.412.1b), p. 733
(§77.412.5).  T. cannot seem to decide whether hlmn in RS 3.340 iv 33' (KTU 1.18) bears a
pronominal suffix or not, viz., "he smote' or "he smote him'.  On p. 500, he says that ""er schlug
ihn'' is less likely than ""er schlug''; on p. 506, he translates ""er schlug ihn'' and adds that the
analysis without the object suffix is less likely; on p. 624, he allows for both possibilities by
parsing the form as ""G-SK 3.m.pl. + En. [+ OS 3.m.sg.]''; on p. 731, he mentions only the
analysis of the -n as the energic morpheme, and on p. 733 he translates without an objective
suffix (""Schlage fürwahr … '').  In denying the presence of an object suffix on pp. 500 and
731, he points out that the form in RS 3.322+ ii 29 (KTU 1.19) is hlm, in what, in spite of the
damaged state of the passage, is clearly a back-reference to the narrative containing hlmn.
On the other hand, since it cannot be proven that the energic morphemes, as T. would refer
to them, may be attached to /QTLa/ forms, that analysis must be rejected in the case of hlmn
and the -n must be analyzed either as the enclitic morpheme -na (viz., the productive enclitic
morpheme of Ugaritic, not the energic morpheme which may historically contain this same

932On this form, see also p. 55 (§21.342.1b), p. 442 (§73.223.5), and p. 641 (§75.521).
933This is not to deny the possibility of a /yaqwVl-/ form existing in Ugaritic—cf. Hebrew /yi¬wª“¨w/ (Isa.
42:11) the verb that corresponds to Ugaritic ¬“/y¬“—but it does deny the likelihood of such a form existing
alongside a "weak' form of the same root, not only in the same language but in the same text.
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morpheme) or else as the pronominal suffix that arose by fusion of the enclitic and
pronominal morphemes (/an + hu/ → /annu/) here attached either to the /QTLa/ form or to
the infinitive used narrativally.  (On the latter dilemma, see above, remark to p. 223
[§41.221.52c], etc.).
— p. 500 (§73.611.2h), p. 622 (§75.234).  T. tags the examples in §73.611.2h as illustrating
""Belege für den Energ. I in absoluter Position'' (i.e., without a following objective suffix).
His identification on p. 622 of {y¬±n[…]} in RIH 77/04+:3' (CAT 1.165) as a 3 m.s. /QTLa/
form has nothing, however, in its favor.  Though only a few words of the text have been
preserved, the phrase w l ll, "and at night', and the mention of the deity Raßap Guni suffice to
identify the text as belonging to the category of prescriptive rituals.  That being the case, the
verb belongs in all likelihood to the /YQTL/ category and the {±} reflects either one of the
energic forms (/YQTLan/YQTLanna/)934 or else the dual (it is possible that another divine
named preceded {w rßp . gn} at the end of line 2').
— p. 500 (§73.611.2h), p. 620 (§75.232).  In the first section cited, T. quotes RS 18.[386]:2'
(KTU/CAT 2.54) as {y¬•n}; in the second, he considers dividing {y¬• X[…]}.  Of the sign
reconstructed as {n}, however, only the head remains, and the reading of {t} is, therefore,
just as plausible as {n}.  However that may be, only a few signs are preserved on this
fragment and there is no  reason whatever to entertain notions of reconstructing a form
unattested elsewhere.  Since there is no preserved context, the form is just as plausibly
/QTLa/ as /YQTL/.  In the first paragraph cited, T. speaks of his Energic I being ""in absoluter
Position,'' but provides no vocalization, and I have no idea what he means.  /ya¬i≥/ could not
have ""(a)nna'' (T.'s representation of his Energic I) attached to it, for /ya¬i≥anna/ would be
written {y¬±n} and /ya¬i≥nna/ is an impossible form.  /ya¬i≥na/ is, of course possible, but that
would be a simple /YQTLØ/ + enclitic {-n}, not an energic form per se. In the second
paragraph, he proposes that the verbal form may be a jussive /ya¬i≥/ unrelated to the
following putative sign.  This is far and away the more plausible of the two analyses,
especially since this verbal form is preceded by {[…]l .}, which may be restored as {[… ±]l .
y¬•[…]} /≥al ya¬i≥/ "may he not go forth'.  It is unclear why he does not consider any of the
/QTLa/ possibilities, viz., that the sign following {y¬•} may have been {t} rather than {n}
(the editors of the text correctly represented the presence of only the left edge of a horizontal
wedge935) and that the form may be /QTLa/ in one of the second persons or 1 c.s., viz.,
/ya¬a≥t-/, which would, of course, be written {y¬•t(-); or the sign may indeed have been {n}
and the form 1 c. pl. (/ya¬a≥n¨/ (which would, of course, have been written {y¬•n}).  In
these cases, the preceding {l} is either the correct negative for /QTLa/ forms, viz., /lª/, or the
last sign of some other word.
— p. 503 (§73.626), p. 640 (§75.518).  In the first section cited, T. parses {yrd¯nn˘} in RS
1.013+:15' (KTU 2.3) as a possible example of the G-infinitive of YRD, "to descend', with
energic ending and a pronominal suffix, but proposes no translation; in the second, he
classes the passage with forms of YRD of which the analysis is uncertain.  Because the root

934Idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 842, 843.
935M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, Die Elfenbeininschriften und S-Texte aus Ugarit (AOAT 13; Kevelaer:
Butzon & Bercker; Neukirchen-Vluyn:  Neukirchener Verlag, 1976), p. 58, #199.
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YRD is intransitive, there is no theoretical basis for taking it as bearing a pronominal suffix
(and an energic with "dative' suffix ["it will descend for someone']  is even less likely with an
intransitive verb, especially in prose).  It would be better to cut the Gordian knot by not
classing the form under the root YRD.
— p. 503 (§73.627), p. 644 (§75.522), p. 710 (§76.524.42).  On p. 503, T. observes that the
intransitive verb B(W)T˙ should not take an object suffix in RS 3.367 iv 31' (KTU 1.2), on p.
644 he proposes that the verb should mean ""zerreißen, vernichten'' (though he is uncertain
whether it should be hollow or geminate), with the same analysis of the imperative forms in
lines 28' and 29' on p. 646 (§75.523), but, on p. 710, he unaccountably translates the phrase
in line 31' as ""Da schämte(?) sich(?) … Ba≤lu.''  One cannot expect the intransitive verb
B(W)Ṫ, "to be ashamed', to have appeared with an acccusatival pronominal suffix, nor that a
suffix should refer to the subject of a transitive verb (reflexives are not so expressed in the
old Semitic languages).  A much better case can be made here for the root being geminate
and having the meaning "to disperse'936 (though, formally, one cannot rule out that the forms
in lines 28' and 29', which do not bear a suffix, were from B(W)Ṫ while yb®nn in line 31' was
from BT˙T˙937).
— p. 504 (§73.632).  Two of T.'s claims regarding the Energic II (his Energic III, i.e., /-an/)
may be questioned:  (1) that forms written {yqtlk} belong necessarily to this category, that
is, that the /n/ of the /-an/ morpheme would have assimilated to the /k/ of the suffix; and (2)
that verbal forms with enclitic {-m} would also belong to this category, that is, that the /n/ of
the /-an/ morpheme would have assimilated to the /m/.  Biblical Hebrew forms such as
/yißmor’a/ and epigraphic {ybrk} /*yabarrikka/ ← /*yabarrik + ka/, "may he bless you',938

not to mention the standard plural form /yiqt@l¨h¨/, show that pronominal suffixes were not
necessarily linked with an energic morpheme in proto-Hebrew.  The fact that enclitic {-m}
could be attached to words representing any part of speech leads to the same conclusion
regarding Ugaritic forms written {yqtlm}.
— pp. 505-6 (§73.634a), p. 594 (§74.622.3), p. 651 (§75.527g).  Though less crucial here
than in the case of RS 24.248:19 (see above, remark to p. 211 [§41.12], etc.), T.'s proposals
that the {-n} of {t[®]®bn} in RS 1.003:54 (KTU 1.41) may not incorporate a pronominal suffix
or may require emendation because the verbal form should be plural indicative (i.e. of the
/YQTL¨na/ type, for which the expected form would be {t®®bnh} or {t®®bnn}) may be
considered unnecessary.  If the form is 2 m.s.,939 there is no problem as it stands.  The
proposals for emendation may be considered particularly pernicious:  that the form should be

936This is a classic interpretation of the passage:  see Caquot and Sznycer, Textes ougaritiques I (1974) 139.
937For a literary argument against this interpretation of the forms, see Pardee, Context I (1997) 249 n. 63.
938Kuntillet Ajrud ybrk wyßmrk, "May he bless you and keep you well'' (Z. Meshel, Kuntillet ≤Ajrud:  A
Religious Centre from the Time of the Judaean Monarchy on the Border of Sinai [Catalogue 175;
Jerusalem: The Israel Museum, 1978], p. 14 of English section—which is the correct reading, not {ybrk[k]}
as indicated on p. 20 of the Hebrew section; on this reading, see J. Renz, Handbuch der althebraïschen
Epigraphik [Darmstadt:  Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1995], vol. I. p. 62); the same form appears
twice in the Ketef Hinnom priestly-blessing texts (cf. Renz, idem, p. 454-55).
939Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 151, 152.
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read {t®[®]bn!n!} because the single {n} present consists of four wedges940 is belied by the
hundreds of signs with extra wedges in Ugaritic;941 the emendation to {t«®»[®]bn}, i.e., from
the causative stem to the simple stem ("you shall return' instead of "you shall cause him to
return') is purely hypothetical and based on the false premise that all such forms should be
plural.  Only on p. 651, does T. takes the form at face value, analyzing it as 3 m.pl. long
form, without pronominal suffix, which is at least a superficially plausible analysis, since
pronominal suffixes need not be expressed if clear from context.
— p. 506 (§73.634a).  Though he puts the appropriate qualifiers in the introduction to this
paragraph (p. 505), T. nonetheless interprets the{-n} of {[y“]¯r˘kn} in RIH 77/18:7' (CAT
1.175) as Energic II (i.e., his Energic III, that is,  /-an/).  It appears more plausible, in this
prose text where there are no other certain energic afformatives, to see in the {-n} the
energic form that contains a pronominal suffix (see remark below to p. 605 [§74.632], etc.).
It may be added that here he presents the form as ""y“rk-n'' in spite of the fact that the
fragility of the reading was known to him (below, p. 605 [§74.632], he transliterates
""y/t]“?r?kn'').  The caution shown on p. 605 is merited, for the {“} is no longer visible and the
{r} is badly damaged.942  The point for the interpretation of the passage is that there is no
way of knowing what the subject marker was on the verb.  Furthermore, there is no way of
being certain who the real subject was of the following verb ({yß“mm}) nor what the exact
form was of the verb ending in {[--]¯r˘kn}.  On p. 506, where the ambiguity of the {-n} of
{[y“]¯r˘kn} is stressed, T. interprets {yß“mm} as active {""Er … erhitzt (es)''), leaving open
the possibility that both forms may be transitive but without an expressed object suffix.  In
the three other places in the grammar where {yß“mm} is treated, however (p. 605
[§74.632], p. 673 [§75.61e], p. 679 [§75.676]), the form is everywhere parsed as fi-passive
(only once, p. 605, is the transitive alternative even mentioned).  Finally, it must be
remarked that the left side of this tablet has disappeared and the precise relationship
between the "vinegar and salt' mentioned in the previous line and the verbs under discussion
may not for that reason be considered certain (on p. 605, the text is translated as though the
lacuna was not there, though it is properly indicated in the transliteration).
— pp. 509-18 (§74.22).  Though T.'s theoretical arguments for the G-passive stem are valid,
even convincing, they must be tempered by two considerations:  (1) the existence of the
form is not firmly established by even a single explicit datum from Ugarit, neither by a
writing with a ≥-sign nor by a clear Ugaritic form in an Akkadian text; (2) many of the forms
listed under the heading  ""Relativ sichere Belege'' (pp. 511-13 [§74.222.2]) may be either
third-person indefinite subject forms or may belong to the N-stem (the latter possibility must
be taken into consideration particularly in prose texts, where the development of the N-stem
from its original function towards the expression of passivity is more likely than in the more
archaic language of poetry (see remarks below to the Gt-stem [pp. 518-32 (§74.23)] and to

940I did not copy the sign as consisting of four wedges.
941See my article ""RIH 77/27, RIH 77/12, RIH 78/26 et le principe de l'écriture cunéiforme alphabétique''
forthcoming in Syria 79.
942The editors transcribed {[y]¯“r˘kn}:  Bordreuil and Caquot, Syria  56 (1979) 296.
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the N-stem [pp. 532-43 (§74.3)]).  The plausibility of the existence of the form rests on two
considerations:  (1) the semantics of the N-stem and infixed-t forms in Ugaritic poetry are
closer to a middle voice than to the passive; (2) in certain passages, particularly where there
is a potential feminine subject and a t-preformative verb (e.g., qßt and ttn in RS 3.322+ i 16
[KTU 1.19]), taking the verb as a G-passive appears preferable to taking it as a third person
indefinite subject form.
— p. 511 (§74.222.2).  Because the text immediately preceding the phrase l y•”d ¬†qßlm b
°n® in RS 15.125:1'-2' (KTU 2.19) has disappeared and because the passive idiom ≥‡D b, "to
be taken for', is not elsewhere attested, this example may not be counted among the ""Relativ
sichere Belege'' of the G-passive stem.
— p. 511 (§74.222.2), p. 512 (§74.222.2), p. 638 (§75.517a), p. 649 (§75.527a), p. 735
(§77.51b), p. 887 (§95.232).  The same conclusion must be drawn with regard to the forms
ydk and tdkn in the hippiatric texts.  There is nothing in these texts that speaks against the
analysis of these forms as having a third-person indefinite subject, singular in the first case
plural in the second,943 while there are considerations that cast doubt on the analysis as
passive forms.  Specifically against the latter analysis are (1) the appearance of the form
ydk when multiple ingredients are prescribed (e.g. RS 17.120:28 [KTU 1.85]) and (2) the
form y¬q by which each paragraph of these text concludes, for this verb also is preceded by
multiple ingredients which would constitute the real subject of the verb if it were passive.944

So, if these verbs were passive, one would expect marked plural forms to have been used;
in prose, as T. has shown, those forms would have to have been tdkn and t¬qn.  On p. 512,
T. analyzes all the appearances of y¬q in these texts as G-passives, translating ""und sie (sc.
eine Medizin) wird in [seine] Schnau[ze] gegossen,'' but there is no singular "medicine' in the
text, only multiple ingredients.  On p. 887, the forms are identified explicitly as singular
because the preceding list of ingredients constitutes a ""Singularbegriff.''  If the analysis of
√DK(K) and √Y„Q as G-passives is unlikely for contextual reasons, it is all the more
unlikely for √MSS in these same texts, for one would not expect a G-stem form of a
geminate root to be written {yms¢} or {ym¢¢} as is the case with this verb.  T. vocalizes
/yumsasu/, with no explanation for why such a hypothetical form would not have become
/yumass-/ and be written {yms}.  In §75.6, T. considers that the few attested forms of
geminate roots with two tokens of the second consonant in the orthography may be /yaqªlil-/
forms, a likely explanation of some of these forms (see remark below to pp. 577-79
[§74.511a, b], etc.).  Such a solution is not, however, required for √MSS, for that root is
intransitive in the G-stem ("melt, dissolve'), while the form is plausibly transitive in the
hippiatric texts and may for that reason be parsed as a D-stem factitive.945

— p. 512 (§74.222.2), p. 518 (§74.224.3), p. 563 (§74.415), p. 644 (§75.522), p. 649
(§75.527a).  The analysis on p. 644 of yd® in RS 3.340 i 19 (KTU 1.18) as G-active breaks

943Pardee, Les textes hippiatriques (1985) 19, 48.
944Ibid., p. 51.
945Ibid., pp. 25, 69; idem, ""Ugaritic Science,'' in The World of the Aramaeans. Studies in Language and
Literature in Honour of Paul-Eugène Dion III (ed. P. M. M. Daviau, et al.; JSOTSS 326; Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 2001) 223-54, esp. 248.
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into a quite regular stream of parsings as G-passive; there is, however, no cross-reference to
call this break to the attention of the reader.
— p. 512 (§74.222.2).  The reading of {¯y“sl˘} in RS 24.247+:14 (CAT 1.103+) is not just
""sehr fraglich,'' it must be judged a fantasy on the part of  the editors of CAT since there
remains no trace of the first three signs on the tablet and the trace of the fourth does not
correspond to the form of {l}.946  As to deciding between T.'s analysis of this form in its
certain appearance in line 55 as a G-passive or mine as a N-stem,947 it should not be left out
of consideration that this is a prose text where a slippage towards a passive connotation of
the N-stem may be considered possible.
— p. 512 (§74.222.2), p. 639 (§75.517a), p. 687 (§76.331).  Though T. consistently parses
ytn in RS 2.[008]+ v 27 (KTU 1.4) as G-passive, his more detailed parsing is not so
consistent:  in the first section cited, the form is indicated with no sign of doubt as a jussive,
in the second only as /YQTL/, in the third as /YQTLu/ with no sign of doubt.  Since the form
occurs in a passage of direct speech in which ≤Anatu is accouncing that Ba≤lu is to be the
recipient of good news (√BfiR), the parsing as /YQTLu/ is preferable to the analysis as a
jussive ("let someone give!').  Moreover, the analysis as a passive cannot be considered
certain:  the subject may simply be indefinite, lit. "(some)one will give you a house'.948

— p. 512 (§74.222.2), p. 639 (§75.517a).  The fact that the ends of lines 11-14 of RS 24.248
(KTU 1.104) are missing means that the analysis of ytn in line 12 as a G-passive is
particularly precarious.
— p. 512 (§74.222.2), p. 668 (§75.537a).  In the first section cited, td in RS 2.[008]+ vi 32
(KTU 1.4) is said to derive from ""tuwday/w,'' which in turn would be from ""tuyday/w,'' while
on p. 668 the derivation is indicated simply as ""tuwday.''  The first derivation is quite unclear
since the standard development in Northwest Semitic was from I-w to I-y; the idea is
apparently that this was originally a I-y root that shifted to I-w in the G-passive under the
influence of the preceding /u/.  This would have rendered the hypothetical contraction to /û/
more plausible.
— p. 512 (§74.222.2), pp. 515-16 (§74.223.2), p. 639 (§75.517a), p. 717 (§76.541b).  T.
consistently prefers the analysis of yld, "will be born', in RS 2.[004] ii 14' (KTU 1.17) as a
G-passive /QTLa/ form, but he never states the reasons for this preference.  The form is, of
course, graphically unmarked for /QTLa/ or /YQTL/, it expresses an incomplete act, and it is
preceded in this passage by the conjunction k, not by the emphatic particle l (which is
attested once in poetry with a /QTLa/ form expressing an incomplete act—see remark below
to p. 717) nor by the conjunction w (which is attested in prose with /QTLa/ forms in a
structure similar to the Hebrew "wªw-consecutive'—see also the remark to p. 716-17).
There is, therefore, no obvious reason why it should be parsed as /QTLa/, nor do I see a less
obvious reason.  T. is less consistent with his alternative analyses, twice indicating /YQTLu/

946Idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 541, 1278.
947Ibid., p. 552.
948Cf. Pardee, Context I (1997) 260.
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(pp. 639 and 717) once /YQTLØ/ (p. 516).  The latter appears preferable, for the utterance
is indicative, not volitive.949

— p. 512 (§74.222.2), p. 635 (§75.512), p. 686 (§76.324), p. 688 (§76.332), p. 718
(§76.55), p. 786 (§83.113i), p. 801 (§83.24a).  The verbs written {y®n}, from YT˙N, "to grow
old', and {ytn}, from YTN, "he gave', in RS 15.082:6 and 8 (KTU 4.168) are both classified
as /YQTL/ (everywhere but p. 718, where y®n is listed with stative /QTLa/ forms);950 this in
spite of the fact that lines 5-8 constitute a paragraph that is preceded and followed by
paragraphs listing simple distributions of textiles or garments.  The facts (1) that the
recipients appear to be linked with the cult, indeed in one case to be a deity (°ß”ry, l. 10),
and (2) that the motivation is registered in this case (k y®n, "because they have grown old', l.
6 [T.'s usual interpretation is "when they will grow old']) change nothing in the fact that this
appears to be an administrative text registering outlays from the royal store.  T.'s
classification appears to arise primarily from a comparison with RS 15.115:54-64 (KTU
4.182) where similar vocabulary appears along with verbs that are indubitably /YQTL/ in
form.  That text is very differently structured, however, with the word ßnt, "year', in line 1,
and a sequence of month names in lines 19-40.  Unfortunately, it is too poorly preserved to
permit an understanding of the relationship between these chronologically defined
paragraphs, of which the structure is, as far as we can tell, always nominal, and the three
final paragraphs where the imperfective forms appear.  The visible structural differences
appear sufficient, however, to weaken the hypothesis that RS 15.082:5-8, located in the
middle of that text, would, like the three final paragraphs of RS 15.115, express
imperfectively one of the distributions.  y®n is also cited on p. 686 and ytn on p. 688 as
examples of /YQTLu/ in the protasis and the apodosis of a temporal/conditional phrase, but,
since neither verb bears an orthographic marker of aspect (/QTL/ vs. /YQTL/) or of mood
(/YQTL/ vs. /YQTLu/), this classification appears arbitrary.  A further complication is that
the particle introducing the sentence is k, which can introduce a causal clause, a temporal
clause, or a conditional clause.  The first of these possibilities is just as plausible as the
temporal classification (p. 801), if not more so:  "As for the clothing of the ®rmnm, because it
was old, (new) clothing was issued to them in the royal palace' (mlbß ®rmnm k y®n w b bt mlk
mlbß ytn lhm).
— p. 512 (§74.222.2), p. 668 (§75.537a), p. 668 (§75.537c).  Because there is every reason
to believe that the verb KLY is basically intransitive in Ugaritic as it is in Hebrew and
because the N-stem is clearly attested (by the /QTLa/ form nkly), there is no reason to take
ykl in RS 19.015:1 (KTU 1.91) as a G-passive.  The form could be either a simple G-stem,
with reference to the disappearance of the wine through use in the rituals named in the
course of the text, or N-stem with a more passive connotation.951  T. remarks that ""√kly Gp

949Pardee, ibid., p. 345; Parker apud, Parker, ed., Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 56. Others consider that
the birth has already taken place and that the form is for that reason perfective (cf. Wyatt, Religious Texts
[1998] 264 with note 57).
950On p. 786, the passage is only translated and the precise parsing behind the translation of y®n by ""alt
(geworden) ist'' cannot be determined.
951Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 494-96.
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ist offenbar semantisch deckungsgleich mit √kly N'' (p. 512) but he does not address the
issue of why an intransitive root such as this may be expected to have both a G-passive and
a N-stem.  Only on p. 668 does he explicitly allow for the possibility of ykl being N-stem.
The conclusion that KLY would have had a G-passive is certainly not forced upon us by the
use of kly as well as nkly in administrative texts, apparently with essentially the same
meaning,952 for, as already observed, the G-stem was in all likelihood intransitive.  Nor is it
to be forgotten that passivity was not the primary notion of the N-stem (see remark below to
pp. 532-43 [§74.3]) and, in a sense, a G-intransitive is as close to N-stem semantics as is a
G-passive.  Also in the first section cited, T. observes that ykl in RS 24.248:3 (KTU 1.104)
may perhaps be the same form as in RS 19.015, but recognizes that the context is broken; on
p. 668, he cites this second passage as a certain occurrence of either the G- or the N-stem.
In this section (p. 512), T. parses the form in RS 19.015 as either a /YQTLØ/ perfective
(""PKKi'') or as /YQTLu/ (""PKL''); on p. 668, the form in both texts is parsed as ""PKK,'' with
no specification as to whether it is perfective or jussive.  Because both texts are in prose,
where the /YQTLØ/ perfective is not used, that analysis is ruled out.  Because RS 19.015 is
administrative, where the jussive is hardly to be expected, the analysis as an indicative with
contracted triphthong appears necessary (/yiklayu/ → /yiklû/ or /yinkaliyu/ → /yikkalû/953);
RS 24.248 is a ritual text, where jussives are not frequent, and such must be the preferred
hypothetical analysis there also.  It thus appears quite likely that at least RS 19.015:1 {yn . d
. ykl . bd . ¯r˘[…]} is to be translated ""Wine which is to be consumed under the supervision
of […].''954  A similar translation of RS 24.248:3 is plausible,955 but, given the state of the
tablet, the analysis cannot be deemed certain nor may the form be exploited for the purposes
of writing a descriptive grammar of Ugaritic.
— p. 513 (§74.222.2).  ytk in RS 1.003:12 (KTU 1.41) cannot be counted among the
""Relativ sichere Belege'' of the G-passive because the subject or the object of the verb, or
both, has/have disappeared in the preceding lacuna.  As regards the length of this lacuna, T.
indicates that only two or three signs have disappeared, but a comparison with RS 18.056
(KTU 1.87) shows that the number of missing signs may be as high as six.956

— p. 513 (§74.222.2).  Because of the fragmentary state of the tablet, the precise analysis of
{y≤db} in RS 1.023:11' (KTU 1.50) cannot be considered even relatively certain.957

— p. 513 (§74.222.2).  T.'s reconstruction or {[t]pt“} in RS 2.[008]+ vii 19 and analysis
thereof as a G-passive seems to have been anticipated by Wyatt,958 but T. seems not to

952T. parses kly in these passages as G-passive /QTLa/ forms (p. 515 [§74.223.1], p. 516 [§74.223.2], p. 668
[§75.537a]).
953In Les textes rituels (2000) 491, I vocalized ""yiklâ''; for the reasons behind the revision to /yiklû/yikkalû/,
see below, remark to p. 656 (§75.531e).
954Pardee, Ritual and Cult (2002) 215.
955Idem., Les textes rituels (2000) 567; idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 35.
956Idem., Les textes rituels (2000) 172-74, 470-72.
957Ibid., p. 348.
958Religious Texts from Ugarit (1998) 109 ""let a rift [be op]ened in the clouds'' (without textual note).
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have been aware of it (the work is not cited in his bibliography) and this reconstruction
qualifies, therefore, as a genuine ""n[eue] L[esung].''  More recently, a solid case has been
made for reconstructing {[•]pt“}, "I indeed shall open'.959

— p. 513 (§74.222.2), cf. p. 310 (§54.133.1b), p. 650 (§75.527a), p. 863 (§93.33).
According to T.'s analysis of yßt in RS 24.258:29' (KTU 1.114), viz., as /YQTLu/, it cannot
be considered likely that yßt in line 31' is passive because it is preceded by what would be
two subjects (r•ß pqq w ßrh); the expected spelling of such a form would be {y/tßtn}.960

Because it is preceded by what would be two subjects, the explicit parsing of yßt in line 31'
as 3 m.s. passive is incomprehensible.  Finally, strong arguments have been provided for this
verb representing the root fiTY, "to drink', rather than fiT, "to put'.961

— p. 514 (§74.222.3), p. 633 (§75.512), p. 638 (§75.517a), p. 660 (§75.532), p. 668
(§75.537a).  T. first explicitly analyzes tdn in RS 24.248:19 on p. 514 as from a root YDY ←
WDY1 that would mean ""niederlagen, ablegen,'' and this analysis is repeated, though with
some hesitation, in the other paragraphs cited (it is also assumed on p. 211 [§41.12] and p.
213 [§41.132e], where the text is translated—see remark above to these pages).  Such a
meaning does not fit the passage, however, and, as a root DNY, "to approach', is rather
clearly attested in another ritual text (RS 24.266:22'-23' [KTU 1.119]), that identification
may be preferred.  In both passages, it would be a D-stem factitive meaning literally, "to
bring about nearness, i.e., to bring near'.  Here, as in RS 24.266:22' (see below, remark to p.
633 [§75.512] etc.), the writing without {y} would mean either that jussive forms were used
in these directives to officials (/tadanni/ ← /tadanniy/) or that contraction took place in these
D-stem forms (/tadannû/ ← /tadanniyu/).
— p. 514 (§74.222.3).  For the grammar and semantics of tprß, "it (the land) will be
scattered', in RS 24.247:53' (KTU 1.103+), Biblical Hebrew, in particular Ezek. 17:21, is of
at least equal importance as a point of comparison with Akkadian sapª”u (T. cites only the
latter).962

— p. 514 (§74.222.3), p. 888 (§95.234).  T. does not give his reasons for  considering that,
according to his interpretation of { yßp¯k˘ . kmm . ±r¬ | kßpm . dbbm} (RS 92.2014:12-14
[RSO XIV 52]963), viz., ""Es soll(en) wie Wasser(?) zur Erde hin ausgegossen werden die
Beschwörer und Zauberer,'' yßpk would not show number concord with the real plural
subject.  It is apparently in part because elsewhere in the text, the negative particle is l, not

959M. Prosser, ""Reconsidering the Reconstruction of KTU 1.4 VII 19,'' UF 33 (2001) 467-78; cf. Pardee, ""On
Psalm 29:  Structure and Meaning'' (forthcoming).
960T., p. 458 (§73.272).
961See here above, remark to p. 310 (§54.133.1b) and Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 22-23,
72.  It is true that the writing {yßt} is unexpected for the /YQTLu/ of a III-y root, but the very same writing
is attested above (l. 16) in the mythological portion of this text, wherein, for whatever reason, ""long'' forms,
viz., dual and plural forms that end in -n, appear with some regularity.  Moreover, the form tßtn, apparently
a contracted ""long'' plural form (T. p. 663) of the verb fiTY, appears three times in this text.
962Pardee, AfO 33 (1986) 143.
963Preliminary edition in Les textes rituels (2000) 829-33; see also now Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel
(2004), text 18 in the Choix de textes.
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±l, and the expected verbal form is, therefore, indicative (/YQTLu/), not jussive (/YQTLØ/);
more importantly that yßpk is not expected as a 3 m.pl. form—that is normally /tQTL/ in
Ugaritic.  This was, in any case, the verbal usage assumed in the vocalized text included in
the manuscript of the editio princeps made available to T.—here and in the case of {t°dn} (l.
8).964  It is furthermore surprising that he does not even mention the interpretation proposed
in the manuscript made available to him, viz., that this form would be jussive; in that
manuscript, we took the form as active, rather than passive, and as jussive, rather than
indicative (/yaßpuk¨/), with the sorcerers and speakers of evil the subject of the verb and the
evil speech the object of the verb.  Since then, the presence of l t°dn in line 8, which in
context can only mean "they must not heed' (see remark below to p. 612 [§75.212.12]), has
led us to propose that this text shows a consistent structure of negative volitive verbal forms
preceded by l (/lª/), rather than by the expected ±l (/≥al/).  So rare a usage must have been
extremely emphatic and hence appropriate for an incantation.965  As for yßpk, I now agree
with T. that it is unlikely that a 3 m.pl. form would be written with y-preformative, and it
appears more likely that it is 3 m.s. indefinite subject:  "May (someone) in the same manner
pour out the (evil-)speakers, the sorcerers to the earth', i.e., with the latter as the object
rather than the subject of the verb.966

— p. 515 (§74.223.1), p. 569 (§74.423), p. 618 (§75.225), p. 619 (§75.228d).  T.'s
willingness to propose interpretations without mentioning other views is particularly striking
in the case of l±k in RS 29.093:13 (KTU 2.70), parsed as G-passive /QTLa/, D-passive
/QTLa/, or G infinitive ""da kein Subj. genannt ist'' (pp. 515, 569), with no mention made of
the possibility of taking the form as an imperative, a form that also requires no stated subject
in the immediate context.967  Since that is the only analysis that, in my estimation, makes
sense of the passage and since T. offers no overall interpretation of the passage to enable
the critic to evaluate his rendering, it is difficult to take any of his multiple proposals
seriously.
— p. 515 (§74.223.1).  It appears plausible that the G-passive perfect in Aramaic, of which
the form is /q@t≠l/, is historically a verbalization of the G-passive participle, rather than a
linear development from a proto-Aramaic form with /i/ in the second syllable—the presence

964The same is immediately visible in my preliminary edition in Les textes rituels (2000) 830: ""ti≥dan¨''
and ""yaßpuk¨.''
965T. cannot object too strongly to this analysis, since he has a section specifically devoted to the category ""l
vor volitivischer PKKv'' (pp. 815-16 [§87.14]).  It is a sparsely populated section, but these new examples
in a well-preserved context re-enforce the existence of the grammatical category. According to Shulman,
ZAH 13 (2000) 169 with note 7, there are three examples of lº≥ + jussive in the Hebrew Bible.
966See Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 69.  In UF 33 (2001) 696, T. maintains his intepretation of
the form a G-passive 3 m.s. along with the question mark after the indication of ""Wasser'' (apparently a
plural) as the real subject.  In UF 34 (2002) 144, Ford follows this analysis remarking that it ""does not
agree in number with the plural subject, presumably due to the passive voice and the distance of the subject
from the preceding verb.''  Recognizing the common use of the 3 m.s. active, indefinite subject, in place of
the passive allows us to avoid these grammatical gymnastics.
967Pardee, AAAS 29-30 (1979-80) 24, 28; idem, Context III (2002) 110; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel
(2004) 88, 89.
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of /≠/ in the second syllable of both may be taken as an indicator of this development, though
it could, of course, represent a vowel that was secondarily lengthened under the influence of
the passive participle.968  T.'s citation of the form as proof that the Ugaritic G-passive
/QTLa/ was of the /qutila/ type represents, therefore, only one view of the reconstruction of
the proto-Aramaic form.  If T.'s view is incorrect, the only remaining indicator of the /qutila/
type is Arabic.  Hebrew shows /qutal/, and the indicators are thus in equilibrium.  If one
gives any weight to the concept of a system of markers in proto-West-Semitic, and perhaps
in Ugaritic, one must prefer the hypothesis that the G-passive was /qutala/, like the
D-passive /quttala/ and the fi-passive /ßuqtala/.  (T. prefers /quttila/ but /ßuqtala/ for these
forms, with no apparent concern for system [p. 569, §74.423; p. 605, §74.633]).  Arabic
consistently shows the /u/ - /i/ sequence in derived-stem passive forms, while Hebrew and
Aramaic show /u/ - /a/.  Ugaritic could in theory have hewn to either pattern, but in favor of
taking the Hebrew (and Aramaic?) forms as indicative of the earlier system, one might
consider the argument that the Arabic forms represent secondary formations based on the
/qatila/ stative pattern—after all, Arabic in general shows more adaptations to various
secondary systematizations than do Hebrew or Aramaic.  On the other hand, if rß in RS
2.[003]+ i 12 (KTU 1.14) is indeed G-passive of a geminate root (see remark below to p.
676 [§75.64]), the syncope of /i/ in a form that was originally /rußißa/ is easier to understand
than would be the syncope of /a/ if the base form was /qutala/.
— p. 515 (§74.223.2), p. 639 (§75.517a).  Given the uncertainties regarding verbal
morpho-syntax in poetry, I do not see how T. can be certain that ybl in RS 2.002: 52, 59
(KTU 1.23) and in RS 3.322+ iv 51 (KTU 1.19) is /QTLa/ or, for that matter, that the form is
passive (the form could be active with indefinite subject).
— p. 516 (§74.223.2).  The likelihood that the G-stem of KLY is intransitive (see above,
remark to p. 512 [§74.222.2]), means that taking kly in RS 18.051:1 (KTU 4.361) and RS
18.052:1 (KTU 4.362) as a G-passive cannot be considered the preferred solution; far more
reasonable to suppose that it is either a G-stative ("X became depleted') or D-passive ("X
was used up').
— p. 516 (§74.223.2).  The asterisk (the siglum for a restored word, in whole or in part)
attached to the reference to qb•tm in RS 34.126:3 (KTU 1.161) is in error, for the tablet is
well preserved at that point and the reading certain.969

— p. 517 (§74.223.2), p. 533 (§74.32).  Surely the interpretation of ngb in RS 2.[003]+ ii 32,
33 (KTU 1.14), as a G-stem passive participle is just as plausible, if not more so, than T.'s

968Bauer and Leander, Grammatik des Biblisch-Aramaïschen (Tübingen:  Niemeyer, 1927) 104, hold that
the Aramaic development was /qutala/ → /qutila/ (under the influence of the /qatila/ stative pattern) →
/qut≠l/ (under the influence of the G-stem passive participle, which would have been /qat≠l/).  T. holds (p.
518 [§74.223.2]) that the /q@t≠l/ pattern in Aramaic constitutes the replacement by an adjectival form of the
old passive participial form which should have been /qutal/.  However that may be, the /qat≠l/ → /q@t≠l/ form
is surely old and appears to have been the basis for the finite form—whether it be by mutation or by
analogy to /qat≠l/—which was spelled {qtyl} in old texts where the mater lectionis in all probability
represents a phonemically long vowel.
969Bordreuil and Pardee, Syria 59 (1982) 122, 124; idem, Une bibliothèque (1991) 153; see the new
photograph and copy in idem, Manuel (2004), text 13 in the Choix de textes.
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analysis as G-passive or N-stem /QTLa/.  The vocalized version would be ≤adªnu nag¨bu
wa ya¬i≥ // ¬aba≥u ¬aba≥i nag¨bu, "The throng having been provisioned, let it go forth, even
the mighty army (which will have been) provisioned'.  This analysis avoids the need to take
ngb as representing the not-particularly-common category of ""precative perfect'' (note T.'s
translation ""sei mit Proviant ausgerüstet'').  The w preceding the main verb in the first line of
the verse is certainly no impediment to the interpretation of ngb as an attributive adjective,
for such constructions are common in Northwest Semitic.
— p. 517 (§74.223.2), p. 605 (§74.633), p. 650 (§75.527a).  I also fail to see why nbt //
ßmrgt in RS 2.[008]+ I 31', 32' (KTU 1.4) should be analyzed solely as from the G-passive
/QTLa/.  The verse reads kt •l nbt b ksp // ßmrgt b dm ”r¬, "" … a (throne-)stand for ≥Ilu with
silver decorations // interspersed with (decorations of) ruddy gold.''970  The two modifying
clauses could, of course, be unmarked relative clauses, another common construction in the
Northwest-Semitic languages, particularly in poetry.  The analysis as passive participles is
again, however, just as plausible if not more so, yet it goes unmentioned.
— p. 517 (§74.223.2), p. 650 (§75.527a), p. 675 (§75.64).  The form nbt discussed in the
preceding remark is identified in the first two sections cited here as from a hollow root and
that decision is defended on p. 650.  On p. 675, it is identified as from a geminate root, with
no indication of why the former decision was not preferred.  If the forms are passive
participles, as was suggested in the preceding note, then the root must be hollow, not
geminate, for a passive participle would have a long vowel between the second and third
consonants and be written {nbb} (see T. p. 676 [§75.65b]).
— p. 517 (§74.223.2).  RS [Varia 4]:12 (KTU 2.14) has been read as containing the reading
{rgm}, which has always posed a problem to interpreters because the real subject of the
verb is feminine.  Because it would again involve the concept of a "precative perfect', this
time in a prose text, T.'s analysis of the form as a G-passive perfect cannot be considered the
most likely interpretation.  Taking it either as an infinitive used in place of a finite form ("let
her mention', with reference to T˙arriyelli, who has just been mentioned) or as an imperative
addressed to the recipient of the letter would better fit the grammar of Ugaritic prose971, but
only the latter alternative is mentioned by T.  In point of fact, however, my collation of the
tablet in February of 2004 showed that the reading is incorrect:  there is a {t} after {rgm} on
the right edge of the tablet and the form is thus marked for the gender of the real subject,
T˙arriyelli the queen or the queen-mother.972  The phrase yß±l ®ryl p rgmt l mlk ßmy /yiß≥al
®arriyelli pa ragamat lê malki ßumaya/, "may he ask of T˙arriyelli so that she might mention
my name to the king', appears, therefore, to contain a new example of the syntagmeme that
consists of a conjunction followed by a /QTLa/ form wherein the combination expresses the
imperfective.

970Pardee, Context I (1997) 256.
971Pardee, Context III (2002) 114 n. 218.
972See Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004), text 35 in the Choix de textes.  Our thanks to the owner of
the tablet, Dr. Farid Haddad, for permission to consult the original in his home.
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— p. 518-32 (§74.23).  T. might have done better to discuss the semantics of the Gt-stem in
the introduction, rather than in the conclusion to the section (pp. 531-32 [§74.237.1]).  Had
he done so, the reader would have been able to gauge his semantic classification of each
form cited in terms of the overall classification; in the present arrangement, the reader finds
a series of semantic classifications of individual forms, followed by a theoretical discussion.
However that may be, I was surprised to find the description of the semantics of certain
forms classified as ""pluralische (iterative bzw. durative) Nuance'' (quotation from p. 520
with respect to √HLK; the word ""pluralische'' appears again p. 521, with respect to √‡„B973)
although this notion of plurality does not appear below in the section on semantics.  Because,
in traditional comparative Semitic grammar, plurality has been linked with the D-stem, rather
than with the G, a tradition followed by T. below in the section on the D-stem, and because
the primary function of the t-stems in old West Semitic appears to have been reflexive (see
remark below to the N-stem, pp. 532-43 [§74.3]), a defense of the analysis of the Gt as
expressive of plurality would have been in order.  As regards the further classificatory terms
in parentheses in the above quotation, because the expression of iterativity is one of the
frequent functions of the /YQTLu/ form in Ugaritic, I see no reason to link that notion in any
particular way with the t-stems; note in this respect that none of the Gt /QTLa/ forms is
analyzed by T. as expressive of iterativity (pp. 528-29 [§74.234]).974  Finally, I see no
reason to link durativity, any more than iterativity, with infixed-t forms.  The expression of
durativity does not appear to have been at the forefront in the West-Semitic aspectual
system,975 and I see no particular reason to expect the Gt-stem to have been in any way
specialized in the expression of this aspect of action.
— p. 518 (§74.231).  Because "attenuation' (/a/ → /i/ in a closed unaccented syllable) is not
proven to have occurred in Ugaritic, the fact that the Gt /YQTL/ was of the /yiqtatil-/ type, as
opposed to Arabic /yafta≤il-/,976 may be explained as a sub-section of the so-called "Barth-
Ginsberg law', viz., that the proto-West-Semitic /YQTL/ form /yaqtal-/ became /yiqtal-/
through dissimilation in Northwest Semitic but not in Arabic.  The rule must, therefore, be
expanded to say that when the vowel of the second syllable was /a/, whether the form be G
or Gt (i.e., when the first syllable is closed), dissimilation occurs.  This would mean that the
fi-stem /QTLa/ of strong roots may have been /ßiqtala/ rather than /ßaqtala/—that is, if it was
not /ßaqtila/ (see below, remark to pp. 596-99 [§74.624]).
— p. 519 (§74.232.1), p. 527 (§74.232.22).   The contraction of {≤myƒtmr} to {≤m®tmr} is
most easily explained by assuming the presence of an /i/-vowel attached to the first element,
viz., the 1 c.s. pronominal suffix, "my divine uncle has protected' or "let my divine uncle

973Curiously, the verb M‡„, used three times in parallel with ‡„B with both in the Gt stem (RS 2.[014]+ ii
5-6, 23-24, 29-30 [KTU 1.3]), is described only as ""iterative bzw. durative (intransitive) Nuance.''
974Below, p. 532, T. compares the ""durative bzw. iterativ-habituelle Funktion'' of the Ugaritic Gt with
Akkadian.  I would have preferred a discussion in terms of the West-Semitic verbal systems that are
primarily aspectual.
975Pardee, JNES 60 (2001) 308 note 2.
976On p. 518, T. identifies the Arabic form as /yafta≤il-/; on p. 519, he cites Arabic along with Ethiopic as
showing /a/ as the stem vowel.  It is the former that is correct.
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protect' (/≤amm≠yiƒtamir/ → /≥ammiƒtamir/ [the vowel that remains after the contraction is
short because in a closed syllable] →  /≤ammi®tamir/ [/ƒ/ →  /®/ by assimilation to the
non-voicedness of /t/] → /≤ammi®tamru/ [with case vowel appropriate for a nominalized
verbal form and syncope of the stem vowel])977; T. reconstructs the original form as
/≤ammVyiƒtamVru/.  The same must be said of the place name ≥Ilißtam≤u, if T.'s
reconstruction of the original form of the verbal element as from the /YQTL/ be correct (as it
surely is, by analogy with {≤myƒtmr}):978  surely the most plausible reconstruction is
/≥il≠yißtami≤/, "my god has heard' or "let my god hear'; here T. reconstructs the nominal
element as a nominative in the absolute state (/≥iluyißtami≤/ or /≥iluyißtamV≤i/).
— p. 519 (§74.231.1).  T. is unwilling to decide on /i/ or /a/ as the stem vowel of the
Gt-/YQTL/, choosing to consider the forms {yßt•l} and {yßt±l} as variants of a single form
rather than as, respectively, Gt and tD (the latter with metathesis of the sibilant and the /t/),
as Huehnergard has argued.979  Unfortunately, the form with {•} is attested only once, as
{tßt•l} in RS 15.098:6 (KTU 2.17:15), where these five signs are all that is preserved of the
line, and the interpretation may not, therefore, be considered certain, for the signs may
represent two words (see above, remark to p. 183 [§33.243.11c]).  Nonetheless, if one
accept the interpretation of the signs as constituting a single form, surely Huehnergard's
explanation deserves more attention than it gets here.980

— p. 519 (§74.231.1).  Regarding syncope of the stem vowel discussed in the preceding
remark, T. says only ""Bei Antritt (lang-)vokalischer Endungen is mit einer Synkopierung …
zu rechnen (vgl. etwa den PN Ia-mis-tam-ru).''  The example of the personal name that he
cites is clear (see second previous remark), but an equally clear counter-example comes
from an actual text:  in tqtn¬n (RS 1.012:58 [KTU 1.23]), which T. vocalizes ""/tiqtanV¬â-/,''
the vowel between the first {n} and the {¬} seems not to have elided, for, if it had, the /n/
might be expected to have assimilated to the /¬/.  The form ystrn (RS 2.[008]+ vii 48 [KTU
1.4]), if indeed from √SRR and vocalized /yistarran(na)/, may not represent an example of
inner-Ugaritic syncope, for the simple G-stem of geminate roots shows similar forms, in
Ugaritic as in Hebrew (e.g., Hebrew /yªsºb/ ← /yasubbu/); by analogy, the Gt form may
have been /yistarr-/.
— p. 520 (§74.232.21).  T. reconstructs the Gt of √HLK as /yîtalVk-/ or /yittalVk-/ ←

/yihtalVk-/.  Against this derivation are the facts that: (1) the G-stem forms in Hebrew are
suppletive in that the /YQTL/ forms and the infinitive behave generally as though the root
were I-y; (2) the tD in Hebrew is formed on the strong root with the /h/ unassimilated to the
preceding /t/ (/yithall´k/).  With these forms in mind and considering that the G-/YQTL/ in

977Bordreuil and Pardee, Syria 61 (1984) 13.
978Very correctly, T. rejects on p. 527 the attempt to interpret the {y} in the more archaic form as a mater
lectionis.
979UF 17 (1986) 402.
980In my vocalizations of the ritual texts (e.g., Les textes rituels [2000] 98), I used the form /yitqatal-/.  The
apparent unanimity of the West-Semitic forms for /i/ as the stem syllable of the Gt-/YQTL/ (i.e., Arabic and
Aramaic, the form has disappeared from Hebrew) leads me to believe that Huehnergard's view is to be
preferred.  See now Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) I 67.
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Ugaritic is {ylk}, not {yhlk}, surely the more plausible reconstruction of {ytlk} is to treat it
either as based on a biconsonantal stem like the simple G-stem, viz., as simply /yitalik-/ (cf.
{±lk} /≥alik-/, "I go'—see remark below to pp. 631-32 [§75.511e-g]), or, less plausibly
perhaps, as a I-y form, viz., as deriving from /yiytalik-/.  On T.'s view of the semantics of the
form as ""pluralische (iterative bzw. durative) Nuance,'' see above, introductory remarks to
this section (pp. 518-32).
— p. 522 (§74.232.21), p. 628 (§75.44), p. 677 (§75.671).  T. analyzes ttpp, "she makes
herself X', in RS 2.[014]+ iii 1, iv 45 (KTU 1.3) as Gt of NPP, a root that is unattested in
Ugaritic and which in Arabic means "to sow' (it would mean "she sprinkles herself with X' in
Ugaritic), without considering the possibility that it may be /qataltal-/ with infixed-/t/ of YPY,
"to be beautiful',981 /tîtapêpi/ ← /tiytapaypiy/, "she beautifies herself'.
— pp. 522-23 (§74.232.21).  Without proffering any arguments to the effect that the Gt could
be used as what might be called a  metaphorical reflexive (i.e., the subject of the verb could
not literally have effected the act in question), T. classifies ytß• in RS 1.002 passim (KTU
1.40) as a reflexive.  Since the subject of the verb is a slaughtered animal and the indirect
object a series of divinities, the real-life meaning can only be passive, viz., the sacrifice does
not "lift itself up', rather it is "lifted up to = offered to' the divinities in question by the
offerer(s).982  May this example from a prose text be considered, then, an early example of
the Gt with a passive function?  T. rejects this in principle (p. 532:  ""… eine passive Funktion
des Gt-Stammes nirgendwo sicher nachzuweisen ist''), but, because he does not defend his
classification of ytß• in RS 1.002, one cannot accept that assessment at face value.  If the
function of this form is indeed passive, it may be an indicator that the G-passive was
disappearing from Ugaritic prose.  T. accepts this very conclusion based on the relative
frequency of the N-stem with passive value in prose as compared with poetry (p. 543
[§74.372]), but the absence of consideration of what category of reflexivity was expressed
by the Gt has resulted in that conclusion not also being applied to the Gt-stem.
— p. 524 (§74.232.21).  Because of the 2d person pronoun attached to the preposition in the
phrase ≤dn yßt±l ≤mnk in the letter RS 29.095:10-11 (KTU 2.71), the verb can hardly be a
jussive, "Let ≤DN make requests of you', a possibility left open by T.  It appears far more
likely that the form is /YQTL-u/ expressive of repeated action:  "≤DN has been continuously
repeating his request to you …'.983

981Cf. del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, Diccionario II (2000) 326-27.
982It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that, because T. does not discuss the type of act that is being
expressed by the Ugaritic verbal form, he is in fact classifying it according to its translation value (surface
reflexives being common in German) rather than according to its function in Ugaritic.  Note that the same
tendency might be expected of a grammarian whose native language is French (where, as in German,
surface reflexives can express everything from stativity to passivity), but not of one whose native language
is English, where the use of what I have referred t0 as ""metaphorical'' reflexives is much less common.
983Cf. Pardee, Context III (2002) 111.
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— p. 526 {§74.232.21).  In July of 2003, I was able to recollate the tablet to assess T.'s
suggestion to read as {°} what I previously took as {±}984 at the beginning of RS 5.300:9
(KTU 1.71).  This proposal appears to be correct.  The two heads of wedges that I took as
horizontals can in fact be just the upper portion of verticals (the heads of verticals in this
hand slant down from left to right with the result that, if only the top-most part of the head
remains, the form is similar to that of a horizontal wedge).  The grammatical basis for the
reading {[y”r]¯°˘}, viz. that the following verbal form, y®tn, should not be preceded by a
/QTLa/ form in a conditional/temporal clause, is thus borne out epigraphically.
— pp. 527-28 (§74.233).  T.'s suggestion that the {≥} of the first syllable of the
Gt-imperative ({•qttl}) might not have been realized in speech is not to be retained, for it is
based on the analogy of the Arabic alif al-wa¬la whereas there is no evidence of such a
phenomenon in the other Northwest-Semitic languages.  Compare especially the Hebrew
Niphal and Hithpael imperatives, where the syllable-carrying consonant is the stronger /h/.
— pp. 532-43 (§74.3).  As usual, T. places the discussion of the semantics of a verbal stem,
here the N-stem, at the end of the section rather than at the beginning (pp. 542-43 [§74.37]).
Here he recognizes the marked difference of semantic value between poetic and prose
usage, the latter attesting far more strongly to a passive function of this verbal stem (contrast
the case of the Gt-stem:  see remark above to pp. 518-32 [§74.23]).  This is particularly
evident in the paragraph devoted to the /QTLa/ (pp. 532-35 [§74.32]), where the presence of
the {n-} leaves no doubt as to the verbal stem unless the possibility exist of the root being
I-n.  T. refuses, however, to draw any explicit conclusion as to the original ""Grundfunktion''
of the N-stem.  It appears plausible to draw at the very least the following conclusion for the
West-Semitic languages:  the primary function of the N-stem can hardly have been passive
since all these languages show at least vestigial internal passives for each of the transitive
stems.  Therefore, the function of the N-stem must have been other and, judging from
semantic distributions in Ugaritic as well as in the later Northwest-Semitic languages, a
basically middle analysis appears likely (i.e., an act stated in terms of the patient but with no
expressed passivity, e.g., "the door opens' in English).  T. never deals explicitly with the
middle as a voice, though the notion seems to be present in his classification of many Gt and
N forms as simply "intransitive':  his four principal semantic categories for these forms are
intransitive, reflexive, reciprocal, and passive.  He claims that the N-stem ""dient im Ug.
häufig zum Ausdruck reflexiver and reziproker Sachverhalte,'' a statement that I find dubious
given that the existence of what I have termed the ""metaphorical'' reflexive (see remarks
above to the Gt and below to the N) remains to be proven in Ugaritic.  If one be willing to
admit that the West-Semitic languages had four principal verbal voices, active, middle,
reflexive, and passive, then it is clearly the N-stem that expresses the middle, the t-stems the
reflexive.  Though principally intransitive, the t-stems include self-referential transitive
usage (e.g., y•tsp, "he gathers in X for his own benefit', in RS 2.003+ i 18 [KTU 1.14]) while
the N-stem includes both a de-agentifying function for transitive verbs (hence its easy
passage to a passive function when the internal passives began to disappear) and that of a

984Les textes hippiatriques (1985) 28, 29. T. had already suggested the reading {[…y”r]¯°˘} in AuOr 16
(1998) 292.
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strengthened intransitivity when the G-stem was already intransitive (e.g., n≤r, "to wake up'
← ≤R, "to awake').  The fact that the t-stems were basically intransitive allows them also to
take on the passive function, e.g., in Aramaic, after the loss of both the N-stem (very early)
and the internal passives, and in Hebrew, after the loss of the Gt and the G-passive.
(Biblical Hebrew marks a middle stage, with the N-stem functioning as both middle and
passive, the Dt as primarily reflexive to both the G- and the D-stems, but also occasionally
passive.)  Finally, the question arises as to whether what I have called the "middle' functions
as a ""voice'' or as an Aktionsart.985  I originally expressed these categories in terms of
""voice''986 in imitation of Greek, where there is a good deal of morphological overlap
between middle and passive, and of the traditional grammars of Greek, where the middle is
presented as a voice alongside the active and the passive.  In favor of this classification is
the fact that, in spite of the existence of three clear morphological classes (Ablaut for the
passive, prefixed N for the N-stem, infixed or prefixed T for the t-stems), all express acts in
terms of the patient rather than the agent. They thus seem to cover a gamut of
patient-oriented acts that go from passivity to reflexivity rather than Aktionsarten belonging
to fundamentally different categories.
— p. 533 (§74.32), p. 540 (§74.35), p. 799 (§83.231b).  T. takes n”t° in RS 4.475:8 (KTU
2.10) as 3 m.pl. /QTLa/ of the N-stem, the same form in line 10 as a m.s. participle of the
same stem.  I agree with T.'s parsing of the first occurrence but observe that he does not
explain why the verb, which is preceded by two personal names, is not in the dual.  I explain
this apparent anomaly as an expression of the fact that the reference is not to these two
individuals, but to them and their men:  all were defeated, not just the two leaders.987  I
disagree with the parsing of n”t° in line 10 as a participle, because I do not see who would
be the m.s. subject of the form;988 T. bases his decision on the fact that the  verb is
negativized by •n- rather than by l, but makes no attempt to determine to whom the author of
the letter would have been referring.  The problem is well illustrated by his own translations:
on p. 540 one finds ""falls er(?) doch nicht geschlagen wurde,'' on p. 799, ""falls sie(?) doch
nicht geschlagen wurden.''  It appears much more plausible to see this use of the negative
marker •n, which appears here in the expanded form •nmm, i.e., with repeated enclitic -m, as
a very emphatic one here used with a finite form of the verb.

985On the basic view that Aktionsart was expressed by the binyanim in Biblical Hebrew, see S. Creason,
""Semantic Classes of Hebrew Verbs:  A Study of Aktionsart in the Hebrew Verbal System'' (dissertation
University of Chicago, 1995).  This is also T.'s classification of the factitive and causative forms in Ugaritic
(p. 542 [§74.371]).
986The Semitic Languages (1997) 138.  T. identifies three classes of ""Diathese'':  active, passive, and
reflexive (p. 423 [§71.2]). On p. 542 (§74.371), he places the N-stem in the last category, though he adds
that it may have an ""ingressive bzw. inchoative Funktion'' which he does not attempt to fix within his three
basic categories.  I would differ from his basic view, therefore, in ascribing to the N-stem a ""middle''
function that is distinct from both the passive and the reflexive/reciprocal.
987Context III (2002) 108 n. 151.
988Cf. the vocalized text and translation in Pope (1987) 66 and the more idiomatic translation in Context III
(2002) 108; a full new treatment in French is now available in Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004), text
21 in the Choix de textes.
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— p. 533 (§74.32), p. 639 (§75.517c).  On p. 533, T. lists one certain example of the
N-/QTLa/ of YTN, "to give' (RS 16.179:1 [KTU 4.219]), asks the reader to compare another
possible example in a badly damaged text (RS 19.174A+:4 [KTU 4.669]), and disputes the
reading of {ntn} and hence the interpretation as a N-stem verbal form in a third (RS
17.124:3 [KTU 4.274]—he suggests reading {±tn} here).  On p. 639, all three of these texts
are cited as certain examples of the form.  The second example must be classified as
unanalyzable because of the state of the text and the third as dubious because of the
uncertainty of the meaning and/or reading; even the first example is problematic for syntactic
reasons (ntn ksp is supposed to mean "given for money'), though I know of no better
explanation of the what appears rather clearly to be a verbal form spelled {ntn}.  Finally, the
form is vocalized ""nâtana'' on the assumption that it is built directly off the I-y/w root—on the
dubiety of this assumption and the inconsistency in T.'s reconstruction of the form, see below,
remark to p. 635 (§75.512), etc.
— p. 534 (§74.32), p. 758 (§82.12), p. 906 (§97.71a).  The reading {gzr} is certain in RS
2.002:63 (KTU 1.23), and there is no possibility of an ""alt.'' reading {”zr} unless it be
produced by emendation.
— p. 534 (§74.32).  Because the N-stem of verbs of movement does not normally express a
true passive (that is done by the passive of the causative stem:  G-stem "enter', causative
"cause to enter', causative-passive "be brought in') and because the N-stem is not primarily a
passive stem in any case, one may doubt that the nuance of n≤rb in RS 11.858:45 (KTU
4.103) is simply passive, as T. classifies it.  The reference is to fields passing from the
territorial prerogatives of one hamlet to those of another, and one might think that both the
active and the passive nuances were being avoided in favor of the middle and that the
meaning is closer to English "go over to'.
— p. 534 (§74.32).  That the verb nßk“ in RS 18.031:15 (KTU 2.38) is 3 m.pl., not 3 m.s. as
T. holds, is shown by the plural suffixes in the following lines.989  That the N-stem
expresses a reflexive, not a passive (a possibility allowed by T.), must be deduced from the
fact that no one found them in the storm.  The idiom seems to belong to the same semantic
field as nim¬ª≥ in Hebrew or se trouver in French, i.e., "they were' in the storm, i.e., this
reflexive may be an example of the category of ""metaphorical'' reflexives discussed above
(they were not looking for themselves and happened to find themselves in a storm, rather
their location was in a storm).  The text is a letter, which leads to the conclusion that the
N-stem was perhaps more expressive of the reflexive in prose than in poetry.
— p. 535 (§74.32), p. 627 (§75.42), p. 669 (§75.537d), p. 854 (§92.234b).  On what I
consider to be a false analysis of ndb“, n®≤y, and nkt in RS 1.002 passim (KTU 1.40), i.e., as
1 c.pl. G-/YQTL/ forms rather than as 3 m.s. N-stem, see remark above to pp. 211-13
(§41.13), etc.
— pp. 535-36 (§74.331).  As is shown by the lack of evidence for the ≥alif-signs
representing the vowel that precedes the consonant and, for the particular example of •sp•,
by other orthographies when a vowel follows the {≥} (i.e., {•sp°} and {•sp±}), it is highly

989Pardee, Context III (2002) 94 n. 43.
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unlikely that the second {•} of •sp• tells us anything about the quality of the stem vowel of
the N-/YQTL/.
— p. 536 (§74.333).  If bnß  in the phrase bnß tpnr RS 9.453:28 (KTU 4.44) means
""Personal'' as T. translates, then the verb y±”d in that same line must be plural (if bnß is
indeed the subject rather than sp), because bnß would be a plural construct form (normally in
these administrative texts bnß denotes a single person not a collectivity; the plural bnßm,
written bnß in the construct state, is used for a plurality of persons).  In prose, of course, one
would expect the 3 m.pl. to have a t- prefix.
— p. 537 (§74.333).  T. interprets the l of w mlk yn¬l l ®≤y (RS 19.013:22-23 [KTU 1.90:21-
22]) as ablative and ®≤y as a common noun (""Dann darf sich der König von der
Opfertätigkeit zurückziehen/ist der König von der Opfertätigkeit entbunden'') without
mentioning the possibility of taking the l ®≤y as an infinitival purpose phrase (""will move
away to perform the ®≤-sacrifice'').990

— pp. 537-38 (§74.333).  Proving that even the best can make what I call silly mistakes
(i.e., cases where one knows better but writes something else), T. vocalizes three /YQTL/
dual forms from RS 2.[009]+ vi 17-20 (KTU 1.6) as plurals, viz., with the ending /-¨na/
instead of /-ªna/ or /-ªni/ (T. would indicate /-âni/—see above, remark to p. 210 [§§41.112.8-
9], etc.):  ym¬”n, yng“n, and yn®kn.  As for T.'s semantic classification of the acts in question
as reciprocal, there can be no doubt that the term properly describes the real-life situation,
where two deities are doing battle and inflicting various injuries on each other.  On the other
hand, if the acts were expressed individually, the semantic category would have to be
passive, not reflexive (i.e., each is struck by the other, not by himself), and one must wonder
whether the reciprocal is really a primary category of the Ugaritic N-stem or only a
by-product of its basic middle or secondary passive function.
— p. 538 (§74.333).  The classification of tntkn °dm≤th (RS 2.003 i 28 [KTU 1.14]) as
reflexive fits German fine (""Seine Tränen ergossen sich'') but not English (the tears do not
"pour themselves out').  The classification as a simple middle ("the tears pour forth') appears
preferable, unless it be established that Ugaritic made regular use of a ""metaphorical''
reflexive (see discussion above, remark to pp. 522-23 [§74.232.21]).
— p. 538 (§74.333).  Again T. classifies a Ugaritic verbal usage on the basis of a German
reflexive translation:  ynphy in RIH 78/14:12' (CAT 1.163) is so classified on the basis of the
German ""sich zeigen, erscheinen'' (Hebrew nir≥ªh is compared).  Because, however, the
form does not mean literally "the moon sees itself991 three times in a month', and because
this is a prose text, surely the interpretation as a passive is the more likely:  the moon does
not "see itself', it "is seen' by observers on earth.  The passive function is surely at the origin
of nir≥ªh in Hebrew as well ("X is seen', not "X sees itself'), though I would be the last to
impugn the validity of the translation by "to appear'.
— p. 538 (§74.333), p. 660 (§75.532).  However one may solve the problem of the /YQTL/
verbal forms in the ""para-mythological'' texts, can it be judged likely that tplg in line 69 of RS

990Idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 481, 487-88; idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 74.
991Ugaritic PHY means "to see', not "to show', and T.'s literal translation ""sich zeigen'' is hardly apposite for
his interpretation.
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24.244 (KTU 1.100) is a /YQTLØ/ perfective (p. 538) while tl° in the preceding line but the
same poetic unit992 is a /YQTLu/ form (p. 660, with a question mark)?993  As to the
semantic value of the N-form, again the reflexive notion assumed by T. is dubious:  the
poison does not "split itself up into streamlets', it simply "splits into streamlets', i.e., the
category is that of the middle—the poison itself is not the real-life agent acting upon itself, it
is the divine agent, H̊orânu, or the magical devices that the latter has put to use, that actually
effect(s) the division of the poison into harmless rivulets.994

— p. 539 (§74.333), p. 681(§75.74a).  T. parses the two tokens of {yprs“} in RS 3.367 iv
22' and 25' (KTU 1.2) as identical in form (/yipparsi“/), but different in meaning:  the first
would be a jussive, the second a /YQTLØ/ perfective.  It appears more likely, however, that
the two verbs yprs“ and yql (which appear in a verse, lines 22'-23', for which there is no
equivalent in the first battle scene), are in their first appearance either /YQTLu/ forms
expressing Kothar's view of what will happen995 or else /YQTLa/ forms expressing purpose
clauses.  Thus the distinction between the command unit and the fulfillment unit would have
been more clearly marked than if the forms were formally identical, viz., /yipparsi“u …
yaq≠lu/ and /yipparsi“ … yaqil/).  As to the semantic value of the N-stem (this parsing,
based essentially on Akkadian napalsu”u,996 is probable though uncertain—on p. 681, the
alternative parsing as G is presented, viz., /yuparsi“/) as a reflexive, the translation ""sich
hinhocken, sich hinfallen lassen'' fits German, but neither English (in the battle between
Ba≤lu and Yammu, the latter does not "let himself fall',997 he falls because smitten by Ba≤lu's
weapon) nor Ugaritic, where the voice is more simply middle, i.e., "he falls, collapses,
crumples'.
— p. 539 (§74.333).  It appears clear that at the beginning of RS 2.[008]+ viii (KTU 1.4)
Ba≤lu is speaking to his two messengers, Gapnu-wa-≥Ugªru, and T.'s parsing of tspr in line
8 as a plural is thus incomprehensible.  Because on p. 621 (§75.233), p. 635 (§75.512), and
p. 636 (§75.513), the preceding and following forms (ß±, rd, and ttn) are all parsed as duals,
the parsing of tspr as a plural probably represents a simple oversight.
— p. 540 (§74.342).  Given the other ≥alif-preformative forms of derived stems in Ugaritic
(in particular the Gt-/QTLa/), T. reluctance to accept that the N-stem imperative was so
formed is to me incomprehensible—especially when he clearly prefers the analysis of the
forms attested with {•}-preformative as G-stem imperatives, for which there is no parallel in

992Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 202.
993On this latter form, see below, remarks to p. 656 (§75.531e) and to pp. 700-1 (§76.427a).
994Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 203, 218-19.
995Pardee, Context I (1997) 249.
996Cf. Orin D. Gensler, ""Reconstructing Quadriliteral Verb Inflection:  Ethiopic, Akkadian, Proto-Semitic,''
JSS 42 (1997) 229-57, esp. p. 252.
997As to the semantic classification of the N-stem as frequently expressing the reflexive, one will note the
occasional recourse by T., as here, to translations which include ""lassen,'' hardly an acceptable
representation, since such a notion is, strictly speaking, a causative reflexive, hardly germane for the
N-stem.
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any of the Northwest-Semitic languages (see remarks above to p. 170 [§33.211.2], etc., p.
195 [§33.322.2c], etc., p. 202 [§33.432a], etc., p. 426 [§73.122]).
— pp. 540-41 (§74.35).  On what basis is it considered equally possible that the N-participle
may have had a long vowel in the second syllable (the notation is as anceps, viz. ""naqtª˜l'')?
Both Arabic and Akkadian have a m-preformative form with or reflecting a short vowel in
the third syllable (Arab. munfa≤il-, Akk. mupparsum ← /munparVsum/ [cf. above, remark to
p. 269, §51.45q-s]) and the N-stem has for the most part disappeared from Aramaic.  This
leaves only Hebrew as an immediate point of comparison and there the proto-form certainly
had short /a/, for the qame¬ in the Massoretic notation system reflects proto-Hebrew /a/.  It is
worth pointing out in passing that the participle without m-preformative constitutes an
important isogloss between Ugaritic and Hebrew (and with Phoenician as well, where the
N-participle certainly does not show m-preformative).
— p. 540 (§74.35), p. 673 (§75.62), p. 677 (§75.672).  The one form that made me hesitate
about deriving the verb MR, that occurs in parallel with BRK, "to bless', from a root MRR,
viz., the putative {nmrrt} in RS 3.322+ iv 33 (KTU 1.19),998 is stated in the first section cited
here to be ""wahrscheinlicher'' read as {nmrt} and that assessment is said to be ""nach
Kollation.''999  It is not without irony that T. forges ahead with the traditional etymology from
√MRR when he has himself removed its only explicit basis in Ugaritic.  The form in question
having disappeared from the scene, it appears all the more necessary to divorce this Ugaritic
verb from √MRR, "to be bitter', a basic point that I attempted to argue in the article cited in
note 998.  T. translates tmrn ±lk nmrt ""sie sollen mich fürwahr mit Segen stärken, auf daß ich
als Gestärkte gehen kann,'' showing that he has admitted all the spurious arguments for the
etymology by √MRR, "to be bitter', viz. that it would come to mean "to be strong', without
explicit refutation of my arguments to the contrary (too detailed to repeat here—see the
article cited in note 998).  A far more plausible etymological point of contact is Arabic MYR,
"to supply with provisions', one that I did not consider in my study of the root MRR.  The act
of blessing in Ugaritic is regularly ascribed to a deity, and the act in question appears,
therefore, to be the production of a concrete blessing (benefacere), rather than the abstract
pronouncing of a blessing (benedicere); the Arabic verb MYR may be said to lead the
interpretation of the Ugaritic verb MR in that direction if the form {nmrrt} is indeed disposed
of.  (For a summary of the various verbal roots containing MR in Ugaritic, see remark below
to p. 673 [§75.62a], etc.).
— p. 541 (§74.35), p. 909 (§97.91).  T. takes the subject of n®kp in RS 4.475:14 (KTU 2.10)
to be the noun in the following seqence hm n®kp m≤nk, ""falls dein Gegenangriff (w.: deine
Antwort) zurückgeworfen/abgewehrt wird'') without even considering the possibility—I
would consider it a probability—that hm n®kp is itself the entire protasis, that the previously
mentioned entities are the subject of the verb, and that m≤nk constitutes the first word of the
apodosis, itself a "return-of-news formula'.  The better translation is:  ""If they have been
overcome, your reply and whatever (else) you may hear there put in a letter to me'' (lines

998Pardee, ""The Semitic Root mrr and the Etymology of Ugaritic mr(r) // brk,'' UF 10 (1978) 249-88.
999In 1996, before collation, T. had proposed to read {tmrn . ±l¯kn˘ . m¯rtm˘} (AfO 42-43, p. 270), after
collation tmrn ±lk nmrt (here, p. 540, with no indication of word-dividers).
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14-19).1000  This syntactic analysis affects the analysis of the form n®kp, for, if this form
refers to a previously mentioned entity, it is almost certainly a finite form, not a participle, as
T. analyzes it on p. 541; if that entity is plural, then the form can only be finite (the participle
would be n®kpm).
— pp. 544-67 (§74.41).  As we have seen to be the case with other verbal stems, T.
discusses the semantics of the D-stem at the end of the section (pp. 566-67 [§74.417.2]),
rather than at the beginning.  He correctly identifies the basic function of the D-stem as
intensive, with various nuances according to the semantic category of the base form, whether
that be stative, fientive/intransitive, or fientive/transitive.  I disagree with him strongly,
however, in his frequent classification of forms and in his summary description of one
function of the D-stem as expressing ""entweder eine Intensivierung des Sachverhalts oder
eine Kausative Aktionsart'' (p. 566); on p. 567, he asserts that in this latter function the
D-stem overlaps with the fi-stem (this perspective is assumed below in the section on the
semantics of the fi-stem, pp. 603-4 [p. 602, §74.627]).  T. has apparently been led astray
here by the problem of translation, for, in German as in the other European languages with
which I am acquainted, the distinction between factitive and causative is not built into the
verbal system as it is in the West-Semitic languages.  It is this distinction that explains why
Ugaritic uses both the D- and the fi-stems for the roots fiQY, "to drink', and LH̊M, "to eat', the
latter meaning "to cause to drink/eat', the former having what is for us an identical meaning
but apparently a distinguishable meaning for speakers of Ugaritic (T., p. 557, does not
recognize this distinction for fiQY; previously, he has not recognized it for LH̊M1001).  In this
context, it must be remarked that the presence of the noun ßqym (or even ßqyt) in RS
18.041:24, 25 (KTU 1.86) does not disprove the existence in Ugaritic of the D-stem for that
root, for there is no proof that it means "libation-servers'1002 nor, if that is the meaning, that it
is the G-stem participle, i.e., "he/she who gives to drink' (it could be a /qattªl/ nomen agentis,
"he who carries out a function having to do with drink').  Furthermore, a grammatically
coherent interpretation of RS 2.[004], col. i (KTU 1.17), where non-fi-preformative verbal
forms of both roots appear several times, according to which Dªn≠≥ilu would "eat' and "drink',
rather than "giving eat and drink to the gods', appears to me to be out of the question.1003  I
find two aspects of this approach particularly remarkable:  (1) that in a work so theoretically
oriented, the problem with a major area of overlap in expression of Aktionsart between two
of the principal verbal stems would not have been addressed; (2) that the overlap is
explicitly identified as occurring in cases where the corresponding G-stem is transitive (p.
567), for, in Hebrew, there are very few D-stem verbs that take anything approaching the
""double-accusative'' structure common with the causative stem (the only one that comes to
mind is LMD, "to teach') whereas, on the other hand, the greatest area of apparent overlap in

1000Pardee, Context III (2002) 108; see now Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004), text 21 in the Choix de
textes. .
1001Cf. Pardee, Context I (1997) 343 n. 2.
1002Idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 467.
1003Idem, Context I (1997) 343-44.  It is always possible that in Ugaritic, as in Arabic, fiQY was transitive
in the G-stem, a possibility that T. appears to prefer on p. 557.
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function in Hebrew occurs in cases where the G-stem is stative (the distinction between
qidd´ß, "to make holy', and hiqd≠ß, "to cause to be holy' is not immediately obvious to
speakers of most of the modern languages of scholarship).
— pp. 544-46 (§§74.412.1-16).  On T.'s decision to reconstruct the D-stem /YQTL/ form as
/yuqattil-/, on the basis of comparative data, rather than /yaqattil-/, on the basis of the
Ugaritic 1 c.s. form, which is written {±qtl}, hence /≥aqattil-/, see above, introduction,
general remark on vocalization.  It may be added here that T.'s view that the retention of the
/w/ in the D-stem of I-w roots (e.g., ywp®n in RS 2.[008]+ iii 13' [KTU 1.4]) is owing to the
preceding /u/ vowel assumes that the triphthong /awa/ is somehow problematic, which is not
necessarily the case as is proven by ±twt, "she arrived' /≥atawat/ (RS 2.[008]+ iv 32' [KTU
1.4]).  (On this form, see above, remark to p. 172 [§33.213.1b], etc.)  Furthermore, the
explanation of the 1 c.s. form /≥aqattal-/ as secondarily derived from /*≥uqattal-/ because of
the consonant /≥/ should have been expressed in terms of a general phonetic rule.  That
would, however, have been difficult for if anything /≥/ is more common with /u/ in Ugaritic
than in the other Northwest-Semitic languages (compare Ugaritic °¬b≤ /≥u¬ba≤u/ with
Hebrew ≥e¬bª≤, Ugaritic °m /≥ummu/ with Hebrew ≥´m, Ugaritic °dm≤t /≥udma≤ªtu/, with
Hebrew d@mª≤ºt, etc.).
— p. 545 (§74.412.14), p. 549 (§74.412.23), p. 639 (§75.517d).  Despite some surface
damage and the apparent re-impression by the scribe of one of its wedges, I consider the
{w} of {tw“ln} in RS 15.008:12 (KTU 2.16) to be certain.1004  As T. observes (p. 549), the
new reading {td“ln} proposed in CAT is epigraphically unacceptable,1005 but he considers
{tr“ln} to be a possible reading.  In my estimation, that ""reading'' must be termed an
emendation and, as, RH˚L offers nothing better than WH˚L for the interpretation of the text,
there is no reason to adopt the emendation.  As for the form of {tw“ln}, I see no reason to
prefer the D-stem (T.'s analysis) over the N-stem.  Though there are no clear examples of
the N-stem from I-w roots,1006 there is no particular reason to doubt that the /YQTL/ would
have had the basic form /yiwwatil-/.1007  Taking the form as D-stem, T. is constrained to see
it as irregularly intransitive.  So radical a solution appears unnecessary.

1004Pardee, AfO 31 (1984) 220.  Since preparing the study just cited, I have re-collated and copied the text
in view of its inclusion in the Manuel d'ougaritique that Bordreuil and I have produced (2004), text 24 in
the Choix de textes, and for Les textes épistolaires (in preparation); this restudy has left no doubt in my
mind about the correctness of the reading {w}.
1005He diplomatically terms {tw“ln} ""wahrscheinlicher als'' {td“ln}, though the sign in question cannot
possibly have ever been {d}.
1006In the appropriate section (pp. 536-39 [§74.333]), T. cites no clear examples.  He considers {ynp≤} in
RS 3.322+ ii 16 (KTU 1.19) to be an N-stem from YP≤ (p. 537), but that analysis may not be considered
certain:  it is in parallel with {yp≤} and there is no particular reason to expect a N-stem form here.  If it is
N-stem, similar phenomena are attested where a I-y/w root is not involved (e.g., {ynphy} in RIH 78/14:12'
[CAT 1.163:5]).  It could, in any case, be a secondary form built off of a root I-y or from a parallel root NP≤
(T. is a bit harsh in referring to this option as making appeal to a ""Phantomwurzel √np≤,'' for by-forms of
weak roots abound in the Semitic languages.)  Whatever the case may be, more than one example is
needed to establish the category and to demonstrate that original I-y and I-w roots behaved identically.
1007The D-stem shows /w/ (cf. p. 195 [§33.322.1b]), and the N-stem may, therefore, have done the same.
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— pp. 546-48 (§74.412.21).  In addition to the remarks offered above in the tenth general
remark on T.'s multiple listing of verbal forms from broken passages, with special mention
there of D-stem forms listed here, it may be remarked that T. leaves open the possibility in
several of these cases of analyzing a form spelled {y±CC} as G-stem.  For that to be
accepted, one must also accept that the /≥/ had quiesced in these forms and that {±} is used
as a mater lectionis for the resultant vowel /â/ (e.g., {y±bd}, "he will perish', would be
/yâbVd-/ ← /ya≥bVd-/).  As noted above, I am loath to accept such reconstructions.
— p. 546 (§74.412.21).  In his discussion of the semantics of y±sp in RS 24.251:36' (KTU
1.107:11; CAT 1.107:36) as a D-stem of which the function is emphasis (""etwa mit
gesteigerter Bedeutung gegenüber G''), T. might have pointed out that this is the only D-stem
form in a section in which the verb is repeated at least a dozen times in the G-stem and that it
is the only case in this passage where the subject is plausibly plural.  T. cites the passage as
""x[xx]hm y±sp “mt,'' which he translates ""Ihr(e) …(?) möge das Gift (völlig) tilgen,'' with no
reference to my reading {¯•˘[l]hm . y±sp [.] “mt} and interpretation as "may (all) the
divinities gather the venom'.1008  Since one aspect of D-stem semantics has been claimed in
the past to be plurality, this example would appear to have been a rather obvious case for
discussion.  On the other hand, the present of a y-preformative plural in this ""para-
mythological'' text cannot be considered likely.  This observation leads to the conclusion that,
if the reading {¯•˘[l]hm} is correct, that form is either singular + enclitic-m or dual.
— p. 547 (§74.412.21), p. 565 (§74.416.4), p. 613 (§75.212.13), p. 615 (§75.212.5), p. 615
(§75.216).  T. parses the finite form in the phrase ±l t±pq ±pq (RIH 78/20:12 [CAT 1.169])
as D-stem because t±pq, with {±}, appears to him to be a D-/YQTL/ form.  ±pq would, in
that case, be an anomalous D-infinitive, however, for the standard form is apparently
/quttal/.  On p. 613, he says that t±pq may theoretically be G-/YQTL/, while on p. 615
(§75.212.5) he lists ±pq among examples of the G-infinitive.  He does not mention the
possibility that ±pq may be a common noun, which opens up the further possibility of taking
t±pq as N-stem.1009  It is remarkable that T. does not even mention this interpretation when
he himself proposes various grammatical analyses but never a translation.
— p. 547 (§74.412.21).  As noted above in the remark to {yrgbb≤l} (p. 32 [§21.31]), the
divine names in RS 24.246:15-28 (KTU 1.102) are not /YQTLØ/ forms but /YQTLu/.
{y±rß} in lines 18 and 24, which reappears in RS 24.250+:4 (KTU 1.106) should not,
therefore, be parsed as ""PKKi'' as it is here.1010

— p. 547 (§74.412.21).  The reading of the proper name {[n]•rßn} in RS 11.774:17 (KTU
4.77), here qualified as a new reading, was first proposed in 1997 by Tropper and Vita.1011

I have subsequently collated the tablet and concur with their judgment that the comparison of

1008Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 238, 242, 248, 251; Ritual and Cult (2002) 181, 183.
1009Pardee, in Verse in Ancient Near Eastern Prose (1993) 212; idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 877, 888-89;
idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 160; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 67, 68, 148.  This analysis of
the form, though with a different contextual interpretation, has recently been accepted by Ford (UF 34
[2002] 188-89).
1010Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 521, 522-24; idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 20.
1011UF 29, p. 680.
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this line with previous lines indicates that an additional sign belonging to the name must have
fallen in the lacuna.
— p. 550 (§74.412.24), p. 627 (§75.42).  Granting that the context is damaged, one must
nevertheless judge it more likely that ±nßq in RS 3.367 iv 4' (KTU 1.2) is from NflQ, "to
burn',1012 than from NfiQ, "to kiss', for there are other 1 c.s. forms preserved in the passage
that have a negative rather than a positive semantic polarization (see remark above to p. 449
[§73.243.21], etc.).
— p. 550 (§74.412.24), p. 565 (§74.416.3).  If the previous point be granted, then there is no
specific Ugaritic datum in favor of NfiQ, "to kiss', being primarily a D-stem in that language
(in Hebrew, G-stem usages predominate).
— p. 551 (§74.412.26), p. 864 (§93.33b), p. 869 (§93.362.1), p. 871 (§93.421).  T. holds
that the D-stem of QRB in the phrase ±qrbk ±bh b≤l, "I will bring you to her father Ba≤lu' (RS
5.194:27 [KTU 1.24]), takes the so-called double-accusative complementation ("I will cause
you to approach her father Ba≤lu).  Since, however, QRB was certainly stative in the
G-stem, the D-stem will have been factitive, not causative, and ±bh is better analyzed as an
adverbial accusative, rather than as a direct object, lit. "I will make you be near to her father
Ba≤lu' (even more literally. "I will produce in you a state of nearness unto her father Ba≤lu').
(On the need to maintain the distinction between these two grammatical categories of the
accusative, see remark below to p. 864 [§93.33c]).
— p. 552 (§74.412.27), p. 565 (§74.416.3).  Apparently linked to his analysis of √NfiQ as
appearing primarily in the D-stem (see second previous remark), T. proposes that √H˚BQ in
the G-stem means "to embrace' in the basic sense of "to put one's arms around someone'
while "to embrace sexually' would be D-stem.  It is, of course, possible that both nuances are
expressed by the G-stem.  In the Ugaritic consonantal orthography, only the attestation of a
participle would permit certainty on this point (the G-stem participle would be {“bq}, that of
the D-stem {m“bq}).
— p. 553 (§74.412.27), p. 578 (§74.511b), p. 677 (§75.673).  On p. 553, the verb in the
phrase †l y†ll, "dew forms' (RS 3.322+ i 41 [KTU 1.19]), is parsed as D-stem, on pp. 578 and
677 as L-stem; the two analyses are not cross-referenced and no sign of doubt is indicated
anywhere.  On the basis of the proposal made below (remarks to pp. 575-76 [§74.50] and to
pp. 577-78, 678-79 [§74.511a, b], etc.) that the semantics of the D-stem of geminate roots
would have been distinctive from those of the L-stem, this is better classified as L-stem,
because it is intensive intransitive, not factitive.
— p. 554 (§74.412.27), p. 722 (§77.322b), cf. p. 317 (§54.221a), p. 742 (§81.21a), p. 912
(§97.10.1b).  In the first two sections cited, one or both of the verbal forms tm”¬ and t¬mt in
RS 3.367 iv 9' (KTU 1.2) are parsed as jussives; in the others they are so translated.
Because, however, the speaker in the passage is the deity Kô®aru-wa-‡as≠su, there is no
reason to believe that he would be expressing a wish.  Is it not more likely that he is
describing what will happen as a reality, viz., as an "indicative' imperfective form (/YQTLu/,
not /YQTLØ/)?

1012Caquot and Sznycer, Textes ougaritiques I (1974) 135 note i.
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— p. 555 (§74.412.27).  T. follows Dietrich and Loretz1013 in taking yßlm in the phrase mlkn
yßlm l •bh (RS 24.247:54' [KTU 1.103+]), ""the king will make peace with his enemy,''1014 as
D-stem.  The prepositional complementation, among other arguments, leaves open the
possibility, however, that the form is G and that a more literal translation would be "the king
will be at peace with his enemies.'1015

— p. 555 (§74.412.27), p. 812 (§85.8b).  T.'s primary interpretation of RS 24.255:22-23
(KTU 1.111:23-24) involves gender incongruence (in mth l tßlm ≤ln, the noun mt, "death',
normally masculine, would be the subject of tßlm) while his second makes appeal to an
unstated subject ("the gods' would be subject of the verb).  Finding these difficulties to be
insurmountable, I have suggested that the horizontal divider that precedes line 22 was
misplaced and that the final two signs of line 21 are be read with the first three of line 23 to
give the word bhmth:  {bh(22)mth . l tßlm . (23) ¯≤˘ln .}, ""… (from) her (22) own cattle, she
is not required to repay anything on this account.''1016

— p. 557 (§74.413.1), p. 561 (§74.414.3), p. 615 (§75.216), p. 639 (§75.517d), p. 669
(§75.537d).  T. does not explain why he prefers to interpret ±bd and ydy in RS 24.244:5 et
passim (KTU 1.100) as /QTLa/ optatives or futures (!) rather than as the imperatives that
most scholars have seen here.1017  The case for the /QTLa/ expressing either the optative or
the future in Ugaritic cannot be said to be a strong one (cf. remark below to pp. 716-17
[§76.535a-c], p. 727 [§77.35]).
— pp. 558-59 (§74.414.1), cf. p. 464 (§73.331.1).  Whatever one may think of
Huehnergard's hypothesis according to which the proto-West-Semitic D-stem /QTLa/ form
was /qattil/, positing on the sole basis of {ßa-li-ma}, repeated several times in RS 20.012,
that such was the case in Ugaritic must be considered extremely tenuous, for there is no
particular reason why that form in that text should mean ""er hat bezahlt'' (p. 464).1018

Previously, direct data for the identification of either the first or the second vowel of the
Ugaritic form have been absent.  In this matter, it may be remarked that the base form in
proto-Hebrew must have been /qittal/ or /qittil/ because I-guttural forms show only /i/ in the

1013Mantik (1990) 151.
1014Pardee, Ritual and Cult (2002) 140.
1015Idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 562.
1016Pardee, Ritual and Cult (2002) 93; for the arguments, see idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 622-29.
1017See my re-edition in Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 193-26.  I take this opportunity to point out
that the imperative /di/ for YDY in Arabic indicates that my vocalization of the imperative as /yadaya/
(ibid., p. 201; cf. T. p. 561) was probably erroneous.  The Arabic would indicate /yidiya/ (so now Bordreuil
and Pardee in Manuel [2004] II 41-43).  Or the volitive form with the initial /y/ retained may indicate that
the form is in fact the infinitive with the function of the imperative, viz., /yadªyu/.
1018This interpretation was taken from Huehnergard, Ugaritic Vocabulary (1987) 182, 321(the text was
originally published by  Nougayrol as his text 96 in Ugaritica V).  In his argument for the proto-Hebrew
form being /qittil/, Huehnergard assumes /qattil/ for Ugaritic and hence for proto-West Semitic (""Historical
Phonology and the Hebrew Piel,'' pp. 209-29 in Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew [ed. W. R. Bodine; Winona
Lake:  Eisenbrauns, 1992]).  As we shall see below, it appears to me that this view of the Ugaritic situation
is incorrect and that it has lead both Huehnergard and Tropper to an incorrect reconstruction of the proto-
Hebrew process.
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first syllable (cf. /m´≥´n/, "he refused' [""compensatory lengthening''], and /bi≤´r/, "he burned'
[""virtual doubling'']) while the vowel of the second syllable is variable (cf., for one and the
same root, both /b´rak/ and /b´r´k/, "he blessed').  The most plausible hypothesis to explain
the various West-Semitic forms, it appears to me, is that the Aramaic and Arabic forms with
/a/ in the first syllable represent the original form, which would, therefore, have been
/qattala/; /i/ in the first syllable in Hebrew reflects the common tendency towards
dissimilation  in that language (i.e. the first of two syllables showing /a/ … /a/ becomes /i/)
while the /i/ in the second syllable in Aramaic and, secondarily, in Hebrew shows the
common tendency in these two languages for the stem vowel of the /YQTL/ form to displace
the stem vowel of /QTLa/; the variation in Biblical Hebrew reflects the fact that the second
change was taking place in late proto-Hebrew and was not yet complete in Biblical Hebrew
as we know it.1019  T. cites arguments in favor of the form /qattala/ appearing only
""sporadisch'' (p. 559), but there is in fact no evidence whatever for /qattila/ in Ugaritic.  A
form has appeared in one of the texts from the 1994 excavations that may indicate that
Ugaritic shared the dissimilatory tendency of Hebrew:  {•hb} in RS 94.2168:11 may be
taken as 3 m.s. D-stem /QTLa/ /, "he loved (intensely)', to be vocalized /≥ihhaba/.  This form
appears to confirm that {•hbt} in RS 16.394:53' (KTU 2.31:49), not treated by T. in this
grammar, is indeed a verbal form.1020

— p. 559 (§74.414.1,2).  T. etymologizes Ugaritic GR, "to attack', by a Hebrew/Aramaic
III-y root and Akkadian garû, mentions the possibility that the Ugaritic forms could be
derived from a geminate ""Wurzelvariante,'' but does not mention the possibility of a hollow
root, which would be supported by Hebrew G(W)R, "to quarrel.''
— p. 559 (§74.414.2).  Because I have proposed comparative data for interpreting “wt in RS
29.093:15 (KTU 2.70) as meaning "repair',1021 a meaning which fits the context, in which  a
"house' has been mentioned, I remark with astonishment that T. opts not to translate this verb
nor even to propose a hypothetical interpretation—an intellectual exercise which elsewhere
T. shows no tendency to eschew.
— p. 559 (§74.414.2).  T. takes k“dnn in RS 29.093:13 (KTU 2.70) as a /QTLa/ form1022

with no mention of the analysis—which appears to me far more plausible—as the
imperative.  Moreover, the meaning is not, as T. proposes, "to lie' or "to hide', but "to
refuse'.1023

1019This reconstruction may also explain the variation between forms with “ireq and those with seghol better
than an attempt to set up an inner-Biblical Hebrew phonetic rule that would account for the variation (A.
Rubin, ""A Note on the Conjugation of h"l Verbs in the Derived Patterns,'' ZAH 14 [2001] 34-42).
1020The new text rules out the explanation of {•hbt} once proposed by Sanmartín Ascaso (UF 3 [1971] 177
n. 24) according to which the first syllable of the verb would have contracted with the preceding particle, for
in RS 94.2168 {•hb} is preceded by a word-divider.
1021AAAS 29-30 (1979-80) 28.
1022On the problem of a /QTLa/ form with the ending -nn, see above remark to p. 223 (§41.221.52c), etc.
1023AAAS 29-30 (1979-80) 24, 28; see now Context III (2002) 110; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II
88, 89; here above p. 223 (§41.221.52c), etc.
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— p. 563 (§74.415).  T. interprets mlsm in RS Varia [20]:22 {mlsm mrkbt} as a D-stem
""Faktitiv oder kausativ,'' in context ""die, welche die Streitwagen (schnell) laufen machen,''
with no mention of the possibility that the expression may be simply intensive, that is, "chariot
runners (lit. those who run with respect to chariots)'.1024  As a verb of movement for which
the marked causative is attested in other Semitic languages,1025 the interpretation as a
factitive may not be preferred.  (On the theoretical problem of interpreting the D-stem as
expressing the causative, see above, remark to pp. 544-67 [§74.41]).
— p. 566 (§74.416.5).  It is a complete mystery to me why T. chooses RS 18.028[A]:5 l ßlm
(KTU 4.342) as his one and only example of a ""qu/itt¨l''-type D-infinitive.  The consonantal
text provides, of course, no data on what the vowels of the form may be and I see nothing
remarkable in the usage that would lead anyone to believe that the standard /quttal/ pattern
has here been replaced by a pattern that is only attested as a common pattern in common-era
Aramaic and Hebrew.
— p. 568 (§74.422), p. 560 (§74.414.2), p. 886 (§95.22).  Again, T.'s bias against the
presence of 2 m.s. verbal forms anywhere in the ritual texts leads him to analyze tqdm in RS
34.126:30 (KTU 1.161) as D-passive with no mention of the editors' consistent presentation
of the form as 2 m.s. active.1026  T.'s analysis of the verb as passive and his analysis of the
phrase as a whole lead him to take the following word, ≤¬r, for him a singular absolute, as a
collective; the editors took ≤¬r as in the construct state and hence unsusceptible to analysis
for number.1027

— pp. 571-72 (§74.432).  Of six roots providing possible tD-stem /YQTL/ forms, only one
contains a /≥/ or another possible indicator of differentiation in the stem vowel of the Gt- and
tD-stems.  The most important data are provided by the existence of forms spelled {ytß±l}; if
the indirect indications that the Gt had /i/ as the stem vowel be admitted (see above, remark
to p. 519 [§74.231.1]), the forms spelled with {±} must be tD, with metathesis of the
prefixed /t/ and the first root letter, as occurs in the later Northwest-Semitic languages (e.g.,
Hebrew /hißtamm´r/ ← /*hitßammara/).  T. does not, however, admit this conclusion,
preferring to conclude from the existence of the Gt-stem in other Semitic languages that
Ugaritic also probably had only that t-stem for the root fi≥L, and not the tD as well.  All other
forms discussed in this section are either of uncertain root or else have a sibilant as their first
radical and are hence open to operation of the metathesis rule.  Most, however, receive full
treatment both here and above in the section on Gt forms, which appears to be an
unnecessary waste of space.  If T. considers the analysis as a tD to be preferable in no
single case, as appears to be the case from his conclusion to each entry, a simple listing here
of possible forms with reference to the discussion of the Gt-forms would have been
sufficient.

1024Bordreuil and Pardee, Semitica 41-42 (1991-92) 46, 52; Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 895, 897.
1025Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 897.
1026Bordreuil and Pardee, Syria 59 (1982) 123, 128; Pardee, Verse in Ancient Near Eastern Prose (1993)
209; Bordreuil and Pardee, Une bibliothèque (1991) 154; Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 818, 819; idem,
Ritual and Cult (2002) 88; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 64-65.
1027See in particular, Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 824 n. 47; idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 115 n. 130.
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— p. 572 (§74.433).  One must ask oneself if it was worth devoting half a page of the tD
section to disproving the analysis of tbßr in RS 2.[008]+ v 26 (KTU 1.4) as a tD imperative.
Surely there must have been a device for presenting the form under the G-stem /YQTLØ/
heading, where T. believes the form properly to belong.
— p. 573 (§74.434).  T. objects to tmz≤ in RS 3.322+ i 36 (KTU 1.19) being a tD-/QTLa/
form on the basis of his view of the context of line 46, where the form re-appears with,
according to T., no plausible feminine subject if one wishes to parse the form as G- or
D-stem imperfective.  The contextual argument is really of no value, however, for the
feminine subject in question, the girl Pu÷atu, has gone nowhere during the events narrated in
the intervening lines.1028

— pp. 575-76 (§74.50).  T. discounts the existence of a /qªtala/ verbal stem in Ugaritic on
two principal bases: (1) the stem is (almost) absent from Hebrew, and (2) it is attested only
in South Semitic, viz., in Arabic and Ethiopic.  Neither argument appears to be valid:  though
rare, there are certainly cases of /qºt´l/ forms in Hebrew1029 and Arabic is a West-Semitic
not a South-Semitic language.  Since the form does not appear in Aramaic, the proto-Semitic
form may be considered  to have dropped from that language (since it exists in both West
and South Semitic, it is not plausible to consider it an innovation in both branches).  A further
problem in this introduction to the Ugaritic situation is the assertion that the /qªlala/ stem
(i.e., as attested with hollow and geminate roots), known in Ugaritic grammar as the L-stem,
is functionally identical with the D-stem.  Though the Ugaritic /qªlala/ stem may not have
behaved identically, the /qºl´l/ stem in Hebrew shows one important difference from the
D-stem:  for hollow roots, it is attested with verbs of movement and quasi verbs of
movement as the rough equivalent of the causative stem (e.g. ßºb´b, "cause to go back', or
rºm´m, "cause to be high'), something that is virtually without parallel in the D-stem.  In
Arabic, stem III usually shows semantics distinct from stem II.  Simply describing the
Ugaritic L-stem as the functional replacement of the D-stem for roots without a D-stem is,
therefore, not quite correct; it appears to express roughly the semantics of that stem in hollow
roots but not in geminate roots.  T.'s explanation does not, in any case, match the distribution
of the /qºl´l/ and /qitt´l/ stems in Hebrew:  though it is true that very few hollow roots show
D-stem forms,1030 that is less true of geminate roots, where D-stem factitives are reasonably
well attested (e.g., hill´l, "to praise', “ill´l, "to profane').  Moreover, /qill´l/ and /qºl´l/ forms
are occasionally attested for the same root, with different meanings. 1031 All this being the
case, T.'s classification of all Ugaritic C1C2C2 forms from geminate roots as L-stem (pp.
578-80 [§74.511b]) must be called into question:  I see nothing that impedes the
classification of any number of these forms as D-stem (on the specific case of √≤ZZ, see
following remark).  In any event, the possibility that the D-stem and L-stem showed

1028Pardee, Context I (1997) 351-52.
1029GKC §55b.
1030In Ugaritic, there is no clear case of such a form, though tgwln in RS 15.134:4 (KTU 1.82) may provide
one (see remark above to p. 500 [§73.611.2d], etc.).
1031GKC 67l, note 1.
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semantics roughly similar to those of the later Northwest-Semitic languages bears
considering and a rethinking of the semantic expression of the L-stem in hollow roots as
opposed to geminate roots appears necessary.1032

— pp. 577-79 (§74.511a, b), p. 649 (§75.526a), p. 678 (§75.673), p. 768 (§82.35).  T.'s
argument that {tqnn} in RS 92.2014:5, 7 (RSO XIV 52) should be L-stem, rather than
G-stem, as I once proposed,1033 is almost certainly correct—though he has no idea what the
form means (he proposes half-heartedly that the root should be hollow, not geminate, but
suggests no etymology that would square with his translation ""sich aufrichten'').  I argued for
the analysis as a G-stem on the basis of y≤zz in RS 24.247+:57' (KTU 1.103+) which is
intransitive.  But, as T. holds on p. 579, the latter form is probably L-stem, though not with a
factitive meaning:  he proposes ""sich als stark erweisen gegenüber,'' which appears perfectly
plausible.  He fails, however, to draw the necessary conclusion with regard to the epistolary
idiom •lm t≤zzk, which is indubitably factitive:  "may the gods strengthen you'.1034  In spite of
the obvious difference in meaning, T. analyzes both forms as L-stem.  By analogy to the
Hebrew and Arabic systems (see preceding remark), the latter should be D-stem, the former
L-stem.  Reasoning from this clear semantic distinction between the two verbal stems of
√≤ZZ, one may conclude that tqnn, which cannot have a factitive meaning in context, is
indeed an L-stem form and that it expresses intransitively the stance of its subject, the
scorpion.  It should, therefore, be vocalized /taqªninu/, rather than /taqninu/ or /tiqnanu/ as I
first proposed.  To explain the Ugaritic form, I appealed to Arabic √QNN which, in the VIIIth

stem, means "to stand on the tip of something'; the scorpion's stance on the tips of its legs with
its tail curved over its back fits this general semantic field.1035  The identification of the root
as geminate raises, however, another problem:  the finite form tqnn appears in a figura
etymologica with a noun qn.  Usually, in such cases, the noun is in fact the infinitive of the
same root as the finite form.  Because {qn} cannot represent the /qatªl/ infinitive (the
productive infinitival form in Ugaritic) of a geminate root, it must either be a verbal noun in
another form (I vocalized qannu)1036 or else show that the root is in fact hollow, as T.

1032Rethinking of the question is what is needed, not simply a listing of a given form as both D-stem and
L-stem, with no preference expressed nor even a cross-reference, as T. does (p. 553 [§74.412.27], p. 578
[§74.511b]) with y†ll in RS 3.322+ i 41 (KTU 1.19)
1033Les textes rituels (2000) 830-32. This analysis was corrected in the official editio princeps (Bordreuil
and Pardee, RSO XIV [2001] 387 and subseuqently in idem., Manuel [2004] II 69).
1034The formula is attested twice, once in RS 1.018:6 (KTU 2.4) ({t≤z¯z˘[k]}), again in the practice letter
RS 16.265:4 (KTU 5.9).
1035J. N. Ford, ""The Verb tqnn in RS 1992.2014,'' UF 33 (2001) 201-12 (cf. idem, UF 34 [2002] 120, 135),
has recently appealed to Akkadian ""kanªnu (var. qanªnu) "to twist, to coil', '' to explain the Ugaritic verb
(p. 207).  If this etymology be accepted, the Ugaritic form leaves little doubt that the root is QNN, rather
than  KNN (Akkadian also shows a verb qanªnu, "to build a nest', that appears to be denominative to qinnu,
"nest').  Though the Akkadian root is not used of scorpions, it is used of bulls and lions (p. 208) and hence
appears to provide a better contextual parallel than the Arabic root.  One may further speculate that the
Arabic root, which, as Ford observes, is used primarily for goats standing on peaks, is a semantic
specification of the older root QNN.
1036That such a proposal is not implausible is proven by the existence of the feminine verbal noun “nt from
the root H˚NN (RS 2.[004] i 16' [KTU 1.17]); q†t in RS 1.002:22 et passim (KTU 1.40) may provide another
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proposes, rather than geminate.  His morpho-syntactic solution for the full phrase qn l tqnn,
viz., that qn would be G-stem, tqnn L-stem, with the former functioning as an "infinitive
absolute', certainly finds parallels in Hebrew, but one wonders if qn might not be a verbal
noun not linked so tightly with a given verbal stem (hence my qannu).1037

— p. 578 (§74.511a).  Though it may be judged the more likely, the analysis of {t®bb} in
RIH 78/20:19 (CAT 1.169) as L-stem of √T˙(W)B cannot be considered as certain as T.'s
confident presentation might lead some to believe, for the signs may be divided as {t®b b}
and the resultant verb form analyzed as G-stem.1038

— p. 578 (§74.511b), p. 677 (§75.673).  On the basis of the criterion proposed in the second
and third preceding notes for distinguishing D-stem from L-stem when the root is geminate,
ykllnh in RS 2.[008]+ v 10 (KTU 1.4), which is clearly factitive ("he may complete it' ←

√KLL, "to come to completion') and which T. parses with no indication of doubt as L-stem in
both sections cited, is better analyzed as D-stem.
— p. 578 (§74.511b), p. 581 (§74.514), pp. 677-78 (§75.673).  T. does not mention the
possibility that ymnn in RS 2.002:37 (KTU 1.23) and its participle mmnnm in lines 40, 44,
and 47 of the same text might be something other than L-stem forms of a geminate or hollow
root.  He will go no further than to say that  the meaning and etymology are ""umstritten.''  It
has been proposed, however, that these are /qatlal-/ forms1039 of the root YMN, a
denominative verb from /yam≠nu/, "right hand'.1040 If this etymology be correct, the writing of
the participial form without {y} shows that the base form was /maqtalil-/:  /maymanin-/ →
/mêmanin-/.
— p. 579 (§74.511b), p. 678 (§75.673).  A good case may be made for tpnn in RS 22.225:6
(KTU 1.96) being derived from PHY, "to see',1041 rather than from a root PNN that T.

example if the root of the following form, tq††(n), is QT˚T˚, as T. proposes (p. 579).  Ford (UF 33, p. 209)
cites ßl in RS 19.1011:6 (KTU 2.61) as an example of an ""infinitive absolute'' from a geminate root {fiLL,
"to plunder'); it would be an example of the narrative use of the infinitive, joined with an independent
pronoun (the full phrase is w ßl hw qrt, "and he plundered the town'); the interpretation of ßl as an infinitive
may, however, not be necessary (see remark below to p. 702 [§76.521.1], etc.).
1037On p. 677 (§75.66), T. holds quite correctly that qn cannot be a G-stem verbal noun of the type /qatªl-/,
but his conclusion that qn does belong to a geminate root cannot be accepted as necessary until it be proven
that only the /qatªl-/ verbal noun can be used in a figura etymologica with a finite verb.  This T. has not
attempted to do and his stance that the forms qn and tqnn must be derived from a hollow root—without a
proposal for such a root—must therefore be considered to be based on too narrow a view of this particular
figura etymologica.
1038Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 892 n. 117.
1039Pa≤lel or Pi≤lel in Biblical Hebrew (GKC §55d).
1040The suggestion goes back to Cross, Canaanite Myth (1973) 23, n. 58.  Cf. Pardee, Context I (1997)
280-81 note 51. In this note, I referred to the form as L-stem and indicated it as having a long first vowel,
but this was not the way to deal with a form of a triconsonantal root that is considered to show a
reduplicated final consonant (as opposed to a hollow root with reduplicated final consonant).
1041Ford, UF 30 (1998) 229; Pardee, Ritual and Cult (2002) 161-62.
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refuses to identify etymologically.1042  The two {n}s would in this analysis represent the
energic/suffixal morphemes, rather than being part of the root.  The strongest internal
argument for this interpretation of tpnn is the presence in line 2 of the word tp, most plausibly
taken as 3 f.s. /YQTL/ of PHY, as Ford has argued.1043

— p. 579 (§74.511b), p. 678 (§75.673).  As with {y≤zz} in RS 24.247+ (KTU 1.103+) (see
remark above to pp. 577-78, 678-79 [§74.511a, b]), yßdd in lines 35' and 37' of the same text
is more plausibly D-stem or L-stem, as T. proposes, than G-stem, as I have vocalized the
form.1044  In this case, Hebrew provides an analogy for the L-stem of fiDD having a
transitive function and the meaning "destroy violently' that is required in the Ugaritic text, and
the parsing of yßdd as D- or L-stem is for that reason difficult to decide here.1045

— p. 580 (§74.511b), p. 678 (§75.673).  By analogy with epistolary t≤zz (see above, remark
to pp. 577-78, 678-79 [§74.511a, b]), {•lm … [t]tmmk} in RS 92.2005:28 (RSO XIV 49) is
in all likelihood D-stem, as the editors propose,1046 not L-stem as T. would have it.1047

— p. 580 (§74.511c).  In this section, T. proposes that four /YQTL/ forms with reduplicated
final radical may be G-stem, ""aus semantischen Gründen.''  Three of the four are intransitive
while the fourth has a simple transitive function.  Though he does not explain precisely what
he means by "semantic grounds', the basis for this category is apparently his view that the
semantic function of the L-stem should be similar to that of the D-stem, i.e., factitive or even
causative.  As we saw above, however (remark to pp. 575-76 [§74.50]), though L-stems of
hollow roots may function as equivalents to both the D-stem and the causative stem, such is
not the case of L-stems of geminate roots, where the meaning may be either intransitive or
transitive and in the latter case may differ from that of the factitive D-stem.  This description
fits remarkably well the four cases adduced here (to the extent that the readings/restorations
be accepted):  y“r[r], "he is hot' (RS 2.[012] ii 37' [KTU 1.12]), t”ss, "she thinks of' (RS
3.343+ iii 25' [KTU 1.15]), r® ymll, "he kneads mud' (RS 3.325+ v 28 [KTU 1.16]), and t÷dd,
"she swells' (RS 2.[014]+ ii 25 [KTU 1.3]).  All four of these are, therefore, plausibly L-stem
intensives rather than G-stem forms on the /YvQLvL-/ pattern; this analysis appears by far

1042He makes no mention of del Olmo Lete's identification of the root behind this form as identical with
Arabic FNN, which he interpreted in the Ugaritic text as meaning "distort' (Annuari de Filologia 15 [1992]
9, 11; La religión cananea  [1992] 256-57; Canaanite Religion [1998] 381-82).
1043As Ford has shown (UF 30 [1998] 254-56), there is no objective basis for the emendation of that form to
{tp<nn>} as proposed by Dietrich and Loretz (UF 29 [1997] 151-60; Studien zu den ugaritischen Texten. I
Mythos und Ritual in KTU 1.12, 1.24, 1.96, 1.100 und 1.114 [AOAT 269/1; Münster: Ugarit-Verlag, 2000]
234, 241-42).
1044Les textes rituels (2000) 551.
1045In the Manuel (2004) II 79, Bordreuil and I now vocalize the form as a D-stem.
1046Bordreuil and Pardee, RSO XIV (2001) 374.
1047T.'s suggestion on p. 585 (§74.53—cf. p. 788 [§83.115b]) to analyze the form as tL (""mögen sich dir
gegenüber ge[recht verhalten]'') finds no parallel in the epistolary formulae and the analysis of the
pronominal suffix as "datival' in function is also aberrant in prose.  One may not, therefore, accord it any
credit.
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the preferable one for y“rr (if the restoration of a second {r} be correct) and t÷dd, where the
semantics are intensive intransitive.
— p. 580 (§74.512), p. 678 (§75.673), p. 740 (§81.12d).  Though he places a question mark
before the entry on p. 580, neither here nor on p. 678, where there is no question mark, does
T. provide an interpretation of ®mm in RS 2.[022]+ iii 13, 27 (KTU 1.5) other than as the
L-stem imperative of a geminate root T˙MM, unattested elsewhere in Ugaritic, with the
corresponding Arabic verb ""niedertreten'' cited as a possible cognate.  Only on p. 740 does
he address the interpretation of ®mm as an expanded form of the adverb ®m, "there', which he
judges to be implausible.  In such a broken context, however, no certainty is possible, and
others have seen here the adverb.1048  If T.'s lexical identification be correct, the parsing as
a 2 m.s. imperative (explicit on p. 678) may be called into question, for the following form
may be dual or plural (see remark below to p. 625 [§75.332b]).
— p. 581 (§74.514).  In line with the preceding comments, mdllkm in RS 1.002:21' et passim
(KTU 1.40), should be D-stem, not L-stem, i.e., the basic notion is factitive, "make someone
poor'.  In context, it also has appeared likely to me that the form is passive,1049 not active as
T. holds here without even mentioning the other possibility.  Within this text, of which the
driving notions are communion, expiation, and political harmony, it appears plausible that the
reference is to obtaining these virtues for the downtrodden rather than for the downtreaders.
— p. 581 (§74.514), p. 678 (§75.673).  m“llm, "those who purify', in RS 24.266:23' (KTU
1.119) is parsed as L-stem participle with no mention of the possibility that it may be D-stem.
The latter analysis appears preferable, however,1050 because (in line with preceding
remarks) the semantic function is very precisely factitive to the G-stem ("be pure' → "make
pure').
— p. 582 (§74.515.1), p. 601 (§74.623.3b), p. 678 (§75.673).  This root H˚LL also appears in
RS 24.260:6 (KTU 1.115) in the following sequence of signs:  {wß“l¯l˘ . ydm}.  Because of
the absence of word-divider in the first part of the line, some, including T. here, have divided
the signs to read  w ß “ll, "and a sheep (for) the purifying of hands'.  Nowhere else in the
Ugaritic ritual texts, however, is animal sacrifice ever ordained as the means of effecting the
form of purification expressed by the root H̊LL, and it thus appears more plausible to divide
the signs to read w ß“ll ydm, "and purify the hands'.1051  This analysis would provide an
example of the similarity in concept between effecting a state (D-stem) and causing a state
(fi-stem) that is so characteristic of the Piel and Hiphil of stative roots in Hebrew.  T. could
not accept this analysis, of course, because he allows for virtually no cases of 2 m.s. verbal
forms in these texts, a stance that I have had occasion to criticize above (see remark to p.
211 [§41.12], etc.).

1048Cf. Smith apud Parker, ed., Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 145.
1049Leslau (1991) 1185, 1187; Les textes rituels (2000) 119-20; Ritual and Cult (2002) 81-83; cf. Bordreuil
and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 52-53.
1050Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 667, 678 (with previous bibliography in note 96).
1051Ibid., pp. 643, 644, 647-48.
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— p. 582 (§74.515.2a,b).  Though it is certainly plausible, for the reasons indicated here
above, that trmmt represents a verbal noun of the L-stem (RM "be high', RMM "make high'),
the two examples adduced from geminate roots present more ambiguity.  A direct link
between tbrrt (RS 15.125:10' [KTU 2.19]) and an eventual L-stem must be judged very
unlikely for it expresses the direct factitive of the G-stem, "be pure/free of duty' → "make
pure/free of duty' (the G-stem appears twice above in this text, in line 3' said of the sun, in
line 4' said of the person benefiting from the manumission).  For that reason it must be
considered likely—to the extent that it is directly connected with a verbal stem—that that
stem would have been the D, not the L.  The case for tdmm(t), "misbehavior', being directly
related to an eventual L-stem verbal form is theoretically stronger, for, judging from the
proposed etymologies (Hebrew "to devise', Arabic "to blame'), the verb would probably not
have been a simple factitive.
— p. 583 (§74.522b), p. 678 (§75.674). Though T.'s interpretation of mlkn yd ”rd yddll (the
last word is plausibly emended to ydll) as ""wird der König samt seiner ”rd-Truppe
erniedrigt/niedergeschlagen werden,'' with ydll analyzed as L-passive (RS 24.247+:46'
[KTU 1.103+]), is certainly a possible one, it must be criticized on two grounds:  (1) As
observed above (remark to p. 581 [§74.514]), the simple factitive function is more plausibly
expressed by the D-stem when the root is geminate; (2) one might have expected T. at least
to mention the analysis of yd as the noun "hand' → "power' (rather than as the preposition
meaning "with') and as the object of the verb ("… the king will lay low! the power [lit. "hand']
of the ”urªdu-troops').1052  As for tdlln near the beginning of this text, there is a problem of
attachment of this line segment to the principal text from which it is separated by a break;
T.'s decision to attach this segment to line 6, rather than to line 7 as I have proposed,1053 has
little to recommend it.  Attached to line 7, as I believe more likely, the form tdlln is best taken
as D and as factitive: ""the weapon of the king will lay it (the land) low'' (mr“y mlk tdlln).1054

— p. 584 (§74.522b, §74.523), pp. 678-79 (§75.674).  Because expressing the agent of a
passive verb is not done in the ancient Semitic languages, T.'s interpretation of the verb in
the line hl ≤¬r t“rr l •ßt (RS 2.002:41, 44, 48 [KTU 1.23]) as L-passive is belied by the
resultant need to take the preposition l as marking the agent (""Siehe, der Vogel ist verbrannt
vom(?) Feuer'').  It is better to take the l as marking place rather than agent and hence
perhaps either to analyze t“rr as L-stem active ("the bird roasts on the fire')1055 or to take the

1052Cf. idem, AfO 33 (1986) 125, 140, 146 (I mention the possibility of analyzing the form as N-stem; the
analysis as D-stem must, however, be judged far more plausible); idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 549, 551,
559; idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 140.  Below, p. 585 (§74.53), T. suggests that {yddll} may be a token
of the tL stem:  /*yitdªlil-/ → /yiddallil-/.  Unfortunately, that analysis does not account for the writing with
two {d}s, since geminated consonants are never written twice in the old Semitic languages.
1053On the reading problem, see idem, AfO 33 (1986) 118, 122-23, idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 538,
554.
1054Idem, AfO 33 (1986) 130-31, 145 (the transcription ""tdlnn'' on p. 118 was a typographical error as is
clear from the subsequent references to the form); cf. idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 550; idem, Ritual and
Cult (2002) 136, 139.
1055For the translation as an active form, cf. Lewis apud Parker, ed., Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 211.
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direct address to the deity ≥Ilu as continuing here ("you roast a bird on the fire'),1056 in which
case the verb would be factitive, hence D-stem.  To the extent that T.'s interpretation of the
form “rr in RS 2.[022]+ ii 5 (KTU 1.5) as L-stem /QTLa/ is tied in with the finite form in RS
2.002, one may doubt its validity also.  On the other hand, in context, where the parallel
terms are nouns and where “rr does not explicitly express a factitive, it appears plausible to
take the word as an L-stem verbal noun:

y≤rb b≤l b kbdh      Ba≤lu will enter his liver (i.e., his insides)
   b ph yrd      will go down his mouth,

k “rr zt      like a ripe olive (lit. like the roasting [= becoming ripe] of an olive),
     ybl ±r¬      (like) the produce of the earth,
     w pr ≤¬m      even (like) the fruit of the trees'.
— p. 585 (§74.53).  T.'s ""n[eue] L[esung]'' {y[≤]n} (RS 2.[008]+ iii 10', in place of {y[®]¯b˘}
in CAT 1.4) is hardly qualifiable as new since it goes back to the editio princeps.1057

— p. 585 (§74.611).  T.'s reference to the appearance of the fi-stem in Aramaic as
""sporadisch im aram. Dialekten'' is correct, but readers uninformed about Aramaic could take
the description to mean that the form is productive in some dialects, absent from others.
Such is not the case, of course, for all the ancient dialects of Aramaic show fi-stem forms,
some of which are Akkadian loan-words, others native Aramaic forms, whereas the
productive causative stem is the Haphel which in time becomes an Aphel.  This distribution
requires the conclusion that proto-Aramaic, like the proto-Canaanite languages, had a
fi-stem causative.  Each of these groups of languages retained the form in different ways,
however:  in Ugaritic the fi-stem was still productive and there is as yet no trace of slippage
toward a Haphel/Aphel,1058 in Aramaic many lexical Shaphels were retained after the
productive causative prefix shifted from /ß/ to /h/≥/, in Hebrew only one such form was
retained in a full paradigm (the fit of H̊WY /hißta“awªh/, "to bow down') though the ultimate
origin of several I-fi roots has been claimed to lie in this form, while in Arabic the productive
IXth stem (/≥istafa≤ala/) is in fact the old fit-stem.
— p. 587 (§74.622.1), p. 588 (§74.622.3), p. 616 (§75.218).  T. follows CAT in indicating
{±ß•sp} in RS 16.402:12 (KTU 2.33) as a certain reading, though such is in fact not the
case.1059

— pp. 587-88 (§74.622.1).  On T.'s decision to reconstruct the fi-stem /YQTL/ form as
/yußaqtil-/, on the basis of comparative data, rather than /yaßaqtil-/, on the basis of the
Ugaritic 1 c.s. form, which is written {±ßqtl}, hence /≥aßaqtil-/, see above, introduction,
general remark on vocalization, and the general remark to the D-stem (pp. 544-46
[§§74.412.1-16]).

1056E.g., Pardee, Context III (1997) 281.  In the Manuel (2004) II 29-30), Bordreuil and I prefer the
intransitive interpretation because there is no evidence for the reduplicated form ¬“rrt, the parallel term in
this passage, being factitive (as I took it in Context, viz., I translated both t“rr and ¬“rrt as "(you) roast').
1057Virolleaud, Syria 13 (1932) 126, 127 (the {y} was still being read as ""i'' at the time, but the third sign
was given as {n} and the missing sign was reconstructed as {≤}).
1058Tropper, Kausativstamm (1990) 113-82.
1059Pardee, AfO 31 (1984) 216.
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— p. 589 (§74.622.3), p. 625 (§75.331e), p. 864 (§93.33c), p. 869 (§93.362.1).  T. takes the
fi-stem of HLK, "to go', as taking double-accusative complementation in the phrase ±ßhlk
ßbtk dmm that occurs in various states of preservation in RS 2.[014]+ v 2-3, 24 (KTU 1.3)
and in RS 3.340 i 11 (KTU 1.18), partially reconstructed.  Because, however, the causative
stem of verbs of movement normally takes one-place direct-object complementation ("X
causes Y to go'), the two complements here are certainly to be distinguished as an adverbial
accusative (ßbtk) and a direct object (dmm).  The meaning of the phrase is, therefore,  "I will
cause blood to run on your gray hairs'.  This may be translated into good English as "I will
cause your gray hairs to run with blood' (or in German as ""Ich werde dein graues Haar von
Blut überfließen lassen'' [p. 589]), but the literal translation is not "I will cause your gray
hairs to run (somewhere) (and will also) cause blood to run (somewhere)'.  (See above,
with respect to QRB, the remark to p. 551 [§74.412.25], etc.).
— p. 589 (§74.622.3), p. 625 (§75.331e).  The verbal form discussed in the previous remark
is vocalized ""/≥aßahliku/'' on p. 589, ""/≥aßahlik/'' on p. 625.
— p. 589 (§74.622.3), p. 869 (§93.362.1).  T.'s classification of the fi-stem of YTN, "to give',
as one of ""seltene Fälle, wo der fi-Stamm die Valenz eines Verbs nicht erhöht'' (p. 869), i.e.,
does not change the one-place complementation of the G-stem ("X gives Y') to a two-place
complementation ("X causes Y to give Z'), is a striking example of T.'s understanding of
""Valenz'' as applying purely to the surface-level expression (see below, remark to §93.3 [pp.
861-69]).  He himself recognizes that the basic meaning of the form is ("X causes Y to give
Z to M'), but, since the "Y' segment is never attested, the verb is classified as bivalent (i.e. as
taking only one accusatival complement).  And he has a point, for, if the corpus were larger
and fiTN never attested in the double-accusative construction, one might be obliged to
conclude that the form has become lexicalized as meaning something along the lines of
"dispatch, have sent'.  Until the corpus becomes much larger than it is now, however, the
possibility must be left open that the full form of the expression will someday appear.  After
all, even the recognition of the existence of the form is relatively recent.1060

— p. 591 (§74.622.3), p. 691 (§76.343a).  On p. 591, yßl“mnh, "he causes him to eat', in RS
2.[014]+ i 5 (KTU 1.3) is analyzed as either /YQTLu/ or /YQTLØ/ whereas, on p. 691, the
parsing as /YQTLu/ is given as certain.  (Both parsings require, of course, accepting that the
energic endings were attached to one or the other of these two forms—see above, remarks
to pp. 497-506 [§73.6].  For the similar case of yßqynh in line 9, see remark below to p. 662
(§75.532], etc.)
— pp. 591-92 (§74.622.3), p. 598 (§74.624), p. 670 (§75.537f), p. 704 (§76.521.3).  As is
clear from RS 6.021:1 (KTU 6.13), RS 6.028:1 (KTU 6.14), and RS 25.318:2 (KTU 6.62),
one of the primary meanings of the fi-stem of ≤LY, "to ascend', is "to present, to offer',
whereas "to bring an offering', T.'s third gloss on p. 670 (""ein Opfer dabringen'') is quite rare.
Perhaps more care could have been taken to make it clear to the reader whose main point of
reference is Hebrew that (a) the verb is never used in Ugaritic, as is he≤elªh in Biblical
Hebrew, to designate the effecting of a holocaust-type offering and (b) in at least two of the

1060Caquot, Ugaritica VII (1978) 125, 391.
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three cases cited here above, the object of the verb is an inanimate object.1061  Thus the first
two glosses on p. 670, "hinaufsteigen lassen, hinaufbringen', especially the second,
correspond more closely to standard Ugaritic usage.  The only cases that even approach
Hebrew usage are RS 3.322+ iv 23-24 (KTU 1.19), where the object of the verb is the
offering term d÷®, of which the precise meaning is unknown, and RS 6.028, where pgr,
"mortuary offering', is the object of the verb (in the parallel text RS 6.021, it is skn, the "stela'
commemorating the offering, that is the object of the verb—on p. 704, T. cites the former text
but only refers to the latter as a point of comparison).
— p. 592 (§74.622.3).  T. follows KTU/CAT in not showing a horizontal paragraph divider
between lines 5' and 6' of RS 16.196 (KTU 2.25).  There can, however, be no doubt about
the divider that was indicated on my transcription of this text made available to T., and his
interpretation of these lines as constituting a continuous text may not, therefore, be accepted.
— p. 593 (§74.622.3).  T. indicates {dkr} as a certain reading in RS 24.266:31' (KTU 1.119)
when in fact the first sign has entirely disappeared.1062

— p. 594 (§74.622.3), p. 596 (§74.62), p. 651-52 (§75.527g-i).  Three /YQTLØ/ forms of
the fi-stem of the root T˙(W)B are cited on p. 594 with /î/ in a final closed syllable, 3 m.s.,
3 f.s., and 2 m.s., e.g., ""yu®a®îb.''  On p. 596, the corresponding imperative form is vocalized
""®a®îb.''  One encounters many such examples on pp. 651-52 (see remark below to those
pages).  As observed above, seventh general remark, comparative evidence indicates that
such vowels would have been short in Ugaritic, i.e., /ya®a®ib/ (cf. Hebrew /yªß´b/ and
/wayyª`s´b/ ← /yahaßib/ vs. /yªß≠`b¨/ and /wayyaß≠`b¨/ ← /yahaß≠b¨/) and /®a®ib/ (cf. Hebrew
/hªß´b/ ← /haßib/ vs. /hªß≠̀b≠/ ← /haß≠bi/).
— p. 594 (§74.622.3), p. 651 (§75.527g).  In the first section cited, y®®b in RS 18.[443]:12'
(KTU 2.57) is an odd choice to lead off the list of examples of fi-stem forms of the root
T˙(W)B, for, in this text, the context surrounding y®®b has largely disappeared, and there is
hence no way of being certain that the root in question is not YṪB.  The reading of the object
of the verb as ""[rgm]'' (i.e., the idiom would be "to return word') is here presented as entirely
restored, a more conservative presentation than that of the editors who represented the {m}
of that word as certain.1063  In fact, the sign in question is badly damaged and the restoration
of rgm is uncertain though possible.1064  Finally, it should have been noted that the idiom
y®®b + rgm, i.e., with a 3d person subject of the verb, is for the present unattested in letters.
Why is such an uncertain example of the 3 m.s. given?  The choice could not have been just
to fill out the paradigm, for a certain example of 3 m.s. in a ritual text is cited immediately
after RS 18.[443]:12'. One may also ask why a single example of the 3 f.s. is provided in
which the subject is not present in the verbal formula itself (RS 9.479A:14-15 rgm t®®b l ≤bdh,

1061Bordreuil and Pardee, Semitica 41-42 (1991-92) 26; Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 390-91.
1062Pardee, Verse in Ancient Near Eastern Prose (1993) 216, n. 31; see the copy in Ugaritica VII (1978) 33,
the new copy in Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 1285 (textual remark on pp. 664-65), and the new
photograph and copy in Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004), text 11 in the Choix de textes.
1063Dietrich and Loretz, Die Elfenbeininschriften (1976) 51; this representation is maintained in  KTU/CAT.
1064Observation based on collation of the original.
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"may she return word to her servant') while the example of RS 15.008:18-20 (KTU 2.16),
with an explicit subject, is omitted (°my ≤my t®®b rgm, "may my mother return word to me').
— p. 594 (§74.622.3), p. 651 (§75.527g).  Because in the following sentence an explicit
subject is named (w qdß yßr, "and the qdß- official shall sing'), it is unlikely that the subject of
the verb in w rgm g®rm y®®b in RS 24.256:20 is indefinite (KTU 1.112) (""wird/soll er
wiederholen''—there is no explicit antecedent for the ""er'').  To be preferred is either the
analysis of y®®b as a passive1065 or as an active, with the g®rm as the subject (an alternative
mentioned by T.).1066

— p. 594 (§74.622.3), p. 651 (§75.527g).  The restorations of RS 1.018:6-7 (KTU 2.4) and
of RS 1.021:12-13 (KTU 2.6:13-14) that have been proposed in KTU and/or CAT and
repeated here as valid grammatical and lexical data are tenuous in the extreme because (a)
some signs are indicated as partially visible that have in fact disappeared, (b) the
restorations of the extant traces are dubious, even unlikely, and (c) the formula restored in
RS 1.018 (≤my ßlm w t®®b ly ßlmk, "with me it is fine, and return to me your well-being') is
unattested elsewhere.  It is curious that T. calls attention in a note that follows this grouping
of fi-stem forms of √T˙(W)B to the readings of RS 17.327 (KTU 2.35) that differ from those
of KTU/CAT in the transcriptions that I made available to him but does not mention the fact
that those same transcriptions remove from consideration the forms cited from RS 1.018 and
RS 1.021.
— p. 595 (§74.623), p. 640 (§75.518).  T. assumes that the lacuna at the end of RS
17.117:18' (KTU 5.11) has left ßtn too isolated for interpretation:  on p. 595, he hesitates
between the analyses as an imperative or as /QTLa/, while on p. 640 he simply lists the form
as of uncertain analysis.  The lacuna that follows this word is situated on the right side of the
tablet where the length of any text fallen in the lacuna is difficult to determine, but it cannot
have been long here.  That being the case, one may suppose either that the indirect object
was once expressed pronominally there or that nothing was there:  w ßtn [ly?] b spr, "and
send (lit. have given) [to me?] (word of that) in a letter'.1067

— p. 595 (§74.623).  T. recognizes that from the signs {®l“my} in RS 17.117:6 (KTU 5.11)
must be extracted the word l“my, "my bread/food'.  This is based in part on the presence of
the word yny, "my wine', in line 7.  But he refuses to recognize that the sequence {l t®} occurs
before each of these nouns and that that sequence of signs most plausibly reflects the verb of
which these nouns are the accusative complement (note the writing {-y} of the 1 c.s.
pronominal suffix, which indicates that the noun is in an oblique case).  This verb can only
be T˙WY, which when transitive in the G-stem means "to furnish (various forms of
hospitality)', discussed in remarks above to p. 110 (§32.144.12b), etc., to p. 211 (§41.12),
etc., and below to p. 669 (§75.537d), etc.1068

1065Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 634.
1066The problem with the latter interpretation is that this would be the only example in the ritual texts of a
divine entity speaking (cf. ibid., p. 640).
1067Pardee, AfO Beiheft 19 (1982) 45.
1068On this text, see Pardee, ibid., p. 45, 47- 48.
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— p. 595 (§74.623), p. 864 (§93.33c).  On p. 595, T. glosses ßskn in the phrase ßskn m≤ mgn
rbt ±®rt ym (RS 2.[008]+ i 20'-21' [KTU 1.4]) as ""jmdn. mit etwas versorgen; etwas für jmdn.
besorgen''; on p. 864, he lists the form among examples of the double-accusative
construction, but without making clear whether both complements are direct objects or one is
an adverbial accusative (on the necessity of keeping these two grammatical categories
distinct, see remark below to p. 864 [§93.33c]).  Because sakªnu in Amarna Akkadian is
followed by ana,1069 and in Biblical Hebrew the G-stem normally takes prepositional
complements and there is no example of the Hiphil taking a double-accusative complement,
the analysis of the G-stem as basically intransitive appears necessary (the basic meaning
would have to do with "caring about, being concerned for, being a benefactor for').  This
requires the conclusion that the causative stem would normally have taken one-place
complementation ("X causes care to be evinced with regard to Y') not two-place
complementation ("X causes Y to care for Z').  The basic meaning of the Ugaritic phrase in
question may therefore have been something like "produce a benefit for Lady ≥A®iratu of the
Sea in the form of a gift' (±®rt ym would be the direct object of the verb, mgn an adverbial
accusative).1070

— p. 595 (§74.623).  Here T. presents as the only parsing of ßqrb in RS 1.002:26' (KTU
1.40) that of 2 m.pl. impv. (/ßaqrib¨/).  This is certainly plausible, since other 2 m.pl. forms
appear in the text.  The question remains open, however, as to whether this imperative is
addressed to all the participants in this rite or to the principal officiant only, as I have taken
it.1071  More recently, in his attempt to disprove the existence of second-person forms in the
ritual texts, T. has proposed that ßqrb here might be an infinitive,1072 an analysis that must
surely be qualified as a desperate solution to a problem that did not in this case require
solving (on the general problem, see remark above to p. 211 [§41.12], etc.).  In general, the
importance of forms that must convey a verbal notion but do not bear a verbal preformative
is, I believe, underestimated by T.:  because many expressions of ritual prescriptions are, in
these texts, imperfective verbs, it appears that analyzing those that do not bear a
preformative as imperative is not a solution to be rejected out of hand, as T. tends to do.  For
example, in {≤ßr . ≤ßr . ¯b .˘ -- ¯.˘ bt •l¯m˘  | kbkbm} (RS 1.005:2-3 [KTU 1.43]), a passage
not discussed in this grammar, the translation "prepare a feast in the temple of the Star Gods'
appears indicated by the context, but T. disallows it, considering that a sequence of verbal
noun followed by common noun is more plausible (""(erfolgt) die Zurüstung des Festes'').1073

1069CAD S, pp. 69-70.
1070Recent translators into English, either on the basis of a different understanding of the root or out of
concern for a more idiomatic rendering, have placed mgn in the slot of the direct object:  Pardee, Context I
(1997) 126:  ""You really should prepare a gift for the Great Lady …''; Smith apud Parker, ed., Ugaritic
Narrative Poetry (1997) 120:  ""Produce, please, a gift for Lady …''; Wyatt, Religious Texts (1998) 90:
""prepare, I pray, a gift for the Great Lady … .''
1071Les textes rituels (2000) 97, 98.
1072UF 33 (2001) 683.
1073Ibid., p. 684.
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I do not find the argument that nominal syntax is common in the ritual texts1074 an adequate
basis on which to reject a particular verbal analysis when a good many imperfective forms
are actually attested.  T.'s treatment of this and various other passages appears to be
dominated by a preconceived view of what should be there rather than by close analysis of
each case both within its own context and within the broader context of the ritual corpus.  T.'s
characterization as "circular reasoning'1075 of my argument that the form in RS 1.005:2 is
imperative because other imperative forms are attested may, of course legitimately be
applied to any given case; but as there are good reasons to believe in the existence of other
examples, it is his denial of any and all cases that needs to be called into question.  This
appears all the clearer now that T.'s bias has become obvious in his new treatment of ßqrb in
RS 1.002:26'.
— p. 596 (§74.623), p. 652 (§75.527g).  On p. 596, T. analyzes ®®b in RS 18.287:5' (KTU
2.50) and in RS 29.095:8 (KTU 2.71) as 2 m.s., on p. 652 as 2 f.s.  In both cases, it is the
former parsing that is correct.
— p. 596 (§74.623bis), p. 652 (§75.527g).  On p. 696, T. cites ®®b in RS 19.158B:6' (KTU
2.65:5) twice, first as an example of the m.s. impv., then as gender unknown; on p. 652, the
latter classification is indicated.  It is the latter that is correct.
— p. 596 (§74.623), p. 652 (§75.527g).  On p. 596, T. analyzes ®®b in RS 18.[482]:2' (KTU
2.58) as indistinguishable for imperative m.s. or f.s.  In point of fact, the letter may have
been addressed to two persons or, for that matter, to a number of persons:  in line 5', one
finds {t÷¯rkm˘}, where {km} may be singular + enclitic -m, dual, or plural.
— pp. 596-99 (§74.624).  T.'s hypothesis according to which the stem vowel of the fi-stem
/QTLa/ was /i/ is based only on contraction phenomena in III-y/w roots:  when a relevant
form is written {fiCCy}, /-iya/ is said to be a more likely basis for the preservation of the /y/
than is /-aya/.  Given the variable data on monophthongization, however, one may doubt that
they provide adequate criteria for deciding the question.  For one argument in favor of the
Ugaritic form having been /ßiqtala/, see above, remark to p. 518 (§74.231).  In favor of
/ßaqtila/ one may cite the common tendency in the Northwest-Semitic languages (Hebrew,
Aramaic, and Phoenician) to show /i/—which in Hebrew has become /≠/ under the influence
of hollow roots.  If the D-stem /QTLa/ form showed at least one innovation in the direction of
one of these languages (/qittala/ — see remark above to pp. 558-59 [§74.414.1], etc.), it is
not implausible to suppose another in the fi-stem.
— pp. 596, 597 (§74.624), p. 670 (§75.537f).  T.'s arguments against ßnwt in RS 22.225:1
(KTU 1.96) being from a root fiNW, "to rush about', do not take into account the occasional
forms of III-w roots that retain the /w/; the most striking example is fiLW in both Hebrew

1074Ibid.
1075Ibid.
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and Aramaic.1076  Ford has provided much comparative material for the interpretation by
fiNW;1077 I have argued that the two verbs in this line may be participial in form.1078

— p. 597 (§74.624), p. 635 (§75.512), p. 639 (§75.517a,c), p. 640 (§75.517e).  Because
neither /yaytin-/ nor /yawtin-/ would give /≥âtin-/, this vocalization of {±tn}, the attested
writing of the 1 c.s. /YQTL/ form of YTN, "to give', and the hypothesis that the /YQTL/-form
was built directly off one or the other of these two proto-forms must be considered unlikely.
Either the /YQTL/ of this root was constructed on the more widely attested root-form NTN
(/≥attin-/, cf. Hebrew NTN and Akkadian NDN) or else it behaved like other I-y ← I-w roots
in reflecting a biconsonantal root (/≥atin-/).1079  It is equally unlikely that the fi-stem /QTLa/
would have been /ßêtin-/ (← /ßaytin-/), one possibility presented on pp. 597 and 640.  The
first syllable of the causative stem in Hebrew shows formation at a time when I-w roots had
not yet shifted to I-y, e.g., /hºwß≠b/ ←  /hawßaba/ (the vowel of the second syllable is
secondary).  So, if the proto-Ugaritic root was WTN, as T. considers likely, it is far more
plausible that the Ugaritic form was /ßôtin-/) (this is the other possibility proposed on pp. 597
and 640).  But  the hypothesis must be judged just as plausible according to which the
Ugaritic fi-stem was formed from the proto-Semitic root NTN (cf. Akkadian /ßuddunu/ and
the Biblical Hebrew Hophal /yuttan/ ← /yahuntan/—unless that form be a Qal passive, as
some grammarians hold).  The basic problem with this root is that the Ugaritic consonantal
writing system only tells us that the G-stem /QTLa/ differed from Hebrew/Akkadian in
showing the form ytn, an isogloss with Phoenician.  But the Phoenician G-stem /YQTL/ may
have been /yattin/,1080 in which case the Ugaritic form might be expected to have been
identical.  If so, the Ugaritic root was not I-y/w, as T. classifies it; only the /QTLa/ segment
of the paradigm was I-y.  Until further evidence becomes available, the question must
remain open for Ugaritic, i.e., we cannot, on the basis of presently available evidence, know
whether {±tn} represents /≥atin-/ or /≥attin/, whether {ßtn} represents /ßatin-/ or /ßattin-/.
— p. 597 (§74.624), p. 640 (§75.517e).  T. parses {ßtn[t]} in RS 17.434+:13 (KTU 2.36) as
a certain example of the 1 c.s. fi-stem of the verb "to give', without mentioning the fact that

1076I see no reason to doubt the presence of this verb in RS 2.[003]+ iii 45 (KTU 1.14), though T. would
emend the form ±ßlw, "I shall rest', to tßlw, which he takes as the fi-stem of LWY, "to bind' (p. 450
[§73.243.22a], p. 590 [§74.622.3], p. 671 [§75.537g]).
1077UF 30 (1998) 217-18.
1078Ritual and Cult (2002) 164-65 n. 15.
1079Pardee, BiOr 34 (1977) 6-7.  The vocalization /≥atin-/ is actually the first proposed by T., on p. 450
(§73.243.22b), where {±tn} is listed with I-y/w 1 c.s. /YQTL/ forms of the type ±®b, "I sit'.  In the
paragraphs cited at the head of this remark, however, he everywhere vocalizes with a contracted vowel in
the first syllable:  p. 635  /≥âtin-/ (1 c.s. G-/YQTL/), p. 639 §a, /yûtan-/ (3 m.s. G-passive /YQTL/), p.
639 §c, /nâtana/ (3 m.s. N-/QTLa/), p. 597 /ßô/êtin/ (m.s. impv. fi-stem), p. 640 /≥aßê/ôtin-/ (1 c.s. fi-
/YQTL/).  In UF 31 (1999) 740, T. claimed that YTN is the ""Primärwurzel'' without explaining why I-n
forms appear not only in Hebrew but in Akkadian as well.
1080The form {tntn} (2 m.s. /YQTL/) is cited in J. Friedrich, W. Röllig, Phönizisch-punishe Grammatik, 3.
Auflage, neu bearbeitet von Maria Giulia Amadasi Guzzo (AnOr 55; Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute,
1999) 100, and explained as ""Geminatendissimilation'' (p. 103); cf. also the Punic N-stem /QTLa/ form
spelled {nntn} (ibid., p. 102, explained in the same way on p. 103).
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the form has been analyzed as 2 m.s. (Pudu”epa would be chiding Niqmaddu for having
sent gold to the Hittite king alone, none to her).1081

— p. 597 (§74.624), p. 652 (§75.527g).  T. does not mention the possibility that ßkn in RS
16.402:23 (KTU 2.33) may be from √fiKN,1082 not the fi-stem of √K(W)N, as he would
have it (on the interpretation of this passage, see above, remark to p. 231 [§42.5], etc.).
— p. 597 (§74.624), p. 713 (§76.525), p. 810 (§85.7c).  In the first two sections cited, the
text of RS 22.225:2 (KTU 1.96) is given as tp ±”h w n≤m, while in the third the particle w is
replaced by k, which is said to be a ""n[eue] L[esung]'' (readings don't get much newer than
that!).  The reading with k is the correct one.1083

— p. 598 (§74.624) p. 628 (§75.45), p. 864 (§93.33c).  On p. 598, T. outlines two possible
interpretations of the fi-stem form ßs≤n in RIH 78/3+:24 (CAT 2.81), viz., as a simple
strengthening of the G-stem ("to pay' from NS≤, lit. "to extract, i.e., bring forth money for
someone') or as a true causative ("cause someone else to pay').  The -n on the form appears
to bother him though, for on p. 598, though he analyzes the morpho-syntax of the first option
as ""einfach-transitiv,'' he translates it as ""er mir(?) bezahlt hat'' and below, p. 864, classifies
this text as an example of the double-accusative construction, though with a question mark.
T.'s translation seems to indicate that on p. 598 he was thinking of the rare but well-attested
usage of the suffixed pronoun to express an indirect object rather than a direct object.  In
point of fact, the context in which this phrase (hn ksp d ßs≤n […]) appears is too damaged to
allow for a certain morpho-syntactic analysis.  The three possible interpretations that come to
mind are:  (1) T.'s apparent analysis as an indirect object ("the silver that he caused someone
else to pay to me'); (2) double direct object ("the silver that he caused me to pay [to someone
else]' or "that he caused him to pay [to me]');1084 (3) the -n may be a resumptive pronoun
("the silver which he caused it to be paid').  On T.'s list of double accusative constructions,
see remark below to p. 864 (§93.33c).
— p. 599 (§74.625).  T. vocalizes mßnqt in RS 3.343+ ii 28' (KTU 1.15) as a fi-participle f.s.
(""mußêniq(a)t-''), but parses it as f.du., indicating by his translation ""die beiden Ammen'' that
he considers the participle to have the semantic value of "wet-nurse' (lit. "she who gives
suck').  The vocalized form may be the correct one, for the referent may be the goddess
≤Anatu, not two unmentioned surrogate wet-nurses.  (Perhaps T. believes the two breasts of
≤Anatu, mentioned in the preceding verse, to be the entities that are designated as
wet-nurses, though he does not makes this explicit.)
— p. 600 (§74.625).  In Biblical Hebrew, hiqt≠l is not the ""Inf.abs.'' of the causative stem but
the "infinitive construct'.
— p. 600 (§74.626.2), p. 601 (§74.626.3b), p. 679 (§75.675).  One is astounded to find nary
a mention of the generally adopted interpretation of ßmrr in RS 24.244:4 et passim (KTU

1081Pardee, AfO 30 (1983-84) 325, 328.
1082Idem, AfO 31 (1984) 229.
1083Pardee, Ritual and Cult (2002) 162 (reading based on collation); cf. J. N. Ford, UF 30 (1998) 202 with
note 2 and p. 255 with note 176.
1084I have placed the indirect object in brackets, but it need not have been expressed in the text if the
situation was clear from context.
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1.100) as "that which causes bitterness/illness, i.e., venom (of a snake)'.1085  T. prefers to
see here a fi-stem form of the verb MRR with the meaning ""vertreiben.''  The interpretation
is possible in context:  the bicolon is mnt n®k n“ß // ßmrr n“ß ≤qßr, "My incantation (against)
serpent-bite, ßmrr of/(against) the scaly serpent', where ßmrr could either be parallel with n®k
n“ß or, as T. takes it, with mnt.  The problem is etymological and grammatical.  T. assumes
that Ugaritic has a root MRR that is transitive both in the G-stem and in the fi-stem.  But that
configuration of forms is unlikely and a better solution is available (see remarks above to p.
500 [§73.611.2d], etc., and below to p. 673 [§75.62a], etc.).
— p. 601 (§74.623.3a), p. 652 (§75.527g).  Because of his aversion to m.s. imperative forms
in the ritual texts (see above, remark to p. 211 [§41.12], etc.), T. must take {®®b} in RS
24.250+:32 (KTU 1.106) as an infinitive and emend {®b} in line 23 to {®<®>b} (see remark
above to p. 61 [§21.354.1d], etc.).  If one be willing to accept the existence of imperative
forms in these texts as well as some variation in expression, one can take the {®b} in line 23
as G-passive or infinitive (the solution preferred by T. on p. 652) and {®®b} in line 32 as an
imperative addressed to the officiating priest.1086

— p. 602 (§74.623.3d).  T. is constrained by the structure of the passage to admit that ßmtr in
RS 1.003:2 (KTU 1.41) is most likely explained as fi-stem of the root MTR "to cut', but his
general refusal to admit second-person volitive forms (see preceding remark) leads him to
analyze the form as a verbal adjective (ßmtr °®kl would mean ""das Geschnittene(?) der
Trauben'').  Far easier, as most scholars have seen, to take ßmtr as an imperative:  lit. "cause
a bunch of grapes to be cut'.1087

— p. 605 (§74.632), p. 673 (§75.61e), p. 679 (§75.676).  On p. 605 T. very correctly
remarks, with regard to {yß“mm} in RIH 77/18:7' (CAT 1.175), that for the meaning
""erhitzen'' one would expect the D-stem rather than the fi-stem, but he does not suggest
another interpretation.  Since a causative stem applied to a stative verb in West Semitic can
function truly causatively, the interpretation "to heat' proposed by the editors1088 is certainly
possible.  On the other hand, since the preceding verb bears a {-n} that probably expresses
the direct object while this verb does not (see above, remark to p. 506 [§73.634a]), we may
be dealing with what is known in traditional Hebrew grammar as an ""internal Hiphil,'' i.e.,
"he/it will produce warmth = become hot.''  Two further textual remarks as well as one
grammatical, one contextual, and one literary remark are in order here.  (1) Not only is the
first root letter of the preceding verb not preserved (according to the editors, it would be
H˚RK, ""mettre au feu''1089), but, a fortiori, neither is the preformative (see above, remark to
p. 506 [§73.634a]); there is, therefore, no way of knowing who the subject of this verb was.
(2) In his interpretation, T. links the previous verse, where vinegar and salt are mentioned

1085This ingterpretation goes back to the first major philological interpretation of this text, Astour, JNES 27
(1968) 16.
1086Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 590-91, 597.
1087Ibid., pp. 149, 151, 159 (with previous bibliography on this interpretation in note 29).
1088Bordreuil and Caquot, Syria 56 (1979), p. 296 ""qu'il le mette au feu et chauffe.''
1089Ibid.
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(“m¬ w ml“t), with the verbs in line 7', but there is a lacuna of uncertain length at the
beginning of line 7'; though it is extremely likely that the vinegar and salt were in the mixture
that is put on the fire, we have no way of knowing exactly what the syntactic relationship
was between those nouns and the verbs in line 7' and hence what the concrete relationship
was between the entities designated by these terms.  (3)  In such a broken passage, I see no
reason to come down so strongly for the analysis of the form as a fi-passive stem; only on p.
605 does T. even consider the possibility that yß“mm may be in the active voice.  (4) T.
suggests that the subject of {yß“mm} might be ""der Beschwörungspriester,'' but it appears
fairly clear that instructions to the medicine-man were in the second person while third-
person forms were used for the patient.  (5) There is nothing in this text as it is preserved
that indicates that there was a ""Beschwörungspriester''; it may have been a strictly medical
text in the same sense as the hippiatric texts or the prose section of the "drunkenness of ≥Ilu'
text (RS 24.258:29'-31' [ KTU 1.114]).1090

— p. 607 (§74.642), p. 609 (§74.646).  T. argues that the fit forms of the root H˚WY
(yßt“wy, etc.) should be related to the West-Semitic root meaning "to live', and mean
something along the lines of "to honor, venerate', rather than to the verb known from Arabic
in the meaning "to curl up', and mean something like "to curl up (at the feet of someone), to
prostrate oneself'.  For this, he adduces two arguments:  (1) the verb appears more than
once in parallel with KBD in the D-stem, which means "to honor', (2) the verb takes direct
objects in two passages (RS 3.367 i 15', 31' [KTU 1.2])—on p. 609 this morpho-syntactic
analysis is provided as proof (""nachweisbar'') of the fi-stem taking direct-object
complements.  These two passages, however, serve better to refute the hypothesis than to
support it, for (1) in both tßt“wy is in parallel with tpl, "to fall', which may be taken as an
indication that the notion is one of body positioning rather than of abstractly honoring, and
(2) it is unlikely that the following phrase p”r m≤d, "the gathered assembly', is the direct
object of this verb that nowhere else takes direct-object complements, as no other fit-form
takes such complements.  It must be judged far more likely that p”r m≤d is an unmarked
adverbial, and the verb-complement combination means something like "to do obeisance with
regard to the gathered assembly.'1091  Strangely enough, T. makes no reference to biblical
usage of the same verb, of which the meaning is indubitably "to prostrate oneself, do
obeisance' for it is regularly complemented by the prepositional phrases l@ … or lipn´ … ("to'
or "before') and never takes a complement introduced by the definite direct object marker ≥et.
Because the root in this verbal form appears only in these two languages, a remarkable
lexical and morphological isogloss, it would be surprising if the meaning were not similar in
the two languages.  It appears necessary to conclude, therefore, that the parallelism of
fiTH˚WY with KBD in Ugaritic reflects the function of the act of prostration rather than the
basic meaning of the verb.
— p. 611 (§75.212.11).  T. parses {t•”dn[…]} in RS 88.2159:7 (RSO XIV 51) as 2 m.s. or
3 m.pl. of the G-stem ("you/they will take').  Because the context is so badly damaged,

1090On the relationship between the prose medical prescription and the poetic mythological texts that
precedes it, see Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988), ch. 1.
1091Cf. Pardee, Context I (1997) 246:  ""do not prostrate yourself (to) the Great [Assembly …].''
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however, there is no way to limit the possibilities to these two:  I see no way of ruling out
any of the forms with t-preformative as possibilities here.
— p. 612 (§75.212.12), p. 643 (§75.522), p. 748 (§81.3c).  T. does not state why he
considers it more plausible to derive t°dn in RS 92.2014:8 (RSO XIV 52) from an
unexplained hollow root than as a denominative from /≥udnu/, 'ear', which would mean "to
hear' (cf. Arabic with a G-stem denominative, and Hebrew he≥ez≠n, i.e., Hiphil).  The
presence in the following lines of hwt, "word', that is said to resonate in the mouth and on the
lips of sorcerers, leaves little doubt that "to hear' fits the context far better than would
√≥(W)D, which is only attested in Ugaritic with the meaning "to burden (someone with
something)' (see above, remark to p. 448 [§73.243.1], etc.).1092  Perhaps T.'s preference is
owing to the fact that in the manuscript made available to him, Bordreuil and I vocalized the
form /ti≥dan¨/,1093 according to the hypothesis that {°} was an alternative orthography for
syllable-final /≥/; and to the fact that, if the root is ≥DN, this would be a jussive form with
negative l rather than the expected ±l.  T.'s proposals that such writings may reflect
secondary opening of such syllables accompanied by vowel harmony with the stem vowel
(see above, remark to pp. 33-35 [§21.322.1], etc.) have since made me wonder whether the
G-stem denominative verb in Ugaritic was not simply a /yaqtul/ form, a reconstruction
rendered plausible by the fact that it takes an accusative complement (/huwªta/, "word', in
lines 9, 10).  If so, the vocalization would have been something like /ta≥udun¨/
(← /*ta≥dun¨/),1094 a jussive form with negative l, meaning "they absolutely must not listen
to the word of X' (on l + jussive in this text, see above, remark to p. 514 [§74.222.3]).
— p. 614 (§75.212.2).  T. leaves out an important step, or two, when he declares, in
comparison with Hebrew ≥ºr, "give light', that Ugaritic ±r developed from a /qtal/ base, viz.,
he assumes the development /≥war/ to /≥âr/, as he would represent it (and actually does for
this form, which is 2 f.s. and hence ""≥âr≠'').1095  First, as noted above in the seventh general
remark, there is no evidence from West Semitic for this sort of contraction, and the forms in
question must, therefore, have arisen at an earlier stage and by an uncertain process.
Second, to the extent that the statement reflects T.'s reconstruction of the G-imperative as
showing a consonantal cluster at the beginning of the form (/qtul/qtil/qtal/:  p. 426
[§73.121.2]), this form does nothing to prove that such was the form, for T. also reconstructs
the /QTLa/ forms as /qâl-/ and as coming from a /qawam-/ base.

1092T.'s oblique reference to {t°zn} in RS 24.289:12' (KTU 4.727) cannot be taken seriously as a parallel,
for there are virtually no clear cases of /ƒ/ →  /z/ in Ugaritic, as T. himself recognizes (see pp. 106-7
[§32.143.4]).  Ford has recently accepted the derivation from ≥DN (← ≥D˙N), though he takes the benefactor
of the incantation as the subject of the verb (""You shall not heed'':  UF 34 [2002] 120, cf. pp. 137-39).
Since he cites no parallels from the otherwise voluminously cited incantational literature for the motif of the
benefactor not listening to ""sorcerous accusations,'' such an overall interpretation appears dubious.
1093This vocalization is now visible in the publications of the text by myself (Les textes rituels [2000] 830)
and with Bordreuil (RSO XIV [2002] 387).
1094This vocalization has been put forward in Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 69.
1095P. 448 (§73.243.1), p. 646 (§75.523).
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— p. 615 (§75.212.4).  T. here describes as certain the interpretation of °”d in RS 19.096:4,
5!, 9 (KTU 4.635) as a G-passive participle in spite of having above (p. 514 [§74.223.1])
qualified that interpretation as only an alternative to taking the form as G-passive /QTLa/.
He does not even mention here the possibility of taking °zr in RS 2.[004] i 2' et passim
(KTU 1.17) as a G-passive participle, though that is the only analysis that makes sense to
me in that context (see remark above to p. 474 [§73.423]).
— p. 616 (§75.222), p. 617 (§75.223).  In both these sections T. proposes to read {w d°} in
RS 3.322+ iii 14, 28 (KTU 1.19) as {w td°}, but immediately under this assertion on p. 617
he provides a vocalization and derivation for {d°}, citing line 14 as the only occurrence of
the form.  This ambivalence toward the proper reading appears to reflect the fact that the
subject of this and the preceding verb is plural in line 14 (nßrm, "the raptors'), singular in line
28 (hrgb, "Hirgabu', father of the hawks).  T. appears to consider nowhere the possibility that
{w d°} would in fact be the correct reading and that the singular and plural forms would
have been distinguished by vowel length (/du≥uy/ → /du≥u/ and /du≥uy¨/ → /du≤û/).  The
problem with this solution is that the preceding form is apparently a 2d person jussive form,
tpr, and it involves, therefore, form switching within a single volitive sequence:  "May
you/mayest thou fly away! Fly!'.  Another possibility to consider is that the form is each time
the infinitive in sequence with the preceding finite form tpr (da≥ªyu/ → /da≥û/).  Of course, at
some point the tablet must be collated to determine, if possible, what the scribe actually
wrote.
— p. 617 (§75.223).  As a G-imperative of L≥K, "to send,' T. cites only RS 4.475:10 l±k
(KTU 2.10), ignoring RS 18.113A+B:39' (KTU 2.42:27) (see remark above to p. 448
[§73.243.1], etc.) and RS 29.093:13 (KTU 2.70) (see above, remark to p. 515 [§74.223.2],
etc.).
— p. 617 (§75.223).  I am at a loss to understand the notation ""/sa/i≥(a)d≠/ < *sa/i≥ad≠'' for
the vocalization and derivation of s±d, "serve!', G-imperative f.s. (RS 2.[004] v 20' [KTU
1.17]).  Whatever may be going on in the first syllable, the presence of {±} in the form as
written indicates that syncope of the stem vowel has not occurred (compare Aramaic
/q@tál≠/).
— p. 617 (§75.224). T. cites RS 18.134:13 (KTU 2.44) as an example of {l•k}, 3 m.s.
/QTLa/ of L≥K, "to send', following the reading of KTU/CAT, where all three signs are
indicated as certain. In fact only the {k} is certain, the second sign may be narrowed down
only to {p, h, •}, while the first sign has completely disappeared.  Moreover, the entire
context is too damaged to make the restoration of {[l]¯•˘k} anything more than a guess.
— p. 617 (§75.224).  RS 16.401:3' (KTU 2.32) is cited as an example of {l•kt} 2 m.s.
/QTLa/, but the context is broken and the form could be 2 f.s. or 3 f.s.
— p. 617 (§75.224).  T. parses r± in RIH 78/26:11' (CAT 1.176:24) as 3 m.s. /QTLa/, which
he vocalizes /ra≥â/ ← /ra≥aya/.  Two remarks are in order: (1) again the context is broken,
but the presence of ydk, "your hand', in the preceding line and l±k, "send', in the
following,1096 make the analysis of r± as a m.s. imperative + /-a/ just as likely (the

1096T. parses this form, with a question mark, as an infinitive (p. 481 [§73.513.2], p. 618 [§75.227]), which
is, of course, always possible.
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cohortative and "emphatic' imperative forms of tertiae infirmae roots have disappeared from
Biblical Hebrew, of course, but such may not have been the case in Ugaritic); (2) in either
case, the vocalization may have been simply /ra≥a/, rather than /ra≥â/, for Hebrew /rª≥ªh/
(3 m.s. /QTLa/) shows that proto-Hebrew had /a/ in the second syllable, not /ª/.
— p. 618 (§75.225).  T. cites Hebrew /ßª≥al/ as differing from Ugaritic /ßa≥ila/, ignoring the
fact that proto-Hebrew was certainly identical to Ugaritic in this respect, for /QTLa/ forms
with pronominal suffixes show the stem /ßa≥il-/, e.g. /¨ß@≥´l@kª/, "and he will ask you', or /lº≥
ß@≥ilt≠h¨/, "I did not ask him'.  The non-suffixed form /ßª≥al/ is, therefore, simply a token of
the tendency in Biblical Hebrew for the primitive /qatila/ and /qatula/ patterns to assimilate to
/qatala/.  This fact calls into question the hypothesis, proposed by Segert and given serious
consideration by T., that the /qatila/ pattern in II-≥ roots is a secondary formation by
back-formation on the /YQTL/ stem vowel /a/ (i.e., /yiß≥al/ shows /a/ stem vowel because of
the /≥/ but is semantically transitive and hypothetical /ßa≥ala/ would have become /ßa≥ila/
because /qatila/ is the expected reflect of /yiqtal/), for it would require that this dissimilation
would have occurred in proto-Northwest Semitic.  It appears more likely that these forms are
retentions from an early stage of West Semitic when /qatila/ forms were, as in Akkadian,
more numerous than is the case in later West Semitic, where the innovative verbal system
led to that form being retained only for roots that are inherently stative in meaning.
— pp. 620-21 (§75.232).  T. is right to stress the importance of III-≥ roots for reconstructing
the verbal system, in particular the "moods' of the /YQTL/.  Perhaps he does not stress
sufficiently, however, the difficulties of deriving from the attested forms a clearly definable
system of usage in poetic texts—the problems are far fewer in prose texts, but then again
there are a good deal fewer examples of reasonably well preserved continuous text in prose.
For example, the very first form cited, tb°, /tub¨≥u/, "she enters', occurs in four occurrences of
a similar formula, each time preceded by a form of the verb GLY;  three times the form of
the latter verb appears to agree with tb° in that it is written in the long form, {tgly},
apparently for /tagliyu/, but the third token is written {tgl}, which represents either the short
form /tagli/ or else a contracted form /taglû/ ← /tagliyu/.  T. does face up to this particular
problem below in the section on III-y/w roots (p. 658 [§75.531f]), where he considers these
two possibilities, as well as others, viz., that {tgly} may be plene writing for /taglî/ (T.'s
normalization of the "short' form),1097 that {tgl} may be a simple error for {tgly}, or that the
poet may have liked variety.  He appears to come down for the last solution, for on p. 659
(§75.532) {tgl} in the idiom in question is taken simply as a "short' form (/YQTLØ/).  On p.
692, a paragraph (§76.344) is devoted to ""PKL zur Ausschilderung bereits genannter
Themen,'' and the discrepancy between the texts is resolved by the assertion that the use of
the /YQTLu/ form was not obligatory in such expressions.  One might at least, however, if
that were the case, have expected the two verbs in the expression to show the same form in
a single passage.  Perhaps the poet chose to explain the "uncovering' of the threshold as
perfective, the ensuant "entering' as imperfective:  "she arrived then set about entering'.
However, as we shall see below (p. 621 [§75.232]), the verb Nfi≥ appears (nearly) always

1097On my disagreement with this vocalization, see above, remark on p. 190 (§33.311.5) and below, remark
to p. 658 (§75.531f), etc.
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to be in the long/imperfective form in its role of introducing a following verb.  The best that
one can say is that T.'s explanation requires a good deal of latitude for "stylistic' variation on
the part of the poets.  Which explanation is to be preferred, (1) conscious stylistic variation in
the use of perfective and imperfective forms (T.'s preferred solution), (2) random morpho-
syntactic variation in a system that was no longer understood, (3) simple morphological
variation (/tagliyu/ vs. /taglû/), (4) scribal variation (the form was /taglû/ but it could be
written either {tgl} or {tgly}, the latter as historical writing), or (5) scribal error (read
{tgl<y>} for {tgl})?
— pp. 620-21 (§75.232).  To deal with certain unexpected {≥}-signs in writings of III-≥
roots, T. suggests that /≥/ may sometimes quiesce and the sign be used as a mater lectionis to
represent the quality of the now final vowel, e.g., {y¬•} would represent /ya¬î/ ← /ya¬i≥/.  He
does not even mention the possibility that the {≥}-signs may occasionally represent the
preceding vowel when he /≥/ closes the syllable, i.e., if one does not believe that /yb°/
represents /yub¨≥u/, one might consider that it represents /yubu≥/ rather than /yubu/ or
/yubû/.1098  Particularly problematic in this section is the idea that {yß°}, "he lifts', could
represent /yißßô/ ← /yißßa≥/ (on the particular problem posed by this verb, see further remark
below to p. 621).
— pp. 620-21 (§75.232 [§75.232]).  T.'s vocalization of jussive/perfective forms of III-≥ roots
generally shows the stem vowel as short, e.g., {y¬•} = /ya¬i≥/ and {ysp•} = /yispa≥/.  He
does, nevertheless, incorrectly vocalize {tb•} with a long vowel (""tabû≥''), apparently driven
by his view that hollow roots should always show a contracted vowel (see above, seventh
general remark as well as the remark to p. 37 [§21.322.5a]).1099

— pp. 620-21 (§75.232).  The two 3d-person forms of III-≥ roots that are written with {±} as
the last sign are here first vocalized with /-â/ according to the theory that Ugaritic did not
have a 3d-person /YQTLa/ form (i.e., {±} would be a mater lectionis for /â/; on this matter,
see above, remark to p. 429 [§73.143], etc.); only as an alternative is the /YQTLa/
vocalization considered.  On the possibility of taking these forms as true /YQTLa/ forms, see
the remark just cited as well as the remark to p. 456 (§73.263), etc.
— p. 621 (§75.232), p. 734 (§77.51a).  T. follows a good number of scholars1100 in taking
{t¬°} in RIH 78/20:2 (CAT 1.169) as a 2 m.s. /YQTLu/ form (/ta¬i≥u/), translated as an
unmarked volitive (""du mußt hinausgehen''), without mentioning the possibility of taking the
form as 3 m.pl. jussive /ta¬i≥¨/.1101

1098As regards this particular root, it should be noted that in Hebrew the entire Qal /YQTL/ paradigm was
formed secondarily on /yabu≥/, not on yabû(≥)/ (see above, remark to p. 37 [§21.322.5a]).
1099Equally problematic is the /¨/ of ""tabû≥¨-nna,'' for, in spite of the hyphen, T. is in fact proposing that the
form should consist of /tab¨≥¨ + nna/, which would have to have become /tab¨≥unna/ in proto-Ugaritic.
1100References in Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 881, n. 40.
1101Pardee, in Verse in Ancient Near Eastern Prose (1993) 211 (translation only); idem, Les textes rituels
(2000) 876 (translation), 877 (vocalization), 881-82 (commentary); idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 160
(rendered in context as ""it goes forth''); Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 67 (""de sorte qu'ils s'en
vont''), 68 (""ta¬i≥¨'').
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— p. 621 (§75.232).  T., the opponent of 2d person forms in the prescriptive ritual texts (see
remark above to p. 211 [§41.12], etc.), parses ±l t¬° in RIH 77/2B+:19' (CAT 1.164) as
2 m.pl. jussive without considering the possibility that it may be 3 m.pl.1102

— p. 621 (§75.232).  One of the principal problems for understanding the verbal system in
poetry is posed by the verb Nfi≥, "to lift', for all 3 m.s. and 3 f.s. forms are written with final
{°}, apparently an indicator that these are all long forms, i.e., /yißßa≥u/, etc.  Only one class
of these usages is noted specifically by T., those that introduce speech (""jeweils PKL in
Redeeinleitung,'' with a cross-reference to p. 695 [§76.348a], where this usage is discussed
in terms of aspect theory).  T. specifically identifies other forms as appearing in ""narrativer
Kontext,'' but these are not cross-referenced to a section in §76.  If a relatively clear
systematic usage of the forms existed in the poetic dialect(s), all such forms must be
identified as expressing inception of action, viz., "lifting' something is always followed by a
recital of what happens to the object lifted.1103  The problem with this interpretation, which
would be linked to the correlation between the semantics of the verb and the aspectual
nature of the verbal system, is that "short' plural and dual forms are cited as being attested in
very similar contexts, that is, tß° and tß± are used to express identical inception of action
(one would expect tß°n and tß±n to correspond to the third-person singuler forms yß°/tß°).
When one verifies the passages, however, one sees that there is in fact only one such
irreducible form:  in RS 2.[022]+ ii 16-17 (KTU 1.5) the sequence tß± ghm w t¬“ constitutes
a narrative break and an introduction to speech.  In contrast, if one be willing to take tß° in
RS 3.367 i 29' (KTU 1.2) as a continuation of the preceding speech ("Let the gods lift their
heads'), rather than as a narrative presentation of them doing so, as most of us have done
("The gods lift their heads'),1104 this form would be identified as a jussive rather than as a
perfective.  In the third example listed here (RS 3.322+ ii 40 [KTU 1.19]), tß± is preceded in
the same poetic unit by tm÷yn, with the consonants {yn} that are characteristic of the
dual/plural long forms of III-y verbs, and one may conclude that the function of expressing
inception of action is borne by this verb rather than by Nfi≥.  May tß± in RS 2.[022]+ ii 16
legitimately be emended to tß±n on the principle that "one swallow does not a summer make'?
Such a conclusion would be easier to reach in this case of a III-≥ root if the data from III-y
roots were more systematic but that is not, unfortunately, the case.
— p. 622 (§75.234).  T. prefers the reading of RS 3.427:6' (KTU 2.1) indicated in my
transcription made available to him to that of KTU, viz., {ml•[…]} instead of {ml•x[…]}.
He reconstructs {ml•[t(x)]} and parses it as a G-stem /QTLa/ form of ML≥, ""voll sein.''
Hence the form would mean "I/you am/are full'.  In this epistolary text, it might be more
plausible to analyze the form as D-stem, "to fill', perhaps as an imperative, viz., "I/you have
filled' or "fill!'.

1102Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 836 (translation), 840 (arguments in favor of the analysis as 3d person
).
1103This explanation also fits the two occurrences of the Gt of this root in poetic texts:  ytß° in RS 2.[004] v
6' (KTU 1.17) and in RS 3.322+ i 21 (KTU 1.19) precedes the verb YT˙B, "to sit', and may express the
inception of this act.
1104Smith apud Parker, ed., Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 100; Pardee, Context I (1997) 246.
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— p. 622 (§75.234).  T.'s analysis of qr±n in RS 2.[022]+ i 23 (KTU 1.5) as G-stem /QTLa/
3 m.s. will not meet universal acceptance:  recently Smith1105 and I1106 have independently
analyzed the form as an imperative (it would be the extended form with 1 c.s. pronominal
suffix ending, /qara≥ani/, "invite me!').
— p. 624 (§75.32 √hdy).  I first noticed here the abbreviation ""PLKF'' which is not to be
found in the list of abbreviations (see also below, remark to p. 659 [§75.532]).
— p. 624 (§75.32).  T. alters the options of reading RIH 78/26:25' proposed in CAT (text
1.176:11}:  the latter read {yhg/mb/¬} whereas T. reads {yhm/g¬/b/y}, proposing that the
root of the form might be HMY "to flow, pour out'.  The third sign is without question,
however, {g} and the fourth probably {b} (a trace of one of the lower wedges seems to be
preserved).1107

— p. 625 (§75.32), pp. 677, 678 (§75.673).  On p. 625, yhrrm in RS 2.[012] i 39' (KTU
1.12) is parsed as D- or G-stem, on p. 677 as L- or D-stem; on p. 625, hrr in col. ii, line 9, of
the same text is parsed as D-/QTLa/ 3 m.s. or G-infinitive, on p. 678 as L-/QTLa/ 3 m.s.
Since there is not a single convincing example of a G-stem finite form of a geminate root
showing two tokens of the geminated consonant in the writing, that analysis of yhrrm must
be rejected.  And because the meaning is intensive rather than factitive ("to show excitement
for' ← G-stem "to be warm') , the analysis as L-stem must be preferred to that of the D-stem
(see above, remarks to pp. 575-76 [§74.50], to pp. 577-78, 678-79 [§74.511a, b], and to p.
580 [§74.511c]).
— p. 625 (§75.332).  The analogy with Hebrew makes it unlikely that ylk, "he goes', was
derived directly from  /yahlik-/, as T. proposes here.  The analogy itself is rendered plausible
by the general similarity of the paradigms, where, in both languages, the /YQTL/ forms, the
imperative, and (one of) the verbal noun(s), viz., /likt-/, all behave precisely like one
category of I-y roots, the y´ß´b type.  For Ugaritic, this is illustrated by the 1 c.s. /YQTL/
form, written {±lk} (≈ {±®b}, "I sit',  ≈ Hebrew ≥´l´k/≥´ß´b), all of the imperative forms,
which show only the second and third root consonants ({lk} ≈ {®b}, "sit!', ≈ Hebrew l´k/ß´b),
and the aforementioned verbal noun ({lkt} ≈ Hebrew léket/ßébet).  These similarities make it
likely that, in both languages, the full paradigm of HLK is suppletive, rather than showing
direct derivation of all forms from the single root HLK.  For the irregular contraction that the
latter hypothesis assumes,  see above, remark to p. 160 (§33.142.3b).  Curiously, T.
concludes on p. 632 that old I-w roots show a contracted vowel in the first syllable (i.e.,
/yâ®ib-/, on this question, see below, remark to pp. 631-32 [§75.511e-g]), but does not even
broach the question for HLK (nor for HLM—see next remark), simply assuming a
vocalization /yalik-/.  The Hebrew data would indicate that as went YṪB, so went HLK.
— p. 625 (§75.332).  The problem of hlm/ylm, "to strike',  is, on the other hand, more difficult
to resolve because Hebrew and Ugaritic here show different paradigms:  though only

1105 Apud Parker, ed., Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 142
1106Context I (1997) 265.
1107Pardee, ""RIH 77/27, RIH 77/12, RIH 78/26 et le principe de l'écriture cunéiforme alphabétique,''
forthcoming in Syria 79.
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attested twice in Biblical Hebrew, the /YQTL/ form in both cases shows the full root HLM
whereas Ugaritic shows only the ylm pattern.  The imperfective type is also different from
that of y´ß´b, viz., /yaqtul/ rather than /yaqtil/.  T. assumes that the Ugaritic form is /yalum-/
and that it is derived directly from /yahlum/, but the differences just mentioned plus the fact
that the imperative of HLM in Ugaritic is hlm (the imperative of this root is not attested in
Biblical Hebrew) lead to the conclusion that the pattern of this root in Ugaritic more plausibly
resembled those I-y roots in Hebrew which show doubling of the second root consonant in
the /YQTL/, e.g., yi¬¬ºr, "he will form'.  This the Ugaritic /YQTL/ form may well have been
/yallum-/, rather than /yalum-/.  Only by ignoring the important differences just discussed is it
possible to assume that ylk and ylm showed identical patterns in Ugaritic simply because the
second root consonant of both is /l/ (p. 624 [§75.31]; above, p. 160 [§33.142.3b], T. observed
that other I-h roots with /l/ as the second radical do not so behave).
— p. 625 (§75.331a).  T. classifies here three tokens of the writing {hlkt} as 3 f.s. /QTLa/.
The first two occur in contexts too damaged to allow a distinction between /QTLa/ and
participle (RS 1.008:5 [KTU 1.45] and RS 2.[021]:4 [KTU 1.62]).  The third appears in a
well-preserved passage (RS 22.225:1 [KTU 1.96]) and the analysis as a participle is just as
likely, if not more so (see above, remark to pp. 596, 597 [§74.624]  on the parallel verb
ßnwt).
— p. 625 (§75.332a).  Because of the broken state of RIH 77/8A, there is no way of being
certain either that {ylk[…]) in line 33' (CAT 1.166:25) is complete or that it is to be parsed
as 3 m.s.
— p. 625 (§75.332b).  lk in RS 2.[022]+ iii 13, 14, 20, 27, 28 (KTU 1.5) is confidently
parsed as a m.s. imperative with no statement regarding the relationship of this word to the
word •lm that follows immediately in lines 14 and 20.  Others have seen the imperative as
addressed to these "gods' (the form could be either dual or plural).1108  Unfortunately, the
tablet is here too damaged to permit any certainty—all the more reason for the grammarian
not to classify such forms precisely and with no sign of doubt.  Even more dubious is the case
of RS 3.340 i 27 (KTU 1.18), where lk immediately precedes tlk in a broken passage:  the
parallelism of an imperative and a jussive/imperfective is always possible, but far from
certain, and lk may here, therefore, be the preposition l + pronominal suffix.  In RIH
78/20:10 (CAT 1.169), the latter analysis may even be judged preferable to T.'s analysis as
an imperative of HLK1109—he should in any case have indicated that his interpretation is
not universally accepted.
— p. 626 (§75.42).  {ydb} does not appear in just the name ydb•l in RS 24.246 (KTU 1.102)
as T. asserts here, but also in ydbb≤l and in ydbhd in the same text.  Because √DBB, "to
speak', appears in Ugaritic only in malam parte, T.'s first etymology of the form, viz., NDB,
"to offer voluntarily', is more plausible than this one.1110  T. does not enter into the discussion

1108E.g., Smith apud Parker, ed., Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 145.
1109Pardee, in Verse in Ancient Near Eastern Prose (1993) 212; idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 877, 887-88;
idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 160; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 67, 68; Ford, UF 34 (2002) 155,
187.
1110Bibliography in Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 528 n. 41; idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 21.
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regarding whether this and the other verbal forms in the proper names of this list are
/YQTLu/ or /YQTLØ/:1111  he simply parses this form as /YQTL/, without any specific
identification among the sub-forms.
— p. 627 (§75.42).  T. qualifies the reading of {t÷r} in RS 16.402:13 (KTU 2.33) as ""sehr
unsicher.''  My collation shows the reading not only to be uncertain but to be unacceptable.
The first two signs may in fact be {¯b .˘}.1112

— p. 627 (§75.42).  The /YQTLØ/ form of the hollow root N‡, 3 f.s., cannot be ""tanû”''
(cited here are RS 2.009+ iii 19 [KTU 1.6] and RS 2.[004] ii 13' [KTU 1.17), for the second
syllable is closed.1113  Vocalize /tanu”/.1114  Curiously, in the continuation of the same
section on the next page, T. vocalizes another hollow root form, yns, "may he (not) flee' (RS
02.[008]+ iii 5' [KTU 1.4]), as ""yanus,'' said to be derived from ""yan¨s'' (the macron may be
a simple typographical error since the very same form is said on p. 644 [§75.522] to be
derived from ''yanûs''—on the problem of the circumflex vs. the macron, see also above,
seventh general remark).
— p. 629 (§75.46).  T. parses nqh in RIH 78/20:5 (CAT 1.169) as G-imperative f.s. without
mentioning that the form has also been taken as G-stem /QTLa/ 3 m.s.1115

— pp. 630-32 (§75.511d-g), p. 641 (§75.519).  One cannot accept T.'s identification of
/YQTL/ I-y forms in Biblical Hebrew of the y´ß´b type as based on a true I-y root, i.e., as
developed directly from /yayßib/, for the simple reason that these forms are virtually never
spelled plene, as would be expected if the historical syllable were a diphthong (contrast
y´ß´b with y≠yßan or b´yt).  As regards his reconstruction of the corresponding Ugaritic
forms, T. chooses to go against comparative Semitic evidence by vocalizing them with /î/
(/yîda≤-/ "he knows') or /â/ (e.g., /yâ®ib-/ "he sits'), that is, to note in his reconstruction of the
form that a contraction has taken place of the vowel of the preformative and the first root
consonant resulting in a long vowel (/yiwda≤-/ → /yîda≤-/ or /yaw®ib-/ → /yâ®ib-/)—neither
Hebrew nor Arabic shows any trace of such a development.1116  The vowel quality of each

1111Pardee, AuOr 16 (1998) 255-60; cf. here above on yrgbb≤l in this text, remark to p. 32 (§21.31), and on
yarß-, remark to p. 547 (§74.412.21).
1112Les documents épistolaires (in preparation).
1113See above, seventh general remark, and below, remark to pp. 641-53 (§75.52).
1114The form is vocalized ""tanû”-'' on p. 644 (§75.522), i.e., with the hyphen by which T. preserves the
virgin length of the contracted vowel (here it is only parsed as 3 f.s., without an explicit statement as to
whether the form is /YQTLØ/ or /YQTLu/).
1115Pardee in Verse in Ancient Near Eastern Prose (1993) 212; idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 876, 877,
883; idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 160 with note 5 (p. 163); Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 67,
68; Ford, UF 34 (2002) 155.
1116One is thus at a loss to explain what he means by:  ""Aus sprachvergleichenden Gründen darf postuliert
werden, daß Formen der G-PK I-y immer einen Reflex des ersten Radikals aufweisen, der sich in der Regel
in einer Kontraktionslängung des Präfixvokals manifestiert'' (pp. 630-31) when he himself cites Arabic and
Ethiopic as showing /yaqil-/yiqal-/ forms.  Below, p. 632, he cites Amorite and Akkadian, but both sets of
data are a dubious basis for reconstructing Ugaritic because of absence of texts in the first case (Amorite is
known principally from personal names) and because of the ambiguities of the writing system in both cases
(Amorite is attested only in Sumero-Akkadian syllabic script; the length of the first vowel in the
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type is established by the Ugaritic consonantal writing of the 1 c.s. form:  e.g., {•d≤}, "I
know',  and {±®b}, "I sit'.  The pertinent questions are, however, what the quantity of the
vowel represented by {±} was and what both the quantity and the quality represented by {•}
were.  The problems with T.'s reconstructions are: (1) that already alluded to, viz., that other
Semitic languages do not prefer these forms (the Hebrew evidence speaks directly against
the reconstruction of {•d≤} as /≥îda≤-/ in that /î/ is attested for certain roots, e.g., /y≠ßan/ ←
/yiyßan/, but not for the root YD≤, which is /y´da≤/); (2) the assumed diphthong contractions
are irregular:  one could argue about /iw/ → /î/, but I know of no reason to believe that the
passage of /aw/ to /â/ was regular (a rule-ordering explanation would be required, of course,
wherein /aw/ → /â/ would be differentiated from the standard /aw/ → /ô/).  The hypothesis
according to which the Ugaritic /YQTL/ forms follow the Arabic pattern by showing no trace
of the original weak consonant, viz. that they are /yida≤-/ and /ya®ib-/ must, therefore, be
preferred.  In its own way, Hebrew attests to the same pattern.  The corresponding forms are
/y´da≤/ and /y´ß´b/; the first may represent a simple passage from proto-Hebrew /yida≤/
with secondary assimilation to the /y´s´b/ pattern as concerns irreducibility of the /´/,1117

while the second apparently shows vowel harmony, perhaps by dissimilation from the Hiphil
(proto-Hebrew /yaßib/ should have become /*yªß´b/ and it would, of course, have been
identical to the proto-Hebrew form that became the Hiphil jussive and "wªw-consecutive',
viz., /yahaßib/ → /yaßib/ → /yªß´b/ and /wayyª`ßeb/).1118

— p. 632 (§75.511h).  T. does not explain why he prefers to vocalize ¬q, "pour' (RS 2.[003]+

ii 18 [KTU 1.14]), as /¬aq/ on the basis of the corresponding anomalous form in Biblical
Hebrew (2 K 4:41) rather than as /¬uq/ in conformity with the /YQTL/ /ya¬(¬)uq-/ (cf.
Hebrew yi¬¬ºq), which is the normal correspondence in the Semitic languages (viz., the
theme vowel of the imperative will correspond to that of the /YQTL/).  The existence in
Hebrew alongside ¬aq of a "strong' imperative form y@¬ºq (Ezek. 24:3) hardly appears to be
sufficient evidence to posit that all the Northwest-Semitic languages showed only
/a/-imperatives following aphaeresis of the first root consonant.
— p. 633 (§75.512).  The form td, claimed here to be a 2 m.s. form of WDY1, ""niederlegen,
ablegen,'' and listed as attested in RS 2.[008]+ ii 34' (KTU 1.4) appears to be a ghost form.
It is, in any case, not present in the text cited.  Moreover, in the text index (p. 989), only this
page and p. 660 are cited as containing references to KTU/CAT 1.4 ii 34, but when one turns
to p. 660 one finds no reference there either to this text or to a td 2 m.s.  It would appear that
a mistaken reference to this text was eradicated from p. 660, but not from p. 633, only after

corresponding forms in Akkadian is disputed and is in any case different from Ugaritic, cf. /isim/ and /ubil/).
For the cases of Hebrew and Arabic, see below.
1117This irreduciblility counts against the /´/ representing the simple lengthening of /i/ to /´/ in Hebrew,
which should occur only in tonic and pretonic open syllables.
1118On the distinction by accent between the proto-Semtic jussive and "preterit' forms, see R. Hetzron, ""The
Evidence for Perfect *yáqtul and Jussive *yaqtúl in Proto-Semitic,'' JSS 14 (1969) 1-21. Though the data
from the living languages do not support Hetzron's hypothesis as well as he would have wished (cf. E. J.
Revell, ""Stress and the WAW "Consecutive' in Biblical Hebrew,'' JAOS 104 [1984] 437-44), it retains value
as a construct.
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the index had been completed.  (Below, p. 660 [§75.532], at the entry for this root as III-y,
only one token of td from this root is cited, one which appears in RS 19.054:1 [KTU 1.93]
and which is parsed on both pages as 3 f.s.)1119

— p. 633 (§75.512), p. 660 (§75.532), p. 735 (§77.51b), cf. p. 367 (§63.171).  T. cites no
etymological basis, and I am not aware of any, for a root YDY ← WDY that would mean
"" "Sünde/Schuld bekennen' (alt.: Lobpreis verrichten),'' or, as he translates on p. 367, ""führen
den Lobritus/Bannritus.''  He classifies this root as WDY3, but the only text in which it would
appear is RS 24.266:22' (KTU 1.119) where the form is tdn.  Others have seen there the
root DNY to which I referred above in a remark to p. 514 (§74.222.3), etc.1120  This appears
to be a case of preferring to cite a root for the existence of which there is no comparative
evidence over the analysis of the verb as 2 m.s. (see remark above to p. 211 [§41.12],
etc.).1121

— p. 633 (§75.512).  T. claims the existence of a root WDN that would mean ""(ein Tier)
antreiben'' but cites no etymological data for the existence of the root.  The two attestations
that he claims (ydn in RS 3.322+ ii 12, 19 [KTU 1.19]) may more plausibly be derived from
DNY, "to approach' 1122 (cf. remark above to p. 514 [§74.222.3], etc.).
— p. 633 (§75.512).  T. indicates that the /YQTL/ theme vowel for YD≤, "to know', is /i/,
though he vocalizes forms below with /a/.  It is uncertain whether the classification is a
simple error or whether he is saying that the root belongs to the /ya®ib-/ type (see above,
remark to pp. 630-32 [§75.511d-g]) with secondary shift of /i/ to /a/ because of the guttural in
final position.  If the latter is the case, this is no place to indicate the theory, for the shift, if
/yadi≤-/ ever existed, had occurred already in proto-Semitic.
— p. 633 (§75.512).  Because of the {-y} on °my in the phrase °my td≤ ky (RS 15.008:6-7
[KTU 2.16]) the noun may be in the vocative (/≥ummiya/) and hence the verb 2 f.s. jussive
(/tida≤≠/), rather than 3 f.s., as T. parses it here.  The {-y} may, of course, be enclitic,1123

like the one on {ky}, in which case T.'s analysis would be correct (/≥umm≠ya tida≤ k≠ya/).

1119There appears to be no case of {td} listed in J.-L. Cunchillos and J-P. Vita, Banco de Datos Filológicos
Semíticos Noroccidentales. Primera Parte:  Datos Ugaríticos. Vol. II/1-3. Concordancia de Palabras
Ugaríticos en Morfología Desplegada (Madrid:  Instituto de Filología, 1995), vol. 2, p. 1974, that would fit
the parsing in question.
1120Cf. Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 678 with bibliographical references in note 94.
1121In UF 33 (2001) 687-88, T. identifies the root in question as one cognate with Hebrew hºdªh, "to give
praise'—a semantic leap that requires a great leap of faith to accept.  T. claims that the verb can mean
""Sünden bekennen'' in Hebrew, but the dictionaries cite only one verse where such a meaning would be
found, Ps. 32:5b, which reads “a††ª(≥)t≠y ≥ºwd≠y≤akª wa≤awºwn≠y lº(≥)-kiss≠yt≠y ≥ªmart≠y ≥ºwdeh ≤al´y

p@ßª≤ay layhwh w@≥attªh nªsª(≥)tª ≤awºwn “a††ª(≥)t≠y.  In line with many other usages of the verb and with
the sense of the entire verse, the principal complement of ≥ºwdeh must in the second line be layhwh:  "(On
account of) my sins (which you have forgiven) I will praise you, for my iniquity I (have not attempted to)
hide; I have said:  I will give praise, (on account of) my transgressions (which you have forgiven), to the
Lord; you have forgiven my iniquitous sins'.
1122Pardee, Context I (1997) 352.
1123Not a mater lectionis, as T. analyses it on p. 51 (§21.341.21)!  See remark above to pp. 37-38
(§21.322.5), etc.
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(On the analysis of the {-y} of ky as the enclitic particle rather than a mater lectionis, see
above, remark to p. 52 [§21.341.21c], etc., and below, remark to p. 800 [§83.24]).
— p. 634 (§75.512).  Ugaritic and Hebrew clearly show different forms of one I-y root:
{±r®}, "I will take possession of' (RS 3.367 i 19', 35' [KTU 1.2]), shows the Ugaritic form to
have been /yari®-/ whereas the Hebrew form is /y≠raß/.  This is apparently what T.'s notation
""TV /i/!'' (i.e., the theme vowel is really /i/) is meant to express, for, as we shall see, Hebrew
is the odd one out among the other West-Semitic languages.  The existence in Hebrew of
two imperative forms, /r´ß/ and /*raß/ (only attested in pause as /rªß/), shows that the
/YQTL/ in proto-Hebrew may well also have been /yariß-/.  If so, it may have re-formed by
dissimilation to the /QTLa/ which was /yarißa/, as is shown by forms with suffixes, e.g.,
w≠yr´ß¨wkª, "and they will take possession of you' (Ezek. 36:12), in agreement with
Aramaic (/y@r´t/, /≥≠yret/ in Syriac) and Arabic (/wari®a/).  The attestation of {±r®} in Ugaritic
appear to require the hypothesis that the /YQTL/ form had not there undergone this
dissimilation and that the theme vowel was, therefore, identical in the two conjugations
(/yari®a/yari®-/).  This is the case in Arabic where the two forms are, however, much more
clearly distinguishable because the root is I-w (/wari®a/ vs. /yari®-/), and in Aramaic, where
the situation is more like the Ugaritic one would have been (/y@r´t/ vs. /y´r´t/).
— p. 634 (§75.512).  If the /YQTL/ form of the verb YfiN (← WfiN), "to sleep', was indeed
/yîßan-/, as T. proposes, it is hard to believe that it developed directly from /yiwßan-/, as he
also proposes, i.e., that the form is not built off the secondary root YfiN (/yîßan-/ ←

/yiyßan-/).  There is no internal evidence from Ugaritic on the vocalization of the form, and
there is no way of knowing whether it followed the pattern that gave /y≠yßan/ in Hebrew or
another.  Arabic shows the /yawqal-/ pattern expected there.  To account for the Hebrew
patterns, one must posit that, when the I-w to I-y shift took place, the /YQTL/ forms
re-formed on three patterns:  all /yaqtil-/ forms plus YD≤ (all of these were I-w) formed on a
/yatil/yital/ pattern, the other I-w roots re-formed their /YQTL/ on the new I-y root, while
some if not all of the original I-y roots patterned on I-n roots (e.g., /ya¬¬ur-/, "he forms', and
/ya¬¬uq-/, he pours'—nowhere does T. discuss the reconstruction in Ugaritic of I-y/w forms
that in Hebrew show /u/ as the stem vowel of the /YQTL/ and, frequently, a doubled second
radical).  As a corollary of this hypothesis, one must infer that the Barth-Ginsberg law took
effect after this I-w to I-y shift and that monophthongization took place subsequently to both
of these developments:  /waßina/yawßan-/ → /yaßina/yayßan-/ → /yaßina/yiyßan-/ (Barth-
Ginsberg law) → /yªß´n/yîßan-/.1124

— p. 634 (§75.512).  In a long list of forms written {y®b} that are classified as 3 m.s.
/YQTL/, for some the indication that the form may alternatively be taken as /QTLa/ is added
while in other cases no doubt is expressed.  The classification of RS 1.003:7 (KTU 1.41) as
one of the first group may not be considered a likely one, for in these prescriptive ritual texts
virtually all finite forms are imperfective and the chances that y®b in this text is perfective
must be judged to be very small indeed.
— p. 635 (§75.512), p. 746 (§81.22h), p. 797 (§83.213).  Out of the blue and without a
question mark or any other indication of the novelty of his proposal or of the irregularity of

1124On the case of YRT˙, see preceding remark.
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the phonetic equivalence, T. etymologyzes {y®q} in RS 24.244:6 et passim (KTU 1.100) by
Akkadian ""wasªqu'' and translates ""stärken, aufrichten.''  In the other two paragraphs cited,
he translates by ""fesseln,'' in accordance with the line of interpretation and etymological
identification, viz., Arabic wa®aqa, "to bind', that have been broadly accepted since the
publication of the text in 1968.1125

— p. 635 (§75.512).  In an ""Anm[erkung]'' to the entry devoted to /YQTL/ forms of the verb
YP≤, "to arise,' T. cites the personal name {ya-a-pa-≥-u} attested at Ugarit (RS 19.042:9
[PRU VI 79]) as well as {ia-ap-pa-a[”-dIM]} attested in the Amarna text 97:2, with the
remark that neither shows adherence to the Barth-Ginsberg law (i.e., /yaqtal-/ → /yiqtal-/)
but without an explanation for the anomaly.  Two come immediately to mind:  (1) the names
are neither Ugaritic nor Canaanite—this is one of the principal isoglosses separating certain
Amorite names (hence, apparently, dialects) from Ugaritic and Canaanite; (2) the forms are
not /YQTL/ but /QTLa/ (the {a} in the syllabic writing could be a phonetic indicator for the
correct reading of the {PI}-sign rather than an indicator of vowel length; as for the Amarna
example, orthographic gemination does not necessarily correspond to grammatical
gemination).
— p. 635 (§75.512).  As is shown by three other /QTLa/ forms in RS 13.006 (KTU 1.79),
viz., lq“ in lines 4 and 6 and db“ in line 7, ytn in line 2 is in all probability also /QTLa/,1126

not /YQTL/ as T. parses it here.  Curiously, he parses the same form in RS 15.072:2 (KTU
1.80), a text which shares many features with RS 13.006,1127 as /QTLa/.
— p. 635 (§75.512).  If one does not admit the necessity to emend {≤ly} to {<b>≤ly} in RS
16.402:26 (KTU 2.33) (see remark above to p. 61 [§21.354.1c]), then the verb ytn at the
beginning of the line is not /YQTL/ but /QTLa/ (/lêma la yatanahumu malku ≤alayya/, "Why
has the king surely imposed them upon me?').1128

— p. 635 (§75.512).  RS 1.032 (KTU 2.9) is too damaged to allow certitude that ttn in line 5'
is 2 m.s., as T. parses the form here, with no indication of doubt.  Somewhat ironically, but
more properly, he places {yd≤} in the following line among examples of uncertain parsing of
the root YD≤ (p. 640 [§75.518]).
— p. 635 (§75.512).  The same is true of the same form in RS 2.[026]:2' (KTU 2.9), where
all that is preserved of the line is {[…]¯p˘ß . ttn[…]}.  Though the restoration "to the Sun you
must give' is certainly plausible, it is anything but certain.

1125Cf. Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 210, with bibliography; more recently, Parker, apud
Parker, ed., Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 220; Wyatt, Religious Texts (1998) 380-84.  At one point,
Dietrich and Loretz explained the Ugaritic form by Akkadian ßaqû, "to be high' (UF 12 [1980] 160), an
explanation ruled out by the fact that the Arabic equivalent of the Akkadian verb is fiQY rather than T˙QY;
more recently (Studien [2000] 328), they have returned to the explanation by Arabic WT˙Q, choosing the
nuance ""stärken'' of that root (in the course of the remark, they credit T. in this paragraph of the grammar
with the comparison with Akkadian wasªqu, in spite of the phonetic difficulty that the comparison presents).
1126Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 430, 431.
1127Ibid., pp. 428-38.
1128Cf. idem, AfO 31 (1984) 216, 229; idem, Context III (2002) 106.
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— p. 635 (§75.512), p. 722 (§77.322b).  The reading {ttn} in RS 18.113A+B:32' (KTU
2.42:20) must be accepted as the only plausible one, for it clearly corresponds to the scribe's
final wish.1129  In the first paragraph cited, T. indicates {ttn}, but one finds ""t?tn'' in the
second and a reference to KTU/CAT's reading, following the editor,1130 of {±tn}.
— p. 635 (§75.512).  T. parses ttnn in RS 17.117:20' (KTU 5.11) as 3 m.pl. with no
indication of doubt, choosing to ignore that others have taken the form as 2 m.s.1131

— p. 635 (§75.513).  T. parses d≤, "know' (RS 17.139:28 [KTU 2.34:30]), as G-imperative
2 m.s.  The letter is, however, addressed to a woman, as he recognizes elsewhere (e.g., p.
489 [§73.525]), to the point of having her give birth (see remark above to p. 257 [§51.41h],
etc.).
— p. 635 (§75.513), p. 902 (§97.21).  On p. 635, T. does well to reject the new reading of
RS 16.402:21 (KTU 2.33) in CAT ({yd≤}), but on p. 660 allows for the restoration of the
{y} (he there gives the reading as {[x]d≤}).  In both cases, he fails to mention my epigraphic
remarks on the reading of the first of these signs, to the effect that the most plausible reading
is {l}, viz., that of KTU.1132  T. first parses the signs {d≤} as a G-imperative, 2 f.s., then on
p. 902 considers both that analysis and the restoration/analysis as 3 m.s. to be possible.  If
the first sign ends with a vertical wedge, as I have claimed, this latter interpretation is
impossible and the first may only be said to exist in a vacuum until the first sign is explained.
— p. 636 (§75.513).  T. parses four tokens of the sign sequence {tn} in RS 17.117 (KTU
5.11) as certain examples of the G-imperative 2 m.s. of YTN, "to give' (ll. 9, 15, 17, 20), but
fails to mention that others who have studied the text do not agree on this analysis of all four
examples.1133

— p. 636 (§75.513).  Few will accept T.'s analysis of the two tokens of tn, "give', in RS
24.244:73 (KTU 1.100) as 2 f.s., for the speaker is usually taken as female and the
addressee as male.1134

— p. 636 (§75.514).  T. presents the only options of analyzing {yd≤t} in RS 2.[026]:3' (KTU
2.9) as 1 c.s. or 2 m.s., but the text is too damaged to rule out the analyses as 2 f.s. or 3 f.s.
— p. 636 (§75.514).  In spite of having stated above (p. 465 [§73.331.3]) that the
vocalization of the 2 m.s. pronominal element of the /QTLa/ could be /-ta/ (in agreement with
all the West-Semitic comparative data), and there leaving the question open, T. here

1129Pardee, UF 19 (1987) 208 (line 21').
1130Virolleaud, PRU V (1965) 14, 15, copied and transcribed {±tn}.  This reading was followed by Dietrich
and Loretz in Die Elfenbeininschriften (1976) 21 and by Dietrich, Loretz, and Sanmartín in both KTU and
CAT.  In CAT, however, a note has been added to the effect that one might read {ttn}, but without citing
my comments in UF 19 nor the manuscript which I sent to them in August of 1994, in which this reading
was indicated.  Nor does T. cite either of these sources for the reading {ttn}.
1131Caquot, Ugaritica VII (1979) 398; Pardee, AfO Beiheft 19 (1982) 45; idem, Context III (2002) 109.
1132AfO 31 (1984) 217, 218-19.
1133Cf. Pardee, AfO Beiheft 19 (1982) 43-45, where the author's analyses are compared with the editor's
(Caquot, Ugaritica VII [1979] 389-98).
1134E.g., Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 202, 204; Parker apud Parker, Ugaritic Narrative
Poetry (1997) 222-23; Wyatt Religious Texts (1998) 387.
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vocalizes this form of the root YRD as ""yaradtª'' (see remarks above to p. 143 [§33.115.11]
and to p. 207 [§41.1]).
— p. 636 (§75.514).  I see no certain way of determining whether y®b, 3 m.s. of the verb
YṪB, "to sit', in RS 2.002:8 (KTU 1.23) is /YQTL/ or /QTLa/—T. parses as the latter, with no
indication of the motivation of his choice.  Having admitted the uncertainty, however, I would
observe that all three verbs in the following verse (yzbrnn, y¬mdnn, and yßql) are /YQTL/
and this fact certainly favors the same analysis of y®b.
— p. 636 (§75.514).  T. parses y®b in RS 24.245 (KTU 1.101) as 3 m.s. /QTLa/ of the verb
YṪB, "to sit', with no mention of the fact that the form has been taken as /YQTL/.1135

— p. 636 (§75.514).  I see no way of determining with certitude that y®b in RS 24.258:14, 15
(KTU 1.114) is each time /QTLa/.  No reference is made to the fact that the forms have
previously been analyzed as /YQTLu/1136 (T. parses the form first as /QTLa/, mentioning
the other analysis as an option).
— p. 636 (§75.514).  T. parses y®bt in RS 34.124:21 (KTU 2.72) as 3 f.s. /QTLa/, with no
indication of uncertainty.  The analysis as a G-participle, f.s., is at least as likely, if not more
so.1137

— p. 637 (§75.514).  T. remarks that the reading of {ytn} is not clear in RS 18.[507]:5'
(KTU 4.573), but nevertheless includes this as a certain example of /QTLa/, 3 m.s., of YTN,
"to give'.  In point of fact, the fragment is so small that no such precise analysis can be
considered certain.  The same must be said of RS 19.100A:6 (KTU 4.637), also listed as a
certain example of the same form.
— p. 637 (§75.514).  ytn in RS 24.292:2 (KTU 4.728) is here listed as a certain example of
/QTLa/, 3 m.s., in spite of the facts (a) that it was translated as a plural on p. 235 (§43.12)
and (b) that its subject was specifically analyzed as a plural there and on p. 262 (§51.43k).
On the interpretation of this passage, see above, remark to p. 235 (§43.12), etc.
— p. 637 (§75.514).  Because RIH 78/04 (CAT 1.173) belongs to the category of
prescriptive rituals, it is far more likely that ytn in line 17' belongs to the /YQTL/ than to the
/QTLa/, T.'s preferred analysis here.1138

— p. 637 (§75.514).  After offering grammatical classifications with no sign of doubt for
several tokens of {ytn} found in very fragmentary contexts (see several of the preceding
remarks), T. classifies ytn in RS 18.140:17' and 20' (KTU 2.45:18, 21), a relatively long and
well-preserved passage, as /QTLa/, unless the form be /YQTL/ in one case or the other
(""sofern nicht G-PK 3.m.sg.'').  Here the context allows for the parsing of the first as /QTLa/,
the second as /YQTLu/:  (16') {w . ml¯k˘ . ¢¢wm . n≤mm (17') ytn . l ¯.˘ ≤b¯dyr˘” (18') w .
mlk . zm ¯. ßt˘n . ¢¢wm (19') n≤mm . lk . ¯®®m˘ [.] ¯w˘ . ±t (20') n÷® . w . ytn . hm . lk}, "Now

1135Pardee, ibid., p. 124, 130.
1136Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 21; see here remarks here to p. 648 (§75.524), p. 711
(§76.524.5a), and p. 713 (§76.525).
1137Bordreuil and Pardee, Une bibliothèque (1991) 147.
1138Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 852 (the editors' translation was ambiguous:  Bordreuil and Caquot,
Syria 57 [1980] 354: ""il place''; the same is true of the other treatments that I cited under ""principales
études'' on p. 850 of Les textes rituels).
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the king has given good horses to ≤Abdiyari”u and the king (of?) ZM has had good horses
sent for you (in the number of) sixty.  Just go to (the land of) Nu”aßße and he will give them
to you.'
— p. 637 (§75.516), p. 667 (§75.536b).  On p. 637, T. parses ydy in RIH 78/20:1 (CAT
1.169) as a G-infinitive of the /qatªl/ type, functioning as a ""Verbalsubst[antiv]''; on p. 667,
the same form is classified among ""Verbalsubstantive'' of types other than /qatªl/.  Though
an analysis as a verbal noun is certainly possible, T. might have mentioned the equally
plausible analysis as a /YQTL/, 3 m.s., with the incantation itself as the subject:  "(This) will
drive out …'.1139

— p. 638 (§75.517a).  T. vocalizes the G-passive /YQTL/ of Y„Q as  /yû¬aq-/, assuming
that /yuy¬aq-/ would have contracted in this fashion.1140  If, however, the G-active was
/ya¬¬uq/, as is the case in Hebrew (cf. above, remark to p. 634 [§75.512 YfiN]), the
G-passive would have been /yu¬¬aq-/.  Moreover, a large portion of the forms cited here are
from the hippiatric texts, where y¬q is more plausibly active than passive (see above, remark
to p. 511 [§74.222.2], etc.).
— p. 640 (§75.517e), p. 865 (§93.342).  On p. 640, T. parses {ßtn} in RS 17.063:9 (KTU
5.10) as 3 m.s. without mentioning the fact that the form has been analyzed as f.s. impv.1141

The editor1142 had read the third word of the line {≤zn}, ≤Uzz≠nu (personal name), and
made this ≤Uzz≠nu the subject of the verb ßtn; he was followed by KTU in this reading.  I
read the word {tzn} and was followed in this reading by CAT; I made it the object of the
verb, taking tzn as designating a commodity of some sort (it would be the masculine variant
of tznt, attested twice in economic texts).  On p. 865, T. leaves the question of the reading
open (""≤/tzn'') and maintains Caquot's analysis of the word as a personal name.  He does
not, however, discuss the reading, of which I judge the {t} to be almost certain.
— p. 640 (§75.518).  This paragraph is devoted to ""Nicht sicher deutbare Formen.''  As
should be clear from remarks here above, many forms should be removed from certain
classifications and placed here.
— p. 640 (§75.518), p. 679 (§75.676).  In an ""Anm[erkung]'' to each of these sections, T.
claims that the root WDD, to love' (which would, of course, have become YDD in Ugaritic),
is only attested by the nominal derivatives mdd(t) and tdd, each time qualifying the assertion
by ""offenbar.''  Above, however, he listed yd  in RS 2.[008]+ iv 38' (KTU 1.4) and RS
2.[014]+ iii 6' (KTU 1.3) as a /qatl/ form of that root (p. 253 [§51.41a]).  This analysis is,

1139Cf. Pardee,Verse in Ancient Near Eastern Prose (1993) 211, 213; idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 876-
79; idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 160; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 67, 68.
1140No vocalization is provided for the G-active (p. 635 [§75.512]), and no discussion is provided in the
introduction (pp. 630-33 [§75.511]) of the problems involved in the reconstruction of I-y/w roots with stem
vowel /u/ in the /YQTL/.  On T.'s (dubious) vocalization of the G-imperative or Y„Q as /¬aq/, see above,
remark to p. 632 [§75.511h]).
1141Pardee, AfO Beiheft 19 (1982) 40, 43; cf. idem, Context III (2002) 109.
1142Caquot, Ugaritica VII (1979) 392.
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indeed, more plausible than taking it as the word meaning "hand',1143 because it is in both
cases paralleled by ±hbt, "love'.1144

— pp. 641-53 (§75.52).  For a general statement on T.'s presentation of hollow roots, see
above, seventh general remark.  Pedagogical questions aside, the principal problems are (1)
the inconsistency of presentation of the stem vowel in closed syllables as long or short and
(2) the absence of a theory differentiating vowel ""contraction'' that resulted in a vowel
identical to an original pure long vowel (e.g., ""/û/'' ≈ /¨/) from monophthongization of
diphthongs that produced a new and invariable vowel (e.g., /aw/ → /ô/).  An additional
frustration that the reader may feel while working through the section on the /YQTL/ (pp.
643-46 [§75.522]) is T.'s reticence to parse forms as "short' (/yaqul/) or "long' (/yaq¨lu/, or, as
T. notes it, /yaqûlu/).  Sometimes he does, sometimes he does not, and no explanation is
offered for why one form is completely vocalized, another not.  Just one example:  in the first
line of the entry on PWQ, "to acquire' (p. 645), a passage is cited from the Kirta epic in
which there seems to be no particular reason to doubt that ypq would have been perfective,
viz., /yapuq/, "he acquired' (RS 2.[003]+ i 12 [KTU 1.14]), then three lines are cited from
omen texts where there seems to be no reason to doubt, judging from third-person plural
forms written with {-n} in the principal text (RS 24.247+ [KTU 1.103+]) and the general
semantics of the genre, that ypq would have been imperfective indicative, viz., /yap¨qu/, "he
will acquire'.  T. indicates only ""yapûq-'' as the vocalization for all the passages cited.
— p. 642 (§75.521c).  In his discussion of whether hollow roots had a ""Bindevokal'' between
the verbal stem and the pronominal element in the /QTLa/, T. presents the vowel in question
as /ª˜/.  Such a stance appears to show more reticence than is habitual with T., for Akkadian
shows /ª/ in this slot (resulting from paradigm alignment on the 1 c.s. form 1145) and Hebrew
shows /º/, which can only have come from /ª/ (e.g., /haq≠mºtª/, "you caused to rise' ←

/haq≠mªta/).  See also remarks below, to pp. 647-48 (§75.524) and to p. 664 (§75.534), on
the matter of T. actually representing this ""Bindvokal'' in Ugaritic as /a/—i.e., without even
indicating the possibility of /ª/—, a reconstruction that must, on the basis of the comparative
data, be rejected out of hand for Ugaritic.1146

1143Cf. Wyatt, Religious Texts (1998) 76 with note 38 (p. 77) on RS 2.[014]+ iii 6' ; on p. 100, n. 30, the
author queries whether yd in RS 2.[008]+ iv 38' is ""love'' or ""penis''; del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín,
Diccionario II (2000) 521, list both passages under yd, ""amor.''
1144Cf. del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, ibid.  They also include under this heading RS 5.194:8 (KTU 1.24).
1145See the chart in Gelb, Sequential Reconstruction (1969) 176.
1146In T.'s theoretical study of the phenomenon (""Die Endungen der semitischen Suffixkonjugation und der
Absolutivkasus,'' JSS 44 [1999] 175-93), he concludes that both proto-Akkadian (p. 183) and proto-Arabic
(p. 184) had a short vowel between the verbal and the pronominal element, e.g., ""ßalim-a-tª,'' and that the
/ª/ in this slot in proto-Hebrew and in non-paradigmatic Arabic forms was secondary (pp. 185-86). This is on
the one hand a very precarious reconstruction—since all the explicit data from the Semitic languages are for
the vowel being or having been /ª/—and on the other ignores Gelb's hypothesis developed in Sequential
Reconstruction (not cited in the bibliography though two others of Gelb's works are) that plurality was
associated in proto-Akkadian with vowel length (i.e., according to Gelb's hypothesis, by lengthening of the
singular morpheme).  In Gelb's view, the proto-form of the singular pronominal elements would have
contained a short vowel following the consonant (i.e. /ta/ instead of /tª/), which happens to agree with the
data from the three principal branches of the Semitic languages (e.g., 2 m.s. /-ta/ in both East and West
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— p. 642 (§75.521c), pp. 647-48 (§75.524).  On p. 642, T. vocalizes /QTLa/ forms of the
root M(W)T, "to die', as showing either /â/ or /û/ as the stem vowel (e.g., ""mâ/ûtª˜tu''); on pp.
647-48, he proposes only /â/.  No explanation is offered for why Ugaritic would differ in this
lexical item from Hebrew and Aramaic, which both show the proto-base /m≠t-/.1147  One
may assume that he expects the form to show anything but /≠/ because the /YQTL/ is
/yam¨t-/ and the original root would have been MWT (cf. the Arabic pattern /qªla/qumta/ for
II-w roots), but theory cannot displace data.  An additional remark on forms of this type from
this root:  on p. 642, T. reconstructs the forms that show two tokens of {t} with the linking
vowel /ª˜/ but on pp. 647-48 he indicates ""mât(a)tu'' for the 1 c.s., ""mât(a)tª'' for the 2 m.s.,
reconstructions that can only be described as wanting in all respects:  (1) it is unlikely,
judging from Hebrew and Aramaic, that the first vowel was /â/; (2) the linking vowel must
have been /ª/, not /a/; (3) the form written with two tokens of {t} cannot not have had a
linking vowel because /matta/ would be written with only one {t} (T.'s appeal to historical
writing as an explanation [p. 642] finds no parallels in Ugaritic orthography); (4) all
comparative evidence for the vowel of the 2 m.s. pronominal element shows that it must
have been short (see above, remarks to p. 207 [§41.1] and p. 465 [§73.331.3]).
— p. 642 (§75.521c), p. 647 (§75.524).  On p. 642 without a question mark but on p. 647
with a question mark, T. parses {mtt[…]} in RS 3.367 iv 1' (KTU 1.2) as 1 c.s. G-stem
/QTLa/ of the root M(W)T, "to die', without noting that there is a break after these three
signs.  The break means, however, that any analysis is purely hypothetical.  1 c.s. /YQTL/
forms characterize the following passage, but there is no way of ascertaining whether this
and {[…]”tt} (on which see below remark to p. 675 [§75.64]) in this line are /QTLa/ forms
in the same grammatical person.
— p. 642 (§75.521c), p. 648 (§75.524).  I fail to see on what grounds T. classifies {ßtt} in
RS 17.434+:47' (KTU 2.37:5) as a 1 c.s. form, when the entire context is too badly damaged
to allow for analysis of any kind, let alone as a specific verbal form.1148  The question mark
attached to the analysis is insufficient to convey to the reader how totally arbitrary the
classification is.
— p. 642 (§75.521d), pp. 648-49 (§75.525).  T. remarks that the participle of hollow roots
shows a "weak' form, i.e., without the hypothetical middle radical, compares Hebrew, and
reconstructs the Ugaritic form as ""qâm-'' ← ""*qªw(i)m.''  Since he chose to compare Hebrew,
he might have attempted an explanation for why, if proto-Hebrew also had /qªm-/, the /ª/ did
not go to /º/, or, if proto-Hebrew was /qam-/, the qame¬ of the form in Biblical Hebrew is

Semitic, /-ka/ in Ethiopic).  All the available data—certainly for West Semitic!—indicate therefore that the
proto-form would have been /QTL-ªta/ and there is at present no basis on which to propose any other
reconstruction for Ugaritic.
1147As is normal in Hebrew, the /QTLa/ forms have all assimilated to the pattern with no vowel between
the verbal stem and the pronominal element, viz., /m≠ta/m≠tªta/ → /mit/mitta/ → /m´t/mattª/ (the second
of this last set by Philippi's law). Compare /qªma/qªmªta/ → /qam/qamta/ → /qªm/qamtª/ and contrast
Aramaic, where the entire paradigm assimilated to the /m≠t-/qªm-/ stems after the rule disallowing long
vowels in closed syllables was no longer operative.
1148Pardee, AfO 30 (1983-84) 323, 326.
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irreducible (as in qªmê YHWH, "those who rise up against the Lord').  That the vowel is
secondary is shown by the corresponding /i/-type participle (e.g., m´t´ mil“amªh, "those who
have died in battle').  I know of no process that produces irreducible /ª/ in an environment
similar to that which produces irreducible /´/.  In his treatment of G-participle forms on pp.
648-49, T. proposes only one possible form as having an /e/-type vowel, viz., B(Y)N, "to
understand', might show the participial form /bên-/ ← /bªyin-/.  One must remark, however,
that, at least in Hebrew, the active vs. stative participles of hollow roots show no correlation
with presumed /w/ or /y/ as the original middle radical (as is illustrated by the verb "to die'
just discussed, a prime candidate for an original II-w root).  T. recognizes this implicitly by
vocalizing the participle of fi(Y)R, "to sing', as ""ßâr-,'' not /ß´r-/ (""bân-'' was also his first
vocalization of the participle of the root meaning "to understand').  Nor is there any reason to
expect these two participial forms to be linked with original /w/ or /y/, as stativity is
expressed by internal vowel pattern, not by root consonants.  There is, therefore, no reason
to expect that the /´/-participles in Hebrew should have come from an original form /qªyil-/;
and, in terms of the discussion above in this remark, if the /ª/-participles had come from
/qªwil-/ that should have occurred at so early a period that the resultant /â/ should have
become /º/ in Canaanite, which did not happen.  The problem of the development of
hollow-root participles remains not only unsolved here but essentially unaddressed.
— p. 643 (§75.522), p. 801 (§83.24a).  In the first reference cited, ybt in RS 16.402 (KTU
2.33) is parsed as /YQTLu/ from the root BYT, ""übernachten,'' and vocalized accordingly as
""yabîtu,'' but there is no translation of the form in context.  In the second, one finds the
translation ""die Nacht verbracht hat.''  Since /YQTLu/ forms normally do not have preterital
value in T.'s view of things (and certainly not in mine), this apparent discrepancy should
have been explained.
— p. 644 (§75.522).  {tb®n} in RS 16.266:11 (KTU 1.83) is indeed a ""n[eue] L[esung]'' as
compared with CAT's reading of {tb≤n}.  The reading was proposed by T. in 19961149 and
was corroborated by Pitard.1150  (My collation, done in 1981, and again in 1996 in
collaboration with Bordreuil, but never published, agrees with the reading of {®} in this
word.1151)
— p. 644 (§75.522).  {ykn} in RS 34.148:7 (CAT 2.75) is here analyzed as a 3 m.s. /YQTL/
form of the root K(W)N, "to be', but the passage is nowhere translated.  When viewed in
context, that analysis appears impossible.  The text reads {wlnyknp±t (8) ≤m . mlt . grgmß}.
In the editio princeps, Bordreuil and I divided line 7 as w ln ykn p±t, ""Et pour nous que les
marches soient solides … ,''1152 but that analysis now appears unlikely to me, for a 3 f.pl.
/YQTL/ form (assuming that p±t is plural) should not have a {y}-preformative.  It appears,
therefore, necessary to adopt the division that we considered as an alternative, viz., w lny kn

1149In one of T.'s reviews of CAT: AfO 42-43 (1995-96) 271.
1150""The Binding of Yamm: A New Edition of the Ugaritic Text KTU 1.83,'' JNES 57 (1998) 261-80; cf.
Parker apud Parker, ed., Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 192 (where Pitard is credited).
1151Cf. my textual remarks on this text, AuOr 16 (1998) 89-90 (p. 89, remark to RS 16.266:4, on this
particular correction to CAT).
1152Une bibliothèque (1991) 163, 164.
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p±t, "and for the two of us (i.e., the writer and the addressee), the border areas are firm
(towards the kin<gd>om of Carchemish)'.1153

— p. 645 (§75.522), p. 692 (§76.343c).  In the first section cited, T. parses t≤n in RS
2.[014]+ ii 23 (KTU 1.3) as /YQTLØ/, whereas in the second he reasons from the form with
which it is in parallel, t“dy, that it should be /YQTLu/.  As regards the etymological analysis
of the form, the two sections agree in identifying the root as ≤(Y)N, "to eye', a solution that is
much superior to T.'s subsequent proposal to find here a cognate with Hebrew ≤NH, "to
sing'.1154

— p. 645 (§75.522), p. 699 (§76.423).  On p. 645, T. cites a form t¬“n that is said to appear
in RS 3.322+ ii 40 (KTU 1.19), parses it as ""PKL 3.m./f.du.,'' and vocalizes it ""ta¬î/û“âni''; on
p. 699 the same reference is given for a form that is said to be t¬“ and is parsed as ""PKKi
[/YQTLØ/ functioning as a narrative perfective] 3 m.du.''  In neither section does he indicate
that the form in question is entirely restored.  It is unclear why T. would wish to restore the
long form, since on p. 699 he makes a point of the short form being in sequence with another
short form (tnß±); moreover, the short form is restored in CAT, though the long form was
restored in KTU.
— pp. 645-46 (§75.522).  T.'s assumption that the /YQTL/ of QL, "to fall', would have had /≠/
as its stem vowel is apparently based on the assumption that the proto-Semitic root was
QYL, a conclusion that is consonant with the Akkadian form qiªlu.  It is thus superior to my
first vocalization with /¨/,1155 to my second with /ª/,1156 and infinitely superior to my
maintenance of /¨/ along with /ª/ in a single publication!1157

— pp. 645-46 (§75.522).  On the basis of the noun mrym, "high place', the proto-Ugaritic root
of the verb RM, "to be high', should be RYM and the stem vowel of the /YQTL/ should be /≠/
(T. indicates the root as RY/WM and the stem vowel as /≠//¨/—though below, on /QTLa/
forms [p. 648, §75.524], he indicates that the root is RYM).  Of course, one finds in the other
Semitic languages nominal forms from a single hollow root with both /y/ and /w/, or /≠/ and
/¨/, and such may be the case in Ugaritic as well;  but mrym does at least provide one datum
internal to the language.  This means that personal names with the element /yarim/ may be
good Ugaritic names, while those with /yarum/ should represent another linguistic tradition

1153Cf. Pardee, Context III (2002) 105.
1154""≤Anats Kriegsgeschrei (KTU 1.2 II 23),'' UF 33 (2001) 567-71 (where the fact that Arabic shows NY
for this meaning is glossed over far too glibly—phonological inconsistencies certainly exist but one should
not adopt such a solution in a given passage unless standard phonological rules provide no good
interpretation).
1155AfO 33 (1986) 145.
1156Les textes rituels (2000) 271, 604.
1157Ibid., p. 549, where I simply repeated the vocalization proposed in AfO 33 without aligning it on the
other two tokens of the verb in that collection of texts.  I obviously had not given adequate thought to the
problem.  Three such forms are properly vocalized with the appropriate /≠/i/ vowel in Bordreuil and Pardee,
Manuel (2004) II 12, 16.
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(either a name form from an older parallel tradition that was maintained in usage at Ugarit
or a name borne by a person of non-Ugaritic origin, Canaanite for example).1158

— p. 646 (§75.522).  It is not clear why {y¯ql˘n} (RS 1.009:11 [KTU 1.46])1159 and {tqln}
(RS 24.253:4 [KTU 1.109]), 3 m.du. forms that appear in the same formula in two texts
prescribing a virtually identical ritual, are presented together in the same entry with 3 m.pl.
forms with {t}-preformative.  The plural forms are explicitly parsed but the dual forms are
not and the unwary reader could believe that all forms are being presented as plurals.  This
pair of dual forms provides one of the clearest illustrations of T.'s observation that /YQTL/
dual forms may have either t- or y- as preformative—in contrast with the plural, which has
only t-preformative—,1160 and it would have been useful to have the dual forms set apart
from the plural forms.  Above, p. 438 (§73.223.41.5), T. suggested, as an alternative
interpretation, that tqln might be a plural form, but nowhere does he prefer that analysis, and
the virtual identity of the two texts makes it, in my estimation, highly unlikely.
— p. 646 (§75.522).  T. lists RS 2.002:36 (KTU 1.23) among texts attesting yßt, 3 m.s.
/YQTL/ of fiT, "to put", without noting that the final consonant was omitted by the scribe (the
tablet bears {yß}).
— p. 646 (§75.522).  It is not clear why T. parses only yßt in RS 24.252:13 (KTU 1.108) as
from the verb fiT, "to put', taking the other three tokens of this form (ll. 1, 10) and tßt (l. 6) as
all from fiTY, "to drink' (p. 662 [§75.532]).  This is all the more difficult to understand when
one considers that line 13 is badly broken and there is thus no contextual basis for a
differentiation in meaning between line 13 and the preceding sections.1161

— p. 646 (§75.522), p. 662 (§75.532).  T. gives as his first analysis of {yßt} in RIH
77/18:15' (CAT 1.175:13) and of {[y]ßt} in line 19' of the same text a derivation from fiT, "to
put', only considering fiTY, "to drink', as an alternative.  Two considerations lead me to
believe that the priority should be reversed:  (1) {ßty} appears in line 11' of this text and,
though the context is broken, the explicit {y} must be considered as an indicator in favor of
the interpretation of yßt below by fiTY; (2) yßt b gbh, "he shall drink (it) from his cup' is a far
more transparent than "he will put it in his body' (= "on his body'?) or "he will put it in his cup'
(at the end of the text!).  RIH 77/18 appears fairly clearly to be medical in nature and, just as
medication was poured through the nostrils of the sick horse according to the hippiatric texts,
and just as the person recovering from alcoholic intoxication is to drink the remedy (KTU
24.258:31' [KTU 1.114]—see remark above to p. 310 [§54.133.1b], etc.) so the sick person
may be expected to have been required to drink the medicine.  Finally, when on p. 662 T.
considers the possibility of deriving yßt in RIH 77/18 from fiTY, he parses it as a /YQTLØ/.
Because of the formal parallels between medical texts and omen texts, it is, however, more
likely that the application of the remedy was expressed indicatively (viz., the verb in the

1158Cf. del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, Diccionario II (2000) 390.
1159On the various transcriptions and analyses that T. offers for {y¯ql˘n}, see remark above to p. 438
(§73.223.41.5), etc.
1160See above, introduction and note 5.
1161Some scholars have taken the other tokens of yßt/tßt as from fiT, "to put' (cf. Pardee, Les textes para-
mythologiques [1988] 83-84; idem, Ritual and Cult [2002] 194).
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omen apodosis is /YQTLu/ rather than /YQTLØ/); {yßt} here appears, therefore, to be best
parsed as a contracted /YQTLu/ form from a III-y root (/yißtû/ ← /yißtayu/).  On other cases
of {yßt} = /YQTLu/, see remark below to p. 662 (§75.532), etc.; on the vocalization of forms
of this type, see remark below to p. 656 (§75.531e).
— p. 646 (§75.522).  T. cites RS 16.402:12 (KTU 2.33) as having two certain examples of
±ßt, "I shall put', but the {±} of the first example is restored, and the restoration may not be
considered particularly likely.
— p. 646 (§75.522).  y®b in RIH 78/16:6' (CAT 1.171) cannot be classified with certainty as
from the root T˙(W)B, "to return', as T. does here.1162

— p. 646-47 (§75.523).  T. here correctly vocalizes all of the m.s. G-imperatives from
hollow roots with a short vowel, e.g. /bin/, "understand'.1163  It would have been worth
observing that there is no way of determining from the consonantal script which of these may
have been in the extended form, in which case the stem vowel would have remained long,
e.g., /b≠na/.
— p. 647-48 (§75.524).  In his listing of /QTLa/ forms of hollow roots, T. indicates the
hypothetical proto-West-Semitic form only for the very first:  {b±t} is vocalized ""bâ≥at'' and
said to come from ""*bawa≥at.''  In all vocalizations but one of 2d and 1st person forms, he
leaves open the possibility that there may have been a vowel between the verbal stem and
the pronominal element:  this vowel is always indicated as ""(a),'' and the reconstruction here
differs, therefore, from that indicated in the introduction to the hollow roots, viz. ""ª̃,'' and for
the worse since /ª/ is far more likely than /a/ in this slot (see remark above to p. 642
[§75.521c]).  Finally, in the one case where he does not indicate the possibility of this vowel,
he has forgotten to shorten the vowel in the verbal stem:  ""bâßtumâ'' ("you two tarry') would
have to have short /a/ in the first syllable (/baßtumª/) for the reason discussed above in the
seventh general remark (for the likelihood that the form was in fact /bªßªtumª/, see above,
remark to p. 469 [§73.333.3], etc.).
— p. 648 (§75.524).  Only in the case of N‡, "to rest', does T. consider seriously the
possibility that the stem of the hollow-root /QTLa/ in the first- and second-person forms may
have had /u/, viz., /nu”tu/, "I have rested', citing as evidence the Amarna form {nu-u”-ti} (EA
147:56).  No attempt is made, however, to work the form into his overarching theory of
hollow roots, in particular his preference, based on all available Ugaritic data, for the
hypothesis that there would have been a vowel between the verbal stem and the pronominal
element (see preceding note).
— p. 648 (§75.524), p. 707 (§76.524.2).  The comparatively high incidence of participles in
the ""para-mythological'' texts indicates that ql in RS 24.258:21 (KTU 1.114) may be so
parsed1164 rather than as /QTLa/.

1162Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 873, 874.
1163I had not thought through the problem when vocalizing such forms in Les textes para-mythologiques
(1988), e.g., p. 183, where ""ß≠t'' is indicated in lines 6, 7, and 9.
1164Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 26, 205-6.
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— p. 648 (§75.524).  Because the context of qlt in RS 1.032:3' (KTU 2.8) has disappeared,
one may not limit the number of possible analyses to 2 m.s. or 1 c.s. of QL, "to fall', as T.
does here.  This would be the only occurrence of this verb in letters outside the epistolary
formula "at the feet of X does [the writer] fall', and the absence of context simply makes the
analysis, even the identification of the root, uncertain.
— p. 648 (§75.524).  With a question mark, T. parses ßtt in RS 17.434+:7 (KTU 2.36) as
2 m.s. from fiT, "to put'.  If, however, the verb is indeed fiT and not fiTY, "to drink', as others
have thought, then the restoration of {m¯¬˘[mt]}, "treaty', at the end of the line,1165 rather
than {m¯¬˘[rm]}, "Egypt',1166 becomes plausible (T. does not indicate anywhere his reading
and interpretation of the whole line).  If that be the case, then it is hardly likely that the
queen of ‡atti would be saying that "you (Niqmaddu) set [X] in the treaty'; far more likely
that Pudu”epa is quoting from a previous message from Niqmaddu in which he said that "you
(Pudu”epa) set [X] in the treaty'.  Hence the form is more plausibly 2 f.s.  (On the difficulty
of any parsing of {ßtt} in line 47' of the same text [KTU 2.37:5], see remark above to p. 642
[§75.521c].)
— p. 648 (§75.524).  T. parses ßt in RS 2.002:61 (KTU 1.23) as verbal, 3 m.du. /QTLa/ of
fiT, "to put', without mentioning that others have taken the form as nominal, meaning
"lady'.1167  On the form of this noun, see remark below to p. 649 (§75.525a).
— p. 648 (§75.524).  No question mark is attached to the analysis of ®b in RS 16.402:39
(KTU 2.33) as G-/QTLa/ 3 m.s. of ṪB, "to return', but here the beginning of the line is almost
entirely lost, and the identification of the subject is impossible.1168

— p. 649 (§75.525a).   If Ugaritic had productive stative verbal adjectives like those of the
other Northwest-Semitic languages, it is highly unlikely, for simple paradigmatic reasons,
that knm in RS 2.002:54 (KTU 1.23) is a G-active participle, for KN means "to be' and is,
therefore, as stative as can be.  The corresponding form in Hebrew is /k´n/, listed in the
dictionaries as a simple adjective because the G-stem of this root has otherwise fallen out of
usage, but corresponding in form to other stative adjectives of hollow roots such as /m´t/ (cf.
above, remark to p. 642 [§75.521d], etc.).
— p. 649 (§75.525a).  Whether or not the Ugaritic word for "woman' written {ßt} was
originally a G-stem participle from a root fiWD, it cannot possibly have been vocalized
""ßâ/êtt-'' as T. proposes here, for the vowel in the first syllable cannot have been long
(contrast Arabic sitt-, which T. actually cites).
— p. 649 (§75.525a).  T. apparently recognizes that w ®b in RS 1.002:35' (KTU 1.40) cannot
be a simple perfective, but, in line with his usual refusal to recognize 2d person forms in the
prescriptive ritual texts (see above, remark to p. 211 [§41.12], etc.), he parses the form as an
infinitive.  On the other hand, he parsed ßqrb in line 26' of this text as a m.pl. impv. (p. 595

1165Verreet, OLP 17 (1986) 75; Dijkstra, UF 19 (1987) 47 n. 51; idem, UF 21 (1989) 143; Cunchillos,
Textes ougaritiques II (Paris, 1989) 395.
1166Cf. Pardee, AfO 29-30 (1983-84) 327-28.
1167E.g., Pardee, Context I (1997) 282; Parker apud Parker, Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 213; Wyatt,
Religious Texts (1998) 334.
1168Pardee, AfO 31 (1984) 216.
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[§74.623]—see my remark above on this parsing), and it is unclear why he did not continue
that line of analysis here.  Because of the tight construction of the mirroring masculine-
feminine sections of this text, it appears very likely that whatever verb form was used in line
26' was imitated in line 35'.1169

— p. 649 (§75.526a).  The analysis of {¯-˘ßt} in RS 24.247+:42' (KTU 1.103) as the
G-infinitive of fiT, "to put', as T. indicates here to be a certainty, is far from certain because
the partially preserved sign before {ßt} appears not to be a word-divider.1170

— p. 649 (§75.527a).  T. reconstructs {[…]¯d˘k} in RIH 77/18:14' (CAT 1.175:12) as
{[y]dk} and interprets it as a G-passive in spite of the fact that {dk} is attested in line 4' of
this text, where it was interpreted by the editors, correctly in my opinion, as an imperative;
the editors extrapolated, again correctly, that reading to line 14'.1171  T. has not noticed that
the person to whom the medical instructions are communicated in this text is always
addressed directly, i.e., in the second person (see above, remark to p. 605 [§74.632], etc.).
— p. 650 (§75.527c).  In my vocalization of RS 24.258:28 (KTU 1.114), I rendered n≤r as
/QTLa/ (/na≤ªra/),1172 an analysis adopted here by T.  Because the verb is in a clause
introduced by hn, because it expresses the result of the medical care devoted to ≥Ilu by the
goddesses ≤Anatu and ≤A®tartu, and because of the frequent use of participles in these
para-mythological texts, I wonder now if the analysis as a participle (/na≤ªru/) is not
preferable.
— pp. 650-51 (§75.527d-f).  In these sections devoted to the L-stem of hollow roots, T.
vocalizes all forms but one with /ª/ rather than /â/, e.g., ""yukªnin,'' "he established' (√KWN);
the exception is ""mutâr(r)ªt-'' (L-passive participle √TWR).  Why did the disappearance of
the weak middle radical not produce a contracted vowel in these forms as it did, according to
T., everywhere else?1173  (See above, seventh general remark.)
— pp. 651-52 (§75.527g-i).  Up to this point in his presentation of hollow roots, T. has been
fairly careful in marking what is for him the contracted vowel as short when the vowel
appears in a closed syllable.  In the presentation of the fi-stem of hollow roots, however, the
indicator of contraction/length has been retained in all syllables, closed or open.1174  There
are even two cases of so marking the stem vowel in /QTLa/ (""ßakînta'' and ""ßaqîlta''),

1169I have analyzed both forms as m.s. imperatives: Leslau (1991) 1185, 1187; Les textes rituels (2000) 97,
98 (correct /®¨b/ here to /®ub/ or to ®¨ba/—see above, seventh general remark); Ritual and Cult (2002) 82,
83; cf. Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 54.
1170Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 544; see the new copy and photograph in Bordreuil and Pardee,
Manuel (2004), text 20 in the Choix de textes.
1171Bordreuil and Caquot, Syria 56 (1979) 296, 297.
1172Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 22.
1173Indeed, on p. 577 (§74.511) it is said that the L-stem pattern for hollow roots is ""yu1â3i3.''
1174There is, however, one example of a mistake in the opposite direction:  ""yVßtakinu'' (p. 652 [§75.527i]).
Judging from the long discussion on pp. 607-8 (§74.642—to which there is no cross-reference on p. 652),
where the derivation of this form as fi-stem from √K(W)N or as G-stem from √fiKN is debated, the
vocalization with /i/ may be a remnant of the latter analysis, even though the former is preferred.
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something that not even the invasion of /≠/ into the Hiphil in proto-Hebrew was able to
accomplish (the corresponding form is /hiqtáltª/ in strong roots, /h´qámtª/ in hollow roots).
— p. 652 (§75.528).  One may contrast T.'s willingness to parse forms in the most obscure
and broken contexts with his unwillingness to prefer a parsing of ykr in the well-preserved
context of RS 24.244:62 (KTU 1.100), here said to come from √K(W)R, √KRR, or
√NKR.1175  It is inconsistent to devote an entire section to this and four other forms when
any number of forms that are above parsed more or less precisely are of equally dubious
analysis for one reason or another—I have remarked above on the ones that struck me as
most dubious.
— p. 652 (§75.529).  There are two anomalies in the paradigm entry for the G-stem
""Inf[initiv] abs[olut]'' of hollow roots:  (1) there is no such thing as an ""infinitive absolute'' in
Ugaritic in the same sense as in Hebrew, only an infinitive that appears in the paronomastic
figure of speech in which the Hebrew infinitive absolute appears regularly (e.g., /qªtºl
qªtált≠/); (2) the form is vocalized ""qûm-'' whereas above (p. 649 [§75.526a]) the standard
infinitive is vocalized with ""â'' and is derived from the /qatªl/ base, i.e., the standard base of
the G-infinitive in Ugaritic—this reconstruction corresponds to Hebrew, where the infinitive
construct is /q¨m/, the infinitive absolute /qºm/ ← /qªm/ ≈ /qªtºl/ ← /qatªl/ and it is the latter
that appears, of course, in the paronomastic figure of speech (/qºm qámt≠/).  That a verbal
noun /q¨m-/ may have existed in Ugaritic is one thing, identifying it is the "infinitive absolute'
is quite another.
— pp. 652-53 (§75.529).  There is another anomaly in the presentation of L-stem forms in
this paradigm:  the vowel of the first root syllable is given as ""ô/â,'' e.g., ""yuqô/âmimu.''  As
remarked above, /â/ is expected from T. though he indicates /ª/ in §75.527d-f (pp. 650-51).
Where the /ô/ comes from here is anybody's guess since he does not discuss it (he
apparently thought at some time that the form should have derived from
/qawmama/yuqawmim-/, i.e., a simple reduplicating pattern /qatlala/, rather than being
related to the /qªtala/ stem).
— pp. 653-71 (§75.53).  In addition to the general problem of the distribution of III-y and
III-w forms mentioned above in the seventh general remark, another problematic aspect of
T.'s treatment of III-weak roots may be mentioned here (cf. above, remark to p. 190
[§33.311.5], etc.):  he vocalizes /YQTLØ/ in the G-stem and imperative forms in the derived
stems with a contracted vowel at the end (e.g., /yabkî/ ← /yabkiy/ and /“awwî/ ← /“awwiy/)
whereas proto-Hebrew and Arabic had a short vowel in the /YQTLØ/ and Arabic does in
the imperative as well.  (One may surmise that the /´/ in the principal verbal stems in
Hebrew represents paradigm pressure from the Qal, where the accent was certainly on the
final syllable:  /biníy/ → b@n´h.)  Certainly in the /YQTLØ/ and plausibly in the imperative of
the derived stems, where the accent would not have been on the final syllable because one
of the preceding syllables was long (e.g., /“áwwi/), I see no reason to doubt that the Ugaritic
pattern was similar to that of Arabic.  The explanation provided for his decision found on p.
656 (""Da jedoch sichere Anhaltspunkte fehlen, wird die Möglichkeit der Voklakürzung in
der folgenden Vokalisierung der Verbalformen III-w/y nicht berücksichtigt'') is, as nearly as

1175Cf. Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 202, 215; Wyatt, Religious Texts (1998) 384 n. 32.
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I can determine, valueless:  given that it is difficult to come up with potential sources of
internal data which might elucidate the question (certainly not Ugaritic orthography!) and
that the West-Semitic comparative data go against the hypothesis, T.'s choice can only be
described as showing a preference for theory over data (one would expect /iy/ to give /î/ and
the fact that this was manifestly not the case in two of the principal branches of West Semitic
is considered inconsequential).  In particular, the difference between Hebrew /y@“≠y/, "may
he live', and /y´bk/, "may he weep', seems not to have impressed T., for he vocalizes both
forms in Ugaritic with an identical final vowel, /î/ (/ya“î/ and /yabkî/).  Hebrew /y@“≠y/ must,
however, have developed along similar lines as nouns of the type /p@r≠y/, "fruit', viz., through
loss of a final short vowel and homorganic shift from /y/ to /≠/:  /píryu/ → /píry/ → /pír≠/ (this
stage gave the pausal form /pér≠y/) → /p@r≠y/—in other words, in the verbal form it is the
second root consonant that has created the /î/, not the third (/ya“yiy/ → /ya“yi/ → /ya“y/ →
/ya“î/ → /y@“î/).  There is no reason to doubt that proto-Hebrew also had /yibka/ (from
/yabki/ by paradigm collapse on the /yiqtal/ form).  An important element of T.'s
reconstruction is that he considers that Arabic and Hebrew went through the stage /yaqtî/ on
the way to /yaqti/.  That explanation does not, however, account for the forms just discussed
and it must be judged more likely that the attested forms represent a simple dropping of the
final weak consonant (i.e., /yaqtiy/ → /yaqti/) or perhaps a paradigm based on an historically
biconsonantal root (i.e. /yaqti/ ← /yaqti/, not /yaqti/ ← /yaqtiy/). Another indication that
proto-West-Semitic never went through the contraction stage comes from what for T. is a
conundrum, viz., whether proto-Ugaritic /yißtay/ went to /yißtê/ or to /yißtâ/ (the latter would
be ""in Analogie zum Starken Verb'' [p. 656]—which, however, does not make a lot of sense
because there is no strong-root form with /â/; presumably the analogy is to /yiqtal/, but if so
the analogy is poor).1176  Arabic /yaqta/ and Hebrew /y´qt/ demonstrate that the stage of
proto-West-Semitic from which these two languages descended had /yaqta/ (the ¬ere in
Biblical Hebrew shows proto-Hebrew /yiqta/ by the Barth-Ginsberg law; the writing of the
1 c.s. form of this verb as {•ßt-} shows explicitly that Ugaritic had the same historical
stem).1177  Neither could have undergone a shortening from /yaqtê/ (← /yaqtay/) because
neither Arabic nor proto-Hebrew had a phoneme /e/.  In an e-mail discussion of this point, T.
has remarked:  ""Kurzformen (Präteritum) von Verben III-inf. haben im älteren Akkad.
wahrscheinlich einen langen Auslautvokal bessessen. Diese wurden erst später gekürzt''

1176T. does not, however, present the conundrum consistently, for the options are only presented for the root
fiTY; other /yiqtay/ forms are vocalized /yiqtâ/ with or without a question mark (p. 659, BY; p. 660, ‡DY)
or /yiqtê/ with a question mark (p. 662, PHY— the imperative of this root is given as /pVhê/ without a
question mark on p. 663).
1177It is well known that the singular jussive and preterit forms disappeared from Aramaic.  In Old Aramaic,
however, the jussive form was still alive, as Degen demonstrated by the use of different matres lectionis in
the two forms, he for the indicative, yod for the jussive (GGA 231 [1979] 36-39; on the consistency of this
pattern in the Tell Fakhariya inscription, see Pardee, Semitica 48 [1998] 146-47).  One must surmise either
that this was a rare case of using a mater with a final short vowel, that the historical short vowel had
secondarily lengthened, or that proto-Aramaic had developed along the lines proposed by T. for Ugaritic.  In
any case, the form is no longer attested in the many texts known from the late sixth century on because the
jussive had fused with the indicative.
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(March 13, 2004).  Whatever the case may have been for proto-West Semitic, the
agreement between Hebrew and Arabic for the final vowel of such forms having been or
being short and the exclusion of an intermediate form /yaqte/ from both languages (the same
problem should exist theoretically for /yaqtaw/ → /yaqtô/) constitute impediments to the
explanation of the West-Semitic forms by contraction and subsequent shortening of the final
syllable.  If, however, T.'s view of the early Akkadian data is correct and if a plausible
solution can be found for the /yaqtê/yaqtô/ problem, one could posit that a form such as
/yaqtî/ could develop to /yaqti/ if accented on the first syllable—this theory would require in
turn that the jussive and perfective forms distinguished by accent according to Hetzron's
theory (see note 1118) had fallen together or that the form with final long vowel simply
disappeared.  Whatever the ultimate solution may be for the problem in proto-West Semitic, I
see no reason to posit that the Ugaritic language of the 13th century would have had a long
vowel in the final syllable of III-weak /YQTLØ/ forms.
— pp. 653-71 (§75.53).  At various points in this section on III-y/w roots, T. mentions
""Pleneschreibung'' as a possible explanation of forms written with {-y}.  There are virtual
doublets written with and without {-y} (see remark below to p. 658 [§75.531f]) and an
explanation along these lines is certainly to be envisaged; "historical writing', however, might
be a more appropriate term, i.e., one would assume that a phonetic shift had occurred in the
spoken language but that forms were occasionally still written in an archaic manner.  (On the
general problem, see remark below to pp. 682-718 [§76].)
— pp. 653-54 (§75.531b).  T. here cites evidence for III-w roots in Ugaritic, but the quality
of the data varies considerably:  only two forms written with {w} are cited, while the rest
represent T.'s views of diphthong and triphthong contractions, in particular {td°}, "she flies',
is said to come from /tad≥uw(u)/ and {t≤l}, "they ascended', from /tal≤uw¨/, i.e., it is assumed
that /yaqtul/ forms are built off a III-w root or a III-w variant of a root that is only attested in
Ugaritic consonantal writing as III-y—which is the case of both D≥Y and ≤LY.  This
reconstruction appears to be related more closely to Arabic orthographic conventions (where
the presence of {w} or {y} may be determined by the preceding vowel, e.g., /yabnuwna/
3 m.pl. vs. /yabniyna/ 3 f.pl.) than to a full-scale reconstruction of proto-Ugaritic.  What is
clear from the orthography is that in Ugaritic, as in the other Northwest-Semitic languages,
virtually all III-w roots have become III-y, so the system is certainly not identical to the
Arabic one, where roots may be classed as III-w or III-y on the basis of the retention of /w/
or /y/ throughout much of the verbal paradigm.  What is unclear for Ugaritic is whether there
was a systematic use of the imperfective modes in poetry—this description is required
because the relationship between writing and phonology is uncertain, i.e., no one has yet
come up with a description of the system of usage of {y≤n} vs. {y≤ny}.  That being the case,
a systematic reconstruction of the proto-Ugaritic forms that resulted in the forms we
encounter in the texts at are disposal  is at present out of reach.  I see no solid basis on which
to determine whether the /yaqtul/ base was still in use with III-weak roots or whether it had
already fallen together with /yiqtal/ and /yaqtil/ as in proto-Hebrew.  T.'s principal argument,
viz., that the attested forms must come from /yaqtul/ base forms because /yaqtil/ would give
irreducible triphthongs, assumes more about the monophthongization of triphthongs than can
in fact be demonstrated.  As for the coexistence of III-w and III-y verbal forms of the same
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root, viz., that the proto-Ugaritic form of the root was III-w when preceded by /u/ but III-y
when preceded by /a/ or /i/, T. should demonstrate the plausibility of the existence of such a
system in a Northwest-Semitic language before simply assuming its existence in Ugaritic or
in proto-Ugaritic.  His only positive consonantal data from Ugaritic (i.e., data provided by the
presence of {w}) are provided by nominal forms with /w/, viz., bnwn and bnwt.  These
exhibit the fluidity of III-weak roots in proto-Ugaritic, something that is clear from all the
West-Semitic languages.  The principal orthographic argument is the following:  though the
relatively frequent verbs BNY, "to build', and ≤LY, "to ascend', show various forms with final
{-y}, not a single case exists of an imperfective form showing final {-y} (nine and
seventeen tokens, respectively, of /YQTL/ forms of the two roots are cited on pp. 659 and
661).  It is apparently this fact that has led T. to conclude that these and a few other roots
had /yaqtuw-/ as their /YQTL/ (on the particular cases of BNY and ≤LY, see remarks above
to p. 427 [§73.131], etc.).  What would have been needed is a statement regarding the stage
of evolution of the Semitic languages at which T. believes a full-blown system of yaqtuw/y-/
forms to have existed and the place occupied by Ugaritic in that evolution.  T. refers to a
III-w system as ""productiver'' (p. 654) in Ugaritic, but the data are extremely sparse for so
encompassing an hypothesis.  To my knowledge, there is only one certain case in Ugaritic of
verbal forms from one and the same root showing {w} and {y}, {±twt}, attested once as the
3 f.s. /QTLa/ of ≥TW/Y  (RS 2.[008]+ iv 32' [KTU 1.4]), and {t•ty}, attested twice as the
3 m. pl. /YQTL/ of the same root (RS 3.343+ iii 17', 18' [KTU 1.15]).1178  The other roots
cited by T. would have shown the opposite distribution in the two conjugations, e.g. {≤ly}, "he
ascended', is attested whereas {y≤l}, "he ascends', is said to come from /*yal≤uw-/.  As
regards the orthographic data, it is important to note that the number of imperfective forms
where one would expect the third consonant to be written according to T.'s norms of
monophthongization if the root were III-y is much lower than the total of twenty-six tokens
that are cited, indeed only three forms in six tokens ({t≤ln}, "they ascend', attested four times,
{n≤l}, "we will ascend', in RS 24.266:33 (KTU 1.119), and {tbnn}, "they build', in RS
2.[008]+ vi 16).1179  It is not impossible that such a small number of forms is owing to the
vagaries of monophthongization or of orthographic practice among the scribes.  That
possibility is proven by the existence of {tßtn}, "they drink' (twice in RS 24.258 [KTU 1.114],
identified by T. as contracted from /tißtay¨na/ [p. 663]) and of {tbkn}, "they/you weep' (in RS
3.343+ v 12, 14 [KTU 1.15], identified on p. 459 [§73.273.5] as contracted from /tabkiy¨na/
but in this section [p. 659, §75.532] as a 2 m.s. form, with no suggestion for identifying who

1178The case of {≤rwt} in RS 2.[003]+ i 7 (KTU 1.14) and {≤ryt} in RS 18.031:25 (KTU 2.38} is resolvable
by epigraphic means.  The latter form is quite plausibly a /qatil/ or /qat≠l/, rather than a finite verbal form
(see above, remark to p. 195 [§33.322.2b], etc.) and from the root ≤RY, "to be naked' (said of a ship
stripped of its sails).  On the other hand, {≤rwt} is almost certainly not the correct reading in RS 2.[003]+ i
7 (against KTU/CAT) because the editor was correct in seeing the right tip of the first sign as having the
form of a horizontal wedge, not that of a {≤} (the tablet was collated in June of 2003).
1179Another form cited by T. on p. 654 is irrelevant:  {t≤l} in RS 16.402:37 is probably 3 f.s. (with ml±kty
as subject) rather than 3 m.pl.
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that singular subject would be).1180  At the end of the day, it appears legitimate to query
whether the data are sufficient to posit the existence in Ugaritic of a productive /*yaqtuw-/
paradigm.  One possibility is that the forms adduced in favor of that hypothesis are frozen
forms dating back to an earlier period, when full paradigms existed for both  /yaqtuw-/ and
yaqtuy-/.  In this respect, it must be observed that T.'s reconstructions taken to their logical
extreme would mean that there was no such thing in proto-West Semitic as roots
distinguished by whether they were III-w or III-y, but only III-weak roots with variable /w/
or /y/ that was determined by the preceding vowel.  Such an hypothesis goes against the data
from Arabic, where III-w roots often exist alongside III-y roots and each has a distinct
meaning.  Would T. argue that all such cases are inner-Arabic developments and that the
Arabic system was absent from proto-West Semitic?  An hypothesis just as plausible as T.'s
would say that /yaqtuw/y-/ had fallen together with /yaqtiy-/ under the influence of the shift
from III-w to III-y in all other forms, i.e., that representative forms of the paradigm were
/yabni/ (3 m.s. jussive ← /yabniy/), /yabnû/ (3 m.s. indicative ← /yabniyu/), /y/tabnû/ (3 m.pl.
jussive, a remnant of earlier /y/tabnuw/y¨/ or a contracted form of the more recent
/y/tabniy¨/), and /y/tabnûna/ (3 m.pl. indicative, also either a remnant of earlier
/y/tabnuw/y¨na/ or a contracted form of the more recent /y/tabniy¨na/).  Finally, as in so
many other details of this grammar, consistency has not been achieved, e.g., y“ in RS
2.[012] i 35' (KTU 1.12) is on p. 144 vocalized ya““î'' but on p. 661 ya““û.''
— pp. 653-54 (§75.531b), p. 659 (§75.532).  It is highly unlikely that {tbnn} reflects
""/tabnû-nna/,'' for the orthography represents the perception by the scribe of the form as a
single word.  It must, therefore, represent either /tabnunna/ i.e., with loss of length in /u/ and
hence of the information which that vowel length carried regarding plurality, /tabnun/, also
with loss of vowel length, or else /tabnûna/.  T. has apparently chosen the /-nna/ ending
because he prefers it over /-n/ for unstated reasons (see above, second remark to pp. 497-
506 [§73.6]) and because of the homonymy produced by attaching a simple /-na/ to verbal
forms that end in a long vowel, for that ending would be identical with the indicative marker
(/YQTL¨na/ indicative, /YQTL¨/ jussive—see above, seventh remark to pp. 497-506
[§73.6]).  As observed above, eighth general remark, the use of the dash in such forms
constitutes essentially a refusal to come to terms with the necessity to posit the loss of the
marker of plurality in forms of this type—we all know that the dash represents segmentation
of the morphemes, but, when vocalizing Ugaritic forms, the Ugaritic vocalization should be
given, not a non-existent hybrid located somewhere between the proto-form and the actual
reconstructed form.  Curiously, T. admits this necessity on p. 654, but only in a non-existent
form:  ""Auf der Basis des Paradigmas III-y wäre eine Schreibung *tbnyn (= tabniyunna/ ←
*tabniy¨-nna) zu erwarten.''  Below, in the list of III-w/y /YQTL/ forms (pp. 658-664
[§75.532], {tbnn} is again vocalized ""/tabnû-nna/'' but {•ßtn} (RS 16.265:16 [KTU 5.9 i 16])
is vocalized correctly ""≥ißtanna'' as a derivation from /≥istaya + nna/ (cf. also p. 656
[§75.531e]).  Consistent representation of the presumed Ugaritic vocalization would be far
more intellectually satisfying and far less confusing to the users of the grammar.

1180T. refers to the ""konventionelle Deutung'' of the form as 2 m.pl., but offers no explanation for his
breaking from convention.
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— p. 654 (§75.531b), p. 661 (§75.532).  Though my analysis of t≤l in RS 16.402:37 (KTU
2.33) as 3 f.s. jussive with the following word ®h as subject may have to be abandoned, for
there is as yet no proof that ®h was a feminine noun,1181 T.'s analysis as 3 m.pl. is even less
likely, for there is no basis on which to analyze t≤l as 3 m.pl. jussive (""let them arrive in ®h'').
If, therefore, ®h is not the subject, the only other plausible candidate is ml±kty, "my
messenger party' (l. 35).  The phrase would mean "it (my messenger party) will arrive in a
dangerous situation (or whatever meaning be established for ®h)'.
— p. 655 (§75.531d), pp. 664-65 (§75.534).  There can be no certainty that the contracted
form of the 3 m.s. /QTLa/ of III-w/y roots showed a long vowel (""/≤alâ/ < *≤alay/wa ''):
though this vowel in Aramaic and Arabic is long, Hebrew shows qame¬, which normally
corresponds to /a/ in proto-Hebrew.  (The Hebrew 3 f.s. tells us nothing because it reflects a
mutation:  ≤ªl@tªh consists of the secondary feminine morpheme /ª/ ← /-at/ which has been
attached to a proto-Hebrew form which would have been similar to the Ugaritic form, viz.,
/≤alat/ or /≤alât/ ← /≤alayat/.)  In this matter of contracted and uncontracted forms (e.g., {≤l}
vs. {≤ly}), the possibility must be mentioned that the latter may represent historical writings
or consciously archaic forms, viz., that only /≤ala/ or /≤alâ/ existed in the spoken language of
Ugarit.  It is certain that the uncontracted third-person forms do not belong only to the archaic
language of poetry, for some are attested in prose; the data do, on the other hand, conform to
the theory that they should represent a later stage of the language, for no contracted forms
are yet attested in poetry.
— p. 656 (§75.531e), p. 661 (§75.532).  As is shown by the jussive form {t°dn} in RS
92.2014:8 (RSO XIV 52), {t≤l} in lines 4 and 6 of the same text may be parsed as jussive as
well (rather than as indicative with contraction), in spite of the preceding negative particle l
(see above, remarks to p. 514 [§74.222.3], etc., and to p. 612 [§75.212.12]).
— p. 656 (§75.531e).  When it comes to reconstructing the /YQTLu/ forms of the III-y
/yiqtal/-type in which the root letter /y/ is not present in the writing, T. plugs in his rule for
vowel contraction, according to which /ayu/ should go to /û/ (p. 199 [§33.232.2b]).  Thus the
2 m.s. form would be identical with the 2 m.pl. jussive/perfective, viz. /tiphû/ ← /tiphayu/ and
/tiphay¨/ (expressed in terms of the 2d person because of the near absence of
y-preformative 3 m.pl. forms).  It is clear that Arabic did not follow this pattern, for the
corresponding forms, here expressible for 3d person, are /yaqta(y)/ (3 m.s.) and /yaqtaw(≥)/
(3 m.pl. juss. ← /yaqtay¨/), and the later Northwest-Semitic languages also eliminated such
3 m.s. forms through paradigm leveling (e.g., Hebrew yißteh ).  That Ugaritic followed
neither of these patterns appears, however, to be indicated by {tl°} in RS 24.244:68 (KTU
1.100), which should be /til≥û/1182 ← /til≥ayu/ (3 f.s. indicative of L≥Y—unless the final
vowel here reflect the fact that this root was III-w in proto-Ugaritic, viz., /til≥awu/).  By
analogy, my vocalization of the G-passive form tp in RS 24.103+:19 (KTU 1.103+) as

1181The phrase p m÷y ®h is now attested in RS 94.2406:14 (see Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel [2004], text
31 in the Choix de textes), but the context is broken; perhaps ®h is adverbial there, as it may also be in RS
16.402.
1182Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 202.
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/tuppâ/1183 from /*tunpayu/ is perhaps to be abandoned in favor of /tuppû/ (so T. p. 513
[§74.222.2], p. 656 [§75.531e], p. 668 [§75.537a]), my vocalization of ykl in RS 19.015:1 as
/yiklâ/1184 should certainly be changed to /yiklû/ (see remark above to p. 512 [§74.222.2],
etc.), and my vocalization of y≤l in RS 24.277:23' (KTU 1.127:30) should be corrected from
/ya≤lî/1185 to /ya≤lû/ (see remark above to p. 126 [§32.146.33a], etc.).  If {tl°} does reflect a
general pattern, one should perhaps consider that there was, in addition to the rule of
contraction to which there are too many exceptions for it to be entirely convincing, a psycho-
linguistic basis:  expression of the verbal mode (in this case the /u/ of the indicative) was
important enough to outweigh the disadvantage of homophonous forms.
— p. 656 (§75.531e), p. 663 (§75.532).  In the first section cited, T. proposes two analyses
and vocalizations of the 3 m.pl. /YQTL/ form tßtn in RS 24.258:3 (KTU 1.114), either as
/YQTLu/ (/tißtûna/ ←  /tißtay¨na/) or as /YQTLØ/ plus energic ending (""tißtûnna'' ←
""tißtay¨-nna''); in the second, only the first of these options is indicated.  The latter
vocalization is, of course, impossible, since the vowel would have to shorten in the closed
syllable.  This shortening would produce a form identical with 3 f.s. and 2 m.s. indicative +
energic (according to T.'s system), viz., /tißtayunna/, and, moreover, T. would expect the
/ayu/ triphthong to contract (pp. 198-99 [§33.323.2], here and on p. 657 a series of
exceptions are cited), which would further reduce the form to /tißtunna/.  If, however, one
posits here an energic ending /-(a)na/, that and the indicative forms would have been
identical—hence apparently T.'s avoidance of that possibility (see above, seventh remark to
pp. 497-506 [§73.6] and remarks to p. 500 [§73.611.2d] and to pp. 653-54 [§75.531b], etc.).
Whatever the upshot of the discussion regarding energic forms may be, RS 24.258 seems to
show a rather consistent use of /YQTLu/ forms, and that appears to be the better solution for
tßtn here (the vocalization is thus plausibly /tißtûna/ ← /tißtayuna/).1186  See also below,
remark to p. 662 (§75.532) on yßt in lines 16 and 31' of this same text.
— p. 657 (§75.531e).  The list of verbal roots that do not show monophthongization of /-iy¨̃/
is incomplete, as a perusal of the relevant forms on pp. 658-63 will show.
— p. 657 (§75.531e), p. 663 (§75.533).  In his second interpretation of {ßdyn} in RS
2.[009]+ iv 18 (KTU 1.6) as consisting of a verbal form + energic ending (instead of ßd yn,
"pour out wine'), T. does not take vowel shortening into consideration for the question of
monophthongization, viz., he vocalizes, as is so often the case, by segmentation rather than
indicating the final form:  ""ßidiy≠-nna.''  The penultimate syllable would, of course, have
become /in/, and the presence of so many /i/ vowels, one of which according to T.'s
hypothesis would have been ultra-short, casts doubt on the plausibility of the reconstruction.
— p. 658 (§75.531f), p. 659 (§75.532), p. 692 (§76.344).  As a possible explanation of
{tgly} in RS 2.[008]+ iv' 23 (KTU 1.4) and RS 2.[009]+ i 34 (KTU 1.6) over against {tgl} in

1183AfO 33 (1986) 146; Les textes rituels (2000) 550; T. p. 660 (§75.532).
1184Les textes rituels (2000) 491.
1185Ibid., p. 715.
1186Idem, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 21; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel II (2004) 46 (the first
token is mistakenly indicated as ""tißt¨na'' but the second is correctly ""tistûna'').
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the identical formula in RS 2.[014]+ v 7 (KTU 1.3), all three in Baal-Cycle texts,1187 on p.
658 T. uses the term ""Pleneschreibung.''  His other explanations are:  the {-y} would be the
enclitic particle or, preferred over the other two, the poet would have purposely chosen the
perfective aspect in the one case, the imperfective in the other.  On p. 692, he cites first the
two cases of {tgly}, then remarks that the imperfective aspect is not obligatory in this
expression because {tgl} is also attested.  Nowhere does he confront the fact that the
parallel verb is in all cases {tb°}, i.e., /tub¨≥u/, a marked imperfective form, which requires
the grammarian to ask whether the sequence perfective-imperfective is plausible for
sequential acts in narrative poetry.  Is "She uncovered the threshold, then she begins
entering' a plausible aspectual interpretation?1188  Note that if the explanation of the form
{tgly} as a plene writing were adopted, this form would everywhere be perfective.  More
plausible, it appears to me because contracted /YQTLu/ forms are reasonably well attested,
is the analysis of {tgl} as such a contracted form (/taglû/ ← /tagliyu/).  But that conclusion in
turn raises the question: did the uncontracted and contracted forms exist side-by-side in the
language or does {tgly} represent historical writing?  That question has already been raised
with respect to demonstrably different writings of grammatically identical nominal forms
(see remark above to p. 51 [§21.341.21a], etc., on {±”y} vs. {°”y}/{•”y}). On the
parallelism of tgl(y) and tb° in the context of the use of III-≥ roots in reconstructing the
Ugaritic verbal system, see remark above to pp. 620-21 (§75.232); on T.'s attempt to solve
the code of the poetic verbal system by aspect theory, see below, remark to pp. 682-718
(§76).
— p. 658 (§75.532), p. 674 (§75.62a).  I first noted on p. 658 the use of the abbreviation
""PKKp'' which is not indicated in the list of abbreviations on p. 917.  It apparently stands for
"short prefix conjugation, preterit function', i.e. /YQTLØ/.  This form and function are
normally noted by PKKi, where ""i'' stands for ""indicativische Funktion,'' a term which, by the
way, goes against traditional usage where "indicative' is used, correctly in my opinion, for the
/YQTLu/ form which expresses the imperfective with no modal variation.  On p. 674, I
remarked for the first time ""PKKPp,'' which appears to be related to the former (it is placed
in contrast with ""PKL,'' that is, /YQTLu/) but which I am at a loss to explain.
— p. 659 (§75.532).  I do not see how T. can be sure that {ybky} in RS 24.282:2' (KTU
1.129) is 3 m.s. /YQTLu/ in so small a fragment where very little context is preserved. Any
possible analysis of this sign sequence must be left open.
— p. 659 (§75.532).  T.'s alternative analysis of {•b÷yh}, "I will reveal it' (four attestations in
mythological texts), as N-stem can hardly be considered likely because of the pronominal
suffix:  transitive N-stem forms, though known, are not commonplace in any of the
Northwest-Semitic languages, certainly not in Ugaritic.

1187{tgly} is attested twice more in the same idiom in texts  from the ≥Aqhatu cycle.
1188See above, remark to pp. 620-21 (§75.232), where this possibility is broached.  T. accepts the existence
of a category of imperfective usage for marking inception of action, in particular for the verb Nfi≥ when it
expresses "lifting the voice' (p. 695 [§76.348]).
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— p. 659 (§75.532).  Another unregistered abbreviation is found here in describing the
/YQTL/ forms of HDY, "to incise (one's flesh in mourning)':  the forms are vocalized as
/YQTLu/, which would normally be ""PKL,'' but are here described as:  ""PLKF.''
— pp. 660-61 (§75.532).  T. interprets  the verbal form {[y]m÷k} in RS 24.252:19' (KTU
1.108) as G-stem /YQTLØ/, but with no attempt to explain the pronominal suffix (-k, "you').
I have attempted to explain the form as D-stem, factitive, and indicative (hence as a
contracted form of /YQTLu/) "he will enable you to attain (what you have requested)'.1189  If
that analysis be rejected, then a different set of restorations for the passage should be
proposed.  A similar problem is encountered in RS 3.334:8 (KTU 2.2), where an
uncontracted form of the same verb is encountered ({ym÷yk}); T. parses it also as 3 m.s.
G-stem, but again the context is damaged and there is no sure way of ascertaining either the
verbal stem or the subject of the verb.  Above, p. 437 (§73.223.34.14), T. explained the
pronominal suffix here as having a datival function; he also recognized implicitly there that
the subject, lost at the end of the preceding line, is unknown—that being the case, it cannot
even be judged certain that the function of the pronominal suffix here is datival.  I once
judged that to be the case of the final {y} of tm÷yy in RS 16.402:31,1190 but I now believe
that T.'s analysis here of that sign as representing the enclitic particle is more likely as is his
analysis of the verb as G-stem rather than D-stem.1191

— p. 660 (§75.532), p. 698 (§76.421a), p. 700 (§76.427).  T. accepts my vocalization of
{ym÷[-]} in RS 24.272:10 (KTU 1.124) as /yam÷i/,1192 interpreting it as a /YQTLØ/ form.
Because, however, this text is basically in prose, where the /YQTLØ/ perfective was no
longer regularly in use, and because {ym÷y} appears in line 1 of this text, it may be
preferable to read {ym÷[y]} (or to see ym÷ as a contracted /YQTLu/ form, not the better
solution because all other such forms in this text are written with {-y}).  There are two
problems here, the actual reading on the tablet (the surface to the right of the signs {ym÷} is
damaged) and the aspect of the verb.  This verb is preceded by direct speech which may
contain an example of /waQTLa/ with imperfective function (w ßt b bt w pr≤[t] hy ”lh,
"… and put it in the house and it will bring his illness to an end')—though pr≤t in this ""para-
mythological'' text is perhaps better parsed as a participle.  But, at least as I have interpreted
the text, it then refers to the arrival of the messenger (w ym÷[  ]) and to his reception of the
message, expressed as a /QTLa/ form (lq“).  If this were Biblical Hebrew, w ym÷ would be
a paradigmatic example of ""wªw-consecutive'' + /YQTLØ/:  "Your messenger has arrived …

1189Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 81, 82, 113.  In fact, in my vocalization of line 19' on p. 81, I
erroneously indicated the uncontracted form ""ya]ma÷÷iyuka,'' though I did better on the contracted form in
line 20' (""yama÷÷î]ka''—by the considerations offered above in the remark to p. 656 [§75.531e], however,
the contracted /YQTLu/ form should have been vocalized /yama÷÷ûka/).
1190AfO 31 (1984) 216:  ""Get those 2000 horses to me.''
1191Context III (2002) 106:  ""Those 2000 horses must arrive here'' (the form is probably plural, however,
rather than dual, as T. parses it, i.e., it agrees with the real plurality of the number rather than with the
dual of the numeral-noun that means "1000').
1192Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 183 (""yam÷î,'' of course, for T.).
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he has received …'.  But that morpho-syntax is not yet well attested in Ugaritic and one must
ask oneself whether that is the best interpretation here.
— p. 660 (§75.532).  T. parses {ym÷y} in RS 24.257:7 (KTU 1.113) as 3 m.s /YQTLu/
form.  Because, however, this is the only word preserved in the line and because the literary
genre of this part of the text is undetermined, the analysis of the signs may not be limited to
this one possibility.
— p. 660 (§75.532), p. 694 (§76.347).  Here {ym[÷y] in RS 2.[003]+ iv 34 (KTU 1.14) is
parsed either as a 3 m.s. /YQTLu/ form or as /YQTLØ/ with plene writing and {ym÷y} in
line 47 of the same text is parsed as 3 m.s. /YQTLu/ (without the plene option).  I see no
reason to believe that in the first case the expression would be perfective, in the second
imperfective.  On p. 694, both forms are cited as imperfectives following ±”r.  Though the
Kirta cycle presents several problems in the area of verbal morpho-syntax for which no
ready solution is available, the possibility may nonetheless be worth considering that the
forms in question are in fact the 3 m.pl. short form (/yam÷iy¨/), which would have as subject
Kirta and his army—this would also be the case, then, of ylk in line 44.  The principal
indicator that the forms are indeed singular is that immediately preceding plural forms were
written with {t}-preformative ({tßkn} in line 29 and {tlkn} in line 31).  At least the second of
these forms indicates, however, that—unless the {-n} be the enclitic particle—the poet is
here using "long' forms not "short' forms.  So, unless one be willing to admit that the army's
movements were first expressed by imperfectives with {t}-preformative, then by perfectives
with {y}-preformative, it appears necessary to parse all these forms as imperfective, first
plural then singular (viz., in agreement with T.'s stance that there are no 3 m.pl. /YQTL/
forms in the Kirta cycle that show /t-/ as the prefix).  I must confess that I see no convincing
explanation from aspect theory for the presence of the imperfective ym÷y in these two
passages, since the verb is fientive and expresses what I would expect the narrator to have
viewed as complete:  at the end of a part of (l. 34) or the entirety of (l. 47) his voyage, Kirta
"arrives at' a specific place.  Is it the fact that the arrival is viewed as only a prelude, in each
case, to the important events narrated immediately thereafter?  In the first case only the
adverb ®m is inserted between this clause and the next, in the second this clause is followed
by an asyndetic verbal clause.  (On T.'s attempt to explain the usage by the preceding
particle, see remark below to p. 694.)
— p. 660 (§75.532).  Though the passage is damaged, it does not appear particularly likely
that ym÷y in RS 2.[004] ii 46' (KTU 1.17) has been correctly parsed here as 3 m.s.  What
has just been recounted is Dªn≠≥ilu's wife having safely traversed the months of pregnancy
and there is no clear masculine singular subject for the verb—indeed the verb is immediately
preceded by yr”m, "months', though that noun may not have been the subject of the verb.
— p. 660 (§75.532).  The option of taking {ym÷y} in RS 24.252:9 (KTU 1.114) as a
perfective with plene writing appears remote at best:  all /YQTL/ forms in this text appear to
be /YQTLu/, not /YQTLØ/.  (On the apparent exception of trp± in line 28', see above,
remark to p. 438 [§73.223.41.4], etc.)
 — p. 661 (§75.532).  Though T. prudently places a question mark after his analysis of
{tm÷yn} in RS 3.427:5' (KTU 2.1) as 3 m.pl. /YQTLu/, it must be observed that the context
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is so broken that any one formally possible analysis of these signs is just about as plausible
as any other.
 — p. 661 (§75.532).  In the analysis of {tm÷yn} in RS 3.322+ ii 40 (KTU 1.19), one
encounters another abbreviation not included in the list on p. 917, viz., ""PKLp''; this appears
after the preferred analysis, ""PKL 3.m.du.''  Because the form should be dual and because it
appears in sequence with a /YQTLØ/ dual form ({tß±}, "they lifted up'), one might expect the
alternative analysis to be as /YQTLØ/ with energic ending or enclitic-{n}.  Both analyses
would run up against the problem discussed above (seventh remark to pp. 497-506 [§73.6]
and remarks to p. 500 [§73.611.2d], to pp. 653-54 [§75.531b], etc., and to p. 656 [§75.531e])
of creating homophonic forms: (1) if the energic morpheme /-(a)nna/ was present, the
expression of duality by vowel length would have been lost (/tam÷iyª + nna/ →

/tam÷iyanna/) as it would have been if the energic ending /-(a)n/ was present (/tam÷iyª + n/
→ /tam÷iyan/); (2) the energic morpheme /-na/ (if there was such a thing), the enclitic
morpheme /-na/, and the marker of the long form /-na/ are, of course, formally
indistinguishable.
— p. 661 (§75.532).  The reading {y[≤n]y} in RS 2.[014]+ v 10 (KTU 1.3) is presented here
as a ""n[eue] L[esung].''  T. first proposed the reading in 1995,1193 I confirmed the proposal in
my review of the article in question,1194 and it was—as is to be expected—present in the
transcription of Ugaritic texts collated by Bordreuil and myself that was put at T.'s disposal
when this grammar was in its last stages of preparation.
— p. 661 (§75.532).  T. proposes two analyses of {y≤ny . nn} in RS 24.272:4 and 13 (KTU
1.124):  /YQTLu/ or /YQTLØ/.  The second analysis would entail the conclusion that the {y}
is historical writing—all the more so since the vowel would have been short:
/ya≤ninnannu/).1195  Since "long' forms are attested in this context and there is no reason to
doubt that the function of these forms was imperfective, the former analysis is certainly more
plausible.  But a third formal possibility is omitted, viz. that the ending corresponds to the
Arabic/proto-Hebrew Energic I with the resultant vocalization  /ya≤niyannannu/ (/ya≤niyanna
+ nnu [← an + hu]/).1196  (On the question of whether the energic forms are independent
modes or consist of morphemes attached to the other principal modes, see above, remarks to
pp. 497-506 [§73.6].)
— p. 662 (§75.532), p. 691 (§76.343a).  On p. 662, yßqynh, "he causes him to drink', in RS
2.[014]+ i 9 (KTU 1.3) is analyzed as either /YQTLØ/ or /YQTLu/ whereas, on p. 691, the
parsing as /YQTLu/ is given as certain. (For the similar case of yßl“mnh in line 5, see above,
remark to p. 591 [§74.622.3].)

1193AuOr 13 (1995) 232.
1194AuOr 16 (1998) 87.
1195T. does not vocalize the form but, by his theories, it would presumably be /ya≤nînVnnu/, i.e., /ya≤nî +
nVn [his Energic III] + hu/.
1196Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 183.
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— p. 662 (§75.532).  ""yßr[  ]'' in RS 18.147:14 (KTU 2.46) should have been qualified as a
new reading for KTU/CAT indicate {yßr¯n˘[…]} and my collation confirms this reading
(against {yßr¯r˘} in the editio princeps).1197

— p. 662 (§75.532), p. 698 (§76.421a).  yßt in RS 24.258:16 (KTU 1.114) is parsed as a
/YQTLØ/ form and vocalized /yißtâ/ê/.  On this hesitation, see above, remark to p. 656
(§75.531e) on diphthong/triphthong contraction in III-weak roots.  On the likelihood that the
form in question should be /yißta/ rather than either of T.'s options, see general remark to this
section (pp. 653-71 [§75.53]).  I also vocalized the form as /YQTLØ/ in Les textes
para-mythologiques (p. 21), but the many examples of triphthong contraction cited by T. and
the facts that there is not a single provable /YQTLØ/ form in this text and that this very root
shows a /YQTLu/ plural form with contraction (tßtn, twice in line 3—see above, remark to p.
656 [§75.531e]) lead me to believe now that the form should be vocalized as a /YQTLu/,
viz., /yißtû/.  The same is probably also true of the same form in line 31' and of yßt from the
hollow root fiT (line 29'), both of which I vocalized as jussives in Les textes
para-mythologiques—this new analysis is based on the formal similarity between medical
texts and omen texts (see above, remark to p. 646 [§75.522], etc.).  Yet another case is tßt in
RIH 78/20:7 (CAT   1.169):  in Les textes rituels (p. 877) I vocalized both this form and the
parallel verb tl“m as jussives, as does T. here, but the writing without {y}, one must
conclude from T.'s many examples of contracted long forms, says nothing at all about
whether the form is jussive or indicative and, since the context does not dictate the analysis
as a jussive, the indicative is to be preferred.  This applies equally to yßt in RIH 77/18:15',
19' (CAT  1.175:13, 17)—see remark above to p. 646 (§75.522), etc.
— p. 663 (§75.533), p. 685 (§76.322), p. 790 (§83.123b), p. 830 (§89.25a).  T.'s treatment
of pn in RS 24.258:12 (KTU 1.114) has two major failings: (1) the analysis as a m.s.
imperative that has been strengthened into a particle fails to convince; (2) he ignores pn in
translating the verse.  On p. 663, he parses pn as a m.s. imperative of PNY, ""sich wenden,
sich abkehren,'' then comments ""(zu Partikel erstarrt [= "nicht doch!"])''; on p. 790, he cites
Garr and Watson as proponents of the analysis of pn as consisting of the conjunction p
expanded with -n then refutes them by asserting that ""pn in 1.114:12 ist als (erstarrter) Imp.
der Wz. √pny zu deuten (vgl. he. pœn "damit nicht').''  In context, pn could not be functioning
as a m.s. imperative, because two goddesses are addressed;1198 T. appears, therefore, in
spite of his explicit parsing on p. 663, to believe that pn is indeed functioning as a particle in
this Ugaritic text—he is not simply providing an etymology for the Hebrew particle.
Choosing a verbal etymology that makes appeal to an irregular imperative form (Hebrew
pen shows no formal similarity with a m.s. impv. from a III-weak root) as the basis for a

1197Virolleaud, PRU V, text 61.
1198This consideration is the basis Wyatt's interpretation of pn as meaning ""Look!'' (addressed to the
goddesses): Religious Texts (1998) 409; this interpretation goes back to the editor, who translated « Prenez
garde » (Virolleaud, Ugaritica V [1968] 547).  Wyatt observes that this interpretation requires that the verb
be explained as denominative to pnm "face' because the normal Ugaritic verb for "to see' is PHY.  In my
estimation, Wyatt is correct in this qualification, for Hebrew PNY, to which Virolleaud appealed and which
he translated ""être attentif,'' means "to turn' and the various passages often cited as supporting a translation
"to look' clearly reflect a basic meaning "to turn (toward)'.
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conjunction when a conjunction exists of which pn would be an expanded form does not
appear to me to be a plausible solution to the problem posed by the lexical specificity of pn,
viz., the fact that it expresses a negative purpose clause when the simple conjunction p
expresses only a strong linkage between two clauses.  T. translates the passage twice (pp.
685, 830), treating it both times as though the clause began with the word following pn, e.g.,
p. 685: the text is cited without pn and translated ""Einem Hund gebt ihr ein Lendenstück … ?''
If, however, the syntactic unit begins with the conjunction pn, the verbs can only be in the
third person, not the second:1199  "… that they should not prepare for a dog a nßb-cut …'.1200

— pp. 664-65 (§75.534).  T. shows a great deal of hesitation in vocalizing /QTLa/ forms as
/qatala/ or /qatila/, and this reflects his summary statement (p. 469 [§73.352]) to the effect
that fientive verbs may be /qatala/ or /qatila/; the stem /qatula/, said in the section just cited to
be reserved entirely for stative verbs, is proposed only as a second option to explain ≤rwt in
RS 2.[003]+ i 7 (KTU 1.14)— a form that probably does not exist (see above, note 1178).
As for the hesitation concerning /qatala/ vs. /qatila/, T. was apparently driven to it by the fact
that all III-≥ roots show the /qatila/ form and all are transitive (ß•l, "he asked', l•k, "he sent',
and s•d, "he served (food)').  One may, however, doubt that the inverse is true, viz., that
verbs that belong semantically in the stative camp would have been /qatala/ in form, e.g.,
H˚YY and DWY:  the proto-form of /“ayya/, "he lives', is here reconstructed as /“ayi/aya/.  I
can see no more reason for hesitation regarding the vocalization of the proto-form of this
stative verb as /qatila/qatula/ than in the case of DWY, "to be ill' (see above, remark to p.
195 [§33.322.2d], etc.).  On the other hand, for the next form listed from H˚YY, viz., the
2 m.s., he presents only the stem /“ayiy-/, which is as it should be.  (On this form, see also
following remark.)
— p. 664 (§75.534).  T. vocalizes “yt, "you (m.s.) live', as /“ayîta/ (from /*“ayiyta/) or as
/“ayyata/, with no explanation.  If the vocalization reflects the idea that geminate roots may
have had a vowel between the verbal stem and the pronominal element, that vowel must
have been long (cf. Hebrew /qallôtª/, Akkadian /parsªta/—see remark above to p. 642
[§75.521c]).  Given, however, that in the other Northwest-Semitic languages, the root H˚YY
behaves not like a geminate root but like a III-weak root (Hebrew /“ay≠tª/ ← /“ayiyta/, not
/“ayyºta/ ← /“ayiyªta/), the first option for reconstruction must be judged the more likely.

1199Nowhere in the grammar does T. parse these verbal forms.
1200Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 21, 22, 52-53; idem, Context I (1997) 304; idem, Ritual
and Cult (2002) 169; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 45, 46. For Wyatt and Virolleaud, who take
pn as a fully functioning imperative (see note 1198), the following verbs are also in the 2d person
(Religious Texts [1998] 409).  B. Margalit, on the other hand, takes pn as a fully functioning imperative,
but the verbs as 3d person (""The Ugaritic Feast of the Drunken Gods:  Another Look at RS 24.258 (KTU
1.114),'' Maarav 2 [1979-80] 65-120, esp. p. 72).  Note that, even if one prefers the analysis of pn in this
passage as a verb (which I do not) and the particle pn disappears from the Ugaritic lexicon (for it is only
attested here), two observations may still be made with regard to the particle:  (a) the origin of Hebrew pen
remains to be explained and (b) the very existence of the particle in Hebrew may be taken as a sign that
the particle may also have existed in Ugaritic.
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— p. 664 (§75.534).  Given the apparently rather high incidence of participles in the verbal
system(s) of several of the ""para-mythological'' texts, m÷y in RS 24.244:67 (KTU 1.100)
may be a participle, rather than /QTLa/ as T. classifies it.1201

— p. 664 (§75.534).  Though his question mark is certainly apropos, T.'s classification of
{m÷y .[…]} in RIH 78/21:10' (CAT 2.80) as 3 m.s. is in fact nothing more than a guess, for
the tablet is too fragmentary to allow any inference from the context.  The same analysis of
the following form cited, {m÷[y]} in RS 11.772+:3 (KTU 3.1), has more going for it, viz., the
plausible comparison with Akkadian edicts, but here also the text is so fragmentary that a
question mark would have been in order.1202

— p. 664 (§75.534).  It is not certain that the two tokens of m÷t in RS 17.434+:8, 10  (KTU
2.36) are both to be parsed as 2 m.s.:  the first may be self reference on the part of the
author of the letter.1203

— p. 664 (§75.534).  T. parses ≤ly in RS 16.402:25 (KTU 2.33) as verbal, either /QTLa/
3 m.s. or an infinitive; he precedes the entry with a question mark but provides no indication
that others have seen in those signs the preposition ≤l + 1 c.s. pronoun.1204

— p. 664 (§75.534).  It is altogether unclear why T. proposes that the 3 m.s. /QTLa/ of PHY
would be /pahiya/ when appearing alone, but /pahiya/ or /pahaya/ when followed by a
pronominal suffix.
— p. 665 (§75.534).  Whatever the precise meaning of mr® in RS 17.139:30 (KTU 2.34:32)
may be, it is far from certain that ßtt in the same line is a form of fiTY, "to drink'; fiT, "to put,
place, settle', appears a more plausible candidate (see remark above to p. 266 [§51.45e]).
— pp. 666-67 (§75.536a-b).  For a general statement regarding the morphology and
morpho-syntax of III-y infinitives, see remark above to pp. 486-87 (§73.523ba-b), etc.  Here
one is at a loss to explain why examples of both {bk} and {bky}, verbal nouns from BKY,
"to weep', are listed in the two sub-sections cites, which are devoted to /qatªl-/ infinitives and
to other forms of verbal nouns.  As stated above, since at least one datum showing that the
infinitive in the syntagmeme b + infinitive was of the /qatªl-/ type, it borders on the perverse
to place some examples of {bk} and {bky} under /qatªl-/ but other examples of {bky}
preceded by the preposition under the heading ""Verbalsubstantive (außer MphT {qatªl}),''
especially when one token of b + bky is located just a few lines from the datum just
mentioned.  I refer to RS 2.003 i 31-32 (KTU 1.14) bm bkyh w yßn  // b dm≤h nhmmt, "As he
wept he slept, as he shed tears he slumbered' (lit., "in his weeping he went to sleep, in his
shedding tears (there was) slumber' /bima bakªyihu wa yîßan bi damª≤ihu nahamªmatu/),
which is followed in lines 37-39 by w yqrb b ß±l krt  mn! krt  k ybky, "He (≥Ilu) came near,
asking Kirta:  Who is Kirta that he should weep?' (lit. "he approached in asking Kirta…' /wa
yiqrab bi ßa≥ªli kirta m≠na kirta k≠ yabkiyu/).  Another example of the same syntagmeme is

1201Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 202, 217.
1202On the reading, restoration, and historical interpretation of this text, see my article in Semitica 51
(2001) 5-31.
1203In my preliminary study of this text (AfO 30 [1983-84] 325), I parsed both forms as does T., but
additional reflection has led to the analysis indicated above (Les textes épistolaires, in preparation).
1204E.g., Pardee, AfO 31 (1984) 216, 229.
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found near the beginning of the next column that shows a contracted form (b bk krt // b dm≤
n≤mn ÷lm •l), but, as was observed above (remark to pp. 486-87 [§73.523ba-b], etc.), it
would have been necessary to prove that the contraction of /qatl/qitl/qutl/ was more likely
than that of /qatªl/ to make of the former the preferable reconstruction.
— p. 669 (§75.537d), p. 693 (§76.345).  T. parses ykly in RS 3.367 iv 27' (KTU 1.2) as a
simple long form (/YQTLu/.  If that analysis is correct, the form may express iteration,
inception and continuation of action, or simply reflect the non-systematic use of /YQTLØ/
and /YQTLu/ forms in poetry.  One may also consider the possibility, however, that behind
this writing is a /YQTLa/ form expressing an indirect volitive, i.e., "with the intention of …'.
The problem is reflective of the general difficulty in determining the precise morphology of a
given form or sequence of forms:  here there is no way of knowing whether the first two
verbs in the sequence are /YQTLØ/ or /YQTLu/ (and, one might add, there is not even
certainty that {ykly} does not represent historical writing of a {YQTLØ} form).  The
possibility being aired in this remark is that the sequence was /yaqu® … yaßit … yakalliya/,
"he grabbed … he dismembered … he intended to finish off'.1205

— p. 669 (§75.537d), p. 686 (§76.323).  T. translates k ÷z ÷zm tdbr w ÷rm t®wy in RS 3.325+

vi 31-32 and 43-44 (KTU 1.16) as ""Wenn Angreifer angreifen, weichst du zurück; und
Raüber veranlaßt du zum Bleiben/nimmst du gastlich auf'' (p. 686), allowing  two possible
meanings for the D-stem of T˙WY.  Since the accusation is of improper conduct, the stronger
of the two interpretations is surely preferable.1206  This fits the semantics of T˙WY which in
the G-stem means "to be a guest' or, transitively, "to provide a guest with something' (see
remarks above to p. 110 [§32.144.12b], etc., to p. 211 [§41.12], etc., and to p. 595
[§74.623]), and which should be factitive in the D-stem, "to take in a person as a guest'.
— p. 669 (§75.537d).  On the analysis of {n®≤y} in RS 1.002:24', 32', 41' (KTU 1.40) as
3 m.s. N-stem /QTLa/,1207 rather than as 1 c.pl. D-stem /YQTL/ as T. parses here, see
above, remark to pp. 211-13 (§41.13), etc.  T. does not consider worthy of mention the
alternative interpretation, which has been preferred by various scholars at least since
1949.1208

1205On p. 693, T. classifies this verse as an example of ""Inzidensschema,'' defined as ""eine
Gleichzeitkeitsrelation von SVen [Sachverhalten]'' (see remark below to this section).  My translation
reflected an emphasis on inception of action: ""Ba≤lu grabs Yanmu and sets about dismembering (him), sets
about finishing Ruler Naharu off'' (Context I [1997] 249); cf. Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 10-12:
""Ba≤lu se met à traîner Yammu, commence à le dépecer, à achever Chef Naharu'' (in agreement with T., all
three verbs are vocalized as /YQTLu/ forms).  In context, the point of the imperfectives would be that this
verse does not describe the complete demise of Yammu but the inception of the process, though the nuance
of ykly may be iteration.
1206My gloss ""detain,'' which was based directly on the Arabic lexicon, and my analysis of the verbal forms
as plural (Context I [1997] 342) both now appear unfortunate to me (the long form plural of the first verb
would have been written with {-n}).
1207Pardee, Leslau (1991) 1185, 1187; idem Les textes rituels (2000) 125-27; idem, Ritual and Cult (2002)
82-83.
1208Bibliography in idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 125 nn. 141, 142.
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— p. 670 (§75.537d).  Why should ykly in RS 24.277:8' (KTU 1.127) be D-passive and
mean ""vollendet werden'' rather than D-active, with the meaning "to consume'?1209

— p. 670 (§75.537f), p. 694 (§76.347), p. 710 (§76.524.42).  On p. 670 tßßqy in RS 2.[004]
v 29' (KTU 1.17) is explicitly parsed as /YQTLu/, on p. 694 it is included among examples
of /YQTLu/ following the adverb ±pnk, whereas on p. 710 it is included among examples of
/YQTLØ/ as response to a preceding imperative.
— p. 671 (§75.538).  T. follows KTU in reading tkl in RS 3.427:7' (KTU 2.1), which he
takes as a possible form of KLY, "to deplete'.  The first sign is, however, probably {±}, as
the first editor proposed1210 and as has been accepted by the authors of CAT.  (The reading
{¯±˘kl} was indicated in the transcription that I made available to both the editors of CAT
before that work appeared and to T. before this grammar appeared.)  Only the first few
signs at the beginnings of eight lines of this text are preserved, however, and no
interpretation is possible.
— p. 671 (§75.539).  The representation of the proto-form of the m.s. impv. of the root PHY,
"to see', as ""phiy'' can only be an error for "phay', for here and above the verb is regularly
treated as /(yi)qtal/.
— p. 672 (§75.61b).  Regarding geminate roots, T. states a bit more positively than the data
allow that ""Im Grundstamm herrscht bei formen mit vokalischer Endung (nach dem dritten
Radikal) immer die schwache Bildungsweise vor, z.B. PKL 3.m.sg. ysb = /yasubbu/, SK
3m.sg. sb = /sabba/, SK 3.f.sg. sbt = /sabbat/.''  The first two forms are attested as cited,
though the analysisand hence the vocalization of the second are not certain (see below),
while the third is not attested for the root SBB.  As is well known, Hebrew tends to show bi-
and trisyllabic third-person forms for active roots where the base was /qalala/, as in sªbab,
"he surrounded', sªb@b¨, "they surrounded', but mono- and dissyllabic forms for stative roots
where the base was /qalila/qalula/, as in tam, "he is/was mature' (i.e., /tamima/tamuma/ →
/tamma/ → /tamm/ → /tam/ by the standard rules of development from proto-Hebrew to
Biblical Hebrew), támm¨, "they were/are mature.'  Only the latter stem-form is used in the
second and third persons, where for both types there is a linking vowel between the verbal
stem and the pronominal element, as in sabbºtª and tammºtª. When one checks T.'s list of
/QTLa/ forms, one discovers that the certain third-person forms are either stative or may be
passive forms of transitive roots.1211  The latter is very likely the case of rß in RS 2.[003]+ i
12 (KTU 1.14), as most commentators have seen, and may well be the case of sb in RS
2.[008]+ vi 34 (KTU 1.4) as well (on these two forms, see remark below to p. 676
[§75.64]).  According to T.'s reconstruction of the G-passive /QTLa/, viz., /qutila/, as in
Arabic, the geminate forms might be expected to have behaved as /qalila/ statives did in
proto-Hebrew, hence to have become /qulla/ in the G-passive and to be written {ql}.  For

1209Bibliographical discussion in ibid., pp. 719-20.
1210Virolleaud, Syria 19 (1938) 343-44.
1211nd in RS 3.362+ iii 16' (KTU 1.10) and ndt in RS 3.340 i 26 (KTU 1.18) would make T.'s point nicely if
his interpretation and, in the second case, the reading were certain.  T. takes them, respectively, as 3 m.s.
and 3 f.s. /QTLa/ from the root NDD, "to flee', but the texts are too damaged to bear the burden of
establishing the morphology of an entire category of verbs.
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reasons that are unclear, what might be considered a clear case of a transitive verb which
cannot be taken as a passive and which is written with only one token of the second
consonant is omitted from T.'s list of /QTLa/ forms.  I refer to ßl  in RS 19.011:6 (KTU 2.61),
which T. parses below as /QTLa/ but for which he never proposes an etymology (see
remark to p. 702 [§76.521.1], etc).
— p. 673 (§75.62).  T. confidently analyses both tokens of ybd, "he chants' (RS 2.[014]+ i 18
[KTU 1.3] and RS 2.[004] vi 31' [KTU 1.17]), as /YQTLu/ forms.  The latter parsing is
apparently extrapolated from the III-y form yßqynh that appears asyndetically just before
ybd, but no such indicator is present in the context of the first example.  It is likely that the
long forms in RS 2.[004] reflect the fact that they appear in a series of clauses introduced by
k, "when', that express the recurring events associated with the annual resurrection of Ba≤lu
and the promise that ≥Aqhatu may enjoy an immortality like Ba≤lu's.  yßqynh also appears in
RS 2.[014]+ i, but several lines away and separated from ybd by III-weak verbal forms that
do not show the third radical (tphnh in line 14 and t≤n in line 15).  The case for ybd here
being /YQTLØ/ is thus weaker here.1212

— p. 673 (§75.62).  Above, p. 659 (§75.532), T. parsed tbk in RS 3.325+ i 30 (KTU 1.16)
as a /YQTLØ/ form.  Here he analyzes the immediately following form tdm as either
/YQTLØ/ or /YQTLa/.  Because the verbs express sequentially two future acts of a feminine
protagonist that are desired by the speaker (as all recent interpreters have seen), the two are
plausibly identical, probably jussives.  T.'s openness in admitting the possibility that tdm may
be a  /YQTLa/ volitive is commendable, but this analysis would imply that tbk is probably the
same, something that T. would not wish to admit but that cannot be ruled out, given the
irregularity of triphthong contraction as represented in writing.
— p. 673 (§75.62a).  With no sign of doubt, T. analyzes {y“r} in RS 24.647:4' (KTU 1.151)
as 3 m.s. /YQTL/ from H˚RR.  I can find nothing, however, in the very damaged context to
allow for so definite an identification of these signs.
— p. 673 (§75.62a), pp. 672-73 (§75.61c), p. 675 (§§75.63-64), cf. p. 680 (§75.72a).  These
are the sections in which T. assumes the existence of a root MRR which in the G-stem would
mean "drive out' (see remarks above to p. 333 [§54.423d], etc., p. 500 [§73.611.2d], etc., and
to p. 601 [§74.626.3b], etc.) and another root MRR which in the G-stem would mean
"strengthen, bless' (see above, to p. 540 [§74.35], etc.).  I once myself accepted this
etymology of the forms ±mr and mr, the latter form associated with the name ±ymr, in the
mythological text RS 3.367 iv 2', 19' (KTU 1.2).1213  But further study has convinced me that
this interpretation does not square with the Arabic verb usually cited as etymological support,
for Arabic marra is an intransitive verb of movement.  If that root is represented in Ugaritic,

1212I once vocalized all /YQTL/ forms in this passage as /YQTLØ/ (Trial Cut [1988] 2), but that was more
out of desperation than based on a comprehensive theory of the verbal system in Ugaritic poetry.  I also
vocalized yßqynh as /yaßqiyannahu/, viz., as Energic I; given the uncertainties surrounding the forms and
functions of the energic forms in Ugaritic (see above, remarks to pp. 497-506 [§73.6]), one must consider
the possibility that the {y} in that form is present owing to the linking of energic form and pronominal
suffix rather than being a /YQTLu/ indicative.
1213Context I (1997) 249 n. 61.
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it is in the reduplicated form MRMR attested in RS 92.2014:2 (RSO XIV 52), which was
discussed above in a remark to p. 333 (§54.423d), etc..  On the other hand, Arabic does
show a III-y root that functions transitively, and the forms in RS 3.367 could just as well be
derived from such a root as from a geminate root:
(19') ßmk . ±t . ±ymr     You, your name is ≥Ayamiri; ßumuka ≥atta ≥ªyamiri

±ymr . mr . ym .     O ≥Ayamiri, expel Yammu, ≥ªyamiri miri yamma

mr . ym (20') l ks•h .    expel Yammu from his throne, miri yamma lê kussa≥ihu

nhr l k“® . drkth .     Naharu from his sovereign seat. nahara lê ka“®i darkatihu

The forms containing MR(R) that have caused so much controversy are thus plausibly
explained as follows:
MRY "to drive out' (in the passages just mentioned);1214

MR (← *MYR) "to bless (concretely)' (see above, remark to p. 540 [§74.35], etc.);
MRR "to be bitter'; fiMRR "bitterness, venom', the latter derived from the unattested finite

verbal form fiMRR "to cause bitterness' (see remark above to p. 601 [§74.626.3b], etc.).
MRR "to pass (intransitively)', attested in the factitive form MRMR "to make move back and

forth' (see remark above to p. 333 [§54.423d], etc.).
— p. 674 (§75.62a).  T. derives t¬r in RS 2.[003]+ iii 29 and vi 10 (KTU 1.14) from the root
„RR, which he translates ""einschließen, belagern.''  Comparing the Ugaritic datum with other
West-Semitic languages, most commentators would say that the geminate root would have
had the less military connotations of "harass, vex', that it was the hollow root that would have
had the specific connotation of "besieging'.1215

— p. 675 (§75.63).  Though the case of ‡TT, "to be desolate, in a shattered state', is more
ambiguous than that of H˚NN (see remark above to p. 220 [§41.221.2], etc.), one must
nevertheless reject T.'s vocalization of the imperative form ”t as /”utt-/.  The structural
reason here is the opposite of the case of H˚NN:  the latter verb is transitive, but ‡TT is
stative.  The imperfect paradigm in Biblical Hebrew reflects this fact with no exceptions, for
the base is always /*yi“att-/.  Here it is the imperative that creates the ambiguity, for it is
only attested in one verse of the Hebrew Bible (Isa. 8:9), but there it is repeated three times,
each time vocalized by the Massoretes as /“º`tt¨w/ (i.e., with “olem as the first vowel).
Given the semantics of the root and the unambiguous testimony of the imperfect forms, this
is in all likelihood to be understood as an error for /“ª`tt¨w/ (i.e., the first vowel should have
been  qame¬ according to Massoretic norms—historical /a/ in a closed accented syllable can
become /ª/).  Whatever the proper explanation of the Hebrew form may be, unless T.
wishes to propound a theory explaining why some geminate roots would have had different
stem vowels in the G-imperative and /YQTL/, thereby going against the standard pattern in
Semitic, he must reconstruct the stative form in Ugaritic with /a/ rather than /u/.
— p. 675 (§75.64).  With no sign of doubt, T. parses {[…]”tt} in RS 3.367 iv 1' (KTU 1.2)
as 3 f.s. or 1 c.s. G-stem /QTLa/ of the root ‡TT, "to be desolate, in a shattered state'.  As we
have seen to be the case, however, with the following signs ({mtt[…]}—see remark above

1214Obermann, JAOS 67 (1947) 203, n. 31; Smith, Baal Cycle (1994) 343.
1215E.g., Wyatt, Religious Texts (1998) 195 note 92.
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to p. 642 [§75.521c], etc.) the break means that any specific analysis is nothing but a guess.
No indication is provided for why the preferred analysis of this form is 3 f.s. whereas the
only analysis offered for the other was as 1 c.s.
— p. 676 (§75.64), p. 713 (§76.525).  In my general remark above on the reconstruction of
the /QTLa/ of geminate roots, two forms were mentioned as constituting possible examples
of 3 m.s. active forms of geminate roots that show the /qalla/ pattern rather than /qalala/, sb
in RS 2.[008]+ vi 34 (KTU 1.4) and rß in RS 2.[003]+ i 12 (KTU 1.14).  T.'s interpretation of
the latter is highly novel in the context of Ugaritic scholarship and may not be considered
literarily acceptable.  The text reads krt “tkn rß // krt grdß mknt.  T. translates ""Keret hatte die
Herrschaft zerschlagen; Keret hatte die Machtstellung zerbrochen'' (p. 676) and ""Keret hatte
(selbst) der Herrschaft zerschlagen, Keret hatte (selbst) die Stellung zerbrochen'' (p. 713),
taking “tkn and mknt as direct objects of the two verbs.  On p. 676, he comments ""d.h. Keret
hat selbst sein Königtum verspielt'' and this view of things is worked into the translation on p.
713.  Analyzing the verbs as passive, the two nouns as adverbial accusatives, and Kirta as
subject, however, is just as plausible and avoids the idea that Kirta had gone about
destroying his own household, a notion that is nowhere else expressed in the text, indeed
that is belied by the following account of how his attempts to gain offspring were thwarted
by other agencies.   The literal translation would be:  "Kirta, as regards the family, he was
crushed // Kirta was destroyed, as regards the home'.1216  As for sb, T. claims on p. 534
(§74.32) that it is stative in the passage cited (sb ksp l rqm // ”r¬ nsb l lbnt, ""Das Silber war
zu Platten geworden; das Gold hatte sich zu Ziegeln verwandelt''—identical translation p.
713).  If such be the case, one must assume either that Ugaritic, like Arabic, could express a
single verbal root as active /qatala/ and as stative /qatila/ or that the root SBB showed a
semantic makeup in Ugaritic that was different from that of the same root in Hebrew, where
the verb belongs to the class of active verbs that express both a form of movement and
transitivity with regard to where the movement is exercised.  Thus SBB means both "to
perform a circuit' and transitively "to go around (an entity)',1217 and ≤BR means both "to
perform a passage' and transitively "to pass through (an entity)'; of these two examples, both
take complements marked by the definite direct object marker ≥et in the G-stem and the
N-stem is attested for both, the function of the latter being either middle or passive.  In the
Ugaritic passage in question, the G-stem form could be active ("the silver turned to plaques')
or it could be passive ("the silver was turned into plaques') while the N-stem nsb could be
either middle ("the silver became bricks') or also passive.  This single form sb is not,
therefore, sufficient to demonstrate that proto-Ugaritic /qalala/ forms had become /qalla/ in
Ugaritic.  That conclusion or its refutation must await the discovery of unambiguous data (on

1216Most translators have avoided so literal a translation, including myself:  ""Kirta—(his) family was
crushed, Kirta—(his) home was destroyed'' (Context I [1997] 333; cf. Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel [2004]
II 19).  But T.'s way of dealing with the absence of gender concord of grdß with mknt is not the only one
available.
1217One may conclude that the semantic range of the verb was similar in Ugaritic on the basis of sentences
like ysb p±lth b¬ql yph b p±lt, "he went around his cracked fields, he saw something green in the cracked
fields' (RS 3.322+ ii 12-13 [KTU 1.19]), where SBB + p±lt is zero marked whereas PHY + p±lt requires the
preposition b.
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the problem posed by ßl in RS 19.011:6 [KTU 2.61], see remark below to p. 702 [§76.521.1],
etc.).
— p. 676 (§75.64).  T. parses ≤z in RS 3.367 iv 17' (KTU 1.2) as a certain example of the
G-stem /QTLa/.  Because all the other narrative verb forms in this passage are /YQTLØ/
perfectives, with no example of the /QTLa/-perfective,1218 it appears just as likely that ≤z
was the stative verbal adjective,  in this context /≤azzu/1219 rather than /≤azza/.  The form is
followed immediately by one of the /YQTLØ/ forms (≤z  ym  l ymk, "Yammu is strong, he
does not collapse'), and the use of the verbal adjective, which bears no aspect marking, in
such a sequence might have been considered more appropriate to express Yammu's power
than a form marked for perfectivity.  Judging from T.'s grouping this passage together with a
similar sequence from Ba≤lu's battle with Môtu (RS 2.[009]+ vi 17-20 [KTU 1.6]), his
parsing of the form in RS 3.367 appears to have been based in part on the fact that the
culmination of the other battle is expressed by the phrase mt ql b≤l ql, "Môtu falls, Ba≤lu
falls', structurally parallel to ≤z mt ≤z b≤l, "Môtu is strong, Ba≤lu is strong', repeated three
times in the preceding lines.  That parallelism does not appear, however, to be a sufficient
criterion, for ql is a verb of movement, hence fientive rather than stative.
— p. 676 (§75.65).  No stative verbal adjective is listed under ""Formen des G-Partizips'' of
geminate roots.  This is in keeping with T.'s standard practice of not classifying this adjective
with the other verbal adjectives (see above, remark to pp. 471-77 [§§73.4-73.427]).  In the
case of the geminate roots, however, it would have been essential to separate the stative
verbal adjectives from the active and passive ones, because they were written differently:
/gªzizu/, "shearer', /bar¨ru/, "purified', but /rabbu/, "great', ← /*rabibu/ or /*rabubu/).1220

Above, at /qall/ base substantive from geminate roots (p. 253 [§51.41a]), T. lists only nouns,
no adjectives; at /qatil/ and /qatul/ base substantives (pp. 258-59 [§51.42c,d]), he lists both
nouns and adjectives but no forms derived from geminate roots.  Thus what was almost
certainly an important grammatical category (/qall/ stative adjectives are common across the
board in the Semitic languages and, as stated in the remark to pp. 471-77, /qatil/qatul/ stative
adjectives were apparently productive in proto-Northwest Semitic) has slipped entirely
through T.'s fingers.  This blind spot appears also to have been instrumental in leading T. to
categorize certain /qall-/ forms as /QTLa/ when they may in fact have been verbal adjectives
(see preceding remarks to various forms that T. has identifiede as /QTLa/ ).
— p. 679 (§75.7).  T.'s argument that the transformation  of bi- or triconsonantal roots into
quadriconsonantal stems by reduplication of one of the radicals was no longer productive is

1218The last certain /QTLa/ form in the narrative was in line 6, in the formulaic phrase [b] ph rgm l y¬±, "the
word had hardly left his mouth'.
1219Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 12.
1220The analysis of zb, "it foams', in RS 92.2014:1 (RSO XIV 52) as a stative verbal adjective (/zabbu/)
might be preferable to the analysis as a /QTLa/ form that I proposed in my preliminary edition of this text
(Les textes rituels [2000] 830-31); the adjectival interpretation is preferred in Bordreuil and Pardee, ibid.,
p. 69.  This analysis avoids seeing the particle ° that precedes this verb as having the "consecutive' function
that I proposed in my preliminary study (on the unlikelihood that this particle has the meaning "Woe!', see
above, note 741).
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based solely on the rarity of the patterns in Ugaritic.  Because such forms are attested in all
the West-Semitic languages and because the etymological underpinnings of many forms are
relatively clear, it appears improper to argue directly from rarity to non-productivity and from
there to lexicalization of such forms as quadriconsonantals (""Verben mit  vier Radikalen'').
His two other arguments are of no more value, viz., that the reduplication patterns ""keinem
einheitlichen Muster folgen'' and that the underlying roots are not attested in Ugaritic.
Taking the second argument to its logical conclusion would mean that any Ugaritic verbal
form for which the G-stem and derived nouns are not attested must be classified as having
lexicalized in Ugaritic in whatever form is attested.  Cross-Semitically, the various
reduplication patterns do not follow simple or unified patterns; in Biblical Hebrew alone,
where the corpus is small but larger than that of Ugaritic, one finds a similar spread of forms
derived from both strong and weak roots.  And T.'s claim that none of the cited forms is
attested as a ""Grundwurzel'' in Ugaritic is directly related to his perception of what
constitutes a root:  he admits that q®q® and mrmr are related to what are probably geminate
roots in Ugaritic, but what he wants is the "original' biconsonantal "root'—too much to ask for
judging from the corresponding Arabic forms (/QLQL/ forms are often derived from
geminate roots in Arabic lexicography).  He sees one case of a form /QLQL/ that would be
related to a hollow root (see second following remark).  One could perhaps argue for
Hebrew as well that the corresponding forms were no longer productive, but moving them on
that basis from the category of derived verbal stems to that of quadriconsonantal roots
borders on the nonsensical.  Does the relative rarity of occurrence of these verbal forms
make them so different from, say, nouns produced by prefixing of /m-/ (most of which go
back to some proto-stage of the language in question, many clearly to proto-Semitic), that we
must classify the former as quadriconsonantal but the latter as bi- or triconsonantal with a
prefixed morpheme?
— p. 680 (§75.72a).  T. proposes that the vowel of the prefixed syllable in the /YQTL/ of the
reduplicated stems would be /u/ ""analog D/fi-PK.''  If, however, the vowel  was not /u/ in this
syllable in either the D-stem or the fi-stem, and such was certainly not the case of the 1 c.s.
(see above, general remark on vocalization and remarks to pp. 544-46 [§74.412.1-16] and to
pp. 587-88 [§74.622.1]), then there is no analogy.
— p. 680 (§75.72a).  T. takes the signs {tgrgr} in RS 2.002:66 (KTU 1.23) as a single word,
viz., the verbal "root' GRGR which would be comparable (""vgl.'') to the common Semitic root
G(W)R, "to dwell (somewhere as an alien)'.  Neither this derivation nor T.'s interpretation
thereof (""als Fremde(r) wohnen,'' viz. as an intensive of the G-stem) is implausible, but he
might have mentioned the possibility of dividing the signs into two forms of the G-stem, the
jussive followed by the imperative:1221

®m . tgr There you must dwell as resident aliens, ®amma tag¨r¨

gr . l ±bnm . dwell among the rocks, g¨r¨ lê ≥aban≠ma

w l . ≤¬m . and among the trees. wa lê ≤i¬≠ma

1221It is fair to say that the use of the word-divider in this text does not show sufficient consistency to give
any weight to its absence here (i.e., after {tgr} according to the lexical/grammatical division that I am
proposing) for the correct division of the signs.
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This is opposed to two other possible poetic divisions, viz., as a bicolon
®m . tgrgr . l ±bnm . // w l .≤¬m

or as a tricolon
®m . tgrgr . // l ±bnm . // w l .≤¬m.

— p. 680 (§75.73).  T. takes ¬“rrt in RS 2.002:41, 45, 48 (KTU 1.23) as intransitive, which
now appears to me to be correct (see remark above to p. 584 [§74.522b], etc., in particular
note 1056).
— p. 681 (§75.74b).  On the necessity of taking grdß in RS 2.[003]+ i 11, 23 (KTU 1.14) as
passive, rather than active as T. parses it here, see remark above to p. 676 (§75.64) on
rß // grdß in this passage.
— p. 681 (§75.75).  It is unclear to me why T. classifies prß± in RS 2.[008]+ i 35' (KTU 1.4)
with ""Vierradikalige Verben anderer Struktur'' for he only presents two options of
interpretation: (1) the root is PRfi≥, in which case the form belongs to §75.74,
quadriconsonantals with /r/l/ as second consonant; (2) the root is PRfi and the {±} is a mater
lectionis for the final /-a/ of the 3 m.s. /QTLa/ form (on this analysis, see T., p. 51
[§21.341.12]).
— pp. 682-718 (§76).  T. has done more in this section to come to terms with the Ugaritic
verbal system(s) than has anyone before and any criticisms voiced here and below must be
taken in that context.  Most basically, I agree fully with T.'s basic position that the Ugaritic
verbal system was aspectual in nature and believe that this approach to explaining the
variety of forms that one encounters is the only one that has any chance of succeeding. First,
one relatively minor qualification:  I believe strongly that it is necessary to see the marking
of aspect as limited to the finite forms.  On p. 718 (§76.6), T. observes that ""Bei nominalen
Kategorien … läßt sich keine enheitliche aspektuell-temporale Funktion feststellen,'' but then
he goes on to claim that the G-stem active participle ""ist imperfektiv ausgerichtet,'' while the
G-stem /qatªl-/ infinitive ""ist demgegenüber offenbar perfektiv ausgerichtet.''  Such
formulations are, to the extent that they correspond at all to linguistic reality, open to
misunderstanding and it is preferable to say simply that all verbal adjectives and nouns of all
the verbal stems were unmarked for aspect and any aspectual or temporal translation value
is derived from context.1222  One major criticism of the introductory sections (pp. 682-84

1222Pardee, Semitic Languages (1997) 138; idem, Encyclopedia of the World's Ancient Languages (2004)
303-4, 307-8. I also believe that there is a basis for disagreeing with T.'s derivation, in his study of the
Biblical Hebrew verbal system, of the perfective-aspect form /QTLa/ from a proto-Semitic /qatil/qatul/qatal/
perfective form (best known in Akkadian, where the predominate form was /qatil/— see Tropper, ZAH 11
[1998] 153-90).  It appears to me that a case could be made for the Akkadian, and hence the proto-Semitic,
form being unmarked for both aspect and tense, that is, as an adjectival form, it did not express aspect.
Thus, in Akkadian, the attachment of pronominal elements to adjectives and nouns (mar¬ªku, "I am sick' ≈
ßarrªku, "I am king') was only the first step towards what became in West Semitic one of only two forms
expressive of aspect.  The fundamental difference between the two systems is revealed by the fact that the
pronominal elements could no longer be attached to nouns in West Semitic.  If this perspective be admitted,
one could argue that, as the Hebrew /wayyiqtºl/ form retains an old perfective function from proto-West-
Semitic /YQTLØ/, so /w@qªtal/ retains an old proto-West-Semitic non-aspectual function of /QTLa/ that has
secondarily taken on an imperfective function by grammaticalization in Hebrew. T. D. Anderson's approach
along similar lines (""The Evolution of the Hebrew Verbal System,'' ZAH 13 [2000] 1-66) is far more
sophisticated than either T.'s or mine, for he proposes tense/aspectual marking for all forms at all periods. I
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[§§76.1-2]),1223 and of the following presentation of the imperfective and the perfective
aspects is that T. makes no explicit statement here in his introduction to the effect that the
verbal systems of prose and poetry differed in one major respect:  there is not a single
certain instance of the use of the /YQTLØ/ form to express perfective aspect in prose
(though there may be some rare cases of that pattern when preceded by w, viz., what
became the systematic "wªw-consecutive' form of Biblical Hebrew).  Thus the language of
every-day expression at Ugarit in the thirteenth century had already evolved from an early
West-Semitic one in which /YQTLØ/ was regularly used to express acts viewed as complete
and to express the jussive and in which /QTLa/ functioned, as in Akkadian, as an adjective
marked for person, to one where imperfectivity was marked by /YQTLu/, perfectivity by
/QTLa/ whereas /YQTLØ/ was reserved primarily for the expression of volitivity.  This
being the case, T.'s valiant effort at providing a linguistically valid explanation for the
distribution of the /YQTLØ/ and /YQTLu/ forms (see following remark) is in fact an attempt
to deal with the apparent inconsistent use of these forms in poetry—there are virtually no
such problems in prose.  Anyone who knows the texts will pick this fact up from the texts
that are cited; but a grammar such as this will be consulted by people who do not know the
texts and who may not know that ""[KTU/CAT] 1.23'' and ""[KTU/CAT] 1.114,'' for example,
are poetic, while ""[KTU/CAT] 1.41'' and ""[KTU/CAT] 1.116,'' for example, are in prose.  T.
does not make clear his views on the absence of /YQTLØ/ perfectives in prose until the
introduction to §76.4 and nowhere does he outline his views on the verbal system in use in
prose.1224  Surely it is not enough in a grammar with the pretensions to theoretical and
empirical exhaustiveness of this one just to say that one of the major forms visible in poetry
is not present in prose.  Another major criticism:  in §76.13 (pp. 682-83), T. points out
correctly that verbal systems are not usually marked only for tense or only for aspect, but
express both in varying ways.  He never addresses, however, the issue of the simplicity of
the archaic West-Semitic verbal systems, viz., the fact that they have only two finite forms.
That being the case, they do not have the luxury visible in the Slavic languages, in Greek, or
even in Akkadian or in Syriac (in its secondary development of a verbal system expressive

wonder, however, if considering that the proto-West-Semitic nominal forms were not specifically marked for
either tense or aspect is not a better solution.
1223Another criticism would apply to the following section (§77), which treats the ""Modalsystem.''  Because,
as T. himself recognizes (p. 719 [§77.21]), the expression of mode is limited in the West-Semitic languages
to the /YQTL/ system, the modes should be presented as a sub-set of the aspectual system, rather than as a
separate category (cf. Pardee, Semitic Languages, §2.6.5; idem, Encyclopedia of the World's Ancient
Languages (2004) 304-5).
1224On p. 696, T. does claim that if narrative prose were attested in Ugaritic, we might find that the
/YQTLØ/ form was used more extensively in prose than we now know to be the case.  He cites as a basis
for this hypothesis, the prevalence of /wayYQTLØ/ in Hebrew narrative prose.  One must object that the
form is also common in Hebrew direct speech, as attested both in the Bible and in the extra-biblical
inscriptions in the Judaean dialect, whereas such forms are extremely rare in Ugaritic prose, if attested at
all.  /wayYQTLØ/ clearly belongs to the verbal system used in Hebrew prose and is not genre-dependent
(or, more precisely, it was used in both strata of the language but its use was systematized in prose in a
way that is more easily identifiable than is the poetic usage) and one might expect the non-use of /YQTLØ/
in Ugaritic prose also to have been systematic.
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of tense), where a more complicated verbal system permits certain forms to specialize in the
expression of aspect, others in the expression of tense.  From the perspective of grammatical
marking, it appears necessary to hold that the two finite forms of the archaic West-Semitic
verbal systems express aspect not tense; the latter is not in the purview of the verbal system
and is only expressed to the extent that real-world temporal relationships fit the aspectual
system.  As we shall see in the next remark, T. organizes his presentation in terms of how
the system expresses tense, when he might have done better to organize it in terms of what
the aspectual system was expressing, i.e., the various categories of "completion' and
"incompletion'.
— pp. 684-701 (§§76.3-4).  The following types of explanations for the apparently
inconsistent uses of /YQTLu/ vs. /YQTLØ/ may be evoked:  (1) aspectual variation that
appears non-intuitive to the modern reader; (2) "historical writing' (III-y roots, viz. {y≤ny} =
either /ya≤niyu/, "he answers', or /ya≤ni/, "he answered'); (3) enclitic-{y} (III-y roots, viz.,
{y≤ny} = either /ya≤niyu/, "he answers, or /ya≤ni + ya/, "he answered'); (4) enclitic-{n}
(2 f.s., duals, and plurals, viz. {tqtln}, for example, = either /taqtul¨na/, "they answer', or
/taqtul¨ + na/, "they answered'), or, most radically; (5) there was no true "system' in narrative
poetry, that is, the proto-Ugaritic verbal system in which /YQTLØ/ and /YQTLu/ expressed
opposite aspects was no longer understood and the forms were used "stylistically' rather than
according to a grammatical "system' in poetry.  Attenuated forms of this last hypothesis would
say (a) that the Ugaritic poets knew the archaic dialect and played on the forms "stylistically'
(T. sometimes resorts to this mode of explanation—see remark below to p. 689 [§76.342])
or (b) they knew the dialect but made an occasional error or (c) they no longer knew the
archaic dialect but had passed the poems down orally from generation to generation and an
occasional "incorrect' form had slipped into the tradition.1225  (It should be noted that, unless
one be willing to admit the existence of quiescence and accompanying use of /≥/ as a mater
lectionis, the explanation by historical writings will not solve the problems of III-≥ roots, viz.,
{yß°} in RS 2.[003]+ ii 46 [KTU 1.14] vs. {y¬•} in the following line.)  As regards T.'s
general approach, it should be noted that he attempts in these sections to classify the verbal
forms in poetry, whether part of the narrative or in direct speech embedded in the narrative,
according to whether a given form in fact occurs in a real-world time frame of "present/future'
(""Gegenwart''/""Zukunft'') or "past' (""Vergangenheit'').  Four comments/questions are in order:
(1) one encounters many fewer problems in direct speech than in the surrounding narrative;
(2) Why were temporal categories chosen as the organizing principle for a language

1225Cf. Pardee, Encyclopedia of the World's Ancient Languages (2004) 303.  Such permutations in poetry
are, of course, linked to the question of oral poetry in antiquity:  did the ancient poem reinvent the poem
every time it was told (in which case he had to "know' the dialect) or did he only repeat a poem learned by
heart (in which case he would not need to "know' the dialect and his own language might interfere with that
of the poem learned by heart)?  An analogy for the first situation may be found in modern American
religious circles:  in conservative denominations where the King James version is venerated, some members
are capable of extemporaneously producing long prayers in which the conventions of seventeenth-century
English are reproduced reasonably well.  Most such persons will have had no formal training in that dialect
of English and will have learned to pray in it by imitating their predecessors and from long exposure to the
King James version itself.
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admitted to be primarily aspectual?; (3) Are temporal categories appropriate for reflecting
the linguistic structure of poetic narrative?;1226 (4) It is clear from several of the examples
cited below that by ""Gegenwart'' T. is referring to the German present tense as a
translational representation of Ugaritic forms, not as a true tense opposed to "past' and
"future':  this becomes obvious from his classification of some such forms as "gnomic' or from
his inclusion of the prose example •l m¬rm dt t÷rn npß ßpß mlk, "the gods of Egypt who guard
the life of the Sun, the king' (RS 16.078:22-23 [KTU 2.23])—they do not do this presently
but permanently.  Some of these questions/problems could have been answered/solved by
rigorously separating prose from poetry and, in poetry, direct speech from narrative.  The
basic presentation might have better served the Ugaritic language by being organized
according to aspectual expression rather than to temporal categories, which function here as
much as a translational device as one for grammatical categorization.  (I noticed more
categorization by translational categories in these sections than anywhere to this point in the
grammar, e.g., §77.5 ""Die modalen Nuancen "müssen', "dürfen' and "können' ''—it is well
known from Hebrew, for example, that the "indicative imperfect' can be used to express a
weaker form of volition than the imperative or the jussive and this usage should have been
separated out from others that may have similar translation values.1227)
— p. 685 (§76.321).  T. cites ±r” tz÷ l ≤glh bn ”p® l °mhthm k tn“n °dmm (RS 3.343+ i 5'-7'
[KTU 1.15]) as his very first example of the ""PKL für Sachverhalt der Gegenwart,'' which in
this case is said to be ""PKL in sprichworthafter [gnomischer] Funktion,'' but he does not say
to which of the two verbs in the passage the analysis applies.  He translates ""(Wie) eine
Kuh nach ihrem Kalb ruft, (wie) Jungtiere, die sich verlaufen haben, nach ihren Müttern
(rufen), (genau) so klagen die Udumäer (um die Prinzessin H˚ry).''  tz÷ is the only verb in
the proverbial section and its marking as a "long' or as a "short' form is, at best, ambiguous;
elsewhere T. analyzes it as one of his /YQTLu/ forms from a III-w root,1228 but only the

1226That T. is not unaware of this issue is revealed by his comment on the use of the imperfective in
introductions to direct speech:  ""Erzähltechnisch werden durch den Gebrauch der PKL wörtliche Reden aus
dem Erzählfluß hervorgehoben, wodurch die Erzählung als Ganze lebendiger gestaltet wird'' (p. 695
[§76.348]).  On the other hand, on p. 696 (§76.412), he explicitly rejects the hypothesis that Ugaritic poetry
would be present-oriented rather than past-oriented.  He might have taken an entirely different tack,
however:  the issue is to a certain extent moot if the verbal system expresses aspect, not tense. We know
from Hebrew, to name only the most closely related corpus, how an aspectual verbal system functions to
narrate what is presented as "history'.  But the question deserves asking and being answered of whether the
Ugaritians viewed their myths as "history'.  Though one might on some philosophical basis argue that the
Baal Cycle was not viewed as "history', it appears more difficult to do so for the Kirta and ≥Aqhatu cycles,
in particular the former, which may in some sense have functioned as the founding narrative for the dynasty
in power at Ugarit in the late 13th-early 12th centuries (the presence of the qb¬ dtn, "the assembly of
Ditªnu', in both this text and the royal funerary ritual [RS 34.126, KTU 1.161] leaves little doubt that the
Kirta story was seen as "history').  If this be admitted, then what we have is "history' being recounted in an
archaic poetic dialect, viz., T.'s ""Vergangenheit'' described in an aspectual system of which the two primary
forms are /YQTLØ/ and /YQTLu/ (see below, remark to p. 696 [§76.411]).
1227For one example, see remark above to p. 223 (§41.221.52c), etc., on ylmdnn in RS 92.2106:42' (RSO
XIV 53).
1228P. 200 (§33.323.5), p. 654 (§75.531b), p. 656 (§75.531e), p. 659 (§75.532).
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most assiduous reader could be expected to go to the index to ascertain this (neither
explanation nor cross-reference is supplied here) and, as has been pointed out above
(remark to pp. 653-54 [§75.531b]), it is one of T.'s more dubious grammatical categories.  If
correctly derived from a hollow root, tn“n is marked in the writing as a long form by the
{-n}, whether it be 3 f.du. (parsing °dmm as dual, referring to the two sections of the city
indicated in the text as rbt, "great', and ®rrt, "well-watered') or 3 m.pl. (referring to the
inhabitants of the city, which should, however, be written {°dmym});1229 but this part of the
sentence expresses the application of the gnomic phrase and the long form refers to the
hypothetical situation that the speaker is depicting as arising if H˚urray leaves her native
city.1230  It would appear, then, that the passage can only have been cited with reference to
tz÷ and one must conclude that, to the extent that this section is intended to correlate
morphology and syntax,1231 the example is not particularly illuminating, even dubious
(since, even by T.'s standards, {tz÷} could be historically either /YQTLØ/ or /YQTLu/).
— p. 685 (§76.321).  The basis for translating bn ”p® (line 6 of this same text) as ""Jungtiere,
die sich verlaufen haben'' might have been provided here, or at least a cross-reference
provided to the explanation proposed elsewhere (p. 487 [§73.523c]:  ""Jungtiere, die sich
verlaufen haben (w.: Jungtiere der Verirrung ?)'').  The question mark is revelatory of the
problem.1232

— p. 685 (§76.322).  The example of /YQTLu/ in an interrogative sentence cited from RS
24.258:12-13 (KTU 1.114) is probably not valid since the utterance is more plausibly a
prohibition expressed as a negative purpose clause (see remark above to p. 663 [§75.533],
etc.).
— p. 686 (§76.324), p. 715 (§76.533).  In both these paragraphs, the first of which is
devoted to /YQTL/ in temporal and conditional clauses, the second to /QTLa/ in conditional
clauses, T. comments in an introductory remark to the problems inherent in using temporal
categories to describe the use of the two basic forms in identical constructions.  Strangely
enough, however, he does not exploit these examples to illustrate how aspect functions nor,
from a broader perspective, has he allowed these usages to influence his thinking on
presenting the aspectual categories in temporal terms.  Even the most basic presentation,
viz., the titles of the sections, are revelatory of T.'s unease and of the seriousness of the
problem:  §76.324 is a sub-section of §76.32, which is entitled ""PKL für Sachverhalte der
Gegenwart,'' whereas §76.533 is a sub-section of §76.53, which is entitled ""SKf [T.'s
abbreviation for /QTLa/ of fientive verbs] für perfektive Sachverhalte der Gegenwart,'' that
is, with a temporal definition of the first, an aspectual definition of the second.  The use of
both /QTLa/ and /YQTL/ in both the protasis and the apodosis of conditional sentences is one
of the hallmarks of both Ugaritic and Biblical Hebrew.  What appears to speakers of

1229On these problems, see remark above to p. 442 (§73.223.5), etc.
1230Cf. Pardee, Context I (1997) 337.
1231""Die Sammlung erhebt keinen Anspruch auf Vollständigkeit. Sie enthält überwiegend morphologisch
eindeutige Belege'' (p. 684 [§76.24]).
1232Cf. Pardee, Context I (1997) 337.
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temporal languages to be a free interchange of forms must be understood linguistically in
aspectual terms, viz., both the protasis and the apodosis may be expressed as either
complete or incomplete by the speaker according to his/her view of the situation.  This usage
is probably one case where aspect reflects realis/irrealis, with the perfective expression used
to categorize a condition or an outcome as more real/certain than one expressed by an
imperfective.  In any case, the expression of conditions and outcomes has nothing to do with
time per se, but with the aspect which the speaker accords to each.  This is clear from
Biblical Hebrew, where many more examples are attested, but is demonstrated empirically
for Ugaritic by the hippiatric texts, where /YQTL/ and /QTLa/ forms appear in identical slots
in different versions of an otherwise identical sentence.1233

— p. 686 (§76.324), p. 687 (§76.332).  In the first section, T. cites y¬° in RS 24.247+: 45'
and 51' (KTU 1.103) to illustrate the use of the /YQTLu/ form in conditional clauses, in the
second ysp° to illustrate the same form in the apodosis.  The first is under the heading
""Gegenwart,'' the other under the heading ""Zukunft,'' a good example of T.'s categorization of
forms and usages in temporal terms.   The text in question is one line of a collection of
omens, each of which is expressed as an (unmarked)1234 conditional sentence.  Line 51'
reads:   […]bh b ph  y¬°  •bn  ysp° “wt, which may be rendered ""[And if] its [--]B protrudes
from its mouth, the enemy will devour the land.''1235  The apodosis event is logically
posterior (= future) to the protasis event, but the protasis event is not "present' to the
utterance of the sentence but posterior to it since it is expressed in the utterance as a
hypothetical event.  In aspectual terms, both events are viewed as incomplete.
— p. 686 (§76.324), p. 799 (§83.231), p. 806 (§85.1).  On p. 686, T. indicates hm in RS
24.266:28 (KTU 1.119) as entirely reconstructed, whereas on p. 799 he transliterates ""h?m?''
and qualifies this as a ""n[eue] L[esung].''  On p. 805, he simply says that ""hm'' is to be read in
place of ""[a]l'' in CAT.  Both signs of this word are in fact partially preserved but only the
upper left corner of the first sign is extant and it is, therefore, uncertain whether the
conditional particle here was hm or •m.1236

— p. 686 (§76.324), p. 688 (§76.332).  It is not clear to me why T. includes hm ymt, ""Falls er
stirbt'' (RIH 78/12:19-20 [CAT 2.82:18-29]) in this list of /YQTLu/ forms in conditional

1233Pardee, Les textes hippiatriques (1985)17-18.  In §76.533, T. comments on this "interchangeability' but
does not explicitly exploit the usage to illustrate how aspect functions in Ugaritic prose, contenting himself
with the remark that both the /YQTL/ and /QTLa/ forms may be rendered as presents:  ""Die SKf findet auch
als "Tempus' von Konditionalsätzen Verwendung und ist dabei im Dt. in der Regel präsentisch
wiederzugeben.''  Such a remark might be considered appropriate in a teaching grammar intended for
German (or English) speakers, but one expects more of a reference grammar which in so many respects is
based on sound linguistic principles and so often gives no quarter in combating more traditional approaches.
1234The sections of this omen text where the beginning of the line is preserved show that no conditional
particle was expressed except, plausibly, in the first line of the text, where it must be restored (Pardee, AfO
33 [1986] 124, 126; idem, Les textes rituels [2000] 546, 549; idem, Ritual and Cult [2002] 139 with note 4,
p. 147).
1235Pardee, Ritual and Cult (2002) 140.
1236Pardee, in Verse in Ancient Near Eastern Prose (1993) 216, n. 29; idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 664;
see the new photograph and copy in Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004), text 11 in the Choix de textes.
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clauses, for it does not bear an orthographic marker of its form and he himself appends a
question mark to the parsing as /YQTLu/.  He remarks that the form is ""möglw. potentialer
Sinn,'' which is not quite clear either, since conditionals normally have a "potential'
component to them.  Surely he does not mean thereby to say that the form might by a jussive
occurring in a marked conditional phrase (the context precludes any volitional nuance).1237

Nor can it be a /YQTLØ/ perfective, for the text is a letter and the /YQTLØ/ perfective is not
used in prose.  On p. 688, •l“mn, "I will fight', in line 21 is cited as an example of /YQTLu/ in
the protasis of a conditional sentence, again with a question mark attached to the parsing as
a long form.  Here the question of an alternative analysis is more open because the form in
theory could be /YQTLa/, viz., an indirect volitive expressing resolve on the part of the
speaker, and all the options for parsing the appended {-n} must be considered (Energic I,
Energic II [both in terms of Arabic grammar], /YQTLu + -na/, and /YQTLa + na/).
— p. 686 (§76.324).  y®n in RS 15.082:6 (KTU 4.168) is not only unmarked for mood but
also for aspect (the root is YT˙N) and its inclusion in this paragraph on /YQTLu/ forms in
temporal/conditional clauses is therefore dubious (see above, remark to p. 512 [§74.222.2],
etc.).
— p. 689 (§76.342).  After citing passages where actions extended over two days or more
are expressed with /YQTLu/-forms, T. comes to RS 2.[024] i 21-24 (KTU 1.22) where a
/YQTLØ/ form is followed by two /YQTLu/ forms.  He explains the latter as expressing the
plurality (viz., iteration) inherent in actions extending over time, whereas the former ""könnte
stilistische Gründe haben.''  This sort of explanation is the weak link in the hypothesis that
the scribes knew the poetic dialect well, for "stylistic' is not a linguistic explanation but an
admission that we do not know why the scribe would have chosen knowingly to use different
forms to describe a sequence of actions that are otherwise situationally identical.
— p. 689 (§76.342), p. 693 (§76.345).  In the first section cited, T. explains the /YQTLu/
forms ttlkn // t¬dn in RS 2.002:67-68 (KTU 1.23) as expressing iteration (the "plural' nature
of the act), in the second as providing the ""Inzidenzbasis'' for the following act.  In this
second section, he refers back to the former, saying that ""Sie bezeichnen zugleich pluralische
S[ach]v[erhalt]e,'' but the former explanation must be preferred over the latter because the
existence of the second category is inadequately substantiated (see remark below to p. 693).
— p. 690 (§76.342).  T. here cites two passages from RS 24.258 (KTU 1.114) in both of
which /YQTLu/ forms are used and he contrasts one of these (tl“mn •lm w tßtn, "the gods eat
and drink') with a passage in the Baal Cycle (RS 2.[008]+ iii 40'-41' [KTU 1.4]) where the
same verbs with the same subject appear in /YQTLØ/-forms.  This may serve as an example
of the necessity to come to terms not only with the different verbal systems of prose and
poetry but with the fact that not all poems show the same distributions of verbal forms.
Neither here nor anywhere else does T. attempt to view the verbal system of RS 24.258 as a
whole.  As I have remarked above (remarks to p. 513 [§74.222.2], etc., with note 961, to p.
656 [§75.531e], etc., and to p. 662 [§75.532]), there are no certain cases of /YQTLØ/ forms

1237See Pardee, AfO 31 (1984) 222; idem, Context III (2002) 93.
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in this text and it appears, therefore, to reflect a poetic dialect—if one may infer a system
from so brief a text1238—different from that of the major mythological cycles.
— pp. 690-91 (§76.342).  An important problem of aspectual sequencing is encountered in
the parallel passages describing self-mutilation as a sign of mourning:  in RS 2.[022]+ vi 18-
19 (KTU 1.5) one encounters ydy // yhdy, "he scratches incisions // he cuts', when ≥Ilu is the
actor; the corresponding forms when ≤Anatu is the actress are td // thdy (RS 2.[009]+ i 2-3
[KTU 1.6]).  T. describes td as ""offenbar eine PKK,'' thdy as ""erwartungsgemäß eine PKL,''
but offers no explanation  for the sequence perfective-imperfective in a single verse.
— p. 691 (§76.342).  Apparently inspired by cases of this type, T. remarks that in the
sequence t÷dd // yml° (RS 2.[014]+ ii 25 [KTU 1.3]) the first verb may either be /YQTLu/
like the second or /YQTLØ/, ""morphologisch variiert.''  He offers no aspectual explanation
for the morphological variation.
— pp. 691-92 (§76.343b).  In this paragraph, which is simply entitled ""PKL asyndetisch nach
PKK,'' it would have been useful to remark explicitly on the different function of the
perfectives in the latter category, the first five examples, as compared with that of the one
example of a jussive.
— p. 692 (§76.344).  For another example of explaining variant texts by stylistic
considerations, see remarks above to pp. 620-21 (§75.232) and to p. 658 (§75.531f), etc., on
the parallel to {tb°} appearing as both {tgly} and {tgl}:  T.'s solution here is that the use of
the imperfective to express ""Ausschilderung bereits genannter Themen'' was ""nicht
obligatorisch,'' but he offers no explanation for the sequence tgl … tb° (perfective …
imperfective) in a single verse.
— p. 693 (§76.345).  This section is entitled ""PKL im Inzidenzschema'' and attempts to show
that /YQTLu/ forms may provide the ""Inzidenzbasis'' for following perfective forms, which
constitute the ""Inzidenzakt.''  Only two passages are cited, however, and one of these two
does not meet the structural criteria as T. defines them.  In RS 2.002: 67-68 (RS 2.002) the
/YQTLu/ forms are followed by what is plausibly a narrative infinitive (ngß hm) rather than
a /QTLa/ perfective;1239 T. himself recognizes that explaining ttlkn // t¬dn in this passage as
expressive of iteration is valid (see remark above to p. 689 [§76.342]).  The latter
explanation is also sufficient to explain ykly in RS 3.367 iv 27' (KTU 1.2) (as well, perhaps,
as the two preceding forms of which the aspect is not orthographically marked):  the verbs in
question describe the acts by which Ba≤lu defeats Yammu and the imperfective apparently

1238In my study of the texts from this archive that manifest mythological motifs (Les textes para-
mythologiques [1988] 26, 205-6), I pointed out the higher incidence of participles and of /YQTLu/ forms in
at least two of these texts, this one and RS 24.244 (KTU 1.100).
1239T. recognizes the validity of this anaysis explicitly on p. 483 (§73.513.5b) and on p. 484 (§73.513.6); on
p. 468 (§73.333.1) he presented the parsing as a /QTLa/ perfective as a valid alternative, but the structure
QTL + independent pronoun visible here is characteristic of the use of the narrative infinitive (absolute) in
later Northwest Semitic, in particular in the Phoenician inscription from Karatepe where it functions as the
main narrative verbal structure, and may be considered the better parsing in this context.  The parsing of
ngß as an infinitive is also indicated in the vocalized text in Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 34.
On the inadmissibility of assigning aspectual function to the verbal nouns and adjectives, see above, remark
to pp. 682-718 (§76).
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visible in ykly (as well as that of the previous two verbs if they are correctly identified as
/YQTLu/ forms) may be explained as expressive of inception of action or of iteration.
Indeed, the first two forms may have been /YQTLØ/ perfectives (/yaqu® ba≤lu wa yaßit
yamma/) and only the third one of the "long' forms (either /yakalliyu/ or /yakalliya ®ªpi†a
nahara/), here expressing purpose.1240

— p. 693 (§76.346a).  One worries whenever one encounters the word "obviously' in an
explanation, all the more so when the word appears in the title to an entire section:  ""PKL in
Temporalsätzen, offenbar mit Vorzeitigkeitsnuance.''  In this case, though the category may
be linguistically viable, none of the examples is convincing.  T. begins with three cases of
what he takes as unmarked temporal clauses (w yß°, yß°, "he raises', and OBJECT + ym÷y,
"he arrives at').  As regards the first two, he does not remark that /YQTL/ forms of Nfi≥,
however they be explained, are very frequently /YQTLu/; since these two examples occur in
clauses unmarked for temporality, the specific categorization of these two, and these two
only, as owing their form to the expression of a temporal clause must be doubted.1241  On
the other hand, it may be necessary to admit that Nfi≥ commonly expresses ""Vorzeitigkeit''
because of its common appearance in idioms where one lifts X before doing Y—one would
have wished to see a general statement from T. on the morpho-semantics of Nfi≥ in addition
to its treatment in various of the categories of this chapter.  The third example of a /YQTLu/
form in what T. takes as an unmarked temporal clause comes from RS 24.258 (KTU
1.114),1242 at text which, as I have remarked above (e.g., on p. 662 [§75.532]), shows no
certain examples of the /YQTLØ/ perfective; the example is for that reason doubly
irrelevant, viz., ym÷y is not in a temporal clause and there would be no reason to expect a
/YQTLØ/ form in this text.1243  Three examples of marked temporal clauses are cited in a
second section of this paragraph, one from another "para-mythological' text which, though its
form of expression is prosaic, resembles others of the "para-mythological' texts in its
extensive use of the /YQTLu/ form (RS 24.272 [KTU 1.124]);1244 a /YQTLØ/ form is,
therefore, no more expected here than in RS 24.258.  The other two examples come from
inscriptions on liver models, where the temporal clause in each case modifies a nominal
main clause, e.g., RS 24.312 (KTU 1.141) "(This consultation of a liver is) for ≥Agip®arru
when he is to obtain a servant-boy from an Alashian' (l ±g¯p®˘r k yqny ÷zr ¯d ±˘l®yy ).  T.
translates, ""als er daran war, einen Knaben … zu kaufen,'' but there is no ""als er daran war''
in the text, and yqny expresses, in aspectual terms, simply the incompleteness of the purpose

1240On the problems of parsing the three verbs in this verse, see above, remark to p. 669 (§75.537d).
1241The two examples cited are yß° ≤nh … w y≤n, "He lifts his eyes and sees', in RS 3.362+ ii 13'-16' (KTU
1.10) and yß° yr ßmmh, "He raises (the staff), casts it into the sky', in RS 2.002:37-38 (KTU 1.23).
1242≤®trt w ≤nt ym÷y ≤®trt t≤db nßb lh w ≤nt ktp, "He goes up to ≤A®tartu and ≤Anatu; ≤Anatu prepares him a
nßb-cut of meat, ≤A®tartu a shoulder-cut' (ll. 9-11).
1243In RS 2.002:38 (KTU 1.23), yß° is followed by a III-y form written without {-y} and it is not certain that
y≤n in RS 3.362+ ii 14', 15' (KTU 1.10) is not a /YQTLu/ form that shows monophthongization of the
historical final triphthong.  In the case of RS 24.258, however, one would not expect ym÷y to be anything
but a /YQTLu/ form.
1244Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 183-84.
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of the oracular consultation at the time of the consultation.1245  The clause does not,
therefore, represent ""Vorzeitigkeit'' to an event expressed in the sentence itself ("when X has
done Y, then he does Z'), as is purported to be the case in the preceding examples, but
expresses imperfectively the reason for the consultation:  if there is any ""Vorzeitigkeit,'' it is
in the nominal clause that refers to the consultation since it preceded in real time the
procuring of the servant.
— p. 694 (§76.347).  I am far more dubious about the linguistic viability of this section than
about the preceding one.  It is entitled ""PKL in komplexen, durch apnk oder ±”r eingeführten
Syntagmen.''  The only linguistic argument offered for these adverbs being followed by
imperfective forms is that the imperfective ""scheint vom vorausgehenden Syntagma logisch
abhängig zu sein (vgl. §76.343),'' but here, instead of the imperfective form expressing a
sequence to another verbal expression, the imperfective would depend entirely on the simple
adverb.  T. himself cites at the end of the paragraph a set of exceptions (viz., ±”r followed
by what may be perfective forms—though none is certain) and a set of possible exceptions
(viz., ±pnk followed by orthographically ambiguous forms).  All of the examples of
sentences introduced by ±pnk may be explained either by the morpho-semantic nature of the
verb (two examples of Nfi≥—see preceding remark) or by seeing iteration in the verbal
expression {„LY, "to pray', and fifiQY, "to cause to drink').  Only one example of ±”r is
provided, against four possible exceptions in the following ""Anm[erkung],'' hardly a
statistically convincing presentation.  The one example is furnished by the twofold
occurrence of ym÷y in RS 2.[003]+ iv 34 and 47 (KTU 1.14) for which I have tentatively
proposed a narratological explanation above (remark to p. 660 [§75.532], etc.).  With the
possible exception of this last example (where the adverbial expression is in fact complex,
consisting of ±”r, ßpßm, "at sundown', and b + ordinal number, "on the nth day'), the entire
section appears ad hoc in nature and fails to convince.
— p. 694 (§76.347), p. 796 (§83.211), p. 771 (§82.310).  On p. 694, T. says that ±”r, "after'
(in its function as a conjunction), can ""offenbar'' be followed by /QTLa/ forms and offers as
proof ±”r m÷y k®r w ”ss, "after MY Kôtaru-wa-‡as≠su', in RS 2.[008]+ v 44 [KTU 1.4]),
where the orthography does not allow a certain parsing of m÷y as a finite form or as a verbal
noun.  In the other two sections cited he admits freely that ±”r could be functioning
prepositionally (in which case the verbal form is that of the verbal noun); indeed, on p. 771,
he cites a passage where gender incongruence shows clearly that ±”r is there functioning as
a preposition followed by a verbal noun ([±”]r m÷y ≤dt •lm, "after the arrival of the assembly
of the gods' [RS 3.343+ ii 11', KTU 1.15]).  No cases are cited where gender congruence
between subject and verb following ±”r proves that particle to be functioning as a
conjunction with a /QTLa/ form.
— p. 694 (§76.347).  What does ""Offen ist der Tempusgebrauch …'' mean in a presentation
of the verbal system as aspectual?  What T. appears in general to be trying to do in this
chapter is to determine why a given aspect is used to express a given temporal situation.
From that perspective, there is no such thing as ""Tempusgebrauch,'' only aspectual usage
representing real-world temporal situations.

1245Cf. Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 766-68, with previous bibliography.
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— p. 695 (§76.348b).  Though w y≤ny does indeed appear ""am Textanfang'' in RS 24.293:1
(KTU 1.133), I do not see the relevance of the observation since this text is, in one sense or
another, only an extract from a longer text.1246

— p. 695 (§76.411).  T. is correct in asserting that there is no difference in
""aspektuell-temporale Funktion'' between /YQTLØ/ and /waYQTLØ/ forms in Ugaritic, but
who would expect there to be any?  Though he never says so, the statement appears to have
been made with reference to the Hebrew "wªw-consecutive' forms and it is almost as if he
were denying the existence in Ugaritic of what is known in traditional Hebrew grammar as
""wªw-conversive,'' i.e., the view that the wªw ""converted'' the imperfect /yiqtºl/ into a
past-tense form.  If this is the point of reference, the implied comparison is meaningless, for
in the Hebrew syntagmeme wªw + /YQTL/, the verbal form is the old /YQTLØ/ which, with
very few exceptions, occurs in Hebrew prose only when preceded by wªw and which has
nothing to do with proto-Hebrew /YQTLu/.  If one includes both prose and poetry in the
purview, and if one admits that some /YQTL/ forms in Hebrew poetry descend from
/YQTLØ/,1247 there is no difference between  /YQTLØ/ and /waYQTLØ/ forms in Hebrew
any more than in Ugaritic (viz., the verbal system of Hebrew poetry is no easier to describe
than is that of Ugaritic poetry and /YQTLØ/ was not used in prose in either language). The
principal differences between the two languages as regards verbal forms preceded by w are:
(1) /waYQTLØ/ did not become a common expression of perfectivity in Ugaritic prose as it
did in Hebrew prose, indeed it is extremely rare in Ugaritic prose (for the possible example
of {w ym÷[-]} in RS 24.272:10 [KTU 1.124], see remark above to p. 660 [§75.532], etc.)
and (2) /waYQTLu/ appears to have been used commonly in Ugaritic prose to express
simple imperfectivity whereas in Hebrew prose it is used almost exclusively to express
purpose and result clauses.
— p. 696 (§76.411).  As nearly as I can determine without re-reading the entire section on
verbs up to this point, T. first introduces the concept of narrative "foregrounding' here, where
he claims that /YQTLØ/ is used in poetry for ""Erzählvordergrund'' whereas /QTLa/
functioned as a preterit (above, p. 682, he defined "preterit' as expressing past tense).
Below, in §76.524 (pp. 705-12), the foregrounding function of /YQTLØ/ is argued in detail
but the description of /QTLa/ as a preterit is dropped (the operative phrase on p. 706 is
""dient … zur Darstellung isolierter Sachverhalte der Vergangenheit'').  The many cases of
/YQTLØ/ and /QTLa/ forms used in parallel in a single verse or in adjacent verses must,
however, make one dubious about the two forms having opposite narratival functions.  T.
refers to this use of /QTLa/ as an ""erzähltechnische Variante'' to /YQTLØ/, which hardly
seems a satisfactory solution:  if forms are marked for foregrounding and backgrounding, the
poet would be creating narratological chaos by mixing them in a single utterance.  T. also
exaggerates when he says that a narrative section introduced by /YQTLØ/ ""in der Regel'' is
followed by a series of /YQTLØ/ forms (p. 698 [§76.421b])—I have no quarrel with the
examples that he cites, but there are many exceptions, e.g., col. I of the Kirta text (RS

1246For a discussion, with bibliography, see Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988), ch. 4.
1247As T. does on p. 697 (§76.412).
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2.003+ [KTU 1.14]).  T.'s stance appears to take a measure of validation from the fact that
many narrative junctures (e.g., change of speaker) are expressed by /YQTL/ forms.  That
observation, however, raises the further problem of the mixing of /YQTLØ/ and /YQTLu/
forms at narrative junctures (striking examples may be found in what T. referred to in
§76.348 [p. 695] as ""PKL in der Redeeinleitung''—balanced out by §76.423 [p. 699] entitled
""PKKi in der Redeeinleitung'').  It is nonetheless a fact that, in the major mythological texts,
only rarely does one find /QTL/ forms at narrative junctures and, when one does encounter
such forms, there are often reasons to believe that the form in question is the "narrative
infinitive' rather than the /QTLa/ perfective.  What do /YQTLØ/ and /YQTLu/, diametrically
opposed in aspectual expression, have in common that make them proper for expressing
narrative juncture, a feature that /QTLa/ does not share?  The obvious answer is:  aspect.  If
the /QTLa/ form was not marked for aspect in proto-West Semitic, as I have suggested (see
above note 1222), it may be expected to have been less strongly marked for aspect in the
archaic dialect of poetry than /YQTLØ/ and /YQTLu/ and hence less appropriate for the
expression of foregrounding.1248  This explanation also fits the Hebrew data remarkably
well, for /qªtal/ is not used in Biblical Hebrew prose for expressing the backbone of a
narrative1249 (that function being reserved for /wayYQTL/), though /w@QTL/ is used
commonly for expressing the main line of an imperfective discourse—surely an inner-
Hebrew development explained by grammaticalization of the proto-West Semitic
non-aspectual /QTLa/).1250  It thus appears that, at least for major narrative junctures, T.'s
description is in part valid (he does not incorporate into the foregrounding hypothesis the
frequent /YQTLu/ forms at narrative junctures and one would not want to follow him down
the path of tensedness to explain the /QTLa/ forms).  Given the variety of usage of /QTLa/
in poetry, it appears dubious that it was ""marked'' for backgrounding (see remark below to p.
708 [§76.524.3c])1251.  At the very least, it must be said that the interplay of /YQTL/ and

1248In his introduction to §76 (p. 682), T. asserts that in many languages, including Ugaritic, the perfective
is less strongly marked than the imperfective.  Whether one can spot a difference in markedness between
the /YQTLu/ (imperfective) and /YQTLØ/ (perfective) in poetry is debatable, but, as we have just seen,
there are good historical and descriptive reasons for holding that, in poetry, /QTLa/ was less strongly
marked for perfectivity than was either of the other forms for their respective aspect.  Another perspective:
in the case of Biblical Hebrew the "perfect' (← /QTLa/) is marked for perfectivity and the /YQTL/ forms for
non-perfectivity + whatever modal nuance they carry (see B. K. Waltke and M. O'Connor, An Introduction
to Biblical Hebrew Syntax [Winona Lake:  Eisenbrauns, 1990] 347-48; cf. ch. 31, pp. 496-518, entitled
""Prefix (Non-Perfective) Conjugation'').
1249Cf. my review (JNES 52 [1993] 313-14) of A. Niccacci, The Syntax of the Verb in Classical Hebrew
Prose (tr. by W. G. E. Watson:  Journal for the Study of the Old Testament Supplement Series 86;
Sheffield:  JSOT Press, 1990).
1250The definitions just given avoid the word ""foregrounding'' because J.-M. Heimerdinger has shown that, if
"foregrounded' material is defined as that which is essential for understanding the discourse, then such
material is commonly expressed by w-X qªtal forms in perfective discourse (Topic, Focus and Foreground in
Ancient Hebrew Narratives [JSOTSS 295; Sheffield:  Sheffield Academic Press, 1999]); the same is
demonstrably true of w-X yiqtºl forms in imperfective discourse.
1251He does not use the technical term ""marked'' frequently; indeed in the introductory paragraph to the use
of /QTLa/ to express the ""Darstellung vergangener Sachverhalte in der Poesie'' (pp. 705-6), he includes
backgrounding as only one of three principal functions and does not assert that the form is ""marked'' for
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/QTLa/ forms within narrative units in Ugaritic poetry is not easily explained by a simple
foregrounding/backgrounding dichotomy.  Grammars perforce present data piecemeal; it
would have been nice to find as an appendix to §76 a detailed analysis of a long narrative
passage in which T.'s views on all forms would have been clearly expounded.  In sum, it
appears that /YQTLØ/ and /YQTLu/ were the primary forms used at narrative junctures, that
the infinitive could also so be used but much more rarely, and that /QTLa/ could be used in
almost free variation with /YQTLØ/ within narrative units as expressions of perfectivity.
Adequate explanations for the interplay between forms expressing perfectivity and
imperfectivity at narrative junctures (viz., /YQTLØ/ and /YQTLu/) and within narrative units
(viz., these two plus /QTLa/) are more difficult to attain (see above, remarks to pp. 682-718
[§76] and to pp. 684-701 [§76.3-4]).
— p. 697 (§76.421a), p. 712 (§76.524.6b), p. 747 (§81.24b).  RS 3.343+ vi 2 (KTU 1.15) is
cited with the emendation {<t>l“m} in spite of the facts that (a) the emendation is not noted
above in the section on textual errors consisting of omitted signs (pp. 60-61 [§21.354.1]) and
(b) T. himself once proposed that the {t} is actually visible on the tablet.1252  On the
problem that the assumed emendation poses, see remark below to p. 712 (§76.524.6b).
— pp. 700-1 (§76.427), p. 702 (§76.521).  None of T.'s ""Mögliche Belege der PKKi in
Prosatexten'' (§76.427) is convincing.  He argues from the single writing {tq††} in RS
1.002:31' (KTU 1.40) that all similar forms are /YQTLØ/ but (a) drawing such a conclusion
on the basis of a single writing is methodologically dubious and (b) the text is not in
straightforward prose and may be imitating poetic style (see above, remark to pp. 444-45
[§73.233.41-42], etc.).  He takes ym÷ in RS 24.272:10 (KTU 1.124) as /YQTLØ/ but the
analysis is uncertain, perhaps epigraphically unnecessary, perhaps even orthographically
unnecessary (the questions being whether the form was {ym÷} or {ym÷[y]} and whether
the former could be contracted /YQTLu/); moreover, it is possible that the morpho-syntactic
unit to be considered here is {w ym÷[…]} (see remark above to p. 660 [§75.532], etc.).
Two cases of /YQTL/ forms of L≥K, "to send', in letters are cited (RS 16.264:4 tl•k [KTU
2.26] and RS 34.124:10 tl•kn [KTU 2.72]) but with no conviction for, as T. himself
recognizes, the expression may each time be imperfective (the -n on the second form marks
it as imperfective, for it is 2 f.s.; the first form is 2 m.s. and hence not open to marking by a
morpheme including a consonant, but there is to my mind no reason to doubt that that form is

backgrounding. §76.524.3d (p. 708) is devoted to ""SKf zur Darstellung des Erzählhintergrund,'' but it
contains only five examples (not all of which are convincing—see remark below) with a sixth indicated as
possible.  Note that Heimerdinger's research cited in the previous note was devoted primarily to
foregrounding and that he does not deal to any serious extent with backgrounding structures (as his
observations seriously weaken the facile definition of backgrounding as always being expressed by non-
"wªw-consecutive' forms, his reticence on the definition of backgrounding is frustrating).  I have devised the
following description, which surely needs further refining:  ""If one accepts Heimerdinger's view that not all
wayyiqtºl forms express foregrounding, then foregrounding is occurring all around these forms while
backgrounding may be expressed by w@-X qªtal forms, by non-verbal phrases, and by entire clauses that
have this function, particularly circumstantial clauses'' (""The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System in a Nutshell,''
manuscript in preparation).
1252AfO 42-43 (1995-96) 269:  read {≤¯d˘ t¯l“˘m} for {≤dm . <t>¯l“˘m} in CAT.
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also /YQTLu/).  His last case is ylmdnn in RS 92.2016:42' (RSO XIV 53) but T. has already
analyzed it as imperfective (see remark above to p. 223 [§41.221.52c], etc.) and finds that
solution preferable here also.  His formulation that the /YQTLØ/ perfective ""begegnet
hier … fast nie'' (p. 702) though meritorious for its reserve nevertheless overstates the case.
Once again, in §76.427 T. has devoted more space to a (highly dubious) grammatical
category than it merits—the only form in this list that requires attention as /YQYLØ/ is the
one cited from RS 24.272:10 and it may have been better discussed in terms of the morpho-
syntactic unit /w YQYLØ/.
— pp. 700-1 (§76.427a).  In an ""Anm[erkung]'' to this section of the presentation of possible
cases of /YQTLØ/ in prose, T. opines that all the /YQTL/ verbal forms in RS 24.244:61-69
(KTU 1.100) are /YQTLØ/ (""PKKi'').  There is one form in this list that appears rather
clearly to be /YQTLu/:  tl° in l. 68 (see above, remark to p. 656 [§75.531e]), though T.
shows his characteristic ambiguity toward it, parsing it once as /YQTLØ/ (p. 617 [§75.222])
once, with a question mark, as /YQTLu/ (p. 660 [§75.532]). ydy in line 64 is formally
ambiguous since it is a I-y root.  But, observing that there is not a single certain case
anywhere in this text of a /YQTLØ/ form and taking this text in the context of the others from
this archive, in particular RS 24.258 (see remark above to p. 690 [§76.342]), it may not be
judged likely that the ambiguous forms were /YQTLØ/.  (T.'s argument that the forms in ll.
65-66 that show the ending {-nh} were /YQTLØ/ may not be accorded any particular
weight, for it is tied in directly with his view of the form and function of energics—see
remarks above to pp. 497-506 [§73.6].)
— p. 702 (§76.51).  In his introduction to the /QTLa/ form, T. correctly observes that it is
""von Hause aus nominaler Natur and deshalb tempusneutral,'' but he then goes on to opine
that ""Ihre Funktionen sind als perfektiv zu betrachten.''  As observed above (remark to  p.
696 [§76.411]), I believe that a good case can be made for the perfective function of /QTLa/
being secondary, one that it took on when /YQTLØ/ fell from usage as a perfective form in
the spoken language.  Thus its marking as a perfective may be expected to be weaker in
poetry, where the /YQTLØ/ perfective is still alive, than in prose, where the entire burden of
expressing perfectivity has fallen on /QTLa/.
— p. 702 (§76.521.1).  An example from RS 15.125 is T.'s first of the ""Belege [of /QTLa/
forms] aus Briefen,'' but, in spite of its inclusion in section 2 of KTU (text 19), that text does
not belong to the epistolary corpus (it is a legal text).
— p. 702 (§76.521.1).  T. translates ”b®m in RS 15.098:8 (KTU 2.17:1) as ""‡ub®u-Söldner.''
Though this text does not state what type of service these ”b®m were expected to provide,
there is no reason to infer from the writing with {b} that a special category is designated, for
the writing could represent either the plural of ”up®u (/”uba®≠ma/ with the original root
preserved because of the vowel between the /b/ and the /®/) or the category of worker
designated by what may be the G-active participle (cf. ”b® ±“d in opposition to b≤lm, "[textile]
workers', in RS 18.050:7-8 [KTU 4.360]).1253

— p. 702 (§76.521.1), pp. 870-71 (§93.421).  In these two sections, T. explicitly parses ßl in
RS 19.011:6 (KTU 2.61) as a /QTLa/ form, translates by ""plünderte,'' but neither vocalizes

1253See remarks above to p. 110 (§32.144.12b), etc., to p. 137 (§33.112.31), and to p. 226 (§41.222.4a).
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nor proposes an etymology.  Because the cognates are clearly geminate (Hebrew and
Aramaic fiLL, Akkadian ßalªlu), one is surprised at the absence of an entry for a root fiLL in
the appropriate section on geminite roots (p. 676 [§75.64]).  Others have analyzed ßl as a
narrative infinitive1254 because of the fact that it is followed immediately by the 3 m.s.
independent pronoun (w ßl hw qrt, "and he plundered the town').  If, however, sb in RS
2.[008]+ vi 34 (KTU 1.4) is taken as proof that fientive geminate verbs in Ugaritic did not
show the /qalala/ pattern of proto-Hebrew, then the only indicator that ßl is infintival would
be the fact that it is followed immediately by the independent pronoun.  T. does not accept
that this fact is sufficient basis for the analysis as an infinitive1255 and I tend to share his
dubiety on this point.  On the other hand, the postulate that fientive geminate /QTLa/ forms
were of the form /qalla/ is based on very ambiguous data (see remarks above to p. 672
[§75.61b] and p. 676 [§75.64], etc.), and it cannot be absolutely ruled out that the Ugaritic
system was similar to the Hebrew one.  In that case the analysis of ßl as an infinitive of a
geminate root would fit the pattern of qn in RS 92.2014:7 (RSO XIV 52) (see remark above
to pp. 577-79 [§74.511a, b], etc.).
— p. 703 (§76.521.1).  In an ""Anm[erkung],'' T. suggests that the verb l“mt, "I have fought',
in RIH 78/12:9 (CAT 2.82) may designate an act begun in the past but that extends to the
present.  Because the document is a letter, this interpretation would have to be nuanced to
reflect the fact that the writer of a Ugaritic letter expresses tense by aspect from the
recipient's perspective not his/her own.1256  Once that is recognized, however, it does indeed
appear more than likely that the author was referring to an immediate situation, not to an
historical one.1257

— p. 703 (§76.521.2).  RS 16.401:3'-4' (KTU 2.32) is a strange choice for an example of
/QTLa/ in an interrogative sentence, not because it is not that but because T. places the
interrogative particle and the verb in a restored context that is far from sure.  The text reads
{lm . l•kt | […]¯-˘y}, which T. restores as lm l•kt [≤m]ny and translates ""Warum hast du
(einen Boten) [zu m]ir geschickt?'' in spite of the fact that the {n} is uncertain and that there
is no reason to believe that the lacuna was only wide enough for two signs.  This latter fact is
clear both from the presentation in CAT and in my transcription of the text made available to
T.  It is thus possible that l•kt, rather than being used in a so-called "pregnant' construction
with no expressed object, here had a noun as its direct object.  RS 19.029:13 (KTU 2.63),

1254Dijkstra, Handbook of Ugaritic Studies (1999) 154; Ford, UF 33 (2001) 209 (see above, note 1037).
1255He does not explicitly reject that analysis, but he parses the two tokens of /QTL + hw/ in RS 19.011:5-7
(KTU 2.61) and the three tokens of the same sequence in RS 34.124:27-32 (KTU 2.72), the clearest
examples of this structure in prose, as containing /QTLa/ forms (on the explicit parsing of ybl and y¬q in RS
34.124:27 and 31 as /QTLa/ forms, see pp. 636-37 [§75.514]; on the sequence /QTL hw/ in these two
passages, which we must understand as being taken as /QTLa hw/ because of the parsings just cited, see
pp. 870-71 [§93.421]).
1256Pardee and Whiting, BSOAS 50 (1987) 1-31; T. pp. 704-5 (§76.522).
1257Pardee, AfO 31 (1984) 221:  ""I have done … the fighting''; cf. Context III (2002) 93: ''I have been
fighting … .''
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which is cited as a point of comparison, does not, according to my collation, even belong
here, for the reading {[l]m} of KTU/CAT is not to be retained (I read {¯-˘ly}).
— pp. 704-5 (§§76.522-3).  Though a good case can be made for including a category
known as ""Briefperfekt'' in a grammar of this sort, because it involves a perspective on the
epistolary exchange that is different from ours (viz., the writer expresses himself from the
reader's perspective rather than from his own as he writes1258), the case for the
""Urkundenperfekt'' is more difficult.  The contracts cited reflect situations where the parties
are in a single place at a single time and the document at hand represents the writing down
of the legal act.  The use of the /QTLa/ reflects, therefore, the simple perfective or, perhaps,
the performative nuance thereof ("has given' or "hereby gives', in English parlance).  Is it the
formula l yn hnd, "on this day', which corresponds to ißtu ¨mi annî, "from this day', in
Akkadian, that has created for T. a problem of temporality?
— p. 704 (§76.522).  Since yblt, "I bring', in RS 2.[008]+ v 27 (KTU 1.4) is part of a speech
addressed by a personage who is in the presence of her interlocutor, it cannot by definition
be an example of the ""Briefperfekt.''  Nor is it at all likely that it is a performative, T.'s
alternative analysis.  It is a simple perfective expressing a complete act, literally "I have
brought (the proof being that I am standing before you)'.  The translation ""I bring''1259 is
nothing but an accommodation to English usage.
— p. 706 (§76.524.1).  In a ""S[prach]v[ergleichung],'' T. contrasts the use of /YQTL/ and
/QTLa/ in Ugaritic poetry with /wayyiqtºl/ and /qªtal/ in Biblical-Hebrew narrative prose.
Though his remarks are certainly correct, of more interest would have been a comparison
with verbal usage in Biblical-Hebrew poetry, where problems similar to those of Ugaritic
poetry are encountered.  Such a comparison would have stressed the virtual absence of
narrative poetry in Biblical Hebrew and could have brought to the fore the problems of
comparing narrative poetry with narrative prose (see above, remark to pp. 684-701 [§§76.3-
4], in particular note 1226).
— p. 708 (§76.524.3c).  T. cites ≤rb … tb≤ in 2.[004] ii 26' and 39' (KTU 1.17) as his sole
example of /QTLa/ forms beginning and ending a poetic unit.  The unit does not begin with
line 26, however, but with the preceding bicolon (ll. 24-25),1260 which fits the rule that major
poetic units usually begin with a /YQTL/ form (see remark above to p. 696 [§76.411]).  T.
explains these forms as ""marking'' a backgrounding unit embedded within the larger
foregrounding unit, which does appear plausible, though the variety of usage of /QTLa/ in
poetry would seem to require that the notion of ""marking'' for backgrounding be dropped,
viz., the forms would, properly speaking, be unmarked for foregrounding rather than marked
for backgrounding (to the extent that these terms correspond to the usage of the principal
verb forms—see remark above to p. 696 [§76.411], in particular note 1250).

1258Pardee, ""The "Epistolary Perfect' in Hebrew Letters,'' Biblische Notizen 22 (1983) 34-40; Pardee and
Whiting, BSOAS 50 (1987) 1-31.
1259Pardee, Context I (1997) 260.
1260Pardee, Context I (1997) 345; Parker apud Parker, Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997)  56.
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— p. 708 (§76.524.3d).  T. claims that there is a long backgrounding unit in RS 2.[014]+ i
(KTU 1.3) beginning with s•d in l. 3 and extending through qm in line 18.  It would stand in
contrast with Ba≤lu's acts, which would be expressed in the foreground by /YQTL/ verbs.
He may well be right, but he explains neither why in the three three-verb units that set off
sub-sections within this unit each contains two /YQTL/ forms nor why the bicolon that
follows this long unit also contains a single /YQTL/ form in spite of the fact that Ba≤lu is the
object, rather than the subject, of the verb.
— p. 708 (§76.524.3d).  Here T. parses ≤ny- in RS 03.325+ v 13, [16, 19], 22 (KTU 1.16) as
certain examples of /QTLa/ expressing backgrounding in spite of the fact that above, p. 666
(§75.535a), the parsing as participles was indicated as equally certain.
— p. 708 (§76.524.3d).  One wonders what T.'s definition of backgrounding is when he
categorizes the /QTLa/ forms in RS 3.322+ iv 46-51 (KTU 1.19) as fitting this category when
the subject is identical here and in the preceding section and when this section describes a
trip taken by the principal protagonist that brings her into contact with her adversary (first
she dresses [/YQTL/], then she travels [/QTL/]).  It should further be remarked that there
are significant restorations in the text  presented by T. (that of KTU/CAT) and the overall
structure of the unit is thus not totally clear.  Finally, if the last verb of the sequence is
correctly restored as {[y]bl}, which appears very likely, the root is I-y and there is thus no
way of being certain whether it is /QTLa/ or /YQTL/.
— pp. 708-9 (§76.524.3d).  Chair-gods and throne-goddesses and jar-gods and barrel-
goddesses (RS 2.[008]+ vi 40-54 [KTU 1.4]) are otherwise unknown in Ugaritic and reading
the text in that manner is not required,1261 though T. indicates no alternative.
— pp. 709-10 (§76.524.41-42).  Though he devotes an entire section (§76.524.41) to the
""SKf in der Ausführung von imperativisch formulierten Anweisungen''1262 in which he
provides quasi-phonetic reasons for the sequence (viz., like the imperative, /QTLa/ has no
performative whereas the jussive and the /YQTLØ/ perfective are identical in form), he
effectively disposes of the sequence as revealing any kind of a rule governing the use of the
/QTLa/ form by citing many examples of /YQTLØ/ that express the response to a command
expressed as an imperative (§76.524.42).  Indeed, there are so many examples of the latter
that one wonders if the grammarian should take seriously the idea of an imperative –/QTLa/
command-response sequence as representative of anything but the free variation of /QTLa/
and /YQTL/ within poetic units.  There is only one fairly long passage where the sequence
operates cleanly, RS 2.[003]+ ii 12 - 26 and iii 55 – iv 8 (KTU 1.14), a total of thirteen lines
with nine verbal forms that all correspond to imperatives in ii 12-26.  This section is followed
by a longer one which shows more mixing of volitive forms that tend to mirror each other in
the command and response sections (e.g., y•p in ii 30 and iv 11 or hlk in ii 40 and iv 19).
There is a set of four such mirroring forms in RS 2.[008]+ iv 4'-12' (KTU 1.4).  In other texts,
imperatives may be followed by either /QTLa/ or /YQTLØ/ forms with no clear structure

1261See my discussion in Context I (1997) 262 n. 178.
1262What has been known in English as the use of the imperative taken up by the perfect in a ""command-
response'' sequence:  T. L. Fenton, ""Command and Fulfillment in Ugaritic—"TQTL : YQTL' and "QTL :
QTL','' JSS 14 (1969) 34-38
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visible.1263  It appears legitimate to say that the poet(s) who created RS 2.[003]+ purposely
devised a structure based on a series of mirroring forms that would express morpho-
semantically the precise carrying out of the commands but that this was an organizing feature
characteristic of virtually this text alone (it is debatable whether the four-verb sequence of
RS 2.[008]+ is long enough to qualify).
— p. 711 (§76.524.5a).  Because of the general absence of /YQTLØ/ forms in RS 24.258
(KTU 1.114)—see above, remark to p. 656 (§75.531e), etc.—and the prevalence of
participial forms in the "para-mythological' texts (see above, remark to p. 636 [§75.514]), the
distant parallelism of yg≤r and g≤r in lines 11 and 14 may represent morphological
parallelism of /YQTLu/ and the participle,1264 rather than of /YQTLØ/ and /QTLa/, as T.
holds here, with no reference to the other analysis.
— p. 712 (§76.524.5b).  If ymnn in RS 2.002:37 (KTU 1.23) is denominative from ymn,
"right hand', a notion that T. refuses even to entertain (see above, remark to p. 578
[§74.511b], etc.), then the parallelism there may be /QTLa/ // /QTLa/,1265 rather than /QTLa/
// /YQTLØ/, as T. holds here.
— p. 712 (§76.524.5b).  By the same considerations evoked in the second previous remark,
m÷y // yßtql in RS 24.244:67-68 (KTU 1.100) may be participle // /YQTLu/,1266 rather than
/QTLa/ // /YQTLØ/, as T. holds here, with no reference to the other analysis.  The same
remark holds for hlk // yßtql in and for ngßnn // yßtql in RS 24.258:17, 19-20 (K T U
1.114).1267  If the four examples of /QTLa/ // /YQTLØ/ concerning which doubt has been
expressed in this and the preceding note are removed from consideration, there remain only
two in the entire poetic corpus (RS 2.[022]+ v 19-21 ßkb // tß≤ly [KTU 1.5] and RS 3.348 ii 3
±sr // t¬md [KTU 1.20]), which requires one to ask whether the first of these two forms may
not also be a participle or, perhaps more likely in these texts, both may be infinitives—more
likely, because, in an ""Anm[erkung]'' to this section, T. cites some examples of what must,
because of the absence of gender marking, be infinitives in parallel  with /YQTL/ forms
(e.g., t®≤r // ®≤r, where the goddess ≤Anatu is the subject, in RS 2.[014]+ ii 20-21 [KTU 1.3]).
— p. 712 (§76.524.6b).  In his treatment of the ""Austauschbarkeit'' of /QTLa/ and /YQTLØ/
in the ""Mahlformel,'' T. assumes that the verb meaning "to eat' shows the same variation as
the verb meaning "to drink' (ßty and tßty) in two texts.  In one of these (RS 3.343+ vi 02
[KTU 1.15]), however, the presence of the preformative {-t} is at best dubious (see remark
above to p. 697 [§76.421a], etc.) while in the other (RS 02.[008]+ iii 40' [KTU 1.4]) the
entire first part of the line is destroyed and with it the beginning of whatever form of LH˚M
may have been present.  Coupled with this problem is the fact that the preceding particle is

1263Fenton's claim to a second series in the Kirta text (RS 2.[003]+ iii 4-10 and iv 47-v 3 [KTU 1.14]) is not
compelling for some of the forms do not stand up to the analysis as sequences consisting of imperatives
taken up by /QTLa/-forms.
1264Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 21.
1265Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 33, 35.
1266Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 202.
1267Ibid., 21. On ngßnn, see above, third remark to p. 223 (§41.221.52c), etc.
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≤d(m) in those cases where the beginning of the formula is extant (twice clearly ≤d l“m:  RS
02.[008]+ vi 55 [KTU 1.4] and RS 2.[022]+ iv 12 [KTU 1.5]), and T.'s interpretation as an
adverb meaning ""lange'' may not be considered certain (see above, remark to p. 252
[§51.41a], etc.).
— pp. 712-13 (§76.525).  This paragraph is devoted to examples of /QTLa/ ""zum Ausdruck
der Vorzeitigkeit in der Vergangenheit'' and the term ""Plusquamperfekt'' is used in the
introductory paragraph, placed in quotation marks, as part of the explanation for the usage.
Whatever the value of such translational categories may be in a reference grammar of an
language with an aspectual verbal system, some of the examples are highly dubious even as
such, e.g. RS 22.225:1-3 (KTU 1.96), RS 24.244:70-71 (KTU 1.100), and RS 24.258:1
(KTU 1.114).  In these three cases, not only is the translational category dubious,1268 but the
morphological one as well, since all the forms identified as /QTLa/ may in fact be participles
(see remark above to p. 636 [§75.514] and cross-references there).
— p. 714 (§76.531).  The analyses of rgmt in RS 16.402:25 (KTU 2.33) as a 1 c.s. /QTLa/
functioning as a performative or as an "epistolary perfect' are not the only ones possible:  it
may be 2 f.s. and addressed by the writer of the letter directly to the person who transmitted
to him the bad news to which reference is made, that is, the writer of the letter to which he is
responding.  In this analysis, the function would be simple perfective and correspond to the
use of the present perfect in English:  "you have declared'.1269

— p. 715 (§76.532).  ""Gnomisch'' appears a strange term by which to describe habitual
actions expressed as perfects, viz., « X has (always) done Y », as opposed to acts having
some connection with gnosis.  Even more remarkably, /QTLa/ forms of the verb YD≤, "to
know', are classified under ""SKf zum Ausdruck anderer perfektiver Sachverhalte der
Gegenwart'' below on the same page (§76.534).
— pp. 716-17 (§76.541a-c).  Of the six examples of the /QTLa/ said to express a future
perfect (""SKf für perfektive Sachverhalte der Zukunft'') in main clauses, only one is
completely convincing:  l yrt, "you must descend', in RS 2.[022]+ i 6 [KTU 1.5].1270  The one
example said to follow the particle k is yld, from the root YLD, but the writing of that form
reveals nothing about whether the form is /QTLa/ or /YQTL/ and the context leaves open the
question of real-time tense (on this form in RS 2.[004] ii 14' [KTU 1.17] see above, remark
to p. 512 [§74.222.2], etc.).  Three of the other four examples1271 contain the syntagmeme
w + /QTLa/, where the historical form is, I believe, unmarked for aspect and secondarily
imperfective, not perfective.  T. maintains that the proto-Semitic /QTL(a)/ form is

1268See my recent English translations in Ritual and Cult (2002).
1269Pardee, AfO 31 (1984) 219 (three possibilities considered); Context III (2002) 106 (analysis as 2 f.s.
preferred).
1270Idem, Context I (1997) 265 with note 214; Smith apud Parker, Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 141;
Wyatt, Religious Texts (1998) 116.
1271T. includes in this listing the phrase w •km kn from RS 1.026+:10' (KTU 2.7), where the verb is
probably in fact perfective.  The phrase may not mean ""und irgendwie wird/möge es geschehen'' (cf. p. 905
[§97.42b] ""Und wie auch immer es sein wird …''); it may be a complete interrogative sentence, "And how is
he?' (the referent would be the king, who was named in the previous phrase).
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perfective,1272 but one may argue from its basic stativity that it was unmarked for aspect and
only developed secondarily into the West-Semitic perfective (see above note 1222).  These
forms in Ugaritic prose may reflect the syntagmeme w + archaic stative (≈ Ø-aspect) that
came to express imperfectivity in Biblical Hebrew—rather than a simple perfective with
future application.
— p. 718 (§76.55).  T. cites y®n in RS 15.082:6 (KTU 4.168) as an example of stative
/QTLa/; this is followed by ""ähnl. 4.182:61f.63f.''  The passages are indeed similar, but RS
15.106:61-64 (KTU 4.182) contains neither the root YT˙N nor any /QTLa/ forms.  (On T.'s
extreme view of the similarity of these passages, see above, remark to p. 512 [§74.222.2],
etc.)
— p. 718 (§76.6).  On T.'s classification of the active participle as ""imperfektiv ausgerichtet''
and the infinitive as ""demgegenüber offenbar perfektiv ausgerichtet,'' see above, remarks to
pp. 471-77 (§73.4-73.427) and to pp. 682-718 (§76).
— pp. 719-36 (§77).  In this chapter on the ""Modalsystem,'' T. all too frequently confuses
marking/function and translation value.  This is perhaps best illustrated by the contrast
between his view of nominal sentences, including infinitives and stative /QTLa/ forms (but
not participles), which are ""von Hause aus modusindifferent'' and hence ""In den
überwiegenden Fällen sind sie indikativisch gemeint'' (p. 719 [§77.22]) and finite verbal
forms, any of which may be either volitive or indicative.  This contrast is visible also in §77.3
(p. 720), where the fientive /QTLa/ is listed among forms that ""können volitivische
Funktionen besitzen,'' whereas nominal clauses are ""modusindifferent'' but ""können …
zuweilen volitivische Nuancen zum Audsruck bringen.''  Would it not be more correct to say
that /QTLa/, for example, like the nominal sentence to which it is historically related, is
unmarked for mood and that its appearance in sequences expressing volitivity (there is no
case of a /QTLa/ form used alone to express volition) constitutes a particular use of the
perfective aspect?  A similar situation, as is clear from languages better attested than
Ugaritic, e.g., Biblical Hebrew, certainly obtained in the case of the indicative imperfective:
/YQTLu/ forms were used to express a wish on the part of the speaker that was somehow
different from expression of a wish by an imperative, a jussive, or a cohortative.  (On this
basis, one must doubt T.'s explicit exclusion of the /YQTLu/ form from his group of forms
that ""können volitivische Funktionen besitzen'' [p. 720, §77.3]—though /YQTLu/ is not
marked for volitivity, wishes could in all probability be expressed in that form in Ugaritic just
as in Hebrew.)  The moods should be presented as marked categories and similar uses of
forms unmarked for mood should be presented as adjuncts to these marked categories;
furthermore, an attempt should be made to determine why unmarked or indicative forms
were used in volitive contexts.  Several of T.'s examples of /QTLa/ forms and of nominal
sentences that are presented here as volitional in mood come from the ""command'' section of
the Kirta story, where there are also some /YQTLu/ forms.  More interesting than simply
listing such forms under the heading ""mit volitivischer Nuance'' would have been an attempt
to explain with why such forms, either unmarked for mood or marked for indicativity, were
mixed in with marked volitive forms.  Strictly speaking, it is not the unmarked or indicative

1272Cf. Tropper, ZAH 11 (1998) 152-90, esp. 181-86.
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form that has a volitive ""nuance,'' but the context that requires us to translate along such
lines.
— p. 720 (§77.311), p. 721 (§77.32).  It would have been nice to have some proof of the
assertions that the imperative is less polite (""höflich'') than the jussive and that it is for that
reason used particularly when addressing equals or subordinates.  To my knowledge, this
distribution is not visible in Biblical Hebrew, with its more extensive corpus, nor in the much
smaller corpus of ancient Hebrew inscriptions, and for that reason more than simple
assertions would have been welcome here.
— pp. 721-25 (§77.32).  Though T. admits the existence of the first-person jussive (see
above remark to p. 429 [§73.143], etc.), he here presents the jussive (/YQTLØ/) as
practically limited to the second and third persons, assuming apparently that the first-person
volitive was expressed primarily by the /YQTLa/ form.  This seems to be a case of assuming
that the Ugaritic volitive system was essentially that of the first-millennium Canaanite
languages, where the first person jussive had disappeared (as in Hebrew and Aramaic) and
the /YQTLa/ form was practically limited to the first person (as in Hebrew; it had entirely
disappeared in Aramaic).  He himself admits the existence of one first-person jussive
({±“d} /≥a“di/, "I would see', in RS 3.322+ iii 4, 19, 33 [KTU 1.19])1273 and there is one
other virtually certain form of which he does not admit the classification as a jussive ({±ß¬•}
/≥aßô¬i≥/, "I would cause to go forth', in RS 3.367 iv 2' (KTU 1.2):  on pp. 589 (§74.622.3)
and 623 (§75.237d) he does not translate this form, the stated reason being ""Kontext unklar.''
The form is located, however, within a sequence of first-person forms, all of which may
plausibly be analyzed as 1 c.s. jussives.1274  Given the very small number of criteria for
vocalizing Ugaritic texts, the existence of these two clear forms must be taken as indications
that the first-person jussive form was still a living form in poetic diction.
— p. 721 (§77.322a).  T. usually makes a point of establishing morphological categories by
orthographically distinct forms, but such is not the case here.  He cites six examples of
3d-person jussive forms (/YQTLØ/) from poetic texts only one of which is clearly
determined by the orthography:  {t¬•} represents /ta¬i≥/.  In the other five cases, therefore,
there is no objective way of determining whether the event in question was expressed as a
wish or as a vision of the future.  For example, in RS 2.[008]+ iv 62' (KTU 1.4) ybn, "BE
BUILT', may be /YQTLØ/, /YQTLa/, or /YQTLu/; there can be no doubt that ≥Ilu is
decreeing the construction of a palace for Ba≤lu, but precisely how he expressed the decree
is uncertain; though the writing with {-y} makes the analysis as /YQTLØ/ the preferred one,
triphthong contraction does not correspond to orthography as regularly as one would wish
and that analysis of {ybn} cannot, therefore, be considered certain.  Judging from Biblical
Hebrew morpho-syntax, at least one, perhaps two, of these examples could be /YQTLu/ or
perhaps /YQTLa/.  ykn in RS 2.[004] i 25' and 42' (KTU 1.17) follows the conjunction w and
may function as a purpose/result clause.  The verb after the conjunction in such cases is

1273P. 443 (§73.233.1), p. 451 (§73.243.22c), p. 456 (§73.265), p. 726 (§77.33), p. 660 (§75.532).
1274Cf. Pardee, Context I (1997) 248; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 9, 11, 12.
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marked in Biblical Hebrew as /YQTLu/ or, if 1st person, it may be /YQTLa/.1275 Another
such case may occur in col. ii, line 13, of this same text, where w tn” follows 1 c.s. energic
forms.
— p. 722 (§77.322b).  In this paragraph, six passages are cited from poetry which are said
to contain  2d-person jussive forms; only one of these forms is orthographically distinctive
({tßt} 2 f.s.; the indicative form would be {tßtn}) while another depends on a ""n[eue]
L[esung]'' (what has previously been read as {w d°} in RS 3.322+ iii 14 and 28 [KTU 1.19]
is here read as {w td°}1276).  T.'s first example in the list is particularly unconvincing, for it
depicts Kôtharu-wa-‡as≠su as predicting Ba≤lu's victory over Yammu (RS 3.367 iv 9' [KTU
1.2]), and one might expect the certainty of victory to be expressed by the indicative1277

rather than allowing whatever element of doubt is contained in a volitive.  Another pair of
examples depends entirely on T.'s view of the energic:  {tbrknn … tmrnn} in RS 2.[004] i
23', 24' (KTU 1.17) are energics to which the /h/ of the pronominal suffix has assimilated
("may you bless him'), and the appropriateness of including these forms among the jussives
depends entirely on whether the energic forms are independent moods or consist of
/YQTLØ/, /YQTLu/, or /YQTLa/ + energic ending (see remarks above to pp. 497-506
[§73.6]).  This same stricture applies to {tßknn}, cited among the examples from prose (RS
18.148:3, 5 [KTU 2.47]).  At this juncture, it appears more plausible to say that the basic
verbal form here was /YQTL-a-/, whether the form be analyzed as consisting of the
productive volitive + energic ending or as one of two independent energic moods.  Finally, it
is entirely inappropriate to cite among prose passages RS 1.018:6-7 (KTU 2.4) as providing
an example of the jussive because the verbal form is half restored ({t®[®b]}) and because the
set of restorations to which that one belongs is without parallel (see remark above to p. 594
[§74.622.3], etc.).  It is even less proper to cite this form as, by implication, certain—certain
by implication because four explicitly ""unsichere'' examples are cited at the end of this
paragraph.  Three of these ""unsichere'' forms, by the way, go beyond simple uncertainty to
the point of not belonging in a serious grammar:  on RS 1.021:12-13 (KTU 2.6:13-14), see
the remark just cited; the context of {tßt} in RS 1.026+:7 (KTU 2.7) is, as T. acknowledges,
broken and there is simply no way of knowing what the mood of the verb may have been;
{t®®b ly} probably does not occur in RS 17.327:7 (KTU 2.35—T. cites the reading from CAT
while remarking that Bordreuil/Pardee disallow it).
— pp. 723-24 (§77.324a-c). None of the examples claimed to be of jussives following
imperatives is orthographically marked.  Some of the cited forms are energics (on which
problem see preceding remark).  Especially when the two forms are addressed to the same
person, it is not at all certain that the second form is marked as a jussive, rather than as an

1275T. cites this passage below, p. 728 (§77.38) and p. 913 (§97.10.2b), where he holds that the
purpose/result clause is expressed by /YQTLØ/, but the only orthographically marked form is /YQTLa/ (see
below, my remark to §77.38).
1276See also p. 427 (§73.131), p. 428 (§73.133), p. 448 (§73.243.1), p. 616 (§75.222), p. 617 (§75.223),
pp. 653-54 (§75.531b), p. 659 (§75.532), p. 663 (§75.533).
1277Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 9, 11.
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indicative expressing the certainty of the outcome, e.g., tb≤ … tbn, "go … BUILD':  the
second form could be either /tabni/, "you must build', or /tabnû/, "you will certainly build'.
— p. 724 (§77.325).  T. lists ±l in RS 16.265:14 (KTU 5.9) among examples of the particle
{±l} that is used as a negative volitive particle, rather than in the section dealing with {±l}
used as an emphatic particle (cf. pp. 805-7 [§85.1]), probably because this would be the only
attestation of the latter usage in prose.  In this analysis, he follows a long line of
tradition.1278  It appears far more likely, however, that the scribe of this practice letter is
showing off his erudition by producing as many forms of the verb YTN as possible, and all
are positively polarized because the final clause says "give me a cup of wine that I might
drink it!'1279  It appears highly unlikely that he would have inserted the negative command,
"don't give', in this list of injunctions.  Another example of this scribe's imitation of poetic
speech is cited in the remark to p. 777 (§82.414).
— pp. 726-27 (§77.34).  A general remark on T.'s examples of what is known traditionally
as a "precative perfect' (viz. /QTLa/ used as a volitive):  in addition to the possibility that
some of these may be participles functioning as attributive or predicate adjectives rather than
volitives (see following remarks), T. makes no effort to prove that the few provable
examples of /QTL/ volitives are not infinitives used in place of a marked volitive.1280  When
these two possibilities are considered, one must conclude there may not be a single case of
/QTLa/ used as a volitive in Ugaritic.
— p. 726 (§77.34a).  T. cites only one example of /QTLa/ as a volitive  ""in absoluter
Verwendung'' (viz., without an accompanying marked volitive form) and that example is far
from certain:  ±”d in RS 2.[008]+ v 56 (KTU 1.4) may be a participle:  /≥alpa ßiddi ≥ª”ida
bêta/, "(… build) a house covering a thousand ßiddu-measures (of land)'.
— p. 726 (§77.34b).  Though the possibility certainly exists that ngb in RS 2.[003]+ ii 32, 33
(KTU 1.14) is /QTLa/ or infinitive with volitive value from context, for the simple reason
that hlk certainly has that value in lines 39 and 41, the analysis as a G-stem passive
participle is equally plausible:  "let the army, having been provisioned, go forth'.  Also to be
considered is the analysis of ÷ly in RS 3.322+ iii 54 (KTU 1.19) as a G-participle:  "May
your root not send up sprouts from the earth, (your) head having come down into the hand of
him who would pull you up'.  The poet may purposely have used two participles in the same
verse in order to amplify the contrast between the actors.  According to this analysis, ßrßk b
±r¬ ±l yp≤ // r•ß ÷ly bd ns≤k would be vocalized /ßurßuka bi ≥ar¬i ≥al yipa≤ // ra≥ßuka ÷ªliyu
bîdê nªsi≤ika/.

1278Virolleaud, PRU II (1957) 40:  ""Et que tu (le) donnes ou que tu ne (le) donnes pas …''; Gordon, UT
(1965) §13.79 (p. 127): ""if thou wouldst give, then give; and if thou wouldst not give, then don't give''; Del
Olmo Lete and Sanmartín list this text among their examples of the ""fonctor neg.'' and translate ""no des''
(Diccionario I [1996] 22).
1279Pardee and Whiting, BSOAS 50 (1987) 11; Pardee, Context III (2002) 115.
1280He actually includes here a paragraph entitled ""Verbalsubstantive mit volativischer Nuance'' (§77.36),
but it is only four lines long, states that all possible examples are disputed, and refers the reader back to
§73.532 (pp. 492-93), which is entitled ""Imperativischer Gebrauch'' and deals only with possible examples
of verbal nouns used to replace marked imperative forms, viz., there is no discussion of verbal nouns
replacing jussives.
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— p. 726 (§77.34c).  T.'s preferred analysis of yblk, "they will bear (it to) you', in RS
2.[008]+ v 17 (KTU 1.4) is as a /QTLa/ form because if it were /YQTLu/ it would be in
parallel with tblk, with t-preformative.  The alternative that  he considers, viz., that the poet
purposely used a 3 m.pl. form with y-preformative in parallel with a 3 m.pl. form with
t-preformative, is a nonetheless plausible one in this text from the Ba≤lu cycle, the one group
of texts where the appearance of 3 m.pl. forms with y-preformative is relatively clear.
— p. 727 (§77.35).  It is not necessary to take rm in RS 3.343+ iii [2'], 13' (KTU 1.15) as
volitive in nature.1281  The reference need not be to some future uplifting of Kirta in the
council of Ditªnu.  The latter may, from the viewpoint of this mythological text, be chairing
the council in which Kirta holds an important place.  His presence among the "shades' of the
dead may not be forecasting his death; one may see him as belonging to the epoch from
which these revered shades haled.
— p. 727 (§77.35).  T. correctly rejects the attempt by Cunchillos to interpret ßlm in the
epistolary formula ≤m X mnm ßlm as a volitive, as is proven, if need be, by the fact that the
Akkadian equivalent is a nominal phrase, e.g., {it-ti LUGAL KUR-u-ga-ri-it (8) ù it-ti-ki mi-
nu-me-e (9) ßul-ma-nu †é-ma te-er-ri}, "With the king of Ugarit and with yourself, whatever
well-being (there may be), send (me) a message (on that topic)' (RS 16.111:7-9 [PRU III,
p. 13-14]).  Since the Akkadian formula is only attested in the west, however, it must be
judged unlikely that the Ugaritic ""auf einer akk. Vorlage beruht.''  Because the formula is
clearly not of Mesopotamian origin, is somewhat awkward in Ugaritic, and is only attested
within the Hittite sphere of influence, its origin may even have been Hittite.1282

— p. 727 (§77.37).  Because ""Nominalsätze sind von Hause aus tempus- and modusneutral,''
one may doubt that they ""können aber auch volitivischen Charakter bestizen,'' which is not to
deny that nominal phrases are used in volitive contexts, just as /YQTLu/ indicative forms are
used in such contexts— it is just that one is required to deduce from the context that the act
so expressed is included in the list of desired events.  In T.'s first example, the phrase ≤mk
ßb≤t ÷lmk is translated ""Bei dir seien deine sieben Burschen'' because the nominal phrase is
preceded by the imperative q“, "take' (RS 2.[022]+ v 6, 8-11 [KTU 1.5]) and there can be no
exception taken to the translation.  But seeing this as a category of volitivity is an entirely
different question, as the prepositional phrases may be interpreted as depending directly on
q“1283 or be translated literally into English, i.e., with no explicit marking of volitivity, and
yet retain their comprehensibility.1284

— p. 728 (§77.37), p. 858 (§92.42c and §92.43b).  The context permits taking ßlm in RS
2.002:7 and 26 (KTU 1.23) as the D-stem imperative, addressed to the gracious gods who
are the subject of this text,1285 rather than as a noun used volitively.  Though ßlm in RS
34.126:31 (KTU 1.161) is, on the other hand, nominal, neither does it occur in a direct

1281Pardee, Context I (1997) 338.
1282See remark above to p. 244 (§45.122b), etc., and Pardee, Fronzaroli (2003) 466 n. 66.
1283Wyatt, Religious Texts (1998) 124:  ""(take) with you seven divine assistants.''
1284Pardee, Context I (1997) 267; Smith apud Parker, Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 147.
1285Pardee, Context I (1997) 276 and note 11.
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volitive.  T. follows some authors in taking the two occurrences of that word in line 31 as
having an identical function (""Heil! Heil (sei dem König) ≤Ammura[pi] …!), but, as the
editors of this text have held from the beginning, the first ßlm is to be construed with the
preceding phrase:  "You are to present (a) bird(s) as an offering of well-being:  well-being
for ≤Ammurªpi≥ …'.1286  Finally, it is not clear why T. cites only lines 28'-30' and 33' of RS
24.271 (KTU 1.123) as further examples of ßlm meaning ""Heil!'' when ßlm appears also in
lines 1-3 of the same text.  In all these occurrences also, however, the word may be parsed
as verbal rather than as nominal.1287

— p. 728 (§77.37), p. 859 (§92.52).  Even if the reading of the last word be accepted,1288 ±t
±” w ±n ±[”tk] in RS 3.340 i 24 (KTU 1.18) need not be taken as a volitive nominal
sentence.1289

— p. 728 (§77.37).  There is no reason to believe that the Ugaritians translated their
epistolary formulae from Akkadian (""vgl. die akk. Wendung l¨ ßulmu ana …, die als
Briefgrußformel im Ug. sonst verbal … wiedergegeben  wird'').  When each of the formulae
is examined in detail, it becomes clear that the formulae are not for the most part
Mesopotamian in origin; if the Ugaritic form is in any given case calqued on a formula
known from Akkadian it is because the ultimate origin of the formula was neither Ugaritic
nor Akkadian (cf. the possible example of the formula mnm ßlm ≤m X rgm T˙T˙B ≤my,
discussed in the remarks to p. 244 [§45.122b], etc.; p. 246 [§45.23a], etc.; p. 727 [§77.35)]; p.
856 [§92.238b]; p. 904 [§97.42]).
— p. 728 (§77.37).  A particularly striking case of a nominal sentence gaining force from
translation as an expression of indicativity (i.e. certainty) rather than as a wish is provided
by RS 24.252:23'-27' (KTU 1.108):  not "may your strength be X', but "your strength will be
X'.1290

— pp. 728-29 (§77.38), p. 913 (§97.10.2b).  Biblical Hebrew cannot, of course, dictate the
analysis of Ugaritic forms, but it does seem reasonable to expect that the basis should be
indicated for the assertion that /YQTL/ forms in purpose clauses are /YQTLØ/ volitives (see
above, remark to p. 721 [§77.322a]).  In Biblical Hebrew, a jussive form (i.e., /YQTLØ/) in
a sequence of verbal forms has the force of a simple jussive, whereas an indicative form

1286Bordreuil and Pardee, Syria 59 (1982) 123; Pardee, Verse in Ancient Near Eastern Prose (1993) 209-10;
Bordreuil and Pardee, Une bibliothèque (1991) 155, 162; Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 818, 819, 824;
idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 88, 115 (notes 130, 132); Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 64, 65.
1287Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 696-97; idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 151-52.
1288Cf. Wyatt, Religious Texts (1998) 279 n. 132, who claims that the last visible sign begins with a
vertical wedge, not a horizontal, but does not propose a reading/restoration.  My collation of the tablet in
July of 2004 led me to believe that the traditional reading here is plausible.  I observe that the editor's copy
might lead one to think of a vertical wedge here (Virolleaud, Danel [1936], pl. X; reproduced in Herdner,
CTA [1963], fig. 57), but what one finds on the tablet better fits the reading as a horizontal wedge.
1289Pardee, Context I (1997) 348; Parker apud Parker, Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 79 n. 19.
1290Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 82; idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 195. For this
fundamental view of the force of the nominal sentence it is immaterial whether the last sentence of the text
begin in line 23', as I believe, or in the following line, as T. translates it (""Deine Kraft … seien inmitten
von Ugarit'').
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after the conjunction (i.e., w@ + /YQTLu/) in such a sequence functions as a purpose or result
clause, whether the previous verb be volitive or indicative.  Though he does not indicate his
reason for the parsing of w ykn in RS 2.[004] i 25' and 42' (KTU 1.17) as /YQTLØ/, one
may deduce that it is because /YQTLa/ is attested as the second verb in such a sequence
when the verb is in the 1st person (w °b± in RS 24.244:72 [KTU 1.100]) for /YQTLa/ is, of
course, for T. only an expanded form of the /YQTLØ/.  But, if the latter theory not be tenable
(see remark above to p. 429 [§73.143], etc.), and if the semantics of the /YQTLa/ form not
be so closely tied to those of /YQTLØ/ as T. believes, then there may be room for positing
that purpose/result clauses were expressed in Ugaritic, as they were in Hebrew, by /YQTLu/
and /YQTLa/ verbal forms.
— p. 732 (§77.412.2a).  Above, p. 500 (§73.611.2d), T. identified tmtn in RS 3.325+ i 18, ii
40 (KTU 1.16) as /YQTLu/ + Energic I, here that analysis is indicated first but T. then
suggests in parentheses that the basic verbal form may be /YQTLØ/.  On p. 500, he
translated ""mußt du sterben''; here the alternative translation is ""Sollst auch du … sterben?''  I
can think of no case in Biblical Hebrew, a language in which the distinction between jussive
and indicative forms is more extensively visible, of a jussive used to express constraint from
without in an interrogative sentence, either marked as interrogative or interpreted as such
from context.  T.'s alternative analysis would appear, then, perhaps to be too closely tied in
with the equation in his mind between the West-Semitic jussive and German sollen.1291  As
regards T.'s view of the energic system, see remarks above to pp. 497-506 (§73.6), etc.; it
may be noted here that, in a structure such as this one, the question of whether the form be
indicative + energic or an energic form as constituting an independent mood is of no real
importance for interpretation, for the function of the form appears to be only to express a
degree of emphasis ("will/must you indeed die'?).  If, however, the energic forms did
represent independent moods, the question regarding the indicativity or the volitivity of the
basic verbal form would become moot:  the mood would be neither emphatic indicative nor
emphatic volitive, but energic.
— pp. 734-35 (§77.5).  It must be judged doubtful that two pages of a reference work such
as this should be devoted to ""Die modalen Nuancen "müssen', "dürfen' und "können' '' when,
as T. makes clear in the introductory paragraph, there is no marking in Ugaritic for such
""nuances.''  One can see a place for such a translational category in a teaching grammar
intended for German speakers, but not in a reference grammar that is addressed to the
international community of scholars.  Moreover, some of the examples are open to question
on a purely translational level.  One wonders why, for example, T. included RS 11.772+:25'
(KTU 3.1) here, when he himself translates by ""er … zu bringen hat'' rather than by one of
the verbs included in the title of the paragraph and when the simple future works perfectly
well in French, for example.1292  Certainly in French and in English, the future indicative
gets the idea of obligation across in various contexts, such as contracts or when deities are

1291This becomes even clearer below, pp. 734-35, in the section devoted to ""Die modalen Nuancen "müssen',
"dürfen' und "können' '' (§77.51) where it is stated that /YQTLu/ ""für die modale Nuance "müssen' steht'' (p.
735); one notes the absence of sollen anywhere in this section.
1292Pardee, Semitica 51 (2001) 13.
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speaking, with a different force but one that may not be considered of less force than would
have been present in a marked volitive (on the strength of indicativity, cf. above, e.g.,
remark to p. 722 [§77.322b]).  This is illustrated here by contrasting T.'s rendering of •s≤ in
RS [Varia 14]:10 (KTU 3.9) as ""so verpflichte ich mich … zu zahlen'' with the simple
English ""I shall pay,''1293 which, in the contractual context, expresses the legal obligation
with no ambiguity.
— p. 735 (§77.51b).  The problem of whether t-preformative forms in the ritual texts are
2 m.s. (as I have taken many of them) or 3 m.pl. (as T. holds for many examples) is not
solved by citing forms that may be parsed as passives and forms of which the subject is
explicitly indicated in the sentence itself.  The problem arises when neither of these solutions
is possible, and some passages of the latter type preclude the analysis as 3 m.pl. (see
remarks above to p. 211 [§41.12], etc., and to pp. 505-6 [§73.634a]).
— p. 735 (§77.53).  Restricting l t¢≤n in RS 19.066:14 (KTU 3.8) to the meaning ""nicht
zahlen können'' is legally incorrect:  the persons in question must undergo the stated penalty
if for any reason they do not pay the stipulated amount of money.  "Not being able' to do so is
only one possible situation.  Translate:  "If they do not pay the 1000 (shekels of silver), they
will be sold into Egypt.''
— pp. 737-38 (§81.11a-d), p. 751 (§81.4e).  In the first sections cited here, T. presents the
case for hn, as well as the expanded forms hn, hnny, and hndt, functioning as local adverbs
meaning "here' or "hither'.  The entire category may, however, be reduced to a single
example and, in that example, the local adverb is in all probability to be distinguished from
the presentative particle by its vocalism.  In RS 16.402:31, hn may indeed be a local adverb
(see above, remark to p. 229 [§42.0], etc.), but it is to be identified with Arabic huna, not
with Hebrew hinneh.1294  Thus the Ugaritic local adverb would have been /huna/ and only a
cousin of the presentative particle, whereas the latter would have been /han(na)/.  Other
than in this passage, hn functions uniquely as a presentative particle in Ugaritic, and the
same is true of the expanded forms hnn and hnny; hndt is only attested to date as a
demonstrative pronoun (see above, remark to p. 230 [§42.3], etc.).  Epistolary usage shows
that, if one of the presentative particles has taken on a local nuance, it is hlny, not hnny.  This
is demonstrated by the fact that the two are interchangeable in the double formula of well-
being1295 but not at the beginning of the body of the letter, where only hlny is found (see
above, remark to p. 197 [§33.322.42a], etc.), apparently with the purpose of stressing that
the events to be recounted occurred where the writer is located 1296.  I would hold, therefore,

1293Pardee, Ritual and Cult (2002) 218; cf. Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 108 (""je payerai'').
1294The origins of the Hebrew particles based on H + N remain to be worked out in detail:  judging from the
comparative evidence, there should have been in proto-Hebrew a deictic particle /han-/, a local particle
/hun-/, and a conditional particle /hin-/.  The first two coalesced as /hinn-/, except in the definite article
where the /a/ is retained, while the third shows up as ≥im, already known from Ugaritic as a by-form of
/himma/ (← hin + ma/), hence /≥imma/.
1295Pardee, Fronzaroli (2003) 451 n. 13.
1296There is not a single case of reference by hlny to a situation occurring in the sphere of the addressee, not
even {¯hl˘ny . ±”¯y˘[…]} (RS 19.181A [KTU 2.67]), where the word, "my brother', in all likelihood refers to
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that T. has reversed the proper interpretation of the particles when he translates hln hn ≤mn
ßlm as ""Siehe, hier bei mir ist Wohlbefinden.'' It should rather be "Here, behold1297 with me it
is well1298'.
— p. 738 (§81.11c), p. 743 (§81.21a).  T. is correct, as we have just seen, in observing that
hnny and hlny are interchangeable in the double formula of well-being, but he gives the
wrong impression when he says that ht fills that slot in RS 17.139:6 (KTU 2.34), for there ht
introduces the main clause of the formula by which one refers to a previous letter by a casus
pendens then responds to something, usually a request or a reproach, that was stated in that
letter.1299  That main clause happens in RS 17.139 to be the double formula of well-being
because the preceding letter had asked him how he was:  the reference to the previous
correspondence is {l“t . ßlm . k . l•k¯t˘  (6) °my . ≤my}, "Concerning the fact that my mother
sent me a letter asking how I was', lit. "The tablet of well-being, (concerning the fact) that my
mother sent (it) to me …', and the response is {ht . ≤mny (7) kll . ßlm}, "here with me
everything is fine'.  Given that the formula of well-being does not need to be introduced by a
presentative particle,1300  ht is not, formulaically speaking, playing that role here; rather it is
a presentative particle introducing the apodosis.  That particle is not, therefore, yet attested
as one of those by which the double formula of well-being is introduced.
— pp. 741-42 (§81.13h).  It is a strange grammatical procedure to create a section for an
unattested grammatical entity because it might have existed.  This section proposes that yd,
which is attested only as a preposition meaning "with, along with', ""könnte aber auch als
Adverb … gebraucht worden sein.''  No texts are cited, of course, because the usage is
unattested.
— pp. 742-43 (§81.21a).  T. classifies the particle ht is as a temporal adverb in poetry, as a
presentative particle in prose.  This distribution must be judged dubious.  Only one text can
be cited in which the temporal function is clear and there ht is preceded by the preposition l (l
ht w ≤lmh, "for now and evermore', RS 2.322 iv 5-6 [KTU 1.19]).  One could argue that the
preposition was needed to give the particle a specifically adverbial notion (in spite of the
parallel construction l ≤nt, where ≤nt is certainly a temporal adverb).  In one other case, ht
appears after a sentence-initial verb but before the subject (tßm” ht ±®rt, "let ≥A®iratu herself
rejoice' [RS 2.[009]+ i 39, KTU 1.6]), but T. does not here make a case for post-positioning

the addressee but the text is broken thereafter and we have no way of determining the topic that the writer
was about to address.
1297The translation with ""behold'' is purely conventional as modern American English no longer has a
broadly utilized presentative particle; it corresponds to the still living voici in French.  For the interpretation
of hl-  and hn- just outlined, see Bordreuil and Pardee, RSO XIV (2001) 373-74; Pardee, Context III (2002)
112 n. 193; idem, Fronzaroli (2003) 451; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) I 73, II 160.
1298There are good reasons for believing that ßlm in this formula is verbal, rather than nominal:  see
remarks to p. 246 (§45.23a), p. 856 (§92.238b), and Pardee, Fronzaroli  (2003) 453-54.
1299For the analysis of the epistolary formula and of the particular manifestation of the formula in RS
17.139, see idem, BiOr 34 (1977) 8.
1300Idem, Fronzaroli (2003) 451.
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as a criterion for disqualifying particles as presentative in function 1301.  If this particle is
derived from hn, as T. holds and as does indeed appear likely, and if hanna is not a local
adverb but functions only as a presentative (see above, remarks to p. 230 [§42.3], etc., p.
231 [§42.5], etc., and to pp. 737-38 [§81.11a-d]), then the basic function of ht is probably
presentative as well.  Since the function is clearly presentative in prose, T.'s view of the
function in poetry would mean that the function of the particle had evolved from temporal in
the archaic form of the language preserved in poetry to one more or less identical to that of
hn in prose, hardly a likely scenario.  T. translates by ""jetzt'' and by ""nun'' (sometimes more
freely); ""nun'' is certainly the better of the two for, like "now' in English, that word can
function either temporally or as an interjection focusing attention on the following word or
phrase.1302  In any case, it is just as inaccurate to build a grammatical category on these
translations as it is to classify Hebrew w@≤attªh as functioning temporally on the basis of the
common English translation "now' (as is commonly done, though not by T.).  In all examples
but the one cited here above, ht is better translated by something corresponding to the
conventional "behold' than by an adverb which primarily expresses temporality.  A typical
example is the tricolon in RS 3.367 iv 8'-9' (KTU 2 iv) ht •bk b≤lm // ht •bk tm”¬ // ht t¬mt
¬rtk.  T. translates ht each time by ""jetzt,'' whereas one finds "behold' in some English
translations,1303 "now' in most.1304  Finally, it is not clear why the putative function as a
temporal adverb and that as a ""Präsentationspartkel'' are both presented in the same section
when there is a section below on ""Demonstrative Adverbien'' in which hn as a presentative
particle is treated; thus the treatment of hn is divided into two sections according to its two
putative functions whereas that of ht is in a single section.
— p. 743 (§81.21c).  It is highly unlikely that there was no vowel between the second and
third consonants of the particle ≤nt, "now', a possibility that T. leaves open in his vocalization
""≤an(V)ta.''  If there had been no vowel there in proto-Ugaritic, the /n/ would have
assimilated to the following /t/; if that vowel had reduced by syncope in Ugaritic, a murmured
vowel would have remained.

1301That such a criterion would be invalid is proven by RS 96.2039, where the sequence w ht hn appears
three times and hn cannot mean "here' because in one case the position of the referent is explicitly said to
be with the writer, i.e., "there'.  Hence both ht and hn are functioning as presentative particles and one of
the two is perforce not phrase-initial.
1302My dictionary identifies jetzt only as an adverb, nun as either an adverb or a particle, the latter
translated by the English rhetorical "now' or left untranslated.
1303E.g., J. A. Montgomery, ""Ras Shamra Notes IV:  The Conflict of Baal and the Waters,'' JAOS 55 (1935)
268-77, esp. p. 272; W. F. Albright, ""The Psalm of Habakkuk,'' in Studies in Old Testament Prophecy (ed.
H. H. Rowley; Edinburgh:  Clark, 1950) 1-18, esp. p. 3; John Gray, ""Canaanite Mythology and Hebrew
Tradition,'' TGUOS 14 (1950-52) 47-57, esp. p. 49. H. L. Ginsberg translated by ""Lo!'' (""The Victory of the
Land-God over the Sea-God,'' JPOS 15 [1935] 327-33, esp. p. 331) before switching to ""now'' (see next
note).  G. R. Driver translated by ""Ha!'' (Canaanite Myths and Legends [Old Testament Studies 3;
Edinburgh:  Clark, 1956] 81).
1304From Ginsberg in ANET (1950) 131, to Wyatt, Religious Texts (1998) 65. I translated as a cleft
sentence in order to avoid the archaic "behold' and the ambiguous "now' (""As for your enemy … ,'' Context I
[1997] 248).  In French, "voici' is preferable to "maintenant' (Caquot, Herdner, and Sznycer, Textes
ougaritiques I (1974) 136; Bordreuil and Pardee, MARI 7 [1993] 63; idem, Manuel [2004] II 9).
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— p. 744 (§81.22b).  T. is correct in reading {±pn} in RS 2.[004] i 1' (KTU 1.17), rather
than {±ph}, which was indicated as a certain reading in KTU and retained in CAT.  (The
reading of {n} rather than {h} may be judged certain.)  On the other hand, he does not
justify his decision to emend {±pn} to {±p<h>n} other than by the assertion that ±phn is used
in a « stereotyped » way in this text.  If the particle does indeed consist of an expanded form
of ±p, I see no reason to deny the existence of an adverb consisting of ±p + -n (T. admits
only the existence of a conjunction so spelled).  T.'s proposals to vocalize this and the
following particle also lack coherence:  this one is vocalized ""appV-hinnª'' while ±pnk is
vocalized ""≥app¨naka.''  The first element of ±phn is identified specifically with what T. takes
to be a conjunction ±p (on this question, see below, remark to p. 791 [§83.131], etc.),
whereas this explicit identification is not stated in the case of ±pnk, which is compared with
Akkadian app¨na(ma).  I would remark that the doubling of the /p/ is dubious in West
Semitic (see remark just cited), there is no obvious basis for the final /ª/ (above, hn is
vocalized as ""ha/innV''), and the vowels of ±pnk may not have been identical in West
Semitic and in Akkadian.  The origin of the /¨/ particularly obscure:  /≥apunaka/ I could
understand because the linking vowel between /≥ap-/ and /-na/ is unknown 1305, but what
would be the origin of the length in /¨/?  If one takes the Akkadian form as evidence for the
vocalization of the Ugaritic forms and reconstructs the latter on West-Semitic principles, the
three forms just discussed may have been /≥apuhanna/ 1306, /≥apuna/, and /≥apunaka/.
— p. 744 (§81.22e).  T.'s confident derivation of •dk, "thereupon', from a noun /≥iƒ-/,
""Zeitpunkt, Mal,'' plus the relative/determinative pronoun (which he here vocalizes as /dª/
with a question mark) plus the afformative particle ""-k'' is certainly plausible but not the only
possibility.  Hebrew ≥ªz shows that the corresponding Ugaritic particle •d may consist of the
relative/determinative with prosthetic ≥alif and the Ugaritic particle •dk may be simply this
particle expanded with -k.  The Hebrew form also shows, by the absence of a final vowel,
that this particle stems from a more basic particle with a final short vowel, rather than from
the relative/determinative particle itself of which the vowel was long.  The Ugaritic form
may thus have been /≥idaka/ rather than /≥iddªka/.
— p. 745 (§81.22e).  There is no basis whatever for the restoration of •dk in RS 18.[528]:5'
(KTU 2.60), where the reading is {•¯d˘[…]}.  It would be illegitimate to criticize too harshly
T.'s obervation that the literary genre of the text is uncertain, for the fragment is very small,
but the editors' classification, with question mark, as a letter1307 must be judged the most

1305I have in the past indicated /a/ as the linking vowel (e.g., Les textes rituels [2000] 877, vocalization of
±phm in RIH 78/20:8), on the assumption that adverbs appear more frequently with a marking like that of
accusatives than with nominative marking, but the Akkadian form may be considered a basis for vocalizing
with /u/.
1306One may posit the existence of a demonstrative particle /ha/ in proto-Ugaritic that was expanded in
various ways (see above, remark to p. 229 [§42.0], etc., where the possibility is considered that the proto-
definite article in Ugaritic that is written {h-} may have been this most basic particle).  One would expect
the simplest expansion with /-na/ to have given /hana/, but the corresponding particle in Hebrew, /hinn´h/,
is often taken as a basis for vocalizing with doubled /n/, viz. /ha + n(a) + na/.  The vocalization of this
particle with all qualifying parentheses in place would thus be /≥apuhan(n)(a)/.
1307Dietrich and Loretz, Die Elfenbeininschriften (1976) 34.
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likely for all of the words attested are found elsewhere in letters and the ductus belongs to
the general type attested in many other administrative/epistolary texts from this large lot of
tablets and fragments. One form, ≤my, "with/to me', shows without doubt that the text is
recording direct discourse and a second either does the same or else is in a form only
attested in epistolary texts (by may either be the preposition + 1 c.s. pronominal suffix or
else the expanded form of the preposition — on which see above, remark to pp. 37-38
[§21.322.5], etc.).  Because •dk is found only in the mythological texts and apparently once
in a divinatory text (RS 18.041:21 [KTU 1.86]), because the divinatory text is not expressed
in direct discourse, because RS 18.[528] does contain direct discourse, and because most of
the Ugaritic texts from this lot of texts are administrative in nature, the only reasonable
conclusion is that this text belongs to the latter broad genre and is more specifically
epistolary. Hence several readings/restorations and analyses are possible:  read simply the
adverb •d (attested in the letter RIH 78/12:3 [CAT 2.82]), conceivably an expansion thereof
(though no such form is yet attested in prose), or consider such restorations as •d≤, "I will
know' (presently not attested in letters), or the multiplicative morpheme •d (that the latter
could be separated from the number noun is proven by {®l® . •d} in RIH 78/14:12' [CAT
1.163:5]).
— p. 750-51 (§81.4b-e).  T. does not discuss the second element of the particles {hln} and
{hlny}, in spite of the fact that the vocalization of the longer form appears to be provided by
a polyglot vocabulary entry:  {al-li-ni-ya}.1308  It would have been of interest to have T.'s
views on the origin of the /i/ of the afformative element /li/.  If one accepts the syllabic
writing as evidence that the /l/ of hlny was indeed geminated, it appears likely that, instead
of witnessing to an independent deictic particle /hall-/ or /hal- + -l-/, the first two syllables
represent the accretion of /han-/ and /-l-/, as T. proposes for the basic particle hl.1309  On the
other hand, there are no data from Ugarit for the vocalization of this basic form hl and its
expanded form hlk, and the possibility must be kept open that hl was simply /hal(i)/ (viz., a
variant of the particle that in Arabic became the definite article /≥al/) and that hlk was a
direct expansion of it, vocalized /halika/.  On the semantics of hlny, see above, remarks to p.
197 (§33.322.42a), etc., and to pp. 737-38 (§81.11a-d).
— p. 750-51 (§81.4b-e).  In spite of having above described hlm as a ""Nebenform'' of hl,
""nun, siehe'' (p. 332 [§54.423c]), there is no reference to a form hlm in these sections on the
deictic adverb hl and its expanded forms.
— pp. 750-51 (§81.4b-e).  One may doubt that hlh in RS 2.002:32, 33 (KTU 1.23) consists
of the deictic adverb hl and the suffixal form of the 3 f.s. pronoun, for the contextual meaning
of hlh is, as T. translates, ""die eine … die andere.''  It appears more likely that the reference
to the two distinct entities is by the repetition of the deictic particle alone (as in Hebrew kºh

wª kºh, lit., "thus and thus', contextually "in one manner, then in another', "this way and that').

1308RS 20.426B:5' (Nougayrol, Ugaritica V [1968], text 138).  On the interpretation of this entry, which the
editor did not translate, see Huehnergard, Ugaritic Vocabulary (1987) 32-33, 121.  Because only the
Ugaritic column is preserved of this small fragment, Huehnergard's analysis may not be considered certain,
though its plausibility is indubitable.
1309On the nature and vocalization of the element /ni/, see below, remark to pp. 823-25 (§89.1).
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If such be the case here, hlh would be another expanded form of hl.  This is, however, one
of those cases where different analyses would probably give the same vocalized form, viz.,
/halliha/ (on T.'s unlikely vocalization of the 3 f.s. pronominal suffix as /-hª/, see above,
remark to p. 214 [§41.21], etc.).
— p. 751 (§81.4d).  hln hn in RS 92.005:9 (probably to be restored in line 29 as well) (RSO
XIV 49) does not mean ""Siehe, hier,'' but "Hier, siehe'.1310  See remarks above to p. 197
(§33.322.42a), etc., and pp. 737-38 (§81.11a-d), etc.
— pp. 752-53 (§81.61c).  In terms of historical phonology, it makes no more sense to say
that Ugaritic ±n, "where?', derives from ""≥ayyª˜nV'' than to say that Hebrew ≥ªn derives from
Hebrew ≤ayin.  These are simply variant forms that arose either by mutation or by particle
accretion (i.e., the most basic particle may have been /≥a/ rather than /≥ay/).  If T. wishes by
citing Hebrew ≥ªn as an etymological element to imply that the Hebrew development was
identical to the one that produced the Ugaritic form, which he vocalizes as /≥ân-/, the
comparison must be rejected, for the process that produced Ugaritic /≥ân-/ would have
produced /≥ºn/ in Hebrew.
— p. 753 (§81.63).  For a criticism of T.'s derivation of the interrogative adverb •/•y,
"where?', from a base form /≥ayy-/, see above, remark to p. 171 (§33.213.1b), etc.  The same
basic proposal is made here for •k/•ky, "how (is it that)?', though it is tempered somewhat,
that is, the form is derived directly from ""≥ay(yV)-kª,'' which is said to be etymologically
derived from a basic particle /≥ayy-/.  The Ugaritic form, as well as Hebrew ≥´k, must, of
course, be derived, from the form without parentheses, viz., /≥ayk-/.  The Hebrew and Syriac
forms (Hebrew ≥´k and ≥´kªh, Syriac ≥aykan and ≥aykannª) show, by the way, that the
Ugaritic particle probably consisted of /≥ay/ + the expanding particle /-ka/, that is, the second
element was not the adverb kª, as T. holds.
— p. 754 (§81.64a).  With no hesitation, T. indicates the final vowel of lm, "why?', as /ª/,
then cites three forms from other Semitic languages which illustrate that the vowel must have
been short, viz., Hebrew lam(m)ªh, Syriac l@mª≥, and Arabic lima (the /ª/ in Hebrew is
certainly secondary, i.e., represent the lengthening of /a/, while the length of the vowel in
Syriac may also be secondary, as is often the case in word-final position in Aramaic).  As
for the first vowel, T. indicates that it may have been /i/ or /a/, but does not indicate the
possibility of /ê/ (see above, remark to p. 52 [§21.341.21c], etc.).
— p. 754 (§82.11), p. 758 (§82.12).  In line with observations made above (remark to p. 52
[§21.341.21c], etc.), {by} and {ly} may not be described simply as ""orthogr. Variente'' of
{b} and {l}.  It is just as plausible, if not more so, that the longer forms consist of the basic
prepositions + the enclitic particle {-y}.  It is also highly unlikely, because it goes against the
evidence of the other West-Semitic languages, that b was realized with a long vowel
(""[b≠]'').  The case of l, however, is very different because it appears to have developed a
secondary form /lê/ (← /lay/), more akin to Hebrew ≥el´y (← /≥il/ + /ay/) than to Arabic li/la.
— pp. 755-81 (§82).  T.'s presentation of the Ugaritic prepositions is certainly well-founded
theoretically—how could I say otherwise when he accepts the basic thesis of my
dissertation, namely that the prepositions in Ugaritic are principally marked for position

1310Bordreuil and Pardee, RSO XIV (2001) 371, 373; Pardee, BASOR 320 (2000) 73.
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rather than for directionality?1311  On the other hand, T. has not always distinguished as well
as he might have done between prepositions in verbal clauses, where any possible
directionality may have been a function of the verb/preposition combination, and nominal
clauses, where the function of the preposition may be expected to have hewed more closely
to its "original' meaning.  The principal criticism that I would make of this section, however,
concerns the organization of each paragraph:  the data for any given prepositional lexeme
may be organized into both grammatical and lexical categories without proper distinction
between the two.  For example, l is presented in fifteen sections set off by bullets, seven of
which are grammatical in nature (from ""possessivisch'' to ""ablativisch'') while the other eight
are defined by glosses (from ""bei'' to ""gegen''); the two forms of categorization are
interspersed according to no clear principle (i.e., ""in (großer Zahl),'' ""wegen,'' and ""während''
all follow ""distributiv'' but do not appear to be subsets thereof).  Such a presentation must be
judged faulty because it is confusing. Moreover the use of many detailed German glosses as
an organizing principle in so serious a grammar must be judged unwise—the place for such
categorizations is the dictionary, of which the intention is to offer glosses of words from one
language in another, not a reference grammar.  (I do not mean to imply that grammatical
categories do not have broad lexical values in any given language that are more or less
easily extrapolated to another language; it is the mixing of the two categories and the
micro-organization of a grammar by translation value to which I am objecting.)
— p. 756 (§82.11).  T. does not mention the possibility that trtq¬ + b + yd in RS 3.367 iv 13'
and 20' (KTU 1.2) and yrtq¬ in lines 15' and 23' of the same text may express "whirling in the
hand' rather than ""Springe aus der Hand.''1312

— p. 757 (§82.11), p. 792 (§83.141.1a).  T. takes RS 24.266:12-13 (KTU 1.119) as
expressing a sacrificial act in which a bull would be offered either as a °rm-sacrifice or as a
ßnpt-sacrifice.  An alternative division of the text is possible, however, which does away
with this optional functional categorization of a single specific sacrifice, something for which
I know no precise parallel in these texts.  If the phrase ° °rm ° ßnpt is attached to the
following series of sacrifices and if ° is identified as the coordinating conjunction (on which
see below, remark to pp. 782-91 [§83.1-132]), then a double functional categorization is
applied to a series of sacrifices1313—something for which good parallels also do not exist
but which is easier to understand because of the multiple sacrifices in the following list.
— p. 758 (§82.12).  One may doubt that the semantics of l in the epistolary formula NR +
l ßlm, attested now in RS 92.2005:7-8 (RSO XIV 49) but common in the Akkadian letters
from Ras Shamra as N„R + ana ßulmªni, is correctly described as an ""Angabe eines Ortes''
and that it is to be translated ""bei, neben, in,'' here ""euch beide in Wohlergehen bewahren.''
The agreement in the two languages on using a preposition that commonly expresses a

1311UF 8 (1976) 286-91.
1312Pardee, UF 8 (1976) 267-68; idem, BiOr 37 (1980) 274; cf. Bordreuil and Pardee, MARI 7 (1993) 63-
64, 66-67; idem, Manuel (2004) II 9-10.
1313Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 666, 667, 669, 676; idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 52.
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notion of "to' or "toward' led the editors of the text to see the l here as marking a result of the
divine protection:  ""Que les dieux en vue de (votre) bien-être vous protègent.''1314

— p. 760 (§82.12).  One encounters here another striking use of ""n[eue] L[esung].''  The
reading in question is {l [≤]nt} in RS 1.009:2 (in place of {l [dg]n} in CAT 1.46), first
proposed in print in 1995.1315  The authors of CAT have muddied the waters here by
proposing in a note that the correct reading might be either {[¬p]n} or {[≤]nt},1316 then
asserting in a corrigendum that they really meant the latter proposal to be {[≤]n<t>}.1317

— p. 760 (§82.12).  T. does not explain what would be the point of gathering dew "from'
barley rather than "for' it (H˚SP l in RS 3.322+ ii 2, 6 [KTU 1.19]).1318

— p. 760 (§82.12).  Though he attaches a question mark to his own interpretation of fiPK l
in RS 92.2014:14-15 (RSO XIV 52) as "pour out away from', T. neither informs the reader
that that was not the interpretation of the editors of the text1319 nor does he even mention the
possibility of another interpretation.
— p. 760 (§82.12).  Because T. so often situates Ugaritic phenomena in the broader context
of the Semitic languages, one would have expected that to the assertion ""l zur Einführung
des Handlungssubjekts in Passivkonstruktionen ist ug. nicht nachweisbar'' would have been
added another to the effect that none of the ancient Semitic languages expresses the agent of
a passive verb explicitly.
— p. 762 (§82.13).  Does German not have terms for distinguishing an equational metaphor
from an explicit simile?  T. remarks with regard to RS 2.[022]+ i 14-16 (KTU 1.5) and RS
24.293:24 (KTU 1.133) that ""Vergleichsgrößen können auch ohne k(m) genannt werden''
with no comment on the rhetorical form.  In these parallel texts, the phrase npß npß lb•m thwt
takes on the form of the equational metaphor:  "My throat (is) the throat of the lion in the
wasteland'.1320

— p. 762 (§82.13), p. 802 (§83.24c), p. 904 (§97.41).  In a remark attached to the end of the
section on the preposition  k, T. asserts that the particle k in RS 2.[009]+ ii 6, 7, 28, 29 (KTU
1.6) is to be analyzed as a conjunction, not as a preposition.  §83.24c is devoted entirely to
this passage which is said to contain the only case of the conjunction k ""mit modaler
Funktion,'' but that example is said to be uncertain and the section concludes with the
assertion that ""die k-Lexeme sind hier jedoch eher als Präpp. zu deuten'' (similar bipolar
presentation on p. 904).  This same conclusion was already assumed on p. 748 (§81.3c),
where the particle was translated as a preposition.  The distinction is only made in German

1314Bordreuil and Pardee, RSO XIV (2001) 371, 373; Pardee, Context III (2002) 112 n. 192.
1315Pardee, BSOAS 58, p. 229.  The reading was indicated in the transcriptions of texts collated by P.
Bordreuil and myself that was made available both to the authors of CAT prior to its publication and to T.
prior to the publication of this grammar.
1316CAT, p. 83, n. 1.
1317Dietrich and Loretz, Word-List (1996) 225.
1318Contrast Pardee, UF 7 (1975) 346; idem, UF 8 (1976) 230; idem, Context I (1997) 352.
1319Bordreuil and Pardee, RSO XIV (2001) 388:  ""Au bénéfice de ≥Urt´nu, de son corps, de ses membres.''
1320Pardee, Context I (1997) 265; Smith apud Parker, ed., Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 142.
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by adding ""(ist)'' at the end of the clause according to the analysis as a conjunction.  In
English the different analyses would be expressed more explicitly:  "As (is) the heart of a
cow for her calf …' vs. "Like the heart of a cow for her calf …'.  The absence of other cases
of such a use of the conjunction in Ugaritic and perhaps elsewhere (T. cites no comparative
evidence and I can think of none) makes the prepositional analysis preferable.  That being
the case, the category should have been eliminated with, perhaps, a note in the section on
the preposition mentioning the other analysis as an outside possibility—not the contrary, as
T. has chosen in fact to do.
— p. 764 (§82.31).  T. rightly observes that the verb T˙T˙B is normally followed by the
preposition l in the epistolary return-of-news formula and cites two cases of T˙T˙B ≤m (RS
15.008:19 [KTU 2.16] and RS 92.2005:13 [RSO XIV 49])  To these may be added RS
94.2479:7-10 {®mny (8) ≤m . ±dty . mnm <ßlm> (9) w . rgm . t®®b (10) ≤m . ≤bdh}, "There
with my lady, whatever <is fine>, may she return word (of that) to her servant'.1321  Since in
the other two examples the phrase was T˙T˙B ≤my, "return (word) to me', without an explicit
nominal object, this third example is valuable in that it shows that ≤m was used with nouns as
well in the absolute formulation, just as is the case with l.
— p. 764 (§82.31).  It is a dangerous procedure to reason from the clear case of M‡„ ≤m
meaning "to fight against' in RS 2.[009]+ vi 24-25 (KTU 1.6) that the preposition ≤m means
""gegen'' elsewhere, in particular in col. I, lines 51 and 52, of this same text, where the
difficulties are legion and T.'s argument that the passage must refer to combat is not
altogether convincing.1322  The presentation here appears to be based a bit too much on the
German translational equivalent (contrast English "to fight with', which is normally the
equivalent of "to fight against' but can mean "to fight alongside', as in "X fought with Y against
Z').
— p. 767 (§82.34).  The preposition ≤l does not function ablatively in RS 3.325+ vi 47 (KTU
1.16):  the prepositional phrase complements ®ßm, "those who prey',1323 not tdy, "you drive
out'.  Thus the only example of ≤l fitting such a category disappears.
— p. 770 (§82.38).  Again in the interest of banning 2d person forms from the ritual
texts,1324 T. prefers emendation or aberration:  tnrr in RS 24.266:9 (KTU 1.119) should
mean "oven' (i.e., /tan(n)¨ru/!) rather than a verb meaning "to produce light.'1325

— p. 772 (§82.311), cf. p. 333 (§54.423d).  T. classifies bl in RIH 78/20:7 (CAT 1.169) as a
certain example of the preposition meaning "without' and remarks that the terms ”l¬ and ¬ml

1321See, provisionally, Pardee, Context III (2002) 107 with note 146; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel II
(2004), text 32 in the Choix de textes.
1322Contrast Pardee, Context I (1997) 269; Smith apud Parker, ed., Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 154;
Wyatt, Religious Texts (1998) 132.
1323Pardee, UF 7 (1975) 375; idem, UF 8 (1976) 275; idem, Context I (1997) 342; Parker apud Parker, ed.,
Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 41; cf. Wyatt, Religious Texts (1998) 241, who takes ≤l in the sense of
"child'.
1324See, explicitly, T. in UF 33 (2001) 692.
1325Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 666, 667, 673; idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 52; Bordreuil and Pardee,
Manuel (2004) II 57, 58, 186.
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in the same phrase are unclear, but leaves unmentioned that not everyone accepts that bl is a
preposition in this text.1326  In the other mythological text cited (RS 3.322+ i 44-45 [KTU
1.19]), the thrice repeated bl is better identified as a noun or as the adverbial negative
particle derived therefrom,1327 each time the subject of a nominal clause, "(there is) absence
of dew … '.1328  T. cites one other case of what he takes to be the preposition bl (RS
16.395:11 [KTU 4.243]), then remarks that all other occurrences of bl are to be classified as
the negative particle; he singles out RS 2.[003]+ ii 37, 38 (KTU 1.14) but does not give his
reasons here for that interpretation and translates the passage below with a preposition,
""ohne Zahl,'' but gives the literal meaning of bl spr as ""der Nicht-Aufzählung'' (p. 817
[§87.31b]).  The interpretation of bl in RS 22.225:4-5 (KTU 1.96) as a noun appears likely
(so T. p. 780 [§84.424]) because it is there preceded by the preposition l and compound
prepositions are relatively rare in Ugaritic.1329  Similarly, bl in the phrase d bl spr, "without
number', in RS 2.[003]+ ii 37 might be more plausibly taken as the noun ("of absence of
number') or the preposition ("who were without number') because it is introduced by the
particle d and not followed by a preposition which would have explicitly marked the phrase
as genitival ("of which there was no number to them' = "they had no number').  T. treats the
phrase bl spr as the negative particle negativizing a noun (cf. phrases of the type lº≥ dªbªr in
Biblical Hebrew), but the presence of the relative particle makes that interpretation dubious
(in Biblical Hebrew, simple adverbial phrases with lº≥ are not introduced by the relative
pronoun).
— p. 772 (§82.312).  T.'s dubiety about the reading of {≤db} in RS 2.002:65 (KTU 1.23) is
misplaced:  though both the {d} and the {b} are badly damaged, enough remains of each
sign to make the reading sure.  In particular, one sees the forms of the first and third verticals
of the {d}, with space in between for the second and the sign cannot, therefore, be {b}, as T.
opines.
— p. 774 (§82.411). T. considers that it ""läßt sich nicht sicher eruieren'' whether bd and l
functioned differently in nominal sentences of the type ßd PN1 bd/l PN2 in administrative
texts.  It appears impossible that they did not because in some administrative texts one finds
various combinations of these two prepositional phrases, including the double categorization

1326E.g., Pardee, Verse in Ancient Near Eastern Prose (1993) 212; idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 877, 886
(with previous bibliography in notes 72, 73); idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 160; Bordreuil and Pardee,
Manuel (2004) II 67, 68, 151; del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, Diccionario I (1996) 108.
1327T.'s alternate interpretation is as a negative particle (pp. 817-18 [§87.32a]).
1328Cf. Pardee, Context I (1997) 351 (interpreted as a description of the drought described in the earlier
narrative); Parker apud Parker, ed., Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 69 (the translation appears to reflect
this same interpretation); Wyatt, Religious Texts (1998) 296 (interpreted as a curse formula).  The
interpretation of this passage hinges on the interpretation of y¬ly in line 39:  Pardee and Parker seek to
avoid a negative polarity, translating respectively by "to utter a spell' and "to abjure', while Wyatt believes
it means "to curse' (cf. Pardee, note 95; Wyatt, p. 295, note 201); T. appears to accept the former view since
he translates y¬ly by ""anriefen'' (p. 554 [§74.412.27]) and by ""beschwören'' (p. 669 [§75.537d], p. 694
[§76.347]).
1329Del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, Diccionario I (1996) 180, classify bl in this text as a preposition but cite
the text without l!
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l X bd Y in the same entry, e.g., RS 18.024:2-5, 6-7 (KTU 4.337).1330  The fact that this text
is dealing with movable goods while T. was referring to fields is insufficient basis for
holding that bd and l were interchangeable when the entity in question was real estate.  On
the other hand, until the Ugaritic economy becomes known in more detail, it is difficult to say
exactly what the difference was.  In theory, when the entity in question is fields, bd should
denote some kind of superintendence, l some form of proprietorship, but the precise form
that each of these legal statuses took is presently unknown.1331

— p. 774 (§82.411).  T. does not point out that his interpretation of RS 18.031:19 (KTU
2.38) as ""sein (sc. des Schiffes) ganzes Getreide'' reflects a n[eue] L[esung]:  he transcribes
kl ƒr≤h whereas KTU/CAT show ƒr≤hm.  It is the latter reading that is correct.1332

— p. 775 (§82.411).  The preposition in the phrase ykl bd in RS 19.015:1 (KTU 1.91) does
not mark the agent of a passive verb, for the agent of the passive verb is not marked in the
ancient Semitic languages and because it is preposterous to believe that a thousand liters of
wine1333 would have been used up by the person in question (perhaps {r[b khnm]}, "the
chief priest').  Whether the verb be passive or simply stative,1334 the preposition marks the
oversight by the official in question, responsible for storing the wine and distributing it for
actual consumption at the various feasts named in the first part of this text.1335

— p. 777 (§82.414), cf. p. 766 (§82.33).  T. takes ≤d in the phrase b ≤d ≤lm in the practice
letter RS 16.265:6 (KTU 5.9) as a noun that is to be vocalized /≤ªd-/ and translated as
""Dauer''; it is said to be cognate with Hebrew ≤ºd, "yet', which also occurs following the
preposition b@.   The problem with this analysis, which goes back to the editor of the text and
has been adopted by a few scholars,1336 is that, in Hebrew at least—the point of comparison
generally cited!—b@≤ºd means "while yet', as in, e.g., Prov. 31:15 wattaqom b@≤ºwd laylªh,
"she arises while it is yet night'.  The epistolary formula cannot, however, mean "while it is
yet eternity', as is shown by simple logic and by the use of adi darîti, "to eternity', in
corresponding Akkadian formulae.1337  The Ugaritic phrase must consist, therefore, either of
a compound preposition (b + ≤d, "in + until/during') or, as I consider more likely, of the
preposition b + the common noun cognate with Hebrew ≤ad, "perpetuity'.1338  This noun is

1330Cf. Pardee, Syria 77 (2000) 46-48.
1331On ownership of fields by members of the royal personnel, see Pardee, Semitica 49 (1999) 19-64.
1332See the new photograph and copy in Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004), text 26 in the Choix de
textes.
1333On the amount, see Pardee, Topoi 11 (2001) 673, correcting Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 518.
1334My preference in Les textes rituels (2000) 491, 494-96; see remark here above to p. 512 (§74.222.2),
etc..
1335Ibid., p. 497.
1336Virolleaud, PRU II (1957) 40; Dahood, Psalms III (1970) 282 (who proposes that several Hebrew texts
be revocalized in favor of ≤ºd); Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 427;  for Gordon, UT (1965), §10.8 (p. 96),
§19.1813 (p. 453), ≤d here could be either the adverb/noun ≤ºd or the noun ≤ad, "perpetuity'.
1337Ahl, ibid., p. 139.
1338J. Aistleitner, Wörterbuch der ugaritischen Sprache (ed. O. Eissfeldt; Berichte über die Verhandlungen
der sächsischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Leipzig; Philologisch-historische Klasse, Band 106, Heft
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attested in poetry, but only here in prose, and its use in this artificial letter appears to
constitute another element of the high-flown style that the scribe is imitating (see remark
above to p. 724 [§77.325]).
— pp. 777-78 (§82.421), p. 792 (§83.141.1b), pp. 792-93 (§83.141.2a).  T. glosses the
compound preposition l p as ""gemäß dem Wortlaut von; auf Geheiß; gemäß; nach Art von,''
then uses the latter in his translation of RS 1.002:19'-21' (KTU 1.40) where the idiom is ‡T̊≥,
"to sin', + ° l p and of lines 28'-32' of the same text, where the idiom is ßn ypkm, "your
""beauty'' changes', + °lp.  He comments that the prepositional phrase may also be interpreted
as ""gegenüber'' but provides no indication of what he believes the socio-religious function of
the text would be if the Ugaritians are in it described as sinning or of seeing their well-being
disintegrate "in the manner of' various ethnic groups with whom they had regular contact; nor
does he explain how "against' would work with the second idiom.  For a global interpretation
based on the an interpretation of l p as meaning "according to the declaration of', which T.
only includes among his glosses, not as a real interpretational possibility, see my studies of
the text.1339

— p. 778 (§82.422).  By the principle of "a single swallow does not a summer make', the
single occurrence of the noun pnm spelled with {w} in the pronominal state (pnwh  in RS
2.[014]+ i 6 [KTU 1.3]) is insufficient to prove that this noun (and the related verb meaning
"to turn') were derived from a III-w root, as T. assumes here and above, p. 204 (§33.443).
As for the suffixal form of the noun written with two {n}s ({l pnnh} in RS 2.[014]+ iv 40
[KTU 1.3] and in RS 3.362+ ii 17' [KTU 1.10]), T. offers no explanation for his vocalization
""panî-nnVhu.''  The first and perhaps most obvious remark:  as has been observed many
times above, the vowel /î/ would not have retained its length in a closed syllable and the
actual Ugaritic form would perforce have been /paninnVhu/.  But even more important:
what is the reason for the gemination of the /n/?  This looks for all the world like a suffix on
a verb (i.e., /-hu/-ha/ attached to the energic form ending in a vowel, e.g., /-annahu/), not the
suffix appropriate for nouns (where the suffix follows immediately on the case vowel).
More likely than the hypothesis according to which suffixes appropriate for verbs were
occasionally extrapolated to nouns is the idea that compound prepositions, just like simple
prepositions, showed forms expanded with {-n}.1340  Above, pp. 221 and 223 (§41.221.51,
§41.221.61), T. refers to {nh} on p n n h  as the ""sogennante n-Variante des
P[ronominal]s[uffix]''  whereas here he refers to ""-n erweiterte Formen'' of the prepositions;
he provides here a cross-reference to §41.221.51, .61, but the examples cited on p. 781 are
only of primary prepositions (b, l, and ≤m).  It appears necessary to adopt the view that the
{n} is an expanding element on the preposition, not a part of an expanded pronominal suffix;

3; Berlin:  Akademie-Verlag, 1963) §1999 (p. 227); Parker, Studies (1967) 62, n. 7; Pardee, UF 7 (1975)
362; Pardee and Whiting, BSOAS 50 (1987) 11; Barré, Maarav 3 (1982) 186.
1339 Leslau (1991) 1181-96; Les textes rituels (2000) 92-142; Ritual and Cult (2002) 77-83 and n. 113 (pp.
111-12); cf. Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 52-55, 193.
1340The signs {bdnhm} in RS 18.031:18 (KTU 2.38) were first explained by Hoftijzer as representing the
compound preposition bd (← /bi + yadi/) plus the expanding element -n plus the 3 m.pl. pronominal suffix
(UF 11 [1979] 387 with note 37).
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l pnnh shows that compound prepositions had forms with expanding -n just like primary
prepositions.  The phrase l pnnh is, therefore, to be vocalized with the -n expanding particle,
and there is no reason to expect that -n to have been geminated.  The expected vocalization
is, therefore, something like /lê panînahu/.
— pp. 782-91 (§83.1-132).  T. makes no place in this section on coordinating conjunctions
for °, to be vocalized /≥¨/ and distinguished from the disjunctive conjunction, also written
{°}, but vocalized /≥ô/ ← /*≥aw/.1341  For specific comments on instances of /≥¨/, see remark
above to p. 757 (§81.11), etc., and below to p. 792 (§83.141.1a).  The origin of the
conjunction is obscure because one cannot cite for it rules of the relatively simple type that
account for Akkadian u or Hebrew/Aramaic {w} pronounced as /¨/.  Nevertheless, I am not
convinced by the proposal of del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín to see it as a semantic variant of
disjunctive /≥ô/ which would have had a conjunctive function.1342

— p. 782 (§83.1).  One should perhaps not lodge too vigorous a complaint against T.'s
formulation when he says that the coordinating conjunctions ""dienen zum Ausdruck'' of
various ""Beziehungen'' (he names copulative, adversative, disjunctive, and causal)—though
""Ausdruck'' is not the best term since the conjunction does not "express' the "relationship', it
only links two phrases that happen to have this or that relationship.  In a remark to p. 786
(§83.113d), however, the terminology is even less felicitous:  ""Zu einer vergleichbaren
Funktion [the reference is to the adversative relationship] der Konj. ¨ in den
Amarnabriefen … .''  The particle itself has neither different vocalizations according to its
different translation values nor different functions defined syntactically (as, for example,
with certain particles that introduce morphologically distinct phrases, such as particles that
function both as prepositions, introducing a noun, and as conjunctions, introducing a finite
verb); its single function is explicitly to mark a link between various morpho-syntactic units
(words, phrases, clauses, and on up the ladder to long literary units).  These units will have
different logical relationships that require different translations of the conjunction in
languages where such relationships are expressed explicitly at the lexical level.  At the most
basic level, first-year students of Biblical Hebrew, for example, have to learn that the
conjunction w may be translated either as "and' or as "but' (among others) but that these are
not different manifestations of w, only a reflection of the fact that Biblical Hebrew does not
have a commonly used adversative particle; the various translations reflect, not different
meanings or even different functions of a single w, but the logical relationships between
clauses as expressed in a given modern language.  It does not appear to be too much to ask
to find this basic fact of grammar/lexicography reflected in a reference grammar such as this.
— p. 782 (§83.11).  T. cites the Hebrew forms of the conjunction cognate to Ugaritic w as
""we'' and ""wa''; to these should be added wª (as in tºh¨w wª bºh¨w), not an unimportant

1341For the instances of coordinating /≥¨/ in the ritual texts, see Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 1103 and
commentaries to the texts cited there.
1342Diccionario I (1996) 1.
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alloform since it provides a datum for the proto-form being /wa/.  As earlier evidence, it
would have been appropriate also to cite Eblaite wa.1343

— p. 784 (§83.112a).  Whether the w of the phrase w “l, "and (X-category) is pure, i.e.,
cultically unrestricted', common in the ritual texts, belongs properly to the category of
"pleonastic' wªw depends on whether “l is verbal or not.  If both this phrase and the
preceding are nominal phrases, "(there is) setting of the sun and the king (is) pure (/wa
“allu/) or "and (there is) purity of the king' (/wa “ullu/),1344 then the two clauses are on the
same syntactic level and the use of the w is not peculiar.1345  If, on the other hand, hl is
verbal (/wa “alla/), as is certainly plausible,1346 then the "wªw-consecutive' structure
following a nominal clause fits the category under discussion in this section, i.e., the
translation is "(At) the setting of the sun, the king becomes pure'.
— p. 784 (§83.112c).  T. classification of km ÷lmm w ≤rbn (RS 2.[014]+ iii 8'-9' [KTU 1.3])
as containing an example of "pleonastic wªw' is certainly valid, but doubts arise regarding his
interpretation, ""Wie (zwei) Pagen * * tretet fürwahr ein!'' (the two asterisks stand for the
untranslated w).  The persons addressed are two pages; what would be the force of the
command to enter "like two pages'?  It appears better to take km as an adverb meaning "so, at
that moment, then' or the like.1347  It is perhaps distinct from kªma, "thus', consisting simply
of the preposition plus enclitic -m (/kama/).
— p. 785 (§83.112e).  T.'s doubts at taking the w of ≤bdk ±n w d ≤lmk as "pleonastic' appear
well founded, for the second clause appears to be simply an expansion of the predicate of
the first, lit. "I am your servant, (I am) the one of your eternity'.  His first classification, as
"explicative wªw' (p. 783 [§83.111d]) is, therefore, preferable.
— p. 787 (§83.114a).  T. suggests no alternative to the translation of {w b≤lyskn . yd≤ .
rgmh} in RS 15.098:15 (KTU 2.17:8) by ""Und mein Herr, der Gouverneur, soll seine Worte

1343Cf., e.g., I. J. Gelb, ""The Language of Ebla in the Light of the Sources from Ebla, Mari, and
Babylonia,'' in Ebla 1975-1985. Dieci anni de studi linguistici e filologici. Atti del Convegno Internazionale
(Napoli, 9-11 ottobre 1985) (ed. L. Cagni; Dipartimento di Studi Asiatici, Series Minor, vol. XXVII;
Naples:  Istituto Universitario Orientale, 1987) 49-74, esp. p. 70.
1344See discussion in Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 202-5.
1345In his definition of the category, T. refers to only one specific syntactic incongruity, the so-called
"hanging clause' (""pendierendes Satzglied''); his two over-arching categories are ""ein topikalisiertes …
Satzglied'' and ""ein nachgestelltes Satzglied''; in none of these is the w to be translated in German or ""in
anderen indoeuropäischen Sprachen.''  What characterizes all of these examples of ""w zur Verbindung von
Satzteilen,'' however, is that the morpho-syntax of the clause or phrase introduced by w is different from
that of the preceding clause or phrase.  Most examples consist of the well-known structure consisting of a
prepositional phrase + w + verb, e.g., "in his lifting his eyes and he sees' = "when he lifts his eyes, he sees'.
But other categories are represented, e.g., a direct object followed by w plus a prepositional phrase:  ßt ±lp
qdmh // mr•± w tk pnh, "he puts a bovid before him, a fatling in his presence', lit., "he puts a bovid before
him, (he puts) a fatling and (it is) in the midst of his face' (RS 2.[014]+ iv 41-42 [KTU 1.3]).
1346On p. 675 (§75.64), T. parses the form as /QTLa/, but he also indicates in parentheses the alternative
analysis as an adjective.
1347Pardee, Context I (1997) 251. Wyatt (Religious Texts [1998] 77 with n. 41) translates like T., but
considers the text to be defective; Smith (apud Parker, Ugaritic Narrative Poetry [1997] 109) translates like
T. without commentary.
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zur Kenntnis nehmen.''  The absence of a word-divider after {b≤ly} and the presence of {y}
on a noun that would be in the nominative case (both attested but nevertheless minority
usages) indicate that b≤lyskn may be a personal name.1348

— pp. 787-88 (§83.115a).  In this section entitled ""Kopulative Konstruktionen ohne w,'' one
encounters only one putative example of two nomina recta following a nomen rectum:  T.
interprets °m p“l p“lt in RS 24.244:1 (KTU 1.100) as meaning ""die Mutter des Hengstes
(und) der Stute.''  He does not mention the fact that the standard interpretation is to take p“lt
as modifying °m appostitionally, rather than genitivally:  "The mother of the stallion, the
mare … ' (/≥ummu pa“li pa“latu/ rather than /≥ummu pa“li pa“lati/).1349

— p. 788 (§83.12), p. 790 (§83.123b), p. 832 (§89.29).  In the first paragraph cited, T. says
that the analysis of {pm} in 29.095:11 (KTU 2.71) as the conjunction p + enclitic -m is
""wahrscheinlich''; in the second, the presence of the conjunction p is said to be ""sicher''; in the
third, the combination of p + -m is described as ""möglich''—in the latter case, the
interpretation of the passage is described as ""unsicher.''  If the presence of the conjunction p
is certain, then that of the expanded form pm must be equally certain, for by no stretch of the
imagination can the {m} be attached to the following signs, which are {yq“}.  On the
meaning of this passage, see above, remark to p. 270 (§51.45w), etc.
— p. 791 (§83.131), pp. 807-8 (§85.2).  Not a single example cited on p. 791 requires the
analysis of ±p as a coordinating conjunction, in spite of T.'s claim that he is citing only
examples in which ±p ""eindeutig kopulativ gebraucht wird.''  Once one is willing to admit that
the particle can function as an adverb (which is what T. essentially does in §85.2, where
usages of ±p as an ""Affirmationspartikel'' are proposed),1350 all examples may  be identified
as an adverb which, because of its etymology (the conjunction pa + prosthetic ≥alif), marks a
logical relationship between what precedes and what follows.  For example, in RS 15.098:8-
10 (KTU 2.17:1-3) {l yblt . ”b®˛m (9) ±p ksphm (10) l yblt}, which T. translates ""Du hast
keine ‡ub®u-Truppen gebracht.  Und auch ihren Sold hast du nicht gebracht,'' may just as
well be translated "You haven't brought the ”ub®u-men; what's more, as regards their money,
you haven't brought that either.'  T., following most commentators, takes ±p in RS 2.[024] i
12 (KTU 1.22) {†b” . ±lpm . ±p ¬•n} as coordinating the two elements of a compound object
phrase:  ""Er schlachtete sowohl Rinder als auch Kleinvieh.''  The following division of the

1348So, most recently, van Soldt, UF 33 (2001) 581 n. 22.
1349So the editor, Virolleaud, Ugaritica V (1968) 566; cf. Astour, JNES 27 (1968) 15; Pardee, JANES 10
(1978) 74-75; idem, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 201, 202; idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 174;
Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 36.  Of recent translators, Parker (apud Parker, ed., Ugaritic
Narrative Poetry [1997] 219) analyses the line as does T., with a note on the other interpretation (p. 223, n.
1), while Wyatt retains the older interpretation (Religious Texts [1998] 378).
1350Like T., Gordon ascribes both functions to the particle (UT [1965] 104 [§11.10] 106 [§12.1]), as do del
Olmo Lete and Sanmartín (Diccionario I [1996] 42-43).  Both Segert, Basic Grammar (1984) 80 (§57.22),
134 (§83.3), and Rainey, Or 56 (1987) 401, parse ±p as a conjunction in RS 18.075:21' (KTU 2.41:20),
which is certainly incorrect (the phrase is w ±p ±nk, "and I, for my part …').
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passage, however, provides good semantic and quantitative parallelism (only the syllable
count is indicated).1351

†b” ±lpm /†aba”a ≥alap≠ma/ (7) verb + A He slaughters bovids,

±p ¬•n ßql /≥apa ¬a≥na ßaq≠la/ (7) B + verb' Yea he fells caprovids:

®rm w mr• •lm /®ôr≠ma wa mar≠≥≠ ≥êl≠ma/ (10) A' + B' bulls and fattened rams,

≤glm dt ßnt /≤agal≠ma dªta ßanati/ (9) A'' yearling calves,

•mr qm¬ ll•m /≥immir≠ qum¬i lali≥≠ma/ (9)  B'' + B''' innumerable lambs, kids.1352

If this analysis be accepted, it eliminates the only example of the use of wa as a copula
linking noun phrases that is cited by any of the authorities that I have consulted.  The
frequency with which ±p follows the coordinating conjunction w and with which it precedes
an independent pronoun (e.g., w ±p ±nk, "and I for my part') in both Ugaritic1353 and
Hebrew makes the identification as a coordinating conjunction dubious.1354  Finally, in both
paragraphs cited, T. indicates the vocalization /≥appV/,1355 for which I can see no basis.  T.
does not propose a specific derivation, but I see no reason to doubt the etymology indicated
here above, i.e., prosthetic /≥/ attached to the conjunction p, analogical to •d, "then' (/≥/ + the
relative/determinative pronoun /d/), or to ±l, "not' (/≥/ + the negative particle /l/).  That
derivation indicates the vocalization /≥apa/—at least until explicit data confirm or disprove it.
— pp. 792-93 (§83.141).  T. classifies the two examples of °y (RS 1.013+:13 [KTU 2.3] and
RS 88.2159:21 [RSO XIV 51]) under the only word he recognizes behind the writing {°},
viz., the disjunctive conjunction.  In both passages where the particle occurs, however, the
context is too damaged to permit distinguishing between coordinating /≥¨/ (on which see
above, remark to pp. 782-91) and disjunctive /≥ô/.
— p. 792 (§83.141.1a).  T. includes the phrase ≤m®tmr mlk … ° nqmd mlk (RS 34.126:11-12,
25-26) under disjunctive ° but translates it ""auch(?),'' i.e., conjunctivally.1356  Since the
function of the particle in these passages is clearly not disjunctive (the reference is to
"≤Ami®tamru and Niqmaddu,' not to "≤Ami®tamru or Niqmaddu'), it is better to admit the
existence of a coordinating conjunction of which the vocalization may be /≥¨/.1357

1351On the place of the various parallelistic devices in Ugaritic and Hebrew poetry as I understand them, see
Pardee, Ugaritic and Hebrew Poetic Parallelism. A Trial Cut (≤nt I and Proverbs 2) (SVT 39; 1988).
1352This formulaic list is found also in RS 2.[008]+ vi 40-43 (KTU 1.4) and, largely restored, in RS 3.361 iv
30-32 (KTU 1.1).
1353T. includes w ±p in RS 88.2159:9 (RSO XIV 51) among his ""eindeutig'' examples of ±p functioning as a
conjunction, but no others; the context of w ±p in this text is badly damaged, but the adverb is certainly not
followed by an independent pronoun (the signs are {°t[…]}).
1354In Hebrew, the status of the particle is clouded by its association with k≠ to form a compound conjunction
≤ap k≠, which may or may not represent an original conjunctival function for ±p.
1355Rainey, Or 56 (1987) 401, gives /≥appa/, with no explanation.
1356 His alternative analysis, as the interjection °, will not stand up for two reasons:  (1) such a particle is
as yet not certainly attested in Ugaritic (see remark below to p. 805 [§84.22]) and (2) such a translation of
RS 34.126 (p. 805: ""Gerufen ist — ach! — der König Niqmaddu'') does not fit the rhetoric of RS 34.126, in
particular ll. 25-26, where ° nqmd appears at the end of a long list.
1357Bordreuil and Pardee, Une bibliothèque (1991) 154, 155; Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 818, 819,
1103; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 63-64, 141.
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— p. 796 (§83.211).  It is debatable whether half a page should have been devoted to the
possibility that ±”r functioned in Ugaritic as a conjunction when no certain example exists
whereas certain examples of the functions as an adverb and as a preposition do exist.
Cross-references to the sections dealing with the latter categories would have been
sufficient.  (The ambiguity exists, of course, only because our texts are unvocalized:  the
Ugaritians would have distinguished clearly between, say, an adverb followed by 3 m.s.
/QTLa/, "thereafter he arrived', and a preposition followed by the infinitive of the verb, "after
the arrival of … '.)
— p. 796 (§83.211).  T.'s argument that •d must be a subordinating conjunction because it
may appear at the beginning of a text is insufficient to prove the point because the particle is
attested to date primarily in ritual texts.  In this genre, the text borne by a given tablet is not
always independent of other ritual events, i.e., the text on a given tablet may begin in medias
res.  The fact that k is the common conjunction for introducing subordinate temporal clauses
may be adduced as a (relatively weak) argument for classifying •d as an adverb.  But, until
a text is discovered in which one or the other of these analyses is clear, the question must
remain open.1358

— p. 797 (§83.213).  T. devotes half a page to the proposition that hlm is a subordinating
conjunction, then a long remark showing that such is not necessarily the case.  In fact there is
no reason, etymological or contextual, for believing that this particle ever functioned as a
subordinating conjunction.  hlm is simply an expansion of hl and, unless clear evidence of
conjunctival usage exists, there is no reason to see it as anything but an adverbial particle of
presentation, perhaps with a temporal connotation along the lines of "then, next'.  One may
note here that hlm is followed directly by the verb in only one text (RS 24.244:6 et passim
[KTU 1.100]), the only one of his list to which he attaches the question mark.  This word
order is not, of course, required of conjunctival usage, but it does occur frequently.
Presentative particles, on the other hand, often precede a topicalized noun in the phrase,
often the subject.
— p. 798 (§83.221).  I see no reason to set up a separate grammatical category for ±®r in the
phrase {¯±˘dm (34) ±®r . •® . bq® (35) w . ßtn . ly}, "A man, wherever he might be, seek out
and dispatch to me' (RS 18.038:33-35 [KTU 2.39]).  T. does so and entitles it ""Lokale
Konjunktionen'' but the section contains this example only and, furthermore, it contains the
correct analysis of the form as a common noun (""Subst. a®r "Ort, Stelle' in einem adverbialen
Kasus'').  The correct grammatical analysis was argued in detail by Rainey as early as
1966.1359  One cannot posit the passage from one grammatical category to another on the
basis of a single example.
— p. 800 (§83.232d).  T. follows KTU/CAT in reading {•m} as the last signs of the line in
RS 1.024 B 3 (KTU 4.17:3).  Traces of another sign appear after these two, however, and
then the tablet is broken off.  Though the traces are not clear, the sign in question is certainly

1358See my more detailed discussion, with bibliography on the two analyses, in Les textes rituels (2000)
482-83.
1359In Hebrew in the journal Leßonenu 30, pp. 250-72; see the English version in UF 3 (1971) 151-72, esp.
160-62.
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not the word-divider, and this text does not, therefore, contain the conjunction •m.  Read
perhaps {•m¯r˘}, viz., the same word as appears in line 1.
— p. 800 (§83.24).  As remarked above (remark to p. 52 [§21.341.21c], etc.), {ky} may not
be just an ""orthogr. Variante'' of the conjunction k, but a phonetic one, i.e., the regular form
expanded by enclitic -y, hence /k≠ya/.
— p. 802 (§83.24d), p. 822 (§88.22b).  The first paragraph is unnecessarily devoted to a
single example of the conjunction k(y), said to introduce a ""Kausalsatz ("da, weil'),'' in RS
18.038:19 (KTU 2.39).  In the passage in question, the second ky does not mark the reason
for the previous assertion but the content of the message:  w l“t ±kl ky l•kt ≤m ßpß b≤lk ky ±kl
b “wtk •nn ßpßn t°bd […] "Now regarding the fact that you sent a message to the Sun to the
effect that there is no food in your land, the Sun is perishing…'.1360  As the -n of apodosis on
ßpß shows, the protasis of this reference to a preceding letter extends through ±kl b “wtk •nn
and, as recent commentators have seen,1361 the passage does not refer to a request for food
from the king of Ugarit to the Hittite emperor1362 but to a refusal on the part of the Ugaritic
king to furnish food to his sovereign, refusal based on the claim that he has no food to send
to Hatti.
— pp. 802-3 (§83.24e).  T. accepts my views1363 on the meaning and function of k(y) in the
epistolary formula of the type l“t X k(y) l•kt, "As concerns the fact that you sent a message
regarding X', lit. "the tablet of X, concerning the fact that you sent (it)'.  (It was previously
thought by many that the particle k(y) in this structure was to be analyzed as a relative
pronoun rather than as a subordinating conjunction.)  But nowhere does he outline how the
k(y) subordinate clause is linked to the following main clause (that is done by p, ht, and Ø);
nor does he deal specifically with the topic of a second subordinate clause inserted between
the first k(y) clause and the main clause (on his misunderstanding of one of these, see
preceding note).1364

— p. 804 (§84.12).  l in lines 1, 4, and 19 of the first of the Arslan Tash incantations is not
vocative (the reading of line 1 indicated by T. is incorrect).1365  There is, therefore, no
attestation of a vocative l elsewhere in Northwest Semitic (on the similar use of Arabic
/la/li/, see above, remark to p. 315 [§54.214b], etc.).
— p. 805 (§84.22).  There is something wrong with a particle that is supposed to be
phonetically indistinguishable from the conjunction meaning "or' (both, according to T., were
pronounced /ô/ ← /≥aw/), that is supposed to mean both ""ach!'' and ""wehe!,'' and regarding
which, in usage, it is possible to say ""Es ist schwierig, eine genaue Grenzlinie zwischen der
Ausrufpart. u und der Konj. u "oder' … zu ziehen.''  There is in fact no convincing example of

1360Pardee, BiOr 34 (1977) 7-8; idem, UF 13 (1981) 152; idem, Context III (2002) 95.
1361Freu, Semitica 48 (1999) 27; Singer, Handbook of Ugaritic Studies (1999) 707-8, 717.
1362J. Hoftijzer, ""Une lettre du roi hittite,'' pp. 379-87 in Von Kanaan bis Kerala. Festschrift für Prof. Mag.
Dr. Dr. J. P. M. van der Ploeg O.P. (AOAT 211; 1982).
1363BiOr 34 (1977) 7-8.
1364On these matters, see the chart in BiOr 34 (1977) 8.
1365Pardee, Syria 75 (1998) 18, 20, 34-35.
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the emphatic particle (see remark above to p. 196 [§33.322.3c] and the remark in note 741
on °zb in RS 92.2014:1), and it should be removed from future editions of this grammar.  T.'s
own ambivalence is revealed by the fact that he translates ° in RS 3.343+ iii 29' (KTU 1.15)
and in RS 3.325+ i 4 (KTU 1.16) by ""oder'' on p. 793 but here by ""Wehe!''  As we saw
above, remark to p. 792 (§83.141.1a), T. accepts implicitly that the particle /≥ô/ can also
function conjunctivally (on this view, proposed by del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, see remark
to pp. 782-91 [§83.1-132]).
— p. 809 (§85.5).  As was noted above (remarks to p. 88 [§31.3], etc.), ±dn in RS 18.038:6,
8 (KTU 2.39) means "father' not "lord'.1366

— p. 809 (§85.5).  T. suggests that {°ky} in RS 16.078+:5 (KTU 2.23) may consist of the
emphatic particle °k + enclitic -y.  It may also consist of the conjunction ° (see above,
remark to pp. 782-91 [§83.1-132]) plus ky; the latter element may consist either of the well-
attested conjunction plus enclitic -y (/k≠ya/) or of the adverb plus the enclitic particle
(/kªya/).
— p. 809 (§85.7).  T. remarks concerning the so-called "emphatic k' that ""Die Abgrenzung
von k mit affirmativer ("emphatischer') Bedeutung von der kausal-koordinierenden Konj. k
ist—insbesondere in satzeinleitender Position—schwierig.''  If one accepts, as does T., that
this particle is in fact phonetically identical to the conjunction and if one remarks the many
examples of k≠ in Biblical Hebrew serving to link only very loosely one utterance to another,
it appears necessary to accept that the "emphatic' particle was extremely frequent in Biblical
Hebrew, both in prose and in poetry but especially in the latter.  An alternative view would
be that there was no distinct emphatic particle in either language, that the coordinating
conjunction could be used to link utterances with a looser form of causality than our modern
languages would lead us to expect.  This would mean that the clear cases of "emphatic' k in
Ugaritic, viz., where it appears before a verb that is dislocated to the right in its clause (i.e.,
the particle and the verb are not in first position in the clause), do not contain a distinct
particle but the coordinating conjunction placed in an abnormal, i.e., emphatic or highly
marked, position.  It would, if there is anything to this view, be the syntax/word order that
creates the emphasis, not the use of a lexically distinct particle.  In any case, none of T.'s
three examples of "emphatic' k in first position in an utterance is particularly convincing,
especially not the one example from prose:  k in RS 18.038:7 (KTU 2.39) clearly introduces
an explicitation of the previous statement and is translatable in standard American English
by "for'.1367  As regards the examples from poetry, little confidence is inspired when he
describes them here as ""relativ sichere Belege'' after he has already provided a first
classification of one of them as causal (p. 785 [§83.113b] on RS 3.362+ iii 35').
— p. 810 (§85.7b), p. 812 (§85.8b), p. 884 (§94.23).  T. proposes somewhat hesitantly that
RS 29.093 (CAT 2.70) would contain two examples of "emphatic' k, but neither should have
been cited here.  I have already dealt with his treatment of line 23 above (remark to p. 448
[§73.243.1], etc.).  A different division of the signs in line 22 from T.'s (k l ttn ±kl lhm),

1366Pardee, Context III (2002) 95.
1367Ibid.
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""sollst du ihnen fürwahr(?) zu essen geben'') permits a very different interpretation:  one
may divide ®mt ≤mnk klt tn ±kl lhm and translate along the lines of "there with you is all (one
could need):  give food to them!'' (or:  kl ttn, "is all:  you must give').1368  There are,
therefore, no clear examples of "emphatic' k in prose, whether that entity be described
lexically or syntactically.
— p. 810 (§85.7c).  With the reading of the particle in RS 22.225:2 (KTU 1.96) as k rather
than w (see remark above to p. 597 [§74.624], etc.) and with the analysis of tp in the same
line as verbal, meaning "she/it sees' (see remark above to p. 199 [§33.323.2b], etc.), this
example of "emphatic' k disappears.  The function of the k here is to introduce the object
clause expressing what is seen.1369

— p. 811 (§85.8aa).  Understanding that ±dn means "father' not "lord' (see remarks above to
p. 88 [§31.3], etc., p. 250 [§51.3h], etc., and p. 809 [§85.5]) would have enabled T. to see
that the l in line 9 could not be emphatic:  the line must mean "my father never lacked
grain'.1370  It could not mean "my father always lacks grain' because the father of the
reigning Hittite monarch is dead.
— p. 816 (§87.2).  In his discussion of the etymology of negative ≥al, T. does not mention
the possibility that the form may have arisen historically by prefixation of /≥/ to negative l.
Similar forms can be cited (for some examples, see remark above to p. 791 [§83.131], etc.)
but this one appears particularly appealing because of the basically identical semantics of the
two forms, i.e., they are both negative particles of which the distribution reflects mood.
— p. 816 (§87.21), p. 883 (§94.21).  In the first section cited, T. translates w b≤ly bt ≤bdh ±l
yb≤r b ydh in RS 92.2010:21-22 (RSO XIV 50) as a  simple sentence (""Und mein Herr soll
das Haus seines Dieners nicht mit seiner (eigenen) Hand zerstören'') but in the second as
cleft (""Und was meinen Herrn betrifft - Das Haus seines Dieners soll er nicht mit seiner
(eigenen) Hand zerstören'').  I can only hope that in the latter case he was not influenced by
the editors' translation (""Et, mon maître, quant à la maison de (22) son serviteur, qu'il ne (23)
la détruise pas (24) de sa main''1371) which was only an accomodation to the physical order
of the sentence components on the tablet, not a statement regarding morpho-syntax.
However that may be, neither the fronting of the object phrase nor the writing {b≤ly} qualify
as indicators of a true cleft sentence.
— p. 820 (§88.1c).  T.'s argument that •® in RS 29.093:29 (CAT 2.70) may be verbal1372

because of similarities with the construction mnm ”srt in RS 18.075:20'-21' (KTU 2.41:19-

1368Ibid., p. 111.  T.'s complete translation of lines 20-22 is ""Und was deine beiden Diener betrifft, die dort
bei dir sind, (so) sollst du ihnen fürwahr(?) zu essen geben,'' but there is no relative pronoun before ®mt and
""die'' should, therefore, have been in parentheses in the translation.  The absence of the relative pronoun
makes possible the epigraphic and syntactic divisions that I am proposing, for the entire "hanging nominal
clause' may consist of w ®m ≤bdk in line 20.
1369Pardee, Ritual and Cult (2002) 162.
1370Idem, Context III (2002) 111.
1371Bordreuil and Pardee, RSO XIV (2001) 376.
1372On the ambiguity of the textual data cited by T. in favor of •® having become a true verb in Ugaritic, see
remark above to p. 463 (§73.313), etc.
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20) founders on the fact that ”srt in the second text is probably nominal rather than verbal
(see remark above to p. 52 [§21.341.21a], etc.).  T.'s position on ”srt is ambivalent in that he
never parses it and treats the syntactic construction in which it is found alongside others
where the corresponding element is indubitably nominal (p. 902 [§97.23a]); the most striking
example is mnm •rßtk in line 17' of this very text.  But his unambiguous statement here on p.
820 can at least be taken at face value as indicating that he takes ”srt as a verb.  The
analysis as a noun ("whatever my lack [may be]') is based on the nominal structure in line
17' of this text and on a clear parallel in an Akkadian text from Ras Shamra:  RS 17.116:24'-
25' (PRU IV, p. 133) reads {ma-an-nu-me-e (25') ¬í-bu-te-ka a-na mu”-”i-ia (26') [ßa t]a-
ßap-pár-ra a-na-dì-na-ak-ku}, translated by Nougayrol as ""Tout désir [que tu] m'exprimeras,
je le satisferai pour toi.''1373

— pp. 823-36 (§89).  T. goes far beyond any of his predecessors in his treatment of enclitic
particles, both in quality and in quantity (numbers of citations and variety of distributions of
the particles).  Comparing his work with some of the muddled presentations of earlier
decades, especially by those whose only real interest was in Biblical Hebrew, is like
comparing day with night.1374  My negative reactions here are few.  One of the most
important is to the fact that T. provides very little space here for the interpretation of various
tokens of {-y}attached to particles as the enclitic particle, having preferred almost
exclusively the interpretation as a mater lectionis (see above, remark to pp. 37-38
[§21.322.5], etc.).
— pp. 823-36 (§89).  It is difficult to see on what basis -h- and -d- are excluded from this
presentation of the enclitic particles.1375  It would appear to be on semantic/functional
grounds:  one of the functions of -h- is much more clearly definable than are any of the
particles listed here, viz. when attached to a substantive as adverbial marking place,
direction, or manner, while d  also exists as an independent particle, viz., the
determinative/relative pronoun.  But are these grounds for excluding them when they are
formally enclitic, i.e., attached to other nouns or particles and never separated therefrom by
the word-dividing small vertical wedge when the particle in question is affixed?  (The latter
feature is regular among monoconsonantal particles:  while such particles that precede the
word they modify are often separated therefrom by the word-divider, such is never the case
of the particles that follow the word to which they are attached.)  In his treatment, T.
proceeds from the productive particles, those that could in theory be attached to any other
word (-n, -m, and -y), to those which are known only as formative elements of other
particles (-k- and -t-).  -d-, in its capacity as a particle expander, clearly belongs to the latter
category, while the distribution of -h- is more complex, for it appears as the adverbializing
affix -h, as the root particle of other more complex particles (h-, hn, hl, etc.), and as a
particle expander itself (mh, mhk, mhkm, etc.).

1373Cf. Parker, Studies (1967) 13, 28.
1374The major exception is K. Aartun's Die Partikeln des Ugaritischen (AOAT 21; 1974, 1978) to whose
views on this matter I have come increasingly closer over the years since they first appeared in print.
1375Contrast Pardee in The Semitic Languages (1997) 141; Bordreuil and Pardee in Manuel (2004) I 77.
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— pp. 823-25 (§89.1).  In his treatment of the ""enklitische Partikel -n'' T. considers only
cases where {-n} is actually attached to the end of a word; he vocalizes it ""/-(Vn)na/?'' and
considers it to be etymologically identical to the energic verbal morpheme.  Nowhere does
he deal with the problem of the relationship between this particle and the expanding particle
/n/ which shows up as an element in several compound particles.  One of these particles,
hlny, is attested in a polyglot vocabulary spelled {al-li-ni-ya} which T., following
Huehnergard,1376 vocalizes /hallin≠ya/, without discussing the element /n≠/.  Is the /≠/ correct
here and does this form mean that the {-n-} always has /≠˜/ as its vowel?  It appears
necessary to respond negatively to both questions.  Whether or not {-n} is the same element
as the energic particle, a hypothesis that does not appear implausible and which T. accepts
provisionally (p. 823), there is every reason to believe that it is cognate with the /n/ of
nominal nunation, which in Arabic is /-na/ and which was certainly not /-n≠/ in proto-Aramaic
since the vowel has disappeared in the attested Aramaic dialects.  If one be welling to admit
that the expanding particle {-n-} and the enclitic particle {-n} are etymologically identical—
and I can see no reason not to do so—it appears necessary to conclude that the /i/ of {al-li-
ni-ya} is secondary, having arisen under the influence of the following /y/ or of the
preceding /li/, or of both.  It is, therefore, probably short, though the /y/ may have been
geminated:  /halliniya/ or /halliniyya/.  It is probably best, however, to represent the
proto-form of the particle as /-n(a)-/, since the vowel of the deictic and expanding particles
does not appear always to have been stable.
— p. 823 (§89.1).  Given the many uncertainties of the "energic' elements of the verbal
system (see remarks above to pp. 222-23 [§41.221.52c], etc., and to pp. 497-506 [§73.6],
etc.), it appears a bit rash to define enclitic -n as serving ""zur Hervorhebung von
nicht-verbalen Wortarten.''  Not only may the principal energic morpheme itself be
historically identical to "enclitic' -n (as T. himself observes here), but saying that no final -n
on any verb form may be enclitic rather than energic appears to go beyond that which is
firmly supported by the data at hand.
— p. 823 (§89.11a,b).  In this listing of the enclitic particle -n ""nach topikalisiertem (betont
vorangestelltem) Satzglied,'' T. includes three prepositional forms ending in -n: bn, ln, and
≤mn.  This raises the question as to whether these alloforms of the prepositions should be
simply listed alongside nouns to which the enclitic morpheme has been added ad hoc.  This is
particularly true of ≤mn, which is a very frequently attested alloform, especially in prose and
especially before the 1 c.s. pronominal suffix.  An attempt should be made to distinguish
between the productive use of the enclitic particle and frozen forms of other particles which
arose at some time in the past by affixation of the etymologically identical particle.
What is interesting is that, in the case of prepositions, one encounters what appear to be very
rarely attested forms with {-n-} inserted between the lexical stem and a pronominal suffix
(on the case of {b d¯nh˘m} in RS 18.031:18 [KTU 2.38], see remark above to p. 214
[§41.21], etc.)—were these frozen forms that happen to be attested rarely or do they attest to
the productivity of the {-n} even between lexical and pronominal morphemes?

1376Ugaritic Vocabulary (1987) 121.
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— p. 826 (§89.21).  There is a particularly egregious bit of circular reasoning here:  it is
concluded that a Ugaritic noun with enclitic -m probably showed geminated /m/, e.g.,
/≥ar¬umma/, "to the earth', because that is the common form in Akkadian; the conclusion is
then drawn that nouns in the singular must once (""ursprünglich'') have had mimation in the
singular, as in Akkadian.  (According to the systems as attested, Akkadian shows -m in the
singular but not in the plural, while the West-Semitic system is the opposite, e.g., Akk.
ßarrum/ßarr¨ vs. West-Semitic ≈arru/≈arr¨ma.)
— p. 828 (§89.232a). On p. 841 (§91.24) T. states that the placement of an attributive
adjective before the noun it modifies occurs only in poetry, but here he cites the prose text
RS 17.031:11 (KTU 4.296), where one finds the phrase ±“d ±lp, "one bovid'.  This is
probably, however, not a simple case of an attributive adjective preceding the noun it
modifies but a bit of book-keeping shorthand:  the previous paragraph began ®l® ±lp, "three
bovids', and, though the beginnings of the rest of the entries in this list are missing, it appears
likely that the scribe was simply placing the number word in first position, irrespective of
whether it was a noun or an adjective, viz., that the number word was being put conceptually
in a separate column in spite of the fact that the text is not arranged in columns.  Above, p.
388 (§69.112), two other texts are cited where this placement of ±“d occurs and each time
the entry with ±“d is immediately preceded by another entry headed by a cardinal number
noun.
— p. 828 (§89.232b), p. 842 (§91.242b).  On p. 828, the {-m} of †hrm in the phrase bht †hrm
•qn•m, "a mansion of purest lapiz-lazuli' (RS 2.[008]+ v 19, 34-35 [KTU 1.4]) is said to be
enclitic whereas, on p. 842, the reader is urged to note the gender and number agreement
between the adjective †hrm and the noun •qn•m.  Whether †hrm be in construct or
appositional to •qn•m, I see no reason to doubt that it is, morpho-syntactically, a
substantivized adjective rather than a simple attributive adjective.  (On p. 841 [§91.24], T.
avers that not all examples to be cited in the following paragraphs belong to this latter
category, but he does not say why that should be the case; on my principal reason for
disagreeing, viz., that the placement of an attributive adjective before the noun it modifies is
a late phenomenon in West Semitic, see remark above to p. 419 [§69.43], etc.; the other
important reason is that one sometimes finds gender disagreement between the two
elements, which is a clear indication that the "adjective' is not modifying the following noun in
a simple attributive way.)
— p. 831 (§89.27a).  T. presents the phrase w n“lhm that appears in administrative texts
after w n“lh, "and his heir', as bearing the 3 m.s. pronominal suffix and enclitic -m ("and his
heir', viz., that of the preceding heir).  He makes no mention of the possibility that -hm might
be the 3 m.du. (or pl. in the cases where there are two tokens of w n“lhm one after the
other) pronominal suffix, stating that the third-generation heir is not simply the descendent of
his father but of his grandfather as well (and, in the case of four generations, of his great-
grandfather).  In that interpretation, n“lhm would be vocalized either /na“aluhumª/ and
mean "and their heir (they = dual)' (i.e., the heir of his father and his grandfather) or
/na“aluhumu/ "and their heir (they = plural)' (that is of his father, his grandfather, and his
great-grandfather).
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— p. 833 (§89.3).  T. refers only to Aartun's1377 and his own1378 treatments of the Ugaritic
particles as having given space to enclitic -y.  Though certainly not to be classed with these
extensive studies, my mention of the phenomenon in a précis of Ugaritic grammar, prepared
independently of T.'s study, may, by the nature of the work in which it appeared, have
brought the existence of the category to the awareness of a larger audience.1379

— p. 834 (§89.32).  T. asserts here that RS 11.772+ (KTU 3.1) ""gehört offenbar zur Gattung
der Briefe und beruht auf einem akk. Originaltext (RS  17.227+).''  In an epigraphic and
philological study of the Ugartic text, I have evaluated the first proposition with an emphatic
negative (though RS 11.772+, RS 17.227, and the other Akkadian texts all appear to belong
to the same genre, none is epistolary in nature) and the second with a guarded negative
(there are too many differences between RS 11.772+ and any of the known Akkadian texts
to allow for the former to be a direct translation of one of the latter).1380

— p. 840 (§91.21a).  T. does not state why he rejects the editors' analysis of qdß in the
phrase ≤¬ qdß (RS 92.2014:3 [RSO XIV 52]) as nominal (/≤i¬i qudßi/, lit. "wood of
holiness')1381 in favor of identifying qdß as an adjective—all the more surprising when he
makes a point in the introductory paragraph to this section of the fact that the Semitic
languages make greater use of the nominal attributive genitive than do the Indo-European
languages, where the attributive adjective is more common.  Another important consideration
is that, with the root QDfi, the nominal attributive genitive construction is common in Biblical
Hebrew, as in the type-expression har qodß≠, "my holy mountain'.  Nevertheless, it goes
without saying that, in the absence of a vocalized text, it is impossible to know which
construction was actually used in any given case.  (It is also impossible to know whether ≤¬
might in fact be a plural construct, reflecting the use of more than one piece of wood in this
rite; if such were the case, the construction would certainly be nominal.)  But, when in doubt,
might it not be best to choose the more commonly attested construction?
— p. 840 (§91.21b).  It is strange to find ±lp mr• listed as one of only two examples of
participles used as attributive adjectives when it is not at all certain that mr• is a participle.
The doubt is not just mine, for in various sections above, T. considers that this form may be a
simple adjective, a substantive, or a passive participle (p. 261 [§51.43c], p. 294 [§53.312b],
p. 303 [§54.111], p. 476 [§73.426]).  Because the comparative evidence speaks for the
adjective mr° having the form /qat≠l/ (as T. classifies it on p. 261), while what little internal
evidence there is speaks for the G-passive participle being /qat¨l/ in Ugaritic (see remark
above to p. 473 [§73.422], etc.), one must conclude that it is unlikely that the phrase ±lp mr•
contains a token of the passive participle that was productive in Ugaritic.

1377Partikeln I (1974) 44-47.
1378 UF 26 (1994) 473-82.
1379 In The Semitic Languages (1997) 141; cf., more recently, Encyclopedia of the World's Ancient
Languages (2004) 310; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) I 77-78.
1380Semitica 51 (2001) 5-31.
1381The formal editio princeps of this text was in RSO XIV (2002), but the manuscript was made available
to T. in advance.
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— p. 841 (§91.23), p. 885 (§95.14), p. 901 (§97.122).  T. does not state why he rejects the
editors' analysis of ghrt in RS 92.2014:11 (RSO XIV 52) as verbal and as syntactically
independent of the previous unit—except to the extent that the subject of ghrt was stated in
the previous unit.1382  T. takes ghrt as an adjective immediately dependent on the preceding
phrase (hwt bn nßm, "the word of anyone').  The preceding phrase, however, is the last unit
of a longer poetic verse, while ghrt begins a new verse; for that reason, the editors saw a
syntactic break between the two verses.  On pp. 885 and 901, T. takes ghrt as agreeing with
hwt, which is described as the ""Leitwort im (vorausgehenden) Hauptsatz,'' but on both pages
takes the following nouns (phm w ßptm) as the real subject of the nominal sentence,
translating ""deren Münder und deren Lippen laut/leer(?) sind.''  He does not explain why he
chooses to reject the editors' overall interpretation of the passage according to which ghrt
begins a new sentence and the following nouns are in the adverbial accusative:  "it (the
word) resounds in their mouth and on their lips'.1383

— pp. 844-45 (§91.314.1).  In an ""Anm[erkung]'' to the use of the construct chain to express
a notion of superlativity, T. cites a series of texts where X + •l is supposed to mean ""göttlich,
majestätisch, überaus schön.''  One may observe, however, that all of the examples that even
approach being qualifiable as clear1384 are from a single passage, RS 2.[008]+ col. 1 (KTU
1.4), e.g., kt •l, in line 30, is translated ""ein herrlicher Sockel.''  An argument can be made,
however, that the various items in this list are in the long run intended for ≥Ilu himself and
that the construct formulation expresses attribution, just as in the preceding formulations of
the type mgn rbt ±®rt ym, "a gift of (= for) Lady ≥A®iratu of the Sea' (line 21).1385

Maximalist lists of the so-called superlative use of various divine names and titles in the
Hebrew Bible have also been proposed and contain many examples that are equally
dubious.  The parade example, r¨wa˜“ ≥elºh≠ym in Gen. 1:2, sometimes translated "a mighty
wind', is among the most dubious:  how can one believe that a Hebrew speaker on hearing
that formula just after hearing that ≥elºh≠ym was creator of heavens and earth would not
have understood that the same ≥elºh≠ym was the one who had sent the wind?  This does not
mean that the wind was not "mighty' but that by, restricting the English translation to that
word, the notion of divine origin in the Hebrew expression is left out entirely.  Perhaps the
modern reader, just like the ancient audience, may be expected to understand that a wind
from the creator would by the nature of its origin be a mighty one.
— p. 845 (§91.314.1).  T. cites the phrase mlk mlkm as occurring in lines 9 and 10 of RS
34.356 (CAT 2.76) and in lines 1 and 9 of CAT 9.530.  The latter ""text'' is, however, in fact
identical to the former (see above, remark to p. 10 [§18.6]).  Whatever may be the reason
for the creation of the new text CAT 9.530, the reading of the phrase mlk mlkm is equally

1382Bordreuil and Pardee, RSO XIV (2002) 387; cf. Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 830, 832-33; idem,
Ritual and Cult (2002) 159; Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 69.
1383Ibid.
1384For several examples representing two basic phrases that do not require the interpretation as
superlatives, see above, remark to p. 245 (§45.21d), etc.
1385Pardee, Context I (1997) 256, esp. n. 125.
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plausible in lines 1, 9, and 10 of RS 34.356.  According to my collation, the exact readings
are, respectively:  {mlk . m¯l˘[km]}, {mlk . mlk[m]}, and {mlk [.] ¯mlk˘[m]}.
— p. 846 (§91.314.2).  The reading {÷zrm . ¯g˘ . †b} in RS 2.002:14 (KTU 1.23) is much
clearer than the transcription {÷zrm [[†b]]g . †b} in CAT has led T. to believe (he here
qualifies the reading ÷zrm g †b, "lads with nice voices', as uncertain).  The {m} of ÷zrm is not
in fact written over ""an anticipated †b''1386 and there is a word-divider between this word and
the following g.  The reading may be judged certain from context though the bottom of the
wedge is damaged with the result that, epigraphically speaking, it could theoretically be {g}
or {z}.  The syntactic construction is certainly different, therefore, from ÷zr †b ql, lit. "the lad
(who is) nice of voice', in RS 2.[014]+ i 20 (KTU 1.3).
— p. 846 (§91.315.2).  T. opines that the substantives ßm±l and ymn, "left/right (hand)', may
function as adjectives in Ugaritic because their syntax is not that of a nomen rectum.  Proof
for the latter grammatical observation appears clearly in RS 24.247+:11 (KTU 1.103) one
finds [b] p•th ßm±[l] (the pronominal suffix would appear on the final word of the phrase if it
consisted of a construct chain).  His alternative solution, however, viz., that these nouns
function as adverbial accusatives, conforms better to known Northwest-Semitic usage ("in its
temple on the right') and indeed is required in RS 24.247+ since neither ßm±l nor ymn ever
shows gender agreement with the noun it is modifying.1387

— p. 848 (§91.321c).  T. accepts the reading in KTU/CAT of {®±¯t l˘}, "ewes for', in RS
24.255:17' (KTU 1.111:18).  Neither of the last two signs are to be found on the tablet,
however, and the writing of the first two is not unproblematic.1388

— p. 848 (§91.321c).  Bordreuil, in his preliminary publication of RIH 83/22 (CAT
4.779),1389 took l “®b in l. 12 as the negative particle (""n'a pas été compté''); T. here
translates it as a purpose clause (""zur (Begleichung der) Rechnung''), with no mention of the
editor's views.  Moreover, T. does not translate the purpose clause in context, and I do not
see how his analysis could be made to fit in with what precedes.
— p. 849 (§91.321f).  T. offers here a reading of RS 17.434+:4 that does not correspond to
the transcription in CAT 2.36:  in CAT one finds  {d . “wtk . [w] . dt [.] ≤mk} whereas T.'s
version is (he includes no word-dividers and indicates signs of which the reading is uncertain
as restored) {d “wtk [w d] b[t ml]k[k]}, ""deines Landes und [deines](?) Kö[nigshau]ses.''
Since T.'s readings correspond to those that my collation of the tablet showed to be most
likely,1390 I can only prefer his.  I have not in the past restored a pronominal suffix after mlk,
but such a restoration is certainly plausible.  T.'s remark that his readings are ""aus dem Akk.
übersetzter Text,'' might, however, be misunderstood by some, for he is referring to a

1386CAT, p. 67, n. 2.
1387Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 550, 1153, 1167.
1388Ibid., p. 619 with note 14, p. 621 with notes 17and 18, and p. 1282.
1389CRAI 1984, p. 431; see now Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004), text 52 in the Choix de textes.
1390AfO 29-30 (1983-84) 321 (with n. 7), 323, 324.  The precise transliteration resulting from several
collations is {d . “w[t]k . ¯w˘ [. d] ¯. bt˘ [.] ¯ml˘k […]}.
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hypothetical original from which the Ugaritic would have been translated, not to any text that
has actually been discovered.
— p. 849 (§91.322).  Not everyone agrees with T.'s analysis of yd •l, "hand/love of ≥Ilu' (RS
2.[008]+ iv 38' [KTU 1.4]), as an objective genitive ("love directed towards ≥Ilu').1391

— p. 851 (§91.338).  The pronominal suffix on ml±kty, "my messenger party', in RS
16.402:35 (KTU 2.33) is more likely expressing a subjective genitive ("my messenger party,
viz., the one that has brought this tablet to you') rather than an objective notion (""die an mich
gerichtete Gesandschaft'').  At this point in the letter, the author is requesting a response to
his complaints, not referring to the message to which he is responding.1392

— p. 855 (§92.237b).  Whatever the exigencies of translation into modern European
languages may be, the poetic verse in RS 2.[008]+ iv 16'-18' (KTU 1.4) does not contain two
nominal sentences, as T. proposes here, at best only one.  The verse appears to consist of a
tricolon with a verb in the first colon which is gapped in the second, perhaps in the third as
well:

qdß y°”dm ßb≤r Qudßu begins to illumine (the way),
±mrr k kbkb l pnm (as does) ≥Amruru, like a star, in front,
±®r btlt ≤nt (while) behind (is) Girl ≤Anatu

or:  behind Girl ≤Anatu(also gives light).
— p. 856 (§92.238b).  T. analyzes ßlm in both parts of the "double formula of well-being'
(see above, remarks to p. 197 [§33.322.42a], etc., to p. 246 [§45.23a], and to pp. 737-38
[§81.11a-d], etc.) as nominal.  He cites as his example of the first hlny ≤mny kll ßlm, ""Siehe,
bei mir (herrscht) in vollkommener Weise Wohlbefindung,'' but the fact that the adverb
m•d(m), "very', can be inserted between kll and ßlm (RS 8.315:11-12 [KTU 2.11], RS
18.038:3-4 [KTU 2.39], RS 20.199:12-13 [KTU 2.68]) and the fact that kll can follow ßlm
rule out the analysis of ßlm as a noun:  (1) kll ßlm cannot be a construct chain ("there is
entirety of well-being') when an adverb intervenes or when kll follows ßlm; (2) kll is not, at
least when an adverb appears between kll and ßlm, used adverbially with the noun ßlm (the
use of a double adverbial expression, "there is entirely very much well-being', is unlikely);
(3) it is implausible that kll is a noun when it precedes ßlm but an adjective when it follows
that word.  These variations of the formula show that ßlm is best taken as a verb, e.g., "all is
very well' (/kal≠lu ma≥da ßalima/) and "all is well' (/kal≠lu ßalima/ and /ßalima kal≠lu/).  On
the other hand, the Akkadian formula corresponding to the second element of this double
formula regularly contains a noun (ßulmªnu) and one does not find similar syntactic features
in the corresponding Ugaritic formula as those we have just discussed.  These differences
lead to the conclusion that ßlm in the second part of the double formula of well-being, e.g.,
®mny ≤m °my mnm ßlm w rgm ®®b ly, "There with my mother, whatever well-being (there may

1391E.g., Wyatt, UF 27 (1995) 562 n. 6; idem, Religious Texts (1998) 100; Pardee, Context I (1997) 259;
Smith apud Parker, ed., Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (1997) 128 with n. 120 (p. 171).
1392Pardee, AfO 31 (1984) 216; idem, Context III (2002) 106.
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be), send word (of that) back to me' (RS 11.872:11-13 [KTU 2.13]), was nominal in
Ugaritic.1393

— pp. 861-69 (§93.3).  Readers unacquainted with modern German scholarship on verbal
valence, viz., whether a verb takes zero, one, or two complements, must be aware that T.
uses the concept to describe only surface phenomena:  a G-stem intransitive verb, a G-stem
transitive verb with unexpressed direct object, and a D-stem factitive verb with unexpressed
direct object are all univalent; a fi-stem causative verb with only one expressed direct object
is bivalent.  This approach has its uses but the concentration on surface phenomena
sometimes leads to passing over important underlying phenomena (see following remark
and remark to p. 864 [§93.33c]).
— p. 863 (§93.33a).  Though at one level one cannot fault T. for considering suffixal
complements to transitive verbs that function as direct or indirect objects as examples of
"trivalent' verbs (identified as transitive verbs that take two nominal or pronominal
complements neither of which is introduced by a preposition), for he is describing a single
surface phenomenon, there are reasons why it might nevertheless have been worth his time
to separate out the two grammatically distinct entities.  First, the oldest attested Semitic
language, Akkadian, had a set of dative pronominal suffixes distinct from the accusative set;
for someone who bases so much of his analysis of Ugaritic on comparative phenomena, T.
might have taken the examples of the indirect object expressed by a pronominal suffix (e.g.,
±tnk, "I will give to you') as a relic of an earlier stage of the language, especially since the
certain attestations of this syntagm are found only in poetry.  Second, on a purely statistical
level, such structures are extremely rare, for indirect objects are normally expressed by
prepositional phrases; the rarity of the phenomenon is basis enough for treating it separately.
Finally, since in his introduction to this section he speaks of these two categories, he
certainly should have presented separately all examples of nominal accusative complements
that express an adverbial notion rather than a direct object complement.1394  Once again,
one cannot quarrel with the listing in one place of all accusative complements, but that is not
how he introduces the paragraph and, in any case, it is not reprehensible on the part of a

1393On these various questions regarding the analysis of the elements of this epistolary formula, see Pardee,
Fronzaroli (2003) 446-75; specifically on the ßlm-formulae, see pp. 452-54.  T. holds that the corresponding
Akkadian formula, with nouns in both parts, shows that ßlm in both parts of the corresponding Ugaritic
formula was nominal, but he does not attempt to explain why different nouns were used in Akkadian, ßulmu
in the first part, ßulmªnu in the second.  This distinction may be explained by taking the use of two nominal
formations as an attempt to reflect different Ugaritic forms, verbal then nominal. That is, the scribes would
have remarked the use of ßalima in the first part of the formula, ßalªmu or ßulmu in the second, and
reflected that difference by using different nouns, the first most commonly accompanied by the particle l¨
which emphasizes the predication.  The use of a verb in formulae which ressemble the Ugaritic phrases in
question is clearly visible in the Amarna letters and hence may reflect Canaanite usage (see Pardee and
Whiting, BSOAS 50 [1987] 7) and is attested in epistolary usage in Old Babylonian as well (ibid., p. 20-
22).
1394In his remarks to various examples, he sometimes refers to ""freie Adverbiale Angabe,'' with which I
agree fully, but also to the locative case, for which he has made a greater place than is to be found in any
previous grammar (on my hesitancy regarding such broad acceptance of this grammatical category, see
above, remark to pp. 326-35 [§54.4]).
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grammarian to describe sub-categories of a single overtly marked grammatical category—T.
does it frequently in this grammar (and I have sometimes criticized him for ascribing
different ""functions'' to these sub-categories).  Because there are usually clear grounds for
distinguishing the two (see further below, remark to p. 864 [§93.33c]), it would have made
the structure of the language in this respect much clearer to his readers to have presented the
data separately.
— p. 861 (§93.33a).  I find it remarkable that a grammarian as alive to enclitic -m as T.
would base his analysis of HLM, "to strike', as taking a double accusative in RS 3.367 iv 14'-
15', 16'-17' (KTU 1.2) on the form ydm (parallel to ≤nm in lines 22' and 25').  It appears
equally plausible to see in each colon a single accusative phrase, i.e., ydm and ≤nm would be
in the construct state with enclitic -m (quoted is the first verse of each poetic section) :

hlm ktp zbl ym      /hulum katipa zab¨li yammi/    Strike the shoulder of Prince Sea,
bn ydm [®p]† nhr      /bêna yadêma ®ªpi†i nahari/    twixt the hands of Ruler River.
…
hlm qdqd zbl ym     /hulum qudquda zab¨li yammi/    Strike the pate of Prince Sea,
bn ≤nm ®p† nhr     /bêna ≤ênêma ®ªpi†i nahari/    twixt the eyes of Ruler River.1395

One could further argue that, even if the construction was a double accusative, the body part
was an "accusative of respect', not a direct object (T. is in this paragraph treating the latter
topic):  "Strike Prince Sea on the shoulder, Ruler River between the hands'.1396  The analysis
of the structure as containing two accusatives—of either type—would be more plausible if
the word designating a body part did not each time precede the name of the deity being
struck.
— p. 863 (§93.33b).  There is nothing at all ""offenbar'' about T.'s analysis of yqr db“ •lm (RS
3.322+ iv 22-23 [KTU 1.19]) as a double-accusative construction, "he causes the sacrifice to
reach the gods'.  Attributions may be expressed genitivally in all the old Northwest-Semitic
languages, and such may be the form of this phrase:  "He brings the sacrifice(s) of the
gods'.1397

— p. 864 (§93.33c).  Though causative-stem verbal forms certainly provide the primary
examples of true double accusatives (i.e., X causes Y to perform Z-act on M-entity), one of
the accusatives in some of T.'s examples consists of an adverbial rather than a direct object.
The primary criterion by which to determine the distinction is the morpho-semantic type of
the G-stem, viz., whether it takes a direct-object complement or adverbial complements
(adverb, prepositional phrase, or adverbial accusative):  in the former case, both
complements of the fi-stem may be expected to be direct objects whereas, in the second, one
will be an adverbial accusative.  Examples:  LBfi is probably stative (cf. /lªb´ß/ in Biblical
Hebrew) and ßlbß does not, therefore, mean "to cause someone to wear a garment', but "to
clothe someone in/with a garment'; ≤RB, "to enter', is a verb of movement and a complement

1395Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004) II 10-12.
1396This analysis appears required for RS 3.340 iv 22' (KTU 1.18) hlmn ®nm qdqd, "Strike him twice on the
pate', where the parallel to qdqd is ≤l °dn, a prepositional phrase ("above the ear').
1397Pardee, Context I (1997) 354.
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stating where the entering takes place is doubtlessly adverbial rather than expressing a
second direct object.  (For the case of HLK, see remark above to p. 589 [§74.622.3], etc.; for
that of QRB in the D-stem, see remark above to p. 551 [§74.412.26], etc.)  Though the
marking of these two categories may be identical, viz., the accusative case, the morpho-
semantics of the basic form and the fact that the adverbial accusative is interchangeable with
another form of expressing the adverbial notion require distinct grammatical descriptions of
complementation of the derived form as well.  The upshot of this discussion and those to
which cross-references are provided above is that, of T.'s seven examples of the
double-accusative construction, three may be explicitly classified as expressing one direct
object and one adverbial accusative (fiHLK, "to cause X to go to Y', fiLBfi, "to cause X to be
clothed in/with Y', and fi≤RB, "to cause X enter into Y'), two are clear examples of the
double accusative in the traditional sense of the term and both direct objects are in each case
expressed in the text (fiSPR, "to cause X to count Y',1398 and fiPQ, "to cause X to obtain
Y'1399), and one is theoretically likely, but uncertain because of the state of the text (fiS≤, "to
cause X to pay Y'—see remark above to p. 598 [§74.624]).  I would have to judge that the
final example belongs to the first category on the basis of the comparative evidence, but
these data are not all that clear and the Ugaritic data are insufficient (I refer to fiSKN, which
may mean "to care for X with Y'—see remark above to p. 595 [§74.623], etc.).
— p. 864 (§93.342).  In citing the verb-preposition idiom YTN ≤m, "to give to', as appearing
in RS 2.[004] vi 18' (KTU 1.17) and only there, T. notes neither that the reading of the
preposition is indicated as uncertain in KTU/CAT nor that Herdner tentatively read a word-
divider where the authors of KTU/CAT read {≤} and reconstructed a {l} thereafter.
Herdner's eye and instincts were correct, for the reading does indeed appear to be {¯. l˘}:
though both signs are damaged, the preserved traces of writing correspond much better to
these signs than to {≤m}.  Thus the only case of YTN ≤m in the sense of "to give to'1400

disappears.
— p. 865 (§93.343b).  Though the problem is less acute in Ugaritic than in Biblical Hebrew,
T. might have addressed explicitly the cases of verbs that take both an accusatival
complement and a prepositional complement, with little apparent difference in meaning, e.g.,
BH˚R + ≥et or b@ in Biblical Hebrew, both translatable as "X chooses Y'.  The Ugaritic
example that incites this remark is ≥‡D b, "to seize', concerning which T. notes ""≥”d wird
sonst transitiv konstruiert.''  This case is fairly easily explained because one also finds the
construction ≥‡D + acc. + b, which means "X seizes Y by his/her Z'.  The idiom with ≥‡D +
b is attested only with b preceding a word that denotes a part of the body, and one may

1398±ßsprk ≤m b≤l ßnt (RS 2.[004] vi 28'-29' [KTU 1.17]), "I will cause you to count years with Ba≤lu'.
1399ßpq •lm krm yn (RS 2.[008]+ vi 47, with more examples in the following passage [KTU 1.4]), "he
provides the gods with rams, with wine', lit. "he causes the gods to obtain rams, wine' (on the interpretation
of the passage as a whole, see remark above to p. 298 [§53.331.2], etc.).
1400For that verb-preposition combination with the direct objet pnm, "face', in the idiom meaning "to head off
in the direction of X', see Pardee, UF 7 (1975) 352.
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conclude that the expression is elliptical for "X seizes (Y by his/her) Z'.1401  If T. accepts this
explanation, he might have made that clear; if not, he should have given his reasons.
— pp. 866-68 (§93.351).  In this section are listed verbs that are used with Ø complement,
an accusative complement, and/or a prepositional complement.  I cannot say why so much
space was devoted to this topic, for just about any transitive verb in any language that I
know can be used "absolutely', i.e., without a stated object, or with a direct-object
complement, or with a prepositional phrase expressing an indirect or a quasi-indirect object.
E.g., BRK, "to pronounce a blessing', "to bless someone', "to bless someone to a deity'; DBH˚,
"to sacrifice', "to sacrifice a beast', "to sacrifice a beast to a divinity', etc.  What this section
does, then, is provide many details on such distributions of complementation to transitive
verbs in Ugaritic.
— p. 867 (§93.352).  Because it is a standard rule for understanding prose as well as poetry
in Biblical Hebrew that a pronominal direct object may be omitted if the meaning of the
phrase is clear from context, one may doubt that such omissions in Ugaritic were a feature
primarily of poetry and owing to ellipsis in parallel verse-segments.  T. himself cites a case
from prose (RS 34.124:31 [CAT 2.72]), and one might expect more prose attestations if
there existed a corpus of narrative prose similar in size to that of narrative poetry.  The
relatively high number of cases in RS 2.002 (KTU 1.23) lead one to speculate, moreover,
that this omission was a stylistic feature that would vary in frequency from one poet/narrator
to another.
— pp. 874-76 (§§93.423-.424).  In these two sections, T. identifies with more or less
hesitation some epistolary formulae as translations from Akkadian because they show verb-
final word order (e.g., •lm l ßlm t÷rkm, "may the gods guard you for well-being' [RS
92.2005:7-8 [RSO XIV 49])1402 or l p≤n X qlt, "at the feet of X I fall').  Because there is
very little evidence for direct Akkadian influence on the formation of the Ugaritic epistolary
formulae, however, and because variations on the prostration formula are well attested in
Ugaritic poetry, one must doubt any direct influence from Akkadian in these cases.  Inner-
Ugaritic topicalization of the word judged to be most important in the sentence is a sufficient
basis to explain these highly stilted formulae.  Interestingly enough, T. does not identify the
much commoner simple formula •lm t÷rk, "may the gods guard you', as a translation from
Akkadian (p. 872 [§93.422.1]), a lack of identification with which I fully agree.  But one
must ask whether it is legitimate to identify the addition of l ßlm as calqued on the Akkadian
("calque' must, in any case, be considered a better term than "translation') simply because it is
frequent in Akkadian but attested only this once in Ugaritic.1403  Is the letter of a son writing
home to his mother and father the most likely place to find an erudite imitation of Akkadian
usage?  Finally and most importantly, because the epistolary formulae in Levantine
Akkadian tend to differ from Mesopotamian usage, a case could be made for the claim that
the Akkadian used in these areas imitated local usage rather than vice versa — though the

1401Pardee, ibid., pp. 376-77.
1402On this interpretation, see remark above to p. 758 (§82.12).
1403Cf. Bordreuil and Pardee, RSO XIV (2002) 373.
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exact origin of each formula is debatable (cf., for example, remark above to p. 727
[§77.35]).
— p. 885 (§95.12).  Discussing the personal name •l≤nt, "my god is ≤Anatu', under the
category of ""Genusinkongruenz'' must be considered a misunderstanding of the name, which
does not mean "my goddess is ≤Anatu', but "my god is ≤Anatu', i.e., since the masculine form
is the less marked of the genders, it is the one used to express divinity in general.  Naming
one's child •lt≤nt, "my goddess is ≤Anatu', would leave open the question "who, then, is your
god?' whereas •l≤nt precludes such a question.
— p. 887 (§95.231).  Neither of T.'s two examples of a singular verb with a dual subject
proves the point:  y≤n in the phrase y≤n gpn w °gr (RS 2.[022]+ i 11 [KTU 1.5]) may in fact
be dual (see remark above to p. 438 [§73.223.41.2], etc.) and the reading of the word y≤n in
RS 2.[014]+ iv 5 (KTU 1.3) is probably incorrect (see other remark above to p. 438
[§73.223.41.2], etc.).  With regard to the first text, it may furthermore be remarked that
double divine names sometimes take singular modifiers, sometimes plural modifiers.1404  Is
sufficient complementation of gpn w °gr attested to allow certainty that this name is always
treated as a dual?  In §95.233 (p. 888), T. considers singular agreement to be normal with
double divine names.  But one must ask why, if Kôtharu-wa-‡as≠su take(s) both forms of
agreement, would Gapnu-wa-≥Ugªru not qualify for the same status?
— p. 887 (§95.232).  All of T.'s examples of a singular verb with multiple subjects, some of
which may be morphologically plural, are taken from the hippiatric texts, where he analyzes
all the verbs as passive in voice.  As we have seen above (remark to p. 511 [§74.222.2],
etc.), all these forms may be active, 3d person, singular or plural, with as objects the nouns
that T. takes as subjects.  Though T. cites an example of absence of number agreement in an
Amarna text, it is difficult to admit the existence of the feature in Ugaritic on the basis of
such weak evidence.
— p. 889 (§95.44).  T. claims that the use of the singular in speaking of several persons
each of whom has a single body part (the example is "head') is only sporadically attested and
constitutes logical number disagreement (lit. "the plowmen lift their head').  Neither here nor
above, p. 289 (§53.14), a similar though less theoretically oriented section, is the similar
behavior of the dual mentioned.  One must object to both facets of the formulation.  Though
the examples are too few to be certain of the distribution in Ugaritic, it is the rule, rather than
the exception, for the singular, and even more so the dual, to be so used in Biblical Hebrew:
the plural of "hands' is not used when the reference is to the hands of a group of living
individuals.  Including the dual in the formulation also shows quite clearly that this form of
agreement is in no way illogical.  To the contrary, it is just as logical as T.'s preferred logic:
since each person of the group has only one head and two hands, it would be illogical to add
them all up as though they were discrete entities and express them higgledy-piggledy as
plurals.  (Note that in Hebrew body parts are expressed as plurals when they are separated
from the body and become discrete entities:  II Kings 2:6-7).  It is a common feature of the
old Northwest-Semitic languages, as well as of many modern languages, to use
singular/dual formulation of distributives, though the reality of the plurality can also be

1404Pardee, Context I (1997) 244 n. 19.
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expressed.  In English we regularly express the plurality ("they put their hats on their heads')
whereas in French the singular distributive form is common ("ils mirent leur chapeau sur la
tête', "mettez vos mains dans la poche') though the real plurality may also be expressed, but
usually not in the case of a single body part ("ils mirent leurs chapeaux sur la tête').
— p. 895 (§96.28).  It is highly unlikely that the two entries beginning with k in RS
19.015:10-11 (KTU 1.91) are to be associated under a single cultic heading as T.'s
classification as an example of ""Asyndese von Nebensätzen'' assumes, for the first (k t≤rb
≤®trt ßd bt mlk) is attested as a discrete entity in RS 24.643:18-22 (KTU 1.148).  It is
moreover possible, though less clear, that the second entry (k t≤rbn rßpm bt mlk) corresponds
more or less directly to another rite which would be only partially preserved on the second of
two tablets (RS 24.250+ [KTU 1.106]).1405

— p. 896 (§96.311).  Quite remarkably T. compares the ""Koppelung'' of two finite verbal
forms, where the first has the translation value of an adverb, e.g., H̊Wfi, "to do something
quickly', with Akkadian but not with Biblical Hebrew, for Hebrew has a whole series of
these verbs.  They were classified by Lambdin as ""hendiadys,'' were appropriately grouped,
and their different morpho-syntactic structures clearly laid out.1406  T. might have given heed
especially to this latter facet of their usage because he describes the phenomenon uniquely
in terms of parataxis, e.g., “ß bhtm tbnn, "quickly build a palace'.  One finds this structure in
Hebrew, but others as well, with no apparent fundamental difference in meeting, viz., (1)
parataxis of precisely identical forms (e.g., hºw≥´l qa“, "please take', II Kings 5:23, two
imperatives); (2) identical forms joined by w (e.g., hºw≥´l ¨bªr´k, "please bless', II Sam.
7:29, two imperatives joined by w); (3) the verb in question followed by a "wªw-consecutive'
structure (e.g., w@l¨w hºw≥aln¨w wann´ßeb, "if only we had been content to stay', Josh. 7:7);
(4) the verb in question followed by l and an infinitive construct (e.g., hºw≥alt≠y l@dabb´r, "I
have dared speak', Gen. 18:28).  It is the similarity of meaning across these different
syntactic structures that is of interest in terms of T.'s classification of the Ugaritic forms, for it
makes clear that the function of this class of verbs is not to be linked with any single syntax.
This may be taken as at least an indication that a heading broader than "parataxis' might have
been found for the Ugaritic phenomenon.  At the very least, an explicit comparison with the
Hebrew usage would have been in order.
— p. 896 (§96.312).  This paragraph provides an example of T.'s maximalist approach:  the
correlation of the D-stem of fiLM and NR, "to keep well' and "to guard', in the epistolary
blessing formulae is hesitantly placed under the following classification:  ""Zwei Verben
bilden bedeutungsmäßig eine Einheit ("Hendiadyoin').''  T. himself brings forward one
argument against that classification, viz., that the two-verb sequence may be expanded to
three (he cites the case of ≤ZZ D-stem, "to strengthen'; in addition to expansion by this verb,
Bordreuil and I have proposed that √TMM D-stem, "to keep in perfect condition' was so used
in RS 92.2005:28 [RSO XIV 49]1407).  Two other arguments go unmentioned here, though

1405On these matters, see idem, Les textes rituels (2000) 491, 505-7; idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 215.
1406Introduction to Biblical Hebrew (1972) 238-40 (§173).
1407RSO XIV (2001) 374.
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T. is in each case well aware of the phenomena:  the order of the two verbs is not fixed
(fiLM – NR and NR – fiLM are both well attested) and an element may be inserted
between them, namely l ßlm, "for well-being'.1408  It is hardly  plausible that an epistolary
formula that shows so much variety is properly described as expressing a semantic ""Einheit.''
—pp. 904-5 (§97.4).  None of T.'s examples of subordinate clauses with a modal function is
convincing and the section should be eliminated.  §97.41 deals with ""Komparativsätze,'' for
which, in spite of the plural in the title, a single example in two tokens is proposed (RS
2.[009]+ ii 6-9, 28-30 [KTU 1.6]); but T. himself considers the analysis as a subordinate
nominal clause unlikely (see remark above to p. 762 [§82.13], etc.).  §97.42 is devoted to
""Andere Modalsätze,'' but neither of the analyses proposed here proves the existence of the
grammatical category:  §a deals with a formula that appears frequently in letters of which the
protasis is not a modal expression (T.'s interpretation is criticized in detail in the following
remark); §b deals with a single phrase in a broken context of a letter (RS 1.026+ [KTU 2.7)
that may be an independent interrogative sentence rather than a modal subordinate clause
(see above, remark to pp. 716-17 [§76.535a-c], esp. note 1271).
— p. 904 (§97.42).  I agree fully with T. that mnm ßlm in the epistolary formula that runs
mnm ßlm ≤m X rgm T˙T˙B ≤my, "whatever well-being there may be with X, (may X) send
back word (of that) to me', does not constitute an independent sentence, as some have held,
but a subordinate clause (see remark above to p. 244 [§45.122b], etc.).  I cannot see,
however, that it has any modal value.  T.'s expanded translation is ""Hinsichtlich (der Art und
Weise bzw. des Ausmaßes) des Wohlbefindens schicke eine Nachricht zurück.''  I would not
wish to deny that the writer wishes to know "how' the addressee is, but, at the surface level,
he is simply asking that the addressee return word of his/her well-being.  This is indicated by
two important variations on the formula: (1) when the writer asks for return of news
regarding a specific situation, in the sentence mnm rgm d tßm≤ ®mt w ßt b spr ≤my, "Whatever
word you hear there, put (it) in a letter to me' (RS 4.475:16-19 [KTU 2.10]), rgm in the
casus pendens is the implied direct object of ßt in the main clause; (2) in the expanded form
of the the return-of news-formula found in RS 92.2010:12-20 (RSO XIV 50), the noun rgm
is omitted from the main clause and it is the quadruple ßlm that is the direct object of the
verb:  b≤ly  ßlm¯h˘ w ßlm nkly w ßlm bth w ßlm ßm≤ rgmk n≤m ±t ®®b ≤m ≤bdk, "As for my lord,
his well-being and that of Nikkalaya and the well-being of his household and the well-being
of those who listen to your good word may you return to your servant  (i.e., please return
word of that well-being)'1409.  These variants show that T.'s analysis of the casus pendens in
the standard formula as having an adverbial function ("as regards your well-being') is correct
because the verb of the main clause has another explicit direct object, rgm; but they also
make it dubious that the use of mnm in the casus pendens constitutes an expression of
modality.  In Ugaritic, one did not ask "how' someone was, one asked for his "well-being' or

1408On this element, see above, remark to p. 758 (§82.12).
1409See the French rendition in the editio princeps (RSO XIV 50) and my English translation of the full text
in Context III (2002) 112-13; see also Bordreuil and Pardee, Manuel (2004), text 30 in the Choix de textes.
On the casus pendens structure of this passage and the shift from 3d to 2d person (the latter a common
feature of letters), see T., p. 883 (§94.21), p. 890 (§95.43).
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for a report thereon.  All that mnm adds to the request is an expression of completeness:
"report to me whatever forms of well-being characterize your life.'1410  I am dubious that this
constitutes a grammatical expression of modality.  To have categorized the Ugaritic
return-of-news formula as explicitly modal, T. appears to have permitted himself to be
influenced by the psychology reflected in our modern expressions, which consist of a neutral
statement that allows explicitly for a positive or a negative response ("Wie gehts?', "Comment
ça va?', "How are you?'), and to have infused mnm with the same degree of neutrality rather
than taking the positively marked ßlm at face value.
— p. 906 (§97.71a).  With a question mark, T. interprets ±®”lm ®°®k t•zr pnm in RS 24.261:9
(KTU 1.116) as consisting of a main clause and an asyndetic circumstantial clause:  ""ein
±®”lm-Opfer für fiaußka, wobei das Gesicht zu verhüllen(?) ist.''  But he has failed to notice
that, in this bilingual text, the attribution of sacrifices to a divinity is expressed explicitly by
the Hurrian dative morpheme attached to the divine name.  Above, in line 3, the attribution
of the ±®”lm-sacrifice to Ṫa≥u®ka, is so expressed, ±®”lm ®°®kd.  Below, in lines 10-11, there is
a mixed Ugaritic-Hurrian sentence similar to the one in lines 8-9 and there the divine name
bears the dative morpheme.1411  The absence of -d on ®°®k in line 9 means that the
±®”lm-sacrifice is not explicitly ascribed to her there1412 and that the divine name functions
as the subject of the following verb.1413

Typographical errors:
— p. 60, §21.354.1a, ""sonstige Fälle,'' line 6:  ""1.17:V:20'' should be "1.17:V:19'.
— p. 69, §21.412g, line 5: ""≤bd.pdr 4.269:7'' appears twice.
— p. 125, §32.146.313 ÷r:  ""4.17'' should be "4.27'.1414

— p. 139, §33.112.36Anm., line 4:  the last sign of the PN ""agt®b'' according to CAT 4.320:3
is p.

1410The limitation of the question to well-being is also characteristic of the later West-Semitic languages:
though fi≥L (+ l) +  ßlm-X is the equivalent of our "asking how someone is', on the surface level it consists
of "asking (regarding) the well-being of someone'.  The first explicit expression of uncertainty regarding the
quality of the addressee's well-being of which I am aware in inscriptions is in the Phoenician letter KAI 50
where, in line 2, w ßlm ≥t must in context be taken as a question and mean "Are you in a state of well-
being?' (cf. Pardee, et al., Handbook [1982] 167).  In the Hebrew Bible, the inquiry after someone's health
may also be expressed interrogatively:  ha˜ßªlºm ≥at, "Are you in a state of well-being?'
1411Ll. 8-9:  w l b btm ±®”lm ®°®k t•zr pnm, "And in the house/temple, sacrifice; as for T˙a≥u®ka, you are to
veil her face'; ll. 10-11:  w b bt ±®”lm •n®t ®ln®tm, "And in the house/temple, sacrifice for the gods T˙alanni'.
1412See Laroche, Ugaritica V (1968) 500, 502, for the hurritological viewpoint.
1413Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 658 (with previous bibliography); idem, Ritual and Cult (2002) 95; I
did not deal with these lines in my brief study of the bilingual ritual texts in Bilinguisme (1996) 63-80.
1414""Should be'' in this and following entries represents the correct notation according to T.'s conventions
which are not necessarily mine; what is found in his text is enclosed in double quotation marks, the
correction in single quotation marks.
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— The line numbers indicated for the "polyglot vocabulary' RS 20.123+ often differ from
those of the editio princeps (Nougayrol, Ugaritica V, text 137. pp. 240ff.);1415 the first
example I noted was on p. 144, §33.115.42, last line:  ""II:6' '' is found in col. II, line 12', in the
editio princeps.1416

— p. 171, §33.213.1a, line 4:  the entry said to appear in ""II:4' '' is found in line 10'.
— p. 171, §33.213.1a, line 7; p. 301, §53.34, line 10:  the entry said to appear in 
""I:3' '' is found in line 20".
— p. 188, §33.311.1a, line 3: the entry said to appear in ""III:7' '' is found in line 32".
— p. 188, §33.311.2a, line 2: the entry said to appear in ""I:3' '' is found in line 9'.
— p. 251, §51.41a, lines 10-11; p. 278, §52.11, line 4:  the entry said to appear in 
""IVb:18'' is found in line 17; because the lemma for each entry is ""ba-a-lu(-ma), 
examples should have been cited for the writing with {-ma}, e.g., col. II, lines 
30' and 33' of this text.
 — p. 251, §51.41a, line 18:  the entry said to appear in ""II:30' '' is found in line 26'.
— p. 252, §51.41a, line 2:  the entry said to appear in ""IVb:15'' is found in line 14.
— p. 252, §51.41a, line 9; p. 303, §54.111, line 2:  the entry said to appear in 
""II:13' '' is found in line 19'.
— p. 252, §51.41a, line 31:  the entry said to appear in ""I:3' '' is found in line 9'.
— p. 254, §51.41c, line 8:  the entry said to appear in ""I:5' '' is found in line 11'.
— p. 254, §51.41c, line 14; p. 303, §54.111, line 4:  the entry said to appear in 
""III:4' '' is found in line 29''.
— p. 254, §51.41c, line 17:  the entry said to appear in ""I:4' '' is found in line 10'.
— p. 257, §51.41g, line 2:  the entry said to appear in ""II:4' '' is found in line 10'.
— p. 266, §51.45e, line 5:  the entry said to appear in ""II:15' '' is found in line 21'.
— p. 266, §51.45e, last line:  the entry said to appear in ""III:7' '' is found in line 32'.
— p. 303, §54.111, line 7:  the entry said to appear in ""II:6' '' is found in line 12'.

— p. 149, §33.115.9Anm., last line: the cross-reference to ""§74.232.2a'' should be
"§74.232.21' (see p. 521).
— p. 158, §33.141.42, line 5:  ditto.
— p. 171, §33.212c, last line:  in CAT 2.31, •b≤r is found in line 55, not ""54.''
— p. 172, §33.212.2, line 5:  ""1.23:2'' should be "1.23:6'.
— p. 175, §33.215.21b u†b, line 2:  ""4.337:1'' should be "4.337:11'.
— p. 188, §33.311.2aAnm., line 1: ""RS 20.196'' should be "RS 20.196A'.
— p. 195. §33.322.1b, line 6:  ""1.16:I'' should be "1.16:VI'.
— p. 197, §33.322.42c, line 11:  insert double quotation marks after Birt.

1415The differences cannot reflect another edition of the text, for T.'s numbers sometimes coincide with those
of the editio princeps and he sometimes cites the same reference for different entries (see below  ""I:3' '' on
pp. 171 and 252).
1416The great number of discrepancies would lead one to believe that T. is using an edition other than the
editio princeps, but I know neither of such an edition nor why the numbering of the lines would vary so
significantly and in an unpredictable way from the editor's.
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— p. 198, §33.323.1b, line 2; p. 258, §51.42a, line 10:  the word pn is not attested in CAT
1.1:II:14.
— p. 200, §33.323.4b, line 6: the syllabic entry †a-bu should be moved up to §a.
— p. 202, §33.421, line 5: ""§33.151.1'' should be "§33.151' (see p. 162).
— p. 210, §41.112.7, line 5: ""2.31:65'' should be "2.31:63'.
— p. 215, §41.221.11a, last line:  ""2.71:12'' should be "2.75:12'.
— p. 216, §41.221.12b, line 1: ""§54.133c'' should be "§54.133.2c'.
— p. 225, §41.222.2b, last line:  ""3.9:8-7'' should be "3.9:6-7'.
— p. 255, §51.41c, line 6:  ""4.15'' should be "4.14'.
— p. 255, §51.41e, line 8:  it is strange to cite “mr as appearing in ""4.14:18&'' when the word
is also found in lines 6 and 12 of the same text.
— p. 256, §51.41e, line 6:  no gloss is provided for ßb≤.
— p. 257, §51.42a, line 10:  ""4.272:1'' should be "4.272:2'.
— p. 265, line 11:  the second ""51.44m'' should be "51.42n'.
— p. 268, §51.45k, line 1:  ""/mappu“/'' should be "/mappu”/'.
— p. 271, §51.46a, line 9:  ""9.432:17'' should be "RS 92.2016:18' (elsewhere, this text is
always cited by its RS-number rather than by the meaningless CAT number—meaningless
because §9 was added in CAT to provide a place to list tablets of which the existence was
known to the editors but not the text itself).
— p. 275, §51.5a, line 20:  ""Planzenspezies'' should be "Pflanzenspezies'.
— pp. 301-2, §53.36:  this section has paragraphs ""b'' through ""f,'' but no section "a'.
— p. 347, §62.152a, line 4:  ""1.14:I:29'' should be "1.14:I:30'.
— p. 349, §62.182bAnm, line 9:  the tablet RS 3.343+ (KTU 1.15) is referred to as a
""Stein.''.
— p. 349, §62.192, line 3:  ""§63.18'' should be "§63.19'.
— p. 379, §65.147c, line 8:  ""2.40:5-9'' should be "2.40:5-8'.
— p. 410, §69.223.12b, line 7; p. 417, §69.313.11, line 5:  it is strange to cite ®® dd ß≤rm as
appearing in ""4.14:7'' when the phrase is already found in line 1 of the same text.
— p. 413, §69.241, line 6:  ""4.132:2'' should be "4.132:3'.
— p. 420, §69.53, line 3:  ""ksmk'' should be "kmsk'.
— p. 420, §69.53, line 3:  ""4.707:29'' should be "4.707:23'.
— p. 446, §73.233.9, line 7:  insert "nicht' after ""auf daß ihr.''
— p. 464, §73.331.1, line 20:  it is strange to cite ""qra'' as appearing in ""1.161:5.6.7.11.12''
when the first appearance of the form is in line 4.
— p. 467, §73.332.4, line 13:  insert "5.11:5' as the text reference for the cited form.
— p. 468, §73.333.1Anm., line 5:  contains a cross-reference to this very section.
— p. 475, §73.426, line 9:  ""1.124.15f'' should be "1.124:14f'.
— p. 478, §73.431c, line 10:  ""Pfüger'' should be "Pflüger'.
— p. 516, §74.223.2 √m”¬, line 2:  ""1.19:IV:52f'' should be "1.19:III:52f'.
— p. 524, §74.232.21 √rq¬, line 3:  ""1.3:IV:23f'' should be "1.2:IV:23f'.
— p. 526, §74.232.21 √®mn, line 6 contains a cross-reference to this very section (it should
apparently have been to §74.432).
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— pp. 537-38, §74.333 √m¬”, line 1, √ng“, line 1, and √n®k, line 1:  the 3 m.du. ending is
each time indicated as /-¨na/.
— p. 547, §74.412.21, four lines from bottom of page:  ""4.442:2'' should be "4.422:2'.
— p. 547, §74.412.21Anm., lines 1-2:  several words are in Italic script that should be in
Roman.
— p. 553, §74.412.27 √kbd, line 7:  ""1.17:VI:30'' should be "1.17:V:30'.
— p. 554, §74.412.27 √¬ly, line 3:  ""1.19:I:38f'' should be "1.19:I:38-40'.
— p. 561, §74.414.3 √÷ÿy, line 1:  ""*©aÿiytumâ'' should be "*©aÿÿiytumâ'.
— p. 580, §74.512 √rym, line 1:  according to T. reconstruction of the form in line 2 of this
paragraph, the vocalization should be "râmim', not ""rªmim.''
— p. 582, §74.515.1, line 5:  ""1.12:II:8'' should be "1.12:II:9'.
— p. 596, §74.624, line 9:  ""D-PK'' should be "D-SK'.
— p. 600, §74.626.1, line 3:  ""Ptz.'' should be "Inf.'.
— p. 600, §74.626.1, line 5:  the Hiphil infinitive absolute in Hebrew is /haqt´l/, not ""haqtîl.''
— p. 606, §74.642 √“wy, line 5:  ""/yVßta“wiyu/'' should be "/tVßta“wiyu/'.
— p. 611, §75.212.11 √≥py:  ""3.f.s.'' should be "3.m.s' and ""1.14:II:3'' should be "1.14:II:30'.
— p. 613, §75.212.14 √≥wd:  ""2.16:19'' should be "2.26:19'.
— p. 616, §75.222, line 22:  ""Z. 4'' should be "Z. 3'.
— p. 617, §75.223 √d≥w, line 4:  ""du'' is said to appear in 1.19:III:14 though it was just stated
in lines 2-3 of this paragraph that the proper reading there is ""tdu.''
— p. 617, §75.224, lines 6, 7, and 13:  the repetition of ""2.36+''  (twice) and ""2.4'' should be
removed.
— p. 621, §75.232, line 3:  ""[≥]l t¬i'' should be "[a]l t¬i'.
— p. 621, §75.232 √mÿ≥, line 2:  ""1.12:II:37'' should be "1.12:I:37'.
— p. 621, §75.232 √ml≥, line 2:  ""3.f.sg.'' should be "3.m.sg.'
— p. 622, §75.235b √”t≥:  the cross-reference to ""§73.422.3'' should be "§73.426'.
— p. 624, §75.32 √hdy, line 2:  ""/yuhaddiyu/'' should be "/tuhaddiyu/'.
— p. 633, §75.512 √wd≤, line 1:  ""TV /i/'' should be "TV /a/'.
— p. 635, §75.512 √ytn, line 2:  the form ytn does not occur in ""1.1:II:14.''
— p. 635, §75.512 √ytn, line 7:  the form ttn is entirely reconstructed in 1.18:IV:5.
— p. 635, §75.513 √wd≤, line 3:  ""/da≤/'' should be  "/da≤≠'.
— p. 639, §75.517 √wld, lines 1-3:  the entire paragraph is repeated.
— p. 640, §75.518Anm., line 2:  ""§51.45j'' should be "§51.45w'.
— p. 643, §75.522 √bw≥, line 3:  ""*tabû≥'' should be "*yabû≥'.
— p. 643, §75.522 √bw≥, lines 7-8:  ""1.15:IV:21'' is repeated.
— p. 643, §75.522 √bw≥, line 9:  ""/taba≥â/'' should be "/tabû≥â/'.
— p. 646, §75.522 √ßyt, line 8:  the form tßt is entirely reconstructed in 1.101:16.
— p. 648, §75.524 √nwr, line 2:  ""3.m.sg.'' should be "3.m.pl.'.
— p. 649, §75.527a √dwk, line 2:  ""1.85:2'' should be "1.85:3'.
— p. 652, §75.527g √®wb, line 2:  ""/ta®îb/'' should be "/®a®îb/'.
— p. 652, §75.527g √®wb, line 3:  ""/ta®îb≠/'' should be "/®a®îb≠/'.
— p. 652, §75.527h √qyl, line 2:  ""1.23:11'' should be "1.23:10'.
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— p. 652, §75.527i √kwn, line 2:  ""/yVßtakinu/"/yVßtakînu/— p. 659, §75.532 √hdy, line 3:
""/yuhaddiyu/'' should be "/tuhaddiyu/'.
— p. 663, §75.533 √m“y, line 2:  ""1.124:15'' should be "1.124:14'.
— p. 663, §75.533 √≤ly, line 2:  ""/≤iliy/'' should be "/≤ilî/'.
— p. 668, §75.537d √“y/wy, line 6:  ""a“w'' should be "a“wy'.
— p. 670, §75.537g √“y/wy, line 2:  ""/yußta“wiyu/'' should be "/yVßta“wiyu/'.
— p. 670, §75.537g √“y/wy, line 3:  ""/yVßta“wiyu/'' should be "/tVßta“wiyu/'.
— p. 676, §75.64 √≤zz, line 2:  correct the ordering of ""1.6:VI:17(2x).20(2x).18.19.''
— p. 676, §75.65b √brr, line 3:  ""§73.422.3'' should be "§73.426'.
— p. 686, §76.323, line 3:  insert quotation marks at end of translation.
— p. 687, §76.331, line 19:  ""1.17:VI:33'' should be "1.17:VI:38'
— p. 688, §76.332, line 6:  ""4.168:6'' should be "4.168:6-8'.
— p. 691, §76.343a, last line:  ""§97.11.2'' should be "§97.11b'.
— p. 692, §76.343b, line 3:  ditto.
— p. 692, §76.343c, last line:  ""§97.11.2-3'' should be "§97.11b-c'.
— p. 692, §76.344, line 18:  ""1.2:II:4f'' should be "1.2:III:4f'.
— p. 699, §76.423, line 4:  judging from the structure of this paragraph as compared with the
previous paragraph, ""y≤n'' should be "t≤n'.
— p. 703, §76.521.2, line 6:  ""l l likt'' should be "lm l likt'.
— p. 709, §76.524.41, line 22:  square brackets should be inserted at various points to
indicate the damaged nature of the quoted text.
— p. 711, §76.524.44, line 7:  ""§73.223.33'' should be ""§73.223.33.2.''
— p. 712, §76.524.6a, line 8:  insert "[n.L.]' after ""1.18:I:19f.*'' ([ttb≤] is not in CAT).
— p. 716, §76.541, line 6:  ""aber'' is repeated.
— p. 716, §76.541a, line 8:  ""Verplichtung'' should be "Verpflichtung'.
— p. 723, §77.323, last line; p. 724, §77.324bAnm., line 2: ""§97.102b'' should be "§97.10.2b'.
— p. 725, §77.33, line 18: ""/≥ßîtª̃/'' should be "/≥aßîtª̃/'.
— p. 726, §77.34cAnm., line 1:  ""1.23:38'' should be "1.24:38'.
— p. 727, §77.34cAnm., line 3:  ""1.23:37-39'' should be "1.24:37-39'.
— p. 740, §81.12e, line 3:  ""als'' is repeated.
— p. 742, §81.21a, line 2:  insert "und' after ""Poesie.''
— p. 759, §82.12, last line:  ""b≤d'' should be "a®r'.
— p. 764, §82.31, line 13:  ""mlykm'' should be "mlakm'.
— p. 765, §82.33:  ""§82.214'' should be "83.214'.
— p. 772, §82.312, line 26:  ""1.3:IV:41-43'' should be "1.3:IV:41-42'.
— p. 785, §83.113a, line 5:  ""die die'' (twice) should be "(die) die' (the relative pronoun is not
present in the text being translated.
— p. 790, §83.122g, line 5:  ""2.72:22f'' should be "2.72:20-23'.
— p. 791, §83.131, line 10:  ""mk b b≤'' should be "mk b ßb≤'.
— p. 791, §83.131, line 10:  insert "" \ '' for each line division
— p. 791, §83.131, line 15:  ""1.17:VI:30-32'' should be "1.17:VI:30-33'.
— p. 807, line 2; p. 816, §87.23, line 2:  ""1.6:VI:25f'' should be "1.6:VI:26f'.
— p. 847, §91.321b, line 3:  insert "" \ '' between ”mßt and pwt.
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— p. 848, line 18:  ""4.363:1'' should be "4.363:1f'.
— p. 848, last line: ""mß”t'' should be "mß”†'; ""4.167:15'' should be "4.167:15f'.
— p. 861, §93.31a, line 3:  ""1.14:I:16f'' should be "1.14:I:6f'.
— p. 952:  under the heading  √gw/yl, the references to pp. 126 and 645 should be moved
down to a new entry " √gwl'.
— p. 965: add an entry for “mr denoting a dry measure with references to pp. 255, 411.
— p. 969: add an entry for n≤r, ""Rostmehl,'' with reference to p. 411.
— p. 969:  add p. 278 to the references for ""npß.''
— pp. 983-1054 index of ""Belegstellen.''  Though I have not checked every entry, in general,
the  errors in text references mentioned previously in this section are mirrored in the index.

In sum, while recognizing that T.'s organization of Ugaritic grammar is far and away the
best, the most complete, and the most linguistically sophisticated treatment currently
available, the number of debatable points as well as a significant number of epigraphic faults
and a not insignificant number of grammatical decisions that I would consider faulty or at the
very least unwise keep me from being more enthusiastic about it than I am.  One important
question regarding this very serious work of scholarship is whether its weight will confound
the detractors of presenting Ugaritic texts and grammar in vocalized form or whether the
many debatable points included herein will create even more dubiety towards the procedure
than has been voiced hitherto.  The fact that this work is firmly founded in comparative
Semitics cannot in and of itself override such doubts, for any given case that is decided
entirely or even principally by comparative considerations must by its very nature remain
within the domain of speculation until internal data are attested to confirm or deny the
hypothesis.  From the above remarks, it should be clear that T. often prefers a reconstruction
favoring archaic Semitic whereas it appears to me that one based on a triangulation with
Hebrew and Arabic (and Phoenician and Aramaic where possible and relevant) is often
preferable. As was remarked in the introduction, perhaps what was needed before this
study, which is in many respects an historical grammar of Ugaritic, would have been a less
speculative descriptive grammar that treated the data as completely as this one.  T. could
then have devoted his considerable erudition as a comparative Semitist to a
historical/comparative grammar addressed primarily to specialists in Ugaritic and in
comparative Semitics, one that would have been less likely to be considered canonical and
thereby to have an effect upon even the more casual students of Ugaritic.  As it is, one can
foresee generations of students becoming confused by the many inconsistencies encountered
in this grammar and believing, to choose three egregious examples, that Ugaritic was the
only West-Semitic language to have three energic morphemes, that the {-h} adverbial
morpheme was a true case marker, or that the D-stem was really /yuqattal-/ in spite of
attested /≥aqattal-/.
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